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CONSTITUTION, i 

ee ER RS ARTICLE I. | epee 

oe ae Pe ge ‘OF THE NAME AND OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY. oO ce 7 

: --This society shall be known as the “ Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. Be 
___- Its objects shall be to promote the advancement of agriculture, horticulture, 

“and the mechanical and household arts. - . ne 

ge  ARTIOLE IL ree ee 
a Bo ae Pas OF THE MEMBERS. _ a en es 

SO / The society shall consist of life members, who shall pay, on subscribing,  __ 
oe “twenty dollars, and of honorary and corresponding members, who shallbe = 

| elected by a two-thirds vote of all the members of the executive board, atany 

. regular meeting. The presidents of county agricultural societies shall be 

pe members ea officio, entitled to the same privileges as life-members, and, to. | 

- gether, shall be known as the general committee of the society, oe 

| | ARTICLE ID 
ce 7 _ OF THE OFFICERS. Oo oe 

Ce ' ‘The officers of the society, shall consist of a president, one vice president | 

_ for each congressional district of the state, a secretary, a treasurer, and seven ee 
. _ additional members, who shall hold their respective offices for the term of 

one year from the first day of January next succeeding the date of their elec- Hn - 

| tion, and until their successors shall have been elected; and all.of whom, Co, 

a together with the ex-president latest in office, and the president and general a 

-...-- geeretary of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, shall con- S 
- stitute the executive board. , ee 

eh SES GR Se ARTICLEIV. 9. | 

ee So oe OF THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS. , | Oo 

"Phe presidents and vice presidents shall perform such duties as arecom- | 
oa mon to such officers in like associations, as may be required by the executive 7 

oa board, he os | 

- _. _The secretary shall keep the minutes of all meetings, and have immediate = 
oo charge of the books, papers, library, and collections, and other property of . 

| _ the society. He shall also attend to its correspondence, and prepare and
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° guperintend the publication of the annual report of the society, required by oe 

, law. | | | | | ae es 

. _ The treasurer shall keep the funds of the society and disburse thesame on = 

the order of the president, or a vice president, countersigned by the secretary, 

-- and shall make report of all receipts and expenditures at the regular meeting 

of the society in December: = S a 4 , 

| The executive board shall have power to make suitable by-laws to govern 

: the action of the several members thereof. They shall have general charge 

-. of all the property and interests of the society, and make such arrangements 

| for the holding and management of general ani ‘special exhibitions as the 

welfare of the society and the interests of industry shall seem to require. | 

| The general comimittee shall be charged with the interésts'of the society im “ 

. the séveral counties where they respectively reside, and constitute a medium 

| of communication between the executive board and the public at. large. - 

| ARTICLE V, ce 

| | «OF MEETINGS AND ELECTIONS. i BS 

, The annual meeting of the society for the transaction of general business 

| shall be Held in its rooms in Madison, on the first Wedtiesday in December, 

at three o’clock P. M., in each year, and ten days’ notice thereof shall bé 

a given’ by the secretary, in one or more papers printed in the city of Madison: — 

he election ot’ officers of the society shall be held éach year during and 

at the general exhibition, and the exact time and place of the‘ election shall 

| be notified by the secretary in the official list of premiums and in all the gens - | 

eral programmes of the exhibition. _ es pele = ne my | 

| Special meetings of the society will be called by order of the executive — | 

, board, on giving twenty days’ notice in at least three newspapers of general 

circulation in the state, of the time, place and object of such meetings, 8 

At any and all meetings of the society, ten members shall constitute a 

| quorum for the transaction of businees, though a less number may adjourn | 

| from time to time. ee oe : 

| - | ARTICLE VI.” ee oS 

oe re OF AMENDMENTS. | | | 

-. 'Phis constitution may be amended by a vote of two-thirds of the members Bo 

: ‘attending any annual meeting; all amendments having been first submitted 

oo in writing at the previous annual meeting, recorded in the minutes of the - 

-_- proceedings, and read by the.secretary in the next succeeding meeting for the 

- election of officers. All amendments proposed shall be subject to amend-. oe 

| ment by a majority vote at the meeting when presented, but not thereafter. a



ee - —OWOFBICRRS, 

The officers of the society shall, ex-oficzo, fill the corresponding offices in _ | 
“ the executivecommittee. ee ee ee 

| has SECTION IE 2 ee 

: ee | OF THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF OFFICERS. : ooo | 

ss Phe duties of the President, in addition to those defined by the Constitution 
-. and the By-Laws regulating the duties of the permanent committee, shall be 

as follows, to wit: ee ee a re - 
ee To inspect the fair grounds after they shall have been prepared for the — 
annual exhibition by the special committee of arrangements, appointed for - 
that purpose, and suggest such modifications or further preparations as he = 

| -maydeem necessary, esses 
2. To formally open the annual fair of the society, at such tinieastheexec- 

_ utive committee may prescribe, with an appropriate address. = ES 

- 8, As the executive head of the society, to have a general ‘supervision and 

= _ control of the éntiré exhibition, subject only to the authority of the executive = 
committee. 7 NEES OR : ee 

oo The duties of the Secretary, more specifically defined than in the constitu- = 
tion, shall be asfollowss | egg ERS 

els 1. To make a faithful record of each meeting of the executive committee, — os 

and keep such record in acondition for the convenient reference of any mem: - 
per thereof, at any time; also to make a record of every order drawn on the == 

my treasurer, and delivered to parties in whose favor they weresodrawn—sepae 
| rately entering and numbering the orders drawn to pay premiums and thosé = 

oe to pay general expenses, and so defining them —and of all moneys due the = 
> gociety; in all cases holding the parties so indebted responsiblé therefor cel 

| - until they shall have presented him a ceftificate from the treasurer, showing = | 
_. thatthesamehas heen paid. sss are 

~ . @. 'To open and carry on such correspondence as may be advantageousto =; 
the ‘soctety or to the common cagse of agricultural improverent, not only = 
with individual agriculturists and eminent practical and scientific men of
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other industrial pursuits, but also with other societies or associations whose | 
Se objects are kindred to ours, whether in this country or foreign lands, and to 

- preserve a journal of such correspondence in the archives of the society. | 

7 8. To collect and arrange for convenient examination, standard agricul- : 

tural works and periodical publications, together with such models, ma- : 

chines and implements as may be donated to, or otherwise acquired by the 

society. - ne - ee oe 

: 4. To investigate, as far as practicable, the nature of fertilizers, indigenous 
and cultivated plants, insects injurious to vegetation, etc., and to collect and oo 

preserve such specimens thereof as will illustrate the natural history and ag. | 
| ricultural resources, condition and progress of the state. — 

5. To institute, and collect reports therefrom, needed experiments relative 

ae to the preparation of the various soils of the state for economical culture, the _ 
7 7 cultivation of different grains, fruits and garden vegetables, the breeding and 

— raising of stock, etc. Toe | : | 

oe 6. To visit, by the advice of the executive committee, or as his own judg- - 

ment may direct, the various portions of the state, and to give lectures on the 

co ecience and practice of agriculture, whereyer and whenever they may be 

: deemed most necessary or desirable. | ee a | . 

- % To codperate with the superintendent of public instruction and the 
Be 7 | agent of the normal school board, for the introduction and use in the schools | 

of Wisconsin, of standard works on agriculture and the other industrial arts oO 

and sciences. - : an | ae | | 

, 8. To attend as many as possible of the industrial exhibitions of thiscoun- > 

try, particularly the county fairs of Wisconsin; to codperate with the presi- | 

dent and special committee of arrangements, for the judicious preparation ; 

and management of our state exhibition; and to have the svle supervision 

| | and control of the office of entry thereat. © : Oo 

9. To carefully prepare and superintend the publication of the annual re- | 

7 port of the society to the governor of the state, embodying therein the pro- 

| ‘ceedings of the State Agricultural Society, an abstract of the reports of the 

- incorporated county agricultural societies of the state, and such | reports, 

essays and addresses, or other matter of information, as may be calculated to - 

a - enhance the value of said report. | re : | oe a | 

oo Finally, it shall be his duty, not only by the means above named, but also | 

| through such other instrumentalities as he may devise, and the committee 

approve, to devote himself faithfully and unreservedly to the promotion of | 

ss the industrial interests of the state. ep ge a 

«ST shall be the duty of the Treasurer— , _ 

- 1. To receive primarily and exclusively all moneys due the society, from 

| whatever source. Bs 
2. To keep a full and faithful record of all receipts of moneys coming into — | 

---: Cis hands, and of the sources whence derived, in a book specially furnished — - 

by and belonging to the society, and to have the same open at all reasonable ° 

‘times, to the inspection of any person or persons authorized by the executive = 

committee to make such examination. | Oe
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8, To likewise keep an exact record of every order by him paid; and such a 

_.. . record must be verified by the proper vouchers, showing that the sums there 
innamed have been by himsopaid. = © a re 

Se SEOPION TI 

Sark | - OF MEETINGS, ae a 

| The Executive Committee shall meet annually, on the day preceding the day | 
on which the annual meeting of the society is held, on Monday preceding  — 

the first Tuesday of February, and again on the first Gay of the annual fair, 
| They shall also meet at the call of the secretary, the president andavice 

__ president of the society concurring — and may adjourn to any stated time. 

SECTION IV. aS oe 
a a | a NE OF A QuoRUM. | OO oe 

At any meeting of the executive committee, four members thereof shall | 
| constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. | a 

ee SO SECTION VY. oe 7 

7 : OF PERMANENT COMMITTEES, | cage tee Z 

a There shall be two permanent committees of the executive committee, = 
‘which shall be respectively styled the Standing Commitiee and the Finance, 

_.- Committee. rr op | os — : 
The Standiug Committee shall consist of the President, the Secretary and = 

the Treasurer, who shall have power in the recess of the Executive com- Se 
"mittee to draw orders on the treasury for all necessary current incidental ex- - 
--penses. But the Executive committee shall have authority, and are hereby 
_--_- required to revise the proceedings or transactions of said Standing commit a 

tee, and indorse or disapprove of the same. poe 
ote The Pinance Committee shall consist of the President and Treasurer, and it PY 
_ Shall be their duty to suggest means for increasing the revenues of the So. 

ciety, | | ; op os cnn | 
: They shall also have authority to invest any portion of the funds of the 

| " Society that may from time to time be set apart by the Executive committee. oe | 
for investment, disposing of such funds, upon such terms and conditions 

_ ag may be prescribed by the said Executive committee. | 
__ Each of the above named sub-committees shall be responsible for the faithe = 

: ful discharge of their duties to the Executive committee, to whom an appeal 
may at any time be taken from their acts or decisions. . | 

oo The auditing, adjusting, allowing or rejecting of all bills, claims or de- 
mands, of whatsoever nature, against the society, and the issuing of orders ee 

| ‘upon the treasurer for payment of the same— except for the current inci- a
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_ dental expenses of the, society, as. by this section already provided for —shall 
ss devolve.npon.the Executive.committee; and it shall be the duty of.said.com- | 

_.. mittee to annually examine the books, papers and vouchers of .the treasurer | 

|  * and secretary, and compare the same, and adjust the accounts bétween those. 

officers and the society, and to report thereon at the annual meeting in De- — 

| : oe SECTIONVE 

OO OF THE ORDER OF BUSINESS. | oe 

, The following order of business shall be observed atall meetings of the Ex- mo 

= ecutive committee: ean Be 
| ot, ‘Reading‘the minutes ofthe preceding-meeting. oo 

| 2. Reading the minutes and reports of the Standing committees, 

- _ 8. Reading the minutes and reports.of the Finance committee. = = a 

_ 4, Report of Auditing committee. = | eR ’ 

5, Report from Special committees. yee OO 8 

7 _6..Communications from thesecretary, a 
ns Communications from members of the committees. | | 

8. Unfinished business. | = a | 

— 9. Miscellaneous business. | ees Re 

| | This order of business may be suspended, however, at any time, by a vote 

: of the majority of the members present. - ae | 

a | SECTION VIE 
| , OF THE FISCAL YEAR. a 

he fiscal year of this society shall commence on the first Wednesday of 
December in each year, and all annual reports of the year previous shall be 

ne SECTION VIN | 

op THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERMS OF OFFICH. 

“The terms of office of all the officers: of this-society shall expire on the 31st | 

day of December, in each year. ES go - | 

a - gROTION IX, 
QF AMENDMENTS. = ss 

"These by-laws may be ainended by‘any regular meeting of the Executive 
committee by a vote of eight of the members thereof, us |



a sr ls “Names. :| Residence. || §==Names. §§| Residence. — 

Adams, James......} Janesville. —s|j Bostwick, J.M.....| Jamesville. © 
: ' Adams, Isaac.......| Cottage Grove. || Bostwick, :‘R..M.....| Janesville. | oe 
ye Adams,iLoL........| Stoners: Prairie; Bonnell, -James......|.Milwaukee.. | 

: Alexander, O....../| Milwaukee. || Bonnell, Lansing..|.Milwaukee.  _ | 
for, Allen,-J.:.W.........| Janesville. © || Boorse, :Henry.....|.Granville. oe 
. Allen, W.:C.........;:-Delavan. . || Boyce,:A.iA....... }:Lodi. : | 

| Allen,:-H. M........| Evansville. . || Boyd,:R. B........|: Milwaukee. | | 
Co Allis, Edward: P.....| Milwaukee. || Bowen, J. B........) Madison, 
ee  Angel,:R. BR. .......) Janesville. . || Bowman, J.:M.....|. Madison. 

— Angel, W.:H........] Suo Prairie. ||| Bradley, C. T......| Milwaukee. 
| Atkins, Albert R....|°Milwaukee. || Braley,‘A.:B........:} Madison. a 
a ‘Atwood, Charles D..| Madison. | Brazea, Benj........7. Wauwatosa. , 

Pe Atwood, ‘David......|.Madison. || Brichener, G. H....|. Sheboygan: F’s. Lo 
mo Atwood, Wm. T....|.San Francisco.|| Briggs,-F..........|. Buffalo, N.Y. - ; 

Atwood, :R.J.......).Madison. || Brockway, E. P....|-Ripon. | : 
| - Armour,-P.:D.......|:Milwaukee. .| Brodhead, E.:.H....| Milwatikee. | 

| ~~~ Armstrong, L..G....|.Boscobel. || Brown, Jas. J......|: Madison. - 
: Arnold, DL oM........): Milwaukee. =} Brown,.:J.A.......|.Milwaukee. : 

Aspinwall, D.iM....|. Farmington. §|| Brown, T..........[.Madison, 
oe _ Ayres, J. W........| Kenosha,. || Bruce,.A:T........| Milwaukee. Bp 

pa foo || Bryan, John.......|/Cross:Plains. . | 
¢  .- ‘Babbitt, Clinton ....} Beloit. {| Bryant,D.:D........|, Madison. ee 

—. ‘Babbitt, D.iH.......| Janesville. | Bryant,G.:E...... | Madison. = | 
~ Bacon, J.P....ese.-| Westport. || Bull, Stephen......|. Racine. | ce 

| . Bacon,:W..D........|/Waukesha. =| Bullard, James.....|. Evansville. OS 
‘Bailey, A. P........|/ Oshkosh. |} Bump, N.P.......| Janesville. | 
Bailey, MaT........] Madison. || Buoker, Geo.....3.|.Madison. | 

| - Baker, Robt. .H.....|.Racine. || Burgess, J.M......|. Janesville. | - 
Oo Barlass, Andrew... .|.Hmerald-Grove.| Bush, Samuel .....| Milwaukee. | 

| - _Barlass,-David......|. Emerald Grove.|| Button, Henry H...| Milwaukee. 
Barnes, George. ...{ Janesville. |) Burnham,:Miles ...,. Danville. 
Barrows, E.8.......|.Chicago. || Burnham, :A., Jr....| Milwaukee. — 

ae Barry, James.. ..../ Fitchburg.  — |, Burnham,.J.:L.....|. Milwaukee. — — 
oe . Bates, A..C.........| Janesville. |) Byrne, John ‘A.....|;Madison. ~ 

fo .. Beecroft,;W. G..... .|: Madison. ce 7 
Bement, B..... ....]| Oregon. © |] Casar, -Wm........|. Janesville. 

a Bemis, Jervis.......| Footville. || Camp, H.-H........| Milwaukee. _ 
- . .. Benediet, J. D....../: Bristol... || Capron, Geo.......| Madison. | 

eas Benedict,:S..G.......| Providence;R.I.|) Carleton, W..D.....).Sun:Prairie. 
os : Benedict, WiG .....|' Milwaukee. || Carpenter, J..A...../ Waukesha. ae 

Benson, 8. W.......| Bloomfield. _|| Carpenter, J..E.....|: Windsor. | 
Bigelow, F..G......|, Milwaukee. || Carpenter,J..H ..| Madison. — | 

| Billings, -Harl......|. Madison. —_|| Carpenter, S.:D.....| Madison. — 
Birds DL W..........|. Jefferson. |) Carr, N.B.........//Madison. | 

: Bird, T.:E......... | Madison. —s_ |] Carr, Joseph’S.....| Eau Claire. 
- Bishop,:John C.....}:Fond du Lac. | |\/Carter, A: M.......| Johnstown. - 
oe - Black, John........|, Milwaukee. = |}: Carter: Guy........| Janesville. : 

me | Blair, Franklin. J...|,Milwaukee. = || Carver, P.-S......../:Delavan. . 
—.. Blanchard, Willard .|. Windsor. | || Cary, J.........-2-|, Milwaitkee. | aed 
 s- Bliss,. C.eM........-]. Towa. sft Case, J.:I...... ...1. Racine. :
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| - - Names. Residence. Names. _ Residence. =~ | 

_ Chandler, Joseph C.| Madison. || Davis, W..........| Center, | 
Chandler, Samuel...| Milwaukee. Dean, E. B.........; Madison. — : 
Chapman, T. A......| Milwaukee. | Dean, N. W........| Madison. | 
Chase, Enoch.......| Milwaukee. - Dean, John 8......} Madison.  —. © | 

| Chase, H.......... | Milwaukee. | || De La Maytr, W. A.) Eikhorn. oo 
_ Cheney, Rufus......| Whitewater. ‘Delaplaine, G. P...| Madison. © | 

Children, E. .......| Lancaster. | || DeMor, A. B.......| Milwaukee. _ 
- @hipman, A.........| Sun Prairie. - Dewey, Nelson.....| Cassville. oo - 

, ‘Chipman, 0. R......| Waunakee. — || DeWolf, E.........| Fitchburg, Mas 
Church, Wm. A.....|. Milwaukee. Devoe, A. B........| McFarland. : 

, Clapp, G. W........| Fitchburg. . || Dexter, W. W......| Janesville. Oe 
Clark, C. M.........| Whitewater. Dickerman, I. A...) Verona. . a 

- Clark, Lewis ...... | Beloit. Dickson, J. P...’...) Janesville. | 
| Clark, Satterlee.....| Horicon. Dodge, J. E........| Lancaster. — 

. Cochrane, John.....| Waupun. —_—i|} Dodge, H. S.......; Milwaukee. ~ : 
| Cogswell, A. W.....} Brookfield. _|| Doolittle, W. J.....| Janesville. 

Colby, Charles......| Janesville. | |} Doris, John........; Milwaukee. > | 
Coleman, W.W.....| Milwaukee. Dorn, M. M........| Madison. | . 
Colladay, Wm. M...) Stoughton. | Dousman, T.C.....| Waterville. © , 

| Colton, 8. B.........| Middleton. Dow, O. P.........| Palmyra. oe, 
Cooper, BE. J.........| Mineral Point. || Drakely,S.........| Madison. — | 

oo Cornell, James......| Oshkosh. |) Drury, E. W.......| Fond du Lac. | : 
~ Cornwell, H. H.....| Verona. © Dunlap, 8....,.....| Burke. | 

' Corrigan, John,.....| Cedarburg. | Dunn, Andrew.....| Portage City. : 
a Cottrill, J. P. C......| Milwaukee. Dunn, Wm........./ Madison. = 

| Cottrill, W. H.......| Milwaukee. || Dunning, Abel.....| Madison. 
| Cottrill, C. M.......| Milwaukee. Durkee, H.........| Kenosha. - 

Cory, J.............| Footville. Dutcher, J. A......| Milwaukee. | | 
| ' Crampton, N. B.....) Madisou. .. |} Dwinnell, J. B.... | Lodi. a 

Crawford, E. B.......| Omaha, Neb. | Pe | se 
. Crawford, J. B......| Baraboo. | Eaton, J. O........| Lodi. © 

. - Crawl, John........| Center. Echlin, J. O.......| Jamesville 
Crilley, John J......| Milwaukee. Edgerton, EH. W....| Summit. 

7 Crocker, Hans......| Milwaukee. Edmunds, F. W....| Madison. | 
Crosby, J. B........| Janesville. || Elderkin, Ed.......) Elkhorn. Ps 
Cross, J. B..........| Milwaukee. =|] Elliott, E..........) Lone Rock. | a 
Crossett, B. F.......) Janesville. Elliott, Jos. T......| Racine. a 

—_ Culver, Caleb E.....| Shopiere. E'lis, J. A........ | Chicago. - 
Cummings, Wm.....| Fitchburg. Elisworth, O.......| Milwaukee. => 

|  . Ourtis, L.8.........| Wauwatosa. || Ellsworth, L.......| Milwaukee. 
Curtis, F.C.........| Rocky Run. || Ellsworth, W.J....| Madison. | | 
Curtis, Seymour.....| Fitchburg. Elmore, A. E.......| Green Bay. | 
 Ourtis,D. W........| Fort Atkinson.|| Elmore, R. P.......| Milwaukee. . 

| Curtis, Dexter......| Madison. Eldred, John E....| Milwaukee. > a 
Cutting, J. W........| Harmony. || Elson, Charles.....| Milwaukee. _ : 

oe fo | Emmons, N, J.....| Milwaukee. | | 
Daggett, M. L.......| Madison. | Enos, Elihu........|. Waukesha. , 
Dah}man, Anthony. .| Milwaukee. Esterly, Geo. W....| Whitewater. | 

~ Dablman, John.....) Milwaukee. |. : a, ey St 
Dann, Obed........| Janesville. ‘Fairbanks, E.......| St.dohnsb’y,Vé 

| | Danks, E. P.........| Stoughton. —— || Farwell, L.S.......| Chicago. 
. Daniells, W. W....., Madison. Fenn, G. W....... | Janesville. | | 

| Darling, K.A...... | Fond du Lac. || Ferguson, D.......) Milwaukee. _ 
| Darwin, A. G.......| Brooklyn, N. Y.| Ferguson, Benj.....) Fox Lake. | 

- Daubner, Geo. H....| Brookfield Cen.) Fernly, Jno........| La Grange. - 
— Davidson, Adam.....| Verona. Field, Martin......| Mukwanago. | 

- Davis, G. L.........( Milwaukee. Field, W. W.......} Boscobel. > 
7 Davis, Jobn.........| Milwaukee. || Fifield, L........../ Chicago. . 

Davis, N. P.........| Pierceville. — Fifield, D. E.......| Janesville. 
| Davis, 8. B..........! Milwaukee. Fifield, E. G.......{ Janesville. ©



oe oe Names | Residence. — ie Names. = | = Residencen 

Finch, Lorin. ...... ‘Bradford. || Grover, E.........| Madison. OS  Firmin, F. H....2..) Madison. || Grubb, W. 8 ......1 Baraboo. . : Fisher, C. O....... -| Center, 9 Guernsey, Orrin. ..| Janesville, a 

_. Fisher, Seth........) Center. | Haight, J. M......! Sacramento,Cal. 
Bitch, D.-..-++--++-| Madison. +|| Haight, Nicholas..| Madison. : _ Bitch, W. F........) Madison. | Hall, Augustus....| Janesville. 

- -Fiteb, W. G.....2..) Milwaukee. Hallock, Youngs..| Middleton. os Fitzgerald, R. P....| Milwaukee. || Hall, H.P....e... Madison.  =—s— 
_ Fletcher, John .....) Springfield. || Hanchett, A.M .._| Hanchettville.  Blint, J. G. Jr....../ Milwaukee. — || Hancock, Brad... Marshall, . Folds, Geo. H...... Madison. _—|| Hanks, A.8.......| Milwaukee: oe 

Foote, Sydney....../ Madison... Hammond, E.8 ...| Fond du Date Foote, ALE w..., ---| Milwaukee. — || Harrington, N. H .|- Delavan. “ Fowle,Jacob.......! Oshkosh. _|| Harris, Jas........) Janesville. _. Fowler, James 8 ...| Mitwaukee, Harvey, J. W. H ..| Madison. Ree 
Fox, W. H...... -+-| Fitchburg. |] Hasbrouk, W ..... Hau Claire eee Fratt, N.D. weesoee -Racine, a Hastings, S.D sees Madison. . os Ne 
Frank, A.S........! Madison. ‘Hausmann, Jos....| Madison. se 

_ Frank, George R...| Boscobel. |, Hawes, J.F.......1 Madison. nea 
_ Brankfarth, Wm ...| Milwaukee. || Hawes, W.N......| Verona. ee .. Freeman, ©. F.. ...|- Milwaukee. | Hayes, A,J.......| Milwaukee. 
. Briedman, Ignatius.) Milwaukee. Hazelton, Geo.C..| Boscobel. S 

French, Jonathan ..) Madison. || Hazen, Chester....| Ladoga, fuller, M.E........] Madison. || Helfenstein, J. A..| Milwaukee.  payen FD... -+ | Madison. || Hempstead, H. W.| Milwaukee, Furlong, Thomas T. Chicago... | Hicks, J.H oo... Oshkosh. = 

Furlong, John ...../ Milwaukee. | ‘Hibbard, W. D....| Milwaukee. ~--. Gammons, Warren. . Middleton, Higbee, A.T.. ....| Stoughton, a 
ae Gates, D. W. CC... eel Madison. eg See Hill, H. Jk. So “Madison. ee 

Gaylord, Aug.,..../ New York City.| Hill, James H.....| Madi Son. ee 
_ Gernon, George ....{ Madison. Aull, J.W. P......) Windsor, 

Gibbs, Chas. R..... Whitewater. || Hill, P. Bo... ..... “Milwaukee. — Gipert. Thomas.....| Oregon. || Hill, Robt... ] Milwaukee. | Giles, H. H......../ Madison. || Helmer. A. M.....] Milwaukee. 0 EES 
Gilman, Henry..... Stoughton. — 4) Hiner, W. HH... ... Fond du Lac. hls tes 
Gillett, R. Bs. ..... Tomah, | Hinkley, B. R...... Summit. iO Se — googenow.H. D....| Madison. || Hobart, L.J......| Milwaukee, - 
Goodrich, Ezra..... Milton, fp Hodge, Robt. ~+eee| Janesville, Se — Goetich G.+-++++.) Whitesville, || Hodson, C.W.... Janesville. Gould, L. D........1 Madison. ‘Hoeflinger, Carl...) Wausau. __ OE Sa es Graham, Alexander. Janesville. —— | Hollister, R. M.... Janesville. eae 

Grant, Albert.......) Milwaukee. Holt, David.......) Madison. ae — Graves, R.A .......) Ripon. Holton, Edward D.| Milwaukee. ss —— Graves,t8. W.......) Rutland. || Hopkins,Bedford B ‘Milwaukee, Greens Anthony ....) Milwaukee. || Hopkins, James ..| Madison, ne 
_ Green, Geo. G.... -+| Milwaukee. | Hopkins, J. C..... ‘Madison. | _. Greene, N.S «......) Milford. "| Hopkins, FO... -| Milwaukee, 2 “ "Green, Samuel......| Fitchburg. _ |] Hoskins J. W.... ‘Milwaukee. | ae 

Greenleaf, E. B.....| Milwaukee, Hoskins, Alfred...) Janesville. __, Greenman, C. H....| Milton. — _ |, Houston, Peter....) Cambria, es Greenman, H-D....| Milwankee. jj Hoyt, J.'W.......|| Madison 2 Gregory, J. Coe... Madison. —| Hurlburt, E.......| Oconomowoc. gOS Grinnell, J-@......] Adams. Hume, Wm :......) Oshkosh, _ Groom, John.......| Madison. —_—- || Hutson, J. 9 12.107 Stoughton,
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oo Be Names. |. Residence. r Names. | Residence. . coat 

| Hyde, Edwin ......| Milwaukee. — Leslie, John.. weees| Madison. = 2 

a : | oo Pe Lester, Waterman . Janesville. - 

| Isley, Chas. Be ee _Miwankee. || Lewis, Herbert A.. Madison. : 

-Imbusch, J. H.....) Milwaukee. | Tawis’ John I Modtcon b- 

: Ingham, A. C......| New York. Lewis, John L.... | “alison, - 
i PE EE os ‘Lindsey, E. J.....), Milwaukee. | 

Jacobs, Wm......+.} Madison, |) Little, Thos, H ...) Janesville. = | 
. Jackman, Hiram...| Chicago. oS Lloyd, Lewis... ooae Cambria... oe os 

| Jeffrey, Geo......-- Smithville... || Lockwood, John... Milwaukee. oo 

Jenks, 8. R........| Madison. Ludington, H.....) Milwaukee. ae 

Jenkins, J. C.......| Jamesville. | Ludington, James. ‘Milwaukeew 

Jerdee, L. P........| Madison. | Ludlow, A..... se. Monroe.) 

_Jerdee, M. P.......|, Madison. - Lucy, O. .K........), Colnmbus. - : 

_ Johnston, Jno. Jr.,..| Madison. i) Lyman, H......... ‘Dakotah. > - 

«Johnson, M. B:....| Janesville. | Lynch, T. M.... _.| Janesville. . 

. : Johnson, Joseph ...| Hartland. Lynde, W. P......) Milwaukee. 

2 ‘Johnson; Jobn .....| Milwaukee. |] Lysaght, Wm.....| Bellville, 

. Johnston, John ....) Milwaukee. |) Main, Alex H..... ‘Madison. st 

Jones, C. H........| Bun. Prairie. Mann, I. L........| Fitchburg, 

mot Jones, John N......; Madison Mann, J. E...... 23) Sun Prairie. 

Juneau, Paul.......) Juneau. ._ | Mann, Henry ..... ‘Milwaukee. os 

oe Janssen, E.H......| Mequon. Mann, Curtis....../ Oconomowoc. 

_. ee) a oe Macy, J. B........|- Fond du Lac. | 

- Kellogg, L. F.. ...| Madison. | Manwaring, W m..| Black Earth. _ 

Kellogg, Geo. J.... | J anesville. || Marshal, Samuel . |\-Milwaukee. 

oe Keiwert, Emil......| Milwaukee. || Martin, A.C......| Ashton | 

a Kent, A. C.........| Janesville. || Martin, G.L..... |-Janesville. - 

: Kershaw, O.J......| Milwaukee. | Martin, Nathaniel.| Monroe. = 

— Kershaw, W. J. ...|. Milwaukee. Martin, S.W......| Madison. .— os 

Keyes, E. W. ......| Madison. Mason, George A..| Madison. | 

| Kimball, M.G.....| Sheboygan. | Masters, E.D......| Jeflerson. . 

7 Kimball, John .....| Janesville. |) Mathews, A. K....) Milwaukee. = 

Kingsley, 8.P......| Springfield. Matteson, Clinton..| Rosendale. = 

Kingston, J. T.....) Necedah. Matts, I. H.B.....|. Verona. : 

ss Riger, W. C........| Madison. || Maxson, O. F.....) Waukegan. 

. -_ ‘Kiser, J. C....+....{ Oregon, May, A.C.. se. Milwaukee. 

' ~ Klauber, Samuel ...| Madison. || Mayhew, T.J..... Milwaukee. 
| 

° Knight, EB .........| Sun Prairie. _ | Mayhew, J. L.....| Milwaukee. a 

| Kneeland, Moses...| Milwaukee. || McCarty, F.D....| Fond,du Lac 

| Kneeland, James. .| Milwaukee. | ‘McConnell, T.J...| Madison. a 

Knowles, Geo......| Milwaukee. | ‘McCormick, J.G..). Madison. | 

. ' Knapp, d. Gewese eel. Tampa, Florida “McCullaugh, And. Emerald Grove. — .; 

: . Koss, Rudolph ..... Milwaukee... McDonald, A...--[. Allo. 

oo 7 | fe MeDougal, Geo. W.| Madison. = 7 

. Ladd, M. L........ ‘Sugar Creek. McDowell, H. C..- Oconomowoc. 

Lamb, F.J.........| Madison. || MeGeoch, P.....-- “Milwaukee, 

a ‘Landauer, Max.....} Milwaukee. | McKenna, Martin .); Madison. 

| Lapham, I. A.. .... Milwaukee. || McKenna, David ..| Madison.. | 

a - Lapham, Henry....| Summit. — |, McLaren, Wm. P..| Milwaukee. 

Larkin, B.F.....-.| Madison. McNiel, David....|.Stoughton, 

‘Larkin; Daniel.....| Madison. || McPherson, J. P...|. Springdale. 

-Tarkin, William ...| Madison. __—_|| Merrill, Alf....... Madison. 

Lawrence, W. A..-.| Janesville. || Merrill, S. §......-| Milwaukee. 

. -7aNton SG. -0..| Green Bay. || Miller, John ......| Madison, 
- Jearned, J. M......| California. Mills, Simeon.....| Madison, = 

- ‘Yeidersdorf,B......| Milwaukee. _|| Miltmore, Ira.....) Chicago, 

| Leitch, W. T.......) Madison. — > || Miner, Cyrus..... | Janesville, 

 Geitch, W. T.dr....) Vienna.  * Miner, John B....| Milwaukee.



ee oe Tam Mempmes 

Os Mitchell, J. L......| Milwaukee, || Porter, Wm. F.... Maine * ED 

- Morehouse, L. H...). Milwaukee. || Porter, G. E.......| Eau Olaire. = 9 2 
1 Mors, Samuel.....} Milwaukee. || Post, David........| Milwaukee, 
De eee Moseley, J Bae oh - Madison, Se Power, G. D...... | Milwaukee. 

~ Moxley, A. R.......] Madison. —}- Powers, W. J...... Black Earth, BO 
_ Mullen, James......) Milwaukee. |}, Pratt, HE. H........| Chicago. 
__. -Murray, George..../ Racine, CAL ge Bub eles Vals Woe Nash. C. D.........] Milwaukee, || ,, Farmers’. Club...| Springfield. 

Razno Johan 2020] Manwackes, | Rritehard, PoM..0/| Fitchburg. 
, Needitam, JB..." Wauwatosa, | Proud Andrew..| Madison” 

‘Newcomb, 8. B.....| Cold Spring. || Rawson, GC. A.....| Madison. 
Newton, Ephriam. . Oregon. ee |) Ray, Charles...... ae Oe 

Nicholas, L. T.,....] Janesville. || Riordan, Charles..) Oshkosh. = (a 

a OTS Mees os Ar Waukee. | Reed, Herbert... Arena, i sss 
oe INOTUOD, od. De wee ee.) Madison. © || teed, Harrison....| Jack’nvi Ma. Oo eos 
Ce 8 . Nott, F. B.. seeeees] Oregon. — Ressigue, A. C.... Janesville” oe Nowell, W. A..-+..| Milwaukee, | Reynolds, M......| Madison.” 
+ Ober, R. P.........| Milwaukee, | eynolds,John....| Madison’ 

Ogilvie, Robert...."| Madison. ‘| Reynolds, Thomas.| Madison. = ss 
Oliver, Joseph B...| Milwaukee. Reynolds, John...) Kenosha’ 

Olney, C. W.......| La Cygne, Kan. Rexford, J.D.... | Jrnesville 
Orr, @. H..........| Verona. Rice, E. M........| Whitewater, 

, Ott, Geo. V.........| Madison, ‘|| Richards, Richard.| Racine 
7 a eee AL peehardony Diss MUOdletom 

Page, H. M........] Madison, jj 2MCHardson, James. Buffalo,N.Y. 
ees Palmer, H. L...... Milwaukee. || Richardson, R.J..) Janesville, 

Palmer, J. Y.......| Oregon. _—i|| Richardson, A....| Janesville 
= »~Palmer, O.M.......| Orecon. —s|,: Richmond, Amaz’h| Whitewater. = 

-. Palmer Henry ....| Oregon. |__| Riebsam, C.R. ...} Madison. 
Park, John W......| Vernon. ee ebinis, eee Vienna. k ee 
Park, Wm. J.......] Madison, sf] pO ROMS, . Vi...) New York, © 7 

ee Parker, C. H....... Beloit, A Koddis, R. .......| Milweukee, 
Parmley, Ira.......| Center, — |) Rodgers, Lawrence. Westport, 

es Parsons, P. B...... “Madison, Roe, J.P... weeeeee Franklin. ee 

Partridge, J. 8.....| Whitewater, || Rogers, C. H......) Milwaukee, 
Patten, L. F...3....) Janesville. Rodgers, D. J..e-.| Milwaukee, 

Patton, Jas. E......) Milwaukee, ~ _ Rogers, J. S.......| Burlington, See 
_ Paut, Geo. H.......| Milwaukee, |) Rogers, Anson.....| Janesville, = 

Payne, Wm........| Janesville. _|| Bogers, H. 8......] Milwaukee, 
Payne, H.C........ | Milwaukee, — | B08s,James.......) Botany Bay, 2 

~ Pember, R, T..;....| Janesville. || Bowe, W. E.......) Mazomanie. 
Perkins, P. M......} Burlington. Ruble, Simon.....) Beloit, © 
Perrine, L. W......| Janesville, || Ruggles, J. D......| San Francisco, 
Perry, B F...:.....| Madison. ___|| Russell, Harvey...| Milwaukee. 

DAs Efster, Guido......| Milwaukee. || 4Y der, James K.. -| Waterloo. 
eas helps, A. Warren..|. Milwaukee. — tt Sage. Ys oe Or dg nas 

Pierce, C.L......+.| Milwaukee, Salisbury, iW. "| Fitchburg Re 
Pilgrim, D. T......] West Granville.| Salisbury, D. F.... | Fitchbure. | Le 

os _ finney ? Be Uso ewn ee pe A . | Sanderson, Edw...| Milwaukee. oo sees 
Ee CY, D.---+----| Hond du Lac. || Sanderson, R. B...| Madison. ee 
_. Plankington, John.| Milwaukee. | Sarles, John H....| Boscobel. = 
_\ Plumb, J.C.......-| Milton. || Schute, Charles....| Milwaukee. . = 

Plumb, T. D.......) Madison, || Schutt. U........ | Taneeville. ok 
ge EE: Plumme: = B.C : A ee he ae UL CI Ut 9 Meese we eae] Janesville. SON eens
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| . Name. — Residence. _ Name. _ Residence. 

Scott, §. B........--| Milwaukee. | Tallman, W. H....| Janesville. — 

Seville, James......| Merrimac. Taylor, E.........| Mukwanago. 

Sexton, Kellogg ....| Milwaukee. Taylor, W. R......| Cottage Grove. . 

Sexton, W. F.......| Milwaukee. | Tenney, H.-A...... Madison. = —— 

Simmons,C.J......| Monroe. ——| Tenney, D. K......| Chicago. . Hes 

vo, Sinclair, J ett oveeeee! Milweukes, oe | Aenney, Samuel. ..| Dearie NL es 
7 arp, J. W......--| lowa. s,s herr. A. H.......| Milwaukee. . 

Shaw, J. B.........| Milwaukee. — ‘Terwilliger, Jas... Syen. ss 

. - Sheldon, A. H......| Janesville. || Thorson, John ...:| Milwaukee, 

Sheldon, D.G@......| Madison. —_—i| Tibbits, Geo. M.... Milwaukee. | 

. Sheldon, 8. L.......} Madison. || Tierney, K........| California. o 

‘Shepherd, C........| Milwaukee. Thompson. W.H..;| Chicago, => a 

a Sherman, Amaziah .| La Prairie. /Thompson, Dr. W..| Madison. By 

- Sherman, George ...| La Prairie. | Thorp, J.G@.......| Hau Claire. — 

| Sherman, J. M......} Burnett. |) Todd, J.G......t.| Janesville. _ | 

. ‘Sherwood, J. C.....| Dartford. _—|| Tolford, J. W......| N eillsville. 

a Shipman, 8. V......| Chicago. — | Torgerson, Lars ...| Madison. > | 

- Shipman, A.C .....} Sun Prairie. || Torrey, R. D.......| Oshkosh... 

| Skelley, Charles....) Janesville. __|| Townley) ,John....| Moundville. | 

Skinner, George J..| Sioux Falls,D.T|| Treat, Z. B.. .....-| Chicago. > | 

Skinner, E. W......| Turner, D.T. - Treat, George E...| Milwaukee. . 

‘Slaughter, G. H....| Middleton. _|| True, W. #H........]| Fitchburg. — 

Slaughter, W. B....| Middleton. i Twining, M.S.....} Magnolia. - 

| Sloan, I. C..........| Madison. Oo EAE le Sago IN : 

Slocum, G.A.......{ Chicago. | Utter, Jas..........| Oregon. 

| Smith, Winfeld wees Milwaukee. | | er ee 

: mith, Angus.......| Milwaukee. jj +, eG Lege a 

‘Smith, Adam.......| Burke. “op Yan Brunt Wo. Horieon.. | 
ani < || Van Cott, Albert B.| Chicago. , - 

Smith, George B....| Madison. Van Etta, Jacob Madi | 

‘Smith, J. B........| Milwaukee. Van Ki ON Milwaukee. 
Smith, S. W........| Janesville. Van Norsk ond AH Gr ae CO. 

: Smith, H. L........| Janesville. Van s haick LW. Teen bay. 
/ Smith’ M. C..... | Janesville. || Van Sebaick, I. W.| Milwaukee. =, 

_ Smith, 8. B.........| Vernon ‘Wan Slyke, N. B..) Madison. 
oo | MLE Oe reste ee dE Maughan, O.A.... Lodi... ot 

Smith, J. Maurice ..; Chicago. | +s a ae poy Fe ae , 
| | een ae Viall, Andrus. ....| Madison. 
a Snell, H..........-.| Madison. ll Vilas. Chas. H.....| Cleveland, 0. | 

-—- Spaulding, William.| Janesville. Vilas. L 2. re Madison. RES 

‘Spaulding, Joseph .| Janesville. = || viaje’ Toy AGISOD, 
| , ' | oy | Vilas, L. M........| Hau Claire. | 

Spencer, James C...| Milwaukee. . | Vilas: Wm.F......| Madison. 

- ss Spencer, R. C........| Milwaukee. | || | UR PUN es son ee RROD 

| ‘Squier, Thos. H.....; Waterloo ff} ee ee ee 

Stannard, A.C .....| Milton. © | Wackerhagen, E...| Racine. — - . 

Stark, Chas. A .....; Milwaukee. || ‘Wait, J. B... ..-s| Waitsville. | | 

| - Steele, Chester......| Milwaukee. =} Warren, J.H..... | Albany, == | 

- Stephenson, Isaac ..| Marinette. —|| ‘Warren, W.R.....;| Madison. 

| Stevens, Geo. C.....| Milwaukee. | Webster, James ...; Danville 

| Stevens, J.T .......| Madison, Webster, Martin...| Fox Lake. S 

a Steensland, H......| Madison. —«{j Webb, James A.. .-| Janesville. - | 

ae Stewart, C. K....... Danville. Welch, W......-... Madison. | 

Stewart, G. H......| Colorado Spr’sC | Wells, Daniel L...| Milwaukee. — 

| 'Stilson, Eli........./ Oshkosh. _—||, Werner, John ....- Sauk = 

| St. John, J. W......} Janesville. ~ || West, A. H........ |Madison. 

Stockman, John....} Milton. sj, West, Henry... .. | Madison. : 

Stone, G....seeee---| Beloit. sj], West, 8. C.... .+eee| Milwaukee. | 

Storm, Wm ........| Madison. || West, Henry M....; Milwaukee. el 

Stowe, La Fayette..| Sun Prairie. || Whaling, J.M..... -Milwaukee.. — 7 

| Street, Richard.....| Waukesha. Wheeler, Geo. F...) Waupun, 

| Sullivan, James ....| Burke. . Wheeler, Guy .....| La Prairie. 

Sutherland, C......| Seyene.- | Wheeler, W.A....| Middleton. 

Swain, Wm. W.....) Madison. -\t Wheeler, L. A.....' Milwaukee.



oe ee ee ee eee ee eres ee  ditre MempBers. 2 i si sd 

oo Namen Residence. |. © Name. Residence. 

Wheelock, W. G....| Janesville. Williams, 8. G.....| Janesville. ve NE ss Wheelwright, J.....] Middleton, + Wilson, Wm......| Westport, ee White, A...........| Verona. =| Wilson, Zebina....| Palmyra. ns "Whiting, W. F......| Milwaukee. || Wood, J. W.......| Baraboo. | ‘Whitney, W. F......| Milwaukee. |! Woolcott, E. B.....| Milwaukee. | 
"Wicks, Thomas... Milwaukee. =| Wooley, J.T....... Milwaukee. : 
Wight, O. W. ......| Milwaukee. |} Wootton, Robert...| Madison. oe | "Wightman, H.......| Black Earth. _| Worden, Ed.......| Madison. as “Wilcox, C. T........| Janesville. Worthington, B. M.| Madison. as | Wilkins, A. W......| Milwaukee. Worthington, D. ...} Chicago. . cue Willey, O.8........] Benton Harbor,|| Worthington, Geo..| Milwaukee. _ Ga SOM eee Mich. |) Wright, D. H......{ Madison. Ea Williams, C. L......| Madison... - Wright, Geo.......) Mt. Horeb. = 

‘Williams, C. H.....| Baraboo. « | Wright, J.8.......| Emerald Grove. Williams, D........| Darien. ‘|| Wright, Josiah S.. -| Jamesville, © ‘Williams, Daniel...) Madison. |} Wylie, Geo. W.....; Elkhorn. = Be 
_ Williams, Daniel.../ Sammit. . | : ee Williams, G. G......| Whitewater. Young, J.E. ......1 Janesville. oe Williams, J. P......| Janesville. ||} : 7 7 8 | o Williams, Randall. .| Janesville. Awietush, Otto ....| Milwaukee. a ae Boge ee Williams, 8. B...... Madison. | Se | : NS
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« i -. Srr:—In your annual message, delivered to the legislature Jan- 

ee oe ~uary 10th, 1878, you were pleased to use the following words: | Ses 

Le “We have been accustomed to regard Wisconsin as only agrow- > 7 

BO ing state. It is more than that— it is a great state. Its financial, | Te 

a educational, penal and charitable affairs. involve the annual collec- 
Q ee tion and disbursement of millions of dollars of money; the support. . - 3 oo 

+ and care of thousands of schools; the detection and punishment of — 
oe Sy : - a long list. of . criminals; and the furnishing of food, shelter, cloth- A a - . : . 

ae ing, instruction and medical attendance for the destitute, the un- a 
fortunate and the afflicted. pee es es ee 

-—  & These are indeed noble themes upon which to dwell, calculated oe 

oa to arouse and maintain a well founded state pride, and indicative 
Se of a healthy, vigorous and -self-perpetuating | civilization. Con- - os aS 

 ‘tetaplating them, we should not forget, however, thatitistothe —s_ 

productive industries, to the agricudturist, the manufacturer and 
ee a the miner, their allies and. assistants, that we are most largely in- : - SS 

_ debted for what we are, and that our principal reliance underGod 
Oe 2 is upon them for continued prosperity and development as a state. eee | : 

Whatever tends, therefore, to the enlargement of these industries = 

aoe a encouragement and support. oie Ee ce . ae 

“Agriculture is, and for many years must continue to be, the most ee 
a | important industry of the state, not only. as furnishing employ- ce 

ee ment tothe greatest number of individuals, and utilizing in the | a =
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| pends very largely the success of all other industries. Whatever, | 
therefore, the state can do in disseminating information in'regard _ 
to the results of improved processes in agriculture, and to the rela- 
tive profits derived from the different branches of this industry, it 
is not only proper, but. important. that. it should do. The State a 

| Agricultural Society was organized’ to assist in the accomplishment oe 
7 of these purposes, and has rendered most efficient service in this __ 

— direction” 
And Daniel Webster said truthfully: re By oe | a 

| “ Agriculture feeds us, to a great extent it clothes us; with- - 

> out it, we could not have manufactures, we should not have com: . 

~ merce; ‘these all stand together, but they. stand like pillars ina 
- cluster, the largest in the centre, and that largest. is agriculture.” . 

[The State Agricultural Society, keeping steadily in view the sen- 
. _. timents so truthfully uttered, is striving, as best it can, to advance 

the agricultural and other interests of the state. “It points with 

a pride to the scores of thoroughbred studs, herds and flocks that are | 

a now bred and reared in our state; believing that its annual fairs _ 
- have done much to encourage the breeding of: the dest stock; the : 

a profit of thorough breeding ‘is already being realized, not only 

horses, cattle, sheep and swine, Wisconsin bred, are finding mar- 

| _ kets on the old side of the Atlantic; but butter and. cheese made 

from cows that feed in our dales, and ‘drink from our rivulets, are ml 

| _-wafted by the white wings of commerce to Albion Isle, and are. | 
po found upon the tables of the people of “Ayr,” “Jersey,” and 

| Fifty-five county and district societies have filed their reports in 

_ pursuance of Jaw, in this office. All show evidence of thrift and - 

| Our annual conventions have become very interesting to the 

a _ people, and the February meeting ‘was largely attended; a sum- | 

- -_- mary of its doings will be found in the accompanying pages of this wee 

- volume, together with the transactions of ‘the Board and Society a 
up to that time; also reports of treasurer, superintendents, anda 

list of premiums awarded in 1877, most of which has. been done | 

: under the supervision of our long tried and faithful secretary,  —-- 
a - Hon. W. W. Field, and-president, Hon. Eli Stilson, 

| eee For the Executive Board, = 2 SS . | 

Sag Ee -. GEO. E.BRYANT, > 
DS oe oe a | Mee ane Bee he aos Secretary. = |



Ce 

- EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETINGS. 2” 

ee | - OFFICE OF THE Soocrsry, = ee 
ee ‘Myers House, Janesville, Sept.10, 1877. 
| Oe se In accordance with the requirements of the by-laws of the Wis- oe 
u - -_ consin State Agricultural Society, the executive board met at the ey . 2 
. the ‘Myers House, in the city of Janesville, at 7:30 P. m., Sept. 10, 

a Ee Present—President Stilson, Vice Presidents Fratt, Bryant, War- 
aoe 8 ren, Clark and Torrey, Treasurer Blair, and Messrs. McDowell, | Be Le 

Boyce, Daubner, Hazen and Secretary Field. wl eg es 
President Stilson in the chair. The president called to order,« 

and stated that the board was convened. for the purpose of taking _ ee 
| os such action as might be deemed. important relative to the annual - oe ; 

Oe _ exhibition. | co. . : S & , OME We — 

Remarks were made by Secretary Field, ‘and ‘by several of the = 
_. superintendents, to the effect that more space would be re- > 

quired in some of the departments, especially additional stallsand : 
S . oe pens in the cattle and swine departments. _ php A es 
- _ 2 On motion, Dr. C. L. Martin. was. ‘empowered to construct. all oS ae 
! es _ needed stalls, pens, ete., required by superintendents of depart-— ee 

ee ments, and also to builda fence, gates, etc., in front of the entrance Os 
a ae way to the fair grounds, and that the executive board would pay oe 
oe towards the same twenty dollars. re | Ns eee ee ee 
S On motion, adjourned to Tuesday, 7:30 P. M., at which time the COS 
: ms 4 board convened, and on each, evening during the fair, adjusted all a 
ee matters of ‘differences which arose, giving such directions as 

seemed important, and adjourned sine die, on Friday evening, after = . 
’-_. auditing numerous claims and the payment of premiums. | hans
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, a ee | STATE Agricutrurat Rooms, or 

- ee December 4, 1877." a 
As provided by the by-laws and pursuant to notice given by the 

: secretary under the constitution, the executive committee metin 

the rooms of the society at 7:30 P. M., December 4, 1877. Quo- | 

: In the absence’ of the president and secretary, Vice-President —s. 
: a Clark took the chair and Vice-President Bryant was. elected secre-- 

tary protem " a Ue Bee ae 
The object of the meeting -was stated: by the president to bea 2 

_-__-gettlement with the treasurer, comparing his vouchers with the | 
+ -pooks of the secretary, and other business of a general nature. eee 

a _ ¥F. J: Blair, the treasurer, presented his report, showing a finan- = 
/ cial exhibit of the society for the fiscal year ending December 4, oe 

1877, and which may found in the volume of Transactions for = 
1877-8, under the head of Society Meetings, = | 

| A full and complete examination and comparison was made and 

_ © the report was‘ unanimously approved. 
The secretary laid before the board a ‘communication from the _ 

. secretary of the Rock County Agricultural Society, relative to cer-_ ae 

tain claims of that society, and the State Agricultnral Society voted 

to settle on the ‘basis proposed —each to withdraw the claim | - 

| _- Voted, that the thanks of the board be extended to the retiring 
a president, secretary and other members, for the faithful manner inv 

| _ which they had always performed the duties to which -they had 

| - On motion, the board adjourned sine die = 

FEBRUARY MEETING. 
ee ‘Srare Acricutroran Rooms, | 

a Bees oe - Maptsoy, February 4, 1878. . 

‘The executive board of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society = 
met in their rooms in the capitol, at 7:30 P.M.,as required bythe = 
by-laws cs EE ee



, additional members Eli Stilson, W. W. Field, C.L. Martin,@.H. 
 Daubner, C. Hazen, H. C. McDowell, Treasurer Cyrus Miner and = 

ee Secretary Geo. E. Bryant. ee oe oe 

. 2 ae _ Reports. of superintendents were read to the board. os BPS en I 

eo By vote, W. W. Field was appointed a delegate torepresent this _ mes 

"oe : : ~ society in the National Agricultural Convention tobe heldat Wash- > oS 

 Gngton, February 19,1878, oc ee 

- Resolwed, That this society require the fixing of the grounds,in- 

lading buildings, pens, stalls and otherfixtares, and anample sup- 
: ply of water for the state fair, free of charge to this society, and “8 

2 free of any extra condition of admitting the members of the lol 

ne o society, except on usual terms and rates. | : a a 

Le Which was unanimously adopted. ee. 

Adjourned till 9 o’clock, A.M., Tuesday, © a 

_.-Voted, that the chair appoint a committee of five to locate the = 

Chair appointed: as such committee, : H. Ludington, Satterlee = 

a Clark, Cyrus Miner, A. A. Boyce and Eli Stilson. a ao ce vee dl 

. Satterlee Clark, Harrison Ludington ‘and H.C. McDowell were oe 

se Le Voted, that the fair be held from the 9th to 13th of September, — ae oe 

oe Be ‘Voted, that the premium for Devons be for best exhibition, not : a ee 

Ast - premium, $60; 24, $40; 3d, $25. Galloways, best exhibition, = 
not less than five head, $40. _ Holstein, same as Galloways. ae 

Voted, that the general regulations be changed sothat therebe = 2 

superintendent of grounds.  . 

Voted, that the herd books of the several breeds of cattle shall 

Voted, that in the class for field machinery, and articles for agri-
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- gultural purposes, the committee of review consist of one competent 
Co person. | Le ee a SpE Wee es, ee a ie 7 

: - Voted, that in the class for roadsters, the premium be reduced to 
| the same amount as in otlier-classes for horses. ao: 

On motion, adjourned sinedie, 8 sit nS pegs 
. “es — Mapisoy, Wis., March 1,188. 

_ _ To Guo. E. Bryant, See’y Wisconsin State Agricultural Society: 
Tam directed by the committee appointed in February to locate 

_ - the state fair for the year 1878, to ‘inform you that the same ‘is lo- 
ated at the Society’s grounds in Madison. a ee Bee 

coe _ Your obedient servant, Harrison Luprneton, Chairman. ~ 

SOCIETY MEETINGS, 

Ps | ELECTION OF OFFICERS.  * BOR 

OE Ee — . SANESVILEE, September 13, 1877. | | 

__ In response to requirements of the constitution, and of due notice 
by the secretary, the life members of the Wisconsin State Agricul. 

_ tural Society convened in the court house at 8 o'clock P.M.,to 
| elect officers for the ensuing fiscal year. President Stilson in the | 

__ The president stated that the society was convened for the pur- 
| _ pose of electing officers for 1878, and other constitutional work. 
a He also made brief remarks, declining to be a candidate for presi-_ 
es dent again, and stated that he was authorized to say that the pres- 

ent secretary, W. W. Field, and treasurer, F. J. Blair, would not 
. be candidates for renomination for their respective offices, 

Secretary Field read the constitutional amendment, which was 
submitted at the previous annual meeting, = y 

Mr. C. L. Martin moved that a committee of nine be appointed _ 
to ‘recommend candidates for the offices for 1878, one to be ap- “ 

RE UD pointed by the president from the state at large, and one tobe 
. named from each.congressional district by the life members present | 

_ from each such district. Adopted. = sss 
_ The following committee was appointed: Sse Sonne x 

. State at large, J. P.C. Cottrill, Milwaukee. tS 
Ast district, C. R. Gibbs, Whitewater. = Shae Ee Be | 
Rd. district, Wm. T. Leitch, Madison. co gh ) 

- 8d district, ‘W.-W. Field, Boscobel Se |
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+ Ath district, F.J. Blair, Milwaukee. > 
5th district, R.T. Graves, Ripon, a 
6th district, R. D. Torrey, Oshkosh... | | (OES? 

, .  @th district, John §. Dore, Neillsville. | os 
- s Bth district, not represented. = | oe 

The committee retired, and after a lengthy consideration of the, 
subject, submitted the following report: | 

For President —-N.D.Fratt, Racine. 

View Presidents 
. tt district, J. 8. Partridge, Whitewater. En ees 

Ad district, A. A. Boyce, Lodi. 2 | Oe a 
eS 3d district, J. H. Warren, Albany. , Se 

Ath district, Harrison Ludington, Milwaukee. = 
Sth district, Satterlee Clark, Horicon, 

~ 6th district, R. D. Torrey, Oshkosh, = 
Mth district, John S. Dore, Neillsville, = 

= Bthdistrict} John T. Kingston, Necedah, 
For Secretary —Geo. E. Bryant, Madison. | 0 FE 

OS For Treasurer — Cyrus Miner, Janesville. . 

_. Additional members of the Haecutive Committee—C.L. Martin, 
Bt _ Janesville; H. C. McDowell, Oconomowoc; H. P.. Hall,. Madison; 

oe George H. Daubner, Brookfield; W. W. Field, Boscobel; Isaac | oes 

Stevenson, Marinette; Chester Hazen, Ladoga. | SN oo. a 

Mr. Martin moved that the report.of the committee be accepted 
~ and adopted. Which motion prevailed, and the president declared _ es 

the nominees unanimously elected for the respective positions 

On motion of Mr. Martin, a vote of thanks was tendered tothe °° 
retiring officers for the efficiency with which they had discharged 

_ the duties of their respective offices. ne 
’ ee On motion, the society adjourned sine die A 

i Maison, December 5, 1877. ee 
: Se As required by the. constitution, the Wisconsin State Agricul- os 

_ tural Society met in their rooms in the capitol at 3 o’clock PM | : 
oe a Vice President Clark in the chair. Quorum present. President — ss ' ; 

Clark stated that the object of the meeting was for the general . 

transaction of business as authorized by the constitution,
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FJ. Blait, the treasurer, presented his annual report, showing 

oe _ the financial condition of the society for the fiscal year ending De; 

a -cember 4, 1877, bearving the approval of the executive board. | 

7 7 Ne as Oo ' . $rarm AGRICULTURAL Rooms, | 

_ ‘Report oF THE TREASURER of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, — 
. Hor the year ending December 4, 1877... Approved by the auditing committee 
ss and a committee appointed by the society, and the vouchers deposited in the 

SO The treasurer of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society would respect- 
ee, _. fully report to the executive board, the financial transactions of the society 

| _ for the year ending December 4, 1877, as follows: = 

Cog te ea a RECEIPTS. WES SR MEE SSIS 8 oo | 

Cash on hand December 5, 1876..........0cee00008 = $93 19 2... eee | 
Gash of state treasurer......ece cece eee eeceetsecee =. 2,600 00 cece. 
Gate fOOS ek ce eee cece cence cee eer eececcceces = 10,428 838 ........-. 

~ Entry fees and life memberships ........0.08...5. 1,498 75 ......0... | 
oe | Ground rent....... cc cece ce ee cccenceccescercsvsees 1,602 800 w.ceeeecee 

| AGvertising. .. ccc ccc ee eet eee e cece ee eeeee. = 9000 seseeeeeee 
: oo Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce, special prem- = = = =. 

: dum on wWheat..... 0... cece cece cece wees coeeeeee 80:00 1.0... ee cs 
—  .- Plankinton & Armour, Milwaukee, special_prem-. | ee 
Co ~ LUM OD SWINE... ee cece cee eee e eee eeeeeesee 25000 cece cece | 
a Layton & Co., Milwaukee, special premium on — eee eee 

| SWING ee cece cee cece cece ceneetvecteetateccvesn . 23.00 .occeveccee 
James Vick, Rochester, N. Y., special floral prem- BO 

oo. 0 ge (| 
= ~, Borrowed money.........ceecs ec cceeerceevesescss > 4,500 00) ...e.ceee 

: - Land sold 20... cece cece cee ec ec cece sews eeecesceee = 100 00 wo. essen 
a Rent of fair ground .......... cece eee eee ee cee) 1000 eee ee 

_ Discount on Jones & MeLaughlin’s bill.......... 6 TB eee 

Co ee | EXPENDITURES. | mee | 

Bor premiums ...........c cece cece cece cece cece eee $10,561.00 2.2.0...) 
oo Office expenses, :including postage, express and 

. freight charges... .....c cee tee eens eee eens cece BIZ 20 veceeeccee 
 -. Executive board expenses .......ceeeeeee eevessee 218 00 22.2... 00. 

| | Printing and advertising..........ececesceweeceee === = B88 BO cece eee 
_ Superintendents, marshal and assistants......-.... 1,169 85 J... eee 

a "Clerks occu coer éege egos oe ees fue LESS 08! 828 5 a ee 
; Police, labor and watchmen. ...ceesceeseessevevee 46407 cesceeeee. 
te Livery and omnibus hire ..........ce sees eeee scene => 106.50. «2. ewe, 
— Hay’and straw... 0. cee ccc ease e cee e cee ee ee eseee:  W2L 58° cece eee eee 
MUSIC... eect ce cette eee tere eeeceeecee coes 150 00 2. ee eee 
Salary of secretary, including $500 on salary of 1876. 2,800 00 .....000..000 

ene Dinner tickets. ..... 0. cece ccc es ec ec cess cesees = 939-80 ........-. 
Medals... cece cece cece cc cee ee ceseeeeterenssewen OF QQ weveeee 

7 Borrowed money paid... ce. sceceeceeeveecereeccees 1,067 00 .....,..2.0 
. a 2 Silver plate. cone es eeees sae cere ve die ees oe “s eevee wee oo 863 00 ee ecccee eee 

: _ Miscellaneous, including orders Nos. 2, 4, 28, 50, 56, Oe Ce ee 
456, 164, 184,189, 190, 192, 194, 288, 239, 269,270, : 

| 281, 296, 297, 310, 386, 338, 342, 848, 3856, 864,376, | 
- 445, 447, 449, 450, 462, 458, 462, 465, 468, 584,557, 

| BBS cece eee e eset ect e twee teeesecccsccescceress = OIL 06. ...eeeee. 

, . Balance on hand. eee ° ’ Ct ve eee wbeeenes eoeee os cone “ 7 - $1, 161. 02 . 

| + ‘Respectfully submitted, = F.J. BLAIR, Treasurer. -



- Proceepines—Sacrerary’s Warrant Accounrn. 81 0 

ee o | ‘The c ommittee, after a full examination 
of | all v ouch ers, b ooks, a = . 

_ urer, and compare them with the books of the secretary,beg leave 
oe to report that we have discharged that duty, having compared the oe 

vouchers with the report and with the orders drawn, and find them 
- eorrect. - ee ee — on ; a vo oe e oe oS 

All of which is respectfully submitted. Pe Rs 

Vice President Clark submitted the following amendment tothe 

ae : me constitution: ae — | oh ; . a : 

- "Amend subdivision 1 of article V of the constitution, entitled == 

© Of meetings and elections,” so that it shall read as follows: — eG 

The annual meeting of the society, for the transaction of general 

notice thereof shall be given by the secretary in one®or more 

WARRANT ACCOUNT OF THE SECTETARY. ss” 

e a as - Number of orders issued for the year ending December 4, 187%, oe 

the amount and object of each, and the name of the person to — Bee 

ae a No. oe oo Lo whom and for what issued. | oe. Amount. oS | noe 

4 HC, McDowell, expense account:......cccseeeceseeeceeees | $700 22 
WLM. Ormond, general work........cescreeceeeseeensetess 866000 

—  B Peter Michel, premium....e...cceceeeee ceeeeee eteceeeeee 400 2 
AS. Hills, use of scales... eee eeeeeeeeseeeeessseeeeees 15 00 ae 

B® OR. 8. Houston, premium... 6. cee e ete cep cece eee 00 
-. @)s« Eli Stilson, services and expenses ... Sin Sab cage cd yeecesocos 950 0.) 

TL, Zeimer, premium... .... 0c ese ese c ence cece eneeeeeeee | 600... 

GW. W. Field, salary 4th quarter 1876..........cceeeeeeeeees 50000 

BOE es 10 J. F. Antisdel, premium.............6+ wrecnteeveee ceceee 15000



82 WIsconsin State AGRICULTURAL: SOCIETY. 

No  — *—. Lo.whom and for what essued. oe Amount. | 
. 11. Geo. E. Kryant, expense ACCOUNL ws cc eee e ce eeeceneecsecces , $2 25 

— 12 'P. O. Johnson, premium......- 0... ccc ese cceeccceecccesn B00 Oo | 18 D. W. Vail, PICMIUM. 0... eee e cic cece cect cecereeeeee oo 12 50 . _ 14 David Whitehead, premium............0.....ceccccsces vse 9 00 - 10 H.B. Roberts, premium........0.00 0000000000000 0c eee 7 50 a 16 Israel B. Cross, premium............... sittvnetecetsvteecs eh: 00; | 17 A. E. Brown, premium..............cccecescceseececccccc 4 00. 
18 Wm. Miller, premium ee eees owes we tee eeee ees Vauccceedeveeg oo! 7 50. - 19 Best, Cheever and Pierce, premium.............ececceeeeess B00. a | | 20 John H. Paul, premium. ...... 0. cece cece cece cceeec cg. 88-7 | 21 John H. Paul, premium... 0... cece ccc es de cteceececce , 630 | 
RB OU 8. Ex. Co., charges ..... 0.0... ..e eee poke ee gacteelh wed eee 4000 ° 
23 EH. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps... ...0...eccceeccescee 10 00 | oS 24 Geo. W. Webber, premiums .............cccccecseeecce’... 100 00 - ae 25«C. T. Bradley, PFEMIUM. 20... eee eee cece eceecceccese 42 50 a oe — 26 J. D. Wood & Co., premium ............5 Pewee eee wea ~8 00 oy BTC. Roys, premium ......... 0... cece cece ec cce cece cece ewe 27 50 | 8 Bleedel & Mueller, silver badges ............e0cecceceecesen, 16 24 | 89 «O, P. Philbrook, premium........... 0c. cece ce cccee cece! 500 

nS | 30 Edward King, premium... ... ecw eee bee ceiue seeceeseencg 87 50 a eo (81 J.J. Norton, clerk. ..... 0 cece cece ccc cc ec cece cecceees. 7 007 
a2 J.C. Kiser, PIEMIUM, 6... cece e cece eee ebe ce cce tee serecee” - 500. : | 33° V. Lowe, premium ....... cece cece cece ccccecccccey wseeee , 16 25 
34 C. H. Greenman, premium....... 0... cece ceeeceeceeesce eT 00. 
BH AL A, Boyce, expense account..............cccceeeeceecess 1000 -, 36 Sat. Clark, expense account... 0. ee. eee ce cece eccceccccccce 40 00 | 
37 N. D. Fratt, expense account... weet ee ee eee cece ese eecceeens 20.30, | _ » 88 Chester Hazen, expense account ............ weecreescee wee 16-00 

_. 89 .H. C. McDowell, expense account............. USES eee 1410° : - 40 Ike Stevenson, expense account..........4.. ence er acc ceeee (26:00 | 
oo, 41 Geo. H. Daubner, expense account............. Wee aeieae'e ts 1700) 

42 CO. L. Martin, expense account....., age vich p's ods Cee ccs edaee 12 SU. 
43 Chester Hazen, premium .......... cece cee ceccsececccence — 14005 °°: —| 

. 44 Smitl? & Gates, premium....... ee re re 10 00 — 
40 EL W. Keyes, P. M., box rent ......... Se ee ewes sereecreceee 2 50 

_ 46 Louis Mathers, preminm...... 0.00. cc cece ccc ce cc eccccunn, 10 00. 
a 47 Eli Stilson, premium ..+....... 0.00.00. 000. ceacscccececces. . 190 00. 

48 H. W. Keyes, P. M., postage SLAMPS. esse eeeeseceeseeeesees 1500 | 
49 Eli Stilson, expense account.........cccccceccccceen oeee ee)~=— 6:18:10 

| 50 C. P. Chapman, abstract. .........0 5c. ce ei cece ecesesseeceee 2000. 
7 OL Geo. E. Bryant, expense account............0005 vevecceeese 2 50 Doe 

82 «J. F. Antisdel, premium ........0...006 06 seteceecsceesee 1500. 
53) J.C. Mitchem, premium .....0. 00.00 i ccc cecveceseccecn 2250 : | 54 Geo. H. Daubner, premium..............c cece seeeeeeeees 4500 - | 
55 O. H. Philbtook, premium . ..............ceccdeeeesesseees 5 00 . 

- 56 Barker and Griffith, commissionon loan.... ..... es eeceeee 10500 © 
_ _.. Ot Geo. Banning, premium. ........ 0.0.0. cece e cece secseees 9008 - 

58 J.D. Van Doren, premium............cccccee ec cecees weeee > 48 00 
| 59 Wm. Reed, premium.. Sets t eee eee cee eeseeteesereeesess  § 2100 © 

60 Gould Nursery Co., premium.............0cc0ee csscceseese 14.50 : 
- 6L Gould Brothers, premium. ...........00.ccceececececescecce 17 50.— a 

/ 62. C. Gibson, premium............ rete cence eetteecscccccesees 2450 | 
: ~ 63. Mrs.C. J. Wilkins, premium.. sete eeceeeesesreseccs senneces 12 50 , 

64 P. Putnam, premium..........cscececeveee cecuees weecseee 8 00 — 
| 65 James Lewis, premium........... cece cece cece ewer eccceee 8200 | 
-.. 66. Jonathan:Stoddard, premium..... ott tecceresceeesscoesess § 5250 

67 «OC. M. Clark, premium........... cc. ccc ec eu ee eees coscceees © 15:00. 
oS 68) “Wm. Kitzrow, premium.............6 ceeeseeeces vee eens 3925 

7 69 Geo. Harding, premium.................. sevecddeevescevee © 7°55 00: | 
. 70 Geo. W. Ringrose, premium.........c0eece0. cocci eeccceesene 1T TS. 

| i1 Hiram Conover, premium............... seacescescerececses § 17 50 
72 Mrs. C. H. Root, premium..... ..ccsccccccccecenes seeeseee” 8 00. |



| _ SECRETARRY’S WARRANT ACCOUNT, | 33. | 

No. -  Lowhom and for what issued.- _ Amount. 
a ‘73 Peter Davy, premium .......... ccc ccccccccceccccccceeeccce 30 00 - . “S4 James G. Clark, premium..........cccccceccccccsccvcccsces 100 00 

Ys Leon Howard, premium. see c cere eee ese oe nec ececcesees 4 50 . ~ 46 Mrs. C. C. Kingsley, premium..........cceccceccccecccc cee 825 
. 77 Miss Marcella Mitchell, premium.........c.ccccceececceee= 5 00 

78 Chas. Lenhardt, premium............ccccccccecccccccceccee 3 50 
—. 49 ‘Thomas Irving, premium ..........00.ccccccececee. ceccek 15 00 _ 80) ~Mrsa. W. P. Stowe, premium........... 0 cc ccc ccc cccceecees 20 00 — 

St A.D, Hazlett, premium .......... 0... cece ween cence eevee 7 00 
82 Geo. EH. Bryant, expense account...... ...csccceesceccesees 10 60 
83° CO. W. Walker, premium......-..... cc cece csc ccceeccecececs 7 50 . a 84 A. H. Hart, premium..... 2. ccc cece cece ccc ecccue 11 50 : 

| 85 EH. and J. Smith, premium............cccecee nc cecccsceesces, 70 00 
«86 oJ. Johnson, premium.......... ccc ccc cece cece cece ceevecce. 56 00 
87 Mrs. E. R. Copeland, premium.............ccceccesceccceee * 1250 : 
88 §.8. Herrington, premium............ccccc wccc cc cccccccce 5 00 . 
30 Geo. W. Doubleday, premium......0......c.cccccseseccecee 8% 50” 
99 W. W. Woodard, premium ............. cc cece eee e ce ecceeees 800 | | | 91, L. J. Hook, premium ..........ccecccccccccccceeccacccene 15.00. ! = 92. EH. D. Lewis, premium ............ 0... o ccc w cece ec ccceees 8 5 | 

_ 93 Isaac Anthony, premium ......... 0... ccc ccc cece cee eeceee” 7 50 oe 
94 A.B. Medbury, premium.........cccccecccccccccccsccesces. 140.00 . 

95 Richard Richards, premium...........ccccccccccccccc cece 65.00 oe _ 96 J. W. Thomas, premium......ccccecccccccccccccccccccecece do 00 , 
_ 9% Hugh Williams, premium............ cccecececee coccccee 17 50 a | 98° James McNee, premium ............. cc cee cece ccceccccce 7 50 

99° Geo. Lawrence, Jr. premium............ccccccescecccocccee 60 00 
100. Wm. F. Smith, premium ............. 0.0 ccc cecen cccccces 47 50 
101 ZL. K. Cogswell, premium...............cccc cc cseeecceecece 5 00 — 
102 F.C. Curtis, premium.............. ccc cece en ccceecee cece 18 50 - 
103 W. W. Ellsworth, premium..........c cc cccecccccccedlecsecs 44 00 | 
104 B. B. Olds, PTEMIUM. 6.0... ce cece eee e cece eceeceeeeeeees 425 — 
105 H. H. Greenman, premium........... ccc cece ccc csceccces 900 | 106 Miss Emily T. Smith, premium.... .............. cece ec cee 24 00 | 
107 J. M. Smith, premium............ cece cece c cece cececececce 19 00 . 
108 Geo. P. Peffer, premium........cccccecceeseccceccceeeeeees 38 75 Oo o 109 Miss Kate Peffer, premium............ccccsccececsececeece 13 °%5 
110 James Magson, premium...........ccccccece cccescevcuce 28 50 | 
lil Jacob Fisk, premium ........... ccc cece cece ec eeeeceeeeees 7 50 

_ 112 James Ozanne, premium ............ ccc cece cccecccucccces 11 %5 | 
118) H. Rhodes, premium. .......... 0c ccc cece cs ccc ceccceccce 5 00 | | 114 L. Gridley, premium......... 0... cc cece cee eeecceseee cece 6 50 | | OE8 115 L. L. Kellogg, premium.......... ccc cece cece esc cccuee 9 00 , 116 N.N. Palmer, premium.............c ccc ccccetccccsccccce. 7.00 

Oe ‘117 F.S. Lawrence, premium ........ ccc ccc cs ececccecccuccce 8 %5 : 118 ON. Coffin, premium .......... ccc cece cece cece eee t cee ceece 850 . 119° P.A. Vaa Vranken, premium...... coc... cece cece ccc ccc ece 10 %5 S : —-120:«8. A. Fox, premium......... 0... ccc cece cece ccecececnes 35 00 nn 121 E. 8. Hammond, premium..............c.ceeecceee seceees 50 00 | 2 122) «~Frank Boyd, premium ......... 0... cc cee cece ccc cece senes 5000 — 123 EKugene Jeffrey, premium...............ccccccececs veccece 28 00 
; 124 Michael Ferrick, premium ............cccscccccccecccccce 5 00 | 125 J. W. Eddy and M. Park, premium ........cccccucccccccee.. 20 00 

126 8. B. Smith, premium........ 0... cece ccc cece cece ce cee 12 50 | | 12% E. B. Thomas, premium............cccceceseecceceeecenees 12 00 —— | 128) H. D. Gardner, premium ........... ccc cece cece rece eveee 10 %5 
| 129 D. Huntley, premium ............ cc cece eases cceecrececces 18 50 

180. ~G. Richards, premium ..............0000. oe eee eee eeesees 10 00 | , 131 John Jeffers, premium........... ccc cece cccccceeccccceccce 34 00 132 J.J. Smith & Sons, premium............cccecceccecce cece 15 00 | 133° James Webster, premium ..... .. ccc cccccecccccceccccences 750 ©. : _ 184 Robert Thomas, premium...........ccccccccccccccccccccce 1250 6 - 
—  .  Bm—Sr Aa. Soo oe : Coe
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No - Lo whom and for what tssued. Amount. . 

185 John Ballack, premium.........c0. csccacccceeeeecresecees. 7 50 

186 H. S. Durand, premium ........ ee ee ee cece eee cn ceeeeseee 185 50° 

137. L. Woodworth, premium......cccccceccccccccccseeserensee 2 50 

: 188 Reuben Strong, premiuM........ccc ce eee eee ch we ceeeceees 5 00 | 

| 489 «Stephen Bull, premium... ..... cece eee eee cece eeereecense —. 15 00 

| 140 J.B. Johnson, premium... .....ccccccc ccc ee cescsseeseseee —~8 50 | 
141 M.N. Seward, premium..........ceeeescecceecsenseeevecee  . 4 50 
142 G. Nicholson, premium ............ cc eee e eee ee eeereee wee 9 000 

| 143 E. C. Lewis, premium.......... cece eee ee eee eee eeecesceces 197 50 | 
- 144 J.C. Corrigan, premium .......cccce cece e eee eeeececeseses  T50 

145 D.T. Pilgrim, premium .......ccee see ce scenes cee esee eens 80 00: 
146 Notbohm Bro.’s, premium... ....cceeeceeee cee coneeeer ees 5 00 
147 Boyce & Son, premium. ...-.cccccesccsreverscceccececveses 23 5000 

148 Dexter Curtis, premium.........ccceceeeeeeeeceeeereceeees 100 0 
| 149 Win. Finlayson, premium ........c ccc ceeececeer ec ereeseses 5 50 7 

150 ©. A. Greenman, premium.......e..ccccceerece cosseecrees, 7 U0 
151 Chester Hazen, premium.......ccececcccecec eee eeecesceees 14 00 

a 152 J.C. Kiser, premium ..... ccs cc cecc eres cvcc esse ccencsene 7 50 : 
| 153) Robért Ogilvie, premium .a.c.sccceseececccsccceccccceesaes 60 00° 

154 John H. Paul, premium... ..ccccc ccc eesc ccc ec er eeceees 45 00 
| 1-5 Luther Rawson, premium .........-ccccceeeesceneererceses + 112 00 

156 W. W. Field, expenses and bills paid’........cceeeeeeeeeees 18 50 | 

157 ©. Daft, premium ....... cc cece cece cece cece eeteeeereesecee 400 00 | 

158 A.A. Hammer, premium........ccceccccereccceesecevesees 125 00 " 
-  - 459 «CG. 'T. Hackbarth, premium ......... ccc cee ees cect ee eeeee. 1000 | 

160 V. Lowe, premium......-.cceee cece ewes ee veee coeeeesevess 10 2 

161 W: W. Field, salary first qnarter......sceccseccsceceerceees 400 00 | 

. 162 A. A. Boyce, expense account. .... ccc eee ee cece semen ee reeee 13 90 

163 Racine Silver Plate Co., silver plate.........ceecee eres ceees 363 00 | 

164 L. F. Wergin, lantern ......ce esc e cece cece ce ce cnncceeceeces 1 00. 

| 165 F. W. Toudon, premium ....... ccc e ces ee eee ee ee receerees 13 00 | | 

| 166 Geo. W. Webber, premium ..... cece e ccc csen ence eseee eee 100 00 | 

167 Wr. Wallace, premium....cccccersescercsseeseecceccons 2 00 | 

168 Mrs. S. Fischel, premium. .......ccccecssdcveccvewevccscece | 300 © 

169 Milwaukee Boiler Co., premium..........e sees eee ce ceese 250 © 
470 J.D. Gasner & Co., premium.........cccecseecrecseeeteres 42, 50. 7 

171 E. P. Richardson, premium..,....-.ccsececeeceseccrssewees | 2 15. 

4972 «=. W. Keyes, P. M., box rent ..... sec ee ee er ee cre reece enees 250 | 

173 E.B: Benton, premium........cc0- cece cece cece cece eeeeee | 5d 00 : 

174 Bloedel & Mueller, medals....ccceccessscce cececerecesencs —66T 2S ~ 

| 175 Wm. Miller, premium...........cceee eee eeecceseeereccseee FSO 
$76 PP. McGeough, premium..... cece ccs cece e cere cence rece veces 4000 

| 177 EH. B. Roberts, premium............ eee cece ec cece eee eeeee| 7 50 
178 E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps and wrappers.......... 50 00 - 

7 179 A.B. Foote, premium.......ccccece cece ec es cece wees cceneee 62:00: 

. 180 Hiram Smith, premium...........ce eee ceeee eee eens eres 10 00 

| | 181 Am. Ex. Co., express Charges......ccceeee coos sercenesee § 495 

182 Edmund King, premium.....ccecccccccccccevescncsesenees £OT 50 

183 H. B. Sherman, premium. ..ece-cecsevcvecer ee vccvereccvces #15 00 — 

7 184 E. B. Bolens, posters.......s00. 0+ seccrescsccveccesscensss $30 00 

185 ©. T. Bradley, premium .........eceecccceeececcerceesecces | 42 50 | 

| 186 O©., Mil. & St. Paul R. R. Co., freight...........seceeeceeees ' 440 — 

| 187 E. W. Keyes, P. M., stamps and postals ...-.....2. sseeeeee 50 00 

| 188 E. W. Keyes, P. M., Dox rent.......scceseeee ceecccoeeceees § 2 50 
189. Pryor & Co., directory ....... cess cece cece cece eee eeeenes * 3 00 

490. WW. Field, expense account and bills paid............... © 28 90 

491 U.®. Ex. Cé., express Charges... cccccecsesccrsccccccceece 7 10 : 

| / 192 ©. H. Hamilton & Co., card board ......ceee sees ee ceeccneee. 20 83 

198 Am. Ex. Co., express Charges .......cccceececcceceesecesses | 29 30 
194 Wm. Hartert, work and Cartage.......sesesceeeeesceessones 30 00. 

. 195 E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps... .-... see seeeeoeese ee 20 00 

196 Riverside Printing Co., pOSters ....cceesecseceeeceseseseres 95 00



oe _ SECRETARY’S WARRANT AcCOUNT. — 685. | 

. No. \ Lo whom and for what tssued. Amount. | 
197 E,W. Keyes, P. M., stamps and wrappers ...........ecee0-. 25 00 198 V. Barrenger, premium........... cess cece cc ccceceecccne, 50 00 | - 199 Frank E. Fellows, clerk........cccccec ccc coce cee eenee cee 31 50 : 200 J. W. Fleck, preminm ............ccccscccccccccceceecece, 50 00 | 201 Mrs. Fanny Vilas, clerk. ...........cccceeccccececceccce ... 28 00 . R02, Miss Ella Field, clerk............ ccecsececccctecveccccccs . 98 00 — 203 KE. E. Cook, premium .......... 0. cece ccc cece cccecrececece 17 00 (204 Patrick Daily,....police ..........cccccceccceccceccecccsce 2 00 205 Edward Connell....d0.....c.sccceeeccscccccceccscseesc®. | 4:00 _ | 206 FT. Natton........dO.. cece cece cece nt etccccccceccceccce, 2 00 | (R07 Peter Lamahan .....dO..... cc cccccecccccccceccccecccccccca” 2 00 208 J. W. Hayden ......d0...... ccc ccccccccccccececs cece ce, 8 00 
2090 J. J. Palmer. ...... do... cece eccs vee cc ena ee eseccsccccees 8 00 - | , 210 A. EH. Dunbar. ....2.dO.. cc. cece ccc cece cece ccceeccncccne 800 7 @11 Wm. Tobin ........d0 2 cece ccc cece ec ese eee eececcc cen) 10.00 | 212 Wm. Palmer .......d0.. ccc ce ece cece cece ene e cece eene eevee. 8.00 

~—62138 OF. CL. Walren......6 MO. . ccc ccc cccscececeeee secceeceuees 8-00 «B14 EL W. Drakeley.....d0....ccccccocccccsevcceecscnesececece. 10.00 - | : © BDO. J. Hicks 26.0... dOk ccc cece cece cece eeceteucceeeecccca 12 00. 
R16 B.D. Stone 6.0... dO. cee ccc cece ccc ncccccceeececcccn, 8 00 | : RIT EW. Palmer ......d0.......cccccscccccecccecceecsse ci... 8 00 : : 218 Edward James .....d0..........ccccceveccscccceeccecs.., 8 00 © RUD LL. Taylor 2.06... dO... eee cece cc ce ceececcncce eeceeey 8 00 
R20 J. B. Plumer .......dO... ccc sc ce cscs ccctcccccsecccece.... 8 00 | RRL GW. Clapp .0.....dO.. ccc eee cece cen ee cee rece seeccces 8 00 | | 220 J. H. Smith ........dO. ccc cece cece cc cucacccceeccces 6 00 , 223) OC, B. Fuller, premium........... 0. ccc cece cecccccceceese wn, 150 00 : R24 M. Gilbert, police........ ccc ccc cece ccc ce cece cceenccwcccce - 6 00 
R29 J CK. Striker, police...... 0... . cece ccc cece eececeeeeeee 600. | 

: (226 A. K. Cutts, police 0.0... 0... cece cece cence ence ecenccece 600 | oe | x27 J. EH. Calkins, police .............ccccccceececccecccceecces 10 00 | | 
«R28 OK. J. Blair, loan paid. .... oc. ce eee cece cece caveeesens 1,067 G0 
229 M. L. Baldwin, assistant superintendent..................-.. 2100 

| #30 C. Robinson, police............ccccccccceccccecececescccee . § 00 
| x31 J. H. Warren, superintendent........... cc .c ec cccccccceccce 28 00 

| 232 J. W. Bates, assistant superintendent.......... cccscecccces 8 5 , 
233 ~R. D. Torrey, superintendent ........ 0... ec. cece eee e ees ees 53 25 
234 Edgar Torrey, assistant superintendent...........00.00ce00. . BL 25 , 
2385 Wm. Storm, clerk... . 0... ccc ccc ccc cc cccccecccceeescee 15 00 | 
236 T. Swenson, Clerk........ 0.006. wee cec ences scsececcuceecs 18 00 
287 8. H. Hall, clerk..... 0.0.0... ccc ccc cc cece cee cnccccecccccg L? 500 

— 238 ~E. J. and Wm. Lindsay, engine. ......... ccc cc cece eceee 50 00 
° 239 Harris Manufacturing Co., sundries.........0.c.cccceecccee 15.60 | | , 240 LL: B, Cutting, labor, €tC... 0... ccc cece cee eee cece sccescevane 17 ty 

| - 241 A. A. Boyce, superintendent.............ccccececccccceccee. 4400 
242 Jervis Bemis, assistant Superintendent........e.cccerecceege 28 00 » | 
248 G. W. Bemis, assistant superintendent...............ceeeeee 28 00° 2 
244 H. Bemis, general work........ cc cccccceteveccsceeccecceee ~ 16. 00 | — 245 J. G. Calkins, police ......... ccs ccc ccc ccccccccccccceuccas 2 00 | 
846 Allen Brazee, watchman ........eccccscecccccccecccscccucs 14 00 : 

: 247 J. B. Duncan, premium ............ ccc cece ecccececesscnes 35 00 
. 248 Wm. Reed, police........ Sete ec cen e eect eee e er ceerreneee 4.00 

_ 249 Wm. Harper, watchman...........ccccccccccecccetececsese 10 00 
. 250 Chester Hazen, superintendent ...........cccccecceccecscce 28 00 - 

_ 201 J. Stoddard, assistant superintendent...........0ccececeeecs 17 50 
| 252 Geo. Harding, premiums...........cccceesccececcccvcececs 61 CO 

253 Wm. Wagstaff, watchman.........cccccccccccscevccceccees 10 00 : 
_ 254 Robert Ogilvie, premiums..........cccceccceccccccccccccce 107 00 , 

259 Wm. Ogilvie, premiums..........cccccccceces ceccccecccee 95 00 | «256 Miss Lizzie Jewell, premium.........c.cecccccocccecwe. eee 8 00 7 | 207 J. W. W-00d, PrEMiUM ... eee cee cece cece ene ereceeees 92 75 | #58 J. W. Wood, premium... cs. eceececee eee eenececseceeeiesee . 20.00 |
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259 Mrs. Wm. Paul, premium . eece ecw eeccensceoes obec sbeees 9 50° 

960 H. W. Leaner, gate attendant.......cscccccceccces secreees 17 50 

961 A. Robinson, gate attendant ....ccccssccceeseeececeeserees 17 50 

962 J. Charnley, gate attendant .....cscseccccccecceccscvesceces 17 50 

2963 Reuben North, gate attendant .......6 secceccceecccccccees 17 50 

964 ~B..R. Fellows, gate attendant....... cess seeeeecec cere eeeees 17-50 | 

965 «6. Barrett, gate attendant..... .cccecececcecceneceeeceereee 17 50 | 

2966 Wm. Jeffers, gate attendant.......cseeccccoccece-coceeseees 17 50. 

-  -967 N. D. Bratt, superintendent...........scceceseeececeecceeee 31 85 | 

968 Sat. Clark, superintendent. .....cecccsacsccvcecsccecee sees 62 50 

969 Sat. Clark, bills paid......... cc ccceee cee cereecscecsccccess 17 99 

a «QTD: Frank Pfeifer, water ....ccccsccecsnsecceeceecsneeeecerenee 9 00 

971 P. Lanahan, labor....... cece eseecsecceweeeseesecceeteeres 2 00 
272 N. Mower, premium.......scesceccccvceccaceus. cogeeeeeces 1500  #-| 

273 J. CO. McKesson, premiums .............cccccecscereeseees 400 00 | 

| O74 P. Howland, premium.......cccce ccc ereccreecccscceceeves 4 00 

975 HH. B. Dale, premium.......cccecseccccrccccccccceeercences 20 00 

276 M. Cummings, premiums. ... ..cecrsescee cocceces coeseee 4 00 

o77 J. B. McLean, premium... ...ccccecceccsceccscreccecccessee 2 50 : 

: 978 Mrs. J. C. Sanborn, premium ........cccceeseeoesccrecences 4.00. 

279 Thomas Bowles, premium. ...cceccccasssvevecerscccccesene ' 65 00. |” 

| 980 Wim. Warden, premium......ceccccecccccecccecccseseeece 27 00 : 

981 H.C. McDowell, bills paid........cceececeeenescereeceeces. 29 00 

, | 982 BR. Booker, premium. ......-ccecscccecccecsceceewerscseves 35 00 

983 §. A. Tenney, PreMiuM...... cc cece cece eee cece cece eeneees 30 00 3 * 

984 Geo. H. Daubner, assistant superintendent........eseeeeseee 36 00 

985 Geo. H. Daubner, premium. ......cccerees cere cccceresceees 130 00 

986 Geo. Stephenson, preMiUM .......... cece eee cece ere eeeeee 46 00° 

987 A. Sherman, labor and hauling .........cceseecescecrceeeee 6 00 

988 Joseph O'Malley, preMiuM.....cecrscesecececcceraessceses 30 00 

989 Humes Brothers, premium ......cccceeccesccecccccree cece 5 00 | 

990 T. J. Anderson, PreMiuM......ccscrcccssccscccsencrerceees 1500 © 

991 Smock Brothers, preMiuM.......cerscesescccccsceccccvcccs 15.00: 

292 J.J. Tschudy & Son, premium ...c.eesssseeeteccccesccces | 16 00 

: 293 O. Miner, hay...... ccc ccc en cee ecccccccccrecerececrcesscens 77 50 

: - 994 Geo. P. Pepper, premium... ....eceecccsceccseececerecccecs 65 50 

995 EB. D. Lewis, watchman .....csscccsccceceececccececeecreee 10 00 

a 296 Smith & Bostwick, sundries.....cccescscccsscvoce seeeees 1 61 

997 Carpenter & Gowdy, WO0d ....sscceeee ceceenrceceseereece $12 55 

298 M. Honeysett, premium.....ccccscsccccesennersscescsersee | 1100 

| | — 299 «A. S. Bell, premium.........cesecceceerececscsreeesenceees 4 00 

300 Robert Morton, premium. ....cecceceecccccsecccrceeeeereee | 10 00 7 

B01 «6G. Adams, premium........cccseccsccceecccerceeseseseeoee | 230 00 - 

302 J. W. Flack, premium... ..ccseccccccccce ce sereceseereece 335 .00- 

- 303 Daniel Williams, Clerk... .....-.ceccccccccccccccccscccrcce 17 50. 

7 . 804 H. O. McDowell, superintendent. ........cceeeereereceeoece 36 00 

305 J. F. Bemis, premium.....ceccccccscccscccsccssccerencsese 3 00 

306 R. W. Sutlifl, premium. ........c cece ecececec seer eeeseeeeee 8 00 : 

307 V. Bassenger, premium. .....seeceeseeece scenes ceesceeeneees 25 00 | 

, 808: «Byron Parker, premium. .......c0..seesecesceceeccceeesene | 2 50 

809s Mrs. A. A. Boyce, premium.......sseeeeseeere cecccccceeee 400 | 

310 G. M. Hanchett, hardware......sccccccsescevcccccecescvaes 21 21 

311 J. V. Palmer, premium......ceccssesvcrccccccecesercse oes 125 00. 

312 Byron Parker, premium .....scseececcecsscesesrccceseeceee | 2 50 

313 Mrs. J. H. Balch, premium. .....cccssccrccevcevessccevesces 2 00. 

_ 814 Eli Stilson, premium.......... cen cccccvccssessscscsceces 845 00 

315 HE. P. Ray, premium.......ssccseccrecceserecceveccoe oreo | 18 00 

‘ : 316 O. L. De Forest, premium.........ceeceee ceeceec er ecesees 33 00 

| 317 Wm. Findlayson, watchman and premium......seesseseees — 13 00 

318 Mrs. J. A. Cunningham, premlum........ssceseceersceseee 4 00 

319 FE. J. Blair, treasurer. ...... cece ccs v cece recs eesvcereeserece 24.00 

320 J. H. Balch, assistant sccretary.....+ + sscccceceseccsoecoees 60 00
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: 321 Mrs. A. D. Smith, premium.............. eee cece cece ee ween | 6 00 

—822 «Mrs. 8. M. Hadley, premium.........ccccccccccccccccvccene 200 | 
323 Mrs. M. Halverson, premium ........0...4 curveccccceccecs 4 00 - 

- 824 HE. B. Heimstreet, premium .......... ccs cceccccccccceccce 16 00 
325 A.H. Main, assistant treasurer..........cc ccc ecseceeee ove 50 00 

— 826 Mrs. W. M. Battle, premium..... ci... cece cc ccc cece eecace 4 00 
827) =~ Daniel Smith, premium.... 1.2... ccc cc cece cc cscecccvecees 45 00 

| 328 John Land, gate attendant...........cccccccccccceece eace ‘2 00 : 
| 329 Mrs. J. W. Sale, PIEMIUM .... 6... cece cece cece eee ee were eee 2 00 : 

3380 Wm. Hemmens, labor.......... cc cece cece cece ccccccceccece 10 50 
331 C. L. Martin, superintendent................20.cccceeeeesees «3: 00 

- 332 Sat. Clark, help in manuf. dept.,.as per vouchers............ 123 50 
. 383 Geo. W. Wylie, assistant marshal.............0, 0 cece ccees 22 00 

| -. 834 A. H. Main, help in treas. dept., as per vouchers............ 115 50 
- 835 ‘James Clark & Co., premium...........cc ccc cceecccccceece 13 %5 

086 John Watson & Co., ice..... cece cece ceccccceccececccee &8 | 
337 H. Featherstone, police........... ccc cece ccc cwsc ces cecsecs 12 50 | 
838 F. W. Holden, water........ 2... ccc cco ce ececcccccccccucce 483 25 : 

c 339 8. H.& A. E. Joiner, premium .........cc cece cece cuccecee 77 00 | 
340 A.Sherman, forage. ........ ccc ccc ee ccc ecc ecu ccccceccece 41 50. 

| — 841 .C. W. Jackman & Co., livery........... ccc cece eeeeeeees © 84-50 
— 842 C. L. Martin, bills paid as per vouchers.............cceccee 34 00 
848-8. G. Williams, premium............02 on secs cccccccccee 5 00 

- 344 L. B. Cutting, labor, etc.... 0... cece ccc ance scccccaccsece TTT 
— 845 M.C. Bushnell, clerk ........ 0... ccc cece ceca ccccccceccces 17 50 | 

846 Edgar Stilson, watchman........ ..ccc. ccc ccceccceccces 12 00 
. 347 ~J. W. Baker, assistant superintendent. ............-cccccces 21 00 

348 J. L. Lee, cartage hay and water...............ccceccccececs 20 00 
349 Miss Morrison, premium..........ccccecccecesccccsee eens 5 00 : 

‘ 300 Chester Hazen, premium............cccccccceccscacee cove 183 00 — 
351 D. McCullock, premium..............ccccccccccccccse cove 400 | 

os 352 J. G. Carr, premium........ ccc ec ccc ceca cece eevee cccceecece. 13.00 |. | 
303 Mrs. E. L. Walsh, premium...........ccccccccccccecceccees 14 00 7 
B54 UC. A. Gordon, hay ....... ce cece cece cence cece cece soeevess 23 92 
855 Gazette Printing Co., printing..........cc cece cece nese ceees 18 00 © | 
306 C. L. Martin, bills paid... ... ccc cece cece crew es cecevectees 18 74 
BOTT. H. Nelson, livery....... ec ccccercenccccscceverescessess 1200 os 

- » 858 Wm. Horne, assistant marshal .........cccccccccccecccccce $33 00 
B59. Wm. Horne, premium.......... ccc cc cece csc ccceccccecsces 4°00 
860 Mrs. Thomas Little, Premium.........ceecee cee csee ceeee, 1500. 

 ~—s- 861. John Little, premium ....... 0. ccc ccc ccc cece bcccceccecs 62 00 
(862 HH. Griswold, hay ....... ccc cc cece eee e cece ee tecccccceceece 11 78 
863) C, E. Rosenthal, premium..............ccecccecccccccscecs 7500, | 
864 ~Hackley & Eldridge, brush and comb...............ccceee 1 10 . 
365. Ed. Howell premium...........cccccccccccccccccesccecvces 18 00. : 

. 366 Mrs. J. H. Balch,*premium .............cccsccceccccccccccs 2 00 : 
867. R. T. Pember, premium ......... cc ccc ccc cc csc eccccsccccece 8 00 | 

| 368 Albert. Warner, premium ....... cece er eccccccsccsccececs 5 00 - 
- 369 D.S. Randall, premium. .........cccccececcccccccecsccesee 9 00 © 

370) =B. B. Woodbury, premium............ccce cee tte tees 7 00 | 
| 371 Rogers & Hutchinson, painting sign...........ccccceeeeees 2 50 — 

B72 J. H. Taylor, police... ...... cc cee cece csc ccc ccecsecseees 15.00 
-  B%3 OJ. F. Drake, police... ccc ccc cece ese cecccccccccesctcesesese©6©15-00 | 

3874 J.J. Comstock, police. ......... cece eecccecccseccesecsss. 1000 
- 3735 Geo. J. Kellogg, superintendent................eccceseeeeee «82:00 

376 Geo. J. Kellogg, bills paid ......... cc cc ee ccc ccc ee ee ceees 14 91 
877 “Mrs. M. Baldwin, premium....... wc... cccccccccccceccece 2 00 
878) OL. L. Kellogg, premium........... ccc cece de ceeccccetences 25 00 os 

— 819) OA. G. Tuttle, premium... ...cccsccccccccccncccccccceccceccce 23 500 
~—3880)0OR. M. Fenner, labor, etc. ...... cc ccc cc ccc ec cece ecccecs 18 00 a 
881. F. L. Tappan, premium ......,.......ccee cece cscecceceees 58500 | 

——-- B82.—C Mrs, BE. A. Case, premium ......... ccc cece cece ces iceceee 4 00 |
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883 Miss Nellie Fathers, premium .............cecceccenceeces 2 00. 
384. Thomas Kirk, premium.......ccccecscsccccccccrcsesceesse - 10 00 
385 CO. Coggswell, Straw......ce.ccerecnccecscccscccesee seveee 118 09 | 

886) OC. H. Gordon, hay ...... ccc ceee eect cece corte eeceeseseessee 15 24 
| 887 J.T. Cutler, premium.........0c. cece ees c cence eteecteeeeee 2400 — 

| 388 <A. D. Whitmore, premium ......ccccces cc crecceeeeceeeesee 400 - 
| 889 C. P. Goodrich, premiumi{......c.. sc cc ce ccccerec enc ceenees 40 00 | 

| 390 E.and J. Smith, premium......... cc ccc eres cs cc cece eccees 176 00 
— 891. David Atwood, printing, etC.,.... ccc ceaseceeseceereecseee | 87 50 

oe 392 W. -T. Leitch, assistant ticket agent ..........ccceeeece cece 17 5D | 
393 F. W. Case, watchman .... cece e cece cece cescee coeeeee 8 00 

~ 894 Robert Nichols, police......ccccceceeeceeevecceccosceeseee 8 00 
395 Geo. W. McDougal assistant marshal.......ceeeeseeeceeeeee 83 00 

| 396 Miss Ella Field, premium..........ccceeecccccccesccieeese 6 00 
, 397 D. W. Curtis, police............. 65 cee ec eee e ree een sence 4 00 

| 898 W.W. Fidld, salary as secretary 2d and 3d quarters......... 900 00 
: 899. O. G. Merrill, premium ......... ccc ee ee eee weet eee e eens 650 | 

<= 400 = N. W. Dean, premium ......... cece ew cece cen e enc nceneeeeee | 10 00 : 
| ‘401 J. CO. Davis, premium. ..... ccc c cece esc e rece te ne ereeeresnns 31 00 

: A402 Wr. Reed, premium. .......cccescccsecceesceccersceceeess B84 00 Oo 
| 403 John A. Gilman, premium ........... cece cece ceeeerceeseee § 15 00 

A404 A. Warren, police.....ccccccccccecccccccccceessccseccsesse 800 | 
A405 J.C. Plumb, premium .....,..ccccc cece ececceeeeceeeereee 17 00 

: 406 Geo. E. Bryant, marshal........ ccc cece wees cece eee eee nee 24 00 | 
40% John Reiner, posting Dil]s. cc... cece ce ec erecceeeeeceeseeee 1 50 : 

- 408 D. Huntley, premium.............ccceeeeeeeeeeeeecceeseee 10 00 - 
409 E. W.and J. J. Van Doren, premium ............ eee erence 72 00 , 

7 410 Wm. Kitzrow, premium....... ccc ce cece cece en seeder ovecens "49 50 a 
| (A411 W. W. Woodard, premiam .......... ccc cece cee oe ee ss renee 8 00 

412 D. T. Pilgrim, premium.......c. cere c cece r ec eceeceseneee 48 00 
413 «J. A. Pilgrim, premium............. cece cess ec eeeeeeseeeee 9 00 

oe 414 G. B. Mackey, premium.... 2.6... e- sees ee ceee ence ceeeeee 15 00 — 
- A415 Geo. E. Bryant, preminm.......cccececcscseeeccerecceccece 19 00 | 

416 Geo. Jeffers, premium... ..... cece ccc e cree cree esc eesoers 60 50 

| ALY Wm. Welch, premium .......cssccrcsceecerssccevescececee 250 © 

a 418 Geo. R. Horne, premium......cccccessccccscccccrccccsoves - 11 00 
419 B. S. Hoxie, premium. ...... ccc ccc cece senescence ceccccree $10 00 

420 Milwaukee Industria! School, premium................ee0s 6 00 — 

421 Miss Emily T. Smith, premium ... .....cceee cee e cece sees. 15 50 : 

422 J. M. Smith, premium....... cece eee e eee e cere e cece coeeeees ~87:(00- 

. 423. American Express Co., express Charges........scceeeeeceeee 2% 80 - 

: _ 424 Mrs. C. H. Root, premium...... ccc cece ceeeeweecee se ceees 23 00 — 

425. F. E. Adams, premium. .........06 cece e cence eee sere scces 8 00 

426 Robert Drakeley, police. ... cee cece e cnc ececcccecceenccees 6 00 

427 James Clough, premium........ce eee eer ese ee reer en er eieee | 30 00 

| 428 §. L. Hart, premium ..... ccc ccc cence sew e eee c cece ence cone 4 00 

429 Miss Josie Phillips, premium..............°"[Tseeceee coos 900 © 

| 480 C.S. Cleland, premium... ccc c ec cece e eect ec eeeeerees 20 00 

a 431 George Cleland, premium ..........seeveeesseesse cere ceces 17 00 

482) R. P. Allen, premium......,.ccc ce cee ee ec ce cence ccercceeee 25 00 | 

, | 433 Mrs. J. P. Williams, premium ......cees eee e ee we ere cttece 4 00 

434 Mrs. OC. H. Webster, premium.....e..ssseeeceecsecerccereee. 8 00 

485 Mrs. D. A. Whittier, premium ........ cece cece eee e eee 8 00 

486 Mrs. O. S. McAllister, premium... .ccecssenccccceccerecsers 2 00 

| 437 Mrs. M. E. Woodstock, premium.....-..ecceeceseeseceeees 400. 

oO A488 Wr. Squire, premium. ....cccssscccscscccccccerescrsevcces 5 00° 

A389 W. Cannon, premium ......ce cece cece cee c ccc cccencsececees 3 00 

440 Mrs. A. C. Bates, premium ........ce eee ee cece eee eens 7 00. / 

| 441 W.C. and J. V. Hugunin, premium.........ccerceeeccersee 27 00 - 

442 Eli Stilson, per diem as president... .......sseeeecereceeeee 148 00 

«443 «Eli Stilson, expense account.......cecesecerccrccrcceeecees 46 35 
444 ©. L. Martin, bills paid as per VoUCHErS ......eeseeeeceseeee 52°73 |
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445 Henry Lauvil, posting bills........ ce ccc ec eer ceensceceee§ 100 OS 

+ 446 Wm. Winkley, premium...........- cc ccc ccc cesses cee ececes 400  — | 
447 Britton, Kimball & Co., use of furniture...............22-0- , 1000 | 
448 Bower City Cornet Band, music......c0..00 cecscecesececeee 15000 © o 

— 449 HH. D. McKinney, lumber........ cc cece eee eee eee ween 61 83 | 
450 OC, L. Martin, ticket office. ........c eee cece cect cece ees eceens 20 00 

- 451 Peter Schmitz, preMium.....ccccccedecccccccccsccesvecseee. 2 00 oo 
- 452 Fifield Bros., lamber........ 0... cece cece cece ese wessceeces == 7°82 15 

| 4538 F. 8. Lawrence, premium .......c.c ccc ee cece ce eee eeeee 57 00 | | 
| | 454 Allen & Hicks, printing... cc cccccccrcccccccsccssecesces 8 00 

455 Ed. Howell, premium.... .cccccecceccscecsccccccsecccsces 4 00 | 
| 456 Fernandez & Co., printing........csceccccccecceceecetesece 400. . 

457 L. Antisdel, premium........ cccssccsccccceccccccsscecees 18 00 
: 458 Jones & Laughlin, shafting......... cece ccc cc ccesccvcccves 36 82 

459 Mrs. James Sutherland, premium.............cs.seceeeeeess 600 — 
A460 Mrs. G. C. Bissell, premium .........c cece cece sce cceecccens 100. 
461 Clough & Frederick, livery........... ccc eet tte ec eee eeeeee — 10 00 

. 462 Myers House, board and office rent..............cceseeeeeee 381 50 a 
- 463 Mrs. G. H. Stowe. premium... ....evec cece eee secetcecccee | 9 00 a 

: 464 Mrs. E.'E. Blanchard, premium.........ccsceecsccsssenrese 600. | 
— 465 City of Janesville, sprinkling streets...........cecesececees 20 00 | 

466 Mrs. J. P. Thomas, premium ............5 sccccece coccecs 2 00 
7 —A6% ~=—E. E. Edingten, premium ........ ccc cece cece cece cece eee” 200 | 

| 468 David Ward Wood, address. ........cccsccccccreccececseces 35 00 — | 
- 469 I. N. Chamberlain, premium .......... cece ccc cece ccccs 13 00 | 

, 470 EF. W. Fisher, premium... .... ccc ccc cc cccc cc cccccscesccces 10 00 | | 
A771 “Mrs. D. A. Beale, premium..........cccccccccccseccceesess 1 00 | 

- 42 FLW. Loudon, premium......-.cccc cece cence ccc c ccc cccccs 25 00 
AWB OL. M. Ballou, premium..........ccse ccc cccncccsccesenecces 2 50 geo! 
~AY4 L K. Cogswell, premium. .......cc. cc ccc cece cece eee c cence 10 00 So 
(475 C.B Fuller, premium.......ccccccsscccssicscccceccscveses 60 00. - 
AI6 Wm. Harper, police........ccccc cece eccerereccesccsscsseee 800 | 
ATT Allen Brazee, police........ cece cere ccc ec cscs scescscsveces 8 00 | 

oan 478 A. L. Boynton, premium, 1876. .... 6... cc cee cc cc ween ce cnees 30 00 | os 
| AI9 Thomas Irving, premium. .....cccccee cece coc csecevccceves 10 00 

~A80 Dexter Curtis, premiums .......cc ccc cece ccc c cece eeccesees 175 00 a 
oe 481 N.N. Palmer, premiums......... cc cc ceecereccccenccccsess 24 00 

. 482 Henry Bryant, police and use of horse ......-..seseseceseee — 28 00 
| A483 Julius Baldwin, premium ........cccccrerccecccrecvecesce. 2 00 

484 RB. Boyce & Son, premiums .....ccssccescccscccecscvccceses 39 00 
485 James Mason, PreMiuMs...... cs ccceesccsccccvcrccvcseece 56 00 | 

. A486 OB. BF. Larkin, police......c. cc cc ewer ccc c ec crceccvccesceceee ~ 800: | 
487 D. W. Vail, premium, 1876 0... ccc w ecw cee ence cece ences 12 50 a 

| 488 John H. Paul, premiums .........cieccccccscccsesccccceees 90 00 - 
A489 RR. Covert, premMiuMs ....... cece cece cece cers cece scceccccce 20 00 7 
(490 N.D. Williams, premiums .....cce sce ccccsccccsncecccerece 1300 
AOL CLE. Cook, premiums... ...ccccccccc cscs ccccccscesccecces 48 00 | 
492 Carl Reese, premium, 1876........ cece ccc c ces eae cece ce reeee 10 00 a 
493” Wm. Reid, premiums ........ wevcreccccccrccccccsseccccee | 5 00 | 
494 J, C. Kiser, premiums.......... ccc cece cece cece eens cee oe 125 00 . 
495 Geo. W. Ringrose, premium duplicate for No. 70 ........... 17 %5 

| - 496 James O’Malley, premiums ..........cccc cece cece reseeeees 2250 °° 
497 Fred. Keebler, premiums........cccccesceccscecccesceseees 1100 | 

- A98 D. Huntley, premiums...,. cc .ccccscccccccssccscccescecece 9 50 | | 
499 Wr. Welch, police ........cccce cece cece cence ec eetceceoees 8 00 . 

500 G. B. Huntington, premiums ......... cece reece ee cecsees "12 00 
501 BR. W. Brown, premiums ....ceceecseccecccrevececccescsece 1800 3, 

_ 502 Democrat,Co., printing... .......cccc cece cece nec cerecseses 650 | 
Ly 508 Mrs. E. G. Fifield, premium... ......0- cc cee cen c cei cecsees 2 00 | 

504 James Ozanne, premium ......... cee ccc ee cece cc eescncees 23 00 | 
| 505. O. P. Freeman, premium.,.....ccie tees cece ccs eesseerees 9 00 | 
| «606 J. L. Freeborn, premium .....cccccses cosececesesovesseses . 400 cy
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. 507 David McLay, premium.......... cc. cece cece cece ce eccecce 58 00 
508 Warren Collins, premium ...ccceccccccccccccccteccsvvccecs 200 — 
(609) L.A. Fox, premium...... ccccccccccecccccccscccsscsscccoece 20 00 | 

. §10 U.S. Ex. Co., Ex. charges .....ceccceccceccvccccsccceccsees. 2 15 : 
Bil’ M. J. Cantwell, printing .........c.cccccceseccccccccsesese 20-50 
512 Hiram Gooder, premium.....ccccscccccccccccssccccvccoeee. 50 00 
518 Chester Hazen, premium......... ccc cece ccc ee er cc eecccsecs 138 «00 

| 514 F.M. Grady, police.........5.c00 cee cc cece ce eccceres cece 6 00 
: 615 Mrs. Fanny Vilas, premium......ccscceeccceccecveceecsees 10 00 

—  - §16 B. FP. Fowler, premium.........cccsce cocesescntcccceesece 29°00 
BIT O. Cook, premium ....... cc ccc ccc ccc cece cece reece eeseees 20 00 
518 E. H. Palmer, premium.......cccccecccceccce cee scscececes — 8 00° | 

| 5619 James McNee, premium.... .... cc cece cece eee e eee wteees 4800 
520 J. Johnson, premium...... ...cccccccccccccceerccccceveees 105 00 

_ 621 Mrs. Robert Boyd, premium.............. ccc ccc cetee eee 26 50 . 
, 522 B. B. Olds, premium ......ccccccesccccccccseccccccsccseses 283 50 | 

523 W.T. Smith, premium... ......c cee sccceecsccccccvescvces 75 00: 
524 J. M. Cobb, premium .... ...ccesecec ccc ccccccccesecesece 81 00 , 
525 H.S. Durand, premium........cccceccccccccnce sececeveecn 128 00: 

. §26 H. O. Bailey, premium......... ccc ces cece cc eecccecceceee §=©920 000—- 
| 527 Miss Kate Peffer, premium.......... ccc cece cece ee receeeee§ 8400 

528 E. W. Keyes, P. M., box rent ....... cece cc ccc cece cece tenons 2 50 
529 H. T. Harper, premium........:..cccwcscccces cocensccssece 800. 
530 Allen Stetson, preMiuM......... ccc cece ce ccc ccc ccccecesses| 44 00 

| 5381 Mrs. A.-H. Caldwell, premium..........ccccccccccccccececs 1750 
— §82 Peter Davy, premium .... .... cece eee ec ec ceenceee sovcseee . 50 06 

53838 Milton Horticultural Society, premium ........cecccccceres 10 00 
5384 -W. W. Field, expense account and paid bills............... 80 05 
535 Robert Jones, premium ......... ccc ecw ec cece cece ee wee 238 00 

| 5386 Mrs. Geo. Warple, premium............ ccc ce cece cece eens 200 
537 Cook, Brown & Co., premium .......... cc cece cece nec e tees. 3 00. | 

~ §88 C. A. Plumb, premium....... cocci cece cece eee ccc ccenees 2 00 
589 Andrew Scott, premium... .......cececccccccccccecccscvene 200 | 
540 Mrs. J. R. Richmond, premium........... cece cece ee eceee 2 00 
541 Henry Gray, premium....... ccc cece cece cece cere eee e eae $10 00 
542 Peter McVean, premium......... cece ccc e sce c cee ceeeeccee 12 00 | 

| (5438 Mrs. E. R. Copeland, premium.............ce cece ween eee 84 00. 
544 J. Auld, premium........ cc ccc cece ce cee cece cette we cenes 9 00 

- 545 D. M. Aspinwall, premium.......... cee cee cee eee ee uence 14 00 
546 C. Roys, premium, 1876........... cece cece cee tere cece ee ees 27 50 

| §47 Mrs. R. Armington, premium......... cece eee ee eee | 2 50 : 
| 548 Mrs. E. Niguit, premium............ 0 ccc cece cee cee cece 4.00 

549 Hook Brothers, premium............. cece cece cree cece cesee 29 00 
— §50 W.-W. Field, salary, fourth quarter.............eeeeeeeeees . 450 60 | 

| 651 Daniel Campbell, premium........... 0. cece ee eee eee eee 230 00 
| ~ 652 Mrs. A. 8S. Phelps, premium... .... cee ccc cece eter cece eee 2 00 : 

553 Ambrose Warner, preMiUM......... ccc ewe e ee eee ere ee eneee 17 00° | 
. 554 Chas: M. Clark, premium...........c cece cece wees eee ee ences 20 00 

500 Am. Ex. Co., express Charges... .-.ssececccvec cect ereteceee 3 55 | 
. §56 F. J. Blair, dinner tickets paid.......... cc ccc ces c cece eens 339 80 

657 FJ. Blair, sundry bills paid............. ccc eee eee ere eee = = 9 5 : 
| 558 W. W. Field, ex. acct. and postage stamps....0...-...ceeee: 465 |. 

559 EH. &@J. Smitn, premium... co... cee cece cceveeccevccceces 5 00 

_Total amount of orders issued by the secretary................-- 819, 384.53 
, . Amount of orders Nos. 234, 331, 334, 339, 356, 358, 363 and 365 of 

- 1876, paid by the treasurer: ........ cece cece eee cece nee eeeee 62 50. 
Amount of orders Nos. 3, 70, 206, 529, 588 ‘and 559 of 1877, not re- oe . 

_ ceived by the treasurer at the close of the fiscal year December 
MI TBTT icc cece eee cece cece cece eecceccseccrescestsresceses 83 75 

| ‘Total amount of orders paid by the treagurer..........eceeeecee PLO ;363 29 .



EX HIBETTON OF 1877, — 

rn OPENING ADDRESS. | | 

By ELI STILSON, Presren. o 

ee Fellow Citizens and Members of the State Agricultural Soctety: | 

_» It becomes my duty to-day to formally. open the twenty-fourth an- 
_ nual exhibition of this society. I shall endeavor to be brief in my 

| remarks to-day. This being the first year in the new century of | : | 

American independenee, we hope it may be the beginning of a new 
| era in American agriculture. The last quarter of the past century a 

- did more than the first three quarters, for agriculture in this coun- 

try. Manufactures, and the mechanic arts, the strong right arm of = 
agriculture, struck out boldly for improvement, and provided the 

_ long: wanted machinery and implements for this industry. Be 

~ Let your minds for a moment grasp and fathom this improvement, yO, 

and you will then better understand the inducements that there 

have been for progress in agriculture. The farmer of to-day, if he - 

am will avail himself of the improvements which are at his command oo 

oe and all the experience of the most successful farmers which have 

| become the common stock of all, éan now accomplish more repro- | 
| duction than the labor of three farmers could fifty yearsago. The 

| intellect of the inventor has stimulated the intellect of the operator, 

| and caused a demand for more intelligent labor. Not only this, but Co 

OC the greatest of all problems that have ever engaged the attention 

. of scientific and practical men yet remains but partially solved, and 

_ that is, How shall the soil be made to produce greater crops and not 
- exhaust or impair its fertility? The chemists, the botanists, the . 

geologists, the scientific, practical and observing farmers, have al! | 

| lent their aid, and still the problem is only partially solved. Cost - 
_ and transportation are a bar to commercial fertilizers to a greater 

| __ part of the state, and yet the demand for increased productionis 
inexorable. When the reaper went forth to gather the bountiful
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harvest. of 1877, the visible supply of. wheat would have scarcely — 

- furnished bread for the people of the United States for thirty days, 

while that of the farmers might.have been good for sixty days more. 

Scarcely ever have the American farmers’ granariesbeen socom: __ 
pletely exhausted as they were.before the harvest began this sea- | 
gon. The stringency of the hard times had compelled them to sell — 

, their supplies down close. This fact will have much to do in sus- | 

_ taining the price of the present crop, and with the short crop in 

_ Europe, will assure us a good demand for all our surplus. With a 

| surplus of 70,000,000 bushels for export, after replenishing our 
, empty storehouses and granaries, we have abundant reason to thank 

| Divine Providence that our country is not like famine-stricken In- | 
dia, where the clouds refuse to give rain, and the ground is dried 

| and parched, and lean, gaunt, hungry famine devours the people. | oe 

7 Our other products for export and for home consumption are 

equally satisfactory. Within a short period there has been added © 

| to our exports another commodity, that of dressed beef in refrig- | 

—_ erator ships, and it is assuming great importance and value. Beef 

7 had become so dear in the English market that the poor man was 

- rarely able to buy it, and it cost as much to buy the rich man’s | 

| roast as it cost five hundred years ago to buy an ox. When we 

- | _ turn our attention to the mechanic arts which society has intro-. 

duced to foster and provide, the outlook is equally encouraging. In - 

agricultural implements, America is master of the world.. Our im- 

| - plements and machinery stand unrivalled for their adaptation to 

a the purposes for which they are intended. The pride of the proud , | 

Briton is aroused when he sees, not only our machinery and im- . 
- plements, but some of our manufactures, not only contesting suc- 

cessfully in the markets of the English colonies and dependencies, 

: but also in England, proffered for public favor and sale. Take the 

_ American watch, whose movements are as near perfect as skill 

, can make them, and they are now sold in English markets. Switz- 

.  erland, that country whose liberties in its alpine fastnesses have with- 

stood the convulsions of Europe for hundreds of years, and the 
an rise and fall of empires, whose cheap labor has produced cheap 

watches that have controlled the markets of Europe and America, 

| - now stands terror stricken, not by the invasion of her mountain 

fastnesses by the armies of America, but by her machinery made | 

watches. The cry of that country is now wafted to our ears over |
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oO wide ocean billows from its green valleys and cities beneath the - 

| - gnow capped peaks, and eternal glaciers, “‘ What shall we do? If | 

we adopt American machinery, we shall only produce more watches 

| to depress prices still further.” | 

| Let us go in retrospect view to the Centennial, and as we enter 
| the hall of operative machinery, let us stop and view the giant = 

- Corliss engine, which drives eleven acres of machinery, and as we 

| contemplate its vast power and perfection, we bow our heads in re- © - 

. spect to American genius and enterprise. But let us pass on in | 

oe view of the operative machinery and manufactures, and we find oe 

America standing shoulder to shoulder with the foremost in the 

| useful. Let those whose privilege it was to visit that wonderful 
exhibition recall the emotion as they stoodjand contemplated, in | 

. - wonderful admiration, the operations in the different branches of | 

. this department. | . | | 

oo - T will illustrate, by a single incident, the wisdom of that princi- 

ple of political economy that seeks to import the manufacturer and _ 

.  " his operatives, bringing the consumer and producer together and | 

| making a home market for our products. Here we find an indus- == 

oe try that has recently been added to our list and employing opera- 

| tives by the thousand. Not only so, but we find that the largest - 

. firm in England, in this line, is that of J. & P. Coats, who also em- ce 

ploy nearly 2,000 hands in Rhode Island, are manufacturing their =| 

machines in America.to send to England to manufacture their | 

: thread for the English market; another triumph of American | 

. genius. tt” oe 

_. As we pass on and study that wonderful} exhibition—the Cen- 

5 --tennial —the useful, the artistic and the wonderful exhibits of the | 

- different nations here represented, we are forced to the conclusion 

| that America occupies a proud position in the front rank of useful — 
en productions at least. The bunting for your proud emblems of our — 

national liberties is now an American product. At the breaking , 

| . out of the rebellion, every yard of bunting that floated in the | 

breeze over this land, and protected our commerce on the seas, 7 

ss: was the product of foreign looms. This national humiliation a 

oo ‘now no longer suffered. | oo | ae 

- Wherever that proud. emblem now floats, and protects forty mil- 

lions of free people, it is truly American in its manufacture as well eS 

asinitsemblem: = , | OS
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We will return to the strictly agricultural class. On us depends 
that future of agriculture. If we adopt all the modern improve- 

| ments, and seek for all the information within our reach, and apply. 

ourselves vigorously to our calling, we shall succeed. We must | 

often converse with each other, and gain all the information we = 

- ean, connected with our calling. These social gatherings at our 

_. - fairs are of the highest usefulness, And, as it is my fixed deter- 

- mination to retire at the close of this term from the position I now _ 

occupy, let me beseech those that shall come after us to see to it 

that no unwholesome influences shall be allowed to comeinand de- 

| stroy and pervert their usefulness. I speak thus warningly from | 

ak the large number of communications that I have received, offering 

“large sums of money for rent for gambling and games of chance on 

our grounds, and some have even the audacity to offer to take the 

“State Agricultural Society in as partner in their gambling hells! 

| ‘These warnings are not given without good cause, for from the 

great number of applications. for rent, they must be meeting with 

success somewhere. God grant that agriculture may ever refuse © 
| to take blood money of the gambler. | | oe | | 

| FAs progressive agriculture requires a better education, more in- 

telligent and closer habits of reasoning, and of observation and 

thinking; and as we have called to our aid agricultural societies,  — 

agricultural conventions, agricultural colleges, and scientific and | | 

7 educated men, what new aid can we introduce? I answer, that of 

| ‘the state normal schools. (While you teach geology, botany and 

chemistry and the other kindred sciences, go a step farther, and ~ | 

apply these sciences to agriculture, and whether those’scholars go 

forth to teach the farmer’s sons in the country school house or the 

village school, not a term will be taught but what the coming 

farmer will be there, and if, in the ever changing vicissitudes of _ 

- human life, happy will it be for that teacher if in the future he : 

should find himself possessed of a good farm and know how to run 
it successfully. } The attempt to teach agriculture by connecting | 

an agricultural college with the State University, is like attempting | 

to build a house and beginning at the top and building downwards. | | 

=, That institution is beyond the reach of the great mass of those who : 
/ — are to be the future farmers of this state. Lay the foundations for _ 

_. the application of science to agriculture in your state normal 
schools and your district schools, and then you rear this structure
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_ from the foundation upwards, instead of from the top downwards, _ | 

: you will thus bring within the reach of the son of the poorest | 

| farmer of the state the means to enable him to compete with the ae 

sons of those in abler circumstances, and to obtain a practical agri- 4 

~ gultural education. } How many of you who stand here with me to- - 

; . day, and as we look over these undulating and beautiful productive — 

- prairies of old Rock and the ‘surrounding counties, and from the , 

interior and northern part of the state, and of those who are not 

‘here to-day, but are with us in sentiment, will say that we will 

a pass their farms in the state of Wisconsin, one of the brightest os 

ss gems in this noble galaxy of states, to our successors, unimpaired oe 

in production. I have so often called the attention ‘of the officers | 

and employees to the duties that lay before us, that I will not now — 

repeat it, but will proclaim this state fair open to the public. It is” | 

yours'to enjoy. = | | | | | 

S REPORTS OF SUPERINTENDENTS, 

| DEPARTMENT B.— CATTLE. | a 

A. A. BOYCE, SUPERINTENDENT. | an | 

So The exhibition of cattle in the different classes in this depart- | 

ment was undoubtedly the fullest yet made at your annual fairs 

This was more noticeable from the fact that the entries were wholly = 

made ‘by citizens of Wisconsin. foe 8 

a ‘In Class 8— Short-horns. — The breeders of this state vied with 

each other in placing on exhibition a large number of animals of 

—_ marked excellence. They are to be congratulated upon the suc- 

--gess they have attained and the bright prospect for ample rewards - 

| in the future. | OS 

~ -In Class 9 — Devons.— There were five herds of not less than six | 
-. animals in each herd on exhibition. Although the beautiful Devou 

is overshadowed by the stately short-horn, they have their admir | 

a ers, and by many, their breeding is made a specialty. For work- | 

| ing oxen, the Devons and their different crosses are unequaled. — 

_ he fine large red oxen of Connecticut and New England owe their se
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: great excellence to their Devon blood, and when there shall be a | 
demand for working oxen to aid the settlers in clearing the vast. 

__. forests in Northern Wisconsin, the Devon will came to the front. | 
| Class 10 — Ayrshires. — The entries in this class were numerous, 

| nearly all the atiimals showed careful and. intelligent breeding. 
The great and increasing dairy interests of this state make this — ' 

_ breed of cattle one of the most valuable, particularly for the cheese 

oe dairy, and the fine show of Ayrshires at the last fair at Janesville, | 

is evidence of the increasing attention being paid to their breeding. 

Class 11 — Jerseys. —In this class, the number and excellence 

— of the animals entered showed that the interest in this deservedly 

' popular dairy breed was unabated. They will always find a place 

| _ where rich milk, the best cream, and “ gilt edged butter” aré ap | 
| preciated. cm a - | 
a _ Holsteins. — Another breed of dairy cattle claims our attention. 

A herd of choice animals of the celebrated Holstein or Dutch cat- | 

: tle — the largest of the dairy breeds, were placed on exhibition by : 

Mr. O. E. Merrill of Beloit, who, I believe, is the first one to in-— 7 

troduce this, by many believed, to be “the coming » dairy stock 

Oo to the farmers of Wisconsin. I recommend that a class be made - 

for Holsteins, and that they be placed on equal footing with the 

| other dairy breeds. : | OE | | 

: Class 12 — Galloways. — The well known herd of hornless black | | 

| cattle owned by Mr. Peter Davy, of Dodge county, were againon _ 

| exhibition. This quiet, gentle race of cattle attract deserved at- 

_ tention wherever shown. . oe , | | 

oO ‘Grapes, —The number and excellence of the animals of the dif- 

ferent classes of grades on exhibition attest the wisdom and econ- | 

7 omy of breeding only to pure bred males} and here let me reiterate 
| the recommendation of my predecessor in this department, Gen. 

| _ George E. Bryant, “that no animal in the thorough bred classes 

_. .* ghould receive a premium unless its name, number and volume of © 

-_ herd-book in which the same is recorded be given.” And I be- . 

a lieve the best interests of stock breeders and all would be sub- . 

| served, were the same rule applied to the sires of’grades in the dif- 

| ferent classes. | - as | . 
| Your superintendent tenders his thanks to those who assisted 

- him in his department; to the judges in the different classes, for : 

| the prompt and impartial manner in which they discharged their |
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duties; to the exhibitors, one and all, for their uniform kindness, ae 

courtesy and ready acquiescence in all his suggestions and require- | 

| oo DEPARTMENT C.—SHEEP.  — 

| a CHESTER HAZEN, SUPERINTENDENT. - _ 

In making a report of this department, it is gratifying to be able 

to state that the exhibition of sheep, though not perhaps as large 
in numbers as at some of our preceding fairs, yet in point of excel- | 

lence, was fully up to that of any previous exhibit of this association. _ : 

‘The American Merinos were well represented, and the stock 

_ shown in this department would scarcely have been excelled by any 

state in the Union. | . 

The Longwools were out in strong force, and the exhibit was far 
better in point of numbers and merit than at any previous fair. oo 

_ South Downs. —This class was tolerably well filled with good 
sheep, but not as much competition as either of the other classes. oe 

| When we take into consideration the fact that competition was 

confined to this state alone, the breeders and wool growers of Wis- | 7 

| _ consin have just reason to feel proud, and in my epinion every in- | 

_-. ducement possible should be extended to advance the interests of | 
this branch of industry. - So | | 

a There was on exhibition at our last annual fair, a very fine flock 
of American Merino sheep, from Vermont, with some very excel- | 
lent specimens of this favorite breed, which should be favorably | 

_ recommended to our western breeders of fine wool sheep, which © | 
could not compete for premiums under our present rules. Bs 
There was also a very fine flock of Cotswolds from Canada, which 

_ we recommend favorably to breeders of long wooled sheep. pe , 

_ DEPARTMENT D.— SWINE. a 
| CHESTER HAZEN, SupERINTENDENT. : _ 

[The exhibition in all classes in this department was full, and run- 
‘Bing over. It was undoubtedly the largest and best exhibition of 
swine ever exhibited in this state. Not less than seven hundred a
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— (700) swine were entered for competition. Included in the large | 

| breeds was the Poland Chinas, which outnumbered all others com- 

| bined, which seems to be conclusive evidence that they are the 
favorite breed for the majority of our pork-raising farmers. Next 

comes the Chester White, which were lightly represented, although 
| | there were some very fine specimens. Next, the middle breed 

| Berkshires, of which there was a large show, and many superior | 

| animals. Oo | — Bo | 

| The small breed were made up from the Suffolk, Essex, etc., —_ 

_ ‘which made a good show in this class. ° a 

. - There is perhaps no stock that is generally raised by the common. | 

—_ ' farmers of our state, in which there has been so much improvement  — 

within the past few years as there has been in swine. They have | 
been improved from the long-nosed, long-legged, gaunt racers, or 

prairie sharks, as they used to be called, to the fine shaped, light- . | 

boned, thick-meated models of perfection of hogs that we now 
see in our show-pens and on almost every farm in the state. | . 

: As the importance of the pork crop increases, more conveniences a 

2 should be provided at our annual fairs, in the line of pens toex- | 

hibit in. : Oo | |
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DEPARTMENT A.— HORSES. a 

RE ] Crass 1— Roadsters. 7 se 

+. Best stallion, 4 years old and over, David Campbell, Madison........ $8000  —=— 
=. Seeond best, G. Adams, Racine. ... 06.0. eee cece cs eeeeescsesee 1500 2... | 

..... Best stallion, 3 years old and under’4, J. W. Flack, Markesan.....:. 2000 = | 
Second best, Thos.. Kirk; Janesville. -... 0. 0.0 cece cee eens = 100000¢~¢~C~*”:— 

"Best stallion, 2 years old and under 3, R. Covert, Glinton............ 1000 = |. 
Best stallion, | year old and under 2, Robert Jones, Raymond....... 8 00° ey 

Second best, Geo. R. Horne, Whitewater.........cccceececcces. 400. | 
Best sucking stallion foal, Robert Jones, Raymond...........6 «pe. 500 | | 

te _. Second best, Murray Bros., Clinton: ...... ccc cece cee c esc escves 8300 ©§= | 
Best brood mare, 4 years old and over, with foal by her side, Samuel | oe 

os Penney, Durham Hill... 20... ee ec c cece ence cece ceves§ 2000 | os 
os .- Second best, Robert Jones, Raymond ...............00020-005. 1000 ©. 

Best filly, 3 years old and under 4, G. B. Mackey.................. 1500 © | 
ye ‘Second best, R. Covert, Clinton........ 6... 0c ccc e were eeeees 1000 © 
Les Best filly, 2 years old and under 3, David Smith, Walton............ 1000 = | 
-.. - Seecond best, RicLard Booker, Whitewater...........0.0-0.0808 500 | | 

.. Best filly, 1 year old and under 2, James T. Cutter, Emerald Grove... 600 | 
Best sucking filly foal, Samuel Tenney..... 0.0.0.0... cee eeeeeeseee 600 

~~" Second best, James T. Cutter, Emerald Grove.........,.0e0006.  =8 00 ee 

ee Criass 2— Horses for Agricultural Purposes. | 

-.. Best stallion, 4 years old and over, H. O. Bailey, Caldwell’sPrairie.. $20 00 oe 
Spee _ Second best, Thos. Irving, Mukwanago....00. sec... eee. eee ee)=«=6-:10 00—~—C——™ 
_.- Best stallion, 3 years old and under 4, James T. Cutter, Emerald Gr.. 1500 © | 
-~ = Second best, B. B. Woodbury, Johnstown. 2... 6... eee cece eee ee 7% 00 oo 

Best stallion, 2 years old and under 3, Thos. Bowles, Janesville...... 800 
ss Second best, R. Boyce & Son, Oregon... . 00... cece ecw ew ece 4 00. Es 

—. Best stallion, l year old and under 2, A, Warner, Johnstown Center. .- 500 | 
— . ). Seeond best, H. T. Harper, Orfordsville...........cseccccseces 3800005 

+, Best sucking stallion foal, Wm. Menzies, Rock Prairie............. (400 9°. 
Second best, Andrew Scott, Janesville................-.0 2 sence 200 = 

-... Best brood mare, 4 years old and over, with foal by herside, Wm. 
» Menzies, Rock Prairie. 1.0.00... cee cee ee cece weet sees eeees 100. 
—. Second best, D. L. Randall, Johnstown Center................. 700 
-- . Best filly, 3 years old. and under 4, Peter McVean, Juda....... .... 12 00 eee 

= §econd best, David Smith; Milton... 00.0... 0. cece ee ee eee eee = 6 00 : 
Best filly, two. years old and. under 8, J. V. Hugunin, Janesville..... 8 00 - 

oo . Second best, R. Boyce & Son, Oregon....52. 0c eee ee ceeeee =~ 4005 5) 
. Best filly, 1 vear old and under 2, R. Boyce & Son, Oregon.......... 5 00 a 
coos Second best, J. V. Hugunin, Janesville...... 0... cee ee cece eee 2 00 oe 

 « Best sucking filly foal, John Little, Janesville... ...0....ccceeeeeee §=©55 00 
Second best, John Little, Janesville... ce cee eee ee eee 8s 2 00 Cee 

Best stallion and five of his colts at 4. years of age or under, John Pa 
TRS DAH. oc cee ete eeeeseeee beapentecebes seneceseesscoeeess 2800 050 58) 

Ae STAG SOC Re
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7 Cs Crass 3— Draft Horses, (Norman). os : 

_ Best stallion 4 years old and over, Thos. Bowles; Janesville. ........ $2000 
| ah Second best, Wn¥ Warden, Minn. Junction.............ce0006. 1000 

_ Best stallion 3 years old and under 4, John A. Gilman, Sparta....... 15 00 oe 
Second best, Geo. Cleland, Janesville... ..........ccecceeeeees == 700 | 

aS Best stallion 2 years old and under 3, F. E. Adams, Beloit........... 8 00 
7 Second best, 8. 8. Hart, LaPrairie.........0 ccc cece eee eee 400 

_. Best stallion 1 year old and under 2, Wm. Warden, Minn. Junction... 6 00° 
ae Second best, Wm. Warden, Minn, Junction..............000005 3 00 

Best sucking stallior foal, A. J. Van Doren, Fisk’s Corners........... 4 00 
| Best brood mare 4 years old and over with foal by her side, A. J. ce | 

| Van Doren, Fisk’s Corners. ....... 0c. cc cece cee ecsecccccccece. 15 00° a 
_ Best filly, 3 years old and under 4, Thos. Bowles, Janesville......... 1200 - 

Second best, Josias Auld, La Prairie.................cccceeeees 600° 
Best filly 2 years old and under 3, J. V. Hugunin, Janesville........ 8 00. | 

a  . Second best, J. V. Hugunin, Janesville......... 0... cece cee 400 
— Best filly one year old and under 2, Wm. Warden, Minn. Junction... 4 00 

_ Best sucking filly foal, Wm .Warden, Minn. Junction ............... 4.00 | 
| Second best, E. W. Van Doren, Fisk’s Corners..........0ce0002 2 oO 

Best stallion and five of his colts at 4 years of age or under, Thos.  —— | 
a Bowles, Janesville. ...cccesccccccccccccccscecsccssteceseeess 2500 > 

hee Crass 4— Draft.Horses (Clydesdales and others), | 

| Best stallion 4 years old and over, D. McLay, Elm Grove........... $20 00 
= __ Second best, Robert Ogilvie, Madison.............ccccecceeess 1000 3 

ol Best stallion 3 years old and undor 4, A. Mowers, Clinton.......... 15 00 
. Second best, D. McCulloch, Milton Junction......... .....00% 700 

| Best stallion 2 years old and under 8, R. T. Pember, Johnstown | 
| Center... 0... ccc cc cece ec eee ce ev ec ceeerecccecee beece 8 00 | | 

Second best, Robert Morton, Johnstown.......0....ceecceeeee. 400 
‘ Best stallion 1 year old and under 2, D. McLay, Elm Grove......... 6 00 

Best sucking stallion foal, Robert Ogilvie, Madison............c.00. 400. 
: wad Second best, D. L. Randall... 2. cece ce cece ed ee ce ceeee 200. | 

, | Best brood mare 4 years old and over, with foal by her side, Robert es 
| "Ogilvie, Madison....... 0... cecceeecccevecccccccewevccescese. 125 00 

: Second best, D. MeLay, Elm Grove ...... cece cece cece eeee ee 700 
Best filly, 3 years old and under 4, Wm. Menzies, Rock Prairie..... 12 00 ° 

| _. Second best, Robert Norton, Johnstown. ........c..ceeecc cee 6 0G — 
7 Best filly, 2 years old and under 3, Robert Ogilvie, Madison........ 8 00. _ 

_ Second best, Alex. 8. Bell 2... coc. cece ces ccc ceeecseeceges 4 00. | 
a Best filly, 1 year old and under 2, Wm. Menzies, Rock Prairie......  . 4 00. 

| Best stallion and five of his colts, at 4 years of age or under, D. Mc- — 
oe , Lay, HIM Grove. sc... cece ete ee cece es eesereesescecseessess 25 00 | 

a Cuass 5— Matched Horses and Mares. — ee a 

i _ Best pair carriage horses or mares, not less than 151g hands, Chas. S. a 
| Cleland, Jamesville. .... ce cece cece eresenecerecevcceess. $20 00 . 

-__- Becond best, Henry Gray, Milton Junction ....2............... 1000 
| Best pair roadsters, H. B. Dale, Oshkosh .............c0cseeceeeeee 20 00 

... Second best, Dexter Curtis, Madison ............cceeeeccecseee 1000 

Crass 6 — Geldings or Mares for Single Harness, 

| Best gentleman’s roadster for single harness, 4 years old andover, —_— - 
| - Gilbert Adams, Franksville ....... 2... ccc cee cece ee eeseces $30 00 

Second best, N. D. Williams, Whitewater.........sscecececsees 15 00 |
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ass Horses for Speed. : 

+ First, J. ©. McKesson, « Billy Barsteder” .........sceeseeeseseeess $200 00 ee 
Second, C. B. Fuller, “ Anna B.”... oc... eee ee saccescccscccseee 12500 | 
Third, J. W. Flack,” “Northern Light” . steseeeceeeeccesvocesene US 00 | 

— Birst J. W. Flack; « Northern Light”, wee ae vee eds seeeee ewes eee $200 00 
Second, J. V. Palmer, Sparta, “ Winona Belle”... ..cc..cescececee 125 00 ; 
Third, C. E. Rosenthal, “ Ashton Boy. ......sessccecescecncceees 73 00 | 

ees SO Two-Frrry Purse, $400. ce oo 
ey First, J. C. McKesson, “ Billy Barsteder ” Wes ereusueeee seseseseesee $200 00 - ce 

Second, C. B. Fuller, “ Anna B.”............04. see scecccseceseess 12500 9 
_. ‘Third, Dexter Curtis, Madison, “Lady Hess” . sestreceseeseesorees TOO 
ipa RES | og Station Race (OPEN 'r0 ALL), $400.00 ee BR Se 

First, Daniel Campbell, “ Herod a ceceeceeee sovescccrecevcccsers $20000 
— Second, G. Adams, “Swigart...........cccccces Socesecccceccces. 12500 a 

-. ‘Third, V. Basenger, Racine, “Gov. Hayes”... cece eescccececccerces 5 00 , 
7 Cour Rack —4 years OLD AND UNDER 5 — $200. | a & 
First, J. W. Flack, “Northern Light”. .......c.csceccceeeeeeeees $100 00 a 
Second, G. Adams, “ Rosa Bellen”............... c00 scesececsees  €0 00 ES 
‘Third, Richard Booker, “ Richard First”... .... veeseee eeesees oe 40 00 } Neg 

ee DEPARTMENT B.—CATTLE, 2s 
op. oe ; [Crass 8, —8 hort Horns. | se ee ae 

-_._ Best bull'4 years old and over, Dexter Curtis, Madison............. 325-00 | ae Second best, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh........... 000000 0: coecseeees 1500 - | Best bull 3 years old and under 4, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh . vielee'é hese 25 00 | | . -.. ®econd best, J. C. Kiser, Oregon... .occc ccc ccc aecccccceescee 1B 00 | Best bull 2 years old and under 8, Geo. Harding, Waukesha........ 2500 . -_ Best bull 1 year old and under 2, Dexter Curtis, Madison...:....... 25-00 “pe ‘Second best, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh... cece. ce ce ceceeeeeceeee 15.00” : Best bull calf over 6 and under 12 months old, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh. 1000 =| Second best, Geo. Stephenson, Darlington .............0...00. 6 00. | _.... Best bull calf under 6 months old, J. C. Kiser, Oregon ............5 1000 oS ae Es Second best, Geo, Harding, Waukesha ...........cccccececccee . 600 ee Best cow 4 years old and over, Geo. Ssephenson, Darlington.....;..— 20000 2 22. — Second best, Geo. Stephenson, Darlington ..........eececee. oes 1000 | Best cow 8 years old and under 4, E. & J. Smith, Rochester.......... 20 00 pee ___- Second best, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh......... 0... -essseces esvoee 1000 _. Best heifer 2 years old and under 8, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh........... 20 00 a +. Second best, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh............ 0.000% covecvesee 1000 
_... Best heifer 1 year old and under 2, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh............ 2000 | a +. Bast heifer calf over 6 and und-r 12 months old, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh 10 00 / oe Second best, E. and J. Smith, Racine........ Wbbiece da biaalees eeees 5-00 eS Best heifer calf under 6 months old, Geo. Harding, Waukesha...... 10 00 ee 

__._ Best exhibition not less than six head, Wm. T. Smith, Elkhorn..... $75 00 _. Second best, Hiram Gooder, Rochester... creececccesececcerees S000
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Cass 10.— Ayrshires. . 

- Best bull 8 years old and over, Joseph Johnson, Hartland..... .... $20 00. - 
Second best, A. Stetson, Honey Creek... ee eee ee eee eee ee 10 00 | 

Best. bull 2 years old and under 8, Chester Hazen, Ladoga... ....... 20 00 
“Second best, Jas. McNee, Emerald Grove......-..eseeseeeeeees 10 00 . 

: Best bull 1 year old and under 2, Joseph Johnson, Hartland........ 20 00. : 
- “Second best, Allen Stetson, Honey Creek .......0.-.0e--eeeees 10 00 | . 

oe Best bull calf over 6 and under 12 months old, Jas. McNee, Emerald Cpe 
: GLOVE .ccccccc eset cee ececcaccaseapersesececccscrscecevsses 1000 C 

- + Second best, Jas. McNee, Emerald Grove.......04 .ceeseeeeeee 5:00 | 
. - Best bull calf under 6 months old, Cuester Hazen, Ladoga........... 10 00 | : 
—. £-Second best, Joseph Johnson, Hartland... 0... vec cece eeeeeeeee (5000 
Ce Best cow, 8 years old and over, Joseph Johnson, Hartland......... 1500 © | 

--.. Second best, Chester Hazen, Ladoga. ............---eeeeeesee 10 00, 
Best heifer, 2 years old and under 3, Chester Hazen, Ladoga.......- 1500 | 

— \ "Second best, Chester Hazen, Ladoga....-....ceeeeeeeeessesees 1000 0. 
as Best heifer, t year old and under 2, Joseph Johnson, Hartland...... 15 00° eo 

> *" “Second best, Chester Hazen, Ladoga..,......-.-0 2 seer ee eee ee 1000 |. 

| Best heifer calf, over 6.and under 12 months old, Tscheudy & Son, = 

| mek | Monroe... sce cc cece cece tecctrseceteesseecscscsccsvescssee 600 2. — 

os = Second best, James McNee, Emerald Grove....c.sesceeseeesees 800 2 
. Best heifer calf under 6 months old, Allen Stetson, Honey Creek.... 600 | 

a _ -+. Second best, Chester Hazen ... cc cece eee c cece crececcsevcevesse 3 00 a 

a oe Onass ll —Jerseys. OE eos ce 

| Best bull, 3 years old and over, Edmund King, Whitewater......... $20 00 : 
es Second best, N. N, Palmer, Brodhead... .. cee. ce eeeeereeeseee 10 00 _ 
_—,- Best'bull, 2 years old and under 3, H. 8. Durand, Racine........... 20 00 

- Best bull, 1 year old and under 2, J. M. Cobb, Beloit..........2.... 20 00 : 

Second best, Chester Hazen, Ladoga ....-..ssesecceeeeseeese » 1000 
Best bull calf over 6 and under 12 months old, George E. Bryant, oe 

 MAMISON.. Lecce ccc c eee eee cee eer ectteeeteecsecorens 1000 | 
Best bull calf, under 6 months old, Edmund King, Whitewater...... 1000 = 

7 ~ Second best, N. N. Palmer, Brodhead... . sce. ees eee ewes eee ees 5 00 

+ Best cow, 3 years old and over, H.S. Durand, Racine .............. 1500 

“Second best, H. 8S. Durand, Racine so... 0. eee cece eee eee eee 1000 
- Best heifer, 2 years old and under 3, H. 8. Durand, Racine......... 1800: © 

Second best, H. S. Durand, Racine..... ccc. e cece eee eceeeeesee 1000 

Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, J. M. Cobb, Beloit............6. 15 00 © 
- * Second -best, J. M. Cobb, Beloit... 00.0... sees eee eee eee eee 1000. 

Best heifer. calf, over 6 and under 12 months old, George E. Bryant, = = : 
| Madison... cc eececcc ce coeeseeersevcee vaetecttecesescossese 600 — 
7 Second best, George E. Bryant, Madison ...........ecceeeeeeee 8 00 | 

, Best heifer calf, under 6 months old, J. M. Cobb, Beloit............ 6 00 

~ oo Second best, H. S$. Durand, Racine... .....s eee cece eeeweereee — 300 | 

ss Best exhibition, not less than six head, Peter Davy, Monterey....... $50 00 aS 

on Cnass 13— Grade Short Horns. | Se 

. Best cow, 4 years old and over, John Little, Janesville ... wo oeeeees $15 00. 

| Second best, E. & J. Smith, Rochester... 66.2... ss eeeeeeeceveee. 10 00 | 

--Best cow, 3 years old and-under 4, E. & J. Smith, Rochester........ 1500 | 
, Second best, L. K. Cogswell, Beloit..........0...ce-ceeeeeeeee 1600 - | 

: Best heifer, 2 years old and under 8, John Little, Janesville........ 15 00 
Second best, E. & J. Smith, Rochester... 0... . 0. cece eeeeer eee 10 00 

Best yearling heifer, E. & J. Smith, Rochester .......-..eeeee0 cere 15 oO | 

Second best, E. & J. Smith, Rochester ..... seneeee secevsesesee 10 00
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ss Best-heifer calf over 6 months old, J.N. Chamberlain, Beloit....... 600 9 
3 Second best, J. N. Chamberlain, Beloit... ...........--seeceece 800 

>. Best heifer calf, under 6 months old, E. & J. Smith, Rochester...... 600+ oe 

Best cow, 8 years old and over, Edmund King, Whitewater......... $1000 0 
PT Second best, Edmund King, Whitewater.......-.cees.eeeeeeee 5000 2 

Best heifer, 2 years old and under 8, Edmund’ King, Whitewater... 1000 «=| 
es Second best, Edmund King, Whitewater,;.........-ceeeeeee.. 5 00° ae 

Best yearling heifer, Edmund King, Whitewater.......ccccesesesss 1000 | 
eee Secoud. best, Edmund King, Whitewater. wocrecccccssesscesess 9 00 | 

Cass — Grade Ayrshire. — ans nS 

Best cow, 8 years old and over, Jas. McNee, Emerald grove ........ $1000 © he 
Best heifer, 2 years old and under 3,Jas. McNee, Emerald Grove .... 10 00 © oe 

| _ Best yearling heifer, Allen Stetson, Honey Creek.... ...sseeeees vee 1000 

ERE ee: Pe os epee Cxass 17 — Herds. ee Dee : A . 

Best. bull and 4 cows or heifers over two years old, Eli Stilson,Oshe 
OSD seas ee see e eects neces ceeeeececscseneesecee erescesscees $80 00 a 

woo a _ Second best, J.C. Kiser, Oregon. ........sesceccceccccccceeees 50 00 oe 

a | : B | - ‘Best pull and 4 cows or heifers, 2 years old, Chester Hazen, Ladoga. $50 00 Ao ae 
Second best, Joseph Johnson, Hartland.........-eseeereeeeenss 8000 0 

Ce | JERSEYS ee 

Best bull'and 4 cows or heifers, over 2 years old, H.8. Durand, Ra 
Ee CINE... eee eee cee nce terete cnet ene eee cee em eerste teeters. $5000 

a Second best, J. M. Cobb, Beloit ...... ceecceceseeeenseneesees 8000000 

Best bull of any age, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh......ce.ccceseseseeeeees $50 00° 
ak _ Second best, J. C. Kiser, Oregon, «26... 0c eseecceeeeeee coeee 80 00 

._ . Best cow or heifer of any age, Dexter Curtis, Madison............0- | 4000... 
Second best, J. C. Kiser, Oregon... . cc cece eee c ese e cece ce eeeeeee 20 00° . 

Best cow and three of her calves, owned by exhibitor, Chester Ha- i es 
gen, Ladoga....... ccc eee tence eee tcveseceescseees see Bilve plate, 40°00 
Best Bull and three of his get, owned by exhibitor, Eii Stilson, Osh-. BaP 

SNE -- Kosh ode cee eect ee ee cc cee eee se ee teeta eet ew aeeeceeee Silver plate, ° 40 00 ES 

Best bull and four heifers, under 2 -yeas old, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh... . 80.00 
Second best, E..& J. Smith, Rochester.......-...-..--- -2----- 50005 

Best four calves bred and owned by exhibiter, E.&J.Smith,Roch- 
OSCE ccc c ccc ceccceeesetretecae teeeseeenes sosctsccseccesereres 4000 2 

+ Second best, Eli Stilson, Oshkosh........ceessescseseseeeceeee | 80 00 [ es 

ae | FOvass 18.— American Merino, = 
Best buck 2 years old and over, John H. Paul, Genesee... sceeeceee, $2000 
= Second best, O. Cook, Whitewater... . ccc sees eeweeeeeeeees 1000 — “ 
Best buck 1 year old and under.2, John H. Paul, Genesee.......... 15 00 

Second best, Geo. Cleland, Janesville... ....c02 ceeeeeeceeeeees 1000 2
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Best pen three buck lambs, John H. Paul, Genesee...........22008. 10.00 , 
| _ Becond best, C. M. Clark, Whitewater. ...-. ...eeceeeeceeeseee 500 * 

7 Best pen three ewes 2 year old and over, J.H. Paul, Genesee.....,.. 2000 © } 
Second best. C. M. Clark, Whitewater............ .....ssese02 1000 . | 
Best pen three ewes 1 year old and under 2, J. H. Paul, Genesee.... 1500 - 

: | Second best, O. Cook, Whitewater...... 0.0... .... cece eeeeceeee 1000 
Best pen three ewe lambs, J. H. Paul, Genesee............e.eeeees6 10 00 

So rm Second best, C. M. Clark, Whitewater..........cccccceeesesess 500 oo 
Best exhibition, J. H. Paul, Genesee........... 0000 ce ceeeeeees Diploma, 

. me : SWEEPSTAKES. 0 6 i | 

| _ Best buck.and his cleansed fleecé, with ten of his get, J.H. Paul, | are 
GONESEE. . eee e cece cece nr eeerscrnscecseecessseee Silver plate, 15 00 oo 

| Sage | Crass 19.— Long Wool. oes 

- Best buck 2 years old an over, Robert Ogilvie, Madison............ $2000 - 
ee -. Second best, Geo. Harding, Waukesha...............eesee228- 1000 . 

| | Best buck 1 year old and under 2, Robert Ogilvie, Madison......... 15 00 
es . Second best, J. V. Malley, Waunakee...... .......ccec-eeeeee 10 00 oe 

: ‘Best pen three buck lambs, Robert Ogilvie, Madison............... 1000° 3 | 
ae _ Second best, Geo. Harding, Waukesha... . .....0.. cess eeceee 5 00 

Best pen three ewes 2 years old and over, J. V. Malley; Waunakee.. 2000 © 
Second best, S. A. Fox, Waukesha ...... 0. cece ee pe eee et eee _ | 

Best pen three-ewes 1 year old and under 2, Robert Ogilvie, Madison. 15 00 | 
. ~. Second best, 8. A. Fox,, Waukesha. ..... 2.2... ccc ece eer ceecses 10 00 | 

: _ Best pen three ewe lambs, Robert Ogilvie, Madison................ 10 00 | 
: Second best, Geo. Harding, Waukesha.........ccceceecceeceeee 500 > 

| Best exhibition sheep, Robert Ogilvie, Madison..... ............ Diploma. _ 

a | Crass 20.— Downs. - Oo - : 

| Best buck, 2 years old and over, Geo. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center. $2000 — 
: | Second best Tscheudy & Son..... 0... cece ee ce eee eeeereeee = 10000 

Best buck, 1 year old and under 2, Geo. H. Danbner, Brookfield C’r. 15 00 : 
| : Second best, Geo. H: Daubner, Brookfield Center.............. 1000 | : 
_ Best pen three buck lambs, Geo. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center..... 1000 | | 

a Second best, Geo. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center.. ........... 5 00 | 
, Best. pen three ewes, 2 years old and over, Geo. H. Daubner, Brook- | 

| field Center... .. ccc. cece cece cece cence te ctesessseercessese 2000 — | 
a | _.. .Second best, Geo. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center .............. 1000 | 

Best pen three ewes, 1 year old and under.2, Geo. H. Daubner, Brook. — Bee 
— field Center... cc. eee ec cece ence eas secneecscccsccsscee 15 00 7 

_ Second best, Geo. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center............... 1000 | 
_ Best pen three ewe lambs, Geo. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center..... 10 00 

Second best, Geo. H. Daubner, Broonfield Center............... 5 00. 
_ Best exhibition sheep, Geo. H. Daubner.....c......ccnceceeees -. Diploma, [ 

ee DEPARTMENT D.—SWINE. 3 = — = 

: TCxass 21.— Large breeds, including Poland-Chinas, Chester — - 
| ee Whites and others. Oe a | a 

Best boar, 2 years old and over, T. J. Anderson, Monroe............ $15 00. 
| _ .. Second best, Ambrose Warner, Whitewater.........-2seee0.--- 10 00 

Best boar, 1 year old and under 2, B. T. Fowler, Heart Prairie........ 10 00 
Second best, Humes Bros., Monroe........... cee ersecesesecee. 5 00 : 

| Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over, B. T. Fowler, Heart Prairie 15 00 . _ 
| Second best, Hook Bros., Oregon........ccseccedacccecsccceees 1000
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Best breeding sow, one year old and under 2,R. Boyce & Son, Oregon 1000 3 
Second best, R. W. Brown, Albion........ ..cccceeee ceeeeete 5800 

_..- Best breeding sow, with litter of pigs, not less than four, Hook Bros., oS 
QTOLON. oe eee eee eee tence enw erteeseereccesceccosrecese 1500 © os 

= Second best, E. P. May, Fort Atkinson.........cc..cceseeeeeee 1000 oe 
.. Best boar pig, over 6 months and under 1 year !old, W. W. Wood- 

ward, Good Hope 2... .. 0. cee ce ck cee ee ewer ec eeseseceteces 8 00 | 
Second best, G. B. Huntington, Hdgerton...........0.0ec ce cee 4 00. 

Best sow pig, over 6 months and under 1 year old, G. B. Huntington, | 
ed HG QertOn. 2... cece eee ete ete e cece eee areas weet ereeeereeere 8 06 

— , +: Second best, R. Boyce & Son, Oregon... ..... ce jee eeeeeeeeeees 400 
-. Best boar pig, under 6 months old, R. W. Brown, Albion........... 800 © | 

«Second, Hook Bros., Oregon... .. 0... cc cece eevee cccecceccccee 400. - 
Best sow pig, under 6 months old, R. Boyce & Son, Oregon ........ 800 ©. | 

~ Second. best, B. T. Fowler, Heart Prairie.................00082 400 © 

me : Middle Breeds — Including Berkshires. oe 

7 Best boar, 2 years old and over, David Smith, Milton .............. $15 00 | 
os ‘Second best, Wm. Ogilvie, Madison........... cc .cccececevces. 10 00. ee 

Best boar, 1 year old and under 2, James: Magson, Walworth.:..... 1000 © 
Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over; Wm. Ogilvie, Madison,.... 1500 

~~. Second best, James Magson, Walworth...........-eccececcseee 1000 
Best breeding sow, 1 year old and under 2, James Magson, Walworth, 10 00 eS 
Second best, H. S. Durand, Racine......... 0... ee cw et ewe cee 5 00. ; 

Best breeding sow with litter of pigs, not less than four, Wm. Ogil- a 
Whe, Madison... ccc cee cece ec eee cece ec etcccccceseccccsesces§ 15.00 ee 

_.. . Seeond best, David Smith, Milton........... 0... cc cece ceeceee§ = 1000. oo 
Best boar pig, over 6 months and under 1 year old, Allen Stetson, 7 
Honey, Creek... oo... ccc eee ee ce cc cence ccc vere c er ccccsccsces 8 00 — 

, —- .. Second best, Wm. Ogilvie, Madison............ ccc ce cece cceee 400 ©. 
Ss Best sow pig, over 6 months and under 1 year old, James Magson,, ts : 
Sees o Walworth 2... ccc cece cece cece cere cnet tees cees eee cecseees ea eee ~~ 8 00. oS coe 

a Second. best, David Smith, Milton.... 2.0... eee eee 4 000—C~—it—=—t—= 
+ Best boar pig, under 6 months old, Wm. Ogilvie, Madison ......... 800 | | 

ee Second best, James Magson, Walworth .............ceuceeseee 400 : 
_. _ Best sow pig, under 6 months old, Wim. Ogilvie, Madison.......... 800 | 
oe Second best, James Magson, Walworth........0 cc... ceeeessese 400. oe 

Small Breeds, Hssex, Suffoik and others. : 

Best boar, 2 years old and over, S. H. & A. E. Jonier, Janesville.... $15 00 
. Second best, E. W. Van Doren, Ripon..............cccceeesees 1000 
Best boar, 1 year old and under 2, E. W. Van Doren, Ripon........ 10 00 | 

Ae Second best, 8. H. & A. E. Joiner, Janesville .................- 500 | a 
--_-- Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over, 8S. H. & A. E. Joiner, Janes-« | 

WHC. ee ccc cece cece e cece were cern tencttecsereccccccseecsesssess§ 15 00. oe 
Second best, Geo. Stephenson, Darlington..................0¢. 1000 | a 

Best breeding sow, 1 year old and under 2, 8S. H.& A. E. Joiner, Be 
Jamesville .. 0... cece ce cece ee cree cece ccc ccene occeecceecssee 1000 2 

Second best, E. W. Van Doren, Ripon..........ceecceeeeeeeees 500 | 
oe Best breeding sow with litter of pigs, not less than four,Smock Bros, = ae MONICE 2... eee cece ee eee eee eee er ect ct cccsccescsecccessceses 1500 
aye Second best, E. W. Van Doren; Ripon..... .........eeeeee.02s 10 00 : 
ye Best boar pig, over 6 montns and under 1 yearold,S.H.& A. E. | - _ 

x Jomier, Jamesville... ... ccc cece ccceerccccccnrcseseseresseeceence 8 00. 
Bes Second best, 8. H.& A. H. Jonier, Janesville.............00006. 400 

| Best sow pig, over 6 months and under 1 year old, E. W. Van Doren, | | 
oss: Ripon... ccc sc cece wee ec ecw tees eres as eneseeteetereecsccccece 8 00 ; 

Pe Second best, 8. H. & A. E. Joiner, Janesville. ..............00. 4 00 
a Best boar pig, under 6 months old, 8. H. G& A. E. Joiner, Janesville. 800, | 

Second best, Edward Howell, Brooklyn........ 0... ccc ce ee ee 4 00 wou 
is _. Best sow pig, under 6 months old, 8. H.& A. E. Jonier, Janesville... 800 .. | 

Second best, E. W. Van Doren, Ripon. .....cccseccceessccesees 400 >. |
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SPECIAL PREMIUMS 
| . OFFERED . BY MESSRS. PLANKINGTON & ARMOUR ‘AND LAYTON & “00. PORK ceo 

ss Best. boar of any age, Wm. Ogilvie, Madison..........cceeceee sone $10 00 
| Bast sow of any age, James. Magson, Walworth... ..cceceseseseesee 1000 | 

7 _ Best six pigs under 8 months old, R. W. Brown, Albion............ 500 | 
_. Best boar and sow of any age and breed, with five pigs notover8 = ,.. 
cee months old, Wm. Ogilvie, Madison .... et eeeeeee coeceeenene 20 00] | 

DEPARTMENT E—POULTRY. 3 3 

Second best trio Black Javas, C.E Cook, Union, Ill........... $1 50 | 
: Best trio Light Brahmas, Peter Howland, Janesville ..........-.0.6. 250 

| 2. Second best, Peter Howland, Janesville. .......ccccceceeescces 150 
Best trio Dark Brahmas, OC. E. Cook, Union, Ill. ......c.00 seeesees 2 50: | 
cp Second best, Dr. Wm. Horne, Janesville.... .....c.ceccees woes 1 50 

- Best trio Partridge. Cochins, Dr. Wm. Horne, Janesville..........2. 2 50: | | 
Second best, O. E. Merrill... 0.0. cece ccc ceececeeeeeesee = 150 

Oc Best trio Buff Cochins, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill...........ccceee0 eee) 62 5Or 
| =. Becond best, C. E. Cook, Union, Ilo. c.... cc ccc ce ee ee ew eens = 1500 

Best trio White Cochins, L. M. Ballow, Beloit.... .....c.ccceeeees 2 50: ae 
=. Second best, C. E. Cook, Union, Tl... eee ccc eee eecees 13500 

Best trio Irish Blue, Geo. R. Horne, Whitewater.......6....ceccee. 2 50: 
| .:. Second best, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill... cece ae cee eee e ee 1 50 . 
. Best trio Brown Red, Wm. Welch...........cccecevevceeccccvcsees 250 

_. Best.trio Black Breasted Red Game, Jas. B. McLean ...........000. 250 
Second best, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill oe. cae ei ees cece ecevcee 150 

‘ Second best trio Pyle, C. E. Cook, Union, tl os : oe Veeecesercrccce 1 50: : 

Best trio Game, any variety, Byron Parker, Janesville...........6... 250 | : 
: ae Second best, Geo. R. Horne, Whitewater ........ sence oo 1 50: | oS 

oR OE es BORN I oa og 
ss Best trio Silver Gray, C. E.Cook, Union Ill.....s.sccceseceeeesees $2500 

Best trio Plymouth Rocks, J. N. Chamberlin.................-0002 2 50 . 
+, Second best, J. N . Chamberlin.......... seeeeeeeseceecesecsees LOO | 

Best trio Black Spanish (white face), C. E. Cook, Union, Til...... .. $2.50 fey 
: - Best trio White Leghorns, D. Huntley, Appleton..........ccce0se0 | 2 50 te 

| _.,., Second best, C. E. Cook, Union, Dl... .. 6... 2. cece. oes ot siewle ba 150 ©. 
| - " Best trio Brown Leghorns, W. P. Armington, Janesville............ 250 | 

se, Second best, C. H, Cook, Union, Ill ........ cece eee eee eeeeee 150 
‘Best.trio. Silver Spangled Hamburgs. C. E. Cook, Union, Ill,......... 250 | 

os Second best, C. E, Cook, Union, Ill. ee ae oO eee ee eee eae oe ee eoreee 1 50 me 

| Best trio Golden Spangled Hamburgs, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill....... 2 50 

a ee ee ee 
| Best trio Houdans, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill.....s0. ceccececececetee $2 50>~ | 

. ia Becond best, Finner. eeeeecercoee eeseves Seer cesses veeves ceaceee ed 50 —
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pe ch ee POLISH. es 

Best trio Black Polish, white crests, C. E. Cook, Union, [ll......... $250 | _ 
Second best, C. E. Cook, Union; Ill... eee cece ce ccc eee weecee 1 50° ee 

os .-. Second best trio White Polish, ©. E. Cook, Union, Ill .......... 1 50 ae 

Best trio Golden Seabright, C. E. Cook, Union, Tll..............: 006. $2.50 | 
~~... 4: Seeond best, Geo: R. Horne, Whitewater .............scee0ees §=6 1 50 | 

 .. .. Best trie B. B. Red Game, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill................2. 2950 
a. . Second best, Geo. R. Horne, Whitewater ....:. . 0... eee ee eeee 150 | | 

... Best.trio Silver Duckwing, C. E. Cook; Union, [ll ..............6.. 2 50 | 

a : TURKEYS. | oe 

Best pair Bronze, C. E. Cook, Union, Il... .. cc cece cee eee e eee) $250 
: - Best pair common, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill... .. cc ccc cece cree eee ee 250 © oe 

- ‘Best pair Rouen ducks, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill.. ...........00..... $250 
_... Best pair African geese, C. E. Cook, Union, Tl] ...............seeee 250 | ae 
—.. -. Best pair Aylesburg ducks, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill ................. 2 50. 

= Second best, ©. E. Cook, Union, [ll .......... ec ee scenes cece 150 
‘Best pair Rouen ducks, W.-C. Hugunin ..........ccccscccsesceceee 250° ~ - 
Second best, O. E. Cook, Union, Ill .......... scene cco ecceece 150 = 
Best pair Black Cayuga ducks, C. KE. Cook, Union, Tl ............. 250 oe 

Second best, C. E. Cook, Union, Ill.......... cee eee eee ee wee =: 1:50 Loe, 
...- Best pair-Muscovy ducks, W. C. Hugunin...........ccce cence ereee 29Q 

oo .  & Second best, C. E. Cook, Union, [ll...... 6. ccc cece eee ee eeeee) = LOO 
ss Best and greatest variety poultry shown by one person,C. BE. Cook, 2s). 

Union, OL, silver plate... 0... eee cc eee cee rewceeweceess 1000 
_.. Best exhibition fancy pigeons, Geo. C. MeLean, Janesville, silver. = 

ee Plate... cece cece cect eccecccccceceeereeecesicccsseteessasaescess 900 0-5 

DEPARTMENT F. — AGRICULTURE. 

Chew _  Onass 23.— Mield Products. — . 

Best spring wheat (club), D: T. Pilgrim, West Granville............5 $500 |. 
ns Second best, J. C. Davis, Oshkosh ..........2 cee ce seen ce ceees 3 00° RS 
Best spring wheat (Rio Grande or China tea), J. W. Wood, Baraboo. . 500 

Second best, J. C. Davis; Oshkosh..........0.2000 ceeceecceees 800 0 
Best spring wheat (fife), D. I. Pilgrim, West Granville............. 5 00. | 

- a. -Becohd best, J. C. Davis, OshKosh... 20... 0. ccc cece cere eeeees 8 00 7 
_. Best Odessa or other variety, J. W. Wood, Baraboo ............-52. 500 - | 

Second best, A. J. Phillips, West Salem ..........cccceceeteeee BOO he Best white winter wheat, J. B, Duncan, Baraboo....... 0 seseeees 500 

a ,Becond best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo.........cessceccssessvesess 3800. 
Best rye, Wm. M. Squire, Fultom..... .....cccccerscceeeeces cose § 00 oe 

---... -. -S$eeond best, J. F. Bemis. 20... ce cece ce cee ecccccsscccccseee S800 | 
-. Best white oats, J. W. Wood, Baraboo....cc ccc cece ee ceseacsceseee 8 00 oe 
—...., Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo........c.ccceceseteceseseee 8OO 8 

-. Best black oats, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville.........cce eee ee ees 500 | 
“ .. Second best, R. W. Sutliff, Rock. .... ccccsceeccerseceece cece 3 00 © 

Best barley, J. C. Davis, Oshkosh ....0...cc00 caweteces crsccccccs 500 - | 

+ 2 Second D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville .........cccceecccscoeee 8 00 ae 
Best buckwheat, J. W. Wood, Baraboo... ...ccccedaccucscccecccecs §00 |. 

= Second best, J. C. Davis, Oshkosh ....... .ececeescteecceteeee 800
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- Best flax seed, J. C. Davis, Oshkosh. .....-....ccccscecscccceceseee 5OO | | 
-- Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville...........2........ 8 00 : 

. . Best hops (sack), N. W. Dean, Madison......... 0... cc esccccaceeces 5 00 . 
Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville ...... 00.00... cece ee: 3 00. | 

| - Best timothy seed, J. W. Wood, Baraboo...........c cece ceseecccce 5 00 | 
. y Second best, Josias AIG... 1... cc. cece c eee eee w cree eeceeseee§ 800 °° | 
Best clover seed, J. H. Pilgrim, West Granville..........cceececeee = 5 00 © 

: . Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville....... .........--6. 8.00 : 
| _ Best peas, D. Huntley, Appleton .... 0... cee ee cw cece cece eect ewece 5 00. : 
—- +. Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo........ ccc c cece ccc cececcnccs 3 00 © 

- Best beans, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville..........cccceeecevesees 500 
: _. Becond best, Mrs. Cannon. ... 2... ccc cece e eras cecsccccssecss 300 | 

2 -. Best dent corn, white, J.C. Davis, Oshkosh.........06 .ececceeeees 5 00 | 
| Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo ...c. cc. cece esc c eee ceeaee (8 00 

: Best dent corn, yellow, Ambrose Warner...........cccsceececseeee 5 00. 
| Second best, Simon Antisdel . oc... cece cece cee et eee ee eee 3 00. 

~ Best flint corn, white, J. C. Davis, Oshkosh. ......c.ccccccecceeseee 500 - | 
Best flint corn, yellow, N. W. Dean, Madison...............ese0086 5 00 a 

a _ Second best, O. L. DeForest, Janesville... ...... ccc. ce ee eeceees 8 00 a 
, _ Best exhibitton field products, J. Wood, Baraboo ...... Silver plate 25 00 — a 

oe Second best, D. I. Pilgrim, West Granviile.... ... Silver plate. 15.00 — | 

| SPECIAL PREMIUM BY MILWAUKEE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. nS 

~. Best bushel winter wheat, J. B. Duncan, Baraboo.........e.eeece0+ $25 00 
ee Best bushel spring wheat, J. W. Wood, Baraboo..........-....-002, 25 00 

: ae Crass 24.— Garden and Vegetable Produce. 

oe Best Early Rose potato, J. G. Carr, Milton Junction............00. | $3 00> | 
oe Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville... 2c... ce ccc eee ee 2 90 | 

| Best any other variety early potatoes, E. W. Paimer, Fitchburg..... 3 00 ae 
_ Second, Mrs. F. M. Vilas, Madison............0. cee cer eceerees§=§=©22 005 

oy Best. half bushel peach Blows, E. P. May, Ft. Atkinson.............. 3800 © 
~ Second best, F. W. Loudon, Janesville... . ccc eee cc ee eee eee 2 00 

I Best any other variety late potatoes, J. W. Wood, Baraboo.......... 3 00.. 
a Second best, Ambrose Warner, Whitewater......c..ceeccceseee 200 — 

Best Yellow Nansemond sweet pétatoes, J. M. Smith, Green Bay... 3 00° | 
Second, J. W. Wood, Baraboo... ..c cece cecsec et esece ceevvee | 2 00> | 

a Best Red Bermuda sweet potatoes, J. M. Smith, Green Bay.......... 3 00° 
— Best four quarts Lima beans, J. F. Wiley..........s.ceeeceeseeeees 8 00 | 

: . Second best, J. M. Smith, Green Bay... .. 12. cece eee ee eeeee =62 00—” 
7 Best blood turnip-beets, J. M. Smith, Green Bay........eeeececeeee 8 00 

. Second best, O. L. DeForest, Janesvile... cece cece e coerees ZOO © 
| Best long blood beets, Edwin Howell, Harmony............2+-.--- 3 00 © 

- Second best, O. L. DeForest, Janesville..... cece sere eeenseeee? 2 00 
Best Mangel Wurzel, C. Hazen, Ladoga... ..... ccc cece essences = 38 00_ 

Second best, J. W. Wood, Barabo0.......cs cece cece cere escawe 200 | 
7 - Best Red Wethersfield onions, J. W: Wood, Baraboo............... 3 00 | 

, Second best, Edwin Howell, Harmony......c....ccceeveeesees 2 00 | 
Best Yellow Danvers, J. M. Smith, Green Bay......cce.ceeceeeraee ~ 8 00 | 

| ... Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo... 0. . cece eee ee cece eee een 200 | 
~ Best any other variety onions, Edwin Howell, Harmony..........6. 3800 

Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo... ..cceeeecsececscoees cose 200 
: Best Drumhead cabbage, J. M. Smith, Green Bay.......ccceeeeses 3 00 

- Second best, R. P. Allen... ccc cece cee c et cece ec erwcerseeres, 2 00 
Best three Winningstadt cabbage, Geo. Jeffrey, Smithville.......... 3 00 | 

| ... Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo...........cc cece eeeeeeereee 200 © 
: Best Long Orange carrots, J. W. Wood, Baraboo..............0..+. 8 00 

Second qest, J. M. Smith, Green Bay... . ccc cece cece ee eseseee 2.00 
| Best horn carrots, O. L. DeForest, Janesville.....cc.eecceeeceeerese 8 00 , 

Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo......ce:ceceeeecceecsseress 200° 0 |
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-.. Best head cauliflower, J. W. Wood, Baraboo.......cccseceeccccecce 300 © | 
Second best, J. W. Wood, Baraboo....... ccc cccccccccecccccece 200... 

-. -Be&st ten heads celery, J. M. Smith, Green Bay........¢.........02. 3 00 Soe 
4s Second best, J. L. Freeborn, Milton... ccc... ccs cece eeceecnces 2 00 ee 
Best twelve ears early sweet corn, O. L. DeForest, Janesville........ 3 00 

Second best, Geo. Jeffrey, Smithville. 0.0... ee ccc eee 2 00 — i 
Best twelve ears late sweet corn, D. M. Aspinwall.................6. 8 00: oe 
Second best, O. L. DeForest, Janesville... ....... cece cee eeees §=©2 00 

+. Best sample egg plant, Geo. Jeffrey, Smithville...........cccceeces 2 00 , 
ee Second best, J. M. Smith, Green Bay.....0 oc... cece ce eseee vee =~ 1:00 _ 

Best six watermelons, Edwin, Howell, Harmony .................. 3 00 ; 
_. Best six nutmeg melons, J. G. Carr, Milton Junction............... 3:00 

oe . Second best, Edwin Howell, Harmony.... ......ccccececcccee 2 00 
Best Parsnips, J. M. Smith, Green Bay........ ccc... ce ec ccccccees 3 00— 

a Second best, O. L. DeForest, Janesville. ........... 2. seccsses 2 00 : 
Best twelve large red peppers, J. L. Freeborn, Milton.............. 200 | 

os _ Second best, R. P. Allen. ........ ce eee eee ec ee ce peceecees 1 00 | 
Best peck vegetable oysters, J. W. Wood, Baraboo......... seeesees 200 

_° _. Second best, J. M. Smith, Green Bay...... 2. cece cceeeceeesees 00 | 
| - Best six Hubbard squashes, Geo. J effrey, Smithville............... 800. we 

Second best, J. M. Smith. Green Bay............. seveccscevess 200 | : 
- Best tomatoes, O. L. DeForest, Janesville........cccecccecceecevece 300. |. - 

| _ Second best, R. P. Alien. .... 2... c cece cece cccccccecceccecece 2 00 2 
_ Best flat turnips, J. M. Smith, Green Bay...........cccccccsccccces 3 00 i 

-. Best rutabagas, O. L. DeForest, Janesville..........cccccccecececes 3 00. | — 
Second best, Peter Schmitz.........0...0 ccc cc cece ceccccecece 2 00 - | 

Best exhibition by professionals, not less than fifteen varieties, O. L. —_ 
DeForest, Janesville .. 0.5.0... 2. ccc cece cece ec ecceccecees coe 1000 oe 

—. ... Second best, J. M. Smith, Green Bay..........cc00 ccccceccees 500 | : 
_. Best exhibition by nonprofessionals, not less than 15 varieties, J. W. ws oe 
ee Wo0d, Baraboo ....... ec cece cece eect eee cee eereerens ceeeeese 1000 2 
Bo Second best, Edwin Howell, Harmony...........s0+.0000 veces 5 00 | e 

. Onass 25.— Products of the Flouring Mill, Dairy and Apiary, = 

_ Best barrel winter wheat flour, James Clark &.Co., silver plate..... $15 00 : 
_ Best barrel spring wheat flour, E. P. May, Fort. Atkinson, silver ~ : | 

| Plate 0... 2.6 cee ee elect eee eens ee ecesecerssercccssee 15.00 | 
oe __ Second best, James Clark & Co., silver plate ..........e00ee002 1000 , 

a ne [BUTTER—FARM MADE. ~ CO | : 

Best twenty pounds made in June, Mrs. Thomas Little, Janesville... $1500 . = 
Second best, Mrs. E. W. Fisher, Orfordsville.................6. 1000 | 
Third best, C. P. Goodrich, Fort Atkinson...........e.0000006) 5 00 fog oe : 

_.. Best twenty pounds made at any other time, C. P. Goodrich, FortAt- 
 RMSON oe ee eect ene cc eee recesecescscrens 1500 | oe 

— *-, Second best, Mrs. E. L. Walsh, Milton...........cc.ccesececes | 1000 | 
ae Third best, A. H. Downing, Fort Atkinson.........cceseee0ee8 500. | 

ee | . BUTTER—CREAMERY. BT | 

_ Best twenty pounds made in June, James Clough, Edgerton........ $15 00 3 
ON et gay Second best, C. P. Goodrich, Fort Atkingon...............2..-- 1000 
-.... Best twenty pounds made at any other time, James Clough, Edgerton — 15 00 

Second best, C. P. Goodrich, Fort Atkinson .........eeceeeeee2 1000 ©. 
—  Dhird best, O. HE. Merrill... cece eects eesececeececceseceess 5 00 |
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. ves | Best two cheese made in June, S. Littlefield, Plymouth ........60. $1500 

: "Second best, Charles Gibson, Lind........ceeccsecees sce eeeeee | 1000. 

— ... Mhird best, Chester Hazen, Ladoga ..........2: ee eee esate aecee 5.00 

Best two cheese made in August, Hiram Conover, Plymouth......... 15 00 | 

-* Second best, B. S.. Hoxie, GCooksville....3 sees e evs eewecseee 10 00. 

| Third best, 8. Littlefield, Plymouth.. ieecsesb Seeeecerss woee ) 8:00 

PRIVATE DAIRY, 
| Best two cheese made at any time, Simon Antisdel, Afton ......s0-+ $15 00 \ . 

a oe SAMPLES OF HONEY AND SUGAR. . URE os SE 

Best ten pounds honey, D. M. Aspinwall, Farmington ..-.......... $5 00. | 

riiie eS -. Second best, Emlly T. Smith, Green Bay ...........- ses e eres 300 
os Best extracted honey, Emily T. Smith, Green Bay ......-...eee025. 3 00 | 

fee - ‘Best Italian bees, D: Huntley, Appleton .............csseeesceseess 500 | 
: Best ten pounds maple sugar, D. M. Aspinwall, Farmington........ 5 00 
.*.. Best gallon maple syrup, J. B. Duncan......- see cece eee e eee eee 5 00 a 

Te aS Crass 26.— Household Products. = | 

| ae | oes BREAD AND CAKE. | eee 

| Best loaf graham bread, Mrs. James Sutherland . ......-+sseeee- ~s $8 00> | 

7 Best loaf white bread, hop yeast, Mrs. Wm. Paul.........--.eeeeee 800 0 | 
- Best loaf white bread, milk raising, Mrs. James Sutherland ........ 3 00 

| Best loaf Indian bread, Mrs. J. G. Carr, Milton Junction ........... 300 | 

Best sponge cake, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon ........ cece even renee eee 200 — 
_. Best pound cake, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon. ......seecse eee e ee ceee ees 200 — 

| - Best jelly cake, Mrs. O. H. Root, Ripon .... 10. ceseeeceeeeeeeereee = 2 00. 

-- Best gold and silver cake, Mrs.-J. G. Carr, Milton Junction ........ 2 00- 

= Best fruit cake, Mrs. J. G. Carr, Milton Junction..........sseeeeeee 2 00 | 

Best and largest exhibition articles of above sorts, Mrs. J. G. Carr, re : 

Milton Junetion 26... lec cece tee eee eer ences ceeee Bilv. Medal. 

| - SEALED AND PRESERVED FRUITS AND PICKLES. —* | 

- Best canned peaches, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate .......... $200 | 

| Best canned plums, Mrs. A. C. Bates, Janesville, silver plate........ 2 00 

Best canned currants, Miss Carrie Plumb, Milton, silver plate ...... 2 00 

Le Best canned tomatoes, Mrs..C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate . .....-- 2 00 

--—s Best canned gooseberries, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate...... 200 — 
. Best canned raspberries, Mrs. C..H. Root, Ripon, silver plate..... -. (200. | 

| : Best canned strawberries, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate...... 200° | 

| -. _-Best canned grapes, Mrs. A.C. Bates, Janesville, silver plate seneeee 2 00 . 

Best canned blackberries, Mrs A. C. Bates, Janesville, silver plate... 2 00 - 

_.- Best canned pears, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate ..........25 200 0 
oo _. Best preserved peaches, Mrs. C, H. Root, Ripon, silver plate......+- 200 | 

Best preserved plums,,Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate ......... 2 00° | 
oe - Best preserved apples, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate ......... | 2 00 

_ Best preserved watermelons, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripan, silver plate.... 2.00 — 

‘Best preserved grapes, Mrs. A.C. Bates, Janesville, silver plate..... 2 00 

, _ Best apple butter, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate ........-060. 2 00 | 

Best raspberry jam, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate............ 2 00 

- ‘Best blackberry jam, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate ..... ..+6 2 00 | 

' | Best crab apple jam, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate........... 9 2 00. 

| - Best sour pickled cucumbers, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripof, silver plate... — 2 00
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Best pickled mangoes, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate......... 200 = | 

Best pickled peaches, Mrs. C. H. ‘Root, Ripon, silver plate .........5 200 © 
-- Best pickled pears, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate............ 2 00. es 

Best pickled watermelon, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate...... 2 00 “he 
Best sweet pickled cucumbers, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate. . 2 00 oe 
Best sweet pickled apples, Mrs. A, C. Bates, Janesville, silver plate. 200 - | 

Best tomato catsup, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, siiver plate............ 2 00 oe 
‘Best cucumber catsup, Mrs. J. P. Thomas, silver plate ...........5. 200 © 
Best and largest exhibition articles above specified, in glass jars, — 

Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon, silver plate... 0... cc. cece seeeeereee 5 00 © 

ss DEPATMENT G.— FRUITS AND FLOWERS. oo 

—  Ouass 28.— Fruit by Professional Cultivators. | | 

-_.._ Best variety, not to exceed fifty, G. P. Peffer ,Pewaukee......++..6-4- $1000 
. Second best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo... .... cc cece cece eect esses 750 

| Third best, N. N. Palmer, Brodhead.............-sseeeeeeseees 5:00 © o 
Best ten varieties adapted to the northwest, Wm. Reid, North Prairie 700 | ge 

Second best, A. G. Tuttle. ........ ccc ees ccccccccecscceseceress 9 00 5 
— Phird best, G. P. Peffer... 2... 0... cee ence cece cee eeresecccesess 3 00 | " 

Best five varieties adapted to the northwest, J. C. Plumb, Milton..... 3 00 ney 
| —. Second best, A. G. Tuttle... ....cccccececcceentcccceccecesceses, 2 00 | 
—  Mhird best, G. P. Peffer.......... cece ccc cccececcecsccesecescse 1 00 : 

Best variety winter, not to exceed twenty, G. P. Peffer..........-... 500 | | 
Second best, N. N. Palmer ... ....cceceeee ceccesercesescreeee FOO 

ORS Third best, Wm. Reid..........cceccececceseccccccreccccescees 200 9 
Best five varieties winter, A. G. Tuttle... ...... cc cece cee eceeeeeeeee 800 20 

oe Second best, Wm. Reid... .... ccc. cece eee e cece stcestecsserees 200 22 | 
-..s Third best, G. P. Peffer... 2... ccc eee eee ee cere ecececceeeerees L000 

‘Best ten Varieties large and showy, G. P. Pefler..........-0008+ ween BOO 
oe Second best, F. W. Loudon, Janesville... ....ccccc ese eeeesecreee 800 7 | 
a . Third best, A. G. Tuttle .... cece ccc c ce ee ce cece cwwceiccesees 200. A 
- Best plate Red Astrachan, G. P. Peffer .........cccccceevecceceevece 100 © 

. Best plate Duchess of Oldenburg, A. G. Tuttle......-...eeseeeeeeeee L100 | 
ae Best Plate St. Lawrence, J.C. Plumb... ccc. cece cece ceeeecereee LOO | A 

Best plate Fameuse, A. G. Tuttle.....ccseecseeeceeusecsscerecceseee 1:00 ae 
- - Best plate Utter, J.C. Plumb . 1.0... cc cece ceeesscevceescccsescrees 1 00 oe 

Best plate Plumb’s Cider, J. C. Plumb .......... ce eee ee ee eeeeceeee = 1:00 oe 

Best plate Seek no Further, G. P. Peffer.......sececceeecsccoeseseee 100 2 
Best plate Willow Twig, G. P. Pefler.....cccceesecccecceseccescenss L100 2 
Best plate Ben Davis, G. P. Peffer...........cccccccccccceccccccseee L002 | 
Best plate Talman Sweet, G. P. Peffer...... ......sccccccccreceeees 100 

Best plate Golden Russet, G. P. Peffer.. ......sscececccseccsssereee LOO 9 
largest apple, G. P. Peffer .......-. cece cece eee cece cece cece ee eecee 100 2 
Heaviest apple, F. W. Loudon... 2.00... ccc sceecceeeesecerecessos LOO 

--. ‘Best display of varieties, G. P. Peffer .........ccsceecswcscrceccseee $3 00 
Best three varieties, G. P.Peffer 2.0... 0.0.0 cece et cceeesccereeesses 2 00 oe 
Best Flemish Beauty, G. P. Peffer......cccceeccsccsecccsnsccnsccesss 2 00 | 

oe ee PEUMS EE 
— . Best and greatest variety, G. P. Peffer... 2.0... ccc cece ccc ccececcece $3 00 

Best Miner, J. C. Plumb... ce... cece ccc et ects ec eececcceerecesccesens 200 
= Second best, G. P. Peffer .. cs cc cece cece cececcescccsccecsessees LOO
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- Crass 29.— Grapes and Urabs by Professional Cultivators. — 

Best display varieties, Wm. Reid... ... 0... ccc c eee c eevee ee ceseces $10 00 
Lo _ Second best, L. L. Kellogg, Janesville..... 00.0... esse eedeeceees 150 | 

"Third best, PF. W. Loudon ....... cece cece ese cecesseccceneseces 500 
a Best ten varieties, L. L. Kellogg... .... ccc cece ccc e cece ceceseeerece THO” 
. — Second best, PW. Loudon...... ccc. eee cece eee e er ceeveenecee BOO. 

~- Third best, Wm. Reid..... cee eee cc cess cece eeceeesecececes cae 800.” 
. Best five varieties, £. L. Kellogg... .. ec. cece sees sees eeceetneees 8 00 

| : Second best, Wm. Reid... 2... ec eee cee cece ecceccseee 200 
as Third best, F. W. Loudon .... 0... cece ee cence er cesceceee 100 

Best three varieties, J.C. Plumb & Son...........ccccesvecesscetees 8 00 
_ Second best, L. L. Kellogg........0.. cee cece sseecccccrsccee 200 | 

Third best, FW. Loudon . .... ccc ccc ee cece ne ceceeeee vee 100 | 
Best two varieties, J.C. Plumb & Son... .....ccccccccccccecccssceee 200 

cs | - Second best, Wm Reid ......... ccc cee e ce cseeeeee cvesessesess 100 | : 
. Best single variety, F. W. Loudon. ............ sce ecee eee eescceceees 200. | 

- ~_ Second best, Wm. Reid... 2... cece cece cece eee cencceseee 100 | 
Best three bunches Concord, Wm. Reid......... et eccesecsecscceese 2 00 | Second best, F. W. Loudon ........ cece ce cece ese ceceveedesess 100 

es Best three bunches Delaware, Wm. Reid ...........ccessececceseees 200 - 
Second best, F. W. Loudon....... 12. ceecececccccecctececsees 100 

| Best single variety, quality to rule, F. W. Loudon (Delaware)........ 8 00 | 
| Second best, N. N. Palmer (Worden)............ccecescsceceses 200. 

7 _ Best show foreign, G. P. Pefler ....... 0... cece cree ese ecccccncccacs d00 © 

| - ~Best and greatest variety named, Wm. Finlayson, Mazomanie....... $300 —— 
. . Second best, A. G. Tuttle... 0.0... cece ee cee ee ee ecececccesces 200 

| ‘Third best, G. P. Peffer......... cc cc cece see eecesescereceseses 100 
“Best plate Hyslop, L. L Kellogg ........ cc. cece cece ce cccccccccscee 1.00 

7 - Best plate Transcendant, D. M. Aspinwall, Farmicgton............ 100 9 
- . Best plare Seedling, J. C. Plumb (Lake Winter)...................2. 2 00 

_ Second best, G. P. Peffer (Belleflower)...........c...ceseeeeeees 1:00 

po ES ae: | SWEEPSTAKES. 22 | | 

| Best collection of all kinds, G. P. Pefter (147 kinds) ..........0..006 $7 50. 
Second best, L, L. Kellogg (50 Kinds)...c. 00. . csc cceceneseceees 5 00 , 

: ‘Third best, Wm. Reid. ws... ccc. cece cece eeeseesesscecccssesees 8 00 | 

| | Crass 30.— Pruits by Non-Professional Cultivators. - 

_*. Best display of varieties, Geo. Jeffrey, Smithville........... ....66-- $10 00 
| Second best, B. B. Olds, Clinton... 0.2... ccc cece cece eeccoeees§ 750. 

Third best, James Ozanne, Somers..............0. ccc eeeee --- 5 00. 
_ Bestzten varieties adapted to the northwest, Geo. Jefirey............ 700 

| _. Second best, D, Huntley, Appleton............ cece ceeeseeteeees 500 - 
Third best, B. B. Olds... 2... cece cece neces cevecce 8:00 a 

Best show ten varieties, large and showy, Geo. Jeffrey.............. 500 — 
| = Second best, James Ozanne........... 2. cece ee cbeceeeetccscsess 8 00 : 

_ Third best, B. B. Olds... 2... .... cee c eee cece cn eeeeeesvecevcee 2 00 : 
Best five varieties adapted to the northwest, Geo. Jeffrey......... oe 38 00, - 

~~. Second best, B. B. OS. 1... cece cece center ve cececevcceesesnsss 200 | 
a Third best, James Ozanne... .... cee cceceuectooeeceeevenees -- 100 —
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..... Best variety winter, Geo. Jeffrey..........c.00. sa cesceccccccenccsee FOO | 
_... - Second best, James Ozanne......... be cesewcasscccserseseccsese 98 00 ee 

Third best, B. B. Olds... .. ce. cee ccececccccucccecvvcceccccseese 200 
_ Best five varieties winter, B. B. Olds... ........cceenccecccccccccee 300 | 

Second best, James O2anne...... ieee cece were ceeeecsceeaces 2 00— | 
Third best, Geo. Jeffrey... 2... ce ccc cece ee cteeceeence sees 100 _ oe Best plate Red Astrachan, B. B. Olds .... ec... cee cece eseseeeees 100 

-. Best plate Duchess of Oldenburg, Geo. Jeffrey... cece ceeeeseeeess 100. 
~ -.- Best plate Fameuse, D. Huntley... reece ee cececceteetecsesereeseees 100, 
—- Best plate St. Lawrence, B. B. OldS. eee ccc cece cece cece esseecvees 100 a2 
~... Best plate Plumb’s Cider, D. Huntley... cc. eee ccc cece ceeeeeceeee 100, | 

Best plate Seek no Further, Geo. Jeffrey.............0.. ecceccesee 100 - 
pee Best plate Talman Sweet, Mark Honnisett, Center.................. 100 | a Best plate Golden Russet, B .B. Olds .............cecccccsceces eee 100 

| Best plate Ben Davis, B. B. Olds..........ccccceccececcee eoccsees. 100 oo 
_ Largest apple, Geo. JOEY. cece e cece eect cet e tec eeecetseessceesess 100 , _ Heaviest apple, Geo. Jeffrey...... .....06. seeeeereceececcesenseee 100 | S 

----: Best display varieties: Geo. Jeffrey... .........ccccnccccccccevcccecs 800... | | Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville............:.e0c000. 2.00 
_ Third best, James Ozanne..... 22... ccc ccccecccccecccecescee 100 

 . Best three varieties, Geo. Jeffrey.......... ccccccccccccccccceeces., 200 — ... 
Second best, James Ozanne........ccccceccccccccusccceccee.., 1 00 , Best Flemish Beauty, D. T. Pilgrim............ccccccccccccccecce, 2 00 | : 

Q Oe PLUMS. onal 

- Best and greatest variety, D. T. Pilgrim.............c0cecececs coeee 800 —: Second: best, Geo. Jeffrey... cece ce ccc cece cece cece cent eeeee 200 | Peas ‘Third best, Mark Honnisett .............cccccceese neseeees oe 100 | _ _Best Miner, Mark Honnisett.............00.0000. cee eeecescceee ees 200 
coe Best native or wild, C. C. Fisher, Centre...:... ce ecceceececcceesens 100 © 

| Crass 31.— Grapes and Crabs by Non-Professional Cultivators. - 

oo GRAPES. | ee | 
oe Best display of varieties, F. 8. Lawrence, Janesville...............+. $10 00 . _. Best ten varieties, F.8. Lawrence........c..00005. eveccecccccccccee FT 5Q 8 _ Best five varieties, F. S. Lawrence..........:cccceccsecccceeccccccc. 3 00 a upc hur Best three varieties, F.8. Lawrence...........0-.cceeeeccecn...ee 3800 . |. Be _ Second best, Mark Honnisett............cccccccccocceccceesn.., 200... o 

Best two varieties, F.8. LaWTene.... 0... eee ec cece cece cece ccees 200. - 
.. Best single variety, 8. G. Williams, Janeésville........cccccccccccccce 2 00 — roo  _ Becond best, F.8. Lawrence.............ceccccesecccecceesccceg, 1 00- : _.. Best three bunches of Concord, F. 8. Lawrence-........ ,... seesee 200. | Second best, Mark Honnisett.... 0... . cece ccc cece cece enees -- 100. | ee Best three bunches of Delaware, F. 8. Lawrence............... sesess 2 00 : me Second best, Mark Honnisett...... .... sense eccesccscceescesees§ 100 - - Best single variety, quality to rule, 8. G. Williams... seerececscsseces 800 - ee Second best, F.S. Lawrence............... we ceeeecrceresevoces 200 | 

Best _and greatest variety named, D. T. Pilgrim..........00-cceceess- $3 00 a ~, . Seeond best, J. Baldwin, Brooklyn... cc. cccsccccescccecccccsece 200 | "Third best, Geo. Jeffrey....... tsetse ceeceneeecccesesceceresee 100° Best plate Hyslop, C. C. Fisher... ccc ec ec ccc cecccccccccececcnee 1 00. 0. __ Best plate Transcendent, C. C. Fisher...... steececesececsecevecseees LOO
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| nee | | ....., SWEEPSTAKES. TE Ee 

Best collection of fruit, Geo. Jeffrey.......5...eeceee cececvcesece cee $7 50 
i - ~ “Second best, James Ozanne....... Veeeccccccncceccsecsccesscees O00. 

| —. Third best, D. T. Pilgrim........ceceseceeceeceecnees seccsesese 3 00° an 

OF TAS | Crass 32.— Seedlings. 

ce SEEDLING APPLE, ss oe | 

| Best, D. M. Aspinwall,.........cccceeeececeseeeeeseesees Diploma or $1000 
. | ~~ Second best, G. P. Peffer ........csceceeseceeeeeeeeeee ceeeeess 5000 | 

on  Cnass 838.—Summer Fruits. | 

ye te Se | | | NURSERY TREES. | 

Best collection deciduous nursery grown trees, J. C. Plumb & Son. Diploma. 
—.. » Best collection of evergreens, J. C. Plumb & Son ........ ++ «seee Diploma 

_.- Best collection fruit trees, J. C. Plumb & Son.......--..-.2+2.++- Diploma, > 
| Best collection hardy flowering shrubs, J. C. Plumb & Son....... ‘Diploma. = 

Best collection apple trees, J.C. Plumb & Son......+2.--s++e6++. Diploma, 

 Cnass 84.— Flowers by Professional Cultivators. Be 

Best floral design, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee ......0.-sseceeereres - $500 | 

, Second best, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell, Janesville..........eeecee-eee 3 00. 

a Best collection cut flowers, Wm. Kitzrow.......sceecesesee cecereee £00 0 

Os Best pyramidal bouquet. Wm. Kitzrow ...e..eeeeeer ec ecceereereece 300 | 

—.. Second best, R. P. Allen, Janesville ......ceesses seers ecceerene 200 | 

| Best pair flat bouquets, Wm. Kitzrow ......sececencceccseeereeesees 2 00 
: Second best, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell......... peewecccsescscercoes 100. | 

‘ Best bouquet everlasting flowers, Wm. Kitzrow..../... ceeesseeeees 3 00. | 

: ‘Best ten named dahlias, J. ©. Plumb ........c cece cece eter ces ereees 200 | 

| Second best, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell .......esececcccecseeerccveecs 100 | 

- Best display roses, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell .....e esc eceesseeenrcreecs 4 00— 

7 Second best, Wm. Kitzrow 2... cc ccc ee cece cerca cee e eee eseces 300° | 

| Best five named roses; Wm. Kitzrow. .... cee cee receeseec cee eeeeerees 300 

Second best, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell pee ee eee eeee cert cess ereeesees 2 00 

Oo - Best-display verbenas, Wm. Kitzrow.........eess cece: vewevcccceee 200.5 ¢ 

--- Seeond best, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell... 2s. eeeses reccsesccsccsseee 1 00— 

| Best show seedling verbenas, R. P. Allen...... peseecccerescsce sees 2 00> 

Second best, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell 1... ..eeeeesee eens eeereereee | 1 00 | 

‘Best show pansies, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell...... sececcececccecssecrece 100 - : 

| — Best show double petunias, Wm. Kitzrow. ......seeeeeecens esceeseee 1 00 

7 Best show gladiolas, Wm. Kitzrow ....... vevesecescee cossecteses 100) 

: -" Second best, Mrs. A. H. Caldwell .....-..ecnceeeectecenseeeeese 50 | 

a Best show greenhouse plants, not less than 50 varieties, Wm. Kitzrow, ” 50. a 

—  Beeond best, R. P. Allen... .. ce eee e eee e ere ee eee iees veseesee- 9 00 | : 

ss Third best; Mrs, A. H. Caldwell........ pe eee cap eeerineeeeeeeeee | 8 00 

Oe Best twenty varietiés greenhouse plants in bloom, Wm. Kitzrow.... 3 00 cel 

— Becond best, RP. Allen..... 6.6 eee ee ee eens ceccccccccssesees 200 | 

. _-Best ten geraniums, Wm. Kitzrow.......... ceccvcccececcccecsessee FOO 

—" Second best, Mrs: A. H. Caldwell. .......ceceeceeeeeseecers wooee 200. | 

‘Best six fuchsias, R. P. Allen: ....... cece eee ea lee eee e cere cere eee ene | 2 00. : 

Second bet, Wm. Kitzrow.......ccc0e cesses eee nee eee eere ses 1 00° 

Best display flowers of all kinds, raised by exhibitor, Wn. Kitzrow.. 5 00° 

| Second best. R. P. Allen........-- cece eee eter eee serene 3 00 

- Best display ornamental foliage plants, not more than fifteen varieties, = = | 

Wan. Kitzrow.. 0c. cee ec ee ee cee ee ee ee ees weve ete reeeeesene 8 00 | 

: Second best, R. P. Allen......ccceessee ee cone ceeneeseee seoe 2700 _—
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Crass 85. — Flowers by Non- Professional Culttvators. ee 
ee Best floral design, Mrs. F. §. Lawrence, J ANESVINC... eee ese eesesee 5 00 a —. Seeond best, Mrs. E. Ro Copeland, Monroe. . tte eceeeiteeseesscee BOO Third best, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee.........., tettteseseees 200 . Best'collection cut flowers, Miss Kate Peffer..... 0... 0. oo weoeees 400- Second best, Miss Emily T. Smith, Green Bay... . ctereeere cess 300 | Third best, Mrs. E. R, Copeland ......00.0000,.. steseeeeseecese 200 | —... Best and most tastefully arranged basket of flowers, Miss Kate Peffer. 3 00 . ae 2 Second best, Mrs. E. R. Copeland... thts eee cece ee eeseceneeeene 200 -. Best pyramidal bouquet, Mrs. F 8. Lawrence... a | f Second best, Miss Kate Peffer. Tee tht tee e eee eeseeecsseesee 2.00 Best pair round bouquets, Miss Kate Peffer . So eee ee secceteeiscseeees. SOQ oe ‘Second best, Mrs E R. Copeland .............. tee eceseeseess§ 200 | ~ -- Best pair flat bouquets, Miss Kate Peffer.....; Sete eee ce ee esccesees § 2 00 : Second best, Mrs. R >bt. Boyd, Evansville . Settee eee eel eeesene = 100 ere : Best bouquet everlasting flowers, Mrs. Robt. Boyd... tt eeee ceeseeee 8 00 ba -.  ... Second best, O. P. Freeborn, Milton.. TOPOS Oe ere ee ce eee ee ens 200, 0. _ Best .display dahlias, not more than twenty varieties, Miss Kate. Peffer 300 mae - _.. Second best, Mrs. A. A. Boyce, Lodi 2......... the peeeceseeessee 200 a Best Jen named dahlias, Miss Kate Peffer! 0.00 38 oe Pg Second best, Miss Kate Peffer....... veces ee ceccecesescreceeee. of 00° os Le Best display verbenas, Mrs, A. A. Boyce...........,.. ce eeceseseee BOO oan Second best, Mrs. E. R. Copeland: ....2....... toc eccceseceses. 1°00 - 
.... Best.ten named _verbenas, Miss Kate Peffer........ cece ccceccecees. 2 00 : Second best, O. P. Freeborn.............. eee ccecccscccserecee 100 a Best show seedling verbenas, Mrs. E. R. Copeland................... 2 00 | Se eg Second _ best, O. P. Freeborn...... SoS e ese er ec ec cc csecccsens se, L100 | 2 Best show asters, O. P. Freeborn... ...... Coes tee neeeeceecssserses 2 00 on Second best, Miss Emily T. Smith......0...00...0007, soecseoes 100 2 _. Best show perennial phlox, Miss Kate Peffer........... roseseseeees 100 22. --__. Second best, Mrs. Wm. Paul, Milton....... Feet eee eer eccee ween 50. es _. Best show pansies, Miss Kate Peffer........... these cece eeeeeecees 100 ee Second best, Mrs. Robert Boyd........ tee eee t eee eeee cereus oe) CBN - Best show double petunias, Mrs. Robt.. Boyd... ec. eee ees stseecceee 100... Second best, Mrs. E. 2. Copeland...... 5. thse ee eeeeeeeeeeeee = = FO est’ show pinks, Mrs, Robt. Boyd... 00. 0.00... Se ceeceecsstevess., 100 , 7 Second best, Miss Kate Pefter. .. wees eects eceeeeeeeucs whee ee ees x00... -.. Best show gladiolas, Miss Kate Peffer...... eee ee eacceeeeecess sosseee 100 : oe Second best, Mrs. F. S. Lawrence...... oe ee 50 Best show phlox drummondii, Miss Kate Peffer.. oo... ec ccec eee, 1 00 _._. Second best, Mrs. H. R. Copeland. ..... petceie tb bieesccececscee 50 | Best show stocks, Mrs. E. R. Copeland........60... Sees ecccecccsccee§ 100 | | Second best, Miss Kate Peffer. beet elec ec eccseccsecseeenss, owe 50 oe . _ Best show balsams, Mrs. Robt. Boyd... eee eee cee ec lel, 100. - ...  Seeond best, Miss Emily T. Smith................. ote cccceeee. 0 - Best show greenhouse plants, Mrs. F. 8S. Lawrence... .. seccceseesee, FOO 2. — Second best, Mrs. S. A. Whittier, Janesville. .. .... ttecreeseee 8 OO 2. ee ‘Best ten varieties greenhouse plaarts in Bloom, Mrs. 8. A. Whittier... - 800 0 ' Becond best, Mrs. F. 8. Lawrence... Teter eer ee esse wesc cece eenes 2 (10 OU Oe - Best ten geraniums, Mrs. F. S. Lawrence...... ....... ceseeseeeeeee BOO 2. ee Second best, Mrs. S. A. Whittier................... ceteeseceees 200. | | Best six fuchsias, O. P. Freeborn..... eee eeees 200 oo  - Best display flowers raised by exhibitor, Miss Kate Peffer........... 5 OO 7 —.<_. Second best, Mrs. FS. Lawrence........ thet e ee ence we nces --+. 800 _.. Best ornamental foliage plants, not less than ten, Mrs. F, 8S. Lawrence 3 00 +. Second best, O. P. Freeborn .... teseeeeseececedencecs. sseecssee 200 a aS oe | VICKS SPECIAL PREMIUMS. sis Best collection cut flowers, Mrs. B. R. Copeland «2.0.0... ee... eee... 20 00 joe __- Second best, Mrs. Robert Boyd... ee. ee, ee eieeeeee.cces 10.00 ee Third best, Miss Emily T.Smith...... SbbN 08 Saeed ibowcer- woee §=655 00 PS es . .. Fourth best, 0. P. Freeborn... ...., teeeeseceee. cocsees floral chromo. . eS
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EB, HEIMSTREET’S SPECIAL PREMIUMS, tS 

| Best collection cut flowers, Miss Gertie. Kellogg.. eee Canary and gilt cage. 

~ §ccond best, Mrs.B. R. Onpeland......-. Foot globe an four gold fish. — 

. Largest Sun Flower, Mrs. J. P. Thomas.. ve eeeeeeeeeecess set garden tools, 

— Best. exhibition by local horticultural society, Milton Horticultural — | 

a Society . sete canoes se eeeeeeneceoeees wee ecees eneeneeens weeees $10 oo 

DEPARTMENT MANUFACTURES. 

Grass 88— Stone Uutters’ Work, Brick and other Building Ma- 
a Oo | A Es terial. | es a | . 

es a Best specimen drain tile, Cook, Brown & Co., Oshkosh veees os wens ~— $3 00 

a Cuass 40 — S toves, Furnaces, Hollow Ware and articles of Hard- | 

_. Best cooking range for families, Chicigo & Erie Stove Co.....+. wee $3 00 | 

. Best ornamented parlor stove, Chicago & Erie Stove Covccsecscesee 8 00.— 

| Best display stoves, N. Griswold, Janesville ...---- ..e. Grand silver medal. 

_ Best horse shoes in variety, E. KE. Eddington, Janesville. ......- veer OC 8 00 

ee Crass 41.— Silver, Britannia and Orochery Ware. 

Best display gold and silver electro plating, Racine Silver Piate | 

: aa 0. eee ee eee eecceeelvtrevecceceoe®’ .ca. Silver medal. 

~ Best collection glass, china and earthenware, W. G. Wheelock, Janes- . 

, VHC eee e reer ener ere ress view eeneeeneeees eee. Grand silver medal. 

eS Crass 43.— Chemical Manufactures, 

oO -‘Best sample carbonate. lead, E. B. Heimstreet, Janesvi
lle...... a - $3: 00. : 

a - Best mineral paint, E. B. Heimstreet, Janesville...--. ceneeercececee 200. 

| - Best dyes, E. B, Heimstreet, Janesville... 2s. seee reece wees ee eee 2.00. | 

oy | Best fancy soap, E. B. Heimstreet, Janesville .....ceeeeeee veers ae. (2 00 

- Best potash, E. B. Heimstreet, Janesville.....+-+-sseseeee: eis eee 2. 00. 

| Best bicarbonate potash, E. B. Heimstyeet, Fanesville.....eseeece
eee 2 00 

. } Best show perfumery, W. H. allman .....eeectereeeecess oyeeeee+ Diploma | 

«Best show. fancy soaps and perfumery, E. B. Heimstreet, Janesville, = _ 

ee : Dp ewe nei eee ese tens ceerereenes cecn ee tccceeceeeee e8ee Silver medal. 

Rest oxide of zinc, E. B. Heimstreet, Janesville... -.seeeeeeeee sees 
3 00 

nas 44 Carriages, Wagon Work, et, 

a | Best double carriage, Hodge & Buchholz, Janesville}... Silver plate, $500 

Best single top buggy, F. P. Wallis & Co., Clinton Junction. lv eve ees 

ey eee peace eaeeecerteresns ghaneqeegentecsaseegens’¢ Silver plate, . 5 00 

ss Best single open bugey, Wm. Servis, Sheboygan Falls. Silver plate, — 5.00. 

-Best trotting wagon, Hodge & Buchholz, Janesville.... Silver plate, — 5 00 

‘Best pleasure wagon, Wm. Servis, Sheboygan Falls:... Silver plate, — 50 

| Best double sleigh, Menasha Sleigh Co...s.. ss ee eens ‘Silver plate, 9 00 

Best single sleigh, Win. Servis, Sheboygan Falls -..... Silver PIM | _ 6.00:
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Best common farm, wagon, J. P. Bullis.. seceeceseucess Silver plate, 500 © _- Best fancy lumber wagon, Monroe M’f'g ©o., Monroe.. Silver plate, 500 
| . Best 3-spring and 3-seat wagon, A. C. Fish, Racine... Silver plate, $5 00 ae 

Best display hubs, spokes, felloes and other wagon, work, Wm. Ser- oS 
vis, Sheboygan Falls. rate n ee eee eees steeseeeereee Bilver plate, 800  — 

Cass 45. — Cabinet Ware, Cooperage, ete. . So 

Best bookease, J. H. Kinney......00..sssecseeeeeeees Silver plate, $5.00 - 
«Best spring bed bottom, Jerry Bates, Janesville.. ..... Silver plate, 500 

ee Cuass 46.— Leather and Leather Manufactures. : 

| Best leather Green Bay Leather Co., J anesville ct te eeeseneeeee Silver medal. os 

, Best carriage harness, Wm. Sadler, Janesville......... Silver plate, $1000 
. Best single harness, Wm. Sadler, Janesville........... Silver plate, 500 9 

BOOTS AND SHOFS, = ss 
a : Best exhibition sewed boots and shoes, Hall & Nichols, Beloit..... | | 

| | : . ae a Crags 48, — Featile Fabrics, Clothing, ete. os 

Best exhibition cotton fabrics, Janesville Cotton Manufacturing Oo,, Ao ee oe EE en - Silver plate, $1000 
___ Best exhibition woolen fabrics, McLean Manuf’g Co., Janesville... 

oe oo. Chass 49. — Domestic Manufactures. | are oe 

> Best Kersey blanket, Wm: Winkley, Janesyille..........ssseceeee $400 
Best rug of any material; Mrs. B, L: Walsh, Milton............-0006. 400 | 

( Second best, Mrs. Mary A. Paul........... wend tee cece eceees 2 00 me, Best fifteen yards rag'carpet, Mrs. N iquet, Whitewater............. 4 00. : 
Second best; Milwaukee Industrial Schools... eee eee 200 | 

+. Best woolen stockings, Mrs. BE: E. Blanchard, Janesville.......... 2 00. 
Second best, Mrs. D. A. Beale, Janesville. 2.2... ...ccecece eee 1 00 

Best woolen socks, Mrs. §. A. ‘Tenney, Durham Hill................ 2 00 
Best woolen mittens, Milwaukee Industrial School................ 2 00. | _. Best white quilt, Mre.C. H. Root, Ripon...............00e008 ween 4.00 — | Second best, Mrs. C- H. Root, Ripon...........cccc.eccccoee - 200. 

. Best silk quilt, Mrs. M. E. Woodstock, Janesville..............08 o> 400 | 
—. *- Seeond best, Miss Maria Baldwin, Janesville... e..eesevetiees 2 00 ms —, ‘Best log cabin quilt, Mrs. J. C. Sanborn, Clinton. cee ecesccsscecceee £09 : 

Second best, Mrs. F. M: Vilas, Madison........... secerescseees = 2 00 
ae Best patchwork quilt, Mrs.€. H. Root, Ripon......... cece cevcceces 400. ee _ Second best, Mrs. L. L. Balch, Janesville......... secececeaeess 200 | >. Best knit counterpane, Mrs. W. M. Battle, Janesville sececesescccess 400 ; 
—- _ Second best, Mrs. J. L. Richmond, Whitewater.... ovine Se eee 2 00 

. Best wrought counterpane, Mrs. H. Brayman, Horicon............; 4 00 —....-: Becond best, Mrs. A. 8. Phillips, Edgerton... 2.0.2.0... ccc eee 2 00 . | «Second best worsted scarf; Mrs. J. H. Balch, Janesville......... 2 00 | 
Best. wrought shawl, Mrs. Wm: Paul.. weet c eee eeees ee cece ereseeees 400 | 

oS econd best, Milwaukee Industrial School... . Sos Seco ceeesotene 200 - 
hos Best specimen patched mending, Mrs. A.C, Bates, Janesville... cooee 200 2
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| | ge . 

ee | DEPARTMENT.J—FINE ARTS. 

Eee Grass BL— Works of Art 

Best portrait in oil, from nature, Mrs. A.C. Bates, Janes- Dee 

. oe ville cee ese ween ce sees erieess coos Sete ceeds we ‘ee ‘Silver plate, $10 00 _ 

= Second best, Mrs. J. P. Williams. ......... ce scenes Silver plate, 500 : 

Best original landscape in oil, from nature, Mrs. J.P. Beene 

as ‘Williams, J anesville..... cess eeeeee Ji vdee ob aeedieeas Silver plate, 10 00 | | 

Second best, Mrs. J. P. Williams, Janesville. ... ... Silver plate, 500 — 

Be Best historical landscape in oil, from nature, Mrs. J. P. Be aa 0 EES 

a Williams, Janesville... .....0...e.eeeees vevecvesee» Silver plate, 1000 — uy 

Best animal painting in oil, from nature, Mrs. J.P — 

Williams, Janesville......---.++-:- siseucseveeee e+ Silver plate, 200 © 

Best fruit painting, in oil, Mrs. G. H. Stowe .......... Silver plate, _ 200  . 

Best fruit painting in water colors, Mrs. J. P. Thomas.. Silver plate, 200 © 

—-, Best flower painting in water colors, Mrs. J. P. Thamas. Silver plate, 200. | 

-- Best portrait in crayon from photograph,C.F.Penni- |. | 

ed man, Janesville........ wesc cece beeeererenteeceeece? Silverplate, 200 © 

- - Best water color (stipple) photograph, Miss W. A. Sim- | 

Bons mons, Brooklyn ... ..ssseeeeseeeeeees westesseeeses Silver plate, — 1000 = 

—- Best oil photograph, Mrs. G. A. Stowe.... .. weseeeeeee Silver plate, 1000 — 

Best specimen carving in wood, Frank Moses, Janes! 

| Sos! Wille Lecce ete eee eee eee eee neers eseeesees ... .. Silver plate, 200 © 

, Best exhibition penmanship, Fellows & King, Janes- oe | 

ville oe. cc ce eee e eee ee cee tesa neseneesesersser es Silver plate, 2.00 

 Bestexhibition by apprentice, C. 8. Mack, Johnstown.. Silver plate, 2 00 | 

| —- Gnass 52.— Weedle, Shell and Wace Work. — : | 

| _-. Best sample plain sewing, Mrs. Rob’t Boyd, Evansville .......-.-+- $400 | 

oo Second best, Mrs. G. H. Stowe ......ec ceees ern es cee e esos eens. 2 00 - 

-.. ‘Best crochet or fancy knitting, Mrs. OC. H. Root, Ripon.......se068. 400 0 

a , . Second best, Mrs. E. G. Fifield, Janesville... 2... cecseseeceeees 200 

“Best cotton tidy, Nellie Fathus, Janesville.........+- wesee coeessee 200. 

o "Second best, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon ....--.eees sees: secdeceeee 100 — 

- ‘Best worsted tidy, Miss Ella Field, Madison.... ceecvccsccccccecess 200 

_ Second best, Mrs. G. C. Birsell, Janesville...i.csescseeeeeeeees, 1.00 oe 

a Second best embroidered slippers, M. Morrison.....cceeeseeeee) 2000 

oy - Best worsted embroidery, Mrs. N. Halverson... . cesesesecceee coos 400 © 

| ~ Second best, Mrs. C. H. Webster . eee angeeseceeeaeeecreseeeess 200 

.. Best embroidered chemise, Lizzie Jewell, Janesville.... peveseccseee 400 | 

—. -Seeond best, Mrs.8. A. Tenney, Durham Hill .....-eseseeeeees . 2.00. | 

Best crochet chemise, Mrs. J. P. Williams, Janesville........eeeees 4.000 — 

a - Best raised worsted embroidery, Mrs. C. H. Webster. ..es.-eeceees ~- 400 

—.. Second best, Mrs. Fannie Vilas, Madison... .....+ereeecsenees ~ 20 | 

Best needle work on floss embroidery, Lizzie Jewell, Janesville.... 4 00 

Second best, Mrs. G. H. Stowe... ccc sceeececereceeseces ceseoe 2 00-—~—~” 

- Best silk embroidery, Miss Minnie CUMMILGS.....cerereresesereee. 400 | 

. Second best, Mrs. G. H. Stowe ......0 see cneeeeeenceeees wescee 200 

° - Best chenille embroidery, Mrs. C. E. Blanchard.. sacccecseccseceses 400 — 

Second pest, Mrs. E. A. Case, HIKHOrn ...... eee cece een en eees 2 00 - 

Best worsted embroidered chair cover, Mrs, A. C. Bates, Janesville.. 400 ~~. 

| - Second best, Mrs. J. W. Sale. snc. cece wees eee ce ses eecceer ee ee 200 — 

r Best otteman cover, Josie Phillips, J ANESVIL]E 1... ese eee e were eres 400. . 

. Second best, M. Morrison, Fond du TjaC .cceccedcccetsccsecsses: 200 | 

Best sofa cushion, Mrs. Fannie Vilas, Madison. .....sssseceeeeseee | 400 | 

Second best, Miss Ella Field, Madison....eccercscceccveccosse 200 

Best braid work by machine, Warren Collins, Janesville.......+.- ~ 200 | 

- Best braid work by hand, Mrs. C. H. Root, Ripon.....seeseeeseeess 2.00. 

a Second best, Mrs. G. H. Stowe ° oe ore oes eeeees eee eee eoees ee cease o 1 00 .
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Best work in wax, Mrs. A.S McAllister .......sccsseeee.c... veers 2000 Best work 1n feathers, J osie Phillips, Janesville... ....... cc cece ces 200 =. Best bead work, Mrs. ©. H. Webster, J ANCSVI]]e. eee eee cece 2 00 os Second best, Mrs. A. C. Bates, Janesville ......... Sa beeessseece 1 00 ae Best farmer’s wreath, Mrs. 8. M. Hadley, J ANCSVIIIE. 6... eee eee ee 200 = Second best, Miss Mattie J. Bullard, Evansville..........6.5 ese 100 od __. Best spatter work, Mrs. J. P.. Thomas ete nee es ceeeeeeeeeseceeeses, 200 — oo _.. Best-exhibition hair work, Mrs J. A. Cunningham, J anesville....... 4.00 , eS _.Becond best, Mrs. G. H. Stowe........ _. Steers secccsecesees 200 | - “-Best lamp mat, Mrs, E. A. Case. ..... Piet eee eee cceeeecweerscscess 2 00 Ce -, Second. best, Miss Josie Phillips... ...... ccc ec eee coco coe 1700 a Best toilet set, Mrs. A. D. 003 | cr 4 00 ‘ 4 Second best, Mrs. A. D. SMI... os. eee ces eccceeccees = 200° | » _ _ Best work on perforated paper, Miss Ella Field, Madison........... 200 es ' Becond best, M. Morrison, Fond du Lac........ cee se eceeees 100. |. ae 

oo Best collestion illustrating birds of Wisconsin, Frank L. Tappan,  ——> oo a oo Janesville .......0000. sc ttttas eee esa sss eccceesceecessecees Diploma. ES oe _ Best collection insects of Wisconsin, F. L. Tappan, Janesville... Diploma. ee



AE, Me 

Held at Madison, February 5th to 8th, 1878. 

| [Under the auspices of the State Agricaltural and State Horticultural Socleties.] J 

EE - ee . | Tunspay, 8 P. M. oo 

oo The convention met in the Assembly Chamber, and was called to 

+ order by the Hon. N. D. Fratt, president of the State Agricultural 

oe Society, who delivered the following a | pe ne cn 

ads ADDRESS 

at Assembled as we are at the capital of our state, representa-_ a 

Lise tive men gathered from all localities, to discuss the industrial __ 

. interests of the farm, with its many adjuncts of stock and dairy; 

nes the garden with its varied interests of flowers and fruit; the work- : 

shop and. its valuable products, we cannot too carefully consider ~ 

- the responsibility of our position. To our organizations a host of : 

“Eh valued and important details are committed, in promoting the best Le 

interests of the great producing classes, and providing as far as 

__. possible for that progress in all which the genius of this progressive => 

| age so eminently demands; it is with much satisfaction, too, thas = 

amid the great financial revulsions that are sweeping over the land, 

oO | involving in their destructive course the fortunes of many other | | 

7 classes, that we can turn with such confident assurance to the | 

| of steady fortunes of the industrious and prudent producing classes. , 

| Such evidences of the safety and prosperity maintained by labor 

| and skill, even under adverse circumstances, cheer the heart of in- — .
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‘dustry in all ‘eallings, and serve to strengthen the confidence which ts 

ever should be reposed in all truly industrial pursuits. ec 

eee : ‘The great problem now before us for solution, as weepter upon 

pees the labor and énterprise of another year in the history and manage- oe 

ss vent of our several organizations, seems to be, what shall be done : 

to advance the best interests of all the producing classes? Toourso- 

o _«ieties, they very naturally look for council and encouragement, SS 

and to furnish this in the best manner, let all unite, lét a cordial = 

+s welcome meet every agent that can help us in our great enterprise, a 

ss and a place be assigned to the thoughtful and studious theorizer, = => 

L who studies, and thinks, and plans, and ‘looks ahead from 

- easuses to consequences, from factstoresults. Hevery properly has _ a 

his position among us, and that should be an honored one in our 

-sgouncil or at festive boards. Hisis the everimportantduty of wak= 

| ing up thought, making inquiry, suggesting reasons, finding out =” 

Meg ‘eauses, furnishing processes, and as far as mere theory can do ity SS 

presenting remedies in the important enterprises which so nearly 

os - concern all classes. But here he stops, and his labors would come | 

toa most inglorious end if another and @ more effective agent did 

mot eriter the field and carry out and project his plans and give 

form and substance to his theories and suggestions: Itishere that 

the efficient character of the practi¢al man presents itself to be 
Le the final master of the whole ‘situation. Clearly allied to the man” 

. -of theories, almost identical in many respects with him istheexs 

perimenter whose whole life has been one continual inquiry, who © | 

| goes about as a walking and working interrogation point, with all 

his energies bound up in a succession of whys, hows, wheres, and 

 aohvens. He no sooner notices a fact,-or a process, than his mind com- a 

oe ~ mences the task of sounding it to its lowest foundation, seekig | 

Fae 2 the why? the how? or the when? or all of them at once, andtond > 

Us class of men does the world owe more than to these experimenters — : 

and theorizers. It is very seldom that these men are able to profit. 

sue iby their own labor; many and many a blight, and plague, and miss 

fortune, which has fallen with destroying effect upon our best ma: 
terial interests, has been countereheckéd and the remedy furnished ee 

iby means of his incessant experiments. Assign him his place, anim: > 

portant one, listen to his questions and as. far as possible, assist hin 

A by answering his queries, and he will ever prove a valuable auxiliary. 

oe - But we cannot all be experimenters, nor is it at all desirable — oS .
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| i that we should be.. After him must come the energetic worker, with — ae 

| sound head, a well informed and well balanced judgment, with | 
--__ strong industrious hands, to utilize and carry out the results of in- 
-.- quisitive experiments, nor should we ever overlook, in the great 

__, crowd of valuable co-workers, the ornamenter or beautifier in allthe 
; " great and useful products of nature. The all wise author of all things, 

on oe has every where se t before m an, beauty in all its varie d and grace. 

ful forms; the thrifty. grain waves its pant grésd leaves and nods - 

_ its graceful head freighted with its rich promise of the future har- 
vest, in golden beauty to the passing breeze. The luxuriant com 

eo raises its golden tassels to the sunlight, whilst down among its 

co ‘broad leaves it hangs out its silken banners; the humble flax is 

__ erowned with the blue eye of bevty, and the autumn brings the 
: 2 . | “wealth of a valued. crop, and so in all departments, nature ever pre- a. 

ee sents to her votaries, gems of beauty to gladden the eye, and cheer site 

lee - the ‘heart; and this seems ever to admonish man, the master aid. 0? 

eee proprietor of all this goodly heritage, that he too should ever | 

pay a proper regard to. the beautiful in all his arrange-— Hs 
— ments, ever as a subordinate to the useful, but never to be 

os lost sight, of. Hence he who has an eye and a taste for the | o 
--——- beautiful. should ever be listened to with care and attention, and | 

| his council treasured up, but here again comes in the effectiveand 

_ manly worker, to whose iron will and strong arms all beauty must 
BS ey ever be indebted for its realization and actual presentment. ‘Nor. 

/ should we ever neglect the efficient help of the many gifted speak- ran 

er who from time to time present to us the careful result of much 
thought and study, and impart wisdom and instruction: in well di- | 
gested forms. Year after year, addressesare made tous, replete with == 
practical ideas and suggestions; year after year the records of our 

__- ¢ransactions are printed in well filled volumes,abounding in useful =. 
facts, the results of culture thought and experience, and still we come 

Oa back to the great fundamental . tact that all ‘rests upon the 
broad shouldered, the hard handed, and the level headed practical = 
man, the man who knows how to appreciate a good idea when he 

7 sees or hears it, and who has the strength and courage to’ reach ge. 
on forth and grapple with any and all obstacles, and subjugate them 

 tohiswilland use ee | 
2 The great and final agent of all progress in the several depart- 

- ments, then, we find to be, the man to whom it is ever one and the - |
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same thing to know what ought to be done, how it oughtto be 
eee done, and to plunge in with all the force of his nature and do it. 
See And this brings us once more to the problem with which we set ee 

_ the producing classes? And to this, a suggestive and immensely 
_ practical inquiry may with great propriety be added: Have the va- | 
a _ vious societies which we represent, and for whose ‘progress and an 

es management we are to some extent. responsible, done all that prac: | oe 
| | tical men, thoroughly in earnest, should be expected to do, to util- © ° 

ize the valuable suggestions, to realize the desirable theories which pe 

___ have so often been presented to us? “If not, then the proper aim. 
_ and scope of our associations have been realized in but animper- 

fect manner, and it behooves us at once to seek foraremedy. Let 
this, then, be the end and aim of our labors..during the coming = 
year. Let our motto be, “prove all things, and hold fast to that | 

| which is good?) . van ast oa 

APPROVED SYSTEM OF EXPERIMENTAL FARMING. 

. ee By Pror. T. 0. CHAMBERLIN, Starz Gzorocrsr. LS oes 

Gentlemen of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society: The 
views which I purpose to present this evening will be such as pre-. 

sent themselves to my mind in the study of the agricultural re- a 
_ goutees of our state in connection with the geological survey. It ~ 

was not my intention to present these views in any public manner, 
a 8 but having presented them to some of my agricultural friends, by _ eee 
whom they have been received with interest, I have thought it. 

_. might not be amiss to present my views rather as suggestions than 
oe as matter of conclusion. ‘I have thought that whatever might be 

upon which they are based might not be without interest. I will = 
introduce what I have to say by a few general statements of a theo- : oe retical nature, although the conclusions at whi ch I have ‘arrived — 
have come in the: opposite order, from the observation of fact ce 

as ‘Farming, so far as it is a science, embraces two classés of fact, a 
oe _ the one of a general and fundamental ‘nature, the other of a local dah k 

nature. The first class is that which relates to the soil cultivated,
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—. to thee chemical and physical forces and material that enter into. 

the process of agriculture, of climatic conditions and of ‘all those — 

- general elements which enter into the problem of agriculture wher- 

" ever practiced. These are fundamental in their nature, and general | 

| -< Gn their application. ‘They are true of farming wherever practiced. - 

| These constitute fundamental agricultural science. The other class’ 

os of facts relate to the aplication of these fundamental principles 

and truths to the special localities in which the experiment of — 

a farming may be tried. To illustrate; to know the botanical nature, - 

the chemical elements of a plant, and that a certain amount of heat 

_-. #g necessary for its growth are facts of | the first class and are true 

of plants wherever raised, but to know that the plant is, oris not, | 

"adapted to this state, is a question which belongs to the second class 

or local agricultural science. An experimenter, too, having to deter® 

es mine science, so far as it relates to farming, if he covers the wholé 

ground, must take cognizance of these facts. If the experiments a 

are directed to determining fundamental agricultural science, they 

yo must necessarily fall under the ‘general principles of scientific in-.- 

ce vestigation. — BE Oe a psa - es fey 

a To determine the tendency of ‘any general principle, it is often 

| - necessary to carry it to an extrenfe, and hence experiments directed — | 

mo . to this end must be exceptional in their conditions, must be sur- 

| -vounded by ‘certaii circumstances which will ‘eliminate other ele- | 

ents. It is very much as it is in the science of medicine — thé — 

| Bpecific and exact ‘effect of any drug is determined by its effects 

when used in excessive quantities. The beneficial effects of strych-. 

ging are determined from its effects when taken in poisonous 

: quantities. It is so in the problem ‘of agricultural science. To 

determine the effect of any theory or principle it is nécessary to 

os, carry it to a certain extreme so that its effects may be seen. Henéé 

‘experiments that have reference to this featue of agricultural sci- 

-- @nee are often somewhat beyond those methods which are appli- 

gable to farming in general. Farms devoted to this work are not 

ss gemuneiative. We could jot expect them to be so, if they are to 

—  déveloip this class of facts and of principles. 7 a 

‘Jf, on the other hand, experiments are directed to ‘develop the 

application of these fundamental truths and principles to special — 

| _ Jocattion’s, those experiments must be tried in the locations to which 

| the adaptation is to be made, or in situations that are similar ia
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their cohditions. -An experitnental farm located here in Madison = 
may develop ‘successfully the application of general truths of ag= 

- fieultural scienée to this location and to others similarly situated, a 
‘but it does not follow that these principles would be applicable = 
in all counties. They would not be so applicable. — mee oS oo 

‘There are then ‘two classes of experiments that fall within the a 

- tange of the functions of experimental farms (1) to develop thé = 
fundamental principles and (2).to determine the application of thesé 
‘principles to special localities. It seems a necessary inference that 

7 these different localties and a different areas, presenting | various Ms 

_ gonditions, require that the experiments must be adapted to thosé 

_ @onditions, and, that is the fundamental principle upon which the 
‘proposition heré advanced is based. But enough of theoretical cons 

_ giderations, | renee Cree 
vIn an examination of the soils, the native vegetation, and of the =» 

__ ‘¢limatic conditions of the state, it is apparent that considerable 
he diversity exists. There are areas of the state which ‘are distinct oe 

from each other in the soils which they present, and to alessdegreeé 
in the climatic conditions which affect them. -I miay briefly outling = 

S ey ‘the main districts of this class. ‘In so districting them Ido not mean oe | 

to assert from the general facts presented that they are in every = 
‘Way applicable to each particular locality. - Soils vary considerably, ae 

‘but at the same time there are large areas over which there isa = 

oo prevalent class. The first of these districts to which I wish to call = 
-_- your attention is that which is known as the red clay district, bor> | 

-- @ering on Lake Michigan, Oe: 

Pee The western boundary may be said to start about Milwaukee and 

- following the Milwaukee river northward gradually diverge from = 
the lake;-until, in Manitowoc county, it surmounts she kettle range 

it Fectirves towards Lake Winnebago, passing south of Fond duLae = 
x S . whence it curves westward into the valley of the F ox river, thence ae 

northward in the Wolf river valley. The red clay here becomes 
_s itapregnated with ‘the sandy soil. This character of | this soil will 

be found described in the transactions of this convention for the | 
years 1874 and 1875. While a clayey soil, it contains a large 

_ ealeareous element and a subordinate amount of sandy material, = 
‘Tt is. a somewhat marly clay. Its tative constitution is of the most 

_,  . 8table ‘character. It is a new soil geologically though this doesnot = 

Oe oe imply that it is necessarily richer than others, This soil is improved e 7
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by cultivation; it: has become enriched by time. This. constitutes a 

_,, a well marked area, and is also subjected to peculiar climatic influe 
ences, It is within the rangé of the lake winds, and the climatic — 
conditions which are presented are very different from those of 

| other portions of the state. ee oo oes 

. In the southeastern part of the state, isa belt adjoining that just 
_ described, which is closely allied to it in character, being of a heavy __ 

_ and marly clay nature, but has different origin, and differs some- 
what from it in constitution. Their capabilities will usually be — 

ed found quite similar. Bordering that area, and occupying the south- wee 

me central portion of the state, including Madison, we have an exten- | 

"sive area, over which the soil is varied in its character, consist-— 
. See ing of prairie and sandy loams and marl clays. The vegetation of Bes 

ee 5 S the red clay district consists mainly of heavy hardwood forests. 

‘That of the region under consideration is chiefly prairie and oak 
Q oe : openings and forests. When subject to the same climatic influ. 

8 ences, dnd it is scarcely necessary to describe the soil to an intel- Poy 

-__ ligent audience of agriculturists, when you have carefully described —__ 

_ the vegetation which coversit. oe 
a _ In the southwest portion of the state we have an area over which. 

the drift has never been spread, and. whose soil is derived directly 

_ from the decomposition of the underlying rock. These last two 
areas as well. include some patches of sandy soil, and some'of 

as ~ other classes of soil. In the central portion: of the state is a cres- 

- cent-shaped sandy area, that has its southern margin near the great 

_» bend in the Wisconsin river, and its main northern limit near the = 
next bend above. It narrows to the northeast and northwest. It 
is a false idea that all the northern part of the state is sandy.> 

—. ‘We have also in Oconto county some sandy areas that aretobe 

grouped with this, but the great mass of the northern part of the 
state does not belong to this district, It is a problem of great im- — oo 

Re ~ portance to determine what we shall do with this sandy area ; how 

we shall prevent it from becoming more barren than nature has 
Jef it, and so. producing bad effects upon the adjoining districts. — 

| North of this sandy area is an extensive district, occupied by a 

kind of loamy or clayey sandy soil, varying from a sandy soil which 
dg somewhat barren in’ its- nature, to a clayey soil which is-some- 

| - what. stiff and adhesive in its nature. This" occupies all the nor-| / 

thern part of the state except a limited portion bordering on Lake a
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- Superior and the sandy areas of land which I havealready mentioned. —_ 
tis covered by a dense growth of forest, chiefly hard woodandhem-  ——— 

— lock, though a considerable portion of the area is covered by pine. a : 

On the borders of Lake Superior there is an red clay district analo- oe 

- gous to that of Lake Michigan and of similar geological formation. 
oe It is, however, somewhat more sandy, somewhat less calcareous, pO 

and so better adapted to that latitude. From the foregoing out- ae 

_line we see that there are several distinct soil districts within the - | 

state having different capabilities, and from this, then, I infer that | 
if there is any value in agricultural experiments and in agricul- 

| tural farms, it is necessary for you to determine what character of 

| crops are adapted to the several areas. POP es eae oe eg eS 

_ what is adapted to one is often quite illy suited to another, anda 
_ different selection of crops and of stock and the use of different = 

Oe methods are necessary to secure the best results. The system 

- which I propose is based upon these indisputable facts. ES 
mS ‘The following is a brief outline of the plan: 

a 1. The present farm to be devoted to the development of the = 
general principles of agricultural science, and of those facts and _ Se 
methods that are equally applicable to all parts of the state, with- aS Eee 
out regard to local peculiarities. — ‘Its relation to the University See 

_ with its laboratories and scientists, especially fit it for this import- ae 
- ant work. By relieving it of other classes of work and specializing | oe os 

its functions, its results, I apprehend, would be more satisfactory =» 
to those having it in charge, and to the people of the state. Se 
2, Local experimental farms established in each of the import- = 

ant soil-districts of the state, whose special object shallbe to dew = 
ae oS termine what is adapted to” that particular region, and how to — a 

a make farming remunerative in that special district, with its “pe- ee 
- euliar conditions. The practical success of farming depends upon — - 7 ve 

the adaptation of crops and methods to the kind of soil, climate, 
ae market, means of transportation and. similar circumstances. that’ Be - 

affect the raising and disposal of the crop; and it is to be the | 
es special function of these local farms to determine what is, so fitted | 

to each region. ae t ede ey ee oe ae | 7 i 

8, These local experimental farms to be devoted to deciding © _ 
. questions of practical importance, such as the choice of yarietiesof == 

grain, grass, or fruit, of methods of cultivation, of the mannerof =~
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an disposing of the crop, ee nds | | 

are known to be fairly well adopted to the region, but: not equall y | | 

go. The trials should not include everything that could be experi- | : 

— mented upon but only that which may fairly be expected to be pay: 

ing to average farms, the object being to ascertain what is most | 

| os paying, because best adapted to the. region, Oe | 

4. "These local farms should be placed in the hands of expen- | 

| enced practical farmers, who. have demonstrated their capacity both = 
to conduct experiments and to make farming profitable, 

| | 5. The farms should be of moderate size, and fairly but not ex-._ | 

ss pensively equipped. The outfit should be such as might, be vithia : ss 

a the reach of an average prosperous farmer. is e 

The. director of the central farm should sustain an advisory 

re relationship to the superintendents of the local farms, but under 

- such advice the latter should be allowed large discretion in the 
ee Be Management of their farms. i - | ay - | a Q os 

- 4, All chemival and other special scientific work to. be done by, oe 

| the Agricultural College. Coe | | | i Hee a . a 

8, "The local farms to be centers of observation for their district 

| ‘upon all subjects relating to agricultural interests, witha view to 

| thoroughly ascertaining, and, so far as possible, mapping out the 
oO resources of the state. and furnishing 4 reliable. basis for the com- be 

parison of experiences in different parts of the state. Soe 

: 9, The local farms'should be self-sustaining. This, of course, is 
not. an essential feature of the system, and might not be possible 

—— in every individual case. The special value of this requirement, 

it is thought, would lie in the fact that it would confine the experi- 
ments to what would be practicable to average farmers who will, of — 

_ gourse, adopt only that which is likely to be profitable. 

| ‘The foregoing, which is merely a rough outline, is submitted, not 
aga final and mature judgment, but as a suggestion for your con- 

sideration, hoping that it may involve something that may be of 

[Phe preceding subject was presented extemporaneously, and the 

__ stenographer’s report is quite incomplete and inaccurate) 

WW Field — I would like toask Prof..Chamberlin, a question. 

| I would like to have his opinion upon the raising of cereals, stock- 

farming, or any of those particular branches of industries, in the 
oo different areashe has described. = oe ,
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CoS Prof. Chamberlin —I wish to enunciate a principle of practice ing 

-.-gefereniee to these subjects. The only ideas which I feel at liberty = 

oes to advance are those ideas which are germain to my investigations. oe 

As to advising you what is best, in reference to your proféssion, I as 

must, in accordance with this. principle, confine myself to those ; 

suggestions which grow out of my investigation in my own depart- 

ment. I desire not to extend my suggestions beyond that which is. | 

: legitimate to my profession. Oo : 

LW. Wood — In the course of years, in the course of time, and. a 

| in the course of experimenting, it will be found that some style of _ | 

farming is better adapted to different. areas than any other, and the : 

people who live thereon will find that there is no better land for ote 

-——-__gertain agricultural purposes than the land on which they live, Tt 

4s a question well worthy of your attention, and one which is well = 
"worthy of the great state of Wisconsin to engage in. We must : 

- establish these farms in order to develop the methods which would = Se 

os be best adapted to bringing up the capacity of these different parts 7 

oad of our state. We know that we have immense tracts which are un- , 

BSS profitable, and that they will-remain so for years to come, and. yet, ce 

it would be wisdom on the part of our legislators and on the part - 

of the men who are interested in our progress as a state to dowhat- 

ever they-can for the purpose of hastening the development of these 
‘tracts, and I think the professor is eminently wise in his sugges: 
‘tions, and that we might profitably follow them ont. Some ofthe 
marsh lands might be made profitable by the cultivation of cran- 
berries, and I. would like to hear suggestions on this point from | 

some of the gentlemgn in the convention, = Oo 
ee Mr. Kellogg — We know from experience that the belt of red . 

& eee clay. along the lake shore for a number of miles will give ussome | 

fruits that we cannot raise in the central part of the state, where — oe 

ae a the soil is sandy. On that red clay land. in the northwest, we can- 

a not ‘raise apples. If our geologists would tell us the geological | 

formation, where we can grow the best fruits, we would like to 
compare it with our practical experience. ‘The high lands of Bara- 

+ boo give us the best exhibitions. The front of Lake Michigan 

gives us our best pears. I would like to call out some suggestions ow 

from the gentlemen here present, but probably at some other time 
a : : é | they will come up in connection with the geological survey. a 

Mr, Plumb — Will you give us some of the details of your plan 

a for the experimental farms, the subject of the lecture. Woe eS
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Prof. Chamberlin — The general idea is that there should be es- ~ tablished on each of the soil-districts of the state an experimental © 
farm to determine what is practically adapted to that particular 

ea region, ‘the object not being the development of agricultural sci- _ oe 
eS ence, but of those practical metheds that are adapted to the partic- See 

ular location. I endeavored to outline very briefly some of the 
- gharacteristics which I thought should attach to such. a farm. : 

Those I submitted merely as suggestions, and subject to modifica. tions, but it was my thought that those farms would be essentially | representative farms. They should not ‘be ideal farms. They 
_. should not be furnished with everything that “money can furnish; 

with every appliance that might seem desirable, but with those ap-_ es 
oe pliances which an average, industrious and prosperous farmer 

could. supply to himself.’ The buildings should be constructed. : 
-with'a due regard to all the conveniences and sanitary laws which 

| a co _ attach to the farm. The house should be the representative of a | 
good farmer’s house, not, of course, necessarily a model for every 

| ‘farmhouse, but should be adapted to wse, and should be such as ae 
7 would be within the reach of every prosperous farmer, © 
a The out-buildings should be such as are practically within the ee 

reach of farmers, and in the planning and .construction of these, aes 
| reference should be had to economy and convenience, and with re- a 
a gard to the best results. The farms should not be very large, be- - 
_ _ gause I do not consider that such are desirable ‘in general. | A 

farm should be such in size as can be managed by an average far- 
mer with very little of hired help, because, in my judgment,the 

o employment of large numbers of hired men is not usually found 
profitable on a farm, nor is it desirable. The farms, therefore, 

____ would be in themselves, inexpensive, and therefore, the plan does oe 
not contemplate any notable draft upon the public funds. In the 

Jeg es conduct of those farms, it was my thought that. the experiments ee 
_ should be confined to those which are already known to be approw- 

imately practical. ‘If, for instance, the direction is that of the a 
subject just now under discussion, strawberry culture, the methods 

a should be adapted to the several regions; the selection of varieties 
‘should be such as have been suggested here as being reasonably ee 

| good ones, so that a reasonably profitable result might be expected 
a from the introduction or trial of those varieties. ce oe ee 2 a | 

oe The object should not be to try every variety —leave that toa



farm that is devoted specially to such subjects. And so of all the 
other crops, the attempt being to settle these close questionsof == 

oes choice between varieties and methods that determine ‘success or ae 

of agricultural science. The work will then be directed specifically 
to the application’ of agricultural facts and known principles, to _ 

> ditions presented in the state. I did not anticipate thatthe matter 
would receive the attention it has, but in view of it, ifI maybe 

_ allowed to make a suggestion, it would be that a committee of five, _ - 
_or seven, representing the different sections of the state, be ap- t 
pointed by the convention to take the matter under consideration = 

Mr. Kellogg Will the professor state whether they shouldbe 

Prof. Chamberlin It was my thought that they should be. If - 
“ee they were not, they could not properly represent the practical as- 
pects of suecossfil farm-management. If they didn’t pay, they = __ 

-- Prof. Chamberlain — Th e state should have unlimited comrol of = 
them OUP SMOUN RN TRE ha te PRU Ee 

Prof. Daniclls — ‘While we are upon this subject, T would like to 
say a few words. Tam somewhat acquainted with the history of = __ 
experimental’ farms, moré so, perhaps, thania great many; having = 
‘paid more attention to the subject‘in regard to where ‘they have 

been ‘self-supporting, either if this country orin Europe, where 
there has been anything approximating to‘ self-supporting farms. 

There is the case of J.B. Laws; he furnishes the money andthe = 
othe main, Mr. Gilbert, does the‘ experimental work. CEES eee 

: e | aes Mr. Wood — Is not the farm self-supporting? os & ee ee A POS 

supporting farm. ‘There is'a wonderful combination of capital and = 
‘brains, and the state itself should bear the burden of ‘expense as 
far as the experimental ‘farms are concerned. = os 

| Mr. Wood = Tt (the Laws farin)'is not dependent upon the gov. 

Prof. Daniells—One man furnishes thé money and the other 
ee Co
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| man furnishes the experiments, and so far from. it being a source of a 

-—-- yayenue, it does not. begin to pay. I had no idea of objecting to 

' the plan in regard to the cost. The State University does not be- . 

gin to pay it way, as we all know. The state gives its moneyand = 
ss gets it back indirectly. I was only replying to the point which | 

___- Prof. Chamberlin made with regard to these experiments. It isan 
ss Impossibility to conduct these experiments in any way which willbe 

at all satisfactory without great expense, Ifyou are not familiar = 
-. with conducting the experiments, you will be surprised at. the 

| amount of expense there is in it. An experiment is good for noth- 

yes ing if it is not accurate; everything must be measured and weighed Sor 

ss if the experiment is to be of any: value. It takes more time than a 

Soe tas. any of you would think. LS | a Eee es | 

+ Prof. Chamberlin —I have tried to guard myself upon one or — 
two points, and especially in- relation to indicating that thisplan 

proposed to take away from the existing farm any of the functions _ 

—«.- that I thought it desirable to retain. It would, in my*judgment, 

gather exalt than detract from it, so that I don’t think that the 
| professor could suppose that there is any ground for his objecting 

. to the plan on account of any connection or relationship with the | 

existing farm. That farm, in my plan, was to be the means of do- 

ing the higher work of developing fundamental facts and princi- oo 

-_ ples:' ‘Its function would be.to carry its experiments: out to_ | 

their full extent, to their extreme, limits, so as to determine with = 
the utmost exactness possible in the nature of the case, all those 
fundamental principles and facts which underlie the science,and 

those experiments, as I then stated$ would be more or less. expen- 
give, and could not be expected to be remunerative, 

sf T understand —and I will concede that the professor is very _ 
Mauch more familiar with the facts than I am — if I understand the | 

a situation of existing experimental farms, they are devoted largely 
ne to such experiments, but not exclusively so. ‘They are hampered - 

«more or less by the current opinion that they should show remuner- 
ative results. If they were confined exclusively to what I have 

5 indicated, they would ‘not, be thus hampered by public. opinion, nor | 

would they be hampered by those experiments which are directed 
to the application of their results. I think it is the experience of 

many farmers that they may know very closely what: they:are do- 
| oe ing, just how much seed they are putting into the ground and how |
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= much erop they are taking off, without its involving any consider- 
able increase of expense in the conduct of their farms. The prac- 

a : a -tical experimental farms proposed will have this advantage, they | 

Jay on the farm; but the farm being given, the managers areonly 
required to make it pay its own expenses; and if an intelligent | 

Pegs practical farmer cannot take a farm already equipped, and conduct ne 
his experiments so that he should know just what he puts in and | _. what he takes out, and make it ‘remunerative, it would appear 
doubtful whether farming was a profitable business on the whole. 

Mr. Miller —I quite agree with most of the suggestions of the 

_ many experiments. There isno doubt that these farms shouldbe = 

re Mr. Wood — The fact is that all these different districts are at = 
present peopled by farmers that are succeeding and making money  —=s—=™ 

a and getting rich in every one of these tracts. These districts 
es 2 cover the richest as well as the poorest portions of the state. Itis 

og question of difficult solution to go into the Wisconsin river val-— ee 
ley and make farms a paying institution, and if I were going,I 

eS should certainly want the state of Wisconsin. to back me, if not oe . 

the general government, and I don’t think I should want to goon 
ee any less backing than that. You ‘know that: our, state is settled 

by men of all nationalities, and I know that I have seen men doing - 
: very well where I could not do well. because I could. not follow = 

their way of living, and I have read a story in connection with cer- ~ 
Be tain Norwegian families. They. raised everything they could and : 
o oe then they sold everything they could get anything for,and that => 

system of farming would succeed pecuniarily.on our poorest.acres, I do not propose to be in opposition at all to this movement, but 
ae at the same time ‘we want to look at. both sides of. the. question. — a 

In Germany expériments are conducted under the auspices of the. oa 
govern ment, but. they: perform experiments that are entirely be- oe 
yond the reach of the practical farmer. - ‘W hile the experiments of 

_. Law and Gilbert, which are no doubt the most. valuable the world Le 
oe, “ean furnish, . are “not: supported. by. the government, I was not | 
es Y aware until Prof. Daniells told us that they were not self support- a 

ms - ing. He must be a: large’ minded man that would see suchexpense sts
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Mr, B. F, Adams —I am learning everything in fegerd tothig 

plan which Prof. Chamberlin has indicated, and I must say that I 
os think his ideas in regar d to sél f-sup p orting far m 3 is capi tal. | One | 

gentleman remarked a few minutes ago that all of his experiments 

-* jnore or less were the results of study. It shows some results and 

‘shows a balance on the right side. The experiments shouldbe = 

such as would be beneficial. I am not* sure but that is entire
ly 

‘practical, but the farmers themselves know best about that, as
 they 

re experimenting all the time. Experimenting is somewhat ex- 

pensive, more so than ordinary operations, but still it doesseemto —} 

tie that a farm could’ be made self supporting. I. -believe that-the _ 

gentleman who addressed us a few moments ago could make itself 

_-—-gupporting-and carry on and perform those ‘experiments under the — 
oe direction of Prof. Daniells. It might be necessary to give him the 

privilege of managing some portion of the farm ii his own way in 

which are knéwn to pay a good fairprice. I think as sgriculturists 

we should endeavor to nourish’ this idea
 which. is thrown out for | 

PS our consideration. = ae Se. hy a E 

sD hate to say a word ‘against him, but I must protest against his Be 

| idea:that no experimental farm can be made to:pay. If it cannot 

be made to pay, T cannot see what farming is good for.- A good | 

| gwany’ people in Wisconsin make it pay; they raise and educate — 

their families, and some of them doit very well. If I understand = 
Prof, Chamberlin, ‘his ‘idea is to make the farm a scientific farm soe 

the literal acceptation of the term. Thatis just what we have been 

trying to do for a good many years:in a small way. 1 know that it 

- has paid'me, and IT know that it thas. supporte d-me and my 
family oe 

_ eomfortably and nicely, and-I know that it has paid its way. To 

now there are men that I'can pick out in this state that would go 

onto such a farm and they would make it pay. If they would not, 

ss Tghould say that the mistake was in the manager and notin the 

farm, Tam suré that experimental farming oa be! made to pay, 

-— and’T do say that if 2 man shows sufficient alacrity and intelligence 

and »perteverance, that the regults inthe future will be eminently 

--gatisfactory, and I believe that if the mattér is taken‘in hand inthe = 

manner that Prof Chamberlin suggésts; that itcan be made to pay. 
Prof. Daniells —Ido not contradict. dt at -all.. When we come | 

to practical farming, I say that such a farm can be made to pay.
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Mr, Robbins— This: experimental farm at Madison does not do | | 
us any good in our locality. I am trying an experiment on my | 

be 2S - own hook. I dm feeding 125 hogs and 60 or 70 head of cattle, | : - 

_ and Tam paying 35 cents a bushel for corn, and am paying the | 
_ motiey. Icannot raise corn enough. Prof, Chamberlin says my | 

soil is the oldest soil in.the state of Wisconsin. The question I ( 
_ wish to learn ig this? Can I sell pork at three anda half centsa =~ 

pound on’ my farm, and can ‘I pay thirty-five cents to the bushel for = 

| Mr: Boyce — You can make it just even. ee 
_ Mr. Robbins —I am trying the experiment myself. Hayis worth  — 

twenty: cents a : bushel. -I want some one to: tell. me what I had 
---better do under the circunistances. Had I better keep on feeding, == 

ss my corn during thé winter? oo es 
_. «Mr. Jackson —You had better sell your stock, aoe 

ae Mr. Robbins — I think I should have sold my stock last falland ss 

_-rénted iny farm. Three or four years’ago I seeded to grass; I 
made that a pretty good suécess. I have now two tons ofhay per 

e 2 acre where I had but one before. I sowed five tons of plaster on a s 

a a hundred acres of ground. oI ath satisfied with that’ year. Tf you oe . 

can tell me heré just what Ican pay for corn, and what I can sell 
may pork and. stéers:for on my farm, to make it profitable, I shall be 

| is | paid for coming up here. I must raise stock; I. can’t raise small Os " 

grain, and must pay my hired help. Let us put these experimen- 
oe tal farms on the different soils of the state, and let the professors a 

ae 4 at Madison come and conduct those experiments, and not beoon-- 

___ fired to this locality et: ue a ee ye oe cpl gee Bes Ae . . : ws , 

__ proposition ‘of Prof. Chamberlin for the establishment of “experimental = 
farms” in the different geological districts of the state. 

seven to consider the whole matter and report at the next session of this con- o 

ss ebtivéntion, represciiting the State Agticultiital and State Horticultural Si 
_ * @leties, and that these presidents be members et-officto of the committee. re 

Mr Allen—I Wish to offer ah amendimerit, by inserting the
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. words “self-sustaining.” The object isto find whether the work — 
of farming can be proved to be self-sustaining and experimenting. . 

at the same time; how much experimént can properly be practiced 

| upon a self-sustaining farm. I do not regard this'as a proposition = 

 for’an ‘experimental farm ; I suppose it to be some general plan te | 

| upon which the intelligent farmer can come to ‘some conclusion so. Se 

: that we can understand how much we are to accomplish. _ ns 

Mr. Wood.— No man ever went on to farm, unless with the in- 

+ tention to make it self-sustaining. Whether it isself-sustaining, = 

SOEs | - can only be determined after the results of years of labor. | If. the o | 

vee state of Wisconsin should purchase afarmand put upon itallthe 

appurtenances that belong to it and, tell me, we want you to goon - 

a that farm and it shall be self-sustaining. I should say, I don’t know. ce 

__- whether I could make it self-sustaining or not, that comes after- 

ee © wards. The resolution would then be, that we shall establisha = = 

Hah SS self-sustaining farm that shall be beneficial to all. SE Es 

_ Mr. Plumb.— The object seems to me that it will hamper this | 

committee. We had better leave the matter with the committee =» 

Mr. Boyce —The having a self-sustaining experimental farmih 

any district is not the great object. The object is, to determine, | 

__-by experiments, what fruits, grain and manure are applicable to 

this district.. That, one man should do what a thousand men, all _ 

the inhabitants of the district, are trying to do, and he could doit 

to better advantage. I do not think that successful results would = 
oo be accomplished of these. experimental farms, if in the beginning — te 

they were compelled to be self-sustaining, = : 

: Mr. Allen — This committee should be appointed to represent 

: ‘the different localities of the state, and should visit the farms where 
| they have been successful, and where not; the committee should — 

= report to the convention next year the result of their examination \ 

and observation, and then we shall have somethin g¢ to act upon. It 

ss may be that my farm, if I should stock it to sheep, would be remu- 
ose Us nerative. oe i Pe NM ays oe : ne : age al oe - 

going to be self-sustaining, but I do not believe it is any use get- 
‘ting up sucha farm, because there are men experimenting in all Oe 

parts of the state, who will arrive at the right results. Loe a ee 

| Mr, Field. — So far as the amendment is concerned Ido n’t think
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it is material at all whether it is adopted or not. Astotheresolu- 
tion, I have no objection that I know of to its passage, and yesbI 

TS would not want to vote. for a resolution that should commit me to oe 

ee ‘mental farm; I believe in the farm we have now doing something — 

ee - more for the benefit of agriculture before we estahlish any thing 
more. I think the university farm has done a good deal; I think | 

it has done all it could do with the means at its disposal, but I do Le 
— not think there has ever been an instance where an. experimental — a 

farm has been self-sustaining. = BS 
Mr. Clark. — Had not they any means? PORE a 

Mr, Field. — Not being a member of the board, I am not able to — o 
answer the gentleman’s question. T believe that Prof. Daniells, who — 
is at the head of the department could answer that question. = 

oe Prof. Danitlls. — If the gentleman wishes, Iwilldoso. = ©: | 

= 7 Mr. Field — It matters not, perhaps, in relation to this matter that. 

is now under consideration, You cannot place a cent of money .at : 

aes their disposal and you are not going to travel around and expend 

-_- your money to ascertain these facts. You can ascertain, by cor- = 
— . respondence and various other ways, certain facts which will be of = - 

benefit to this convention. I think it is well enough that the reso- aes : 

- Jution should be adopted. It does not commit any one to the = 
ce _ scheme or idea advanced by Prof. Chamberlin that we should es- oe 

tablish a separate and independent farm. ce 
= Mr. Isaac Adams — rise to. ask a question of my friend, Mr. ; 

, Robbins. He states that the experiments made at University farm a - 

ae . are of no advantage to him whatever, ‘and that he is conducting | / 

- his own experiments at the present time. I would liketo know 
this (as experiments need time always), whether he is conducting  =—s_—> 

oe that experiment in-a way or in a manner which shall approximate _ oe 

SN towards correctness so that he may be-able, at the end of his ex- VES 

Ee: Ss perience, to tell us another year whether it pays to do just what he | oe 
oe / isd éin ge a Be ge cae : co : oe : 8 — we 

-.. Mr. Robbins —I think I can tell whether I am losing by the op-— aa 
eration or making by it. ea oe ve Be re
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a eae oe By How. R, D. TORREY, Winnikeaco County. eee me - eo 

By the term industrial, is meant all organizations that have for, 
_. their object the encouragement of industry, as well.as the perfection. 

of the products ofindustry, 
Lam -well aware that the term agriculture really covers nearly alk 

branches of industry, such as tillage of the soil, husbandry, stock 
a raising, and the like, but as the tendency: is to. apply the tetm only Se 

to tillage of the soil, I have chosen the term industrial notin con- 
_ tradistinction but to cover alk, a 

__-- 1 dé not propose to go back of the history of ovr own country in 
— this paper, not caring for the date -of place of the organization of 

industrial associations prior tothe first one here. 

ss L might allude to the one organized in Eden, however, and tell 
you how smoothly it run until its principal patrors, becoming dis- oe 

oe satisfied because they could, not have add the premiums, were actu- ce | 

' ally guilty of pilfering, and that some of their descendants have, 
while they have kept up the organization, been guilty of the same 

___. practice, though in a more genteel manner, but I will not, for itis — 

_ + not the purpose of this paper to criticise or find fault, but rather to. _ 
offer brief suggestions intended to. encourage. the formation and. 

growth of industrial societies. 

We find that there were in, the United States and Territories J uly 

4.1876, on at the close of our first. century:of national life, 1,893 in- 
dustrial societies reporting to this bureau. Of this number New 

York has the most, ‘153; Iowa, 144; Ohio, 138; Illinois, 133; Kan- 
-.. sas, 103; Indiana, 99; Pennsylvania, 94; Missouri, 86; Wisconsin, 

81; Georgia, 77; Massachusetts, 74; Michigan, 70; Maine, 62; 
‘Tennessee, 55; Connecticut, 47; Minnesota, 43; Texas, 41; Vir- 

_. ginia, 36;, Nebraska, 35; Kentucky, 33; Utah, 33; Maryland, 27; 
North Carolina, 27; Vermont, 25; New Jersey, 23; New Hamp- 
shire, 24; Arkansas, 16; California, 16; Alabama, 14; Mississippi, oe 

11s West Virginia, 11; Delaware, 10; South Carolina, 10; Wash- 
| ington Territory, 10; Louisiana, 9; Oregon, 7; Bhode Island, 6; a 

Colorado and Florida, 5 each; Idaho; 4; Dakota, 3; Montana, In-— : . ~ dian Territory and District of Columbia, 1 each. — = OS oc



__ Aecording to the same authority, the first.society organized in 
Goo the United States was “The Society for the Promotion of Agricul- 

in this country, and are still in active operation, two of them hold- 
_ ing annual fairs; One cannot help congratulating them on the 
“near approach of their one hundredth anniversary, and also reflect : 

_ on the influence for good that they have sent forth over atleast 
their respective states. Dividing the time into decades, we find ene 
that. from 1776 to 1786, one society was organized: - coe | 7 ee : 

| ABB to 1796... ceelececeeteeeeenen 2 eke os 
| 1196 0 1806... eee eee eect escent tenet e sense nee ee | 2 Les COGS 

. 1826 to 1886.......... wb ee ene e ene rec nore eeneceses esses 13 poe nae 
1888 £0 1A eee tceeceeeeececeeeeteeereeseens 6B 

2 TB56 £0 1866. ee eee eect ereeseeceeeereees 828 ee 
eo 1866 tO 1876. ee cece cece cence cence teeeeeesceree LI6L | eee 

__. these societies has given to all branches of agriculture in that time = 

century combined — more intelligent farmers and farmers farming = 

ey dhot-voilags ot’ on Hite we find eighty-one societies re- 

follows the Staté and Columbia county societies in 1851. Thenthe = 

© BBDD 10 TBO) neers eeeeeeene er erie tens ereeeseeterereceee ME 

ea ABI to 1816 LE - 

os a a same proportion, or two-thirds nearly, have organized in. the last oe
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decade, and here at home is the fact especially marked, viz: That. - 

alll industrial societies are doing very, much to strengthen and _per- 

fect all laudable efforts to develop the varied industries of the state. 

This is being accomplished by provoking a healthy rivalry among 

producers to excel all other competitors; among manufacturers 
| and artisans, to place on the market and on exhibition as well, only 

the Besé, for whether on the market or not, there isa desire,andI 
| believe commendable in all, to bear off the blue ribbon. But this 

ig not all; the conventions, the meetings, monthly, quarterly or an- 
 nually like this, are working’ indescribable benefits to all who will — 

5 avail themselves of the advantages they afford, but more’ of this | 

further on, and if our state shall advance in the next ten years as 

| rapidly and safely as it. has in the past ten years, then we shall oe 

have reason to congratulate ourselves on the position we shall take . | 

among our sister states. Now the question arises, What is the _ — 

a _ best method to accomplish this’ object? : My answer is, give us | 

more industrial clubs and societies, call them by whatever name oe 

you will, only let the object be improvement in all departments of = 

industry; let them be as numerous at, least as the townships in the So 

oe state, ) But some will say, we have now too many such societies, ae 

more than can exist, to say nothing of having a healthy, vigorous oe 

organization. If it were said we are in dangerof having too many 

- fairs or exhibitions, then there might be some force in the argu- 
foe ‘ment. But is it | necessary, OT even wise, that all such societies me 

should hold fairs? I think no. Are fairs necessary 10 the suc- 
cess of such organizations? Certainly not. What are fairs but the 

outgrowth, the fruitage of such meetings as this, we are in no dan- 
© Ger of having too many farmers’ clubs, horticultural societies, stock 

associations, dairymen’s associations, agricultural societies, only let 
—all-these, and all other industries that yo to make up the wealth of 

again, I do not mean to be understood that the ‘farmers, as such, — | 

oy should have separate’ organizations. from the horticulturist or the 

___-stock grower, but these should be combined, as far as is possible, 
in such organizations, as all such interests are identical. Atmeet- - 

“ings of such societies more dependance should be placed.on the = 
members themselves to make them interesting, and less on outside 

help, for there is not an intelligent farmer, or farmer’s wife or | 

| daughter in the state, but is able to present some thought that will .
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say, that the women of Wisconsin, the farmers’ wives and daugh- = 
oe ters, have not heretofore taken, nor have they been assigned to that — oy 
Coe prominence in agricultural organizations and society, meetings to oe 

which their relations to the industries of the state entitle them. But 

ee _ whenever they have been so assigned, thePhave given to the state - | 
-. some of the finest thought, which if improved upon can but result 

in great good to all who read. Without thought of making invidi- 
gus distinction, let me ask who can read the papers of Mrs. Ayres — : 

—.. or Mrs. Huntley on home, as published in the society’s volumes of 

transactions, without at once | determining that his home shall be — 

more like home, and who will compute the influence for good such 

and home circles happier by articles like these? Give us more of a 

0 theme g Ge ve 
SE But, as already intimated, itis not,or should not beso much the = 

ae object to hold fairs, as for mutual aid in perfecting the effort of in- . S 

aes dustry. Fairs: are not necessary to the success of enterprising . 

communities, they are but the evidence of the interest we take in 
the highest state of agriculture; the aggregation of specimens, = 

: showing the results of the season’s labor. _A convincer for the man : fo Oe 

of thought, energy and thrift to publish to the world, the best evi- 
ao - dence of the correctness. of his method of growing grain, vegeta- Bs 

bles, fruit and flowers, or the breeding of stock, and, generally | 

speaking, the perfection of the exhibit or the degree of perfection 
_ is also evidence of how much study and thought has been put in- | 

with labor in the product. We think fairs are not so essential to _ 

8 - the development and prosperity of industrial interests as are meet- 

Bos - ings of the character of this annual convention. Wedonot wish 

_ to be understood as opposing fairs, but to do away with the objec- 

tion that. we are in danger of having too many societies, because 
: C a fairs cannot be. sustained. Given any. industrial organization of _ By, “ 

_ you will find the results to be the best of fairs; in the nature of = 
the case the fairs will come naturally and easily. Be ee ee 

essential, but thorough organization is. Do we object onaccountof 

necessary, is not advisable, but the time we give or devote inthis
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direction in meetings for thé interchange of thought and for dis- 
---- gassion of topics in this diréct interest, of comparing notes and 

data gathéred from actual experience, is so much capital well in- 

vested. If such organization existed in every town in the state, 
with fréquent meeting, then the annual conventions of the State = 
Agricultural and HorticiMtural Soéieties instead of being but mod- 
 etately attended, would be the méeéting of thé masses of men and = 

ss women, édrniest dnd eager in their efforts to contribute to thé suc- 
* és of intelligent labor. Then on with the work of orgatiization, 

whether it bé agricultural or horticultural, farmers’ club or 

grange’, dairymen or stock growers, or any othét nainé, orlyletthe = 
ss‘ objéct bé improvémént and thé gresdtest possible good to all, rich 

or poor, who may come under their influence. Somuchinagenérat 
sway. But as to the best plan of organization, so as to Secure 

Ces permanency and create an interest that shall be lasting, and ‘not 

-- gpasmodié, and that shall as well be constantly increasing, many = 
_ ways will doubtless suggest themselves, but it would séem ddvisa- 
ble that clubs should be formed in édch township, that should bein 
direct harmony and sympathy with a county organization.of like . 

sind, and this, in turn, with the state society, the former should = 

hold meetings at least once in each morith, and the cowity quar- 
_.tarly, while the state should be annual, and at all should there be 

thé fréést discussion possible of all questions that are directly in 
ss Griterést with industry, of that effect industry in any way. 

--— @ Tn union there is strength;” with union and harmony combined, = 
any interést, with effort, will be successful, and when that effort is 
for the advaricement of that which is the foundation of national as 

welll dé state prospétity and happiness, the result can only be satis- 

sway indicated i8 then the surést way to completé union and har- 
-- ghonhy and success. Thére would seem to be no need for defense 
— agairist the quéstion of having too miany such societiés, farther than 

Had beén shown it this paper, but-in conéliision I will quoté from — | 
gn éditorial of @ protiiinent agricultural paper, the Rural World, 

* wherein the editor says “that our agricultural societies, clubs arid 
kindred associations havé beén of imménse benefit to thé péople . 
and ‘éouintry id almost universdlly conceded.. Thé advantages of = 
such organizations, properly mandgéd, are too apparent and gener-
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doing much to-encourage andefacilitate improvement in modes of = 
--_ eulture and management, and also to introduce improved live stock = 

of the various societies throughout the land (comprising agriculture, = 
horticulture and all kindred branches), when managed as they = 

should be, cannot fail to prove interesting, instructive and profita- 
ble to both exhibitors and spectators. The trials of implements, : 
and valuable experiments made by or under the auspices ofour = 
own state and other prominent agricultural societies, have proved = 
of great use and benefit to the farming community. Itistheduty =~ 
and interest of every one engaged in any branch of agricultural = 

there are errors in management, the better way is to attend the = 
meetings and fairs and aid in righting whatever may be wrong, 

___.ather than to stand aloof and.complain of what one’s presence and 
influence might have prevented. We. thoroughly believe in agri- 
 gultural Societies, clubs, etc. and that great benefits are derivable = 

_ from their exhibitions, trials, investigations and discussions. The 

___ press of the country should encourage every organization designed = 
_, to promote’ the agricultural interest, and can perhaps best do thi, = 

by commending what is clearly right and condemning whatever is 
wrong in management.” And I will add to the press, all persons, 

public or private citizens, it is for the common interest 
of af/,to 

suse every legitimate means to encourage every organization de- 
signed to promote the industrial interests of the state. 

W.-W. Field— The senator states that two-thirds of the 
industrial societies have been organized within the last ten = 
years. This is a very significant fact. It is a fact worth =~ 
remembering. It is a fact worthy of study what has caused = 

ized within’ the last ten years. Has it not been largely = 
due to the fact that previeus to that time there was very little in; = 

| terest felt in the cause of, industrial education? Within the last = 

and from county to state, and if we farmers expect to keep pace _ with other professions in this speedy age we must advance ours | 
‘by education and take every possible means of discussing these | 
questions. _ doe Be oS A 3 Cs oe a - a
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‘I think, perhaps,'there is no business or profession which is of 
‘the same importance as farming. When I speak of farming Imean 

: all branches which belong to farming. I mean horticulture, I mean 

- ‘stock raising —I mean, every possible branch whichis pursued by 
, the agriculturist. Perhaps there is no one profession which has 

been so much neglected as farming. Many people to-day think = 
that education, or in other words, book learning, in,an agricultural 4 - 

life, is of but very little consequence. Why, itis just what you 
sage ec? ‘see published, in our volume of transactions every year that our | 
~ eommon farmers want; it is the experience of men from various parts __ 

me of the state who come to these conventions and give us their expe- oe 

_- * yience, of men from various parts of.the state who have been farm- 
oe ing for years. There is a very great: demand for this agricultural a 

| oe ~ report. There is now so great a demand, that we cannot supply a 

Sees one-fourth of the copies that are wanted J believe it goes largely — 

| “into the hands of those who. need it. I believe in this Augustan 

| oe age, when the people are becoming ‘more enlightened upon the top- oO 

jes that are so necessary, not alone to our civilization but’ to our 

education, that a great movement is being made, and that our state 8 
shall stand forth triumphantly in the future on the highest pinnacle 

of fame as an agricultural state.’ I believe that our State Agricul- __ 

| - tural Society has taken pains to distribute this volume which un- - 

doubtedly disseminates, and which in the future will continue to 

| ~ disseminate, these broad principles of education, agriculturally. gs 

| Mr. Wood.— We are assembled here to-night for the purpose - 

of listening to and discussing subjects which are of vital import- | 

"ance to us all, and we ought to feel proud that we have an oppor- tunity of discussing these questions as intelligent farmers. 
Senator Anderson. — There are a great many granges in Dane 

county, and I am one of those who think that encouragement should 
be given to the “farmers and agriculturists of this state. Iwill | 

state for the benefit of those who are not acquainted with the grange 
society, that 25,000 have been organized, farmers. meeting weekly. 

Now gentlemen, those organizations are not composed of a few 
| - farmers sitting around the country store, but they are organized — : 

and daughters, meeting together for good. It seems to me that = 
_ the grange is the grandest and best order for the farming commu-



é os Senator Torrey —I desire to make a few observations inrefer- S 

= oe ence to certain points in my pap er. Call them wha t you will,far- \ 

4 : ce “mers? clubs or granges, it makes no difference to me. _ L might have \ - : - 

made the grange more prominent, but I don’t know anything about 
the secret work of the grange, neither will they let me (laughter), 

"That is just what Iam puzzled about, but if they will let me into 
_ the grange I will try and speak more intelligently upon the sub- 
| ject, but unfortunately for me I.am barred. I do recognize the os 

: truth of the remarks that the grange has done much, and thepat- 
rons of husbandry have accomplished much in the direction indi-) 

| cated. They are bringing mor e thought: | to. the aid of labo ry ari i — a 

they are shaping the destinies of this country, say what you will,! 
_ and they are shaping it in the right direction. (Applause), 
_. Mr. J. M. Smith—I want to call my friend’s attention to the = 

| oe fact that in our part of the state, we have some clubs which are_ oe 

> termed farmers’ clubs. They are respectable organizations, andI 
Gave been connected with them for along time,and‘ know they  —_— . 

Ae, | are doing much good. I will give you the hist ory. of one to which | 4 : : 

_ eo I belong. It is about four or five years since I. joined it. Last = , : 3 
ee spring we thought we would reorganize. .A few friends met at an : ue oe 

a oo monthly during the season. — We held them. out of doors, an d as a = - 

rule our gatherings were very largely composed of farmers..Wedis- = 
a cussed agricultural subjects and the results-of our Tab or the previ- - 

ous year. The subject of discussion at one of our meetings was 

__. potatoes; at another one, the best method. of cultivating small = 
e . . fruits. Those ‘me etings brought together a great many farmers, oe ; 

: wah : _ their wives and children, and they became well acquainted with  _ 

o le 5 each other; there were no quarrels or dis sensions ni their mi dst. | 6 Sa 

The meetings were exceedingly interesting. We agreed in our 
ae . meetings: that our profession. was a learn ed one; at the same time : Bae 

Wwe distributed. the Agricultural volumes. | During the | ast year yee : 

| : become notorious throughout that ‘part of the ahates 1 Bad « large - 

Le ae number of the Horticultural Society’s y eports. I sent for more, : 

and got them and distributed them, and I have not enough yet; = 

sult has been that there has been more land cleared within my = 

county within the last six months than was ever cleared beforein
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, - OES five years. At the last meeting at which I was present, last Satur- 

day, the society passed a resolution instructing the secretary to 
-- gorrespond directly with the department of agriculture at Wash- 
. t. ~ ington and procure as many reports as possible and have them sent ee 

| diredtly to the society for distribution instead of through ‘members © 

of congress. | I don’t want to say a word against the Grangers; if 
you can make them more efficient than the farmers’ club, do so; if 

--- you cannot make a grange efficient, organize.a farmers’ club, and 

Secretary Bryant— I am glad to learn that there is one farmers) 
lub in the state that is prosperous, and is doing good. [have 
heard of one other, in Rock county, that has been “productive of oe 

much good. The farmers’ club'in my town was a failure; my wife 
declared it a nuisance, because it was at its meetings that our son os 

yearned to chew tobacco. At the Grange, my family have passed es 
-- ghany pleasant and profitable hours, 

Mr Wood—In an argument, there are always ‘two sides to a ae 

a question, and I wish to correct one statement that Mr. Anderson 
oe has made, in ascribing the increase of intelligence, in these days, 

of the farmers, to the influence of the Grange. Any man familiar 
with the history of the Grange, knows that it was organized some = 
years. before this great uprising, and that it failed’ to challenge Poe 

-- public attention, and that it was’ not until we had commercial dis- 

asters, the low prices, the high transportation charges, and the like, 

. that agitated the public, and which suggested to the leaders of the _ 

. Grange that they might, upon that wave of popular uprising, pre- 
‘genta bold front before the public, and attempt to bring itself into 

«$s nobody shut off. "We had, at’ the time of this uprising, estab- — 
ished our reputation. The question was presented, shall we join 

Jars, or something like that, andafter that came a box of something 

which was represented as grange secrets, which we must all pledge 
roe our sacred honor to keep, and, by the way, they were not secrets, | 

they were artificial toys. They were to ‘be kept-like’a little girl’s 

“0 @oll baby. We were to pledge ourselves: forever; and further, we — 

found there were lines drawn. I have two boys but ‘the youngest
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ee who wished to enjoy the entertainment, was told that he must stay _ we 
at home. “(It is a secret, you must wait until you getalittleolder. 

os We have learned to make money where we never did before. You - 7 
__- must not ask questions.” We found that wehadto be pretty smart | 

in order to get into the grange. We felt a total disgust with the 
ees “whole arrangement, and we said we would go on with our club. CS 
.. [ have gone often to.the doors of the grange and asked what was 

: going on inside. ‘* Well it isa convention or meeting of farmers.” — | 
Well I will go in.” “No sir, you cannot go in.” “ Well I am | 

a farmer and I am interested in agriculture, and I would like to go : 
in and learn something.” ‘We have secrets in there; families, 

| you know, all have secrets; you must not go in because you would oe 
| learn these secrets; they are our sacred treasures.” If I would pay | 

| five dollars, then I could be trusted with all these secrets. We ~— 
are happy to know that in our county the grange has fallen greatly a 

| into disrepute. If it had succeeded according to the intention of | 
(ay those who originated it, I believe it would have been the most ter- 
_‘rible trades union that has ever been started in this world. : o 
ee Mr. Stilson — It has been said that the grange has done more to _ . 
Q : | promote the progress of agriculture than any plan which hasbeen . 
\ devised for years. If so where is the proof? What agricultural © 
ae conventions they have held have ‘always been. held with. closed 
~ doors. I do not know of any private information that they °° 
. , have communicated to the outside world, while our agricultural - 

societies, all of them publish their. transactions which are thrown 
- broadcast over the: land. If you wish to. get anything that the - 

‘grange has learned, you must listen..with “your ear at the keyhole. | 
Lam willing you should go on with your grange, but don’t attack 

Coes the agricultural societies. These societies have their origin in far--f 0 
Le mers’ clubs.. The popular uprising in Illinois sometime ago origi- | | 
: | aS nated in farmers’ clubs. If my friend’s boy learned to chew tobac- || 7 

ee co, it was because he did not bring some information that was in- bo 
AY teresting to the cause ot agriculture. Cee egg ey 

Matt Anderson —I.knew that my friend Wood was opposed to 
all secret societies. I attended a grange celebration up in his 

__-vicinity, afd it was a larger celebration than ‘ever I remember _ 
S hearing of in that vicinity... I don’t think there was ever another | 
such a.celebration in his section. I claim that the Patrons of Hus) 

os -bandry not only have set the people to thinking, but that they are
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Ss “running these agricultural societies. - They may not have run the ee 

= & ey state societies, but they did enforce the Potter law in W isconsin, a 

and the United States courts have decided that that law is consti- 
| tutional. Ww hen the United States judge decided that law consti- ces 

tutional, he reasoned just the same way as the grangers did. Ido | 

not wish to disparage any. branch or organization of farmers. I oo. 

know that a great many people think this secret a terrible thing. _ 

 - T think. that all farmers should join the grange, and I have never | ! | 

found any thing wrong in the secret. When we bring together __ 
our wives, our daughters and our sons, we have a right tochoose > 
our associations. The grangers are in better condition this year 
than they were last year. There is a great gathering of Patrons in ee 

pee Milwaukee the present week. I have bought sewing machines Cee 

ae . through the grange, when they were selling in the general market ee 

for $80, for half of that price. We have been buying reapersand = 
other implements for much less than outsiders were paying. - 

The Grange was a strong body in 1868, 1869 and 1870; in 1870 | 

it had between fifteen and twenty thousand organizations in the 

ys United States. As Grangers, we have our discussions. There is 

no other way to enlighten the farmers so well and so thoroughly as a 
the organization called the Grange. Facts are facts; and they 

have accomplished more than all the agricultural societies, and all = 

oe a your farmer clubs, combined. | am in favor of farmers’ clubs, in | 

favor of agricultural societies. I have taken’ an active part in 

age those societies, and I have also taken part. in organizing the Grange Sa 

believing that it is like our common school ‘system, where the far- _ 
mers are taught their duty, not only to themselves, but to all other. : 

“yo onganizations.- ee | 

__. /Mr, Mitchell] —1 found the grange one of the most corrupt in _ 

| its nature that it was ever my fortune to enter. I have belonged 
| to several organizations, and I never got into any organization that = 

~~” gould skin so much money out of me as the grange. “Isoon found — 

ss myself paying tribute to the head centre at Washington city, for 

political corruption; fora political corrupting fund, in order to con- 

trol. certain political affairs and | schemes, throughout the United 

| States, from the very town chairman up to the president of the 

‘United States, and the true principle of agriculture was almost en-_ 

ee  tirely neglected. I yet fail to see where the grangers have accom- = 

oe ‘plished ‘one single point to benefit agriculture, and Itam astonished 7 

| | j | o | | |
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oe really in: favor of every agricultural movement in the country. I ee 
| ce am in favor of farmer’s clubs, they are oper to every one; butthe . 
re grange closes its gate; itisa regular system of grinding money out _ : 

of the people. They boast a great deal about the Potter law; their 
glorious law that stopped the building of our railroads. If that law | 
had not been passed, our whole state would have been lined with 

; railroads. cee | oe a | 
Mr. B. F, Adams—I cannot sit quiet and hear this organization : 

/ denounced as it has been by some gentlemen on this floor. Isit = 9 
_ right for farmers to come here and engage in antagonisms, men be- 2 

longing to different organizations, all having a ‘common object in og _ View? I cantiot conceive what good will come out of it. Ibelieve vs 
that all of us are conscious of acting from good motives; then why 
should we in the heat of debate denounce one organization or anoth- > | 
er because we happen to belong to different organizations, Andnow, __ 

| sir, notwithstanding all that I have heard said by these gentlemen _ | 
__-who indulge so largely in ridicule, a very poor argument and indi- : 
_ eative of a bad cause — notwithstanding all that they havesaid | 

+ with regard to the patrons of husbandry—TI tellthem—Ttell yon 
ved sir, it will-survive their attacks and be honored and respected, as _ cee 

an industrial society, when the names of these blatant defamers one 
will have passed into oblivion. — 1 came to this state at an early day. oe 
and. I have been identified with its interests. have belonged to | 

-. several of these industrial associations, and I have believed in the _ | 
aim they sought, and when gentlemen ask what the patrons of 

- husbandry have accomplished, I am ready to answer. There is no | | 
institution its equal to bring together the sons and daughters ina 

social point of view in the rural community. Its value cannot he 
De estimated in a moral point of view.. I do not know what kind of a e : 
a Mm grange this gentleman belonged to who has just taken his seat. I oe Bee 
oe have ‘traveled somewhat in my adopted state from one éndto thes 
- other. “T have’ attended different granges, but never in my life ce 

have I been brought in contact with such associations as he claims 
that he has. I have found them honorable and straight forward in © 

ae "The expense of belonging to ‘the grange has been urged as an oe me - objection against it. The expenses are not large; even the initia- ONS 
tion fee is. only one-fourth of that required by the State Agricul- = 
tural Society to make a person a life member of the same. hy ee
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Bue T want to call your attention to the remarks of the ex-president | 

of the State. Agricultural. Society. He inquires: What has this. 

-- gociety done — the Grange 2 Itis only necessary to look over the 

-~ yeports of the industrial societies in order to ascertain what many 

of them have done. Go where you will among: our local societies, ee 

. rar and you will find the Patrons of Husbandry are your: most active 

and worthy members, and we will not silently hear the grange mis- 

: oe ey -_ pepresented. ge es oe ey me ek oe : 

ee ‘Adjourned to 9 A. M., Wednesday, February 6th, 1878. esa GS a 

SE The convention met in the rooms of the State Agricultural So- - 

ss giety. President Fratt in the chair, : 

| The. convention was largely attended, most of the counties in the | 

- state being represented, and many industrial organizations through- 

ee the state were represented by specially elected, delegates. 

ee Secretary Bryant read the: following paper, prepared by F.C. .— 

- Curtis of Rocky Run, who was unavoidably absent. ee 

IMPOVERISHED SOILS AND THEIR RENOVATION. ee 

CP eae BY F. 6. CURTIS, Rocxy Rus. “ Fs 

28S os My caption would imply that we have impoverished soils, a fact 

gg. patent to most of us that it is unnecessary to oceupy time in 

| | proving their existence; the ‘most important question to us would = 

+ seem to be the remedy; to discover this we must first try and learn 

wherein our impoverished. soils differ from good soils that ‘never 

have been cultivated, or those that have been well ‘cultivated, or 

—  -.. gultivated in such a manner that they bave not been exhausted. If. 

ye plow a well cultivated soil we find it loose and pliable; the im- 

| _ poverished or overcropped soil, upon plowing, we willfind herdand = 

jumpy — it has not that loose and friable'appearance of. the well 

OS cultivated soil. The impoverished soil requires much more labor to 

—-. geduce it to the necessary: condition te receive the seed, net only —



this but we find that drouth has a much worse efféct upon our worn 
soil than it does upon the unimpoverished. Drouths were assevere 

. and frequent when ‘we first settled here as they are now, but I have 
a no remembrance of failure to produce a good crop from that cause | 
wee : while our soil was new, but, late years, we find that we must have ee 

_. frequent and regular rain, or crops will quickly show it.’ This mode — 
of reasoning would seem to imply that our worn soilsare not really | 

- impoverished of plant food, but are some way out of mechanical | 
condition, or that frequent rain brings with it the necessary plant a 
food, of which the soil is deficient. There is no farmer that does ts 

. not know, or would not admit that good barnyard manure, prop- 
erly applied to a worn soil, will reriovate it, but there are few that =. 
stop to think how the benefit is produced. There is no doubt that 
our overcropped lands without manure or rest, by seeding to grass, ) 
have become, in ‘a great’ measure, destitute of plant food, and this a 

ve, destitution has also thrown it outofa proper mechanical condition, oo 
es / and robbed it-of its ability to withstand a drouth. If we examine | 

the farmers that occupy these worn lands, we will find that they are eS 
in debt, and obliged to raise one more crop of wheat, or, inother = 
words, to continue their wrongful practice of cropping their lands AU 
without rotating with grass. If we find a farmer rotating to grass o : 
with stock to consume his grass and coarse grains upon the land, | : 

__ we not-only find his land in good condition, but ‘we generally find a 
_ him out of debt. . EO | | | 

This over-croping land to grain without rotation to grass is ruin- — - 
_ ous in the extreme, and. will end in complete ruin unless aradical _ | 
change is made. I am aware that it is difficult to make the change, 

: and difficult even to advise how the change can be made without a | 
risking serious loss. Let us suppose a farm of one hundred and > 

_ sixty acres of land ‘that has been tilled in the usual manner for 
2S thirty'years; forty acres of it we will seed to clover and timothy, : - 
with wheat or oats, as is thought best; upon another forty acres’we — on 

- will draw out. all the manure and old straw piles we can find, and - 
plant it to corn; the other eighty acres I am not. particular what 

"purpose it is used for.: The second year we have forty acres in : 
grass, and will seed another forty to grass, raising -forty acres of. 

: corn. ‘this year. I have said nothing about | stock until now, butas oe _you#will make me responsible for the disposition of the forty acres — es 
| of grass, I will begin to direct-about the stock. Our fortyacresof BE a ae : Pea Ne
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. grass should produce eighty tons of hay; our corn should be cut cS 

up, and, if properly managed, the stalks of which will be equal to 

_ forty tons.of hay for feed, and about eighty tons of refuse stalks, 

| oy to be utilized in soaking up the liquid droppings of the stock. We | 2 : 

oe ~ have also, from the other eighty acres, twelve hundred bushels of : - 

oats, and probably eighty tons of straw for bedding, to make the 

SS stock comfortable, and also to sponge up their liquid droppings. 2 

Now we must have from forty to sixty cows, and good, comforta- 

ble stable room for them. Just how to manage them Ihavenot 

ge ES time.to state, but must refer you to my way of doing it, described eee 

in the two last volumes of our transactions. T maintain, howéver, | oO y 

ff these cows are properly managed, and sufficient number of hogs 
a are kept to eat the sour milk. or whey, that the. selling product Ce 

| should yearly exceed $2,000. You will now remember that we had 

- a s a about three hundred and fifty tons of dry material raised from the’ 

Oe farm, that has been fed to the stock and utilized in soaking up the — 

ae liquid. droppings of the stock, and if properly done, will produce - 

ne about one thousand loads of good manure, sufficient to give a good: ue : 

on coating for the next forty acres. of corn. . This rotation is designed i 

to be: grass two years, mowing it the first year, pasturing it the - 

a next, corn the next, and the fourth year seeding to grass with o 

eee oe y small grain, the manure to be applied to the corn ground. 5 . 

The fifth year we begin to see the results of ‘our labors. © Upon 

breaking up tame sod that’ has been in grass two years and the sod 

has begun to rot, we find the land has changed its appearance from oS 

a hard lumpy consistence to a lively friable soil; that the numerous 
grass roots have drawn. sustenance from the depths below and at- 

mosphere above, and in their deeay how yield up to the growing 
--- eorn their-tich stores of plant food. The friable change in the | 

soil has been brought about by the mechanical action of the grass 

----eots in, their growth, and this friable. condition will be found to — 

much lessen the necessary. labor of cultivating the crop, and prove _ 

7 an assurance against drouth to a great extent, as well as insuring 

a good crop of corn, and a great benefit to the, following crops: 
wee Should this policy -be continued it would not be long before the / 

an soil under consideration would exceed in fertility its condition as _ 

---veceived from the hand-of nature. Lam aware that there are diffi- 

__gulties in the way of this happy result, but it can-be done; muscle _ 
and brains can and will do it; while if we continue in the old way



s Sas of cultivation, poverty will soon cause a change ofowners. Agri- 2S 
____ eulturists of lifelong experience, and consulting the records of S 

ages, tell us that the most fertile lands cannot be cultivated with- oF 
te 4 Z out deterioration unless they are kept in. grass half of the time, and: | 
a stock kept upon the farm sufficient to consume the grass. I assume a 

that all forms of animal and vegetable life are the products of the 
Q > earth and air; that. upon reaching maturity, or the. end of its: es 

allotted existence, decomposition takes place, faster or slower, _ | 
—- according td ‘its exposure to warmth and moisture, and if suffi- 

_ ciently exposed to fire, combustion takes place, and the inorganic ~ 
| or éarthy portion remains as others, while : that which came from ee ARS 

the air floated off into the atmosphere, to return again in dews, ee - a 

Tals, ete, for the creation of new matter. ‘This proposition must _ be plain to every one that gives it a thought, and shows the inex- ee 
oe haustible riches of the atmosphere to all, a source “as free as airs? 

but it can be drawn upon-and utilized only by rules of natural a 
os laws; these laws we have violated by throwing away these riches | 
os when we had them in hand, or stored upin oursoil. Then letus «= ) 
on © 2 in future avail ourselves of the advantages with which nature has ees 
- so richly endowed us, and allow no waste to be laid to our charge.’ _ Cone 

Mr. Field — That paper contains much food for thought. ~Butis 
it possible for us, living where we do, to atilize all this wastein =~ 
the manner mentioned by Mr. Curtis. I have urged in-+¢thecon- | | 

_ ventions which have met here so often, that all of these wastes of | 
_ manure which are going into the atmosphere andmaking itimpure, ‘ | 

as each and every one of you can see, if you use your proper facul- 
as __ ties, can observe in passing through the streets of our city,besaved, 

2 & S and the same is true on almost every farm throughout the country, > | 
‘There is a great deal of this valuable rich plant food being wasted oy 
It is ranning off into the water courses and being carried tothe. = 

Gall, or it is going into the atmosphere and producing diseases. == s—__ 
How are we going to stop it? We can stop a great deal on our. SR 

_ farms; we ought to save it.. I think this material should be util- - 
_ ized in some way, put upon the land. There is enough wasted in ~ 7 

each and every one of our large. cities, annually, to fertilize in the - 
2 _ richest manner, many thousands of acres of lands, and itissomuch  — 

So _ Mr, Palmer — I fully indorse Mr. Curtis’ idea of rotating. That es
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‘has been my practice for several years. ‘Thave afarm of two hun- © 
dred and sixty acres. Iam growing clover mostly. Ihave prac- 

. - ticed-a different plan of rotation, keeping longer to” grass. The 

OS hay is much better the second and third year, and it makes better. __ 

_-pasture, especially if we grow clover and timothy. WhenI-grow 

_ elear clover I plow the ‘second year. I take a cropof hay anda 

- - erop of seed and then plow. — a ee ee 
eee _. Mr. Hazen — I indorse Mr. Curtis’ plan of renovating impover-. | 

ished soil. I apply manure to the surface of my land and Ttop — 

dress dragging the meadow. I get better returns from the manure 

that way than by any other plan. An old gentleman,a good many —__ 
oo years ago, said to me that when he put manure onthe topof his __ 

— Jand he always heard from it.. That has been my experience. I. : 

have not plowed under any manure for a good many years. I spread 
: it on the pasture; I keep a large stock, and I find it pays me to pee 

oo pasture good land.. It pays me best to pasture the best land. When 

_. J plow the pasture the land is too rich to sow small grain ‘upon. ae 

Mr, Field — On ‘what part of your land do you put your manure? ~ 

Mr, Hazen — When I seed new land, I top dress it. IfIdonot 
ne do it the first year I do it the next. I don’t plow it under. I pre- a 

a - fer breaking sod in the fall. My corn was planted the last of May, os 

487%, and I got a good crop, one hundred bushels of corn per acre. 
_* [weighed the crop of one hundred and twelve acres. 

ss Mr. Field —I ask you what time you gathered it and weighed it? _ 
. Mr. Hazen—In November. ee Q a Bebe ae 

‘4 Mr, Field —How much has it shrunk by this time? 
Mr. Hazen — About two pounds to the bushel. Ce acre - 

ae Mr. Field — My experience is that corn picked this year will | 

shrink at least one-quarter. before next spring, taking the average = 
~ gorn of the country. : That has been my experience, always. a 

Mr. Hazen — My corn was good andsownd. © 

Mr, Field —It would not shrink as much. Do you plant consid- 
: erable corn for fodder? | ie bay Be egy 3 a - Lee, LSP 

a Mr. Hazen —I can raise cheaper fodder in that. way than in any — - 

| other, sowingin drills, a ee 
Mr. Field —So you only work the land one way? [EM 

Mr. Hazen — You can drag it over thoroughly when it first comes. 

out of the ground. If you have rich land, you need not have any 
| | uneasiness. eee we ‘ eo oh eee . ee ee S aa ee. o oes :
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| Mr. Field —I desire to ask Mr. Hazen how far apart he plantss 

Pos ao Mr. Hazen — Three feet each way, and cultivate both ways. oe 
ee Mr. Wilson — I differ with our friends about this land getting 

- too rich for small grain. I fell into that error some years ago. I 7 

think it is not too rich only in straw. Itis notrich in anything | 

—* else. My land is something in the condition of Mr. Hazen’s. It = = = 
seems to me as though it lacks something. I wish we.could get at - | 

that lack. It goes down as soon as it gets to twenty-five bushels. a 
| I think we are not rich enough in some element, when it willnot = 

| stand up, and when we say our land is too rich to raise small grain, 

we make a mistake: it is not rich enough insomething, BMGs: : 

Mr, Field —Some of our scientists ought to give us that infor- 
oe, ‘mation if they arehere. ee 

iy Ee Mr. Wood — The subject which has been introduced by Mr.Cur- 

Ss tis is one of the most important agricultural questions that can | 
> possibly agitate the world, and we will do well, as aconvention of = 
eS farmers, to give it careful attention. It isasubjectI have given  —_— 

S considerable thought, As we look at the history of the world-and — _ 
c of the nations that have preceded us, so far as we can observe, the 

processes of civilization and of agriculture have been exhaustiveto 
the land. Take the whole civilized world and you will findthat) = 
the soil has gradually become impoverished. © re 

. Look at Egypt, which is, perhaps, the oldest cultivated land. a 
; ‘We know its re markable fertility has been kept up through all | 

ages by the overflowing of the Nile, which deposits every year a | 

Ps coating of riches, and as soon as you rise to the top of the hills, it | 

ae is a perfect waste, a desert, and the desert is constantly encroach- 

e oy ing, Take, again, Greece. While there is some fertility still left, 

; os it is evident that the progress of civilization is destrnctive. To = 
EB oe combat this view, we have England, an agricultural country for a opie 
ee thousand years, and it is more productive at the present time than SS 

be ‘ : it ever was before. | What has made itso? Look at the amount of ee oa ge 

__._ seience, of industry and of intelligence that have been brought to 
S oe _ bear upon that little island. It is not long since that Ireadanarticle = 

oS in which it was claimed that the bones of the Pharoahs themselves 

: ag had been spread upon English seil to provide food for its people. os a 

‘We know that mountains of buffalo bones from our western plains 
ae have been gathered and ground for fertilization of thesoil. Itisa . — 

ves fact that the progress of civilization has been destructive. ee
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_, Take the coal mines for instance. We are exhausting our coal 
mines and coal has taken a decided rise in England, for there they 
see the end. What is there in the future for the world?. Look 

— : at the harvest of whale oil that has been exhausted within fifty ; CRESS, 

_-_- years, and though whale ships go now to the polar seas theydonot 
CAS bring to. market oné-fourth of what they formerly did; this in- mee 

dustry is being discontinued. Look at the oil wells of Pennsylvania, = 
_ which have been so productive; they are diminishing. It is our 
_-.- business to meet this contingency as faraswe can. Here we are 

within twenty or thirty years of the first settlement, and there are 
. thousands of acres where the land is exhausted. Ihaveseen many 

farm lands deserted. If you find farms which are worn out within oS 
ee 2 _ twenty-five or thirty years, I ask, whether this is hot a question of oes 

oo importance, when this exhaustion threatens ourselves to say noth- so SS 
ae oe 7 ing of our children and our grand children, because we have fol- ee 

oe lowed wasteful systems. is eee on = a 

Suppose we say that we can get these commercial fertilizers, the . 

coe phosphates and apply them. to our soil when the supply is limited, | aa 

"and we are not driven to that yet, I think that we should heed the — 
a experience of the old countries. ‘The moment that we undertake to oe 

see come into the market, and purchase these things, there willbeade- 

aided risé in them, because the supply of these products is not suf- 
ficient to meet the demands of the whole civilized world. Ithrow 

these thoughts out because I believe theyare important. Ibelieve = 
Co - this paper-is important. I believe that we must husband the re- ae j 

sources of our country. In respect to this question of the landget- 
ting too rich, it is a factno doubt established both by science andby 

a8 ; a eee practice, that there are certain things that. are essential to. the suc- - 

-  gess of vegetable growth; there may be a soil rich in everything, = 

but with one needful ingnedient left out; that must be supplied. 
2s 2 SLB. Laws, the great experimentor in England, delivered an ad- 

dress before a farmers’ club on the subject of manure. He took 
Boe the ground that a ton of ‘manure: depended solely on the chemical ee 

eee ~ substances found therein, and that might be contained initjand © 

that in a ton of good manure, such as English farmers make, there 
would be less than sixty-one pounds. That is all that is really =| 

Sn available and valuable to the plat. It almost shakes our com- 

- ‘mon sense. He said, if he was going to raise a Crop, and do the 

best he could, he should carefully avoid barnyard manure. \[read
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me cals that one load of this manure would be worth three orfourtimesthe AS 

-- qvalue of any that we make. He did not wish to teach that barnyard = - 

manure was not valuable; but he wanted to show-what the realele- = 

ments of value were in it, and he showed that it was the chemical a 
-.  gubstance that it contained. Oo biel a oe Bek, a o 

Mr, Field — I suppose the point is this: If the land is enriched rs 

- by manure, why cannot he continue to raise good wheat? Why _ 

-” eannot he do that? — 8 SO a se 

_ Mr. Wood — He can only tell by experiments. ae , oe 

Mr. Field —Cannot the scientific man tell him what to do with. 

» that soil? eo a ae ye e ce oe aoe pl aN en, Ne 

Mr. Field — Can the chemist tell me whether my soil is exhausted 7 

a Mr. Wood — He might, to a certain extent. . ee 
a _. Mr. Field —I said to'a scientist in this city, I desire to bring you - : 

a little soil from my farm that I know is virgin soil, I can bring oe 

Le you some more that I know is exhausted, now can youtellme which 

oe _ Mr. Wood — Practice must prove the case. ah fe Q ae oa es 

2 | Mr. Plumb — In the absence of any scientist T wish to say a word. - oe 

a That scientist if he had answered that question would have given 

: you the reason why he could ‘not. give the difference. He might — 

_ have been a scientist and not an analyst. If he was an analyst = 
a : he would not have answered your question in that manner. He : 

would have said “yes I can tell you toa fraction, the difference in = 

ee ne _ Mr. Field — You cannot do it. ote, | — a hulk 

Mr. Plumb—TI believe you can because we have the table. 

one to the other, and they have their balance. If asoilinitsnatu- 
ral constituents loses a certain element. necessary to preserve the Oe 

fhe harmonious working of the chemical affinities in that soil, it has lost a 

Soe its power, and that harmonious balance in these chemical affinities oS 

what is missing. The work is destroyed; it fails to accomplish its = 

ee results, and in this constitutes the difference between an exhausted | A 3
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soil, and one not exhausted. Theoretically, there is no such thing > 
| as an exhausted soil; we have not an exhausted soil in the country, 

but practically, you get pretty near to it. If Professor Chamber- 
- lin were here, he could give a solution at once. This is a subject, os mY 

which last night if he had not been quite so modest, he would have __ 
brought out, but he only gave us the outline. se ees 

Mr. Bryant — He would not giveittous, oe 
Mr, Plumb — He said it was a question that he would not answer. 

‘The question was whether. he had any special mode of agriculture. on 
to. recommend to the farmers — was thatit? ae 

- Mr, Field —In his description of the different soils, and the de- 
-.. sire for a local experimental station, he thought we should have one oe 
_ on every character of that soil. I thought if that was so,he might = 

be able to give us some light upon the subject, and state wherein 
Goes he thought certain farming should be conducted on that soil; would 
-. he give information as to the particular branch of farming to be 

ee pursued on any particular branch of soil? SO ee Bes 
oe - Mr. Plumb —I don’t think Professor Chamberlin understood _ a 

- the question in that light. He. answered that he could not answer] 
che that question as a practical farmer. He said he could notanswer 

it as a scientist, and he declined to answer it, and I think his rea~ 
- ‘sons were good. I believe Professor Chamberlin is ontheright = 

Mr, Field —I believe he is too; I wanted an answer to that ques- & 
, tion, but he was afraid he might make some statement he didn’t ee 

Col. C. E, Warner — I would like to return to the paper lastread 
by Mr. Curtis. Those of you who have seen his honest; earnest - 

| face, believe every word he says. I would like to ask farmers _ a 
whether, in their experience, they are able to live up to the recom- ss” 
mendations of that paper. I think it is conceded that our fertiliz- 
 eérs are to be such as we can make on the farm, either grain manure ES 
or barn yard manure, aside, perhaps, from plaster, which is used 
quite largely, I think his reasons are good, with regard to the ma- 
‘nure that we use on the farms. Mr. Curtis, in his paper, suggests 
‘that in five years after taking one of our farms he is able to manu- 
facture one thousand loads of barn-yard manure. I would like to — 

- know if farmers are: able to make that amount. There are a great | 
| many of the farmers of the state present. To put on the land one ee
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thousand loads of manure, would be one hundred days’ work for 
bee an active man and team. This is a large ,amount tobe furnished 

from a. quarter section of land. With regard to Prof. Chamber- a 
- lin’s proposition, I think it is practicable, and Ibelieve ifthe = 

state will purchase farms in the state, that men can be found who ee 
_ will be able to run them and make them pay their expenses,and = 
eo ~ return to the state valuable information. S : pe 4 - ee 

a Secretary Bryant —I have about the same sized farm, and I 

| carry about the same number of cattle that Mr. Curtis speaks of — a 

| from fifty to sixty head of cattle, and thirty to forty sheep. Idon’t 

think that my loads of manure are more than one-half the number 

he speaks of, “He says one-thonaand lose.” Vide not det over 
+ four hundred, and Tam very careful about | saving manure. One oe + 

little reminiscence about handling manure. Times have changed = 
since I commenced farming. When I bought my farm across the ere 

lake, I could get all the manure I wanted in this city for the haul. 
_ ing. Ncw you have to pay for it. But 1 met with some diffleulty == __ 
mee : about that. The first winter I carried manure, with two or three a8 

oe teams, all the winter, and the ladies sewing circle of course had 7 
ee something to say about it. They voted something had got to be ee 

+ done; they declared the judge was drawing so much of that nasty = 
stuff, and spreading it over the country that they would get the = 

cholera, and the men must stop it, ae LP Oe Ee 

oo - Mr. Warner — How much manure do you make, Mr. Boyce? Oe 

a Mr. Boyce —I probably make. as‘much manure as any man in- 
_ ‘Dane county. I-haul from seventy-five to one hundred tonsa year - 

on the home farm. I have something like five hundred acres. If a 
_ I make one thousand loads I think I am doing very well. Noone = 
ee should run down barn manure unless he uses some process I know & oe 

ae S nothing of. Doctor Fox, an old settler in this section, said this; = 9 
S “Tf Thad a barn yard like yours I could keep a man drawing ma- 

| nure all the time.” I answered, some parts of the year he could 
/ not not get in to it. Certainly I would not advise putting a barn ae 
a yard upon a knoll so as to run the drainage off on to another man’s LS 

—  dand ee ee : 
ide Secretary Bryant — You will recollect that in ‘Mr. Curtis’ paper 

that every particle of this fodder was to be used in soaking up the = 
ee liquids. He was not attempting to’ make rotten manure. He 
Ae said particularly once or twice that this coarse fodder was to be os fe 

eS. a used in gathering up the liquid... | ees os ae
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Mr. Clark —I would recommend that lime be used to stiffen == 

_"” Mr. Hart — My land is a clayey soil, different from my friend’s 
here. ‘I have’ tried salt several times, and it seems to have noeffect. 

-: Thave tried salt and plaster mixed, and have tried lime, and have | 

_ geen no benefit. I would like to state here what I have stated = 
before, that I don’t go much on theory; if any one will give us 

---practi¢al experience, that is what we want. I will let theory go 
for more practical knowledge. Iam at sea somewhat about this 
manure question. Some of my neighbors practice after my own 

“ a 7 style. They do it because Mr Hart does it. Igeta pretty good oe 

—- Grop, as I said before, straw enough, but it gets down. ae ee 

BEE CULTURE, | 

Knowing the misunderstandings which exist in the minds of . 
+ many otherwise intelligent people with regard to. bee culture, I : 

have prepared a few lines on the subject. Iam well aware of the | He 

prejudice the skilled apiarian has tocontend with, especially from = 
those who still ‘believe in and practice the “ Brimstone Theory.” - A 

‘They think, because they realize only ten ibs. of honey per stock, = 
that the stories told by scientific bee-keepers must be stories in- = 

Vee. : deed, which ‘should find credence in the minds of none, except the 

originators, 
+ ‘In consideration of these views, I will present you witha few facts == 
--yelating to my own experience the past summer. fe he | 

--s swarms of bees, which I had handled the year previous, agreeing 
to pay for them the enormous sum of two handred ibs, of extracted 

- , white ;clover honey. © My neighbors thought it. was truly anenor- 
mous amount, which could never be realized-from the bees. How- _ 
“ever, I was satisfied, and by artificial swarming I increased them to 

: a four good ‘swarms, and took from them, during the season, four a 

| | hundred and seventy Ibs. of beautiful extracted honey, the greatest - 

amount taken in one week, being 95 ibs., and 93'fbs. the week pre-
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- vious, leaving about 150 tbs. for them to winter on. I think I | __ 
be could have done even better, if 1 had not been obliged tomove 

them a distance of two miles, ‘in the midst of the honey season, ee 
. losing thereby one of the queens and breaking the combs badly. oe 

thinking to get rich all at once, for I know of no way tolose money 
0 fast as to invest in the bee business without first informing = 

>: yourself as regards the nature and habits of the bees. The scrip- | 
tures tell us, “ The righteous man careth for the life of his beast,” 
and, I think, bees might be included. I know of people who keep _ 
bees and complain that they do not work well, and when asked if ; 

. they have provided anything for their bees to work on, they hardly = 
| know what is meant, for they never think that the bees haverights, 
_ as much as our sheep and cows, and must have, if asurplusof = 

honey is expected, an abundance of fresh, blooming flowers towork = 
upon, and without which we have no right to expect asurplusof  —s_ 

The plan that I adopt is, to sow, as early as possible, a piece of a 
+ white English mustard, and in a short time another piece of the => 

_ same, after which I sow rape seed, and then, still later, buckwheat, 
which, with the pastures and meadows filled with white alsike and 
ved clover, furnish a continual bloom, and my bees are seldom seen _ oe 
idling away their time for want of something to doe re ERE 

_ We often hear the remark, “Bees have n’t done well this season”. 
_°. Now, while I acknowledge the season has much to do with the suc- | 
: cess of the apiaty, yet I know good management has more. For _ | 
__._ with proper management, they will always pay; butif left to them- a 
ce selves, they only pay when we have extra good seasons, and some- - 

. : times not then, for they are frequently troubled with the swarming ch s 

a Se fever, and hang out in large clusters, allowing the best part of the Oe 
ae : __ honey season to. pass, and here I wish to makea point that will be ; oo 
aL : a “well to remember: if you would have a surplus of honey, you must - Poo 
| not have a surplus of bees. Now, did you ever consider thatthous- = 
eee ~~ ands of ‘pounds of honey aré consumed annually by idle, worthless ae 

| drones. I consider their room better than their company, and cut So 
their heads off before they are hatched; saving a few of the best for — 

refuse to secrete food for the bees, at such times as by natural ine 
. __. stinet they cease breeding, and as the lives of the workers are very eas
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| short, the stocks soon become weak and an easy prey to moths, 

ee . but a, little feed given regularly each evening will keep the stocks — Se 

| strong until danger is passed, and you will be well paid. for your 

RS trouble. Perhaps. some would like to know how to control the oO 

_.. swarming fever. Qur planisthis: give the bees plenty of room,and _ ; 

use the extractor freely. But, says one, what shall I do with my | 

extracted honey after I get it, as the demand is for comb honey. - 

Tam well. aware of the prejudice that exists against extracted & 

oe honey, and not without cause, for we know the market has been — , 

 glutted with Cuba and strained honey, which isa conglomerated = 
ee mass of dead bees, bee bread, moth worms, larves and old bee’s wax 

a putinto a press and squeezed, the juice of which is sent to market — : 

and sold for honey. No wonder that people have formed a dislike Mee 

for such stuff, and that the very. name of extracted | honey revives 

the old taste, and they quickly say, “ don’t want any.” To allsuch 

swe explain that our honey is taken by the new process, and that oe 
not one particle of the above named ingredients is allowed to mix 

with the honey, and that it is as pure as the bees can gather it. Cotes oe 

The question is often asked, is not extracted honey mixed with 

sugar syrup and otherwise adulterated? It may be after it hasleft 

> the hands of the apiarian and found its way to the exclusive whole- | 

| gale dealer. I know of one bottle, in this city, said to containtwo 

pounds of pure honey, from a large firm in Chicago, two-thirds of 

which is syrup, and rather poor at that; it can be had for the sum 

| of one dollar, so says the label. Ratherdear, I think. Now,tothe 
seller, we would say, sell nothing but what you can fullyrecommend 

ao and warrant; and to the buyers, buy of none, except from such par- 

6 Glos ag you know tobe seipouibla, = 

Mr, Wilson — The extracted honey made by Mr. Sanfordisagood = 
articles and I believe if we work on that principle we shall find = 

ee bee culture a great. success. oe a be Ae a a oy . 

ss Mr. Greenman —I do not consider this showing a large one. Do 

know a gentleman that took twenty-four barrels of extracted honey, 

ae upwards of three hundred pounds’ to the barrel, from thirty-two 

| - swarms; but, as Mr. Sanford says, strained honey as put up does a 

not find a ready and profitable market. oe ee 

Mr, Peffer — To be successful in honey making, one must.under- | 
‘stand the business —’tis not every man that can get four hundred —



ee pounds of honey from two swarms of bees in one season. Iknow . 
a young man, a new beginner, who got ninety-two boxes of two 

Me Boyce — I use the Kidder hive, but that will get weld ed to- 

Mr. Peffer—Probably you have not got the right distance be- ; tween the frame. Have you got any gui des in the top? a | 

oe Mr. Boyce — The Kidder frame is made with a level. top inside 4 

to keep them straight. One of my neighbors told me that I must 
box, but they waxed. so fast that I gave it up an d let them have e 

ee Mr. P effer— The proper distance is 4 of an inch I believe. They EE ee 
: need that to make a double. tier of cells on each end. You have - 

2. & ot to have your frame within Jy or } of an inch, and if you do 
oe that, I don’t think you will find any difficulty in keeping your combs - ee straight, If you leave more room they will work alittle more on | 
é : one side than another, and that makes it crdoke da eyes eet 

Loe ‘Mr. Tucker — I calculate that with my frames, they would only _ - ae 

_ Pe about ty of aninch thick, 0 
and sometimes for a week or ten days, _A neighbor of mine told | 

Me Peffer — They are restlgss; they get out on the platform and oS 80 immediately back again. That is generally the case with those 
that come out every day. . ae ee L - Ody er | m 

: Mr. Peffer— As soon as you see them go out, open the box. oo : : C eo ee 
| a Mr. Boyce—I ask you i f you. do not think that it woul d be m 0 re : : : : Be 
; : ae profitable with this strained honey to make small boxes lil ce those a : . _ 

__ you speak of, and let them deposit it all in small boxes 
Mr. Peffer —It is a great deal better in small boxes; I think itis. 

___ Mr, Wilson —Do you think it taxes the energies of the bee more 
8 Sr. Aa. Soc, BEA ERNE Sg oo
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+ Mr. Peffer —I don’t think it does. You must understand thatof 

date years we have been using thisartificial guide comb, 

oe Mr. Wilson — Do you make your own combs? i tts — 

Mr. Peffer — No. _ Always buy my combs. ee 

Mr, Clark — have seen boxes such ag are usedin shipping berries, 

utilized into honey boxes. They will hold about two pounds of: — 

me honey. I think they pnt on some 16 or 24 on the top of a hive ata 

2 exceed in the whole cost one-half cent a piece. ee a 

—, _. Mr. Johnson — It is well known by those engaged in this branch 

: of industry, that they can accumulate honey very fast during 
some Oe 

part of the season. I apprehend that location may have,much to 

TESS po with their success, and I would like to have somé gentleman wos 

< answer this question, whether any person, with | all the appliances . 

he can bring to bear in the case, can succeed to the extent which 

has been expressed here, where bees have not access toany timber? 

| “Whether it is not essential that they should be located in the tim- 

her, or near it? In other words, could you make these great 

amounts of honey if you liyed on the prairie? | — 

Mr. Peffer--Wherever they raise buckwheat. I think they do 

better on it than they do on clover.’ That is my experience. 

. Mr. Smith — Mr. Sanford has told us what he did in the spring 

and what he did at different seasons of the year, in order to supply _ 

| food for those bees, saving them the trouble of going away off on 

| "thé prairie to hunt up. food, if any could be found. The linden. 

a furnishes a great supply ‘of bee food. There are few sections in . 

southern. portions of this state and on the prairies, I think, where 

it will grow. Tf we take the pains that Mr. Sanford has taken, and 

which he speaks of in his paper, I think we have a moderate chance 

Des of honey, besides the labor of! making, hence the utility of the arti-- | 

| ay | ficial guide comb. - Hee oo # y oF pasha ie ho ; | . ee 

-. - Secretary Bryant — We all recollect, when we were little lads, 

the little busy bee that was pointed out to us, as a fellow that we 

should always imitate, and that ‘his example should teach us to be | 

_ frugal during our life time. T was reading the other day of a case. 

| where they took some bees ‘from Massachusetts to San Domingo, 

| that beautiful country where they have summer all the year round,
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_ and how they were going to get rich. The bees worked splendidly 
the first summer and made stores of honey, but when they found 
there was no winter, they quit work and lived from hand to mouth, 

_ as the expression is, very much as other people do unless they have 
some ineentive to work. This goes to show that the bee is much __ 

ee like mortals; tell hint he, hag got to dig or starve next winter, and 

_ he will search the broad prairies over for a little sweets give him a ot government contract as Mr. Sanford did his, and, like man, he will | make it rich; but'tell him you ’ll keep him in cloverthe year round, 
and the busiest bee will become as idle as a drone 

With the consent of the convention we will change our sweet- _ 
_ ening from honey. to syrup, and disouss for a.short time the ques» 

____ tion of cane-growing; it seems to do equally as well on the prairie 
asin the timber. ‘The bowl before you contains sugar, the jars 

mo syrup made in Minnesota ; taste it and tell us if you are prepared to 
a say the farmer of the northwest cannot grow their own sweetening. 

, PROGRESS MADE IN THE CULTURE OF THE EARLY 
_ AMBER SUGAR CANE, AND THE MANUFACTURE OF 

- _ AS. PHILLIPS, LaCrosse Gourry, 
For many years the people of Wisconsin. and Minnesota have | 

been experimenting with various branches of farming, as it were, 
Be to have something ready to take the place of growing wheat when eo, the soil became exhausted for the production of that cereal. Some 

have tried one branch of farming and some another. Many years 
_ ago the question of growing Chinese sugar cane was agitated, and 

many farmers in both states tried it/the. majority of whom ‘gradu- oe : 2 

ally gave it up, as the product most invariably wasadark,rank = 
and semi-nauseous article known as sorghum. The seasons here 

__ chanced to discover the seed of-a hybrid variety, acclimated to that woe
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state, and known as the Minnesota Early Amber. The men Irefer 

to are Charles F. Miller, of Dundas, and Seth H. Kinney, of Mor- 
ee - ristown, both in Rice county. I formed the acquaintance of these 

two men at the winter meeting of the Minnesota State Horticul- — 

“tural Society, held at Rochester, last month. I found them tobe _ ae 

hes oe gentlemen ready and willing to answer questions pertaining to the : 

ae cultivation and manufacture of the cane at the present time. They 

had samples of both sugar and syrup present which were pro: — 

ever seen.” Using Mr. Metcalf’s language further, he says: “These _ 

men might have succeeded alone, but when they came together as 

oe they finally did, and combined their experiences and their re- ees 

sources of their skill and invention, a new industry was born, and 

a new factor in the wealth ‘and commerce of that state will very 

goon command public attention.” Mr. Metcalf visited their prem- oo 

-- iges, and the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce, in the spring of 1877, 

_ invited them to exhibit.to that body samples of | their productions, - 

since which event they have had numerous letters cf inquiry and 

hosts of visitors to see them. _ So ES 

7 A pamphlet is soon to be published. giving a full account of cul- 

ee ture, manufacture, etc., so that in this paper I will say but little of - 

> that. My object is to awaken an interest in this new branch of in- 

A dustry , 80 that farmers of our state can procure ‘some of this seed, — 

and start the old mills that have been idle these many years, andl 

, ily use. Mr, Kinney informed me that in 1875 he made four pounds 

guar in 1877, samples of which T have with me, He has used the 
Climax mill, made at Madison, for. sixteen years, and recommends: 
that. strongly for farmers to buy. Mr. Miller recommends mill 
made in Ohio. Mr. Kinney strips his cane before grinding, and 

——---secommends that as the best way, as he says it is splendid fodder, 
especially for milch cows, and he says it will produce two tons per 

a geo OS Sans OSES ] ae
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"The crop in Rice county, in the fall of 1877, is estimated at ff 
__. teen thousand gallons of syrup, and these men have no fears of an | 
_. ver production, as they estimate that Rice county alone will con- | 

sume sixty thou sand gallons in one season. So far, they find a | 
ready sale to the merchants of their own county, at seventy-five cents per gallon at wholesale; showing conclusively that, tobesold 

at that price, it must compare favorably with the best syrup in the . 
market. Mr. Kinney’s and Mr. Miller’s crops, for several years, have. 

__ averaged one hundred and fifty gallons per acre, and, after paying 
for everything, to. wit., interest on. money in land, cost of plowing, ook 

planting, cultivating, harvesting, drawing to mill, making up, wood, 
and incidentals, they cannot make the cost of production over forty 
cents per gallon, showing conclusively that it is a paying crop 

me Kinney planted cane on the twenty-seventh day of May last,and 
oe on the third day of September, exhibited syrup made from it at the 
Minnesota, state fair at Minneapolis, showing that it is well adapted a 
to. this climate. — The syrup on exhibition here was taken from a | 

- = ten-gallon kég, sent to me by Mr. Kinney, for which I paid eight 
dollars.’ The exact origin of this early amber caneis not positively = 

ae known, but so far they claim it to’ be of Minnesota origin, Mr, ee | 
ae Miller having obtained the first. seed, a very small quantity, froma 

man living in the northern part of that state. Mr. Miller has found’ / 
_ by experiments that in the following manner he increases the yield 

_ of syrap very much: I think he said, one quarter he sends seed 
- grown in Minnesota to Missouri, has it grown there, and then . 

oe brings that seed back for next year’s planting at home. He gets a 7 
s - much better growth. The sample of ‘sugar I have here is of both 

kinds, one as it is granulated, and the other as it appeared after — eo 
o having the syrup extracted, something on the same plan as honeyis 

extracted from the comb. They let their cane lie from three tofive = 
‘ — days after cutting before working, but if the weather is very hot, it. — 7 S 
_ will not do to let it lie quite so long, as the butt ends will get sour. 
_. Mr. Miller informed me that:he has made as high as one hundred ae 
_ and ninety gallons of syrup from a single acre of the early amber | 

dry, will make ninety-two gallons of syrup. I will say right here os 
that my apology. for. this paper is this: — Thad sent. a subject for a waste 
brief paper‘on fruit growing to Mr. Case before I went to Roches- _ ee
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ter to attend the Minnesota meeting. When I found that the cul- 

ture of this early amber cane was attracting so much attention 

Le there, I ‘concluded to drop the fruit businéss for one meeting and 

-__- prepare a short paper on this sugar cane business, as I thought it 

' of great ‘importance {o our state as well as theirs; so I collected 

_——s-what figures and facts I could and started this essay. But whenI> 

ees informed Mr. Case ‘of the fact, he, to use @ modern. expression, — 

went: back” on it, intimating that. the culture of sorghum be- | 

---Jonged. to the agricultural society, so I quit, and on short notive = 

__. prepared a paper, aS was announced in the programme. I have a 

few extracts from letters of Mr. Kinney and froma Minnesota paper | 

7 that I can read, if desired, respecting this business. They are not 

Ps dengthyse eet en DEAL en 

Mr. Kenny says, this Early Amber Cane, if cut: up and: ground 

ss fimmediately, makes a beautiful syrup: But to make sugar in pay- 

sing quantities, it must be cut and. lie from threé to, five days, and — 

| if it is early and extremely hot, much care must be taken not-to— 

- let it lie long enough to- sour at the butt ends, as the acid would ° 

ee then defeat the making of sugar. Cane planted by ‘Mr. Miller on | 

a ‘the first of June last, ripened’ and was cut late, and made good | 

| sugar from the ripe cane; as the weather grows colder, and caneis 

not over ripe and cut late, the weather or air does not deteriorate — 

, the juise; and I have. this way made my product all into sugar. 

This you will find is all: simple enough when I tell it to you. But — 

it has cost:me years of careful study and observation, I think I 

shall succeed in getting a bill through the House of Representatives 

ee giving a premium next season for 1,000 poun ds of good - dr y sugar OF 

made from on2 man’s: product. | Another important point is to get _ 

| the syrup of uniform thickness; you may make hun dreds of gallons, 

 -but if you do not. get it quite thick enough it will not grain. I 

should not, from past expe rience, expect much sugar from very ripe 

oF | — cane, unless cut very late in the fall, so that the butts. did not sour | 

Es - any. The book that Hollister is publishing will help ‘you, as we, 

Mr, Miller and myself, have given it our best efforts and conclusions . 

. gimed at, after twenty years’ experience. The syrup Isendyouis — 

oe | thick enough for sugar, but I think there was‘a little too: much acid 

in the butts. But it grains some in a warm room. 1 think it as 

---- good flavor as any I made. I think Mr. Miller’s syrup is better 

than mine, as his ‘patent helps him. Iam fully satisfied that this 

business is only in its infancy in this state. we ER
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___, -Want of time, and numerous letters to answer, prevent me from 
oo writing more. I ‘think. nearly every man | in this town will plant OS 

ee some next season, as it is very profitable. ae ee 

me . Mr. Adams — A. few days ago I was shown some sorghum syrup Ee 
that was made last fall from cane grown on the prairie that was bet- 

ee ter than any that I have ever before tasted. - I don’t know where I 7 

had ever fcund an article similar to it. I asked the individual who 
| grew the cane where he obtained the seed. He said that he had | 

| procured it from Minnesota; think he gave the name as the Minne- | 

sota sugar cane. It certainly was. a superior. article of syrup,and | 

it was manufactured in the county. by a gentleman who resides 

near Mr. Phillip. During the last twenty years I have manufac- © 
tured. more or less sorghum. My experience ‘was so full of disaster on 

that I have'not grown. it extensively since. = 

Mr. Clarke —I have raised this year considerable syrup. Ihave | . 
- not bought any sugar lately, and don’t intend to buy another year. : 
nas - There will be from fifteen to twenty-five acres planted in my neigh- | 

- borhood and worked up into sugar. The quality of the syrup raised — - 
oo is very good; it is generally planted on a sandy soil, though some ——™ 

oe wo is grown on clay. That which was grown on the clay last. year es 

-_-yielded the heaviest and made the best sugar, which was the re-. Beg 
verse of my experience in years before. The seed this yearis to = 

+ be changed saltogether. The change makes it early. We plant 
- about the 15th of May. There would be a great saving to farmers | 

if they would plant this cane. | To illustrate, my sugar for the last : 
_ five or six years has in no week been less than a dollar; formerly / 

ee - my bill was nearly seventy-five dollars a year for sugar. Since I ~ | 
5S Oe have raised my cane, my sugar bill has been not to exceed twenty yO 

five cents a week, and the same is true of my neighbors. Itisa = 

great saving; itcan be raised cheap, and it will pay any farmerthat =» 

Mr. Field —I would like to have Mr. Phillips tell us ifhe knows 
ae - what kind of soil this cane grows on. I have had considerable ex- ee 

-- perience in sorghum, and I never knew any difference in the soil. Oe es 

_ Mr. Phillips— All I know about the business is what I gathered 
at the meeting of the Minnesota cane growers by hearing them ask 

> questions and discuss their methods of cultivationand manufacture; 
Cee they said that any soil that would grow a crop of corn would grow _ ee
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__, a crop of sorghum of this variety. They claimed that they never 
made any good sugar, never had good success until they planted — a 

this Minnesota amber. This was raised in what they call the Min- __ 
: -nesota woods; timber land, maple, basswood and elms. : Ages Ses 

_ A Voice — Did you investigate their arrangement for stripping? + 
Mr. Phillips — Mr. Kinney uses a great deal of manure on his. 

—. lands he strips it while standing, cuts in five rows and driesina oe 

| Mr. Miller said his building was thirty feet square. He drives __ 

to the second floor with his cane, has his mill there; he can put in _ 
enough to work two or three days, and by unloading his cane up 

wee 7 there he don’t handle it from the time it goes into the mill until he fee 
oe | ee handles the syrup. S gach RIM ao | a ee es “ Ee 

_» RELATION OF SOIL TO TREE AND FRUIT-GROWING, | | 

Es was then taken up. wa : | ee ee 

President Bascom, of the State University, said that, although my 
experience in Wisconsin is limited, there are few subjects more in- 

—s seresting to me in the whole range of agriculture. | We. are not 

ence. It goes through large markets, and is” very poor indeed. Be 

‘The best fruit I have had since I came here was grown in Wiscon- 

question of soil, not of fruit, and what I have to say will bear 

comes deranged; the growth is stopped. The trees seem to me to 
be exposed to that) difficulty. If it comes within a certain range 
of this condition, the tops will die although the roots may remain. cae 

| quite a length of time and will not have free circulation. Itseems 
to me that it is necessary to maintain the life up to a certain point. _ 

| If it sinks below, it is very difficult to recover from it. I have no-. | 

iced in trees, since I have been here, that ii the spting the roots 
- seem ready to push forward with a great deal of vigor, and that —
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___ up at the University Park — the orchard lies on’ the northern slope - 

are not able to retain their growth. “This seems considerably : 
greater in the upper rows than in the lower rows. The lower rows | 

S may. receive some aid from the lake moisture of the air. | That | 
- may also explain in part why the eastern shore of Lake Michigan 

is so good a fruit region. It is because the heat is modified, be- == 
| cause the climate is made more even by the lake; dryness and heat oe 
-.. combined disturb their circulation, and the tree becomes unhealthy Ee 

If there be anything at all in this that will have to be remedied, __ : 
Gt will be in the way of selection of location, and selection of the 

a most moist location. It would be a very narrow remedy, and next, ==> 
2 it would be very tedious. It would seem to be better to select | 
a - varieties that shall exact those conditions of growth. _ If we direct 
| ~ our attention to those in this state, I think we may reasonably hope : 

that the apple tree will in a very short time adapt itself tothese = 
. _ conditions. — 1 certainly never was ‘in a state, in which I saw any- = oO 

thing like as many native apples as in this state. They are very = 
thrifty and very stubborn. It is only with the more modified culti- 
vated varieties which have been grown in other states under other — | 
conditions that we have this trouble; we direct attention tothe | | 

-adaptation of varieties to our clinate; I trust that we may aver- 
come many of the obstacles that are now in the way.” : | 

. a7 - Mr. Kellogg — This location of the orchard, and the adaptation | 
of ithe orchard to the soil is the greatest cause of the failure of the _ | 

__. fruit-producing portions of the state. There is no county,I think = = 
a __ hardly a township, except what has the variations of soil, andsome _ SS 

are entirely worthless. When a young man of 21 starts out to. Itc 
. make a home, and has 40, 80 or 160 acres, he wants his building re 

spot to suit. He wants his orchard where he is going to build. He. Soe 
_ don’t consult the soil at all, and if his building spot by the roadside 

is ona level with the ground, why his orchard goes on that low soil, - 
aoe and it is ten to one a failure. There is a variety of soil sometimes 

| 2 : ona 10-acre farm. In Rock county we have on ofe side of the re 
rivera sand formation, and sand that knows no end or bottom =”
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while on the other side of the river you strike the limestone forma- 

| tion that is perfectly adapted to the growth of the apple. The — 
choosing of the site of the orchard is one of the most important 

: things in planting. If you have not got a clay soil with limestone | 

formation, or any, of these outer ridges, the higher the ground that 
you can get on, the better. | If you can get on this clay soil, don’t oe 

for any purpose get on toa sand hill or gravel knoll. You can 

get on the outer ridges, where yon are sure of success. ee 

| Mr, Finlayson — I understood the president to say that those trees | 
on the high ground were doing the poorest. ae 

, | «President Bascom — Yes. eg eee . S a we - oe | | 

Mp, Finlayson —I think Mr. Kellogg is right. We find that — 

Ie whenever trees are a success, they are planted upon the elevations | 

of our country. My observation for fourteen. years is to that effect. 
The highest elevations which you find are the surest locations for 
the apple tree; and when our farmers quit planting around their 

Me doors they will succeed. | They will raise just as good apples as my. 

oS - friend. Tuttle does at. Baraboo, and he has grown them well for sev- 

eral year s. Undoubtedly there must be some cause that affects the _ 

tree, but, gentlemen, it is not the experience of fruit growers in 

oe this state, that the lower the ground the better the tree. We have 

got to change that modus operandi, and go somewhere else for our 

apples. I know elevations where the apples'are as handsome as in — 
» Baraboo. There is. something that associates with the root of the 

tree, the climate or the location, that I have never had explained - 

to me, and I would like to have it done. Why is it that a tree in — 

a low place, with the same soil, brought to a hill-top, will not suce 

ged as it does if planted on our elevations? There is something 

- -—Tdonotunderstand. 
President. Bascom — I spoke incidentally’ upon that subject. 

"Phe location may be exceedingly low, that would be unfavora- — 

le unless there is running water or a lake; the hill will certainly — 

be poorer, though there may be more moisture in the air, and it 
may become more saturated with moisture, the extremes of dry and 
hot ordinarily as they will be on an elevation, there will be a de- 

oa pression of warmth, and I suppose in reference to this farmonthe  - 

| ake, it has reference to the lake and not at all to the heat. I know 

| that the lake, although | it is.a small lake, has a great, influence. | 

| Where there would be two or three inches of snow there would be



moisture, and'there is doubtless. enough moisture. in'that lakein 
dry weathéf to saturate the trées. It has seemed to me, when = 
‘there was abundant life in the tree, the life would struggle and Paes 

> ‘preak out in thrifty growth, a oe 

Mr. Finlayson — This is an important point, and it is well worthy 

es of consideration. There ‘is another question I want to refer to: 

"What are the varieties of this upper row, and what are the varieties oe 

on the lower row? If Iremember, those trees were set out in rows. — 

Mr. Plumb.— As a rule, the trees run down the hill, from the / 7 

highest to the lowest. I would like to answer the question of Dr. 

‘Bascom here, with regard. to the effect. of climate on trees, and 

the value of moisture. I charge all these ills to some disease, I 

have learned by long experience that it is just as necessary for me | 

. > to inquire ‘into all the conditions as it is for a physician to inquise 

- into the condition of his patients. Theré is a variety of causes, oe 

each operating in its. own particular way, and there is a combina- 

tion of all thése causes. We say winter kills it. That expresses _ ; 

-. only.a small portion of it. I think spring killing has something to 

Ee 8 do with it. ‘But the particular point that. the doctor refers to is_ a 

ee | ‘the killing on the southwest side of the tree, which he attributes . Dee 

a to the moisture of the sap of the trees. . The method he proposes ae 

--—s geems to be to have a larger inceease of ‘moisture in the atmosphere. es 

oe How shall we do it? In the first place, trees do not. kill when the i 

lake can influence the moisture. _ Those trees are in jured when the | 

| tree is frost bound, when it gives off comparatively little moisture. 

The western shore of the ‘state of Michigan, and the eastern 

shore, is never frozen but what. it gives a good deal of moisture, = 

__- Its influence is felt in keeping the temperature above a low grade. 

oe It is not a parallel case. We will admit all the benefit the state re- - 

-._ eeives from that large body of water. It does not apply tothe == 

"university orchard on the north side of the hill, because atthe time = 

- a the sap sets in, there is practically a circulation, but it is very little, ee is 

and: it exhausts the moisture on the southwest side of the tree; and | : 

Be for another reason, the sun from this time warms up the south. side “rk 

of the tree and starts this little sap, and there is new active life, | 

anid hence it is much more apt: to evaporate, and. that portion = 

of the tree is more rapidly exhausted; there not being circolation «= _ 

ee 5 a enough to supply that evaporation, consequently itdies. Iadmit 

all that. What is the cure? If we had lake Michigan on the =
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southwest side-of that orchard, it would be the best thing wecould = 
have; but we have not: got it. We have not gotlake Michiganin 

| _ Wisconsin, we have got. Green Bay, and the trees on the eastern BS. 

shore of Green Bay are in good condition; they havea large supply oe 

of moisture, so much so that they are in a state of moisture inthe 
8 winter season. ‘They are ice-bound, but in the interior of the state 

_-you have got to give up that theory of water salvation. My friend = 
ee - | ‘says he will have evergreens on. the south side of every tree, be- | 

__ @ause the evergreen will flourish and thrive, and not interfere with = 
the tree, and make a handsome accompaniment, It takes. some oe 

ne time to get the evergreens. Seta board up, one man says. Take 

tobacco stems and set them against the tree so as tostick up above 
the branches. There is no animal will touch a tobacco stem; | 

0 emelbutiones 0 eg ee 
-s President Bascom — My remarks refer to summer killing. We 

have a good deal of spring killing in all the western states. There 
seems to me another kind of killing, and that is the killing of the | 

ss top of the tree clear up to the small branches, but not absolutely 

a Pha dead. They are'gone to the south part, and the sap‘will remain in = 
the tree. It takes some time for that spring killing, whereas this 
summer killing spreads more rapidly. It shows very little vitality. == 

_. The body shows vitality, but the top does not. Ido not suppose > 

that Lake Michigan has much greater influence than I.described in 

my remarks. - Lake Michigan helps the summer killing by modify- 
ing the conditions, 

Mr. Plumb — If the gentleman refers to summer killing, should = 
like to know the nature of the summer killing. If he meanssum- 

. mer blight, then Tunderstandhim, 
President Bascom —No matter about that. What I mean is “Be 

this: I suppose that if we have four or five or six weeks of exceed- | 

ingly hot weather — dry weather — that the growth of thetreemay 

---- be arrested, and that the tree does not readily take up circulation = 
again. It may be arrested by extreme hot weather, and it might. Pe 

‘be arrested by cold weather. The circulation is checked. Ittakes = 
time for the circulation to regain itself after the vitality has sunk 

tole, certain point; it don’t get back to that vitality: It may be oe 

| done by -extreme dry heat, and it may be reduced in such a way | 

that it cannot recover itself. The next thing is the deadness of = 
the sap vessels, which does ‘not show itself until the next spring; ge
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the cells will not receive it, andthe next yearthey aredead. The 
evergreens must’ be kept in full. circulation. .N ow, then, anever- ¢ 

Le green, if it pass es a e ertain point, never tecove rs. Itmaylooka aS 

Tittle green, and afterwards you get a sort of yellow tinttoit. It 
may live six months, but a man of experience would certainly be 

able to detect the gradual change after. it has got that hue. It’ 7 

& ‘arises from the circulation having lost. its force. If the circulation, et 

either from: cold or from heat, or from great dryness, or from any a 

. _ other cause; sinks belows a certain condition, it will remain that 

way for quite a length of time. a 7 oe 

| _ Mr. Watson—How isthe University orchard cultivated atpresent? = 
| _ President Bascom —Since I have been there there has been no Lge 

| . Mr. Tuttle—There is no question about spring killing, Itis | 
well known that a variety of those trees is liable to that. There 

is no question, but what this summer killing is produced bya lack = 
Se of moisture. It requires increased protection. The circulation is oge 

stopped; sometimes that process is going on for two years. It may So 
be three or four years before the tree dies. The winter finishes = 
up what the summer commenced. It is a well known factinthe 

caek south, in Georgia, Alabama, and other states, that the trees are ins eas 

y . eo jured by the heat,of the ground; and that is one great drawback — EES 

here. - If we had. the moisture that they have on’ the other side of 

the lake, we could do better. The cold and. heat operate alike on — - 

a the tree. The cold of winter operates just asmuchasthe extreme 

Mr. Field —I. desire to ask. what the gentleman thinks of these = 
oe _ marks on the south side of the tree. I know that they showed = 

very plainly on my trees. Was it the winter or the summer that ==> 

_, ‘Mr. Tuttle—It may have been both. I have seen that process 

Mr BP ield—It didn’t show itself till towards the spring, The - ae 

Soe ‘main branches of the trees were exposed just the same as the other oe : 

ones, and ‘rather more so,.and those limbs would be perfectly = 
_... smooth, while the body would be rough. er nS 

Mr. Plumb —I cannot agree with the Doctor, or with my friend = 
Le : : ie Tuttle, on this. question of summer killing. The on ly mame thatl 

know for itis what we call fire blight. In proof of this; the dryest =
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- ¢limate that we have on this continent is N ew Mexico, and it pro: 

| - duces the finest specimen of apple trees, and there they have = 
'  scareelya drop of rain the entire year. Howisthis? = = = 

7 President Bascom — What is:the thermometer? » aa ae a 

Mr. Plumb — The thermometer in the valley of: New Mexico Cs 

os Tises as high ‘as 110° , and stands. there day after day during the 

oe warm period of the day, get cS Bebe 

Bens Mr. Plumb — The trees I refer. to are trees: which I sent there 2 | 

myself about fifteen years ago; I sent them to Judge Knapp when _ 
- he was there, some 1500, and they are thriving there to-day. I. = | / 

have sent them to other ‘parties, and they are doing well, Ithink, = 

perhaps, the summer may have some influence in weakening the 

tree; ittis'a fact that we find trees doing this. all over the country, es 

on the most exposed portions, where they have the greatest amount —__ 

-. of wind, the greatest amount of elevation. We have gota certain oO 

aoe - climate, and-we must. prepare for it; our trees must be restrained . 

in their growth. A gentleman in Kansas says he plantsthem.to- 
| wards. the southwest, at-an angle of 45 degrees, and they gradually Os 

- _ straighten up-at the branches, so that.the trunk has very little of ; 
| the direct rays of the sun. ee ee 

_ . Mr. Kellogg — This is certain; if you put corn stalks around, 
| you save the tree; or you can use tobacco. My impression.is, that 

those University trees are suffering because the ground is not 
- ploughed.: Ihave ‘several hundred trees... I live one hundred feet 

above the water. It is white oak clay land. My orchard. bore = 
ae pretty well this year, and a friend of mine ‘came into-my orchard, ass 

> and-he-says: “Your orchard looks very thrifty.” I manured the 
ground: pretty well-the fore: part: of: the season. .1 think the Uni-  — | 

an versity trees ought to be cultivated. I am surprised that they do _ 

7 _« President Bascom — There isa feebleness which anybody.cansee, 

and there ‘is not vitality: all through ‘ the tree. I. speak of this as 

-. showing the want of vitality. = 

Mr. Plumb =~ How is it with those on the south side of the bill?’ 
President Bascom — It is the same onthe south side of-the hill, 

| Mr. Field —I would like to hear a word from our State Geolo- 

gist, whether: he has made any observation that would be of any co 

— interest as to fruit culture. = gene vo o SARE eegne del



detail, after the discussion that has been had upon this subject. To 

oe have presented such facts as I have gathered in the geological re-- ee 
port already issued. In'that I have attempted to show the natural | 

associations of our native plants, because it has seemed to me that a 

- ¢hosé associations might be suggestive, and perhaps in connection a 

swith this discussion, those observations may have some value. By , : 

| reference to them, it will be seen that a | certain undergrowth al- - 

/ most invariably accompanies a given overgrowth. Whether this | 

depends wholly upon the fact that both demand the same essen- Oo 

tial conditions of soil, etc., or, in part, upon a mutual dependence - - 

of the’ plants upon the con ditions furnished by each other, as that - 

---geport, sixteen such natural groups of native vegetation arede- 

| scribed as occurring in the eastern part of the state. Among these 

there are subordinate varieties, or sub-groups, and where the areas | 

AES occupied by the several groups join each other, they mingle more 

oe or less. ‘In some cases, the effect of local causes can be observed. — ae 

--T judge from that portion of the discussion which I have heard, that == 

those conditions which have been selected by nature for the growth = 

of trees of a similar nature to those which’ we ‘cultivate, are the _ co 

ones which we find in our experience best adapted to such growth. oe 

‘Tt has also become evident to me in my studies, that there isa re- 

_'_ Jationship between the soil and the native vegetation which springs 

| from it, and that therefore ‘the study of the two together,in the = 

-_. manner which has been attempted, ought to be productive of valu- 

able results, if carried into actual experiment. I do not know that a 

Ee OS. Touzht to attempt to enter into any detailed discussion of thesefacts. ==> 

Mr. Fislayson—- The growth and the location of the wild apple 

oe : tree would then be an index? — | | INE | cae 

Prof. Chamberlin — That might be a theoretical inference. As. 

: oo 3 a matter of fact, we find that the crab apple associates itself ‘mainly ea 

ous with the oak groups. As we advance from the areas occupied by” ae 

the oak openings and oak forests into those covered by the denser 

maple forésts, we find the ordinary crab apple replaced: by other — | 

_ memibers’of the same family. I should not infer that the absence | 
of the crab aple would impl y the absence of suitable conditions. | 

Oe “Mr. Plumb —I quoted you as making nine groups; now you say” 

ae there are ‘sixteen. ees - = ee SR oxy pan a :
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_. Prof. Chamberlin — The sixteen groups cover the whole, and in- 

—werediscussing, 
_ Mr, Finlayson — This wild apple tree we find in different sections 
of our country, where the black soil prevails, We find the wild 

apple tree grows most luxuriant in the lower soil along the banks 
of streams, in black soil, where the tame apple tree will not grow. _ 

____. Mr, Plumb — The wild apple tree is indigenous to this country, 
You go south and you will find that our cultivated apples will thrive 
just as nicely as you find the excess of animal matter in the soil. 

_ That is the short answer to that question. = 
Mr, Jones —I would like to ask what tree would grow the best __ 

onthe poorest, gravely, sandy sol? 

|. Mr, Plumb—Isay the Scotch pines = 
Secretary Bryant —In New Hampshire, the bastard birch isthe : 

indication of tree-food exhaustion. te ee | 
_ Mr. Field—There is the white maple and the box elder. = 

_ | Mr. Kellogg—The white maple will grow the best. 
Mr. Field—I have seen the white maple thrive remarkably 

2 well on our sandy soil. The box elder is a native of our western a ne 
oe country. et, So oe cy ees oe Sol oat BEES 

Mr. Kellogg —The European larch and Scotch pine will grow 
where you cannot raise white beans, 

Mr. Kellogg —Yes, sir; there is plenty of it, 
Mr. Wood — It would seem that this tree question is very unsat- 

_--_—_isfactory.. There are many parts of the country where there is a : 
___-seareity of timber. ‘Where I live we have a perfect surfeit of trees, 

and our anxiety is to get rid of them. With us, the great labor 
has been to get rid of the timber. I live at Baraboo, and we were 
under the impression that when we got a railroad we were going 

_ to have a great market for our wood. North of us,in years past, 

ing; anything to get it away. As quick as the railroad went 
- through, it opened to this southern country the wood products of 

_ the north. The market for our own timber has been destroyed, so 
that we ship less from Baraboo than we did at first. They go fur-.
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i ther up the country, where they can buy it cheaper. People who ae 
own wood land in that part of the: country | have been keeping it, 
under the impression that, as the. country grows older,a market 

ae would be opened for our surplus wood; and hence, we do not en- 
-- eourage planting so much timber, Se ae | 
| Mr. Field —I do not see how you are going to be affected by 
- that. nr ho | OR 
- Mr. Wood — If a man wants a farm, he had better go right into 

| the midst of a prairie country where there is not a tree; better go | 
and take his farm there, and plant trees, rather than go into a | 
heavy timber country and hew outhisfarm. | 

Mr. Field — Perhaps his grand-children will rise up and bless 
him. ee 

Mr. Wood — We shall have virgin soil for a good many years to 
come. There is that element in favor of a timber country, and | 

- while a certain amount of timber is indispensable, yet we allknow 
_ that heavily timbered countries have been of very slow develop- | 

ment. Take Indiana and Ohio; it took a generation to develop 
them, and it was not till people broke over past Indiana, Michigan __ | 

ae and parts of Ohio, and got into the prairie country, that this great 
western impulse was felt. They had to work through that country, — Oe 

ee Adjourned to Assembly Chamber, at 7: 30 P. M. . oe 

| The convention met in the Assembly Chamber at 7:30 P. M. Oo 
Hon. J. M. Smith, President of the State Horticultural Society => 

presiding, ace | 

“oe ee eee - FISH CULTURE. | — ORB Gee 

By Hoy. WM. WELCH, Caareman or ta Fisn ComMissioners. 

. President and Officers of the State Agricultural Society — Gen« OO 
_tlemen:— Your secretary has kindly invited me to prepare a paper 

_ to be read at the Great Agricultural Table of the State of Wiscon- 
Le sin. The feast, in his opinion, would be incomplete without a ser- / 
vice of fish,.and according to hostelry etiquette, it should be served 

-- second in the order of ceremonies. I am glad to appear before ce 
- 9 St, Ae. Soe. | ee
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og you in the capacity of caterer, and desire to tempt your intellectual — | 

: . appetites with an exhibition of the products of our Water Farm. Sa | 

You are aware that the state is fostering, by liberal appropria- 

tions of money, fish culture by artificial means. We ‘are one es 

among 24 states and territories embarked in the important work of 

oe increasing the food resources of a great. state. We stand in-the => 

“ front rank of this formidable army of communities, and at our head os 

ig the Smithsonian Institute, with Prof. S.F. Baird, honored for / 

his great philanthropy and his vast learning, directing the expendi-_ Le 

ture #n this new industry, of the munificent appropriations made 
by congress. Upon either ocean the United States government 

has erected establishments at which millions: of the spawn of the = 

 food-fishes of the country are taken and impregnated, and ‘ex- 

pressed like common merchandise thousands of miles over land 

and. distributed to the states ‘provided with fish commissioners. _ 

We number in our ranks the most honored names in the nation — oo 

men eminent in letters and in sciences — in statesmanship and in 

polities. Stillwell of Maine, Pratt of Illinois, Hayes of New Hamp- | 

shire, Lord of Vermont, James of Georgia, Lyman of Massachusetts, __ 

ee Se Shaw of Iowa, Pike of Connecticut, Dexter of Rhode Island, Sey- 

one mour and Green of New York, Mosely of Virginia, Doster of Ala- — : 

 bama, Polk of North Carolina, Jerome of Michigan, Sweeny of 

Minnesota, Fish of Arkansas, Harris of West Virginia, Rockwood of — 

--—- Utah Territory, Fisher of Ohio, Darbey of Kentucky, Shotwell of 

) _ New Jersey, Reeder of Pennsylvania, Ferguson of Maryland — while —— 

sin our own state we have that old pioneer, Palmer, of Bos- 

| : _cobel, the practical ‘Dousman of Waterville, and Hoy of Raeine, | | 

gn . the learned ichthyologist uf the whole world — each, in his appro- ae 

oe priate place, forwarding this important work. The: Governor oS 

a of the state, by operation of law, is one of our home commission, | 

Se and gives us the countenance of his great office. These are but a 

few of the names committed to the work which we have in hand, — 

— Hivery sportsman not a pot-hunter, and every fisherman not a mur- 2 

Obes -derer is our friend, our patron and our co-laborer. Generous, * 

liberal legislators look kindly upon us, and the cautious, careful, 

o hard-handed granger gives us his’ beneficent smile. The right 

hand man of fish culture in the west is the Hon. Geo. E. Bry- _ 

- ant — and who, as an honored Senator, with his equally worthy as- 

oe -sociates in both branches of the legislature, two winters back, |
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placed our commission upon a sound footing. With the careful = s__ 
__ and practical supervision of Supt. Welsher, we and the fish are 

_. Gentlemen, I am one who believes that we have not yet attained 
_ the highest excellence in fish culture. Ido not purposeanewde- 
a parture entirely, but progression is my watch-word. I have looked ; | 

this fish question fairly in the face, and ought to understand it - 
pretty well. I take for my text an extract from the Fish Com- | , 

- missioners’ report of 1877: a oe a / 
“There is not a spring of water bursting from. one of our thou- | 

_ sands of hill-sides, and meandering | through the pasture and a 
| meadow, which is not capable of supporting | hundreds of speckled eS 

trout, with a small outlay in the construction of ponds. The boys — es 

and girls can rear them with less of labor and expense than that __ _ 
: betowed upon the harem of hens — while the pleasure and delight __ 

. attendant upon the work are a reward alone. The time will come | 
when these rivulets of spring water will be turned to a higher ac- | 
count than as mere watering places for stock. The example of the | 

ae state in stocking public waters will .be imitated by individuals in ~ 2 
ees, ‘stocking private waters. A good fish pond or two, stocked with ee oe 
oe fish, would be no mean acquisition toa farm, Witha little well- = 

directed labor, the fish crop will never fail. In their pure element _ os 
“ they are subject to no scourge. Here, upon the quiet farm, they | 

_ are not frightened:by the puffing of steam engines and the dashing | 
spray of water crafts; the offal of sewers, the: filth of oil refineries, 
the washings of breweries, of stills, of gas works, have no poisons ~ | 

. which reach them; the obstructions of dams, the accumulation of _ a 
oe - sawdust, the floating of rafts over spawning beds, are notamong = 

oS > their calamities ; and here, too, they are protected against worse 
: than barbarian hands which deem it a merit to slay. fish when 
oe a about to deposit her thousands of eggs, in the effort of nature to 5 oe 
oo survive in spite of their endless combinations to destroy. sok a ae a a eo 
_ Here comes the question, How is this to be done? We answer, Os 
ce by directing the commission to distribute the fry of food fishes ( 
_ <-which can be reared in ponds, to every land-holder who owns suita- 

ble waters for fish ‘propagation. In this way, and in this only, can 
| z - the great benefit of the commission be fully realized. N ow, we - 

~ ean only stock public waters. The great lakes, bays andrivers 
- _ must, of course, be fully supplied by the stage, as individual enter- ; a a ie
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| prise cannot do it, and would not, if it. could. So far, all is well. 

| But what is to be done with our thousands of lovely springs which | 

have their sources upon our farms, and, after a short journey over 

: -pebbly bottoms and through “lovely dells and dales concealed from 

. -hiaman sight,” disappear in the lake or river? Look at the state 

institution at Nine Springs. A series of ponds on the Hoy and 

Palmer” springs, covering less than half an acre of water, can be — | 

| made to carry an immense cargo of fish of all ages, from 4aninch | 

coe in length to 4 pounds in weight. The food is there, £00, when the | 

oe flow is utilized within the boundaries of the state lands. The 

ae stream is literally alive with fish food, winter and summer. This 

may not be the case with all springs, but in most of them it can be — 

a provided, in part, by planting a species of fresh water plant, or | 

ar myrtophylium spicatum, as commissioner Hoy would call it, and — 

ee which would drive us to a Latin dictionary... Artificial feeding is : 

| cheap; chopped liver, yolks of eggs for the very. young fry, and 

| baked corn meal, fill the bill. Worms, insects, frogs, grasshoppers, 

flies, ete., are thrown tothem by nature. The cost of feeding 5,000 

trout, each weighing 1 pound and upward, is small, and in turn | 

you can feed on them. “ My policy ” (as the late Andrew J ohnson | 

_.. would say) is this: Any person owning or leasing a farm upon 

which is a spring of living water with a fair flow and a fall of three | 

| or thirty feet, who will construct a series of ponds of a size andin - 

"the manner as directed by the. commissioners, shall be entitled to 

- ----_- yeveive from the state hatching house, free of charge, from threé to 

five thousand fry, for deposit. in the head pond. When a year old, 

they should be passed into the second pond, and another supply — | 

furnished him for the vacated pond. At the end of the second 

year, the process should be continued, so that at the third year, he 

| has the ponds stocked with one, two and three year old fish. The 

-_. two and three year old cones may be taken for the table. When 

es two years old, the speckled trout yields spawn. The owner of . 

oe these ponds will soon learn how to propagate his own fish, and after — 

the three years of operations, if not sooner, he and his boys and 

: girls will become fish breeders. Introduce this system, and in ten 

. years the state of Wisconsin. will be alive with fish. There is no 

black art about the work of increasing fish by artificial means. 

. Fifty dollars expended in material, and twenty in labor, will make © 

| a good hatching house for a hundred: springs. Aside from the
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profit there is a vast amount of pleasure in raising fish, Ilove to 
see a fish swimming in water: a speckled trout or a salmon moving | ce 
about in graceful curves, impelled forward by an invisible power, 
moving here and there with the coyness of a sweet. maiden, spark- | 
ling in beauty, darting hither and thither, and then poising its body | 
in mid-water. It is a view which delights age and youth, | oe 

The objection, that I propose to use public money for private 
purposes, is not worthy of the liberality of the age. Thereis 

| scarcely a government in Europe which has not given subsidies to 
private fish breeders. The minister of agriculture of Austria gave 

to Glanol a subsidy of $200 for the discovery of an improvement in a 
| constructing hatching troughs. Fish breeders have been encouraged . 

by government in placing at their private disposal the use of public, 
waters. As late as 1864, it was accounted a great feat toimpreg- 
nate the ova and raise. 30,000 young fish. ‘Wisconsin is now hand- 
ling upwards ‘of 13,000,000 impregnated eggs, and will hatch and | 
put out upon our water farm ninety per cent. during the coming _ 
four months. This work is being done with $8,000. In 1876-7, 

7 the commission handled nearly 10,000,000 fry, in addition to com- | 
- pleting and putting in operation our works. Weare just commenc- | 
2. ing to realize our capacities. It is no exaggeration. to say thatat 
_ Milwaukee and Madison we can annually handle 50,000,000. of 

spawn, and hatch out from eighty-five to ninety per‘cent. of strong, 
_ healthy fry. If but one in fifty should attain the weight ofone __ 

pound, at ten cents per pound, in the market, they would bring i 

~ $100,000. The market price of speckled trout is from forty to 
‘seventy-five cents per pound. Yoar secretary insists that fish can -— 

_ be artificially propagated to such an extent that all laws for their , 
. protection may be abrogated, and the supply constantly increased, = 

s and up to the full capacity of the waters to furnish food, andata 
trifling expense. This is problematic. a 

-'. Our special field for fish ‘propagation covers two-thirds of the: 
- earth’s surface. The amount of food furnished for its population 
_ from this vast reservoir of water is immense. We can approxi- OO 

_ mately estimate the value of importations and exportations of fish 
- _ from commercial exhibits; but thése represeut only a moiety of the | 

vast consumption, and only that which is salted to supply the de-.- 
_ mands of commerce. In Canada, otherwise a sterile country, the oo 
_ production and sale of fish amount to upwards of $11,000,000 an-
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—. nually, which is a greater proportion, per capita, to the population, — | 

oo than is the value of exports of wheat, per capita, to the population _ 

of the United States. Our American fisheries upon the Atlantic 
and Pacific oceans, and the inland fisheries, constitute a business oe 

Meee which is prodigious, in the amount of capital invested, and giving | 

employment to thousands and thousands of our population. It is’ | 

one of the great leading industries of the United States, andranks = 

at least the third in importance. Of oysters alone, 4,000,000,000 

eS are consumed annually. — CEE pie a ae eee ee - 

The trade of the United States in mollosksis placed at $50,000,000 

sper annum, not counting the daily consumption on the line of their os 

ee beds, which cannot be estimated. Add_ to this the value of other 

+ galt water and fresh water varieties of fish taken annually by our 

American population, and the aggregate is hundreds of millions of 

- @ollars.. The decrease in productiveness for a few years past has 

~~ ‘been alarming and marked. This is being remedied by artificial 

7 propagation, and hereafter the increased consumption will be pro- 

vided for by the simplest means. | Ones REESE 

oe The fish interest possesses a remarkable feature. It is one of the | & 

ee very substantial industries of the human-race; the supply seldom _ : 

4 being short of the requirements of man, and the production never oe 

- in excess of his wants. - From this fact, the price of this article of 

oo — food varies but little, or not at all, from year to year,and even _ 

from generation to generation. There is hardly another article of = 

human necessity, comfort or luxury but what experiences greater 

rises and falls in its value, and upon which are founded greater 

commercial vicissitudes, sometimes making vast fortunes for specu- 

ae Se lators and black-legss, in brief periods of time, and often overwhelm- 

ing with financial disaster the honest producer, manufacturer and — 

we merchant. This is a stable vocation and business. The value of 

ss the precious metals has hardly undergone less fluctuations than has ae 

the value per pound of the fish caught and sold for the human race. as 

A theory has been promulgated by technical physiologists that 
fish is peculiarly an article of brain food, owing to the fact that its 

phosphorus supplies the waste of the phosphoric element in the =~ 

-. gerebral organization. This is, doubtless,.a fine therory, andisset 

forth elaborately in the writings of the late Prof. Agassiz, who was, 

if not its author, at least one of its most enthusiastic advocates. a 

‘In this connection, all will remember the anecdote told of Agassiz, — 

oe, | | | oe |
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ae that when asked by a light-brained individual, who had been read- ue 

the great naturalist. replied: You, sir, had better commence on a a8 

whale!” A simple reference to facts will blow this theory out of oo 
- a water. The food of the lowest species of human beings is almost | 

-__ exelusively composed of fish and reptiles, which, it is demonstrated | 
pe” by science, possess in an equal degree with fish the phosphoric 

7 properties. The Shosones or Digger Indians, the Esquimaux and Se, 

| Icelanders, the uncouth and degraded races which inhabit the a 
islands of the tropical seas, and some of the remote tribes of China NO 

and Tartary have an almost exclusively fish diet. These facts ap- . 

pear to be conclusive that a fish diet is not a peculiar stimulus of PS 

mental development. If this absurd theory were true, the races | 
now farthest in the rear of human advancement would havebeen 
at the. front, notwithstanding climatic differences, the hard. places CO 

- 7 in which their lines were cast, and the immeasurable inequalities, 

| of eondition in which men ‘start on the road of development; for OO | 

es mind will triumph over matter in the long struggle, and the longer as 

ae and greater the struggle, the greater and more splendid will be the . 
triumph. | | fog Sele tebe Bipee 

___ - The truth is that fish food should be mixed, inja fair proportion, = 

with other food; it should be sandwiched with meat, bread and > 
oe vegetables. A fair proportion of each should be maintained. - That, ao anes : 

in all respects, will prove beneficial, and lead to harmonious,equa- 
ple intellectual and physical growth. ge mo oe 

—. We are just beginning to learn something about fish. Ourlearned ss 

eae Prof, Butler will post off to Memphis or to the North Pole tolearn _ is 

Se somethirg new and startling about. pre-historic races, and which 

| ae only concerns mummies and frost giants; he and other intellectual | 

ce ue brokers will quarrel over the question whether an ancient copper aan? 

oe implement is fused, or not; but neither he nor they can tell us the ee 
: ee : age of the four pound sucker caught upon the shore of. Lake Men- SS > 

See dota. It has quite recently been demonstrated how fish, in their | ees 
native waters, reproduce their species. About thirty-five years = 

i - ago, @ poor fisherman of La Bresse, a Frenchman, made the discov. 

o 5 ery, and restocked, artificially, the waters of the “blue Moselle.” - _ | 

If the process had ever been performed before, Joseph Remy did oes 

not. know it. The great French Academy, founded in 1635 by = 
+ Cardinal Richelieu, made Remy an honorary member; an academy =
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go exclusive that originally the number of members was limited to 
Sy forty, and the portals of which Darwin was forbidden to darken. — 

It is now being demonstrated that some varieties of fish exhibit pa- 

_ ternal and maternal instincts; by rearing them in ponds their hab- oe 

| its and their ages may be ascertained, thus greatly enlarging the a 
_ field of scientific research. Our fish industry demands the counte- 

nance and kindly encouragement of our universities, academies, | 
Oy and the learned and good men of all our people. The state 

ae a institution at Madison is grand in its possibilities. Its capacities - - 

ibe for breeding and carrying fish are simply wonderful. At an ex- 

- pense of $500, a pond of an acre in extent could be made, which fa 

would contain and carry 800,000 speckled trout. The state owns 

40 acres of land with her springs; of this, about ten acres are sus- 

—-- geptible of being made into ponds, and abundantly supplied with 

ws spring water of a delightful and unvarying temperature of about ek 

in 45 degrees. As contiguous to New York, Chicago or St. Louis, as 

it is to the state capitol, its value would be estimated at millions of 

dollars. ~The state, in future years, will rear here an aquarium’ — 

. where water plants will be cultivated, and where every species of 

fresh water fish will swim. Here, also, upon her 30 acres of dry - 

| and timbered land, a zoological garden will be founded, where will | 

__-be congregated together the untamed beasts and fowls of the earth. — 

To this spot our hundreds of university students will flock, to study _ 
nature in her infinite varieties. Our boys and girls —the coming 

supports of all our public and private institutions — will be freely — | 

admitted to this great exhibition of wonders. The air will not be 

| stifled with the stench of the traveling caravan; the oaths of row- © 
dies and’the songs of bacchanalians will not startle the young, nor 

a offend the chaste. Under the shadow of our then venerable “uni- 

_ versity, and attached to it as an educator of all the people, it will oe 

be fostered by the state as one of her most cherished institutions, = 

_ The place will approach in loveliness and attractions the second — 
| cycle in Dante’s heaven, where he tells us that “spirits crowded - 

towards him as fish in a clear pond crowd to the hand that offers . 

them food.” Coste aC RC TE od ORE ae 

- _ Pres. Smith — The next subject is one that it has been somewhat. . _ 

| unusual to discuss among us agriculturists at conventions. The . 
| ~ subject of taxation by the president of the university at Appleton, u |
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7 President Steele, whom many of you know, andIhave no doubt that 
"the remarks he will make will be ‘highly appreciated by youall. 

- Ihave new great pleasure in introducing President Steele of Ap- a 

President Steele then addressed the convention on the subject of 

een TAXATION. Es | 

That human society is a human necessity, no one denies. That 
this implies organization, and that organization implies agents or — | 
agencies, is equally obvious. The aggregate of these agencies is | 
what constitutes government. The inference is. easy, that those * 
who devote themselves to the service of society are entitled toa me 

certain share of the aggregate production of the members of the — woe 
society. The apportionment of the necessary amount among the 7 
individuals constituting the community, is what is meant by taza- — 

: tion —from a Greek word signifying an orderly arrangement or : 
2 determination. The design of such management or system is, that | 

each ‘member of the community may contribute a somewhere 
oo nearly just proportion toward the expense of the government, _ 

which is the agent of society. Os BE ee ef: / 
At first glance this might not seem a very difficult matter. Each 

one would be expected to pay, not exactly, perhaps, but approxi- ee 
mately, either in proportion to his ability or in proportion tothe = 
amount of the protection afforded him ; if, indeed, there be any | 
difference in these two things. | Yet even here a variety of ques- | 

_ tions arise, on each of which there isa variety of opinions. It is 
na nearly impossible to harmonize these opinions. But this is not the | 
ee _-worst of it. There is, perhaps, no subject in regard to which there _ | 
_. isso much immoral public conduct as this. The methods them- 
__ selves are largely vicious; but the application of the principles, the = 

official practice and the customs of the people are demoralizing to 
an alarming degree. It has come to be regarded asa matterof = 
common consent that preferred statements of fact are to be inter- a - 
preted with a meaning totally inconsistent with their literal and - 

natural import, and that even the oaths of assessors as well asof 
gs private parties are to be taken in a manner so accommcdated as to | 
oe deprive: them of all sacredness whatever. There is scarcely any- a 
_ thing so quietly and yet so surely destructive of the general con- MAES
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| science of the community as the fraudulent custom in this respect ion 

, among men whose moral reputation.is otherwise beyond the least —- 

taint of reproach. A few facts will illustrate this statement. | ee | 

fog The law of the state of Wisconsin concerning the taxation. of oe 

real estate reads as follows: “Real. property shall be valued by 

the assessor from actual view at the full value which could ordinar- 

-. ily be obtained therefor at. private sale, and which the assessor 

_. shall believe the owner, if he desires to sell, would accept in full 

payment.’ ‘The law further requires such assessor to subscribe a _ | 

solemn oath or affirmation ‘that he has complied with the above > 

direction concerning each parcel of land in his return, and declar- _ 

ee ing that he has given the full value thereof, estimated : by the rule 

oe prescribed. ae 
ps One would think that officers so implicitly instructed and so sole 

Me emnly sworn to follow instructions would not fail to estimate prop- | 

erty, at least, very nearly according to its value. OF course, omnis- 

ge _ cience would not be expected of them, nor a perfect judgment. 

-. They might easily be supposed to be sometimes biased or. preju- _ 

diced. by various conditions and without moral fault of their own. | 

--_It would not be'strange if they should incline to construe liberally — _ 

in. favor of the individual, rather than rigidly in behalf of the pub- , 

lic. But that there should be a universal and unconcealed purpose _ : 

to violate both the law and the oath to follow it, and that this should | 

be everywhere recognized, publicly understood, and scarcely elic- oo 

iting even a faint rebuke, indicates something seriously wrong in’ 

-.. the moral condition of society. ete ae 7 ibe 

7 _ There is probably scarcely an. assessment roll in the state of Wis- | 7 

—» eonsin— and Wisconsin is not. at all ‘singular in this respect— __ 

ee which is not a collection of falsehoods solemnly sworn to by an 

- agent of the public, who is yet at the same time acquitted by the — 

ss public of all faultinthismatter. an 

In proof of this, note the following statements gathered from the 
— Tast annual report. of the secretary of state. - In Adams county, the. . | 

oc - assessed value of the land sold is at an average of $2.12 anacre, 

Cea while the sales of the same land actually averaged. $8.70 an, acre. - 

4 That is, the assessed value is twenty-four per cent. of the real value. os 

| - In Rock county, one of the richest counties in the state, the lands 

gold brought on an average $31.20 an acre. The same lands were 

assessed at, $20.50,.or about sixty-six per cent. of the real yalue. 

| | | -
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oe In Outagamie ‘county, the sales averaged $9.90, and the assessed _ oe 

eo Ey _ of the assessed value to the value received on actual saleisseven- 

teen per cent., while in Kewaunee county it is seventy-three — the - 
highest inthe state. The year before this last,in-one poor county, > 

es by some unaccountable miscalculation, or sporddic outbreak of 

__ Spartan virtue, the lands were assessed at forty-four per cent. more _ 
than they actually brought. But this last year there were only five | 

| counties in the state where the average ratio of the assessment to 

actual price paid was higher than sixty per cent. The average in. 

| the whole state was forty-six per cent. On the town lots and city. & 

| property it was fifty-three per cent.; I am not now speaking of the 
-—- gross inequality here exhibited; that. involves another large piece — 

of injustice; but of the intrinsic immorality of the custom. =e 

In the, state of “New York, the law respecting-the assessment of 

+ veal estate’is similar in its requirement to that of Wisconsin, and — - 

Lees the oath taken by. the assessors is, if possible, more rigorous than 

Pe : that taken in our own state. They are to estimate the property “as | 

oe ‘they would appraise the same in payment of a just debt-due from | 
a we a solvent debtor.” At the completion of his labor, each assessor | AES 

subscribed an oath that the value of all the real estate assessed by 
__ him has been estimated according to the foregoing legal direction; 

and the statute further provides, that every assessor who shall will- 
- fully swear falsely, in taking their oath, “shall be guilty of andli- 

able to the penalties of willful'and corrupt perjury.” Yet, insome , 

of the counties of the state of New York, the valuation by the as- 

-__ sessors is no more than twenty per cent. of the known value, while, : 
- ina majority of insiances, the rate varies from twenty-five to thirty- © __ 

five ‘per cent., rising here and. there in the cities to fifty and pers | 
oo haps sixty per cent. asamaximum. __ - — | 
Hee The case is still worse with reference to personal property. ee 

oe This, of course, is more difficult to estimate, as much of it is invis- es 
ible or intangible, and the principles on which it is estimated are, 
in some ‘respects, indefinite and contradictory. A considerable: _ | 
proportion of it ig necessarily left to the representations of the 

4 se . . owner, who, in several of the states, is required to. make oath asto 

a the truth of the statement presented by him. — How utterly unreli- 
able such sworn statements are, is evident from. numerous exam- ee 

_. ples which may be picked up in almost any county or neighbor-
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hood. It is the general opinion of men qualified to judge in. such | 
matters, that the personal property in most communities is at least: oo 

equal to the real property. Yet, here in: the state of Wisconsin, “shan | 

where the real estate is assessed at less than one-half its valuation, 7 | 

| it is even then more than three and one-half times as great as that 

_ of its personal property. It is about the same in the state of New Be 

| York. Then, again, the valuations are remarkable. In Oneida 

county, New York, in 1842, the assessed value of personal prop- —_ 

co erty was $2,217,975; in 1869, it was $2,166,411; showing adecrease 

: ~ in twenty-seven years of $51,564. ‘Probably the property instead | | 

| _ of diminishing had trebled in that time. Moreover, merely the 
national bank capital of only two cities in that same county, on 

: the first of October, 1870, was $2,172,000, or $5,589 more than the ~ 

whole personal property returned in the previous year! Thisis — | 

- not a singular instance in New York. Take another case,in our 

own state. From 1870 t0,1875, the population increased more than 

| a quarter of a million, or over thirty-three per cent. I suppose. 

that no man of common sense, at all versed in the statistics of — 

wealth, doubted that the personal property of the state made at = 

Teast an equal advance. Yet, we find that in 1870, the personalty 

‘of the state was assessed at $7 9,218,533, while in 1875, it was only 

| $77,827,663. See | ee 

we These facts and others similarly like them indicate a seriously — : 

oo bad moral condition of public sentiment. It undoubtedly arises o 

, from our methods of taxation, which are unwise and ill conducted. 

‘Tt is true that the assessors who make returns which are known to. 

| be false, and then swear to them ‘as true, and the private citizens 

_. who, on oath, put in statements of the amount of their personal | 

eset ob property which are utterly inconsistent with the facts, try to justi- | 

fy themselves on the plea that this is done by common consent, and, - 

that no one is deceived. The latter is by no means true, especial- _ 

Jy concerning the returns of personal property. As tothe former, 

we ought to learn that common consent cannot suspend the laws of oe 

God. For the community, as a whole, to act falsehoods as wellas — 

tell them, and to adopt a principle of public policy which implies a 

lying on a large scale, is to undermine and very soon destroy the 

foundations of integrity among its members. ae i 

: It is easy to point out very great defects and inequalities in our 

existing method of taxation, but not so easy to devise remedies. I |
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| | do not propose any new theory, only to make general suggestions ° ee ae 

= on the subject, which may be of some use. ee 
‘1. In the first place, it isipretty evident that one of our nominally oe 

fundamental principles of taxation is not only impracticable but 8 

ye ees economically wrong. I refer to that which requires a uniform rule 

of taxation upon all property alike, without any exception. . It is 

a most plausible principle, and is accepted by many as correct 

upon the very face of it, and as nearly self evident as almost any a 

proposition in political economy can be. For this reason it is | 7 

' adopted, whether, in the meaning naturally attaching to it orsome _ = 

; other, in many of our state constitutions, and assumed in most dis). 

| cussions of the subject. | But the remarkable thing about it is, that a 

“not one of our own states adopting it, not one general government, a 

and in fact, no civilized government upon the face of the earth, ee 

| ever practically attempts to apply it. N otwithstanding its appar- - 

ently axiomatic character, the instincts of both legislators and of Oe 
- constituents almost invariably reject the doctrine of uniformity of 

| taxation. They do this, I think, not from any favoritism to any 

oe class, not out of any sentiment of compassion or benevolence for =| 

f the unfortunate, but on purely economical grounds; on the conyic- Ee 
| tion that whatever might be gained in this way would be more than oe 

| counterbalanced by.losses occasioned. er ee ees oe ees - 

| It is on this account that exemptions of a certain amount or kind 
of property are made in all systems. of taxation. Thus in nearly | 

eyery civilized country, and I suppose in all our own states, certain _ 

: exemptions in favor. of the poor. are ‘made. Certain articles of | 

prime necessity in the house, certain tools used in agriculture and 

the trades, certain domestic animals, and a certain amount of prop- 

— erty of a similar kind are untaxed. It is true that these items are. | 

ae - exempt in the case of the rich as well as the poor man; but obvi; 

ee ously the advantage wholly accrues to the poor man, as it was de-— pede 

7 signed to do. ‘They comprise but an insignificant fraction of the 

rich man’s property, but in some cases it is the whole, and often | ue 

the chief part of the poor man’s goods. Such an exemption is not Oe 

necessarily equivalent to an additional burden upon other property, - 
but rather a diminution of what the burden would otherwise be. 

‘It is a. relief to thousands. ‘It encourages them, and prevents the 
ee _loss of hope and self respect, and is thus a defense against pauper- Le. 

_. ism and. other burdens upon society many times more expensive —=s_— 
than the exemption. _ ee
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_----Tt is also an illustration of this error in principle, that in all civi- 
oe lized nations it is customary to tax such kinds of business and such 

. articles of ‘property as are generally admitted to be pernicious in 

their effects on society, at a higher rate than other kinds of busi- 
| “ness and property. The reasonableness of this policy is obvious. 

| In the first place, if the tax isso heavy as to discourage and dimin- < | 
ee ish the use of ‘such commodities, no person suffers. On the con- 

trary, it is scarcely disputed by any rational and candid man that 
much benefit would ensue not only to individuals, but to the com- Be , 

~ a munity as a whole; still no one is debarred from the indulgence who oe 

Ee can afford the luxury. In the second place, since by the diminished Peo 
use of these hurtful commodities there is both greater purchasing ts 
power and an increased productiveness in the community, notonly 

os _ is the revenue of the government increased by this additional tax, | 
but the taxable property is increased, so that the percentage is less. 7 

"Thirdly, it diminishes the expenses of the government by the di- | 

_ minution of crime and pauperism, and thus makes the amount of 
| ‘the taxation less while the wealth to be levied onis greater. Final- 

- ly, no one is compelled to pay the tax, since hé may abstain from 

: | the indulgence. The same is true, to acertain extent, inrespect to 

used luxuries of any kind. © Hence most governments make adis- | 
-_ erimination in favor of articles of necessity. Ifa poor man’s bread © oy 

gud meat are heavily taxed, it is an essential evil to him. Ifthe 
| rich man’s wines, jewels and carriages are. heavily taxed, he can __ 

get on very comfortably without them. — a | OF eS 

os o It is on this: general principle, too, that wise governments have oye 

- | exempted from taxation certain kinds of property which are.so em- - 
_-- ployed as to result in special public benefit. Examples of this are 

_ found in’ the temporary freedom of roads, canals, railways; and 
~ sometimes of highly desirable manufacturing enterprises which are __ 

not likely to be introduced otherwise, and yet are supposed tobe __ 
of more benefit to the whole community than the value of the tax 
from which they are: relieved. Of course, wise governments are 

SOE cautious in conferring such franchises, and refuse to protract them - 

_ beyond the point where the benefit from the exemption is as great 
asthe value of the exemption = | ee 

we Under this head, only in a more special form, came the exemp- 
| tion of religious, charitable and educational institutions. The 

| - principle here is not, or certainly should not be of religious or par- _
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. tisan favoritism. The only question is, as to the economical results. = a 

If, on the whole, it will be better for the community in respect to oe 
more ultimate objects for which taxes are levied, to exempt these fl 

he species of property, then let them be exempt} but if the exemption 7 

oes actually increases the burdens upon the rest of the property in the : 

community on the whole, then let it be refused. One simple rule | 
| would seem equitable and reasonable. Whatever property isactu- 

ally and wholly devoted to the use of the public, and out of which 

| the owners or donors or managers make no profit, should be ex- - 

_ empt. Yet this, like the preceding particular, is liable to abuse, its 

| and should be rigidly guarded. Corporations sometimes cover : 

| schemes for personal advantage, while other professedly public en- ae 

_ terprises are made to redound principally to the luxury or conse- 
quence or power of a few. Such should be curtailed and carefully = 

limited, | | 
I have doubtless said more than enough to show that whether | 

the instances I‘ have mentioned are approved or not, the common _ | 
sense of civilized society has never received, without large modi- | 

- fication, the doctrine of uniformity of taxation. It is found to be - 
in the first place, utterly impossible, and in the second place, alto- 
gether undesirable as well as uneconomical. What sensible ‘men 

- desire is, the best article of government at the least possible ea- 
pense, and this expense distributed as justly as. possible, and, at = 

| the same time, so that each class will feel the burden as little == 
as possible. Ido not care so much whether I pay more in pro- 

portion to my means than my neighbor, or whether I am pay- | 
ing more or less under the present system thanI should be under 
some other. For these, reason about it as we may, are not neces-. | 

2, As a general principle, it may safely be asserted that direct 
taxation is preferable to indirect. The former, asevery oneknows, = 

is paid over personally and immediately by theindividual tax-payer 
to some agent of the government. The latter is paid as part of 

| the price on. dutiable goods imported from foreign countries, or on | : 

domestic commodities subject to an excise tax. The indirect is 7 
_ the more popular tax, principally, no doubt, because itis paida == 

little at a time, and partly because it is unrealized at the time of 
its payment. Where a tax of a cent is paidon abunch of matches, 
ot ten cents on a pound of tea, it is scarcely noticeable, and there
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are probably thousands of dollars paid to the revenues of the gov- 
eS ernment by persons who never suspect themselves of any such 

thing. Yet, whether realized or not, it is entirely real, and mil- 

co lions of dollars are actually paid out of the earnings of laboring © | 
ES men for the support of the government. = : he | 

‘There are two reasons for preferring direct to indirect taxation. 

One is, that it is apt to be more just. Direct taxes are usually lev- 

ied upon a large variety of commodities, as in excise and import a 

oe: | duties, and those of commoner use among the masses of the people. 

nee In this way, the poor man is made to pay much morethan his proper 

fees “ proportion of the expenses of the government. It is true, if the | 
e excise and imports are on a few luxuries, the contrary may be true; 

| " but it is to be remembered that what is a luxury to one may bea 
| oo necessity to another. The other reason Is, that what men pay for | 

~ directly and knowingly, they are much more likely to be interested 
in. Ifa farmer or mechanic has to pay over to the public receiver | 

ten, twenty, or forty dollars at one time, and is conscious of having 

to calculate, and contrive, and economize with more or less careful- _ 

ness beforehand in order to do this, he is likely to watch its ex- 
| penditure more closely, and note whether it has been used wisely | 

| - and profitably. He will be more disposed to hold the agents of 

society, the officers of government, toa strict account for their dis- 

es posal of the public funds. It would make a vast difference inthe __ 
| conduct of public officers if every man knew just how much it cost 
| him to carry on the government, and the popular restraint upon 

____ profuseness, corruption and general wastefulness would be more _ 
a effectual. a 2 ot “ ae a | ee Pe 

we : | ' 3. Of the methods of direct taxation, the best and most equit- ws 

ee able is unquestionably that of the zncome taz. T do not mean to | - 

| say that this can be made absolutely equal, or very nearly so; no _ 

_— system can be made thus. But if any way could be devised to as- 

certain what the precise, actual income of each individual is, then 
the payment by each one of the necessary proportion of that to de- 
fray the expenses of government, would be the fairest method of 

OOS taxation. Nor do T mean that the whole income should be taxed; 

for the same reason that where the tax is upon ‘property, a certain 

| exemption is made of articles of necessity; so here, as much as 7 
3 : would be necessary to furnish the most ordinary necessities of life, 

a so that no one having these would absolutely suffer, might be un-
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taxed. This would involve no partiality or favoritism, as all would 
: be treated alike in this respect, whether rich or poor. The taxes | | 

| of no one. would be any higher on this account, for, by this kind of os 
alleviation, there would be, on the whole, greater productiveness, | 

- more taxable property, and less expenditure, than if no exemptions 
were made. . Yet, singular as it mzy seem, while all, or nearly all, a 
admit the greater justice and equitability of this méthod, itis,in  ~ 
general, a very unpopular one. An income tax is seldom imposed, | 

_ and when, in a temporary emergency, resort is had to it, the peo- | 
| ple usually demand its early cessation, and refuse its perpetuation. 

There are some legitimate reasons for this: It is inquisitorial, and | 
bears unequally upon different parties ; but probably the mainrea- 
son is, that its defects, though no greater, are more conspicuous 
than those of the other methods usually applied, and. people are 

| more likely to be discontented with evils which they clearly discern, | 
: than with still greater ones which they know to exist, but from | | 
: which they are able to hide their eyes. There is also the same | 

3 reason for disliking this method as for not liking the direct in | 
| preference to the indirect. We know and feel the tax when we 

pay it, and that is always disagreeable. we a ee 
4. We have seen something of the inadequacy and viciousness of ee 

the methods of assessment at present pursued in most of the states _ ae 
of our Union. It is not only irregular and immoral in its operation, a 
but it utterly fails to accomplish that at which it aims — the fair ee 
and equal taxation of all the citizens. _ This is especially the case .. 
with reference to personal property. It is ‘stated in the second re- 
port of the commissioners appointed to revise the laws for the ds- oo 

oes sessment and collection of taxes in the state of New York in 1871, 
gs that according to the best estimate they could make, while the real = 

ee property of the state was assessed at less than one-halfits value, 
Se though probably all assessed, not more than fifteen per cent.ofthe _ Pes 
coe real and true value of the personal property was assessed where he A oes 

the law stringently requires that all such shall be assessed at its 
— realworth! ES ges ee 

_ The reason of this is that the nature of personal property is such 
oe that it cannot be determined by public officers except under the | oa 

operation of such laws as no free and civilized people will submit : 
_ to. Much of their property, even if taxable, is of a kind which it whe 
vee would require a very large amount of time and an extensive range ee 

- : 10—8r. Ae. Soe. a Lo, a | ae oe
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of intelligence to properly estimate. ~ But much the larger propor- a 

2 _ tion is invisible and intangible property that can be concealed, that 

can be converted into untaxable property, exchanged with, persons ee 

as holding like property in’ other states, and thus rendered exempt, oe 

and ina thousand ways made to evade the | observation of the as- 

os sessor, ee 7 ee - 

+ One of the fruitful sources of perplexity to the legislature and. 

of division of public sentiment, and of confusion every where, is, 

s - as we all know, the question of the taxation of. mortgages. Shall a | 

| _ the property implied in those securities be regarded as belonging ee 

to the mortgagor, and be taxed accordingly, or shall the mortgagee fous 

oe be held lable for the taxes? Most of -our states compromise by eee 

deo making both liable, and so taxing the property twice. The mani- 

fest injustice of this furnishes the largest occasion for owners.of 

mortgages to evade the payment of taxes upon them by every pos: 

gible means. These devices are almost utterly unjustifiable; since ~ 

es one wrong cannot justify another. Still, human nature being what 

ee it is, where a palpable injustice exists, some means, fair or foul, 

an will be taken to rectify it. It is one of the potent causes of the 

| public and alarming demoralization existing in all our communities _ 

ee on this subject of the taxes. — _ ke a ee 

& _It is difficult to propose a remedy for this particular wrong, on - 
which even sensible people will agree. If it be proposed to assess the. 

tax only on the mortgagee, it is complained that while real estate ig 

assessed at less than fifty per cent. of its value, and mortgages attheir 

full face, the latter have to pay at more than donble the rate of the 

oe oe former. This is true. Moreover, there have been cases of high | 

ee taxes, where an elderly man, after having labored hard and econo- ee 

- mized carefully through many years, supposes himself tohave saved cs 

ES enough, so that the income from it will give himself and wife afrugal 

support for the balance of their days. But the whole beinginvested 

ina mortgage, at a moderate rate of interest, and being taxed ata 

-. gertain rate, it is found that the tax is sometines nearly equal to, 

and, indeed, sometimes in excess of the whole interest. For this _ 

< - reason, and for several others, Mr. David A. Wells thinks it would 

a . ‘be a more equable method of taxation to levy only upon the real 

oe es estate, in addition to the property held by corporate bodies. . Of a 

course, all the farmers and owners of real estate would cry out 

a ~ against this as an obvious and almost outrageous injustice. Yetit —
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As not so altogether unjust as it would appear upon the face of it, 

Mr. Wells gives some very good reasons Jeading to the conclusion 
that the operation of such a method would be no more costly tothe oe 

he owners of real estate than the present method. But his reasoning 8 
-- Thave not time to give; nor is it necessary; for, however plausi- 
” ple, it is not altogether convincing to the parties ‘m ost interested | 

and is not likely. to be adopted. a eas es ee 

There can be no question, as it seems to me, if we act upon the - 

' theory that all property should be taxed, that, at least, no prop- 

| erty should be taxed more than once.. As to the question, Who - 
7 should pay the tax on a mortgage? it would appear on the face of 

| it, very obviously, that it should be the owner of the property, and © a 

the owner of the property is clearly the mortgagee. How to éffect _ a 
this is still another question. We have seen the many, and appar- 

- ently reasonable devices against it. Ionly suggest that the tax = 
_ should be levied upon the mortgaged property, and if paid by the , 
mortgagor, let it be so far a legal discharge of his note and inter-. 

oe est, to be deducted in the final settlement. This would make the 

collection of the tax certain, and put the burden upon thereal ~ 

But Mr. Wells proposes another plan, totally. different from : AUS no 

this, and from any other ever adopted. The general features of his - e : oe 

plan are as follows: 1. All real estate is to be assessed at its actu- re 

_ al value, and the laws in relation to this are to be executed. 2. All | 

- shares in banks, and:in gas companies, turnpike companies, plank- a 
- road companies, and in all trust. companies, fire and marine insur- 7 

. ance companies, and. similar corporate associations, is to be assessed . 

ve - according to their real value. 3. All other personal property is to. ns 
- ae be exempt from taxation; but as an offset to this and instead of It;  , 

every person, family or firm is to be taxed according to the value | Loe oe 

of the rent of the buildings occupied as a place of business or 
dwelling.» Thus, if a man occupy his own house, or store, or fac- SS 
tory, the real property will be assessed according to its actual value, = 
and taxed accordingly. In addition to this, its rentalistobeesti- = 
mated at ten per cent. of their value, and the, taxlevied onthree |” 

oo times that amount; and this shall be in lieu of the whole tax on 

___ his personal property. This is on the principle that there is no so Ea 
os good test of a man’s real revenue as the amount of -rent he pays, eo 

: and this is generally, or on the average, somethin like athirdof =
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- his annual expenditures. It is not claimed for this plan that it 

meets the demand of apportioning the revenue for the government _ 
among the members of the community with absolute accuracy. No | 

OO plan, unless devised by Omniscience, would do that. But it is 

a claimed, with a good deal of reason, that it approximates their: 
| proper and perfect apportionment more nearly than any other plan 

: heretofore proposed. EEE 
. . Besides these, it meets several other wants in our system of tax-  — 

ation. 1. It becomes virtually a tax according to income, without 
| the inquisitorial, arbitrary and other disagreeable features’ which > . 

ne almost invariably appertain to an ostensible income tax. So far 

tis altogether the most just and equitable tax possible. (2. Itis 

| far more likely to reach all the resources of a man than any other 

‘heretofore tried. It will make no difference under this system _ 

ae _ whether his securities are located in one state or another, orinone 

- - country or another, and ‘will hence do away with a large: class of . | 

-< business to which resort is had with reference to taxation. It will : 
- also end the discussion and the not unnatural discontent concern: 

ing the non-taxation of government and state bonds. There are | 

a invincible reasons why no government should let the bonds be _ 

| taxed by either a subordinate or a co-ordinate government, singe ~ 

| _ in so doing, it might be placed financially in the power of a hostile _ 
7 party, to its great injury. Still there is no reason why the income — 

: _ derived from these securities should not pay its due proportion of ~ 

the expenses of the suciety. In this way, it willbe sure, while there _ 

__-will be no possibility of discriminating against any class of securi- 
| ties or evincing hostility to any government. 3. Finally, the as- | 

. sessment and collection of the taxes under this system will be far | 

less perplexing and far less expensive than under any former sys- | ; 

Mr. Goodland —It requires all the moral courage of a man toget — 

up and point out not only the merits, but the imperfections of the | 

* present system of assessment. There is something to be said on —_ 

the question of asséssing. I will not detain you more that five min- 
utes. The supreme court has decided, as you doubtless all know, 

that many of the assessments of this state — that many of the assess- 

- ors have not complied with the law. I undertake to say, with all 

~ deference to the’supreme court, that it isa moral impossibility to
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assess fairly according to the statutes of this state. The law says o 
| substantially that assessors. shall value property at what tney be- | - 

; - lieve the owner would be willing to take for it if,he desired to sell. : 

: ‘That is the only foundation that the assessors have. It. is a doubt- - 
| ful word. We have heard of Americans wanting to sell their wives, 
_-_- but circumstances alter cases. | ese : 

| PRACTICAL FARMING. re : 

By How. A. A. ARNOLD, Gatesviiie. OO ee oe 

Practical, is that which may be done or effected byhuman means > 

or power that can be applied. That which is possible isnot practi: =, 
_. . cable, for the reason that it is not always useful. ~ | : 

| Theoretical, is speculative. It may be either possible or prac- : 

tical; it may be both. Whether possible or not, depends on whether 

| sufficient. means may be employed to effect the speculative results. — 

- Whether. practical or not, can only be determined after experi- a 

ment or actual practice. — - : 7 es eee a 

‘Hence, we may discover three distinct kinds of farming, to wit: oe 

theoretical, possible, and practical. as re ee ee 
_ Theoretical farming, in truth, only obtains when the farmer sim- __ oe 

ply acts upon speculative or theoretical propositions. Muchissaid ~~ 

about theoretical farming. It would be a better term to say pos- 

sible farming, for, as used, it only means a manner of farming that | 

__ is impossible for the common farmer; that kind of farming that 
_. men with large means are able to maintain. With them it may be | | 
oe theoretical, but not profitable. It may be possible, and neither - : 

practical nor useful, or it may be alike possible, practical and profit- = 
Se able; if all of these, it arrives to our standard of practical farming; sees “ 

+ if it lacks either of these last, it is not desirable, and for that fault = 
alone, it would not be practicable. It becomes nothing more than 

_ theoretical farming. & ee ee ae 

_ Theoretical farming is ordinarily applied to those kid glove fel- a 
lows who live on a farm, or own a farm, and make their money to | 

run it somewhere else. They are agriculturists. To illustrate: wo 

A lady was once asked, “ What is your husband’s occupation?” She (ne 
replied, “ He is an agriculturist.” Says my friend, “Oh! he isa farm- Ee
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er.” She replied, “ No, he is an agriculturist.” “ Well,” says my 
Sad friend, “I thought a farmer was an agriculturist.” — “ No,” says 3 

ees the lady, “there 1s a great difference. | The farmer lives on his. ae 

.- farm, works it, and makes his money and his living from it; while 
Wwe agriculturists only live on our farms for fun, or when we are 

tired of gay city life. We make our money in other business or 

ee professions, and spend it on our farms at our leisure.” : 7 

ee - Thus, we that are farmers may learn the distinction. Of these 

Oe agriculturists, in this sense, I have no words of disparagement. ne | 

oes If a man is able, and takes pleasure in superfluous adornments, in 

making experiments, or anything else that proves more expensive 
than profitable, that is his business. If he hits upon a, practical 

| point in farming, give the credit where credit isdue. We seldom  __ 

find so big a fool that we may not learn something from him. Big-_ me : 

Oty in farming is as despicable as anywhere else. aS Poe | 
The practical farmer feeds his farm, and in return: the farm feeds | 

him. If the farm is starved, it will starve the farmer. Nature al- 

“+ -ways gives bountiful returns for all prudent care, attention orex- | 
_-— penditure, alike in tillage and fertilization. If he raises small _ 
SN grain alone, the soil will become impoverished. As it is said, “ he 

a runs his farm;” with a prudent amount of good stock, well cared _ 
for, the farm will run its owner. ESE os EG 

_. All farmers are not able to purchase pure blooded stock, but = 
there is now no excuse for not improving the blood, for not grading = 

Poe up, as it is called. — Pure blooded or grade animals may be kept as - 

- cheaply as it is profitable to keep any. 2 Starving or stinting an an- 

«qmail never paid, no matter what may be the breed. Even a goat _ 
or a donkey will show its keep. A man that looks on and be- — 
grudges these beautiful domestic animals (that contribute so much 

- . to our pleasure and comfort) the food they eat, will “never make.a 5 

Ee ee practical farmer; he is worse than the man that has “no music in foe 

his soul; he is not only fit for murder, he is fit to be hung. I~ 
Rave never yet seen the time that pure blooded stock would not - 

bring more than mongrels. Keep the best of every thing, should | 

‘be the farmer’s motto. Some one will want them, and at a. fair . 

. price; if it does not pay well, poorer ones will only pay less. Pur- | 

chasers will seek them, which is not the case with an inferior arti- | 
* gle of any kinds 0 ya : s ve ae oe 

Go through our land, and it is questionable whether there can be a
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- - found a class that, in proportion to their numbers, succeed as well, = 
Be that as a rule manifest so little knowledge of their pursuit; often, 

oe _ such perfect shiftlessness and lack of business qualities. a 

Oe ; . The mechanic who neglects to do a good. job, or even thecom- . 

mon laborer that fails to give a good day’s work ‘is often reproved, 
and that without remedy.” Not so with the farmer; if he half tills 
his land or wastes a large percentage of the crop in harvesting, or a 

does other ruinous things, there is no one but himself to reprove, - 

and as the lash is to fall on his own back, he puts iton lightly, 
- He always has some excuse for lack of care or a poorly done job. 7 

__ His work is driving; has too little help; perhaps he will say he did 
not think (likely the last). The truth is, he is not a practical 
farmers ee en ORS buoy 2 ae oe 

Practical farming requires means as well as skill and judgment —> 

No man should invest his money-in poor land. It is a poor farmer, ay 
“however, that cannot appreciate the means at his command, be they 

great or small, so | 
ee It would be a poor preacher that. would be discouraged because - 

other ministers -had larger churches and larger congregations; ne 

larger salaries or more appreciative audiences. So it must bea . 

| poor farmer that would be discouraged or slacken his efforts be- a ee 

- eause other men (perhaps. his neighbor) has a larger farm, better = 
stock, a heavier income ora better soil. His duty, and whatmakes 

him a practical farmer as distinguished from the’impractical farmer, 
lies in this, that he appropriates the means within his power as best _ | 

That man deserves praise that does his work well, whatever it _ | 

-. may be, not he that thinks, talks and promises well, but continu- 
whe ally fails in doing. EE | es 

| ee Agriculture is both a science and an art. We learn the science oo , 

from books, at school or from others; the art alone by practiceon = 
oo the farm. A man that learned his skating from a book, relying on oe 

that alone, would probably break his head in his first trial onthe ice 

itself. So with plowing, harvesting, thrashing, marketing; all ree 
quire experience and skill that can only be obtained by actual si 

Perhaps there is not a vocation wherein there is a better oppor- 
tunity to show good judgment and use to advantage a broaderin- = 
formation than in this too often despised and underrated calling. = __
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| In society, if a stranger is spoken of, und the inquiry made asto coe his business, the answer being that he is a farmer, the first impres- 

: sion is general that he is some common sort of a fellow;. and not - 
until after an acquaintance does the mind become disabused of the 
thoughts, if indeed it is at all. This comes from the prevailing — 
ignorance in our profession. Ignorance when there are such ample 

a opportunities through the farmers’ journals, the farmers’ clubs and 
ee the Grange, should breed contempt. Public sentiment is not de- | 

| ceived. It passes judgment, and there is no avoiding it, however 
Soe much we may scold and claim it an error. | The world is the critic, 

and there will be no change until we prove more inteligence. “By | 
Pes their fruits shall ye know them.” a UR 

‘We have great cause of gratulation over the advancement inthe 
appliances to make labor more pleasurable and profitable; but I | 
‘maintain that in our class as to inteligence when compared withthe __ 
rest of mankind, we have no cause for self-congratulation. When — 

_ the farmer becomes a leader in society because of his intelligence, So 
| when we may produce as many leaders of public sentiment in our 
eo profession as in others, in proportion to our numbers, then, and 

only then, we may boast ourselves; until then, let us not humbug 
oe ourselves, or be humbugged by others, into the belief that we are . 

the salt of the earth. “If the salt has lost its savor, wherewithal — 
ss ghallit be salted.” ee aoe ee 

The professions or. the trades demand education.and skill in 
_'__ specialities. . The farm demands these and more; it wants energy __ 
Se and push; and enough of both to learn for the sake of the knowl- h - 

| edge; not like them, often driven to it to keep pace with their co- 
ey | temporaries. The farmer may live without study; never without 

Oo thought or the faculty of appropriating others’ thoughts. He may. 
| never aspire to be a practical farmer without ‘skill together with | 

study and thought. “Wisdom is the right use or exercise of 
ee knowledge the choice of laudable ends and the best means of ac- 
_ complishing them.” This is wisdom in act, effect or practice. If 

wisdom is a faculty, who requires it more . than the farmer? Ifthe 
re result of study and thought, who needs more . to study and think = 

| than the farmer? Prudence is ‘a laudable propensity, but it is 

-* only a specie of which wisdom. is the genus; for prudence only 

teaches us’to avoid evils, while wisdom is the exercise of asound _ 

judgment either in avoiding evils or in attempting good. Toomuch _
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a prudence and too little wisdom have kept many a farmer poorallhis = 
a life. Prudence begets care and attention; never penuriousness or oe 
& dishonesty. Wisdom begets discreet expenditures; never prosper- oe 
en ity. Much is said to the effect that the farmer need not be a gen- > , 

ius. I believe that; for. I never saw a genius that was not at the 
game time half a fool. God seldom put more than a certain amount 

. of brains in any one man’s head, and where it is naturally active in 
one department, it is generally at the expense of the balance. __ 

They say the farmer should have good judgment; but does good | 
judgment, wisdom, proceed froin, and is it the outgrowth of any- | 
thing short of study and thought, or is it a natural faculty? Or _ | 
does it ordinarily embody both? To operate, apply and utilize is 

the result of education, and, without these results, there is. no edu- OR 

 eation, no proper prudence, no wisdom, no success. “ Knowledge | 
_ 1s power, because it has become so much; wisdom is weak, because * 

it has become so little.” Faith provokes belief or theories; prac- Oo 
| | tice and art give to this certainty. “ Faith without works is dead.” | | 

| That farmer that believes every man not engaged in farming to be .—_ 
— a, parasite; that we are the embodiment of honesty, that we are the Oo 
__ only vine-dressers, is a bigot; he would be were he anything other 

than a farmer. Such monstrosities are produced; God only knows ; 
what for. There is not the same sharpening process for the farmer oe 

as in the professions. With them, mind is more constantly com- | 
ing in contact with mind, and unless prepared to cope with and 

appropriate the scintillations, they will fall behind in the march a 
_ and finally be left by the wayside, useless and forgotten. a 

With us there is not this constant. friction of thought against oo 
thought. There is not enough of it. We generally live isolated a | 

, and deprived of many of the privileges that are within others’ - | 
| ~ reach. This is irreconcilable in the country. We have nature, | 
Le however, in all her grandeur, and from her we should cull enough ie 

to in part compensate for the lack of other privileges. Thoughts Wha ok 
a prompted by contact with nature are, like nature herself, refresh- =e 

ing and natural. 1 have, and I presume -every person that hears - oe a 
me can remember of certain inspirations when we have been alone Ss. 

_ with nature, which, could they have been written at the time, 
af ‘ would surpass any efforts of ours at any other place or period in | . 

our lives. No orator has better succeeded than he: who makes con- ; 
strant drafts from nature’s fount. The cloistered ‘student, treated = _
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| with a view of romantic scenery, can ‘almost perceptibly feel the — 

- . inspiration. This the farmer may constantly enjoy. ~ True, he may 

pop ee always see and never appreciate. He may be likened to a person _ ey 

| ce ina vast library, with nothing to do but read, and still too indolent | | 

ee : to read one of the many volumes before him. This wisdom and art | 

of appropriating that the practical farmer possesses to arrive at our 
es ideal standard is not so for his own personal profit or mental en- > 

_-- joyment alone; it has a vastly wider sphere; it extends ad infin- 

The farmers must have some of this farmers’ wisdom tomake the 
business a success financially. Financial success is the beginning 

oe and end of all desire on the part of many, often it is the only 

Se question asked: “Does he make it pay?” In this day andage of _ 
the world, if this be the great ultimatum, if itis his only purpose 

"to see how many dollars and cents may. be accumulated, he has. 

doubtless mistaken his calling, for the short road to wealth lies in 
. | : > other directions than through the agricultural districts. _ Wealth is : 

a _ desirable for the comforts and luxuries it affords, and just tothe = 

nee extent that it is subservient to this end it is a blessing, beyond that 

ao when accumulated with the miser’s motive, or for the purpose of 

foe bolstering up the possessor in the false idea that, by reason of his 
accumulated wealth, he is better.than his fellows, or for.the pam- _ 

-- pering of a false pride, that its possessor is, by reason of it, entitled __ 

to more consideration, just to that extent it becomes a curse instead — : 

of a blessing.’ Farmers are often too modest; our country man- — 

o | ‘ners are often the subject of much mirth. However much the _ 

world’s polish is desirable, the evidence of a mature, well stored — 

mind is more so, if we can possess the one only. There isacon- 
sciousness of mental strength, or a conviction of the lack of it, that 

ever remains with us, and we are as cognizant of it as we may be fs 

wos of moral rectitude. The strong man, like the cataract, hews, his s 

«ST the farmer has a cultivated mind and hand, a well cultivated — 
| farm will bear testimony. His fences and buildings are neat and 

in repair; his crops will be good; the stock will show their breed- 

: ing and keep. There will be no bushes along the fences, no gates 
es ‘off from their hinges. All will be done in season and in order. 

Trees will line the road side; fruits, flowers, trees and shrubs will 

adorn the homestead; walks, lawns and pleasure grounds surround
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his dwelling. His barns will be arranged both for the comfortof = ” 

the stock and the convénience of their possessor. Looking into =, 

- : the house, we find many of the comforts and luxuries of the wealthy; Pe 

coos conveniences to make work easy in the kitchen; books and pa- - 

ee pers in the library or drawing room.. These and more are the ac- oO 

- companiments of the well to do farmer, and should be the aspira- 

tion of all. “With no prospect ahead, no ideal in the future, no sub- a 

stantial hope, but the constant drudgery that many subject them- aa 
selves to, farming is acrime. Shiftlessness and practical farming _- : 

! are direct antipodes. A man is never called to do anything that | 

he cannot do well, An honest pride or a laudable ambition may ~~ 

_ be as well satisfied on a farm as otherwise. ; ee ee He 6 ee - 

But what a contrast: “I went by the field of the slothfulandby = 
the vineyard of the man void of understanding, and lo! it was all = 

-. grown over with thorns, and nettles had covered the face thereof, oe : | 

| | and the stone wall thereof was broken down; then I sawandcon- 

a sidered it well; T looked upon it and received instruction.” Bad 7 
-. examples like this are often productive of good by the lesson they oa 

teach. Wiser is the man that “causes two blades of grass to grow ee 
-.. - where but one grew before,” than he that curses monopolies and 

alll classes of people and professions. Pe ee BR Sele 
ss Each of us is at work directly for himself, but it isa foolish, be- 

gruding spirit that wishes to lift itself up by pulling another down. OO 

It is the lex non scripta that every man shall be appreciated ac- __ 

| cording to his ability and worth, and whatever may be his calling 

in life, he that works well and does well shall be rewarded. oe 

Although the present outlook is unpromising, we may console _ 
ourselves in this, that if miserable, we have plenty of company. : 

_ Financially, we may find men of all classes in as lucky a boat as . ues 

EOS & ourselves, and equally helpers in the prevailing financial storm that _ oe 

coe . is upon us. Brcther farmers, let us study well our calling; just ve bad : 

- oe now,study well economy; a cheerful economy is the only sure road ee oe 
to wealth for the farmer, for it isby small gains alone thatwe may =” 
hope to accumulate much now on the farm. ts” 

If any have mistaken their calling, change immediately; the = 
a ce ‘sooner the better. Remember, however, ‘“ A rolling stone gathers _ : 

_. before you decide. Remember our privileges, the simplicity of = =» 
oe 8 our lives, and its inexpensiveness. Think of the substantial phys-
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a ical, mental and moral education of our sons and daughters. Re- : | 

oo member the pre-necessity of labor to great mental or moral devel- | | 

Oo opment; that most of earth’s great ones were the sons of toil. Ss | 

_ While hard work, hard hands and small pay are the common lot 7 
of the farmer, we might name numberless blessings that others do | 

EE ~ not enjoy. Practical farming is laudable; it is desirable; it is con- | 

_ ducive to good morals and a healthy development; renders our. | 

- _ homes happy, and gives us a fair prospect of a ripe old age. Oo 

oe | HEALTH IN FARMERS’ HOMES. . it” 

‘By PROF. W. W. DANIELLS, or Wisconsrn Stare Untverstry. 

Doubtless some may query why I should address farmers upon | 

the subject of health, when statistics prove them to be, of allclasses 

| _ of our population the healthiest. The nature of his calling is such | 
as to furnish the farmer those natural sanitary ,conditions most | 

_., influential in promoting health. He lives a great portion of the _ 

time out of doors, and his lungs are consequently supplied with 

| pure air, untainted by the breath of fellow workmen, and free from Le 

| the dust and odors to which factory operators are continually ex- 
posed, and which are a fruitful source of disease. aes 

The home of the farmer is somewhat isolated, and is consequent- 

4 ly never invaded by the impure air, often reeking with offensive © 

odors, that frequently abounds in closely populated districts. Con- 
io stant daily exercise, when not too severe, as it frequently is during 

the summer harvest, develops his muscular system, and gives him 

| a good appetite and strong digestion, while he is never subjected 

Fa to the constant worry, excitement and mental strain which are the _ 

| first cause of sickness and disease among business men in our cit- _ 

Ges, Yet I trust that, before I close, you will think with me that —__ 

there is need of improvement even in the health of farming com-. | 

munities, and that, to a large extent, the means for that improve-. = 

ss ment lie within the reach of all. Lg 
Fortunately for us, the time is now passed when it was consid- 

ered as interfering with the divine order of the universe to inquire 

into the causes of sickness in our midst, or as attempting to thwart 

| . the designs of an all-wise Creator by putting forth efforts to heal _
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_ the sick, and to prevent the occurrence of disease. Themanwho ~~ 
--- gaid, that the relative degree of the civilization of any people can : 

be told’ by the amount of soap they use, should doubtless be called 

| a a philosopher, although he may not have “ struck bed rock __ to oo 

‘use a miner’s phrase — in the fundamental test by which he would. 
| grade the progress of the nations of the world. = = —_ 

| To-day, doubtless, one of the most important indications by | 

which the rank of a state may be known, is the effort which it puts 
forth to prevent sickness and disease, by seeking the causes which _ | 
produce them, that those causes may be removed or avoided. Itis ne 

but a comparatively short time since the care of the health of its 

subjects was recognized as one of the functions of the state. Coe | 

| _ Plagues in the olden time, cholera and other epidemics of our 
2 . day, have destroyed my riads of human lives, and men have suffered — | 

. the putrid causes of those diseases to exist all about them, folding 7 4 

their hands in resignation, and praying God to stay death in his | 
: terrible career, while the inexorable, self-executing laws of health | 

| which are a-part of his divine law, were being violated upon every «> 

hand, ne | - 
oe Gradually men are learning that sickness and disease are caused eee | 

_ by breaking the natural laws of hygiene, which are as imperative — oe 
in their demands for obedience as is the moral law, “* Thou shalt not 

ae kill,” and whose violation is as surely followed byapenalty, 

The duty of the state to its citizens is, to secure to them and | 
. furnish the conditions for the enjoyment of all their natural rights. 

| Among these acknowledged rights are ‘life and liberty. If man — | 
_. threatens my life or liberty, the state recognizes itsduty tome,and 

__ removes the cause of the danger by which I am threatened. It is 
no less the duty of the state to protect my life and liberty against 
disease, so far as it lies within the power of the state to remove the - 

oes danger which threatens them. This duty is recognized by our own Boo 
_._ and a few other states, and has been partially met by the establish- 

ment of a State Board of Health. The time is doubtless not far 
distant when it will be recognized that a department of health is Seanneent: 
as much a part of the government of a state, is as deserving of the _ 

_ time of its best men, and the money needed to make it effective, as 

_-_T£_ we put aside all higher considerations, and look at the subject oe 
eee of health from an economical point of view only, it assamesanim- __ - -
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_* portance which in the aggregate appears quite startling, The | 
oS - economical prosperity of a state is directly dependent upon its ! 

power of producing wealth, and this power is the sum-total: of the 

- productive capabilities of the individuals composing the state. 
Now, as the ability of each individual to. labor, 4. Gry to produce, oo 

_ ig directly dependent upon his health, the total production of the = 
people of a state depends upon the health of the entire community, 

oe the public health. ‘Then, as a commonwealth is’ in duty bound to 
io use every proper means for the promotion of its own prosperity, oe | 

a it becomes one of its functions to aid in securing those conditions =| 

that will promote the health of the community as a whole. 

es It is estimated by English observations and calculations that forse os 

each death there are two constantly sick; that is, 730 days of sick- co | 

CEA es ness and disability for every death. (Mass. State Board of Health, | 

«1874, p. 346.) In this country, there are no sufficient statistics = 
--« wpon which to base such a calculation, but American health assur; 

ance companies, adjusting their premium rate upon these English — 

es ‘statistics, have failed, because the sickness was here greater than 

. those figures indicated. By applying the death-rate obtained from 
English statistics, then, to our: state, the errors will make the esti- __ = 

mate too small, rather than too large. =. 7 BES 

The number of deaths in Wisconsin reported to the secretary of 
state, in 1876, was 1,180. This, upon the basis of the population | : | 

oF of 1870, would be but a fraction more than one death to one thou- | 

| sand of the population. The statistis are unreliable, several large 

eee counties reporting no deaths. ee eee wr _ ghee 

_ . Statisticians have calculated that iI to 1,000 represents the low- oe 

est. death-rate attainable; that, from purely natural causes, 11 of oe 

each 1,000 will die annually. To keep on thoroughly safe ground, 

however, we will call the death-rate 8 to 1,000. Upon this basis, with 
a population only equal to that of 1870, there are: in ayear in — 

Wisconsin, 8,423 deaths, which, according to the above estimation, __ 
would represent 6,148,790 days, or 16,846 years of sickness. Fifty _ 

tag ges cents per day would. certainly be too small an allowance for the - 

: --patients’ loss of time, medicines, physicians’: fees, the required — 

OS nursing, and other expenses necessarily incurred during illness. 

But even at this rate there would be a total moneyed loss to the = 

state of $3,074,395. oe : 
_ English statisticians indicate that for each 100 deaths in the
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Po country, there are 140 deaths in cities. Withasmaller proportion = 

of ilk population ie'oigless we, ia’ Whesoaniny ould have a larger 
po proportion of deaths in the country. But in order. that the esti- — 
oo _ mate may be within safe ‘bounds, we will use the English figures, - 

by which five-twelfths of the 8,423 or 3,509 deaths would occur in | 

the country. These deaths represent 7,018 years loss of time an- 

| nually by sickness, and a material loss to the farming community 

“of $1,280,785. : | Oo Oo , 
; There is a certain class of diseases colled Zymutic diseases, some- 

| times also germ diseases, because their course has suggested toob- 

servers that they were the ‘result | of the working of a morbid fer- 3 

| ment in the blood. Among these are, typhus, typhoid and scarlet oo 
fevers, and diphtheria, that are quite common with us. This class 
of. diseases is known to be caused by decomposing organio matter, 
The evidence accumulates, as more attention is paid to the subject, 

that they all have their origin in filth and uncleanliness, and are | 

: | imparted to man through air made foul by the putrid emanations | 

oe which arise from decaying organic matter, or by water that has 

- 5 taken such matter into solution. It is estimated that five per cent. © -._ 

ox of the sickness of the country communities is caused by this class _ 

of diseases. So called bilious fevers, dysentery and diarrhcea, are” Bee: 
> sdeo largely produced by the same causes, _ : eae ° : a ace 

: _ Consumption, if not directly caused, is developed in those hav- 

ing a tendency to this disease by impure air, and especially by air 

containing an excess of moisture. Then so far as the diseases men-- : 

tioned are the result of the causes to which they are here referred, _ 
they are to the farmer, preventable diseases, for no conditions can : 

be better for securing freedom from impurities of every kind in air 
os and water, than are those by which he is surrounded. ee 

The distance of his house from other residences makes itimpos- = 

. sible. for his neighbors to befoul the air that he breathes, while a oy 

the abundance of room he enjoys makes it possible for him to place 
o his barn and all out. buildings so far distant from his house as to ae oo 

Pe preclude their being a source of danger, and at the same time. en- ae 

ables him to select a site for the dwelling removed from the moist 

_* evaporations of marshes and low lands. - 
After my paper was begun, in seeking statistics to substantiate - | 

my opinions, I came across an able paper upon “ The Health of the os 
oS _ Farmers of Massachusetts,” by J. F. A. Adams, M.D., in the report ‘ Leese
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of the Massachusetts board of health, for 1874, which has been of 

ee great interest to me, and to which I shall have frequent occasion 

to refer. Dr. Adams’ paper is based upon the replies of forty-nine 

_ physicians, having a “country practice” in different parts of the - __ 
state. In summing up, he-gives the chief causes of sickness of the | 

o farmers of Massachusetts as follows: ae ee 

1. “ Overwork and exposure, the women being more frequently - 
= ae : overworked than the men. ; oe oe ao —_ | | 

2. “Improper and improperly cooked food. ss 

«8, “Damp location of dwellings, = 
os _ 4. “Want of cleanliness about their houses, especially in refer- 

ence to drains, privies, cellars, and proximity to barn yards and 
7 hog pens) 0 EE 

8 Impure drinking water, largely due to the preceding causes. 

| 6. “ Bedrooms imperfectly ventilated and on the ground floor, —__ 
__ with the too general use offeather beds. 6” ees 

ss %, “Insufficient recreation.” a | 

‘Tam certain no one will claim that in matters pertaining to 
| health, the farmers of Wisconsin are in anyway better off than 

those of Massachusetts, or that all the causes to which illness is at- 

| tributed there, are not in continually active operation in our farm- — 

ing community, or that they are not followed by the same serious _ 
train of results to farmers and their families, a 

Tt is my aim to-night simply to call your attention very briefly | 
to the necessity of pure air and of ‘wholesome water for all who 

| - would be vigorous of body, and to the ‘sources of contamination of = > 

| these primaty requisites of health. i Ee on 

- An English physician, in a late article on “The Lawsof Health,” 

says, “on an average, one-half of the number of out-patients'treated =~ 

~ by a hospital surgeon suffer from diseases primarily due toa want 
- of knowledge of the laws of health and cleanliness. The ignorance _ 

of hygienic laws, which affects so disastrously the health of the rich 
+ as well as the poor, exists chiefly in regard to dress, ablution, and _ 

-_-ventilation. This statement will at first appear startling, but an _ 

enumeration of the diseases that can be constantly traced to the © 

above causes will show upon how sound a basis the statement rests.” 

Many of you are doubtless mentally replying that farmers 

» breathe the purest of air, and that this part of my theme can in — 

-_no'way be applicable to them. If you feel this to be true, you will
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not object to my examining your premises, that the truth of your 
opinions may be proven, : a ns aS ee 5 - — eee 

We are, in Wisconsin, in some respects, unfortunately situated.  —— 
_ The climate is severe.’ During seven months of the year it is _ a 

: necessary to warm our dwellings by artificial means. Fuel, on ac- | 
count of its scarcity, is costly, so that every means is taken to econ- 

_ omize in its use. Now, what are the means by which pure airis 
_ supplied to the farmer’s family during these months, when the 

_ wife and younger children are of necessity kept in the house, from 
which every precaution is taken to exclude the outside air? For- oo 
tunately it is impossible to entirely prevent a change of air in our 
living rooms, when there is any great difference between the tem- 7 

- perature within and without. There are small openings about the 
doors and windows, through which brisk currents of air will pass, aes - 

| in spite of the joiner’s skill in fitting, or of the housewife’s attempt - 
to make them airtight by filling with rags or cotton. Besides,as = 

_ Pettenkofer has shown, the walls of our dwellings, whether of brick | 
a and mortar or of wood, are porous, and when not saturated with | 

~“ moisture, are being continually traversed by currents of air. The | 
feo change from this source in a room having brick walls, and contain- __ | 
sh ing 2,650 cubic feet of space, amounted to seven cubic feet of air’ Coe. | 
__ to each square yard of wall, when the temperature was 9.5° greater 

inside than outside. In addition to these sources, there is the _ a 
- more or less frequent opening of doors, which aids materially in 

_ changing the air in a room, especially when it is warmer than that DO 
outside. Other sources of ventilation than these accidental ones 7 

oe “are rarely found in country houses. _ ee | 
-- The sources of rendering the air of dwellings impure are, first, | 
__ respiration, by which we change its normal condition, withdrawing | 

a portion of the oxygen which is necessary to life, andin its place 
2 foes exhaling carbon dioxide, whick is injurious. A second and probably a | eee 
ee more important source of contamination of the airis foundinthe = 
a exhalations from the lungs and skin that are continually being given — es, 
a off. This organic matter when once in the air soon begins | to, de- oe es 

‘compose, rendering an atmosphere containing it, positively perni- oe 
___ sious,’and it should always be removed by the introduction of fresh 

__ pation is due to impurities from this source, rather than from the . 
es change in composition due to the first source. Still anothersource 

TL Sr. Aa. Soe. : | | Dees
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of pollution in the air of dwellings is by cooking. The processes 

of frying, baking and boiling, almost continually going on in the Bs 

kitchen, fill the air with matter that is injurious when breathed, ao | 

_» and by those who live in the kitchen a large portion of the time,as 

—— _ many farmers’. families do during the colder season of the ‘year, | 

_-wery little pure air is taken into the system. oe OES Es 

"Nearly every dwelling is over acellar, in which are stored the vog= 
tables and other provisions for the use ofthe family. As theliv- | 

_- gontinually passing from below upward a current of air through 

any openings in the floor, and more slowly through the floor ‘itself. oe 

Danes cellar walls extend above the ground, with ample openings, 
i through which air can be daily admitted, the atmosphere becomes ey 

- Gmpure by the slow decomposition of the vegetables, and the im- | 

pure air arising from such contamination passes to the living rooms es | 

‘above. I ce | 

--Yet the majority of men, instead of airing their cellars, cover 

every square foot of wall outside, as well as the windows, withearth — ‘| 

or litter from the farm yard to prevent the entrance of cold air. 

All of you know the “ close,” offensive odor of the air insucha 

_¢ellar, full of dampness and of the uncomfortable smell of decaying _ 

vegetables. Everyone feels such an atmosphere to be unwhole- 

 gome, yet many families live from November to April in apartments ea 

into which such air is slowly but surely being infiltrated from the 

i ‘gellar beneath, 9 
"The earth contains a large amount of air, and this air in the earth 

about dwellings always contains an increased proportion of carbon 5 

dioxide, resulting from the decomposition of organic matter in the 

gol. From a cellar, the air passes into the heated rooms above as 

gold air is drawn into “a heated chimney, replacing the warm air > 

which. is lighter. ~The ground air from the earth upon all sides en-. 

ters the cellar to take the place of that which has passed into rooms 

above, so that if a cellar is completely shut from the outside air by — 

-__ baniking, there will be a circulation from without through theground, 

_ -which is porous to air, and thus an atmosphere heavily laden with 

| a carbon dioxide and moisture will enter the living apartments, bring- 

ing with it the germs of disease and death. There is thus adouble 

" gource of danger from unaired cellars. Be oe 
: ‘That I was not wrong in thinking farmers negligent in this mat-
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of their affirmative opinions. Several physicians of Madison have - 
also told me of frequent cases of sickness from this cause occurring oo 
in their own practice. _ ee a / 

In regard to securing good air in sleeping apartments, there is 
not only among farmers, but as well among all classes of our popu- lation, the greatest carelessness, There are very few bedrooms that 

 . think of sitting in this putrid atmosphere for a moment, yet parents a 
| | will sleep, and furnish no better places for their children, in an at- _ 

mosphere that is disgusting to contemplate. Thirty-four out of 
tee | fifty-nine physicians of Massachusetts mentior this as a cause of - 
_ sickness among farmers. hee tain ty tutte Ope Badly ventilated bedrooms are a prolific cause of morning head- ee 

aches, of a feeling of languor and want of energy in the early part oo 

_ fast, that should prepare one fora vigorous day’s work. A mistake 
. . fire in them. . Such rooms, during the winter, have nearly the tem- . oa 
_- perature of out of doors, hence, leaving the window open, even for 
__, many hours, does not necessarily cause achange of air. Themove- ments of air are caused by a difference of temperature of adjacent  =—=s_—™ 

portions, and the greater this difference, the more rapid the move: a | ment. It is very difficult to renew the ‘air of a room having the hohe 
’ "game temperature as the air outside, while, if there is a difference ee - os 

given. Cold air is not necessarily pure air, a fact that needs to be a 

The volume of air necessary to be introduced and withdrawn ae 

ae that in hospitals for ordinary cases, in good workshops and inlarge Ay
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_. roonis for long meetings, 2,120 cubic feet per hour, foreach person, 

are required. In schools for adults, and barracks by day, 1,060. cu- 

| pic feet, and in barracks by nights, 1,410 to 1,765 cubic feet are re- 

Dene quired. If we take the least figures given by these authorities, in 

eS, schools for children, where from 424 to 530 cubic feet per hour are 

-.  yequired, and apply them to our sleeping rooms, we should find 

| greater health resulting therefrom. CREB | 

_ ‘Tt is sometimes said that there is nothing cheaper than pure airy 

‘To suppose that statement to be true, in our climate is a great 

- istake. It is plentiful and cheap indeed in summer, but in winter — 

-_- when our houses are closed to its entrance the case is very different. — 

‘The average temperdture of the five months, from November to 

March, both inclusive, for the past eight years, as shown by obser- _ 

7 : vations taken at the uhiversity, is 23.3°. To take the amount of _ 

| "air needed to ventilate our houses at a temperature of 8.5° below 

the freezing point, and heat it up to 70°, that is through a range of 

oo 46.7°, is not a cheap process, even where fuel costs but one-third | | 

the price it does in Wisconsin. But it is a question not of money, : 

. ‘but of vigorous health and prolonged lives for ourselves, and for 

those who look to us for support, and we should not hesitate to pay 

the required price. Unwittingly, we have largely adopted meansof 

heating our homes which leave us much worse off in this respect 

than were our fathers. The air-tight wood-burning, and the base- 

burning coal stoves now in almost universal use, are poor substi-— 

| tutes, so far as ventilation is concerned, for the open fire and Frank- 

din stoves so generally used twenty-five years ago, than which there 

+. are no betrer means of securing thorough ventilation. — a 

-- Thoge I have mentioned are the sources of polluting the air of 

es dwellings from within, and which are mainly active during the cold 

half of the year, when it is necessary to keep doors and windows. 

- @loged. But there are frequently foes lurking without as well as | 

within. ‘There may be danger to health in allowing air to enter _ 

--- @wellings, as well as in the prevention of its entrance. If there is — 

in the vicinity of the house any decomposing organic matter from 

which unpleasant odors arise, there is danger, and the source of the 

a - danger should be removed, 2 SESE gE TE 

NN ot unfrequently one sees the farmer’s house in winter banked 

Oo up to the depth of several feet with barnyard litter, which is harm- 

| --- Jeks while frozen. But the spring time is a busy season, and the _
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| early summer often finds this litter. unremoved, but fermenting and > 

giving off polluting gases, which enter the windows that are raised. = 
poy that the fresh air of. heaven may come in. The farm-yard and the | 
oo hog-pen are sometimes so near, although I am glad to believe not | 

very frequently in Wisconsin, that in the early evening the house ; 
is invaded by stenches that have their origin in their decomposing 

_ filth and uncleantiness. Those living in the vicinity of marshes or 
| low lands often, during hot, quiet summer evenings, can detect in 

their houses the odor of gases arising from the decomposing organic. 

matter of the marsh. . All these gases arising from fermentation and. 

decay are injurious to health. If the causes producing them exist ee 

_ about our homes, as they so frequently do, the breezes that fan our 
cheeks, and which should be to us the messengers of healthand 
strength, may bring with them the latent germs of disease, poison- oe 

| ing our blood, and stealthily but surely establishing within our sys- 7 
- tems the foundation of burning fevers and wasting decay. 

! In reply to the question propounded by Dr. Adams, “Is sick- | 

| ness apt to be produced by the house being too near the barnyard?” 

; _ twenty-three Massachusetts physicians reply “ yes,” twenty-three, | | 
‘“‘no,” and three make no answer. When half the physicians who 

have country practice believe sickness to arise from such sources, 
: it is certainly worth our while to give the subject serious. thought, oe 

: | and if we are harboring about our homes any sources of impure air, | 

to see that they are so far removed as to no longer endanger the , 

. health of those of our families who must pass the larger portion of 7 
their time indoors, and who look to us to surround them with con- oo 

ditions that shall secure the health and vigor necessary to a useful | 
-andhappylife a 
as The water used for drinking ‘in Wisconsin is obtained almost | - 

entirely from, wells, varying in depth from twenty to seventy feet. 
oe The source. from which the main water supply of any well is ob- i 

tained depends upon the nature of the soil-strata and the surface- coke 
Bees configuration of the country. But whether this source be near or | oe 

distant, the well acts as a reservoir, toward which the soil and sur- 
face water in its own vicinity will surely gravitate. It acts as a drain. | 

___ for the ground in its immediate neighborhood. The distance from _ 
_ > which water will percolate through the soil and enter a well-will = 

vary greatly with circumstances. It may, however, be statedas 
Ay. being within safe limits in our loose drift soil, that a well will drain. ae
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an area whose diameter is four times the depth of the well; thatis, | 

that the soil water from every side of the well, to a distance OF 

“twice its depth, will find its way into the well. I think I am safe | : 
sin saying that thirty-five feet is much less than the average depth 

of wells in the south half of Wisconsin. A well of this depth 
_---would receive the surplus water from the soil within a circle whose — : 

-—-eiroumference is seventy fect distant, or from a total area of fifty- 

ing upon this area, dissolves the soluble matter of the soil, carrying 

it along as it slowly works its way through the porous earth. Soils 

have the power of purifying water by withdrawing from it, by ab- _ 

_ sorption, matter which it contains in solution. This power, how- ie 

ever, is limited, and varies with the kind of soil. In general, clay 

-“goils possess it in the highest degree, while in all goils it dimin- ee 

- ghes as sand and gravel increase. | But all soils, even those having 

Se this absorptive power in the greatest degree, may become ‘satus 

--_yated with this soluble material, when they will no longer be able 
‘to take it up from solution. Through such a soil, water passes un- 
peated Seca ee 

Now what, in the majority of cases, are the conditions existing _ 

oS _ about the wells from which farmers. obtain their drinking water? 

SS _ For convenience, the well is placed near the house, often between — 

the houge and the barn. The slops and waste from the kitchen are | 

‘daily thrown upon the ground not far from the door. The family — 

— eloset is not far distant. F owls, and ‘often larger animals, are al- — 

owed to deposit their filth all about, while the barn-yard and pig- 

ae ao ‘sty are often so near that the water from ‘the soil’ beneath them : 

ee finds its way into the well. For a time the earth may be able to so o 

purify the water from all these sources of contamination that they _ 

| Weill be harmless; but its capability of doing this grows less every — 
-- year, and no one can tell when it ceases, or when danger begins, | 

_-'J feel that I cannot sufficiently impress upon you the serious effects _ 
arising from drinking impure water. Itisa prolific source of bowel | 

disorders, and of fevers of all kinds that are so common during the 

jammer and early fall, And it is all the more dangerous to the 
‘public health because it is not usually recognized as a source of 

aS ‘evil, and its effects cannot be readily traced to the true cause. 

Many of you, doubtless, have attended conventions of dairymen, _ 

| and know the great stress they put upon the necessity of furnish-



ing wholesome water to daity cows. Cheosé-makers attribute 
“tainted milk,” “floating curds,” and their attendant evils largely = 

fies to impure water furnished the cows. If impure water so affects the oe 

o affect the health of men. I have asked several Wisconsin farmers oo 

in regard to the surroundings of wells in their vicinity, and they - 
have detailed to me many examples that were disgusting in the ~ 

- extreme, and which I am confident will be in the end, if they have. 
not already been, prolific sources of disease. oy 

There is all the more danger from water made foul by decompos- 
ing organic matter, because it often gives no indication of its 

presence. Such water may be clear and sparkling, having a pleas- = 

It is scarcely more than a year since the authorities of the city of | | 
_ London were compelled to order the removal of all the public | 

pumps, because the water from them was more palatable, though : 
| less pure, than was that of the city fountains. | _ 

_. In reply to Dr. Adams’ question: “Are farm-houses apt to be 
| “supplied with impure water? If so, with what results?” Twenty- 

| one physicians replied, “ yes;” twenty-fiour, “ no;” and four gave | a 

no answer. When forty-six per cent. of the physicians have traced . ele - | 
illness to impure water, there must be evidence enough to con-- eee 

_vince us that there is danger from this source, and recognizing that - 
danger, we should have the wisdom to avoid it ourselves and sound 
the warning to others. | The most wholesome water for household 

purposes is filtered ‘cistern water. In my own family, for sanitary / 
_ reasons alone, no other is used; but I am not vain enough to sup- _ 
_. pose I,can prevail upon many of you to follow my example, and | 

discard well water altogether. Yet I am confident such a course 
_ would remove from our midst one fruitful source of danger tothe = 

fens I feel to-night that I labor under two of the embarrassments of. ee 

the ordinary temperance lecturer. First, because my audience, 
like his, is not composed of those who most need to know and prace 

tice the doctrine inculcated, and second, because doubtless many === 
of my hearers feel that I have a hobby, a sort of harmless mania, a 

but a madness none the less, and that if you will but sit quiely = 
and indulge me while I thoroughly air my opinions, no farther ven- oe 

_ tilation will be necessary. Against such a state of feeling up
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-—- your part, I earnestly protest. “ I have no hobby. | But I have seen , 

sickness and suffering and death come to households, where the _ 
angel of health alone would have entered had there been furnished es 

him the pure air and wholesome water, without which he cannot 
ce survive. I have seen weeping eyes, and heard the cry of anguish 

oes when the golden chain that binds together the home circle has been’ 
_- broken, where there should have been but rosy cheeks and joyous 

shouts and laughter, and countenances beaming with the happiness 
| : of an unbroken family circle, than which no | earthly happiness can 

-- T know much of this human suffering of body and soul canbe 

stayed, and that it will be stayed when proper care in securing. 
— @leanliness is exercised in and about our homes. “A recent writer — 
Ss of: a prize essay on “Floating Curds,” ‘in cheese-making, Says, | | 

: _ “Urge upon the attention of your milk-producer the immense im- 

_.. portance of cleanliness in every department of the business; that 
_ constant, relentless warfare against all forms of filth and nastiness 

must never be relaxed for a moment’s truce.” These words are 
-.-worthy of a place not in cheese factories only, but in every home 

in the land. They should be indelibly printed in the cellar, the __ 
_ kitchen, the bed room, and the parlor, about the drain, the family. 

-. gloset, the barn-yards and all out-buildings. * . | 

No person should forget, for one moment, that filth and foul _ 

| odors are the forerunners of disease and death, and that cleanli- 

‘ness, at all times and in all things, is the most perfect sanitary law _ 
known. Do not say to yourselves, “He may better talk to city 

-._. people about sanitary. measures than to us.” The fact that the pro- _ 
portion of deaths from dirt is much greater in the city than*in the 

fhe - country does not remove any ‘man’s responsibility for supplying os 

_ good air,to his own family, Pickpockets and thieves are also more _ 
numerous in towns, but the law punishes a countryman for these 

----grimes the same as if he were city bred. — So does nature punish _ 
alike all who violate her laws, and wherever be our abiding place, — 
she will find us out, and exact from us a penalty for the transgres- 
sion of every sanitary law. ‘The only sure escape is in living in ac- 

| | cordance with all her requirements. el ne wa 

Mr. Field — What kind of filter would you propose in a house? _ 
--- Prof, Daniells — The filter in my house is simply of brick, and I
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find that it is very effective; that is, for filtering purposes. It is 
very effective for all ordinary purposes, and if any of you gentle- = oe 

7 ‘men feel ‘disposed, I shall have great pleasure in exhibiting to you = 

i the filter in use in my house. | - Hoos SOMME oe i 

| Mr. Clark — As there seems to be no disposition to further dis- 

cuss the paper, I will say a few words, partly by way of inquiry, | 
upon another subject; we have connected with our State University a 

a farm, and I would like to know if we, as farmers, have our share | 

in that institution of what was intended for us; are we getting any ok. 

benefit from the institution? It is every farmer’s duty to look after 

his own interests, and not spend his time in finding fault with men — | 

engaged in mefcantile business, or other vocations, but attend to 

| our own, and see that we have our rights. A few yearsagoit was 
not uncommon for us to read of matters of interest to us being en- _ | 

acted on the farm. _ We read of experiments tried, and the result; . 

but within the last three or four years, I have not seen or heard ° 

from it. | It is of the utmost importance that some of the men who | 

| direct this institution should be experimental farmers, and — : 

not altogether by men engaged in other pursuits and that care little | | 

about agriculture. This is a matter that we, as farmers in this con- Bees 
vention, have a right to consider, and I want to know whether my | 

_ rights are looked after in the minority or not. I want Prof. Daniells / 
to tell us whether we get the benefit. a eae a = , 

Prof. Daniells —I have nothing whatever to do with the finances. 

- of the University. They give me work to do, andthereisenough 
of it, and I do that work as well as Ican. I hold myself responsi- 

ple for the quality of that work so far as my ability goes, but I do 
not hold myself responsible to look after the board, neither the ap- 

--- pointment of them. a Eo 
oe Mr. Clark — We haye not seen anything for the last two years of 

. the reports of the institution which are usually made, I understand, — : 
to the legislature. PB a - 

Mr. Field —I desire to say asingle word. Ithink Mr.Clarkhas = 
broached a subject which is of some importance to this convention. © 

_ Iwas connected some years ago with the board of regents of the . 

State University. I could not say to-day that there is a single prac- | 

ae tical farmer on that board. I won't say that there is not. The pro- 

fessor could answer that question better than I can, as I have not a
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kept track of the gentlemen appointed. for some years. ButIam 

_ told there is not one member of the board who isa practical farmer. 
ss T believe itis our duty to request. His Excellency, the governor, eS 
40 make such appointment in the future as shall represent the ag- . — 

ough _ricultural interests of the state. It is just; it is right. It is our | 

duty to demand it; to po to him in person while here and demand | 

it, that there shall be men who are practical, scientific men, if you 
please, or at least practical. We have our scientist, and I believe  _— 
Prof. Daniells has stated to-you that he has all the work he can do, 

x "and he does all he can do. He does his work well. As to what 

| _ proportion is expended in the interest of agriculture, I am not able 
oe ff to say, but I think it-is a matter that is worthy of your attention, —__ 

and have no doubt that the governor will listen toany of yougen- 
-- tlemen with a great deal of pleasure. I think it would be wellto 
ee “suggest some names that represent our interests. ess a a | 

es _-. Mr. Robbins —I feel a great interest in that question. In 1858, | 

-.. -_T was chairman in the Assembly of the committee on Education. 

I was in the legislature when the question came up whether. they > 
should have an agricultural college connected with the University, 

ee _or whether it should go somewhere else. I took the position that 

_. } the University should have the agricultural college. Iam afraid | | 

| that the farmers have been humbugged in this matter. Frommy | 
ee _-\ locality a lawyer was appointed, who never farmed in his life,and 

Le _ \knows nothing about it. I say, asa farmer, that I am not bene- 

ss \fited by the State University a particle. Idon’tblame anybody for | 

it but the farmers themselves. I think that they are too modest. = 
_» + I think they stay at home too much, and attend to their own busi- 

-- eongress by members of the learned professions. I did hope that = 
the Agricultural College would be represented by at least one prac- 

tical farmer. Perhaps it is; but I don’t think it is. Idon’t know = ut it is best to give all of those positions to lawyers, but I don’t 
believe itis.’ If I want a little counsel of ten minutes,[ have got 

to pay. ten dollars. for it, and I cannot afford that.. I would like to | 

oe he know something about the University without : going to a lawyer | 

- and paying him for it, Iam a farmer, and expect to liveand die = | 
a farmer, and I expect my children will be farmers after] amdead. 

_ hope that the next generation will be wiser than the present. To 
believe that the bone and sinew of the state of Wisconsin hasto =
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pay these taxes. Everything comes out of the grouud. Ifyoucan > 

find anybody else that is paying taxes, I want to know whoheis. © | 

The merchants are paying taxes, but where does the wealth come == 8 
, from to pay their taxes? It comes out of the ground. I hope the s 

time is coming when farmers will come up, and not sit still and al- 
low others to do all the thinking and talking. I want the State 

_ University to become a success, and I believe it can be better. —_ 

' | managed here than any where else; but if it cannot be, I will give | 

them one hundred and fifty acres of my land if they will establish , 

an agricultural college there and try the experiments. = a 

Mr. Field then offered the following resolution: ne Dg qo 

_ Resolved, ‘That it is the sense of this convention that one or more of the — | 
regents of the University of Wisconsin be appointed, who are practical farm- | ~ 
ers, and that a majority of the committee appointed by the Board ‘of Regents = | 
to give directions relative. to the experimental farm, ought to be practical we 

farmers, - 

ae Prof. Daniells — What. you want is a board that shall look after a 

the interests of Wisconsin. You must have men fitted for the - 

- place, or else it is no good. Itisimmaterial whether he isa farmer, 

lawyer or banker, unless he is fitted for the place. That is the - Ses : 

principle upon which you ought togo. ea PONE - nee Boe 

Mr. Field —It matters very little whom we have there, provided ee 
they look after the interests of the university. There are addi- | : 

tional interests as well as agricultural, but I think there is not a — 

single farmer to manage or give advice in relation to the college 
farm. I ask the professor if that is not the fact. | - 

. Prof. Daniells — There are none that I know of. | - 
Mr. Adams —TI desire to say one word. I am in favor of the. res- = 

olution which has been read, but I would be unwilling to place the = 
| University exclusively under the control of any class of men of any oe 

occupation. I think we have got too many of one occupation, and 
yet I have nota word to say against any of those gentlemen. In ee 

regard to what has been done at the University, so far as my observa- Bos 

tion extends, I think it has been well managed, that is, it has been 
-- managed in accordance with the wishes of those who control the | | | | - 

2 Management. — The: farm superintendent, Mr. Hayden, has done ts 
oe his part well under the direction of the executive committee, and ee 

2 : the experiments, as I understand those experiments, are all record- | 

ed. If I mistake not, I have read the record of them. I thinkthey  —s| 
. are published in the catalogue of the University. es
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Prof. Daniells — The board of regents publish a report annually. _ 
Mr. Adams — They are circulated over the state, andthe mem- __ 

bers of this convention can obtain copies of them, and ascertain __ 

what has been done during the past year in the line of experiments. | 

_ Mr. Jackson —I am glad that this matter has been brought be-  __ 
| fore the convention. It does seem to me that there is a wide-spread 

Ignorance in regard to this matter. on the part of the farmers, as to 

what the agricultural department is doing. .Perhaps it may be 

Oo your fault as agriculturists.. It. seems tome no matter. of higher 

BE ens importance has been called to the attention of this convention. . On 

Ee the supreme bench we do not find a majority of farmers. Farmers _ 
ca at ought to be represented in the educational department. | It seems” fee 

pak qh _ to me that this matter should be pressed upon the governor of the . 

ge Ns state, and at least one practical farmer should be upon the board, 
uN . and that we ought to hear more in regard to agricultural and prac- | 

\. | tical farming. a oe fe | : So . 

) Ls Mr. Clark — Who has a right to vote; merely members of the so- __ 

XN eiety? SO : EAL oe 
ee The President — Everybody has a right to vote. - | 

aan - Resolution adopted. | . - 
oe Mr. Field — I move that a copy of the resolution be sent to the 

- ‘board of regents. a ee co See, 

a coe - Agreed to. SENS ee ORE Aes 7 ve 

ee | ee THURSDAY, 9 A.M... oe 

ee The convention met in the Agricultural Rooms. iss 
-., Hon. N.D.Frattinthe.chair, 

FARM BUILDINGS—THEIR COMFORTS AND CON- | 

— Soe | | - = By B. 8. HOXIE, or Cooxvinie. ae 7 | | 

| SS _ The topic assigned to me in this paper is one of more importance 

- -. than would appear at first thought to the average Wisconsin farmer, 
. | if we are to judge the thought as it has found expression in the 

| --- majority of farm buildings. It is true that public taste is being | 
slowly educated in this respect, and an im provment is perceptible.
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And now and then we have an article or dissertation from some city =” 

architect on farm houses and buildings, accompanied with draughts 

and plans too costly for the ‘average farmer, and generally as illy ? 

adapted to the conveniences of a farmer’s home as the farmer’s barn | 

. is to the city livery stable. In presenting this paper to the farmers 

of Wisconsin I do not expect that the plans here presented, or the a 

thoughts and suggestions expressed, are faultless or above criticism. - | : 

_ But as a practical builder for more than twenty-five years, in build- | 

ings costing from hundreds to thousands of dollars, both publicand 

private, I should be a dull student indeed if some facts’ had not | 

been gathered up and stored away that may be useful to others. | 

_ The grand old structures of ancient Greece and Rome present, even __ | 

+o modern ages, towers of strength and beauty, with their lofty a 

domes and spires; their columns and. entablatures have been the oo 
a admiration and study of the modern architect, as they convey to his / 

| ‘mind uniformity in the structure of parts combined with harmony, 
strength and beauty. And we will excuse the lovers of this almost : 

| | divine art, if, after the study and contemplation of these, they fail | 

a to adapt themselves to what is pleasing, symmetrical andconvenient —_ 

in a farm dwelling. | | Boe Sees 

_ _History informs us that at one time it was a penal offense in _ - 

«Greece for an architect to construct a public building of any kind 

-. -which was not pleasant to the eye, completely adapted to its use, 

and combining harmony in its proportions. And I am not sure but | 
‘it would be as useful to us to restore their laws as it is to study | 

| their designs. If this were the : case, a modern farm house would | 

- .eontain, perhaps, some conveniences, if it did not beauty of design, 
_.and our public buildings strength enough to withstand their own 

— It is not expected that the country farmer, or he who causes to. oO 

+e built a city block or factory, should study architecture. The = 

cone employs an experienced architect to draw his plans; make esti- PS 

. mates and superintend the work of construction, and the otherem- 
ploys the nearest available carpenter, and generally the cheapest 

-.ene he can hire, and quite often tells him how many rooms he 
-_-wants in a given space, and lets the job to the one who will enclose _ 
.. -it and roof it for the least money, and then brags how cheaply he — 

aoe has built his house; and it is generally cheap at whatever price it eee 

-_-.gost. ‘The owner of that vast pile of brick and mortar makes up a
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for his lack of knowledge of architecture by paying for the services __ 
we - of. one who does know, while the farmer considers. it. a waste of & 

money to pay for even a well matured plan or design with specifi 
__-eations, saying nothing about an elevation of the same, and thus _ 

offers a premium for mediocrity by employing the cheapest, and 

One consequently the poorest workman. And for this reason, quite as 
oa oe “ much as to the lack of means to build with, unsightly, ill-construct- 

_ ed farm houses spread themselves out in the landscape by the road- _ 
side, marring the beauties of nature instead of bending toit. IE _ 

c ue will admit that this practice is not very encouraging for a good a 

practical builder-to spend much time in studying tne masters, or 
ee perfecting himself in skill or style. And yet it is to the general an 

knowledge and practical skill of the house carpenter that we are _ 
to look for an improvement. And if it be possible for me to point _ 

- to a remedy by what I can offer in this limited space, then I shall 

- be repaid for my effort. 7 SS oe CB ay af 

ee . It is often remarked by those from the country visiting friends in 

the village or city, especially our wives, mothers or sisters, How _ 

| nice, handy and convenient you do have everything about. your a 

See house to save work! © I wish our house could be as handy. The 
- ee ‘ 7 farmer perhaps may say it costs to. have all these things, and so it | 

does; but on which side of the account does the profit or loss come | 
Lay 5 - : in? | ys aye | i Peds | 5 ee eo lg - me = 

The farmer buys his improved farm implements tosave time and © 

| oe money, but rarely thinks that. the time of. the wife and daughters 

in their journeys to the wood pile, well and cistern, is worth the 
Ces a saving, or of the extra steps. to the cellar’ and. pantry in. the ee 

2 __- preparation of a single meal, if all the necessary adjuncts were in Aes 
- nearer proximity to each other. I have often seen the wood pile 

ata farmer’s house two or three rods from the kitchen door, and | 

bees then not under cover. The well ten or fifteen rods away, and some- 

times down a steep hill to save ten or fifteen feet in digging, mak- 
ae ; os ing niles of extra travel in the course of a year, and the cistern, if oe 

there was one, with no other convenience for drawing the water 

than a rope and pail. It is no wonder then that the daughters in 
o such a farm house are tired of the. drudgery and extra labor in 

household duties 
One of the greatest obstacles in the way of erecting properand __ 

| convenient buildings is the want of well matured plans, and the no
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-_ eareless way in which the work is undertaken. The building of a 
=: a house may have been long ‘in contemplation, and ‘about how much - 

it may cost, perhaps; but the most important part left out is the 7 
ee care and thought bestowed to make our house adapted to our o 

Pots wants, in its convenience and adaptability, for what it is intended, 

“as a model farm-house. I once built a house for a well-to-do farmer | 

_ which probably cost him two thousand dollars, It had neither a 
pantry or closet on the principal floor. (I will add that a wing is 
intended at some future time, which may perhaps contain a pantry.) | 

The house is lacking as much in beauty of design of exterior finish —— 

as it isin convenience of interior arrangement. This is one of 
those houses which I should say was built without any thought for 

_ -eonvenience, but which has already cost more than a neat, pleasant = 
and convenient house could have been constructed for, which would | 
have been an ornament to the landscape and a pride to the owner, 
if he possessed a cultivated taste. | 
Some years since, I was employed to build what the owner con- 

_ sidered a good farm-house; it was large enough for that. A pan-— 
try was finished, but there was not a closet in the whole house; he © my 

gould see no use for one; and would not even havea shelf putup 
oy ‘in the cellar-way, where there was plenty of room, becauseit would = -— 

ee always be full of something... Now the ladies will know, if Ido. - 

not tell them, that these two houses were planned, and never (at Oe 

least in my presence) was the wife consulted, in any particalar, as 
_ totheconstruction, | me EE a 

A farmer often thinks that he cannot spend the time to examine =~ 

thé plan and arrangements of buildings in his own town or vicin- 
‘ity, much more pay for a well matured plan by some good builder, 

= ~ He has seen a house in some of his travels that suited him perhaps, 7 

oe as to exterior, and he attempts to have one built like it, and when a | 

too late he finds the interior arrangement was forsome one whose sts 
taste and wants were quite different from his; in other words, it A 

was not his house, neither were the scenery and surroundings such 
as he possessed on his farm. More forethought, with the skill ofa = 

~good builder, in this case would have been better than all the after | 

regrets of defects too late to remedy. Sometimes, again, asmuch = 

_depends on the location of a farm house and buildings, fora please = 
‘ing effect in their grouping together, and ease of access, as in the ee 
construction of the building itself. And we oftensee a farmhouse ==
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on one side of the public highway, while opposite are spread out 
barn, sheds, and other out buildings, to reach which gates must be ee | 

opened, and the muddy or dusty street must always be crossed _ | 

hundreds of times in the course of a year, and this too with hardly 
es a possible remedy... In my mind, I can conceive of no excuse suffi- 

-. gient for this flagrant lack of taste or convenience. _ It is easier to 

| point out defects than to correct. faults; but the defects must first 

foe be pointed out to know where the fault. exists. Many a farmer’s 

wife has been quite content with the arrangement of a house be- 
|  gause she knew not how to have it planned differently. Se 

The room where farmers’ wives spend a large portion. of their 

eg time, the kitchen, should be one of the pleasantest rooms in the | 

_. house, and others should be subservient to that, and if any must 

oes take back seats,. let. it be the parlor. “ I would say for the kitchen, 

oe let it be easy of access to the family sitting room, chambers and 

| cellar, have your cistern pump and sink so near the cook stove and. 

= pantry thet a space of twenty-five or thirty feet will not have to be 

| traversed to carry articles from one to the other three times a day, | 
ee or more than a thousand times ina year. And instead of ‘going 

three or four rods to a wood pile, construct the wood box in the 

a | partition between the kitchen and woodshed, filling it from one side _ 

and ‘taking it out from the other. In the pantry, or near the pan- 

try door, construct a dummy or dumb waiter, so that numerous ar- 

ticles of frequent use through the day may be lifted from the cellar — 

without any ascent or descent by the stairway. If this waiter can- _ 

not be arranged conveniently, ‘so that one part can balance the | 

other with connecting pulley, one can be made with balancing | 

weight, and all be below the floor except when in use,and then 
| disengaged by latch or spring, not interfering with space otherwise _ 

wanted: above the floor. Arrange bath and sink room with closet ~ 

to hang clothes of every day wear by the farmer at one side of the cn 

ee kitchen, near and easy of access to the-back entrance, for the neat 7 

a and tidy. housewife will hardly care to have farm laborers wash at. 

the same sink where she does the dishes. OL ee 

Let the kitchen open upon a broad and sunny veranda, and, if 

cr possible, select the building site so that not ‘more than two steps / 

| in height shall lead from this to the ground. _ And at the front en- 

trance, for the stranger and company, and where you seldom go up — 
and down, you may have as many. steps as you please. And in
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| speaking of closets for the kitchen, I will say, have a clothespress _ ae 
or closet for every bedroom in the house, and still another, which ee 
shall be of easy access to all sleeping rooms, for extra bedding, not | 

| | heeded in the summer season. ‘We have now sketched the plan for 
a a kitchen. Will it be a convenient one? If so, arrange or group 

| the other rooms around it in such a way as to make them of. easy 
- access in proportion as their most common or ordinary every day a 

“use demands. Build your chimney or chimnies, that indispensable | 
adjunct to a house. and which too many do not know where to 
place, in such:a relation to the rooms that one chimney will answer 

' for all the stoves needed in the princpal rooms. of the house, both | 
to economise Jabor and fuel. And as farmhouses are generally 
ventilated by lowering or raising the. window casements, by all | f oe 

7 means balance them with weights and pullies.’ I would, also,as 
another means of ventilation and of convenience, place registers | 

_ in the ceiling of every room possible, rather than to allow stove Ss 
pipes to pass up. through. the floors. They not only afford one , 
of the best means of changing the air of rooms in the warm 

Pe! seasons, making them cooler; and they also are quite as useful and | 
indispensable in warming upper sleeping rooms in winter. Wee ee | 

-- Thave thus far spoken of the convenience of the house in its BE 
_ parts, and nothing as to its architectural display or style of finish, 

| but sufficient has been hinted at that its. parts shall bein perfect — | 
_ keeping and harmony with modern taste and refinement. ‘As such : 

a house must be provided with walks from the street and to out- 
buildings, I would: use the best: and cheapest material at hand, | | 

-* and I know of none cheaper and better within ordinary means than 
a good sound boards or planks, nailed firnily to joists or scantling, as — 

os being always dry and easily kept clean. I would expend as much 
on the lawn as the purse and taste of the owner can afford. . But | 

/ let this spot we call our home be the dearest and best spot on all 
_ the green earth. Children will love it and in after years they and Be 

theirs will venerate it. And as they in time go out from here, pleas- Roe 
ant memories will ever be present with them. | rs Bg : | 

_ _Lhave already exceeded ‘the intended limit of this paper, and — oe 
the barn is only incidentally mentioned ; my excuse is, that in all 

7 my experience as a builder, I finda greater lack for comfort in the : 
‘ farmer’s’ house than I do‘in his. barn, and am ‘also quite sure that | oS 

_ the farmer who cares for the comfort ‘and convenience of the in- co 
- :12—Sr. Ae. Soe. | : | ee
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ce mates of his house will not be far behind in the proper construc- _ ee 

fects in out-buildings and their improvements. I have thought it 
best to add to this paper plans of two or three houses which em- 

‘ brace some or all of the features pointed out, costing from ‘one | 

thousand to twenty-five hundred dollars each, depending, of course, 

: ae - upon the style of finish and the kind of material used. ane a 

| No. 1 was built by. me last summer}, one wing and main part two 

stories in height, the kitchen one and one-half story in height, with 

wood shed one story; lower rooms nine feet in clear, upper rooms 
-- gight and one-half feet. The stovepipe is to pass through parti-_ 

soe tion in the sink room to chimney, thus warming it in: winter. A 

- ghimney can be placed in. end of kitchen by supporting itin such 

a way as not to interfere with lighting chambers from gable endof 

e : game. No. 2 and No. 3 are now under contract to be built this | S 

Eee _ Season. I have only given the ground plan of each, showing the — - 

es arrangement of rooms etc., on lower floor. The elevation would cost. 

__. too much to prepare and engrave, and as I do not wish to advertise. | 

ss myself in this way as an architect, they are omitted of course. The _ 

chamber rooms and closet in second story can be easily arranged _ 

ae by any practical builder. Nos. land 2 are built with common or — 

one-fourth pitch roof covered with shingles.» | | oe 

Ca Sia - No.1 is two stories in heighth, except kitchen and wood room; 

--- Jower story is nine and one-half feet in clear, the upper rooms eight; — 

the chimney in main part is built partly within the partition, but to 

ome down through the floor so as to receive stovepipe from any _ 

~- go0m where it is required to set up a'stove. The open space be-— | 

_ ide kitchen chimney in Nos. 1 and 8 is to represent woodbox, 
-——-Wegtibule in No. 1 is to be lighted by glass from upper panels in. 

. .. door. -Vestibules in Nos. 2and 3 to. be lighted by oval window 
| - | not shown in plan. - . o Ses 3 s ie: ae gn - ae 

Me No. 3 shows sink in corner of bath room in such a position as to 

os he use water from the same pump in woodshed side’ by small slide — 

-_-door when used as a summer wash room; c. ¢. are two small closets, — 

ae one to accommodate bath room, the other for kitchen. “The space — 

above wood box,.as shown at the right hand of chimney, is to be — 

-. finished as a cupboard projecting into the wood room, same as wood 

‘pox, to be used for tinware and. stove utensils; d. in pantry is to 

ss gepresent dumb waiter passing into cellar. This, however, can be —
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_ low the floor when not in use. _ A closet can be taken from theend = 

of “passage at foot of stairs, unless an oval light is needed to light | 
es the stairway. Folding doors connect the three ‘rooms as shown on 7 

_ plan. This No. 3 is to be two stories in height, including mansard 
— _for all except wood shed, which is omitted for want of room. | ‘Ves- 
2 tibules are to be carried up higher than verandahs, so as to show | 

| a disconnection with them; the different plans are drawn on a scale | 
_ Of one-eighth of an inch to the foot, outside measure given as easier 

understood than to take out space for partitions. As it wasnot — . 
i the intention of this paper io go into details, I have considered the ae 

explanations as given to be sufficient for any intelligent person 
-who may be interested in building farm houses. - ke oe 

. Mr. Phillips—I would like to ask a question with reference to 
_ ventilation: Whether ‘it should be above or below; whether it is 

proposed to start a chimney from the cellar, with a view of venti- 
> lating the house? | | : | 

7 - Mr. Hoxie—I have not time to go into the detail of all these _ | 
_ things. Of course there are various suggestions: that grow out of 
_ this on the subject of ventilation. I speak of the ventilation in Dee, 

common use through the window, the door, and also the registers pe 
— that are placed in doors, which are inexpensive, and I consider 

them almost indispensable, as I just hinted. OF course the matter | 
_ of ventilation can be arranged more perfectly and much better. 
‘There are various means of ventilation, and some are better than 

a - Mr. Phillips — 1 built a house in 1876; I was very anxious to 
have one room that was well ventilated, and I consulted some 

a authority, and I found that the bad air always ascended. I put the eo 
chimneys higher to get the benefit of the fresh air; and I know ORO ee 

| ‘others that intend to build the same way. a ee ; | oe 
Prof. Daniells —I believe this is largely due, in the first place, 

to the ignorance of the people. If any man will. go to the upper Co 
portion of this: room and breathe for a time, he will acknowledge - ; | 

_ that the air is worse up there than it is here. Itisnot good air 
even here. The thing which affects the air is that which is thrown S 
out from the lungs. It is warm air, and warm air is the thing 

_ which affects the current of air. It is half as heavy again. The =
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Joss of giffusion is such that you put a heavy gas into the air, and 

‘if there is no large quantity, as there is in the case of exhalation of = 

- the breath, two or three per cent., it immediately diffuses itselfin 

OES en the air, even though the temperature is the same; but the temper- 

—. ature is warmer; the breath is warmer than any living room, con- - 

Bee ‘sequently it rises; but then there is acting in opposition to this. 

the principle of diffusion throughout. The two gases will mix, 
and mix with very great readiness, the heavy one going down and | 

the light one going up, so that carbon is at the bottom of the room.. 

‘The question of ventilation is a thing which is very difficult to set- 
tle. So far as I know, there is no easy method of: ventilating a 

- room. The great difficulty isin keeping a room warm. Thereis 

no reason why thorough ventilation cannot be had, and the air in 
the rooms thoroughly changed by windows, if the windows are al- _ 

| lowed to be lowered at the top. However, that is expensive. here. | 

i As I said last night, the warm air will go out. — You ‘can ventilate 

| -_ wery largely from openings at the bottom. = se 

Mr. Hoxie —I have heard many discussions upon this subject, 

and I am at a loss to arrive at what is proper. I think it is safe to — 

_. gay that I do not get pure air now.» I want to ask the professor 

some questions aside from what were asked last night. He speaks _ 

| of the unpleasant odors. Is it a fact that all unpleasant odors in 

oe and around farm buildings are necessarily poisonous or contaminate 

| the air? I claim that they are not. Bo ee “ a . os 

ee Prof. Daniells —I have no doubt that nature designed the nose 

“ag something to protect us. when we ‘are surrounded with disagree- 

os able odors. I gota good many of the bad odors on farms, but it — 

-sgems to me that this proposition must be thoroughly tried.. Any 

decomposing organic matter giving off un pleasant odors is injurious 

to. the system, and this is. one of the means which nature gives to. 

_ warn us that there is. something about us which is not, wholesome. 

«In Dr. Adams’ paper, of Massachusetts, one of the questions was, | 

whether the proximity of the barn yard and hog pens, etc., pro- 
duced disease, and he said no. ‘He said:he had an idea that those — 

- stinks were healthy. There is. a great deal of importance to be at- 

| “tached to this. No man, I should imagine, would be willing to live 

in an atmosphere that contains that amount of impure air:. I say 

| this without being a medical man, or having investigated the sub- | 

5 ject either scientifically or from observation, ee
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Mr. Hoxie — It would seem to me that these odors would be very 
offensive to some people. Ithink nothing would be sodisagree- = 

. “able MU ee | | 

ae Prof. Daniells —It isan odor of decomposing organic matter. . 

--You get impure air from that and so with regard to everything that 
accompanies decay. | OE ee 

Mr. Wood — I have been sitting here for some time and have _ 

had a stream of cold air pouring down, and expressed the fact that | 

‘Iwas sitting in a draft and I was liable to take cold. Iamafar- 
mer, and I can go out doors and I would not mind facing a hurri- 

cane. I notice the moment I am exposed to a draft, to a small cur- | | 

_ rent of air, I invariably take cold. I don’t understand those things. | 

I removed from that seat as soon as I thought the draft struck me. ae 
‘If I got close to the window I thought I would not experience so , 

much of it. I wish we did know just how to accomplish those 
things: to get pure air without draft, for I believe it is the experi- 

ence of almost every one that drafts are unwholesome. I would 

rather go out and lie on the green grass at night with the wind 

_ blowing than sit in that chair. I don’t know how these things can oe 

be remedied. Before I sit down I wouldsay thatI holdinmyhand 
 & copy of the Prairie Farmer, and I wouldliketoask thisquestion 

Js there any differenee between Russian wheat and ‘lost nation, 

wheat? a ee | Ce 

Mr. Boyce — I believe that wheat is grown in various sections of a 
this state. It is sometimes called the Judkins wheat, and by an- 

other name, but I believe it is all the same variety of wheat. That . : 

_ wheat was disseminated by Benjamin Judkins, of Medina, Dane _ 
oe ‘county. Wisconsin. It was known, for some years, as the Judkins, 

ons and afterwards as the Russian wheat. The same variety was taken _ ” 

. | to Minnesota and disseminated under the name of the lost. nation, ne 

but it is all the same. | A ghee a 
Mr. Flynn — It was brought by Benjamin Judkinsto Medina. I 

had a sample of it. It resembles very much that variety, yet the = 
_ product was very much superior. eS eS | - 

Mr. Boyce— It was really a change of locality. 
a «Prof. Daniells — If a man will connect a pipe from one opening on 

through the cellar wall or window, and carry it along the cellar down | 
his stove and discharge the cold air directly ‘under the stove, with - 

_ some kind of a register which he can control, he will get the fresh =
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cee air entering directly under the stove, and if he will allow plenty of | Mh 

cold air to enter, and warm it, the rest of the air will get out suffi- 
__ ¢iently for ordinary living. There are seasons when the housewife 

wants air. My house is heated with a furnace, but we get fresh 
air in through the furnace, and there is no means for it to get out. 

Where it goes toI don’t know. I have a large cellar devoted to’ 
the pipe, with an arrangement so that I can judge to some extent. 

_.- think that could be done, and it would assist in ventilating the 
house. I think this idea of Mr. Hoxie, in regard to putting regis- _ 
ters in the ceilings, is a most excellent thing. » All sleeping rooms oe 

should be partially warm in winter time, for the mere. purpose of _ | 

changing the air of the room, which should be warm. sits 
Mr. Phillips —I was interested with regard to locating out build- 

ae ings, and the gases that arise there. ‘It-seems I ‘cannot: live ona 

farm without traveling a mile and a half a day to feed my hogs _ 

and to mind the gases ; but if these gases were not poisonous, why, —__ 
--T ean stand it a little more. Se Ee ; a oe 

Prof. Daniells — There is not on record a case where a man has 

nose Mr. Sandford — The. plan I would adopt isto leave aspace open 

ss at the top of the building. There is no direct draft, still it fur- 

- : a S _ nishes good ventilation. Dee AYER A ae 

ee Ee Ny  s Tarurspay, 2:30 P.M. 

-_-- The convention met in the spacious chamber of the Wisconsin _ 
senate, through the courtesy of the senators. = 

Miss Field read a paper prepared for the occasion by Miss Ella 
A, Giles, of Madison. me re PRE a ae nears oe : 

eee _ Disregarding the advice of a writer who said “If you wish to be 

_ happy, never ask'a favor,” I deliberately resolved to solicit counsel 

_ with regard toa suitable subject for this paper. I frankly stated 
| to a friend, of acknowledged intellectual superiority, that Imight
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as well have promised to translate a page of Sanskrit, or. elucidate. ee S 

| the my stery of th e trinity , as.to. write anything about horticulture;- 

— but, since I had obligingly consented to display my own ignorance, - cae Q 

a _ that humiliating course had assumed the semblance 6f a duty. My ee 

- gonfession ended with the question, ‘‘N ow, what shall I write | 

about?” 2 gah. Oe es shee | 

-. & Thistles! Canada thistles,” was the almost instantaneous reply, oo 

The speaker was one of those brilliant, humorously critical men, 

__- who, while fully appreciating the sublime, are inclined to take the a 

perilous step which leads to a view of the ridiculous; who affect  . 

greater indifference to nature than they feel, and who would. con- — 

~ sider it an evidence of weakness and femininity to examine and ad- Le oS 

_ mire the gauzy wings of: a fly, inhale the fragrance of a flower, ot 

dwell enthusiastically on the beauties of aboquet. 
I was in earnest, and did not keenly relish the flavor of my friend’s' — See 

ae --witticism, or approve of the levity of his manner. I expressed as : 

much, and begged him to be serious, whereupon his face became - 

a _ preternaturally solemn and stoical. 

: I was filled with conflicting emotions, but, after a few moments _ oe 

_. hesitation, I ventured to say that, although I had thought ofa sub-— yes 

ject, I feared it might not be satisfactory, and had hoped. he would oe 

\ suggest a better one. — oe 

| “© What is your subject?” he asked, and I was so deluded by his en 

--—s gemi-interested tone that I willingly announced my chosen theme. ESS 

_ “The Leafwork of N ature,” I said somewhat loftily. ‘“ There is 

| a close analogy between the leafwork of nature and the leafwork _ : 

-. of life. There are many comparisons to be drawn and lessons to | 

Oy be learned from both. It is a principle of life that, whatsoever we 

may say about our independence or our personal freedom, we are 

oS oy free only as the leaf. upon the plant is free. Away back in the. ae 

oS past, if not in the present, we join some other life, and draw from 

Gt our vitality and power, as the leaf from the stem, the stem from. ey 

the branch, the branch from the trunk, etc. I shall refer tothe bib- 

~_ Fical comparison: ‘We all do fade as a leaf,’ and endeavor to show a 

that we also grow and flourish as.a leaf, and that even as itsuse- 

fulness is not ended when it falls to the ground, so our spiritual in- 

fluence will continue to live in various forms when our mission here is 
shall seem to have ceased,” and having reached the moral of my => 

discourse, I turned and asked my listener, if he liked my subject, _ os 

oe The Leafwork of Nature? ” EES St | [
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| 6 Oh, yes, yes,” he answered,“ but it is not so good, as the one co 

TIT gave you. It is not so suggestive. Your illustrations will not’ be 

“go pointed! Thistles is the subject for you. Draw ‘comparisons 
from those grand objects in nature; reveal their beauties, and, when = --_-you die, I’ll see that the newspapers close your obituary with the — | 
well-earned commendation, ‘She had an amiable temper and was: 

. uncommonly fond of thistles?? 

Twas suddenly imbued with a far from’ gratifving realization of 

the fact, that, if he had heard a word of my dissertation, he had list- 3 

ened only as he would to the vagaries ofa fevered brain, the specu- oe 
lation of a garrulous old woman, or the prattle of a precocious miss 
in pinafores: — ee ue eas a - . 

yaa Thistles!. I felt as if'a thousand were pricking me, but Iwas 

determined to hide the disappointment occasioned -by his conduct 
Ae and the utterance of what I then considered a: savage Sarcasm. be 

eS . Experience has taught me that when I ask for bread and am 
given a stone, it is better to keep it and treasure it for its worth.as 

.. a@ stone than to throw it back at the giver. | a Be hota . | 

_ +. I therefore retain. the topic suggested by: my facetious friend, © | 

and have philosophically resolved. to make the best possible use of 

_ the material in my possession, Re Wa see: | oo | 

Gradually there dawns upon my mind the fact that, in the wide | 

realm of horticulture: there is no department, the discussion of Bee | 

whose peculiar characteristics would afford me more satisfaction = 
AEDES than that of thistles, 

oe I had: thought to say that nature manifests herself In -nomore. _ 

Imposing form than in the silence of.a great forest. I now feelin- 

-. ¢lined to add, unless it is in the spectacular voice of a bed of — 

«Tt may naturally be presumed that: I approach my chosen theme, 
| or tather the theme which was chosen for me, with cautious timidity. 

2 And so I should, were I to:assail it in an aggressive. rather than a 

friendly spirit. For I am well: aware that the subject of thistles, 
- as well as a thistle itself, is difficult to handle. Se Gke oy | 

Jam inspired with a proper sense of awe atthe outset, and am 
| in no danger of treating my new acquaintance of:perrenial roots, 

- decurrent leaves, spherical, involuere and prickly points too famil- 
farlys be ee be eh bee ee a ee 

_. Emanating from the thistle, isa: subtle atmosphere, not unlike
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: that which surrounds conventional beings in polite society, which a se 
keeps me ata respectful distance, and causes me to feel like an eat 

ls In Emerson’s essay on « Social Aims,” he speaks of manners as 

es seeming to. say, you ‘are you, and I.am I. and remarks that, in the 

most delicate natures, fine temperament and culture build an im- | 
passable wall, 7 OE ES ee 

How perfect are the manners of the thistle! How fine its tem- , 
perament! Royalty itself must approach it with a supplicating eye. 

Instead of tracing out the close analogy between the silent but =| 

effective leaf-work of nature and the leaf-work of life, as I had in- - 

tended, I am grateful to my friend for a perception of yet closer == 
analogies between the leaf-work of the thistle and that of humanity = 

_ In this age of ‘daring conjectures, when men search the scriptures = 

but to ask hard questions of each other and interrogate the Creator, __ 

| claim to possess a monopoly of salvation, declare that new wine can _ 

be preserved in old bottles, and long to assert that grapes may be 

a gathered from thorns, no one will be shocked tohearand soundthe sis 

praises of what is universally regarded as the “ greatest pest ofthe => 
—. fields.” . . ged fed eee Aes ee ee 

2 _ Although the thistle does not stand for all that is good,it surely 

does not stand for all that is bad; 1 therefore contend that this herb 
_ is not, as farmers since the days of Linnzeus have seemed to think, — 
- an example of total depravity. oe re Oe 

_ Among short-sighted, unreflecting people, it meets with bitter | 
hatred, because its deep: roots are below the reach of the plow: 

S S its abundant seeds furnish it with ample means for spreading; its 
| creeping root-stocks are tenacious of life, and its broken fragments - 
* are capable of forming new plants. — Peas | & Se oe ae 

_ “It is owing to these very characteristics— strongly marked indi- = __viduality, generous impulses, tenacity of purpose and regenerating = 
vhs principles — that we can see ‘in the thistle a symbol of | a great, if a ee 

sometimes erring, human soul. = OMS 

In Castelar’s “ Life of Byron,” we ‘are told that. genius is a mar- oe 

tyrdom. Castelar speaks of the talent in the soul as throwing its 
"light over the body, and says that all ‘supernatural genius is an in- oo 
_ ‘ternal infirmity. The heroic soul of the thistle throwsits light over 
ae the body, and shines out in purple splendor, but its“‘internal infir-
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: “ mity ” is external! For its leaves are stiff and antagonistic, and the Sy 

--. geales on its soft blossoms are all tipped with sharp prickles. How — : 

easy for nature to have made those inflicting little daggers less 

prominent. But no; while other flowers. more beautiful, yet with, 

deadly poison lurking in their bosoms, or miniature swords hidden — 
es oe under their deadly sheaths, are false as they are. fair, the thistle is 

free from any deceptive wiles. Before our hands touch it, its aspect 

oe awakens strange apprehensions. The thistle is the emblem of un- 

affected candor, abiding sincerity and simple justice.» The survival 

_' of the strongest, if not the fittest, is the only reasonable explana~ 
ne tion for the present existence of the. thistle. It would seem as if | 2 oe 

ee - the powers of principalities were bound to exterminate the annoy- : 

ue ing weed, yet nothing prevails against it. — In spite. of the fact that. Q | 

: S ao many states have a law making it obligatory for owners of lands to SS 

. destroy. it, under penalty of its being done by authority, andthe 
7 gost charged as a tax, there are thirty species in the United States. oe 

Since Adam’s sin, when the edict went forth,“ Cursed is the 

oe ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of _ 
ee = - thy life; thorns, also, and thistles shall it bring forth to'thee,? 

the woods and waters and deep places of the world have been 

Ss | peopled with foes; evil spirits seem to be in the earth’s forces, try- ne 

a : _ ing to charge her beauties into deformities, and turn her gold into — 

bags consuming fire. Science penetrates caverns, scales heights, fath- 

| | LG _ oms depths, and forces from nature “many a solution of her own | S 

‘problems; but the burdock, the cactus, the sticktight, the burr, the 

nettle and the thistle still live on, and their mission is unknown, | 
But there are sermons in them, as there in brooks and stones,and 

good in them, as in everything else, if our finite eyes are not too 
dim to discern it. 

- . According to Zoroaster, who appears in the Zend Avesta asa 

being of supernatural endowments, receiving from divine authority 

by personal inquiry and reply the truths which he communicates | 
to men, the rose was created free from thorns until the entrance of | 

oe the evil spirit into the world. Wickedness was then put not only — | | 

into the hearts of men, but into the unconscious things of nature. | : 

OO sy “May not the thistle have been free from prickles until Satan saw _ 

-.- fit to use it for a pin-cushion? To be sure he inverted the points 

| of the pins, so that they would wound any person who touched. 
a them; bu t what else could be expected from one of Sat an’s ma- ee 

--—- Tieious propensities! : — - |



; Looking leniently upon the thistle’s undisguised faults, we will 

_. accept the theory that prickles have been placed upon it gradually 
_as the world has become corrupt. We all delight indwelling upon 
the beauty of the water lilies, whose white chalices seem to be held 
up by unseen hands. We are inclined to believe that the rain and 
the sunshine, which fall alike upon the just and the unjust in the . 

world of humanity, have special favorites in the world of horti- 
culture, | Oo | 

Poets speak of the sun as tenderly kissing the tears from the | 
eyes of the violet, but no one ever seems to think that the thistle a 
has any tears to be dried by his luminous majesty, though forcen= 

oe I purposed once to show how we all do flourish and fade asaleaf. sss 
Ss Now I would prefer to show how we all grow in the sunlight, are : 
| _ beaten down by raging storms, struggle against the giants of temp- : 

| tation, that seek to drive us from the path of righteousness, wound _ 
even our nearest and dearest, inflicting upon. them bruises that only - 

oe heaven can heal, and for which, from our very nature, we arenot 
_. always responsible, and then, when. heavy age has overtaken uw, 

_ silently fall from our places like thistle-down, to seek : a resting — . ae 
place —we know not whence —and find another soil-- we know oe 
not where— from which to spring into perfect life, eternal and 
everlasting. | 2 oe ae we @ : - . oe ee | 

Since ‘science is revealing to us so many hidden beauties and 
treasures, and th ousand-handed arts-are illustrating her power, may 
she not yet, as Emerson suggests, find a rose-water that shall wash 

_ May we not sometime be able to answer in the affirmative that = 
old, old question, “ Shall men gather grapes of thorns, andfigsof
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Mins, MARY L. ARNOLD, Gatmsvns, 

When we were young and rich, in the freshness, the ardor of 

_, youth, we saw a haven, far out in the future, and there. our castle. 

| We buffet the billows, we sing through the storm, for hope, glad and 

 pright, is leading us on. What is it that all of earth’s: glad and 

Baa Shes ete eocking but a komie? “F Waow it ie the one grand’. - 
cee thought of every true girl’s soul, her greatest incentive. to study | 

- works of science and art, to toil untiringly through months and. | 

ETS years, that’ at last she find rest in. a home, and | there reign queen. ee 

CS And every noble boy has a picture that he carefully keeps in the _ 

folds of his heart, the only object worth laboring to obtain —a 

 _home and its surroundings ; he bends to the oar and manfully presses | 

- forward and onward. Happy indeed, are those who ina measure _ 

_.. have reached their ideal. It is well to aim high, have glorious as~ 7 

Hs pirations for all that is good, true, manly and noble. But whether a 

oo our homes should be beautiful, a place where there is none like it, : 

-' ¢9 our loved ones, depends so entirely upon ourselves, that it seems 

oo almost impossible, after such bright hopes, such working and plan- : 

ning to obfain it that so many fall far short of the realization. How 

Oe necessary that we make our home what it should be; one that our 

_ ghildren may love and seek. - bot a : oo 7 

“A helm is a little thing, but it governs the course of the ship.” 

The father may be the head, may be the strong right arm that all we 

else may lean upon, but to the mother is the power given to guide, 

- direct and counsel. Tis a beautiful saying: “The mother in. her 

— effice holds the key of the soul, and ‘it is she who stamps the coin | 

of character.” Then how great her influence. — To have a healthy, > 

ees loving, happy influence, we must have refinement in our homes, and | 

true refinement finds its source in that life giving principle which 

-. gives character to ‘every grace, love. Larly associations of refine- | 

| _ ment make an impress upon childhood that will always be manifest- 

| ed. That upon us mothers’ shoulders rests such a responsibility, — 

- ghould at once make us tremble and rejoice. What a comfort for 

| children to grow up and not only love their mother for the love that 

| "bore them, but reverence and respect. her for the intelligence and. 

7 love she brought in their own dear home. ee
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‘Pitiful indeed is the tadittywitha mother'that can not command > 
the love and respect of her children. Men with intelligent, refined  —s_ 

7 mothers, sisters and wives, breathe a different atmosphere, as it 
were, from those who have not, and cannot always be forgetful of 

; their virtues when mingling with others. It is not hers to don 
equipments of war and take her place on battle fields, nor to con- 

_ tend with men in legislative halls, yet what a power is her influence 
- to those who represent her there, for good or evil. | | a 

Cultivation and thought will manifest itself always, either inits — oe 
possessor or the thing possessed, generally in both. The lady of 
thought and refinement manifests characteristics that never accom- — | 

_ pany the coarse and vulgar; we need not go into her home to see 
whether she has good books to read, or enquire of her whether she 
has read them. We shall not be forced to examine her conserva- __ 

| tory to learn whether she has the refinement that always accompa-. \_—> 
- nies the true lover of flowers. We lookin her face,and there read 

as in a mirror what she is. In every word expressed, she either 
a praises or betrays herself. Weare not deceived; nature has endowed 
‘each with the faculty of reading leading characteristics in our fellows, | 

coe and although we may not often read the present thoughts, we can the _ | 
_- ruling passion, we cannot ever deceiveourselves. There isa conscious- _ ae 

ness of mental strength or a consciousness of the lack of it, that ever me : 
| remains with us, and exists within each individual the same. We fe 

need not ask another, we may “see ourselves as others see us.” So 
cultivation will manifest itself in whatever hands touch or minds | | 
teach. If this cultivation and refinement is so observable, renders _ 

_ the possessor and those with whom they mingle, so much more at- 
: “tractive and enjoyable, I most earnestly wish that none of our farmer 
_ friends would .ever withhold from their families the papers, the | 
- 5 books, the means to get the many little though comparatively | 

- -” inexpensive things, that nimble fingers can so readily shape into = 
things of beauty, that add much to the attractiveness of theirhomes. | 
‘There is so much written on the subject of home decoration, that if ° ; Rag 
we have not natural tact, we can get hints that will materially help pe . 

De us. The agricultural papers have taught many a housewife ‘ways | 
of economy, and have trained her daughters to “love the beautiful - 
and the true.” Be Rs cae 

. ee Please do not ever say those little niceties — those birds, those _ . a 
es plants, those little shining gold fish —are not worth thetimeand
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trouble bestowed. You cannot placeavalue of dollarsandcentsupon 
them for the good they will do... Remove them from your homes, — 

get your chairs back mathematically straight, and you will feel like _ 
drawing down your. faces to. correspond with the straight-jacket _ | 

‘appearance of things; then tell us; do you prefer a home without _ 
theme 5 ee a 

os That there are men engaged in farming who ought not to be, we 

now; that there are women who marry farmers who: ought never 
to have done so, we know also. I believe you will agree with me 
in saying that there is no occupation where the wife works with 2 

ne : oes the husband as much as in that of farming, and in no occupation is | 

i more necessary that she should. If she is not in sympathy with | 

--. him, and is continually pulling the other way, as it were, success 
oes financially will rarely ever crown their labors. oe PE i ga 

‘Intelligence is so necessary to success, success in every vocation | 

go necessary to happiness, we may be fortunate blunderers for: a 

eee _ time, but thorough study and faithful practice is what will bring the 

. Jasting reward. ee ee | 

Those who admire the beautiful within their homes will not be 

- --- Jost to the things-of beauty without. The beautiful flowers should 

co ~~ bloom around our doors, and little hands be taught to culti- . © 

vate them and little hearts to love them, We can.cast our eyes 

oe about us and observe the beauties of nature everywhere. Heaven 

bends above and is mirrored beneath us; and: dull and thankless > 

would we be could. we not ¢ look through nature up to nature’s 

God” and say, “ we bless Thy great and holy name.” | 

As wives and mothers, keepers of our homes, there is much for eS 

S wos | our hands to do. The physical wants of our family are to receive aS 

oS thorough attention. As we look about us, we find too many weary . 

aR housewives, who have attended: merely to that: to the neglect of all 

else. ‘The first harvest alone receives their attention. The second, — 

when it is garnered, will not afford the pleasure that it ought. 

Os For as ye have sown, that shall ye also reap.” oe eee 

«Jt is not without heart-ache that any ever pass into complete | 

- nonentity, and feel that the dreams of their girlhood are not to. be a 

ee realized. They had hoped to have situated themselves so that they 

-* gould improve with the times socially and intellectually. Yetwith = 

| | cares gathering around us, we have taught ourselves tothink that = 

only our own hands .can do what is to be done, and by so doing —



. imprison ourselves within our own homes. There isacultureand = 
an ease of manner that comes from mingling with others, andthatcan oe 

be acquired in no other way. Our friends and society have claims ee 
upon us, and we can but feel that we are appreciated according to a 
 ourusefulness) =” ee ee : 
Have a cheerful, happy face; speak only pleasant. words. This 
happiness and pleasantness is catching; the whole family get it, - 
and what is better, they generally keep it. Did youever notice —_ 
what a change it will make ina happy social circle by the presence — SE 
of one sour, dwarfed, jealous or selfish individual?’and how quickly = 
we catch the inspiration when one of ‘those whole-souled, jolly Aes 
ones come in, that know the art of pleasing and making themselves ES 

agreeable. The little folks echo their parents’ sentiments; they are "not slow to catoh them <sithers imitate our actions so closely that 

| Provide well for their entertainment. Keep from your home all rs 
fos that is pernicious ‘in itself, but indulge in all else under a whole- 

/ some restraint. Don’t forget in ordering your napers to getsome 
ee: suitable to their tastes. Get books for them that they will enjoy; a a 

a provide games liberally. For their sakes, read their childish stories, = 
play their innocent games occasionally with them. It will not hurt 

~~ - you to live over your childhood’s days” by so doing. - Remember a Se 
| always, “that little things are great to little folks.”. oe Os 

With what watchfulness we.should guard them. Their first = 
breath brings with it great care forthe parents, nor does this cease; 
‘months lengthen into years, years come and go, our babies are gone; | | 

anxiously watching their movements. Their successes bring us : 
: : pleasure — misfortunes such pain. There is a glorious “hope be- __ | 
; yond,” when we have done our duty, and with all earnestness and 

love guided these baby minds through boyhood and girlhood up to | ps 
~ noble young manhood and womanhood, with principles born of 

heaven. And what may we not expect for humanity that is elevat- ee 
ing, refining and purifying, when the youth of oun land rise up 

| Strong, courageous, generous and free. hE . . ee oe 

And quiet precincts of herhome; 
Home where the best affections meet, = BS 

BO en Where strife and hatred may not come, ne
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SO Home! of het earliest hopes theshrine =e 
Oe _ Around which all her heart strings twine, | 

oe . oe ~ - Lies ever woman’s noblest sphere, a | s - ee | 
. Po bless in every stage of lifes ce ee | 

oe nee _ As mother, daughter, sister, wife” EE 

Mr, Plumb —I move that a vote of thanks be extended to the la- | \ : 

_ dies who have presented papers this afternoon, , 

Mr. Finlayson — The ladies have displayed a refining power that 
it is impossible for men to display. They have showna keen in- 

-._ telligence that man, with all his ability and power, cannot show. — | 

I tell you, gentlemen, that Wisconsin stands higher to-day than 
- any other state in the intelligence of its ladies. I rise ‘to second 

4 this motion, hoping that the ladies of Wisconsin will continue to 
take an interest in our meetings; their faces will always be hailed = 

. _-with joy. Their presence has an influence upon us which itisim- 
possible for language to' describe, and I do trust that. our future — a 

-- meetings will be graced by their refining influence. Ihave great => 
Boe pleasure in seconding the motion. / oe So | 

oe Motion adopted. _ - a oe ae — | Ee i 

os IGNORANCE VERSUS KNOWLEDGE. eg 

| By Caprarn WILSON: HOPKINS, or Currprewa County, 9 
a, hoe | (Lecturer of the StateGrange) : 

Brom the time that Cain’ appears asa tiller of the soil and Abel | 

ag a keeper of sheep, agriculture hag been the foundation of all co ! 

business, and the true source of all wealth. o If to be ancient is to 

‘he honorable, it certainly has the precedence, as its origin was 

simultaneous with that mandate: “‘Thou shalt eat thy bread by the 

- gweat of thy brow,” and in those early days when rulers, chiefsand = 

patriarchs tilled the soil there was no more honorable occupation, © : 

nor in fact any but what was subservient thereto. _ ee | 

a | “But time developed in the human. family wants other than mere | 

animal gratification, and it was found that by. means of instruments — | 

in the hands of laborers, that the soil could be made to produce :
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more than sufficient to supply the food of those actually engaged 
in its cultivation. Then commenced the struggle for power. Men . in older times, like men of to-day, sought to live upon the labor of 
others, and escape the mandate for themselves, and eat their bread 
by the sweat of other brows. Many gained a livelihood by war and 
conquest, and those whom they conquered became slaves, and tilled | 
the soil for the benefit of the conquerors, until the conquerors in: 
turn were conquered and became the slaves of other victors. Hence __ 
it became that prowess in arms was honorable because it could revel 
on the labor of others, and to till the soil was degrading because it 
was subservient, Yet this was the first advance in the line of civil- | ization! It was by the exercise of brain power that a few could oe 
hold the many in subjection, whose muscles were as fully devel- | 
oped, and to whom subserviency was equally repugnant. . 

It is said that men who labor have little opportunity to think, but 
men who feel oppression and properly resent it, seldom cease to think; and those who ruled soon learned that their own progress : must be rapid indeed to keep in advance of those who served, as it 
was by mental superiority alone that the servitors could be held ing 

_ subjection, and it soon became a fixed fact that a proper develop- | 
ment of the physical system, by a judicious exercise of the muscles, 
enlarges the brain and strengthens the mental capacity. But men- | _ tal power without discipline was as useless as a shot at random, or a : labor without aim. — | 7 

_ Once on the road to knowledge, mankind continued to advance | in all that pertains to art and science, as well as a desire for indi- _ vidual independence; and he who wields the spade or other instru- 
ment of labor, has long since learned to resent all idea of servitude, ~__ God opened the door to a new continent. Those who entered had ._ formed a preconcerted idea that the people should dictate, and oo those who ruled should serve. ne 

- Theoretically, such is our government. Practically, it may be; , _ but the same truism which has ever been, exists in full force to-day. 
Mental discipline is the controlling power; knowledge is the master, | 
and ignorance is the servitor. 7 | : . _ We are sometimes told that capital oppresses labor, or labor in- / | fringes upon the rights of capital. But there is not and can be no 
real contest between capital and labor, because the prosperity of 
the one depends wholly upon the prosperity of the other—acon- __ :18—Sr. Ae. Soc. og | - :
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test between capital and labor amounts to about the same, and will 

: result in no more good than a quarrel between husband and wife. | 

The one being a foolish interruption to the domestic felicity, and 

the other an equally foolish interruption to general prosperity. But . 

. the struggle ever has been, is to-day, and ever will be, between 

| knowledge and ignorance; between mental discipline and unculti- 

vated brains; and there is no doubt as to which will hold the 

we supremacy. mg i fe pO A oo 

"We are further told that money is power. That it wields an im- 

y mense influence for good or for evil. That it sways the body politic 

and controls society. That it coriupts legislative assemblies, and - 

--warps judicial decisions. | — ne | 

-. Money is not the power, but the weapon wielded by the same 

subtle hand that wielded the sword in former times; money bears 

the same relation to the power that the engine does to the steam. 

Now, just as long as self interest predominates, just so long will _ 

knowledge exact of ignorance all which it can be made to yield; 

you may deprive it of one weapon, and it will secure another, and 

| ‘the only true way to deprive it of oppressive power is to leave it. 

no victim to oppress. , | 

The time was when ignorance, oppressed beyond endurance, — 

sought relief in revolution; and revolution, while it might bring a 

temporary relaxation of oppression, was sure to result in confusion 

and anarchy with all its attendant train of misery and distress, and ma 

, for the time being, retarded civilization, and can only result in | 

a permanent.improvement when it is followed by a more general en- 

- lightenment, and the rights of those oppressed are much more read- 

| ily and securely obtained by mental culture than by revolution. 

+ And I trust that education and general intelligence have already 

elevated the Anglo-Saxon race to that mental and moral stand- 

— point that in the future. revolutions may not occur, but will be 

oe ‘buried in the oblivion of the past. a | : oe 

woo Now, as it was in the beginning, agriculture is the foundation of | 

all business and the source of all wealth. It is the fountain from 

| which all other occupations draw their profits. It furnishes the 

raw material for food and clothing; that which sustains life and pro- 

: tects the body from the elements; that lines the inner and the outer 

man. Destroy all other occupations and you simply deprive us of 

the comforts and luxuries of life; destroy agriculture and you take
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with it life itself. Life may be burdensome without its comforts, nee 
but the comforts are utterly useless without life. Now, without 
deteriorating other useful occupations, all combined are to agricul- 

| ture as the comforts of life are to life itself. Yet there is no other | 
occupation that is so bound down by the shackles of ignorance as 
farming. Storms may sweep over the country and make desolate. | 
large sections; pestilence may ravage among live stock and doim- | 
mense damage; locusts may come in swarms and devastate large | 
portions of the country; drouths may parch, rains may deluge, pest- 
ilence destroy and insects devour, but all combined are but as a 
tithe compared with the incalculable waste, neglect, and damage, _ 
arising from ignorance on the part of those engaged in farming. | | 
‘Waste in seed time and in harvest; waste by exposure of toolgand | 
farm machinery to the elements ; waste of fertilizers, till productive | 
land becomes almost wholly unproductive; waste in burning heaps 

_ of straw in autumn, and leaving stock exposed to the storms of | 
winter, and often to perish from cold and exposure, when the straw es 
thus consumed, perhaps upon the same farm, at least in the imme- 

_ diate neighborhoed, could have with little labor been so adjusted 
as to have given the suffering stock entire protection; neglect of _ 
fences till crops are overrun by cattle; neglect of tools; neglect of - 

_ stock; neglect of growing crops till smothered by weeds; and neg- 
lect of crops when garnered. Waste and neglect till it makes one | 
shudder to contemplate it, till it finally ends in a waste of a life of 
toil and labor, and an entire neglect to have made provisions for the - 
family left to struggle with poverty as best they may. 7 

- It may be claimed that this is not wholiy attributable to igno- 
Trance, but in a measure to indolence; but ignorance is the mother - 
of indolence, and feeds and nourishes it, and all must admit that it = 
arises from a nonexercise of the proper judgment which is so closely 
akin to ignorance that it is not necessary here to draw the line of | | 
.déemarkation. | oe Pee | 

Laborers in other occupations may be ignorant, but the man-. 
agers must be informed, while the farmer is both laborer and manager. 
If a man tires of employment as a hired laborer, he turns his at- 
tention to agriculture, as farming is the only business where igno- 

"Tance can procure a livelihood, which gives prevalence to the by | 
far too common opinion that any man, no matter how ignorant, | 
may be a successful farmer. But I reassert that of all the obsta- |
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cles that a farmer has to encounter, there is none other so detri-. | 

mental to his prosperity as ignorance. | Oo 

"4, Ignorance of the first principles of finance and political econ- _ 

omy. — oo | : ee 

Ce 2. Ignorance of the chemical laws of mineral, vegetable, and — 

physical organization, and their application to agriculture. : | 

3. Ignorance of the arbitrary rules and regulaticns which con- 

trol society and its organization. a ; | 

eee oS And lastly, and more to his degredation, lamentably ignorant of 

Ba -' the immutable laws, and their application, of science to agriculture. | 

Although to overcome the obstacles laid down in the firstand 

: second of these tenets is equally as indispensable to the success _ 

and prosperity of the farmer, I shall more directly refer in this pa- . 

| per to the third and last, as tending to the solution of those first 

enumerated. | | oa Co fo | 

—. * Now there is no possible manner by which farmers may become | 

oo familiarized with the rules and regulations of society but by com- | 

- ing in contact therewith. It matters*not how much brains a man 

oe may possess, or with how much capacity for wit and flow of lan- 

guage nature may have endowed him, he will be a boor in society 

until he becomes familiarized therewith by actual contact, and that 

| contact must be enduring in order that its leffect may be perpetual. 

= Mingle in society to-day as it is made up out of and formed by 

. those who constitute the learned professions and those who live by 

mental labor, and you will find that their seeming superiority does. 

not consist so much in brain capacity as in brain culture and men- 

tal discipline. Mingle in the society of farmers, and you will find 

~ no lack of brain capacity and undeveloped brain power, but a fear- 

ful lack of mental culture. Cast the two societies together, and | 

- they will mingle much the same as oil and water, until the one be- 

--_ gomes refined and purified by contact with the other. | a 

ae Who of us that served in the army during the late war does not 

- distinctly remember the scoffs and jeers with which the veteran | 

soldiers welcomed the undisciplined recruits upon. their arrival to | 

the front. How worthless they were as recruits, yet how effective _ 

| as veterans. It is the same in civil life; every attempt which the 

farmer may make to ascend the social scale will be met by sup- 

: pressed scoffs and jeers. But once let us attain a social standing, 

and society will extend to us a cordial greeting, and a social stand- —
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ing we must occupy before we can properly elevate our occupation; a 
_ for as we are ourselves degraded, so do we degrade our occupation, oe 

_ or in other words, farming is not degrading or dishonorable, unless | 
farmers make itso. . | a ee 
~ As enlightenment elevates, so does ignorance degrade, and as it 
is our object to bring farming in this state and country to a higher 
standard of excellence, it follows that we can only succeed in this | 

"by making more intelligent those engaged therein. | 
But how may we best accomplish this? Already, and for years 

has the good work been going on and steadily and surely progress- 
ing. Agricultural societies have in the past, and are doing much 
in the present, to lay the mighty foundation for social and intellec- - . 
tual improvement among farmers, and their labors have been 
crowned with success in the right direction ; yet the wailing cry 

_ for relief from ignorance and social bondage comes up with a stron- 
ger appeal to-day than at any time in the past. And why? The 
reason is obvious: we chafe under the yoke only when we realize | 
that we are in the harness. Agricultural societies can extend their 
influence direct only to the few and through them to the many, in 
an indirect and unsatisfactory manner. Hence, farmers’ clubs and = 
granges have become a necessity ; the latter being much more com- i. 
plete in its organization is best adapted to the wants of the farmer. — . 

The grange, in its conception, in its educational: and social fea- | 
tures, was wholly above criticism. But the conglomerated and un- — 

_ disciplined mass which fell into and constituted its organization, | 
so buried from view its underlying principles as to lead many to 
suppose that its objects were to tear down other, rather than to . 
elevate the farming classes. But as the cloud of dust raised by | 

_ the confusion and bustle of organizing has at length cleared away, a 
and its aims and objects are brought more clearly to‘the public | 
view, it will be seen that they were only such as all other occupa- | | 

_ tions have in times past availed themselves of, namely, combined — 
organization for mental and social improvement, while the business 
feature of the order was afterwards born of the emergency and be- - 

| came a necessity for the proper maintenance of the educational _ | 
and social features. es oS | . | . : 

_° Objections have sometimes been made to the order of Patrons of - / 
- Husbandry on account of its being a secret society. One moment’s sss 
reflection must convince any thoughtful mind that no organization _ |
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a of its kind could prosper and become permanent that does not con- 

tain within itself an exclusive element which, together with the . _ 

mantle of protection from imposition which it throws around its — 

members is in reality all that the secrets of any order amount to, 

- and already a neglect to exercise with discretion that exclusive 

power has been the most dangerous obstruction that the grange has 

| had toencounter. Farmers should stand by farmers’ organizations, — - 

. correct what is wrong in them and sustain what is right. — | 

eae “Agricultural societies have been the means of vastly improving — 

a the grade of stock and the quality and quantity of farm productions | 

generally; they have stimulated farmers to bring their land toa. 7 

— higher state of cultivation; they have brought farmers together | 

_-—-- fpom different towns and different counties to compare products and 

—_ results, and to discuss questions: of vital importance pertaining to 

| each and every branch of farming. They have introduced lectur- 

gs ers who, from the stand, have dealt out, copious and valuable infor- 

---- mation, acquired only by deep study and research. They have _ 

os done much to enlighten farmers, not only upon what pertains to 

- the farm and the household, but upon any and every subject that 

can tend to an advancement in general prosperity. 

| - Branch societies are doing much for the orchard, the garden, and 

the dairy, and each class of farm animals is honored by its separate 

association, while the grange has opened the door which has in the 

past barred the way to that practical knowledge, whereby we may 

-. be enabled to dispel that ignorance of the arbitrary rules and regu- 5 

lations which control society and its organization, while through 

| its portals we are enabled to more extensively circulate and encour- 

| age the reading of agricultural periodicals, and through grange 

ss Uibraries agricultural literature can be far more generally circulated. 

, Grange lectures are rapidly coming into vogue, and the wayis | 

surely being opened whereby we may be enabled to overcome and 

_ dispel that. more lamentable ignorance of the adaptation of the ruies 

ek of science to agriculture. : a - Co 

And I here assert without fear of successful contradiction, that 

| no farmer has or can attend the meetings of a properly constituted | . 

. grange of Patrons of Husbandry for a single year without becom- 

| ing a better farmer and a better citizen, if there exists within him 

a single spark of the spirit of progression; nor can any farmer be a | 

- - regular attendant at the grange without feeling keenly the want of
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an enlarged understanding of the business of the farm, as well as a ~ 

wider and clearer range of information upon general topics; and __ 
it is laying naked the fact that farmers can be benefited by a thor- - 

| ough education, which will go far to increase the already growing 

tendency to properly educate those of our sons and daughters that 

_ are intended for the farm. | . mos 

It is said that we only begin to be wise when we have a realizing 

| sense of our ignorance. If this is true, the grange has placed the 
: farmer in that condition where he begins'to be wise, for it has” | 

: taught him how little he knows and how much he requires to know. ~ 

. It has taught him that (like charity which should begin at home but | 

: _ not end there) his knowledge should begin by a thorough under- 

| standing of the farm, but should by no means end there. It has 

given him a taste of society and taught him to relish it. It is : 

So teaching him that unity of purpose demands unity of action, and a 

| that which is beneficial to other farmers is also beneficial to him. | 

It is teaching him that the world moves, and that to keep pace with 

it, he must move also. It is teaching him that he who partakes of oe 

a Knickerbocker sedative and a Rip Van Winkle sleep will wake ” 

| to find himself behind the age. . | | | 
an It is in fact joining hands with other farmers’ societies to teach | 

the farmers knowledge — and knowledge will teach them wisdom, | 

| and wisdom will teach them to inquire into the mysteries of finance == 

| and political economy, and seek to solve the problem of the inade- 

quate distribution of wealth. Wisdom will teach him to investi- | 

- gate the causes of the financial storms of depression that periodi- 

cally sweep over the country, gathering in the hoarded and accumu- - 7 
lated stores from the toiling millions to replenish and refill to over- 

a flowing the coffers of the idle few. Wisdom will teach him to in- 

quire if it is justice for a few men in this country and in Europe, oo 

| representing unproductive capital, to combine, and, for self ag- _ 

grandizement, to paralyze commere and enslave labor. Wisdom 

will teach him to inquire if national honor and national credit can 

_ only be maintained by a cringing sacrifice of national prosperity. 
‘Wisdom will teach him to inquire if the most feasible way tO secure > | 

the payment of a national debt is to deprive the nation of its re- 

- sources. In fact, wisdom will teach him to inquire if the manipu- | 

lations of our national finance during the past decade were not 

/ through the efforts of the same power, with the same objects, which | :
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used the sword in former times, that a few might revelonthelabor  — 

of many, and thereby escape for themselves that God-given man- 

a date —“ In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat thy bread,” but 

| - rather that they might roll in luxury from the blood and sweat ofa 

| groaning, toiling nation. | oe 

Wisdom will further teach him that those who live in isolation, 

| embracing indolence and harboring ignorance, will in all time be. : 

| the servitors of those who cultivate knowledge and combine for 
| power. And from it he will learn that the ballot in the hands of | 

| the many, propelled by a disciplined and organized power, working 

for the general prosperity and the public good is a much more effec- : 

| tive weapon than money in the hands of a few, working for self os 

ee agerandizement. — | | | ; 

Loe Farmers should continue to organize and combine for a more 

_ thorough course of mental discipline; cultivate the social and intel-. | “ 

— lectual faculties; grumble less and think more; elevate the standard | 

- of their occupation, and men of recognized talent and aspirations =. 

_ for notoriety will no longer abandon the farm and seek other chan- 

nels of business, that their ability may be appreciated. Then may | 

| we hope to be recognized in legislative assemblies, and be enabled | 

: to put in practice that theory of our government, “ That the people . 
should dictate, and those who rule should serve.” 7 | 

‘It has been truly said that he who causes two blades of grass to | 
grow where only one grew before is a public benefactor; but he | | 

_ | -who causes a lively stream of thought to course through the farmer’s — 

- brain, where before was only a stagnant pool, is much more a public ' 

-_ benefactor. | ae | a 

| Adjourned to February 8, 1878, at 9 o'clock A.M. , | | 

. The convention re-assembled on Friday, at 9 o’clock A. M., at 

os the agricultural rooms, OS - : a 

: President N. D. Fratt in the chair, who said, as there was but 

_. one more paper to be read, we would listen to that, and then the 

‘  eonvention could discuss it, and such other topics as tothem might = 

seem best. a a a | 7
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POLITICAL RESPONSIBILITY OF FARMERS. — 

. ; -.- By CLINTON BABBITT, “ Hempoxa,” Brtort. | 

| _ The grandest feature of American life is the development of its 

: _ wonderful progress so clearly marked in everything pertaining to 

-. the great West, a section of our country, even at the commence- 

: ment of the last century, but little known. Her majestic rivers, = 

: lofty mountains, inland oceans, and trackless forests! Her mines of 

| lead, coal, iron, copper, silver, and gold, awaited, as it were, in long 

; sleep the mighty awakening of civilization. A great and mysteri-. 

‘i ous people passed away even as a shadow; their council fires were | 
. extinguished, and the advancing column of a restless energy,raised, . 

- where we now stand, the emblem of American liberty, whose every 

star and stripe represents a principle of a nation of nations, and as " 

its ample folds float from dome of capitol and masthead, we know | 

| we can reach down into every family circle, take hold of every 

heart, and command the allegiance of fifty millions of pegple to its 

_ banner and its faith. / - 

‘ Actuated by divine impulse, and impelled by moral energy, the 
| early founders of our republic adopted the present popular theory | 

of self-government. And although sadly bigoted by early educa-. 
| tion and prejudice, the good seed was sown, and under the pruning 

system adopted, the fruitage of its vines must eventually benefit 

and bless all mankind. . 

To bea citizen of the United States implies manhood. Our love | 

of home may make the west locally dear to us, and fire our blood a 
with patriotic zeal. The munificence of our wealth, as we send it | 
to the outstretched arms of a world, may indeed make us lavish, __ 

but it should inspire a reliant self-respect, and teach us to guard 
_our every right with jealous care. No vituperations or threats, no _ 

avarice of exacting shylocks, no demands of greed, no flattery can 

| be able to divert us from self-responsibility. | a a | 

We know that by divine right we hold the helm, and the world 
_ will see that we can outride the storm. If bad laws gcvern us, we 

are more or less responsible for their enactment and repeal. Ifcor- 

ruption in office goes unpunished or pardon follows quick the wheels 
of justice — remember popular sentiment is potent and you are 

_. slaves and vassals if you do not speak. - -
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The great trouble in the way of success to the agricultural masses, 
lies in the fact that they are too much engrossed with the cares 

and exactions of life. They are obliged to give too little attention = 

to general welfare, and while they are exercising their witsto make 

| _ both ends meet, they place too much confidence and too little scru- 

tiny upon the acts of their representatives. Bless God, the day of 

scrutiny has dawned, and the demand for faithfilness comes up oe 
from every household. ‘Wisconsin has asserted that sovereignty | 

rests in the will of the people; and their will is law. It became 
apparent when treason and resistance to state law were encouraged 

-_-by corporate powers, when representatives faltered and senators 

| sold their fair names, that ours was an uncorrupted judiciary, rising | ' 

| up in colossal cignity, before whose searching eye of truth monop- | 
. olies have trembled, and to whom an oppressed people appealed 

-« notin vain. Rome had her senate, Italy her Emmanuel, France - 
her Napoleon, Ireland her O’Connel, Germany her Bismarck, Amer- 

) _ Aca her Henry, but for Wisconsin is reserved a higher boass—an = 
| honest and wise Judiciary. Persistent clamor, however, extin- 

guished the lights of your Assembly Chamher, and a repeal of a law | | 

but partially tried is recorded upon its records. Still the great | 

fact remains, worth all the legislation it has cost — that sovereignty . 

rests in the will of the people and rot in money and powerful mo-— 

‘nopolies.  - So ee - 
If we are faithful at home, we shall be public spirited and gener- 

a ous abroad. Insist, then, to the death, upon your inherent rights, 

| and demand from legislators at home and at Washington a faithful, | 

unshrinking discharge of public trust. Abolish at once all causes 

of your lessening influence — your close communion cliques, your 

os - efforts to advance personal interests at the expense of universal 

good. Run your granges, your clubs, your labor reforms, your ag- | 

| ricultural theories, and your politics upon the “ King’s Highway,” 

| and remember that any party organized exclusively for self interest | 

_ cwill ever be at best a cripple and devoid of courage. As the most 

~ prosperous days of our national history were passed under constitu- 

| tional enactments, giving us asa basis for acirculating mediumgold 

| and silver, “ remove not the ancient land marks which thy fathers’ a 

have set.’ Aye, palsied be the hand that would separate these 

| twin brothers in the march to progress and power. Let the stigma 

of contempt follow close upon the heel of him who would section-
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: alize a common interest, and over the ambitious hopes of such men, 

place the lines drawn in mysterious characters by Jewish fingers oo 

. upon the “ Walls of Belshazzar ””°—“ Mene, mene, tekel upharson.” | 

Be The “waste of treasure and of life ; the tottering Union cemented 

in the blood of a common ancestry ; the bitterness and: hatred en- | 

| - gendered by strife ; the demands of arrogance and power, and the —=— 

| _ buried hopes of thousands of our people, proclaim the evil of sec- _ 

tional legislation. | 

Honesty and fairness alone will cause the north and the south, 

the east and the west, to remain one and inseperable — the glory of 
Lo our fathers and the pride of their sons. Wholesome and successful 

an commercial business rests upon confidence, a sound circulating me-_ | 

| dium, and upon the basis of supply and demand. Then away with  — 

protective sophistry and let national pride abolish the offices of 

| customs, and, in your relation with the world as with each other, in- 

corporate a system of universal reciprocity. Our commerce would _ 

then be restored and we should not feel our blood tingle and ex- | 

' perience pangs of chagrin that not one of the great ocean steamers 

7 regularly entering and clearing our ports engaged !n the magnifi- _ 

cent enterprising lines of Inman, Guion, Star, Anchor, French, _ 

Bremen, Hamburg and Cunard is the property of an American tax- | 

payer. Common justice and sound policy also demand that millions — 
of property now exempt from taxation bear its just proportion of 

__- burdensome expenses. Bonded wealth, railroad subsidies, college © 
and church property, share alike with the cottage of the poorthe _ 
protection of government; then let compulsion, if necessary, impose 

equality. It cannot be that the Divine Giver of all good is too poor 

- to pay taxss with His American subjects; and it is apparent if His a 

 self-constituted agents fear bankruptcy if required to walk with us a 
- shoulder to shoulder in building up a representative government _ 

a upon the theory of equal and universal justice, there is danger that 
the cry of repudiation, when once raised, will usher in a more seri- | 

ous panic than we have yet known. The beautiful proportions of | 
our property idols will shrink to skeletons, emaciated and worthless, = 

and the craven spirit of fear, wild with madness, will sweep over - | 

_ all restraint, and, in its wake, leave waste and ruit, 
~ Common sense and the preservation of the nation itself demands 

; - auniform interest law, and as low a rate as five per cent. ‘It is 

useless to look for prosperity to the masses as long ashalfa dozen =
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: men in every community control your interests and are able to loan. : 

, money for twice the value of service rendered, and for a higher soe 

| rate than any legitimate business will pay. As long as you allow | 
the present state of things, so long will business be paralyzed and 

confidence‘ unrestored. Experience and observation assert the 

opinions of bankers and money lenders, and their views of any man 
- ‘who is willing to obligate himself to pay ten per cent. per annum. — o 

"The mortgage must be legally scanned and the security must be 

for five times the amount furnished, for distrust is the result. And 

_ that class known as money lenders to-day in Wisconsin are little 

: else than purchasers at twenty per cent. on the dollar of values. 

- _ Who shall say that the farmers and agriculturists, whose equity | 
| extends to over nine billions of property, while all monopolies _ 

oF combined do not exceed three billions, are not called upon to 
awake from stupor, and are in honor bound to demand by anintel- 

ligent ballot, reform, repeal, reward? an er - 

| Now that the more intelligent and brilliant divines are taking a | 

broader view of human life and its boundaries, admitting that God’s 

mercy illumines eternity itself, even its darkest regions, making 

| the wrath of man to praise Him; so it is the privilege of agricultu- 

ral leaders to come out from under the cloudsofparty and the can-- 

opy of secrecy, and to incorporate a living political brain influence _ 
| into all their acts; to scrutinize well the voice. of the press, and to | 

, be able to discern what is right, and knowing, dare maintain. - 

“ Til fares the land to hopeless ills a prey, | ae a 

So Where wealth accumulates and men decay, | | 

oe Princes and lords may flourish or may fade, aes 

7 A breath can make them as a breath has made, cS 

. _ , But a bold peasantry, their country’s pride, . | | 

. | _ When once destroyed can never be supplied.” oe 

- . Agriculturists of Wisconsin, your position is one of usefulness — | 

_ and honor; your fraternity is too universally extended tobe ham- > 

pered by ignorance or controlled. by senseless idiots, for to your _ 7 
class, if to any united effort, comes down the centuries the heav- 
 enly salutation, “Inherit the kingdom prepared. for you from the 

_ foundation of the world. For I was hungered, and ye gave me ‘a 

meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger, and | 

ye took me in; naked, and ye clothed me.” You and your brothers — | 

till the fields, and gather the fruits which keep starvation from
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7 every dwelling. Jurists, senators. representatives and people alike | 
| receive from your hands their daily food. The timid warbler that 7 

| never leaves his native groves chants your praise in melody and 

song. White-winged commerce spreads its sails to bear to other a 

climes the surplus of your indefatigable energy. Patriotism is 

strengthened and made courageous by the bounteous “supples | 

which your munificence lays at its feet. And all, all inspire you to 

| a nobler heroism, and to the consciousness of exalted self-respon- 

sibility. | | 

Mr. Field — There were a great many thoughts presented by Mr. | | 

Babbitt that might be discussed for a long time. He speaks of - | 

| what I suppose he means gold and silver as moneye Thatis all — | 

very well. I go, perhaps, as far as he does, and a great deal fur-- 

ther. I believe in all the gold being used as money, all the silver | 

being remonetized, and used as money, and all the greenbacks too. 

By the way, I want to see silver remonetized at 412} grains to the 

dollar, just where it was when, I may say, the thieves connived to- 

_- gether\to induce congress to demonetize it, and to compel usto : 

. .- pay our debts in that which we didn’t agree to pay them in. It is 
enough for you and me, Mr. President, and particularly for the far- | 

| mers of this country, if we pay just exactly what we agreed to pay; — 

not a single dollar less can we afford to pay, and not a single dollar a 

more ought we to be compelled to pay. | | 

: I don’t know whether Brother Babbitt will agree with me or not. . 

‘This question is a question before the country; it is the monetary - 

question in all its branches. I received a letter from a member of 

| - congress the other day, and he said the all absorbing topic is oo 
ae finance. I am glad to hear that such is the case. No more im- 

, portant question can agitate congress and the people. Let us use 

; all the gold and silver we have, and then let us have a currency — a 
oe issued by the national government direct to the people. I don’t | 

want to see congress delegate their power to issue currency to 
friend Babbittinor to any banking institution or corporation in the , 

-_ and, but issue it themselves. The cost of issuing greenbacks is 

a trifling; whereas, if the government delegates its power to the | 

national banks, and issues interest-bearing bonds as security, it | 

costs. us a large sum; the aggregate difference between what they 
_. pay back in taxes to this government, and what they receive
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as interest on those bonds, amounts to millions — probably fif- ) 
4 teen millions per annum; but whatever it is, It is worth saving. 

| The greenback currency is just as good as the national currency; 

| both are the faith and credit of the government. ESR SE Se 
Ng _ I believe my friend Babbitt is in favor of free trade. Here is my 

hand, if he will only establish it the world over. Free trade and 
woes sailors’ rights I am ‘in favor of, if you can have it universal; but if 

— - you cannot establish it the world over, then American industry _ 

ss must protect itself. I believe we should have very much less ex- 

.- penditure in this government it we had direct taxation according —s 

- to valuation and free trade. When you and I, Mr. President, are = 
| _* called upon to pay taxes once a year, or twice, we know what we 
- pay, but when we are called upon to pay at every meal we eat, and 

upon every article of clothing we purchase, then we do not realize 2 
| it. Hence I am in favor of free trade and direct taxation. The | 

a - constitution should be so changed that we should be taxed directly 

upon property — not upon the population. If we raise taxes by _ 

_-—s« this government to-day, it would fall heavily upon the west, and. a 

under these circumstances, I am in favor of the taxatlon of. all 

_ property. I would not quarrel over the place of the dead, but I. . 

say that church property and school property, and every other class _ 

_ of property should be taxed, and taxed at what it is worth; taxed ==> 

at its true value. Some say it does not make any difference; you | | 

- might as well exempt the school and church property, for it is for 
| ~ moral and religious purposes. What is my farm for except to feed 

the people? Can there be a more benevolent, a more charitable — 
| _. and humane work accomplished by any institution in the world, 

than what is done by the farmers in producing for and feeding the 

people? | Bee hoes 7 - So 

| Great injustice is done in taxation for this reason. A church in 
| the city of Milwaukee, costing $100,000, in which 500 people wor- 

ship; while there are little churches built in the country in which 
| the same numberof people worship, that only cost’ $5,000. Now _ | 

| it is unjust and unequal, and in favor of the rich as against the 
poor. in the distribution of state taxes. ee 7 a 

| - One word on interest on money. I was glad my friend Babbitt 

spoke upon that question, as it is one of the most important ques- ~__ 

tions connected with the subject of finance. Interest is what makes 
money valuable, and, sir, I trust the time may come when money __
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loaned in this country will be compelled to be loaned, if loaned at _ oo 

alll, ata rate of interest that all the leading industries can afford to = 

| pay. I would not give a straw for your state loans; I would not - | 
give a straw to have the interest on money reduced to 7 per cent. 

: _ in the state of Wisconsin unless it can be reduced in all the adjoin- 

-. ing states. I would like to see our members of the legislature 
| memoralize congress to fix the rate of interest, and make it uni- 

form throughout the United States. I believe it to be their duty, | 

| and, sir, I would have it fixed at a rate of interest as low as would 

be beneficial to the interests of the country. I should be satisfied 

_ to see it even reduced to five per cent. at first, and then down to 
| three. Three per cent. is a high rate of interest. As I said before, — 

there should be a uniform rate throughout all the states of the 

, Union, and that rate should not be higher than the average profits _ 
: arising from the productive industries. | 

| Mr, Flint —I wish to make a few suggestions while we are upon 7 

| this subject. It will be recollected some eleven or twelve years | | 

ago this winter, that invitations were sent from many men to mem- | 

: bers of the Wisconsin legislature, to meet them at their places of 

business to consult with regard to the matter of the rating of inter- 

est, which was then at seven per cent., to allow the taking of ten > 

sper cent. The argument was, that capital was repelled from the | oe 

state, and in order to save our farms and our homesteads, and pro- 

oo mote business interests in Wisconsin, we must change our law and 

make it admissible to take ten per cent. In this view, for one,I - 
: did not concur, and having an opportunity to vote on that subject 

| - for my constituency, I voted not to raise the rate of interest. A | 

| few years have elapsed, and now we hear it stated by men who are 
in business throughout the country, that the average productive. 

| interests do not yield more than two, three or four, or three and 

| - one-third per cent. A man starts without money to buy a farm. | 

. What must he pay? If he comes to this city where money is loaned, a 

| he is asked to pay ten per cent., and to pay a bonus for the obtain- oe 
Ing of the loan. What is theresult? Reference has been made to —— 

_ the laws upon taxation. We know throughout this country east | 
| and west, that if a man is in debt upon a farm which is purchased | 

at this high rate of interest, he is not only paying that, but paying | 
- | perhaps on five hundred dollars, or one thousand dollars, possibly | 

. . three thousand dollars on property that he does not own; here is |
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the difficulty. Just think of the burden placed upon the product- 

- ive industry of the country in this regard; the young man,the man | 

of bone, of muscle, and of brain, starting out to hew his way to for- | 

: tune, or rather to make a home, to make a competency. Think of — 

| the difficulties that he labors under, and the whole subject at onve - 

will suggest itself to an intelligent mind. The rate suggested by 

| our friend Mr. Babbitt, five per cent., might be regarded very low, 

| going from ten to five per cent., but at least an effort should be 

made; it seems to me that a recommendation should come from _ 

| this convention to the farmers of Wisconsin, on that subject. We 
_ are talking about reducing the rate of interest practically to four | 

| per cent., which does not include taxation. Of course. all your | 

property must be taxed, therefore let us make a suitable recom- 

| - mendation in regard to it. | : ce | 

| Mr. Adams — In 1862, Mr. Field was in favor of reducing the rate 

| to seven per cent., and I think he introduced abillin the Assembly = 

ee to that effect. It passed, and became a law, and was in operation 

several years, and I had the privilege of voting with him on that 7 
question. It,has occurred to me, Is this the right principle to reg- 

: ulate the rate of interest, or shall we have free trade in money? | 

For my own part, I still adhere to the opinion which I entertained 

| at that time, in 1862. Now, if there are gentlemen on this floor | 

who have been in states or in countries where there are no laws reg- 

| ulating rates of interest, I would like to hear from such men as to 

the practical workings and operation of affairs under such a state . 

a of things. Here in the United States, so far as I know, the most 

of the states have laws regulating the rate of interest. I have | 
lived where those laws existed, except during’a short period in the . 

| _ state of Wisconsin when they were repealed. I think in 1849, the ° a 

legislature repealed the laws regulating the rate of interest. The - 

| - immediate effect of the repeal was this: The rates advanced from | | 
twelve per cent., which had been the legal rate, to twenty-five per 

| cent., and in less than a year, thirty and forty and even fifty per - 

cent. | | | aoe | . a / 

| Mr. Smith — One gentleman tqld me that he took one hundred | 

_- per cent., and got his pay in gold. | a - 

| Mr. Adams —It was done, and the law remained upon our stat- 

ute books some two or three years, but the clamor was so great that : 

the law.wasrepealed, = = | | | - |
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; Mr. Field — I remember very well I was then. in favor of fixing | 
| a lower rate of interest in this state. I should not oppose it now, | 

and I don’t know but what it may be a good thing. I have changed 
: my opinion since that time, and I am frank to acknowledge it. We 

all make mistakes in this world, and I am always ready to acknowl- 
edge mine. I feel that it is the duty of congress to regulate this 

| interest question, and make it uniform throughout the country. _ 
| Mr. Robbins —I remember when we had no usury laws; and I | 

recollect very well. that the men that had money to loan at that 
time took whatever they could get; and in the section where I __ 

_ lived, they would take 12, 15 and 20 per cent.; and if you could . 
| not pay your blacksmith’s bill or any other account, they would. 

make you pay as much interest as they could get outof you. I was 
also in the state when the law was seven per-cent., but I did not a 
regard that of much use. There was a way in which. men evaded 
the law. The penalty might have been too large. I know that | 
they paid 12, 15, 20 and 25 when the law was seven. That was in = 
1866. a , 

a Mr. Field — 1865. | | 
me Mr. Robbins — It was either 1866 or 1867. I know Mr. Barber. 

_ advocated in the legislature seven per cent.; but we didn’t get it. | 
I believe that seven per cent. was too high, and I can give my rea- 
sons very readily why I think so. Iam told by the best financiers | 

| in Chicago that the interest on the debt of Chicago, in one hundred - 
| years, at the rate of interest which they are now paying, would be | 

_ sufficient to build thirty Chicagos. It is astonishing; I could 
_ hardly believe it. If that is true, I tell you it is alarming. What | 
is true of Chicago is true of Madison. A word further in regard to | 
government bonds. There is no laboring man that lays up over | 
«$80 to $100 a year. If a man gets $40 on $1,000, that is more than _ 
any laboring man, any farmer from his products, can make. I do- SO 
not care how economical he is, that is more than he can lay up one 7 

| year with another. A government bond is free from taxes. Ithink 
7 an expression of opinion is worth something. If 1 was.in the 
a legislature to-day, I would work for a law less than seven per cent. | 

. I would have it as low as five per cent., and I believe that is too 
much, ar Oo 

Mr. Smith — Would not that drive capital out of the state? | 
* Mr. Robbins — A farmer had better be ruined at once than be - 

| - 14—8r. A@. Soe. , - -
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- ruined by inches. When times are gocd, everybody wants to buy 7 

- something. Just as quick as hard times come everybody wants to os 

~ gell something. In hard times, we are all sellers and there are no 

: buyers. What is true of me is true of my neighbors. Whentimes 

oo are bad, we have to do the best we can with our money. I believe 

that the interest question is the great financial question. It is not 

— whether silver shall be remonetized. I am in favor of the remon- — - 

| - etization of silver. I don’t believe in putting twenty grains into : 

- it now. At four hundred and twelve grains, I think it is enough as) 

| - compared with gold. I am not in favor of having any more. Lam 

Be not in favor of having the greenback destroyed. I am in favor of 

| having a bushel of wheat dealt out in the same way, sixty pounds _ 

- tq the bushel, and whatever you agree to putin a silver dollar 

| that silver dollar should represent four hundred and twelve ‘and | 

one-half grains. A grain of gold is no larger to-day than it was : 

oe years ago. It was good enough then. Our national wealth don’t | 

consist of gold and silver. I think the farmers to-day would — 

--yather have a greenback than any other dollar that was ever circu- | 

lated. The greenback paid its debt, the greenback carried us _ 

through the war, and why should the greenback be burned up? Io 

gay not only three hundred and fifty millions of greenbacks, but 

| Isay restore the four hundred and fifty millions. I would have > 

| the government take them for all dues. That would entirely do 

away with our hard times. I think we have been too extravagant, . 

- and that is another cause of the hard times. But, as I said before, — 

the interest question is at the foundation. fon | 

«ST think hard times and the interest question are making the poor . _ 

aa man poorer every day, and the rich man richer every day. The 

a reason that our improvements have stopped is because the govern- 

ment bond is worth more than anything else. Men are taking five, 

 * ten, fifteen and twenty per cent. out of business and putting it into oe 

- government bonds. Why? — Because they are safer there: than 

anywhere esle. I do not think we can do much, but the people of 

oe the country can, by fixing a uniform rate of interest. I believe 

- three or six is enough. I believe one cent a day is enough interest = 

| on one hundred dollars. I think a man that has his gold bond 

| would be satisfied with that. Why? Because there would not be : 

this antagonism between capital and labor. I believe that the time 

| - will come when men won’t demand such extra prices for the use of —
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7 money. We might call assessors figure heads when there are men - 

who have more than $100,000 exempt from taxation. The question a 
; is when-you come to pay your taxes, what would your property Dk 
‘ fetch? Would it fetch anything above the assessable value. I pay | 

a dollar an acre on my farm, and I believe we are paying too big a 

railroad tax. I paid $150 railroad taxes a year on my farm for ten | 

— years. How san I make a living when I have got to have my farm 

assessed in this way? You men are sitting still and doing nothing. | 

My farm don’t fetch me two per cent. on the amount invested. If . 

that is the case, why should money be worth ten per cent? 

Mr. Field — Why don’t you sell it? | 

| Mr. Robbias—I want a home. I have been on it for forty years 
: and I won’t sell. | ere | rs a | 

2 Mr. Babbitt —I wish to reply to a remark in favor of that cur-- | | 

-rency which carried us successfully through the war, and has made 

usa people, independent and free. You remember my statement — | 

| with regard to gold and silver as a circulating medium, and if we oS 
. can have silver and gold as a circulating medium, I will guaranty | 

_ this convention that the greenback will lose none of its beauty or | 

a verdure. You understand that, gentlemen. It isa clear case. We | 

ought to force upon our legislators an expression of our sentiments, | 

| and if we send men to congress that don’t express our sentiments, _ 7 
a for God’s sake bring them home, and send honest men there. That a 

is my point, precisely. Mr. Field made a good speech, but I could | 

| not see where he made the division between my opinion and my 

_ advice. | co a 
| Mr. Field I am glad there is not any very great difference be- | 

tween us; I was afraid there was. I desire to offer the following 

resolution: BS 

a “ Resolved, That we believe it to be the duty of congress to regulate interest | 
on money and to fix the same at as low a rate as arises from the productive . 

industries of the country, and we hereby memorialize congress to. soregulate - 

, interest, and instruct our senators and members of congress to use their in- : 

fluence in this direction. | a a | 

_ Mr. Phillips — I indorse what friend Field says, that it should be 

~ made general all over the country. If you make it general, you } 

must go to congress. It is a‘matter of the greatest importance. T 

"was particularly impressed with Mr. Babbitt’s paper, that the in- 

terest should be reduced, and I think it should be attended toright
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now. People change their views. We are all human. In my — 

. county the first settlers are. getting well fixed, and, as a class, they 

| tuke ten per cent. more readily than any other I have ever known. | a 

| They have managed to pay for their places; they have been frugal 
and careful, and have got out of debt. They are numerous up there, © | 

and, as I said before, they draw a mortgage more readily upon a 
poor man, and accept the ten per cent., than anybody else. This 

| _ question of interest goes a long way, and if this thing dalliesalong 

| it is going to be hard to pass a law. I thought, perhaps, Mr. Field 
) was borrowing money, and not that he had money to loan. Itisa_ | 

ss matter of great importance, and should be attended to now, and a 

"vate of interest should be fixed that the agricultural resources of the 

-s gountry can stand. | | a | 
Mr. Field — After consultation with the president and others, I : 

- - have changed the resolution. I think we had'better go straight to a 

congress. I have altered it to read thus: “ Resolved, That we be- . 

| -Jieve it to be the duty of congress to regulate the rate of interest 
| on money.” — Oo oe 

" Mr. Babbitt —I move for a law authorizing not over five per - 

cent. We will look until doomsday for any relief whatever, unless _ 
_ we go to the congress of the United States. oo | 

Mr. Field — There can be no harm in petitioning, anyhow. | 
Mr. Babbitt —I am in favor of the action, and the time is fast - 

approaching, and we may look upon it with a good deal of solici- 

| tude. The time is fast approaching, mark my words, when action | 

| will speak, and it will speak in tones of thunder, and in a way 

"which will deprive the farmers, the agriculturists of this section of. | 

 . the country, even of their lives, if relief is not given us. The time _ 
i is past for this kind of dallying. You may talk, gentlemen, that 

"we cannot borrow money if we reduce the rate to five percent.in 

| Wisconsin. It is perfectly foolish, when we know that money 
' . + oaners are not very solicitous after all, when they knowthey havea 

ss first-class security. You know that a large portion of the money is : 

eee loaned at three and a half and four percent. The moment that we - 

-. gay we will pay five per cent. interest and no more, we shall be at - 

the bottom of our desires, and we shall have a basis that we can | 

‘stand upon; and if we agree to pay more than five per cent.,we = 
have no basis upon which we can stand. The time has come for _ 

action and for advance. If the citizens of Wisconsin, the agricul-
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. turists of the state of Wisconsin, don’t raise their voice in this - : * 
— matter, as I said before, there will be trouble. | a :. | 7 : 

_ Prof. Daniells —If I had ten thousand dollars to-day, I should be: 
| willing to loan it at three per cent. It strikes me, after all the dis- 

| cussion I kave heard, that a great deal depends upon the nature of 
the security. In Massachusetts, money only brings six per cent., , 
while money here brings ten per cent., and the. difference, I sup- 
pose, is in the value of the security. Would it not be wellfor Mr. __ 
Field to put in his resolution that the money joaners of Massachu- — 
setts should send their money out here and lend it at the same — 

oo price. It strikes me that the logic of the thing would then be at- 
o tained. Be ea re eae 

| Mr. Field — Prof. Daniells talks of the security of Massachusetts. 7 
as being better than that of Wisconsin. There is hardly a farm in 
Wisconsin that is not worth more than a farm of the same number 

of acres in Massachusetts. Hundreds of farms in Massachusetts 
-. gould not be sold for the improvements they cost, for what their 

fences cost that surround and divide them. Such is the fact 
a throughout New England. Talk about the virgin soil of Wisconsin — 

and Iowa not being good security! There is not better security 
this side of heaven. No better can begiven. Itisimpossible. I 
know one good reason why money cannot be got so cheap here is, __ 

| we prefer to loan money under our own eyes, at home. We see 
_ the security every day; but as to the security in Massachusetts be- 

ing better, I denyit. I want the government to fix the rate of in- , 
_ terest at a just rate, and we shall then be able to get money in 
Massachusetts at the same price we do in Wisconsin. If we own 

property in Wisconsin, we have a right to get money to represent 
_ that property just as cheaply as they doin Massachusetts. | 

_ Mr. Robbins —Z prefer to have a rate of interest fixed, I don’t | 
think five per cent. 1s too much to pay. ge 

_ Mr. Field — Can we ever get it before congress except by peti- _ 7 
| tion. oe a an 

| Mr. Robbins — I would have one resolution sent tothe legislature | 
of Wisconsin and another sent to congress to have them fix a rate. | 

_ _. Mr, Field— Do you propose an amendment? =| oe | . 
Mr, Robbins — It would suit me better if it was fixed at five per | 

ot a cent. The farmer will loan his money at ten, fifteen, twenty and 
twenty-five per cent. I don’t believe the farmer can arrogate to :
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- - himself too much honesty. I believe in weighing ahog,and that 

+ farmers should do it themselves. We want laws to prevent those — | 

_ things being done. If I had ten thousand dollars, I would not give - eo 

half of it away. Compared with other industries, I say that money ee 

-. is worth too much. A gentleman asked me how many pounds es 

there would be in a bushel of wheat; I cannot pay my taxesin. 

> wheat. When everybody wants money, then you have to sell your 

property to pay your.taxes. I don’t believe in going across the — a 
-_-water to establish a system of finance. England makes money out _ 

fee : of it every year, and she don’t care who has the balance of trade. | 

‘Why? Because she is carrying the raw material and fetching the 

) | manufactured material back. Let us have the American system of © 

an finance. That is what E believe in. I believe that five per cent. is oa 

—— equal to any productive pursuit you can go into, either as a me- Oo 

_* 'ghanic or farmer or anything else. In ten years, with my family, I oh 

----would be a town charge if I had to sell my property. There are a | 

| good many things on a farm that we can get a living by, berries 

' and such things. I believe in every man having a home. 4 
¢ Mr. Finlayson — Do you raise sorghum? a : / 

| - _Mr. Robbins — We have got the best soil and the best climate in 

. the world. Our soil is better than Massachusetts. With regard to 

the farmers in New York, I can raise more onmy ground than they _ , 

gan, and it ought to be good security. Men that have money | | 

doubtless pay some taxes. I think they willtelltremendous stories = 

to get out of paying taxes. The men that have their property in = 

a money will cover up four-fifths to. get out of paying taxes. The a 

| farmer cannot do that. oO an ae 

Mr. Phillips —I feel disposed to say that I am in favor ofthe 
we resolution as it stands. I don’t know but what the principle ofa 

neighbor of mine is good enough. He always looks at the main | 
| chance, and takes what he can get. I have very little faith in re- | 

gard to legislation alone, in this matter, and I don’t think it mat-  _ 
ters much. I don’t think you will ever regulate the rate of interest 

by legislative enactment, so long as you allow Wall Street to dic- 

state. That is the fountain head. I think that it isquite necessary | 

that it should be uniform all over the United States, and that con- | 

gress is the proper place to settle the matter, instead of having it | 

, - go this round-about way through our state legislature. The only | - 

bankrupt law the farmer has got an opportunity to take advantage
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| of, is to sell out and go west. He must begin his life over again, 

, and here let me say, you ought to memorialize for the repealof = * 

the bankrupt laws. They are as bad as the usury laws. There 

* was one other idea that came to my mind. I think the assessment | 

| law of the state of Wisconsin the greatest outrage that could be put : 

* upon the statute books of any civilized community. Mr. Field said 

he was in favor of exempting nothing but graveyards. JI would 

like to see the assessment law amended so that a poor man shall 

| not be compelled to pay taxes on as much property as he owns, 

while the rich man may hide ten times the amount. | | 

| Resolution adopted. | | a | | 

7 _ Mr. Field —I move that the president and secretary of the con-. | 

: vention be requested to send a copy to each of our members of | 

| congress. | | | . | | 

a Motion adopted. — OS , | 

Mr. Plumb —I wish to offer the following resolution. A year 

ago, this matter was brought before the convention. A bill was 

| prepared and passed by the legislature, but, to our sorrow, when it 

came to appear, we found it worthless. It did not seem what we in- 

| tended, and after inquiring at the secretary’s office, I was told that | 

| in passing through the hands of the clerk, it was so remodeled as | - 

to become useless. The secretary of state says we will have to try = 

another year, and for the benefit of those who are here, I have drawn 

out a scheme which is a revision of the statute. oe 

Mr. Plumb here exhibited to the president and members of the 

convention a schedule which he proposed should be used in the fu- - 

ture, showing the numbers of acres, weight and number of bushels 

| of various crops raised in the course of the year. 

Mr. Wilson — There appears to be a disposition to discuss this _ | 

| question, and I think we ought to have an opportunity of doing so. | 

| Prof. Daniells—I second the motion. I was going to write an 

article on the agricultural resources of Wisconsin, containing the 

statistics of the United States census, but I found nothing that was 

sof any use whatever. I might ‘say that I could find nothing thatI 

- could place any dependence upon. The secretary of state told me, oe 

as I told you the other night, with regard to those rates which are 

absolutely false, and so it is with the entire reports which come : 

_ from: the assessor to the secretary of state. ) There is no reliance to - 

| _ be-placed upon them, so the secretary told me, and they are ex- |
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__ ceedingly incomplete. Many of the things they ought to report, — : 
they don’t report. — | ee _ 8 eo 

| _ Mr. Clark — Where is the report? a | ce 
Prof. Daniells — With the secretary of state. | ee 

‘Mr. Anderson —I want to state for the benefit of those who. 

| _ were not here at the opening of the session, this morning, that this = 
subject will be further discussed, and I am glad to see that Prof.- - 

_ _Daniells has spoken upon the subject of statistics. The QSSeSsOr | | 

| can put in those figures with very little trouble—the number of. | 

acres, the number of bushels of wheat, the number of milch cows,, —s_ 

ete. “Tt will cost scarcely anything, as the assessor gets somucha > 
| year for assessing. | OO | ae. | 

Mr. Field —In this connection, I desire to say that if we could. 

- _ have a record of that kind which is reliable, it would be worth. 
| hundreds of shousands of dollars, .Hitherto we. could not get at. | 

, anything that was absolutely reliable. We did the best we could  —s_ 

- -at the State Centennial Board. I don’t think, myself, that it will. 
* cost but a trifle, and I hope that something will be done in this re- 

spect. | . — . 

Mr, Anderson — I would ask that the assessor be put under oath. | 

Mr. Crawford —I think there is a gentleman present who could. _ 
| give a good reason why the statistics have been so unreliable. I 
_. would like to have him say why he was opposed to that. Co 

- _ Mr. Broughton — Since I am called upon to speak, Mr. President,, 

- I will say that it seems to me to be a scheme to expose the prop- — 

| erty of farmers to taxation, a scherhe of some of the assessors, par-;, 

| _ ticularly those that live in the villages, to expose the property of | 

7 the farmers to the knowledge of a class that seems to be acting as. _ 

. 7 against their interests. | | | ye er 

Oo _. Mr. Finlayson —I think this is something that would be a great 

_ benefit to the state, if it could be got at correctly. Ihave hada 
little experience in. assessing, and I tried to do it correctly; of. | | 

.  gourse farmers’ are all honest, and their wives are honest; but my. . | 

experience is that a true estimate cannot be given. I get my liv-*. - 

ing by tilling the soil; that is the only experience I have had; and. — 

, if the farmer and his wife will not tell you what property they have, - 

I do not see how you are going to get at it. Youtell them that => 

they are under oath, and that they must give a correct estimate, - 

: which some will not do, so you are in the same dilemma as you _ 

| were before, as far as the assessment is concerned. — | | .
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| | “Mr. Smith — Have you ever made a beginning? | | 

(- Mr. Finlayson — If we could educate some of our assessors inthis = 

S ‘ matter of taxation, I think it would be a good thing. I presume it 

“ig not intended to increase the taxes. It is only to get statistical 

value of the products of our country. There is a showing against | 
-. the farmer, and the more you look upon it in that light the more _ 

: _you will find it so. You cannot draw out the money loaners.. I re- 

member instances in my day where I went to men and asked how 

much money they had out on interest, and they said not a cent. | 

That made a great racket in the. town; they will conceal the fact 
whenever they can. I think we ought to draw out all alike. I 

think the farmer, when he gets to a certain pitch, gets to be like 

other men; he is an honest man, whether a farmer or merchant, or a 

_ dishonest man. I exclude nobody. If he is an honest man he is 

anhonest mane - | | 

. - Senator Anderson —I do object to what my friend, Mr. Finlay- 

son, says. I have a better estimate of the farmers. The truth is, 

when Mr. Finlayson was assessor, he was collecting the income tax. ) 

Then farmers were a little careful about giving their income, be- 

-——s @ause they had to pay a tax, but now there is not one farmer who > 

does not krow exactly the number of acres they have. They are 

. not taxed upon that as they are taxed-according to capital. There = 
is not one man in a hundred who will imagine that it is going to | 

effect him in any way, whatever. Supposing the argument was true, | 

that some men would not be at home to give these statistics, is that | 

| any reason why we should not attempt to get correct statistics? | 

| Certainly we must try to do so. There isnoreason why we should | 

‘not try to do right. We now give the number of horses, cattle, 

i _ sheep, swine, and I do not see why we should not take these other 

statistics. In reading the reports from the Agricultural Depart- | 

ment at Washington, I can never tell whether there is 60, 70 or 90. 

| per cent. Those statistics would be valuable to the farmer him-— | 

, self, as well as to others who read them. He will know about the’ 
a sutplus, and in that way it will be a benefit tohim; atthesame , 

time, it works injury in no respect. I hold that it should, and be- | 
lieve it would, be given correctly. That is my experience, notas 

my an assessor, but as chairman of my town. ‘We have never had any | 

_ trouble since the income tax wasrepealed. | 
- Mr. Finlayson —I must cortect my friend Anderson. There |
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were few men in the town that came under the income tax. ‘I will | 

Oe refer to Kansas. The statistics this year for the corn crop is forty- 

five bushels per acre. You will find the estimate there is far be- — 
| yond that of Wisconsin, and we know it is more than that. _ — 

Mr, Phillips — We want to get at something that will beat Kan- 
| sas. Itis our duty to educate farmers. We know the devices 

| that loaners adopt to evade paying taxes. The question is this, as a 

— was advanced here: Are we to take Senator Arnold’s advice, _ 

‘and educate the farmers to be honest men, or are we to go to work 

and protect these money loaners? . Let us try and educate the peo- | 

ple up to the proper standard. If the boy sees the old man make _ 

| out his list for the assessor, and sees that he is dishonest, and | 

swears to a lie, it will have a bad effect. . tae = 

, - Mr. Hoard —I have not heard the resolution. I take it that it 

is for the purpose of securing more statistical information. I speak. oe 

upon one item alone, that of the dairy department. Iamthe au- 

thor of a memorial from the state association to the legislature, 

| asking that the assessors assess milch cows as milch cows. I was 

_ confronted with about 500 inquiries —I think that was about the. 

| number of letters received — asking me, from every shipping port 

— of the United States, and many parts of Europe, what were the 

products in butter and cheese in Wisconsin. It is becoming avery 

| valuable interest in this state, and no man can tell to-day, with any | 

| * degree-of accuracy, the nuwber of milch cows that we have in the — 

state. ~There is a serious injury, in the commercial judgment of - 

the world, militating against Wisconsin, because of the fact that 

-. those men who are interested in putting forward a specialty in this 

line have no reliable, solid means of judging, whereby they can 

speak intelligently to the world and tell them really what Wiscon- 

| sin is doing. I think that the same arrangement must necessarily 

| apply in every other direction. I never knew a man to be injured 

__ by them, and I never knew how much‘he was to be injured, because 

he was doing too well and advertised some assets. ere 

| . Mr. Plumb —I think the gentlemen are laboring under a misap- 

| _ prehension, to say anything against this resolution. After two — | 

ae years of serious consideration of this matter, I find everywhere a 

- growing interest, and a desire that something of this kind shall be 

brought about, and if this discussion is to be prolonged, I hope | 

: that any man who has any suggestion to make, will bring it out. _
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_ Mr. Jones —I am glad to see a discussion on this subject. I 
have no doubt the gentleman speaks correctly with regard to the 7 

prejudice in the minds of farmers in giving no statistics in relation 
. to what they may have on hand. It appears as though the farmer | 

was very slow to learn what is best for his interests. It is of the 

utmost importance that a farmer should be posted in relation. to his | 

business, and in relation to everything that goes to the markets. 

If the farmer is going to hide the crop of Wisconsin by refusing to 
give statistics, I don’t think he will be able to accomplish any such 

thing. If we can get a complete set of statistics now, it would be , 

a source of information that would be of value. I have an idea 
that if assessors did their duty, there would not be so much corrup- 7 

: tion as there is now. Don’t encourage men to perjure their souls 

| year after year in sweariug off their property. 
‘Mr. Clark — The object of agricultural societies is to make farm- 

ers intelligent. I heard farmers-argue years ago that statistics fur- 
_nished by the assessor would give consumers the advantage over 

the producers. I take a different view of the subject altogether. | 

I ask the farmers in this assembly if they don’t wish to be posted - 
- upon what their neighburs are doing. If they do, why then get = 

men who will take a correct assessment and make an intelligent as-_ 

sessment law. I want the ‘people of other states to know whether _ 
we are doing anything in the state of Wisconsin in the way of pro- 

ducing or not, and I am willing to give every bushel that I raise, | 

every pound that I gather, for the purpose of furthering this object. 

| Supposing I get in what I raised last year, I will have sold probably : 
__- most of it before the time of assessing arrives. The majority of 

farmers eat their- profit before they raise it. I have thought for _ | 
__-years that this is the very thing which is needed. I want to know - 

how much wheat there is. I claim that it is the demand which reg- a 

| ulates the supply in all matters. If we know how much grain is | 

_ raised and how much is consumed, we know better what the price 

should be; consequently I think it is the farmer’s interest that he 7 

- should know the amount of grain raised, and where the most is / 

| produced. I think that this resolution should pass. yOf course we 

have dishonest men among the farmers, but it is our duty to ineul- 

’.  eate right principles, set a good example, and try to bring others | 

- up-tothe same standard. ! | | | 

| Mr. Plumb — Some seem to think that this is designed as a basis 
of assessment. |
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| ~ Mr. Wilson — If it is. necessary for those of other occupations to. 
. know my business, why is it not necessary for me to know theirs? 

7 _ We want this done impartially. oe | | ee 
| _ Mr. Babbitt —I should like to know whether this information 

will come to me, and when. 4 io ) 
Mr. Smith — Just as soon as it can be got here. a 

: Mr. Babbitt — Whether it will come to us as soon as it is possi- 
| ble to send it. | | | | | 

| Mr. Plumb — We will get it next year. pe | | 
_ Mr. Robbins—We will get the report from the secretary of state. 

| ‘Mr. Anderson — You can compare the number of acres with the | 

prévious year. - OS a . -_ 7 ' 

Mr. Wilson — We intend to get the number of mortgages as soon 
| as we get the number of acres. | a Oo 

__.. Senator Arnold —I would like to show where the farmers may | 
_ take advantage of the rise and fall of grain. They may obtain just 

_ as much advantage as anybody in Milwaukee, providing they will — 
take the trouble to inform themselves. The reason the Board of 

__'Trade work sometimes to the disadvantage of the farmer is, they 
are simply. speculating; they are gambling, and they have just as | 

oo much right to gamble as I have, or any other farmer. In general, — | 

aa I will say that, perhaps, it is a poor plan for us to get together and 
_ lash each other’s backs by finding fault with somebody else. We 

take it for granted that every farmer that is here, is here for the 

purpose of obtaining information. = oe 
Mr. Crawford—-Is the commission man supposed to tell the | 

truth? | | a woe sa 

_ Senator Arnold — There is very little difference in human nature, | 

and we may go from the path of righteousness according to our = 

a temptation. I believe that the farmers are not a bit more honest 

_ than any other class of men. | we ers 

- | a AFTERNOON Srgssion, 2 P.M.” 

| - Hon. J. M. Smith in the chair. © | | 
: The committee on fruits presented the following report: | | 

| There was shown by Senator B. R. Bones, of Racine county, a 

__, fine variety of apples, called Richfield Non-such, whichthe com- |
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mittee pronounced a very desirable variety for locations where they 7 
| can be grown, such as the lake shore region. He also exhibited | 

| specimens of Dunn ‘E. Low, and a winter variety for which he 
| wanted a name. oo | a 

 #HLM. Thompson & Son, of St. Francis, exhibited specimens of 
young trees, very nicely arranged as follows: Norway spruce, 

Scotch pine, Austrian pine, Norway pine, European larch, Ameri- 

| can white ash, honey locust, Barbary and young apple stocks. The 
, young evergreens were very fine, and the committee would especi- 

ally recommend farmers and others intending to set evergreens to 

set young trees, on account of cheapness and their liability tothrive. 
| Mr. B. B. Olds exhibited six best kind of apples | 

' Mr. Plumb —In Mr. Olds’ list he speaks highly of the Lowell, 
_. but this refers only to southern Wisconsin. | a | 

Mr. Smith—In my request, I asked him to give us six of the oe 
best varieties, two of summer, two of fall, and two of winter, and 

/ give us what, in his opinion, is the best variety. 

_-Mr, Plumb — He has construed you to mean, for the southern 
s portion of Rock county. Mr. Olds’.is a little south of my location. : 

: The soil is an exceedingly rich soil. The T.owell is an apple that 

_ we think very highly of, and I have grown a good many, and they . 

are grown upon what we call a white clay. It-is oné of the finest - 
apples of the Spitzenberg class. I would recommend any man to 

plant this variety. The Ben Davis does remarkably well on a high 
hill where the soil is firm, but it grows moderately. I find the Ben 

_ Davis on some of those hills is one of the finest fruits in the state, . 
| but on our rich soil it is going to be a failure. There is money in | 

it, because it will most always bear. oo 
_ Mr. Jackson —It bears young. Oo 

_ Mr. Plumb — Yes, and abundantly. As for the other varieties, a 
I think there is no mistake about them. The Isabella isa little 

| more hardy. Itis a very hardy apple, but it cannot be trusted = 
| very far north, All the rest I think are safe. The Duchessand 

_ the Russet are among our best apples; but Mr. Olds fails to men- | 

tion one apple that I believe, after years of observation, to be the 

best of all the apples that we have got in the southern portion of 
- Wisconsin — the Walter. If I should speak from limited expe- : 

rience of the last ten years, I should not ‘say much about Walters. 
It came into Rock county from its original location in Illinois. I ; |
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do not know of any other apple that comes within fifty per cent.of 

- being as valuable in dollars and cents, giving such satisfaction from | 

the first day of December until the first day of May as that apple | 

does. I speak guardedly in this. It is not a tempting apple at 
| all. The farmers who have seen it say, ‘Oh! that is a little apple 

and we do not care to look at it.” Gentlemen, along about the first 

day of ‘May, when you have an apple that is satisfactory, even 

| sized, the dealers like to get them because they are so handsome. _ 

_ his could not be said of the Ben Davis or any other apple that 

We Gan raise. | | : J / | oe 

Mr. Smith —How far north in the state would you-considerit 
.- gafe? : oe ao | oo a 

: - Mr. Plumb —Mr. Tuttle can speak better, because he is further _ 
north than Lam. I have no hesitation in recommending it on the | 

firm soils north. The climate is not the thing alone. Itisthe soil 

in southern Wisconsin. Mr. Olds speaks nothing of Pewaukee. | 

| On the original soil where it grows, it is a valuable apple, but I | 

| cannot recommend it for rich prairie soils anywhere. | Se 

cog - Hon. I. C. Sloan —I rise for the purpose of relating an instance | 
- . of my own experience. In 1866, I purchased of Mr. Kellogg, a 

ft fruit grower in Rock county, about 75 trees. Among those trees 

there chanced to be three Lowell apple trees; and what I desire to _ 

| say is, that each of those three Lowell apple trees has produced 2 

| more apples, of more value, and of better quality than any other | 

two trees in the lot. With that limited experience, I have never. a 

| been able to understand why the Lowell apple was not propagated 

_ in southern Wisconsin. It is sometimes called the Greasy Pippin, 
a as I understand. It is a fair apple, with the surface a little greasy, — 

| and a good eating, table apple. It bore more, and the crop was 

more valuable than the apples of all the other varieties. In south- 

| ern Illinois they have not the Lowell. I understand that in regard. 

| . to fruit growing, isolated facts do not constitute any general rule. 

ee ‘It seems almost impossible to devise any general rule which is ap- 

plicable to different localities and different places. With the lim- 

ee ited experience I have had, I should say that southern Wisconsin 

, ig more suitable for that apple. They were planted on the prairie, 

on quite a black soil. It runs into a little whitish clay, and there 

isadepression, = ENE Sete ay 

Mr. Plumb — Give us the location? _ | os
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Mr. Sloan —On the east line of the city of Janesville, on prairie 7 
| soil. It was a little mucky, dark prairie soil. = Oe 

. Mr. Plumb —Underlaid by clay. | ' 

| _ Mr. Sloan — Underlaid by clay and then gravel, and, from my — ~ 

experience, I should rather have one Lowell apple tree than five of | 
any other variety. | os | | 

_ -Mr. Plumb — That is a location where the tree will live. That | 
_* gravel comes near the surface. . | 

a Mr. Sloan — It is not gravel. | | 

: Mr. Robbins —I think this apple is what we call greasy skin. If | 

that is so, thirty years ago I planted five trees. I sent to Daven- | 

| port and got my trees, and set them out in one acre of ground, and 

| didn’t lose a tree, didn’t lose any of those trees, I think, until one oe 

| _cold winter; I don’t recollect now what winter. My trees were set | 

- upon the northern slope. I lost a portion of my apple trees that 
winter, but those we call the greasy skin lived. I have now about 

_ ten, and when we have any apples at all, we have them from those | 

trees. They are a splendid apple for fall use, but they are good 

: for nothing for winter. They are very juicy, and they are the best | 

of apples. I have also ‘the Golden Russet and the Snow apple. a 

‘They are the only apples we can depend upon, and this year they oe 

eo failed. Out cf 400 apple trees, we have to buy apples for our own - 

. use. . | | | eo 
_- . Mr. Smith — Your trees are not all dead? | 

Mr. Robbins — No, they are all alive. It struck me that apple | 

is the one I got from Davenport thirty years ago. We never knew | 
| ‘the name, and we called it the greasy skin. 

.. Mr. ‘Tuttle — I think the Lowell is better than the generality of 

apples, It is an apple that needs to be carefully cultivated to | 

_ make it a success. It will not grow in grass. It will grow in very | 
---few locations. I had it on prairie soil where it is pretty rich, and it ; 

lived through a good many years feebly, and died, and then I set | 

a some trees upon what I considered was the best ground for an ce 

__ orchard on the top of the hill. I set some six or eight trees, hoping - 

to save them there. They are about one-half of them dead. | 

. _ Mr. Smith — How far north would you consider it safe to plant => 
| - Walbridge. ee ee ta 

- _ Mr. Tuttle — There may be locations where you may grow the | 

_ ‘Walbridge. I consider the Walbridge a thorough failure anywhere.
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| - I found in going with Mr. Pluntb the Walbridge standing here and 
| there in rocky, mucky prairie soil, which I consider the worst place 

a you can put a tree. I would say a word with regard to the Pewau- > 

kee. It behaves well in the nurseries and a good many of the nursery- 

| men in Minnesota and Wisconsin, say the tree was tender. Ifind 

- the Pewaukee as it grows older puts on an appearance that pleases _ 
me; I think it is going to be one of our best trees, andI believe as | 

| ; it grows older it becomes perfectly hardened, and if the apple will’) = 

| keep through the winter, I think it is one of the most valuable trees 

to plant. I don’t believe you will find a crab apple for Wisconsin. he 

_ I believe the Russian apples are going to take the place of the 

| crabs. . : | — 

me _ Mr. Flint — Did I understand Mr, Tuttle to say thatthe Utter was _ 

a ~ not hardy. | | — | Co 
ss Mr. Tuttle —It is a difficult thing to establish the Utter in our | 

orchard. When it is once established it is one of the most valua- | 
| _ ble trees you can, perhaps, find in Wisconsin. It is peculiarly 

7 adapted to a dry atmosphere, but it does not do well on the lake 

shore. It does not‘do well in Michigan. It is a better apple in 

| Wisconsin than in any other part of the United States. Oo 

- Mr. Smith —I will relate a little experiment that I have been. | 

making this winter. Last fall my sons and myselfhadalarge crop 

| of turnips we had raised asa second crop, planted somewhere along 

about the first of August. Early in the winter my son said oneday, __ 
nn “T am giving turnips to my pigs, and they are doing splendidly.” | 

-.--T said, “The books say there is no fat in turnips, and not very | 

-much nutriment.” He said, “My pigs are doing nicely, and not | 

| only growing very fast, but they are getting very fat.” I put up a 

| eight in a pen, and have since then fed them with flat turnips. 
_ They haven’t had a mouthful of anything else. They were in fair | 

order when I put them there, and when I left home every one was 

«In. a good condition to kill, and, they were growing as fast as I - 

| ever saw pigs grow. A neighbor, without knowing what they 7 

were fed on, made the remark, “I don’t remember of ever seeing | 

So better pigs in my life.” It shows, I think, this, that chemical | 

_' analyses do not always tell the practical value of an article for food. 

The turnips cost nothing, scarcely, and there was no market for | | 

them © | ae e Oe 

. _ Mr. Field —Is that all you gave them? — me |
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7 Mr. Smith — I have given them nothing else, not even water. 
| The eight are eating about a bushel and a half a day. They are in | 

er: close pen with a floor and boarded over, and the pens are cleaned 
out every few days. It is six weeks to two months since they were 

_ fed on that. They are doing splendidly.. ae | 
Mr, Field — About what age arethey, Mr.Smith? —s_ 
Mr. Smith —I think I bought them about the first of N ovember, 

when they were about six weeks or two months old. Iam also _ 
feeding three milch cows with turnips, and giving them a bushel a 

— day. I would like, gentlemen, to hear some statement with regard 
. to these apples; to what extent they have been cultivated in any 

| portion of the state, and are not these extra large? ote : 
| ” Mr. Bones — That is just’ about the average size. | | 

| _ Mr. Smith — How long did they keep? oe 
Mr. Bones — They will keep till the last of May. I commenced 

using them about the first of J anuary. 
_ Mr. Smith —I would like to know whether they ever grow 
them in other portions of the state. Where do you say this was 
grown? | a , 

ro Mr. Bones — Racine county, three miles out of the city, 
_ Mr. Finlayson —I would like to hear from Mr. Tuttle in regard | 

to these apples; you must recollect that there is a difference in the 
apples on the lake and the applesin the interior. It would bede- 
sirable, if we could, to grow those apples in the interior of Wiscon- 

7 sin. It is a very valuable apple in my opinion. 
Mr. Smith —I wanted to know if it had been proven, extensively 

| enough. = oe | 
: _ Mr. Tuttle —I think it was tried quite a number of years in my 

neighborhood by Judge Clark, a fruit-grower, proven very success- 
| fully. We shall be very glad to see such an apple asthatinthe. 

interior of ‘Wisconsin; as fair looking as that. Itisa thing that 
we are after, and hope some day to get. We sometimes makean  —s_| 
experiment and find that our experience is overturned by some- | 

thing substituted. It has been recommended that we use bandages | 
to prevent destruction by the moth, and I think I could count the — 

. moths that I have destrcyed in that way very easily. We had some 
cae vinegar standing out about the time of the second crop of moths, 
_, and I noticed where the vinegar had spilled over there was a quan-— . 

_ tity of moths. The next morning there were so many moths in | 
7 -  18—Sr. Ag. Soc. 

ae
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| there that they covered it completely. .I think there were at least 

~ 200 moths in the pan. Co oy : / | 

7 Mr. Smith — In the pan of vinegar? | 7 | Shy. 

| Mr. Tuttle — Yes. J then took oyster cans and put them around. 

- They are not suitable unless they can be opened on the side. The 

oe result was that my fruit has not been as free from moths as they — 

were this year, for many years. A neighbor of mine that has an | 

orchard within eighty rods, is full of the moths. I give this for 

what it is worth. I have full confidence in it myself, and I know — . 

as far as getting hold of the moths, I caught more that way than I 

did any other. | | ae oo 

| _ . Mr. Finlayson — Where would you put the cans? > ae 

| Mr. Tuttle — Place’them any where. One dish will answer for — 

| half a dozen trees. I am sure, from my own experience, that this 

igs a sure remedy, and I would recommend a trial of it. I am sO 

, - gonfident that it is a remedy, that I feel no concern about the cot- 

ton moth in the future. nr | oe 

Mr. Robbins — You must attract the moths with some feed. 

— Mr. Finlayson — If it is accepted that this will be recommended 

| for trial, I should move that every one that loves trees report to us | 

next year, so that we may know the results. a 

-- Mr. Smith —I hope that a note will be made of this. Asan old — 

--_- gultivator, I should be glad to hear from some member of the con-. 

vention, who will be likely to attend at the next meeting, what the — 

| result is. | | ans 

Mr. Tuttle —I have talked with Mr. Whitney upon this matter, | 

and he agrees with me. What we want is to catch them, and we 

7 do catch them by that process. CO 

| - Mr. Case — I-have seen a great many moths, and I think that that 

experiment should be tried among us, and that a report of the re- 

| sults should be made at the next meeting. = — . a 

_ Mr. Hoxie — What time do you do this? _ 

7 - “Mr. Tuttle — About the time the fruit begins to drop. I do not | 

do it until July, and then I expect to clear the plantation of the | 

moth. Indeed, I expect to have no moths next year. 7 

| Mr. Phillips —There is one matter which I overlooked with ref- 

| erence to sorghum cane, andI have forgotton it every day since 

oo when there was a good audience. The question was, where can 

, they get that particular sugar cane? I will state that Mr. Hall, of
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St. Paul, has that seed. I will state how it is grown. Afterthat 
| seed has been grown for two years in Minnesota, it grows less each 

year, The stalks are less. Mr. Miller sends it to his father-in-law 
in Missouri, and he grows it away from everything else, and sends 

. it back again. Of this seed that has been sent there, Mr. Hollister _ | 
and Mr. Carter, of St. Paul, had some 300 bushels, and they will sell , 
it to you for 75 cents a pound, post paid. They will sell it for 60 

"cents per pound at their office. Mr. Clark told me that he raises . 
_ the same, and he could supply it to everybody that wants it; he _ | 
had some 8 or 9 bushels. © | _ | : 

_ Mr. Kellogg —I believe that if farmers would take an interest | 
| in their strawberries, raspberries and blackberries, their families 

would be healthier and happier. a BS 
Mr. Stone — When do you think the best time to set out straw- 

berries? o_o 
Mr. Smith—TI have never failed in the spring. I don’t want 

the farmers to do as they used to when I was a boy. I don’t think 
that I ever saw but one strawberry bed in my boyhood. My grand- 

_ father used to pick the fruit, and no one else was allowed to touch ~ 
"it. Some two or three years ago, at my farm, we had more straws a 

_. berries than we knew what to do with, and we gave a large quan- | 
tity away. There were nearly one hundred quarts disposéd of. | 
We had them on our table three times a day from the beginning to | 

| the end of the season, and every member of the family, and all our 
friends that happened to be with us— and we have a good many 
friends in strawberry time —had just as many as they wanted, 
just as many as they chose to eat. Years ago, I was in very poor | 
health, and during the strawberry season my sole living was bread 
and butter and strawberries, and during the whole strawberry sea- __ 
son I would be well. That was the case for two or three success- 
Ive years. I would get better just as soon as the strawberry season ne 
came on, -and I would feel nicely and comfortably. Strawberries oe 
gone, and I was suffering nearly the balance of the year, A 
friend of mine lately told me the same thing with regard t> him- a : 

' self. His eutire living was strawberries, bread and butter fromthe 
time he could get them. ‘He said it was really the only time in the _ 
year he felt welland comfortable. 8 8 | | | 
Mr. Phillips — How long a season for strawberries do you have ? 

: Mr. Smith — The longest season that I ever had was thirty-five
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| days. If the ‘season is hot and dry, you cannot carry them more 

than twenty-four or twenty-five days. If it is a wet season, and 

cool. weather, they will last perhaps twenty-six days without water- 

| ing. Three years ago, by watering, I carried mine thirty-five days. 

| Have plenty of water; it isa sure thing. I recommend the Wil- | 

gon, although my experience has been that they are not reliable for 

> - making money. I think I have never made a dollar by them, al- 

though I have expended considerable money. The advantage of - 

the Wilson is, that they will grow where you can raise a good crop . 

of potatoes. : | ae a 

oe ‘Mr. Jackson — How do you usually set them out? a 

Mr. Smith —I would advise farmers to set them out in rows 

three feet apart, and eighteen to twenty inches apart in the rows. 

--—s- Every farmer ought to have a little hand cultivator. _ , 

Mr. Clark — It has always been my practice to set them in rows. _ 

| Mr. Adams — Our strawberry season has extended over a period | 

of forty to forty-five days during the last few years, and we have oe 

oe _ two varieties. Po 

: ‘Mr. Smith — How long have the Wilson been bearing with you? 

oe How long will they continue bearing with you? - | 

- - Mr. Adams — Just about the same length of time. We haveex- 

| tended the season here four or five days with very little variation. 

| Mr. Smith — Have you tested the Kentucky? = . 

oe Mr. Adams—lI have. It is ten days later. ae 

_ Mr. Smith — Would you recommend it to farmers for an extended 

season? | | a BS ee 

a Mr. Adams —I have a very favorable opinion of it. I have not 

| | had that experience with it that I have had with others. J am in- 

| ¢lined to think that it is worthy of attention. oe 

Mf. Smith —I was going to recommend farmers to try it. I) 

ss teed it three years — same as you, Last year I think they stood 

the ravages of the insect perhaps better than the Wilson, and I 

think I got more fruit from them than I did the previous year from _ 

: the same extent of ground, and I extended the season. - ; 

Mr, Clark — What variety? _ Oo De 

| Mr. Smith — The Kentucky. I want something a little earlier 

than the Wilson, and some good variety that would come a little 

. later. I did not succeed unless it is with the Kentucky. > 

Oo Mr. Clark — How much later is the Kentucky than the Wilson?
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Mr. Smith —I don’t know. oe 
a: Mr. Clark —I want to get at what is the best for an early bear- | 

ing, either for market or gardening, = =~ . - 
| Mr. Adams — The variety that I have tried is the Charlotte, and 

they are very solid little berries. I cultivate it quite extensively. | 
Mr. Clark — How much earlier than the Wilson? a —— 
Mr. Adams — It is a week. : 7 
Mr. Smith —Is not that the same as the New J ersey Scarlet? 

_ Mr. Adams—TI cannot tell you. I think perhaps it is. It is 
known as the Baltimore Scarlet. The early scarlet is foreign to’ 

| this latitude, and does not run in the same style. | | 
Mr. Smith —I think that it is the old New J ersey, which ripens 

very early. It is a moderate size. eet ies oo 
_ Mr. Adams — It is green for some time and then white. 

Mr. Smith —It used to be cultivated very extensively previous 
| to the Wilson. It was driven out by the Wilson. 

| Mr. Plumb — Are you prepared to say that it is superior to any } 
other variety that has been on the market? | 

_ Mr. Adams — I have sufficient confidence in it, and I have planted : 
it, and I have found it productive. | a 

| Mr. Clark —I proved it last year and it bore pretty heavy. My 
Wilson, especially those on the south side, have turned out very 

| favorably, even more so than the Kentucky. Oo | 
_ Mr. Adams—No doubtif a proper system of manuring could be 
introduced, we might do a geat deal better. I amin favor of ma- . 
nure, as I think by that process you always get the best results. _ 

| Mr. Greenman —I protest against advising farmers to continue 
| old beds with manure. You are fooling away your time if you un- | | 

| dertake to do so. I would advise you to get a nice new piece of 
_ ground and set it out every year. re 

_ Mr. Wood — Don’t touch anything but the Wilson. a 7 
| Voice —I would like to know how to cultivate currants. The 

_ gentlemen were very explicit on the cultivation of strawberries. ee 
| Mr. Greenman — You must put in plenty of manure, which will | 7 

have the effect of keeping the ground loose. re 
Mr. Smith — Perhaps I can add a few words. I put out some 

currant bushes twenty-two years ago next spring; I set them about 
_ six feet. apart, in rows. My practice has been to trim them every 

Spring, and put some manure around them. They throw out a good. |
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oe many sprouts, and I cut them out the following spring; sometimes | 

Bae during the summer. I sometimes pluck them off with my fingers, 

— all except three or four. I cut. out the old sprouts and manure 

| "every year, and cultivate to keep the weeds down; I let my poultry 

-- run among them the year round. The result has been, that ever : 

| _ since my bushes got large enough, they have not failed a single : 

wo year to load themselves with fruit. There is not a single year but 

Be some of the bushes are lying on the ground perfectly overburdened 

with fruit. I picked some twelve or fifteen bushels last summer, — . 

yet other people had very little fruit. Jag es Pe 

/ , Mr. Jones —I think that the currant has not been noticedenough 

| in cultivation. I believe Mr. Smith has struck the only mode of | 

--—-- yaising the-currant in the principle that he has followed. I mulch — 

- | in the spring. o a : | | : 

Mr. Smith —I put usually coarse manure around, but my chick- 

ens scratch it all away. | | fe. | 

a Mr. Boyce —I cut back the top of the bush every year, and I 

may say that I raise currants plentifully, in fact more so than any- . 

- body in my section of the county. The black currant, I think, is one — 

of the greatest fruits that we grow. Some people turn up their 

7 noses at it. Itis like eating an oyster, the more you eat it, the | 

a more you like it. It is the easiest fruit to grow that we have. To  _ 

: illustrate the advantages of the black over the red currant, we sell ce 

our black currants at fifteen cents a quart, and it is hard to peddle — 

| out the red at five cents. | Se | a a | 

| Mr. Smith — What use do you make of them? = 

; Mr. Morrison—I think there is no richer fruit than the black = 

a currant. 7 | a | | | 

SO Mr. Adams—I wish to make another remark with regard to 

- . gtrawberries. I think that the advice given to the farmers is good, — 

a but I am of the opinion that good paying crops can be grown in the — 

| ‘game bed, two, three, four, five, and even seven years. | 

| Mr. Smith — Do you includé the Wilson? | 

Mr. Adams — Not for a longer term than two years; still, Tam 

os of the opinion that a good paying crop can be grown in two years — 

ss in three years. I know it can be in two years. For several yearsI 

os have had anold bed, covering from half an acre to two acres, covered 

fo by the Wilson variety, from which I have taken good fair crops, not — 

= the largest yield, still, at the rate of one hundred and fifty and one —
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| hundred and seventy-five bushels to the acre; and I think the gen- me 
tleman is mistaken when he says that no crop will grow for more | 
than two years as a paying crop. It is a common practice with the 

—_ English gardeners to continue their strawberries on the same | 
ground for a term of years, raising each year good paying crops. : 

_. Of course, there is a difference in varieties.- With such varieties _ 
as the Charles Dunning —Charles Dunning Prolific — you might 

| not succeed. I am inclined to think that better crops can be 
. raised the second, third and fourth times than the first. I had a 

better crop the second year than I had the preceding year, and the | 
_° fruit was better and fully as large as the first crop. Of. course, it - | 

requires some labor, some attention, to renovate the ground aud 
- prepare it for a second crop, but still, very little, if anything, more, = = 

is needed. | 7 
| _ Mr. Greenman —I would take two crops from each bed. I would 

plow up after the second crop. | 
_ Mr. Adams — In regard to the length of time we can continue to | 

_ eultivate on the same ground, I am somewhat in doubt. I have at 
the present time a third crop in progress, and I can see no reason | 

_as.yet why I should not have a good crop. The plants look thrifty 
_. and healthy, and I see no reason why they should not produce as 

_ good a crop as the last. The method is this: mow the vines soon oe 
| after fruiting; rake the field clean; cultivate the ground witha 

double shovel plow between the rows, drag it thoroughly until it | 
presents the appearance of a newly sown field, and then dress the 
rows with compost. Oo : , | 

_ . Mr. Smith — What time of the year? ; 
| | Mr. Adams — Immediately after the growth; rake them all off 

| _ the ground before you commence plowing. | | | 
Mr. Smith — Immediately after you have done the picking? _ 
Mr. Adams — It is essential to do it at that time. os | 
Mr. Smith — With what advantage to yourcrop? a 

_ Mr. Adams—T think they are a dead loss on the plant. Mow | 
off immediately after fruiting, and cultivate as I directed, and at we 

_ the end of the season you will find a well, thrifty, healthy vine. : 
_ That is my experience. _ | Sep Sars! 

_ Mr. Smith— Suppose the season should come on very dry, what | 
_. isthe resultthen? = 9 - ge ae fe BOS | 

Mr. Adams—The same result. |
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oo ,s WHEAT CULTURE. — : po 

7 P PEFFER, PewAuKr. fae 

[promised you last year a few hints on the deterioration and fer- 

-—. tilization of the wheat plant. The same rules apply to grain that) 

apply to fruits, flowers or stock of any kind, I will not discuss the | 
| varieties or soils that will grow wheat, or how much can be grown | - 

= per acre. Land that will grow wheat should always be plowed © 

| - deep, so that drouth will not affect it, especially for spring wheat, - 

-. and the surface should always be smooth and fine, so that grain en 

ve “can be put in even and uniform; if plowed in the fall, the surface, | 

--- before planting in the spring, should be cultivated a few inches = 

deep, and made fine with the harrow, and leveled so that no clods _ 

or deep holes are visible ; if plowed in the spring, after leveling - | 

with harrow, the land should be rolled so as to make the surface 

compact, before the seed is sown; harrow only in May, cover the , 

seed well but not too deep —as the wheat plant is very particular. | 

. (especially in the spring), as to how deepitiscovered. The sooner _ | 

| the kernel sprouts and gets above ground the better and stronger | 

7 | the plant and the thicker it will stand : to illustrate: in our younger os 

a days, we made experiments, with the depths of planting wheat; we . / 

1 planted the kernals of a whole head in this manner: in one of our - 

garden beds (ground spaded twelve inches deep) 1st, kernel on the - - 

So surface ; 2d, one-fourth inch deep; 3d, one-half inch deep, and so on _ 

- (a quarter of an inch deeper each time) until the kernels were planted 
=the result—the one on the surface laid nearly two weeks before it | 

ae sprouted and made roots; the 2d, one fourth inch deep, and up to | 

_. three-fourths came up the 4th and dth day, while the next were — 

| later; the last one up, was fourteen days in reaching the surface, | oo 

| and was three and one-half inches deep; none came up after that | 

- time; on examining, I found that the three next kernels were. 

: sprouted, but rotted before they got the sprout to the surface; the oO 

| ‘kernels planted from five to seven inches deep rotted without a 

sign of sprouting. We had the kernels planted six inches apartin 

two rows. At the end of six weeks, the plants stood thus (see cut): | 

_. the first had three straws quite strong; the one-fourth, 21 straws; _ 

the half inch, 17 straws, and so on; three and one-half inch,a very _
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weak single straw; it never got strong, although it grewasmallor © 

| short head, the few kernels it contained were plump and good; the | oo 

one inch had eleven straws at six weeks, but only perfected seven oe 

| good heads, while the one-fourth inch perfected twenty-one good 

- heads. The one on the surface made three good heads, the same 

_ - ag the one planted two inches deep. If the land can be leveled, the 

-- gurface made fine, and the seeds sown so they will not be covered 

over, one and one-half to two inches deep, one bushel and a peck 

will sow one acre, and there will be a thick stand, while if two | 

bushels are sown on an uneven surface, and cultivated and har- 

rowed before leveling — will be thin and uneven in growth unless | 

there is very favorable weather; certain it is, that seeds covered | 

a too deep will never come up. ee ee CO 

7 To keep varieties pure and from deterioration, no other varieties 

/ should be sown with it or near it, that will be in bloom at the same A 

- time, or they will fertilize the same as corn will. If any one wants | 

to keep a variety pure, he will have to start with a single stool, or one 

kernel, that is sown either earlier or later than his regular crop, 

that is, {if in proximity, or it will be of no account; although a 

- gome varieties of wheat have larger sheaths or chaff than others, 

and are closer together than others, yet they will mix, as the pistils 

| or female is ready to receive pollzn before the pollen is ready, from Oe 

| the same head or from the same flower, so that the seeds or kernels 

in a wheat head may be fertilized from adjoining ones in its vicin- . 7 

ity, and if of different varieties, no two kernels will be alike, although 

- they are grown in the samehead. > , 

_. Crossing and hybridizing this grain to insure success, the opera- . 

| tor must be very precise in rubbing off the pollen as soon as they | 

show themselves above the sheaths or capsoles that cover the charm 

and pistils, as seen by the plate, Nos. 1 to 4; and not only once, but | 

-. every few hours, as the charms in one head don’t all flower at thé 

game time. The lower ones are first, and the top of the head is 

generally last, if carefully done, and the other variety that is to be 

used for the pollen is near, or if got from a distance, and the straw” 

| end kept in water to keep fresh, and kept in the vicinity of the — a 

- head or heads thus treated, the fertilizing will be certain; but 

if, not fertilized, there will be no ‘kernels in the head or cap- 

soles; the grain that is to be so treated must be alone, away from 

any of its genus, or must be covered with something, so thatno a
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_ pollen that may be in the air will come in contact with the variety 
~ * worked upon. — oe ca : oo 7 

We worked some varieties in this way last spring: we planted - 
| _ two varieties (two kernels each) in a box ten by ten inches, and in 
- _ flowering time set them in the green house for a few days. The vari- | 
o _ eties were white Russian (bald), and Canada club; the pollen rubbed 

off of the Russian; we had done nothing with the club, and only 
rubbed the Russian; but on examining, found quite a numberof —s_— 

_ eapsoles without kernels, and presume if. they stood out doors - 
. where there was air stirring, they would all have been fertilized; or if | 

_ Thad disturbed or shaken them after they were indoors, they would 
all have been supplied with pollen; but being busy with other work 
| did not think any more about the wheat until I wanted something — 
at the green house, when the grain was already formed, and too . | 
late. But enough of this. You all can see why wheat degenerates 

_ when sown year .after year, and different varieties raised. Any 
_ farmer with a little gumption about him can keep pure seed, or | 

ean raise a new variety if he wants to, by observing the natural : 
- habit of the grain he wants to improve or keep pure, by these sim- 

- ple hints as before mentioned. Sd 

; [I regret that I am unable to have engraved the very fine draw- | 
ings presented by Mr. Peffer upon’ this subject, but any person de- | 

_ Siring can see them by enquiring at the agricultural rooms in the 
capitol. . GEBJ] 

— Mr. Broughton — As the day is far spent, and this convention | oe 
_ will soon adjourn, I desire to say a few words upon the “off” side oe 

_ of some questions that have been discussed. I have for some years 
__. -attended these conventions, and do not know as they have been of 

| _any real benefit’ to me, or to the common farmer of the state. The 
man who raises blooded stock, and sells it for fancy prices, helps 

| _ no one but himself. I think, rather, that he injures his more com- _ | - 
mon neighbor. So universities and high schools are a benefit only 
to a class. My sons could not attend the State University, as they 

_ would not be able to dress or sport as do the sons of the rich. It 
seems to me that in this world there can be no equality; thatafew _ 

| will always live off from the muscle of the many. Farmers’ sons | 
have feelings, and they don’t like to attend schools and universities -
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| where they will be laughed at on account of their homespun clothes 

or awkward ways. oat a | Lo eS 

| “4 President Bascom — There is no place in the world where there 

is such pure democracy as in a college or university. Having been a 

| : engaged as a teacher of youth for years, I think I may say truth- 

| fully, that I have never known a community of better behaved | 

-- young men and women than are the students of the Wisconsin. _ 

State University. A great majority of the students of colleges are 

: _ the sons and daughters of farmers. And I think there are less class" : 

associations in a college than in any other institution in the land. | 

| Wm. C. Kiser —I desire to add my testimonial to the general - 

good behavior of the students of the University for two years I 3 

was the chief police officer of this county, and I never knew a bet- | 

ter behaved set. of young men than are they. Iam one of those ~ 

who believe that agricultural societies are one of the great educa- 

tors of the peoole, and if the state would do as well by this society 

as it does for its other institutions, it would-aid it to a much greater - 

: extent than it does. I think the state should aid this society in’ | 

: ‘every way possible, and it seems to me that if the farmers in our | 

| legislature looked to their own interests, and the interests of the 

. whole people, they would never permit this society to struggle with — : 

a the debt incurred on account of the rainy weather at their last fair _ oo 

| in Milwaukee. A country is rich and prosperous in proportion to 

the wealth of its farmers; and the farmer’s wealth consists in the : 

| good things that are produced on his land. Itis idle to say that _ 

good stock is no better than scrubs. As well say that the wooden | 

_ moldboard of our fathers was the equai of the polished steel of to- 

day; that the iron steamboats of this day are no better than the | 

| ships of Columbus, or the “ dug-outs” of the Aborigines; that rail- a 

_ roads add nothing in transportation, and that the printing press is 

no better than the hieroglyphics of the ancients. ne 4 

We must not expect the agricultural department of the Univer- 

sity to leap at once to the front ofthe other departments in that 

| great institution. The college of arts and science have been gen- : 

. erations attaining their present positions, and while I believe the 

| _ . farmers have kept pace with other professions, in improvements, an : 

agricultural department to a university is of recent growth, and 

_ we must not expect too much from it in its infancy. I knowsome  — 

good that has come out of it already. The two last volumes of
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your transactions show it has weighed and measured, and that its 
+ experiments are not made by guess, as most of farmers’ experi- 

- . ments are. The regents should of course, in part, be composed of __ 
| _ men who take an interest in-and have a taste for agricultural pur- 

_ . suits. It makes little difference whether they be active farmers or 
_.. not, if they have the taste and give the time duty would require of | 

Co them. I know lawyers, doctors, and ministers that are as’ well - 
posted in agriculture (farming, if you choose),and take asmuchin- 

- _ terest in it as the most practical farmer. ee ee 
ces | _ Secretary Bryant — I was glad to hear the president of the Uni- 

7 versity speak as he did. If there is any one thing the farmers of | 
this country want to disabuse their minds of, it is that their chil- 

a _ dren are not as good, and smart, and pretty as city-bred children. | 
- If a young man from the country goes to town, to church, to the 

theater, or to the lecture, it is proper that he dress in his best, and, . 
__—_ as near as he can, as other folks do; but if he is going to millorto 

_ . the store, let him wear his frock and overalls; in other words, dress | 
as becomes his vocation. Mothers in the country are prone to in- . 

_ culcate false pride in their sons by this fixing up fortown, A 
ae young man can be a gentleman as well in his work as in his Sunday | 
a clothes, and his city friends are as pleased to see him, and take as Oo , 

| much real comfort in visiting with him with his load of grain as | 
| they do in his carriage. Neatness everywhere is to be commended, | 

_ but false pride is wrong, and ought not to be encouraged, [tis 
/ brains, and not clothes or rich parents, that win class respect and | 

___- position in universities and colleges. — | nan an 
_- Mr. Adams —So far as the University itgelf is concerned,it needs 

- no commendation at my hands after what the president has stated 
in your hearing. I can corroborate the statement that he makes, so 
far as the general deportment and conduct of the students of the 

oe ‘University are concerned. Living in close proximity to the Univer- | 
_ sity grounds, I have an opportunity of observing the deportment of Ss 

these young people, and I say that it has been correct. I had, in 
| former years, some knowledge of other institutions. Iwas con- | | 

. nected with one in this state, and I never saw a body of students = 
_. that, as a whole, conducted themselves with such propriety as do. oe 

| the students of the University of Wisconsin; students who fre- 
a quent our institutions of learning, as a rule, are drawn from the a 

| ranks of those whose circumstances are moderate; many are poor, — |
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and work their way through and obtain an education by their own oe 

| | exertions, and it is true that a large number of the students of oe 

- the University of Wisconsir have to exercise the closest econ- | 

omy to get along. The majority of the students of the Uni- / 

---_- versity board in clubs to save expense. Our children, as they grow | 

| . up, scatter into the various occupations of life according to their | 

«tastes, dispositions and circumstances. We may talk about edu- — 

cating farmers and doctors and lawyers, but after all there is a great 

| eal to be said about those whose occupations are not in accord- | 

a ance with their inclinations. The best we can do is to give them. - 

all the advantage that we can, and I tell you that our sons and 

daughters do need intellectual culture, and they can obtain itin. 

these high institutions of learning, and if we can possibly give them 

those advantages, whether they enter an agricultural department or _ 

o not, I thipk it will be a benefit to them to have those opportunities. a 

_ Mental culture will give us a power over men, and an influence. I 

- want this idea advanced by my friend here to be dissipated in the | 

mind of every one present. 

Mr. Field —I don’t think it needed dissipation. _ a a. 

a Mr. Smith —I think the farmers themselves are more to blame | 

| than all the colleges and all the schools. I have heard farmers say | 

| all my life that their business was the poorest paying business on oe 

God’s earth. I don’t believe in any such ‘doctrine. If some per- | 

sons went into any other kind of business than farming and didn’t : 

| display any more intellectual education or ability than they do in 

farming, they would fail worse than they do in farming. There is | 

no doubt of it at all. They get into a rut and there they stay, and | 

you cannot get them out. They teach their children that farming _ 

isa miserable business, and want them to do something else, and | 

| it is no wonder that they get such ideas. My wife and Ihave sev- 

~ en boys. We have made it the pride of our life to bring them up _ 

in the path of rectitude, and to think that farming was an honora- , 

ble vocation. - - os a 

- Mr. Plamb — We have some further business to do, and perhaps. : 

gentlemen would like to hear some further papers read. | es 

Mr. Smith —I think that we have pretty well exhausted all the | 

subjects contained in the programme for to-day, and asthe hour” 

is growing late, I think we had better adjourn. There wil! be a 

: meeting of the Horticultural Society to-night, and as this conven- - a
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tion is now about to close, I weuld state that we shall be happy to a 
_ meet any of you gentlemen of the convention in the Agricultural = 

| _ Rooms at 7 o’clock, when a paper on Ornamental Fruit Trees, by: 
Mr. Bryant, will be presented for your consideration. __ ce 

+ Mr. Greenman —I offer the following resolution: Cc | 

ss Resolwed, That the thanks of the convention be tendered to the Hon. Sena- 
7 tors and Assemblymen for.the use of their chambers. ee SS | 

| ftesolved, That the thanks of this convention be tendered to the different : 
_ railroad companies for their courtesy in granting reduced rates of fare to - 

- those in attendance. : es ay a | 

a | | Unanimously adopted. © - | eee a 
. The Convention then adjourned. | a - | a
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Oo oe ABSTRACT OF COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES FOR 1877.” is 

OFFICERS OF THE SocIEry, PLACE AND DaTE oF Farr! | FINANCES, | - 

_ COUNTIES. | | | = 
: | | Presidents Secretaries Treasurers Place - Time Re- Ex. Pre- An | Bo « , a 7 TeBIES i | " —_ , : | ceipts, | penses. |miums. Tres’ 3 A - . ¥ “ | rr ne 
a | RY RE | A ee tee rN | ne | eeementt | aetna | eneereerenenetn ei . : 

, . Adams...........| W.W. Burhilt .| W. R. Newton .| A. F. Hill..... Friendship ..| Sep. 26-27 | $208 00} $48 17 $150 57/$57 43 _. Baraboo Valley...| P. Lake:......| A. F. Lawton..| A. P. Ellinwo’d Reedsburg...; Oct. 10-12 | 942 75) 455 00} 497 75)...... C2 | | Barron...........| W. W. Flinn ..| Fred Telke ...| E.C. Colman. | Barron...... Sep. 25] 108 75) 26 45; 23 00! 54 30 PS B’s’bl Ag.& D. P. A) G. F. Hildeb’nd| T. J. Brooks...| T. Bromley..../ Boscobel ... | Sep. 26-28 |4,641 89:2,711 98/1, 200 00/729 91. tg | Buffalo...........) F. Gilman.... | J. W. DeGroff .} H. Wealty...../ Alma........ Sep. 19-21 | 379 40) 335 05) 673 00/244 52. | Clark ............| J. 8. Dore.....| J. F. King.....| J. F. Cannon ..| Neillsville...} Sep. 18-20 | 944 23) 385 48] -455 "| 819 | Crawford.........| G@. Stuart......] F. Mills.......| T. W. Briggs ..| Pr. du Chien. Sep. 18-20 | 654 40, 274 85) 2H 25...... 43 : 
. Columbia ......../ F.C. Curtis....) E. S. Baker....| J. L. Adams...| Portage .... Sep. 13-20 (8,278 842,612 34) 666 50)...... RS Columbus ........) J. Foster....../ C. L. Dering... M. Adams.....] Columbus .../ Oct. 8-6 |1, 730 55| 563 73/1,166 82|....... a : . Central Wisconsin.| J. Stone.......| F. F. Brook ...| J. Solick ......|' Watertown .. Sep. 24-28 17,099 45] 769 00/2,578 40)...... tH a Dane.............| M.H. Anders’n| G. C, Russell ..| W. T. M’Con’l.| Madison.....| Sep. 20-28 13,622 24/1 620 27/2,000 45) 19-14 ~ a oe Door .............} B. M. Wright. .| H. T. Scudder .| C.A. Masse....| Sturgeon Bay| Sep. 21-22 | 200 00} ~ 84 77 168 5Ol...... = a Dodge ...........| 8. Eastman....|-W. T. Rambush! ........ .. ...1| Juneau ......| Sep. 18-20 |1,019 05) 324 62; 689 11| 5 30 b> a Kau Claire........| G. E. Porter...| H.M. Stocking.) C. Backman ...| Eau Claire... Sep. 18-20 |2, 833 491,237 74/1, 193 801401 .95 aa | | Fond du Lac......| C. Hazen......| Dana Lamb ...| D. R. Curran ..| Fond du Lac.| Sep. 18-20 [2,489 84) 977 59/1,451 26/1100 m- | Grant ......... ..| H. A. Moore...| T. F..Baldwin..| J. Reed .......| Lancaster.... Sep. 12-14 |1, 237 10} 455.89! 781 QI/...... © 

Green ............| W. S. Wescott .| A. S. Douglass.| S. W. Abbott../ Monroe ..... Sep. 5- 8 (2,488 84) 924 58/1,461 00) 53 26s re 
| lowa.............| J. Elwood.....! I. I. Haskins ..| 8. Haskins -::: Dodgeville ..| Sep. 25-27 |2,085 5611, 105 38/1, 106 00/313 69 a _ Juneau.........../ H. E. McComb.) F. 8. Veeder... M. Temple....| Muuston..... Sep. 19-21 | 783 10 212 02) 486 00; 85 64 WK Jefferson .........; W.Green......| D. W. Curtis...) 8. Brown ...../ Jefferson .... Sep. 18-21 (8,748 782,362 '78/1,386 00; 88 72 _ oo _ Jackson..........| J. K. Harswill.| J. Parsons.....| W. T. Price ...| B. R. Falls .. Sep. 20-22 | 975 57) 183 75) 559 75/201 67 oe Kewaunce........|..........0+.5+ | J. A. Whittaker| W. Seide......| Kewaunee... Sep. 20-22 | 282 18) 178 44 54 50/4455 . : Kenosha.........| F. Robinson...| H. H. Tarbell . W.S. Maxwell.} Kenosha..... Sep. 17-19 |1,948 81] 604 94/1,256 00] 87 8% Lodi Union ......] J.A Eaton ..,.| E. W. Gardner.| J. Caldwell....} Lodi........| Oct. 2-5 | 941 55! 321 411 582 00 OL 74 ne



- La Crosse.........] J. W. Losey ...] W. I. Dudley..| F. W. Stiles...| La Crosse. -..} Sep. 256-27 (1,189 75) 849 30; 634 741362 %8 Co 
, _ La Fayette........].N. T. Parkins’n| D.'§ Rose.....] D. Schreder... Darlington ,.| Sep. 12-14 |1,998 94! 781 g3/. 993 90... 
_. Manitowoc ....,..{| Wm. Curey.... F. O. Halleran| R. Arrmals.... Clark Mills..| Oct. 1- 8} 650 00) 220 76 005 60.0... 

& Marathon..,......) B. Ringle......| H. Miller....../ J. Kulber .....] Wausau .....| Sep. 19-20} 342 40] 382 49) 445-13) 72 | | 
| Monroe. ....4....! OE. Hanchett.) W. S. Blyton...| T. B. Tyler... Sparta.......) Sep. 18-26 |. 103 22] 818 591 182 20 28117 

wm Marquette ........| W. O'Neal .... S. A. Read.....J.ccecccsseeece ct Montello ....| Sep. 26-27 | 181 05! 808 80! 197 RO}-seeee = QQ 
_  Oconto...........| W.G. Donalds’n M. Finnegan...| OC. 8, McKenzie Oconto ...../ Oct. 2-4] 832 44) 868 85] 59 75). 23 84.0 = 

> Outagamie......../ J. H. Carvet...| J.C. Harrison.| R. H. Randall../ Appleton.... Sep. 18-20 | 292 18 462 00] 278 oOOl......_ wo 
_ # Ozaukee..........| A. M. Alling ..| C. Wilke.. ...| Wm. Bryant,../ Saukville...) Sep. 26-27 | 12% 671.504 85 837 75, 99 48 og 

wo Portage...........) W. V. Fleming | A. J. Smith....] Wm. Losing... Amherst ..../ Sep. 19-21 | 128 60} 508 60/ 385 00|...... 
@ Pierce............| 5.8. Copley...| D.J. Dill......] G@. M. Teuchant Prescott...../ Sep. 27-28 | 200 11) 418 05! 241 50! 62 08 Bo 
" Richland.........| F. M. Thomas.| W. M. Fogo...| D.L. Downs...| Richland Cen Sep. 19-21 | 620 491,230 10) 698 18] 15 55 _ Q 

Racine ...........| T. G. Fish.....| E. D. Perkins. ./ W. E. Chipman| Burlington ..| Sep. 5- 7 /8,099 081, 289 78/2,029 001320 29 «= 
Ripon............|.C.F. Hammond] H. W. Wolcott.| C. F. Wheeler.. Ripon.......| Sep. 7-10] 678 38/1, 466 26 890 00...... Bo! 
South. Wis........| W.M. Benson.| M. S. Kinsman} G. A. Hanston.| Boloit..... | Sep. 3- 6 [1,187 752,584 00/1, 446 25 e446 GO 
Sheboygan, ‘Ger...| C. Wipperman.| F. §. Wesser...| Carl Ruder.... Sheboygan...| Sep. 25-27 |........| 11.10! 356 91 See eee eS 
Sauk .............] ©. H. Williams! G. A. Pabodie..| J.M. Highland | Baraboo..... Sep. 26-28 | 281 82) 790 26] 509 40)...... ct | 
South W. Wis...../ J. H. Vivian...| T 8. Ansley ..| T. Priestly,....| Mineral Pt... sep. 4- 7 (4,237 55/1,526 272,457 50/169 '78 ev 
Shawano .........| D. Noble......| H. M. Loomer.| 8. Wiley :..... Shawano .. | Sep. 18-20] 389 26)........ 199 50) ..... B : 
St. Croix..........| 8. W. Turner ..| R. RB. Young...| A. D. Richard’n| N. Richmond Sep. 25-27 |1,157 80)........] 79 60)...... , 
Sheboygan........| J. F. Moore... .| B. Sanford.... | J. D. Parish... Sheboygan F.| Sep. 19-21 |. 859 35/........| 481 00 96 D | 
Trempealeau..... | A. R. Arnold...| R.A. Odell. ...| A. H. Kneeland Galesville.... Sep. 18-20 | 805 22)... ....| 321 901187 82 Q. Vernon ...........| P. McIntyre.../ W. F. Perham.| E. Powell......| Viroqua .... Sep. 19-21 | 636 40] 297 84) 785 25] 57 81 og 
Wood......... ..] GF. Wiiter...| A.A. Brundage} 8. Reeves......| Qr. Rapids ../ Oct. 5-14 |1,050 07)......../ 228 56, 360 ro 
Waukesha ......../ John Porter...| G. C. Pratt... M. 8. Hodgam.| Waukesha...| Sep. 4— 7 |1,564 42 ...... | 969 60 8018 - 
Washington.......| L. F. Frisby... John Pick...” C. H. Meke..../ West Bend...| Oct. 2- 4 [1,344 gal... 7°77! 638 75) 65 91 @ 

_ Waushara ........{ N. P. Bird... ..] W. S. Monroe..| S. M. Olds.....| Wantoma ...| Sep. 25- 958 89} 677 64) 280 75... 6. ca 
Waupaca.........! J. M. Baxter... Wm. Woods...} L. L. Post ..... Weyauwego..| Sep. 27-29 | 633 00! 490 64 226 00) 3190 og 
Walworth.........! A. Foster...._. 5. G. West.....] H. Latham. .._ Elkhorn.....| Sep. 25-28 [5,567 622, 7184 10° 368 25/460 97 _t
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PRACTICAL PAPERS. 

- REPORT OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS TO THE UNIVER- 
SITY OF WISCONSIN. 7 

| The undersigned, members of the board of visitors to attend the 

: annual examination of the University classes, respectfully submit 

: the following report: eS oe | | 

: The University has fortunately outlived, to a great extent, the 

prejudices and hostility with which it had to contend during the os 

early part of its history. For some years past, it has been rapidly 

gaining the confidence of the people of the state, as is shown by the 

more generous policy pursued with reference to it by their repre- 

: sentatives, and by the increasing number of students who are avail- 

a ing themselves of the opportunities it offers for enlarged. through 

: courses of study. From such observations as we have been able to a 

make during the recent examinations, we do not hesitate toafirm 

| that this confidence is well merited. The high reputation of its — 

faculty, as a corps of accomplished and zealous teachers, who keep | 

in full rapport with the latest developments of learning and 

science, and the largely extended educational facilities, which, by 

‘the wise liberality of the state government, have of late been given it, 

_ in the form of natural science collections, apparatus, and increased © 

‘room for. laboratories, work shops and cabinets. make it an insti- | 

tution in which the state may. feel a just pride, and which presents 

| great advantages for students who desire to pursue a thorough 7 

- -eourse of training and study. The more and better it becomes a 

known, the more highly, we feel assured, willit be appreciated. © 

Such at least is the impression we carry away afterhaving attended | 

‘the examinations and the commencement exercises. — | ed 

- In regard to the examinations, we think it proper, at the outset, 

to express our sense of the manifiest fairness with which they were | 

| ‘eonducted. There was evidently no pre-arrangement by which the. | 

student was enabled to prepare in advance for certain questions, or.
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7 - for examination upon some special chapter or division of a text- 

book. He was expected to have a general knowledge of the sub- _ 
7 ject under consideration, and to answer, not by an exercise of 

verbal memory, reproducing the language of the text-book, but as. | 

one who had mastered it, and was, consequently, able to develop. 

clearly, in his own language, the points upon which he was ques- 

tioned. There were, of course, some instances of failure by students | 
~ to meet the requirements of such an examination, in part obviously 

. arising from temporary embarrassment, and, in other cases, the | 

| ‘consequence, doubtless, of having imperfectly assimilated the in- | 

a struction they had received. | Oo es 

| It was our aim to observe whether the students had been trained | 

_. to think or to repeat; whether they had been storing up principles. . 

- or rules; whether they had been mastering systems or particulars, 
| and it gives us pleasure to report the very high character of train. 

a ing indicated by what we saw of the examination in the several _ | 

| classes. Nothing was done, it would appear, with a view to effect 

| and show, but the purpose kept in view seemed tobe to give, as 

| far as was possible within the necessarily narrow limits of the ex-- 

amination, a fair indication of the acquirements of the students. 

The character of the training to which the students had been sub- | 

«jected appeared to be in conformity with the most modern and ap-- | 

proved methods. Upon one or two points we may venture a word 
of criticism. In some cases the pedagogic maxim that “the man- - 

- dmum of talk on the part of the pupil, and the minimum of talk 

on the part of the teacher, is the perfection of a recitation,” was ye 

violated. The active, trained mind of the teacher seemed intoler- | | 

| ant of the slower action of the mind of the pupil, and to prevent 

the gaps in the recitation from becoming too great and too frequent 
‘the teacher hastened, as we thought, prematurely, tohis aid. Ina 

few instances, also, leading questions were put, ora hesitating 7 

pupil was jostled and pushed hither and thither, by a rapid success- _ 

- sion of questions, until he suddenly found himself on the right ae 

ground, though apparently not having a very clear conception of. 

the route which led to it. Such instance, however, were the ex- | 

ception and not the rule, and due rather to a not unnatural im- — 

___-patience’than to design. — a : a 
In this place, we would suggest whether it would not be practi- _ 

cable to adopt some system of vocal training in the University, by
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7 which students would gradually acquire the habit of a clear and | 
distinct utterance, while attaining a certain quality of culture in 
the tones of the voice. We do not venture this suggestion on ac- | 
count of any noticeable deficiency, in these respects, on the part of 

| the students of the University as compared with the students of 
other similar institutions, but because it must be admitted that, as 
a people, whether owing to some climatic or physical cause, or to 
transmitted habit, we are inclined to nasal drawling, clipping sylla- 

7 bles, and flattening our vowels. These are peculiarities not deserv- 
| ing to be cherished as national characteristics, and which may be : 

modified and gradually eradicated, if those who have the education a 
of the people in their charge can be brought to feel that such a 
result is of sufficient importance to justify the labor which would | 
be necessary in order to attain it. oe | 

The limits of this report, as well as the circumstance that it was 
impossible for the members of the board of visitors to attend the 
examinations of all the classes, or all the examinations of any one 
class, will preclude us from attempting a notice in detail of the sey- 
eral classes. We think it proper, however, to state that nowhere | 
inthe University were the results of earnest and critical study more | 

_ apparent than in the classical department. Clearness of percep- : 
_ tion and accuracy of expression were noticeable in the examina~- 

tions of the classes in Latin and Greek. — In both, we observed a 
cheerful earnestness on the part of the students, betokening a thor- 
ough interest in the work, and showing that the study of these 
noble languages has lost none of its old power to quicken the intel- | 
lect, and enkindle an appreciation of whatever is best in human 
culture. Oo : ; : 

- The examinations, in the scientific department, gave evidence of 
careful training, and the method of conducting the examinations _ 
merits approval. This was particulary noticeable in the classes 
In physics, zoblogy, chemistry, applied mechanics, and mathemat- 
ics. We are aware that the exact character of the studies taught) 
in this department leave but little room for the studert to exercise | 

_ freedom in answering the questions, and his proficiency or igno- | 
rance of the subject must be quickly apparent. Nevertheless the - 
examinations indicated that the student was thrown‘ wholly on his 
own resources, and thus gave a good opportunity of determining 
the proficiency of each.
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| We have only words of praise to bestow on those who have — 

labored for the erection of Science Hall. It isa building inevery _ _ 

way well adapted to the purposes for which it is intended. Sub- . 

stantial and excellent throughout, we cannot but congratulate the : 

| Board of Regents upon having secured the construction of anedi- 

- fice of such size, and so solidly and thoroughly well built, as it 7 

- geems to be, at so small an expenditure of money. It must be : 

borne in mind, however, that the building alone cannot accomplish © 

the ends which its erection was designed to promote. In order to | 

Attain the results sought for, the professors in each department - 

Bo must have proper apparatus to work with, and this apparatus is 

so essential to the attainment of the best results that it ought not | 

to be obtained from time to time; it should be procured at once. | 

| ~ Some of the apparatus now on hand in the department of physics | 

cannot be made available until additional apparatus is secured. ) 

- This assertion applied especially in reference to a spectroscope, an 

‘instrument of undoubted utility, and each day becoming more use- 

. - ful in the arts and sciences. Tt cannot however, be made available 

for class illustration without the use of a heliostat. Again, inthe - 

"study of the composition of crystals, a highly important branch, the | 

a _ polariscope is absolutely essential. As there is now but one such — 

instrument in the University, it is, of course, impossible for each — 

oS student to familarize himself with the subject under these cireum- 

| stances. Now a cheap form of polariscope is manuiactured for 

—— class use, and it would seem advisable that a number of these in- — 

| struments should be obtained. It is a well understood fact that 

| instruction “imparted through the eye” is a most important 

| method. In nearly all the departments of science, a good lantern — 

| 4g essential. The lantern on hand has many good features, its 

principal defect being the small size of the condensing lens. It is 

doubtful whether lenses’ of the proper sizes can be found already 

oo manufactured, and, in any event, a superior lens can be obtained 

only by having it made to order. oe a 7 | 

| The electric apparatus is sadly deficient in many essentials. For 

example, the electric light cannot/be used without a regulator, and — 

| the battery power cannot be properly utilized for want of it. The 

--battery in use is by no means what it should be. ‘An institution 

| designed to afford instruction in all the important facts concerning 

electricity should have one of M. Gramme’s magnetic electric ma-
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: chines, which can always be relied upon, and replaces the trouble- woe 

some, and always dirty, Grove’s battery. | Ba 

There should also be procured a standard galvanometer, a quad- | 

| rant electrometer, and such other instruments as are absolutely — | 

| requisite to equip a good physical laboratory — such a one as stu- 

; dents can work in, and practically familiarize themselves with the | 

/ _-_ ggsential details in heat, light, electricity and chemistry, which they 

cannot fully do with the apparatus now on hand. — a 

Po With the addition above suggested, the department of Physics, 

- in Science Hall, will be as well equipped as that of any other insti- | 

tution in the country, and we must be satisfied with nothing else. 

_ The departure of Chemistry and Zoology require more appa- : 

Qo -ratus and material to equip them thoroughly, and now that the new | 

building is ready to receive them, it would seem to be an appro- — | 

'. priate time to supply the defieiencies and make it what it should be. 

We were much interested in inspecting the magnetic observatory 

| constructed by the University, but supplied with instruments and 

_ superintended by the United States Coast Survey Bureau. As it is 

| the only observatory of the kind in the United States, it cannot but : 

ae . add to the attractions of the University as a seientific center, | 

It is now several years since the experiment of the coeducation | 

of the sexes was begun inthe University. In respects to the pro- | 

ficiency shown by the young women in the several classes during = 

the recent examinations, as compared with the young men, our im- | 

pressions coincide with former boards of visitors. They sustained — | 

the test at least as creditably as the young men, and if there was a 

_ difference, we are inclined to think it was in favor of the young 

women. In the main, they excelled in the precision and prompti- 

tude with which they responded to questions. We were, however, 

deeply impressed with the appearance of ill-health which most of 

them presented. It would not seem probable that, by mere coin- . 

- gidence, so many young women should be congregated together ; 

| offering this peculiarity. . There are a few notable exceptions, but = 

-. ag a whole, this appearance is unmistakable, and has given rise to - 

considerable comment among the. members of the. board. There 7 

gan be nothing about the hygienic condition of the University, in 

| : any of its parts, which would give rise to ill-health. Every part ex- . 

amined presented an appearance of cleanness; the food in the. | 

ee Ladies Hall was wholesome and well prepared; the service rooms os
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| clean; the dormitories well lighted and aired, and of sufficient ca- 
pacity. We are, therefore, compelled to look elsewhere for the 
cause. | Oo a - | 

Every physiologist is well aware that, at stated times, nature 
| ‘makes a great demand upon the energies of early womanhood, and | 

| that at these times great caution must be exercised lest injury be 
. done —an injury which, it is well known, may prove permanent. 

, In order to keep place in the University classes, where the sexes - 
are educated together, no account is taken of the fact that the wo- 

| man labors under a double disadvantage, as compared with the man. : 
| ist, in the circumstance that nature compels compliance with its : 

. well established laws, and, as above stated, makes demands upon / - her energies; and, 2d, that to keep her class standing, the girlmust 
_ devote more energy, and consequently, work harder, to accomplish ies 

| her task, making drafts upon her system, which, by the very nature 
| of the case, is already taxed to meet the physiological demands 

_ made upon it. It is also well known that over work in whatever 
| way induced, at the times indicated, will produce deterioration of © 

| the system, which generally manifests itself by bloodlessness, fol- _ 
lowed by a train of evils which it is not necessary here to enumer- — 

cae ate. It is this very condition of bloodlessness which is so noticea- 
ble in the women of the University at this time; the sallow fea- . 
tures, the pearly whiteness of the eye, the lack of color, the want _ 

| _ of physical development in the majority, and an absolute expres- | 
| sion of anemia in very many of the women students, all indicate 

that demands are made upon them which they cannot meet. ae 
Education is greatly to be desired, but it is better thatthe future 

matrons of the state should be without a University training than | 
that it should be procured at the fearful expense of ruined health; 
better that the future mothers of the state should be robust, hearty, | 

| healthy women, than that, by over study, they entail upon their de- | | 
| scendants the germs of disease. And there is no more certain law a 

than that of heredity. The overwrought nervous system under- - 
—— mines the general health stealthily, but certainly, and its evil con- 

sequences are prolonged in many cases through llfe. Sk 
_ ‘We are aware that the law organizing the university provides 4 
+ that it shall be open for the education of men and women. It is Oo 

not therefore necessary that both classes of students be subjected _ 
to the same systematic course of training, mental drill being at
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| tained in a variety of ways, each leading to adequate results; and | the thought impressed itself upon some of the members of the , | Board that the curriculum: could be so ordered that both sexes | might obtain university drill — adjusted in such a manner that 
_ each sex should be enabled to secure that form of education best fit- 

( ted for his or her respective sphere — and that the system of com- 
| pelling men and women to fare alike might be so modified as to 

preclude the possibility of causing disease. We are forced to the 
. conviction that there is, at present, a marked disparity between the | | health of the men and women of the university, and that, as a 

class, the women present undoubted evidences of physical deteri- 
oration. If the Board of Regents, however, consider it expedient _ 

} to alter the curriculum in any way, we would earnestly recommend _— 
: that particular attention be paid to the physical well being of the | | female students. © Oe | | 
| In the Department of Military Science, the visitors observed with 

regret that there seemed to be a want of interest in the exercises 
on the part of the students who participated inthem. To whatever - | cause this is due, an attempt should be made to correct the defect. . 

- Omitting all consideration of the benefits which might accrue, in | 
__. the contiugency of war, from a more general and hearty participa- 

‘tion in the drill exercises, the immediate results of such a course 
upon the students, as an excellent system of gymnustics, giving vigor 
to the body, firmness and manliness of bearing and grace of move- | 
ment are of very high importance. An earnest effort ought, in our 

| judgment, to be made to arouse a warmer interest in this depart- | 
ment than appears to exist at present. | | _ The examination of the law class embraced a wide range of top-’ | 

ies, and was of a very satisfactory character. It gave evidence that 
the young men composing it have been under the care of competent  — 

_ instructors, and that, in addition to the oral teaching they have re- 
. ceived in the form of lectures, they have profited by diligent study a of the text-books. 2 ELEMIS Te Soe | In general, the impressions received respecting the discipline | which prevails in the university were favorable. The orderly | | 
‘movements of the students, in the several buildings and on the | | grounds, and their conduct while entering or leaving the class | rooms, left little scope for criticism. In the classes, during recita- 
tions, there were some instances of a lack of attention, and of a — |
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strict observance of the proprieties of the occasion, such as one | - 

ss student communicating with another or abruptly changing his place, 7 

which suggested that there was still room for improvement in the | 

matter of deportment. Asa rule, however, the conduct of the 

_ students was considerate and courteous, indicating a high regard as 

a well as respect for their instructors. : an Se 

| _ The experimental farm, under the supervision of the agricultural 

| - department, presents a variety of soils, surfaces and exposures, — 

which admirably adapt it to the purpose for which it is devated. | 

‘Many important experiments are conducted upon it, the results of 

whick, if properly utilized, must be of great value. Thus far, how- 

ever, they have attracted less attention than they merit. This is : 

probably due to the fact that their publication has been mainly con-. 

fined to an insertion among the documents accompanying the an- 

nual report of the Board of Regents of the University, a place 

where they are not likely to attract the attention of any consider- 

able number of those who are most directly concerned in agricul- 

/ ture. If the results of such experiments could be communicated, 

in a popular form, from time to time, as they are concluded, toag- 

ricultural journals having a large circulation in the state, or tolead- 

| ing newspapers, they would be more effectively brought to the no- | 

| tice of the class of persons most directly intesested in them, to the — | 

advantage both of the farmers and of the university. | 

Oe A serious inconvenience is felt at present from the lack of a hall | 

or chamber, sufficiently large to accommodate the whole body of. / 

students when assembled. It is often necessary to address all the - 

students together, and, in institutions where the opportunity exists, 

| such meetings are of frequent occurrence for purposes of instruc- 

tiou, advice, etc. It would, therefore, seem to be eminently proper . 

that this deficiency should be supplied as speedily as possible. The 

rooms now used for the library are altogether too small, and the . 

| books cannot be properly arranged. The books are increasing, from 

year to year, and the demand for more room will shortly make it | 

- | necessary to provide a place for them elsewhere than inthe narrow _ 

ss quarters now afforded in the main building. We would accordingly | 

— suggest that steps be taken to secure the construction at a early 

day, of a suitable building for the library, and arrange the plan so 

a that a general assembly chamber may form a feature of it. . a 

- _ We would further suggest whether it would not be well to desig- —
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nate the members of the board of visitors as is now done in the case” 

of the visitors of the normal schools, at the beginning of the aca~ : 

| demic year, and authorize them to visit the university and attend va 

the recitations of classes, whenever it might suit their individual a 

convenience, in addition to attending the examination at the close a 

‘of the year. Doubtless, competent persons, interested in the edu- . 

-  gational progress of the state, and whose business or inclinations 

bring them from time to time to the capital, might be found, who | 

would perform such duties without additional expense to the uni- 

versity. Were such a course adopted, it would enable boards of —— 

visitors to obtain a much greater familiarity with the methods and 

condition of the university, its efficiency and its needs, than is a 

| practicable under the existing system, and to submit recommenda- ao | 

tions and criticisms with greater confidence than they are able to 

feel.at present. | 7 | 

| - In concluding our report, we desire to express our warm appre- 

ciation of the many courtesies and attentions which we have re- . 

~ eeived from the board of regents, and from the president and faculty | 

| of the university, while engaged in the discharge of our duties. | 

oo | MOSES LANE, ©. 

| GEORGE W.EASTMAN,  ~ — 

| W.H.BORDEN, | cas 

HORACE RUBLEEH, ces 

, | _ HENRY JANE, : | 

| : Dd. G. HOOKER, 

WALTER KEMPSTER, | 

| OR 0. R. SMITH. 
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| | Jo - By JOHN BASCOM, D.D, LL.D. = 7 | 

| - : 7 President of the University of Wisconsin. . | a 

Phe period covered by this report is the fiscal year closing Sep- | ° 

tember 30, 1877. The instruction of the year has proceed in each — - 

| _ of its branches without interruption, and has, we believe, been suc- “ 

._ eessful in its leading aims. Some secondary changes have been - 

| _ made in the courses, designed to make each a little more distinct- =
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_ ive, and especially to give the scientific students an opportunity for 
extended practical work. In connection with these changes, we 
hope also to be able to give students in each course more freedom _ - 

_ of selection and substitution from other courses. While we value , 
_ highly well-defined and harmonized courses of study, it is also our | | 

- desire to give large liberty to individual predilections. Science 
| Hall now affords abundant opportunities for all forms of practical . 

oe work, and a corresponding freedom of choice is called for to enable 
_ us to avail ourselves fully of them. | | 

_ The number of students during the past year was reduced by 
: higher conditions of admission and their more strict application. 
_ -This we anticipated. The present year opens with an increase of — 

ee seventy-two, and we believe also with better conditions of scholar- _ | 
_.. Ship than have ever before been attained by us. The spirit of the — oe 

_ students, as shown by their attention to their work and by their | 
general behavior, has been every way commendable. This fact a 

| _ has made the past year a very pleasant one to the Faculty. | 
_ The proportion of young women to young men in the classes of 

| the universityyear now opening is a little less than one-fourth. _ 
| They easily maintain their rank in scholarship with the young men, | 

| and constitute an entirely satisfactory portion of our students. ok 
| _ In the entrances of the present fall, an unusual number of high me 

, schools are represented, and we have most pleasant evidence of . 
increasingly good work in these intermediate and most valuable 
portions of our school system. We trust that many of them will 

a soon appear on our accredited list. Very sure we are, that good 
__ preparatory work for the University will greatly aid the high schools 

in their larger and more direct service to the communities in which _ 
| they are situated. We would appeal to facts on this question. It 

will be found, we believe, that the most vigorous high schools, asa’ oe 
“rule, are those which feel the influence of higher institutions. eg 

_ The Magnetic Observatory has been finished during the past 
__- year, and very complete observations are now taken ‘in it. Itis, in | 

| its appliances, a scientific curiosity. Science Hall is alsoin full 

occupation, and we are daily more and more gratified by its re- | 

Sourses, and the possibilities of growth which it offers. Our pres- 

ent apparatus enables us to commence our work to advantage, _ 
while there are constant suggestions of new wants and enlarged _ | 

instruction. The present material for our Mineralogical, Geologi-
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cal and Zoological Museums is sufficient to furnish the basis of a | 
fine collection; yet their is room left for the work of many years. | 

- Ex-Gov. C. C. Washburn has expressed his purpose to erect and 
- thoroughly furnish an Astronomical Observatory during the coming 

year. This very liberal gift, for which Mr. Washburn has our most 
hearty thanks, will meet another urgent want; will help to give the 
University a higher standing among kindred institutions, and, in 
due time, we trust, an interest in the scientific world. We hope | 

_ that this liberality, so commendable in itself, will prove contagious, : 
and that many of our citizens will, in a like way, identify them- 
selves with the progress of higher education in the state. Ce 

One great want, which we will once more mention without repeat-_ 
_ ing its reasons, is an Assembly Hall and Library. These can be 

united to advantage in one building, and when secured in good | 
form, will advance the University on its literary side as much as | 
Science Hall has already advanced it scientifically. The body of 
our students can not be reached in discussions and lectures on the | 
broad range of subjects open to us, till we have a room that can ; 
contain them all; nor can they otherwise, in their own exercises, 

be exert over each other the influence they ought. In consultation - 
and study, an open, well furnished library is a first condition of . 

moe earnest inquiry and a quickened literary taste. We are impatient oo 
| for these most needful things, and would gladil yaccepttheeconomy —- 

: in other directions which is necessary for their early attainment. _ oo 
a Our thanks are due to the Board of Visitors that they did not al- 

low their critical function to suffer by disuse. Nor, perhaps, are 
criticisms to be regarded as less valuable, because they are not al- 
together palatable. _Itis not to-be expected that we should clearly | 
see or freely acknowledge all our faults. We are in this condition 

| in reference to a portion of the criticisms of the Board. The stu- 
| dents had been during the past year unusually attentive to military . | 

drill, and cheerful init. This spirit we have striven personally to 
encourage, and were hoping that their efforts, in an exercise ordi- . 

| narily so irksome, would win recognition. In this we were destined _ 
to disappointment. Doubtless our drill is not like that of profes- 

_ sionals, but it should be remembered that we contend with great 
difficulties in this enforced military training, a | 

| _ One thing we profoundly regretted in the report of the Board of 
__. Visitors, and that was the opinion expressed by them as to the health
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of the young women. There weresome passing appearances, arising — 

from the excessive studiousness of a few not naturally strong, that a 

_ gave the criticism a color of truth, and were, doubtless, thegrounds 

of the conviction in the minds of the committee. These reasons, — | 

, however, were very partial and by no means sufficient for the broad. | 

- gonelusions drawn from them; conclusions arising from exceedingly oO 

limited observation, and which did not command the assent of all | 

: the committee. We regret these opinions because they tend to open 

a controversy just closed, and to compel us to travel a second time 

- over ground already painfully trodden, and this with the prospect — 

| of no other or better issue than that already reached, To be pushed 

| back into the water, when we have. just reached shore, is trying, | 

| The Faculty, most of whom were in the outset opposed to co-edu- 

cation, and who have had years of observation both as toits relation 

a to education and to the health of young women, pronounce ear- 

| nestly and unanimously in favor of the maintenance of our present 

method. | | a 

Contrary to the opinion of the visitors, the young women do their 

work with less, rather than with greater labor than the young men, ve 

and certainly do uot fall below them in any respect as scholars. — 

: We also believe this labor to be done by them with perfect safety 

to health, nay, with advantage to health if ordinary prudence is ex- 7 

ercised. The young women, whose health was primarily the ground 

of criticism, have improved in strength, rather than deteriorated, _ 

| since they have been with us, though they have burdened them- 

| selves with extra work which we do not counsel. _ re 

| -. "We confess to some surprise that so many of the medical profes- — 

' sion bring forward for the first time in connection with co-educa- — 

| tion, a function familiar from the dawn of human life as if it had | 

7 the force of a fresh discovery in putting down this form of progress, 

| when, in fact, it has no more to do with co-education than with sep- 

arate education, can as well be provided for in the one form of in- 

: struction as in the other, and bears with ten-fold force against the 

| labors of women as operatives, clerks, teachers, housekeepers, in 

which callings continuous hard work has been allowed to pass ut- — 

 terly unchallenged. | ne | , | 

- Through my conviction has been, previons to this report, that the | 

health of the young women as a whole was better than that of the 

| young men, and that there were striking instances of graduation =
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| among the young women with robust strength, I.am striving to Be 

test this opinion by facts, so far with the following results. Allex- | 

cuses for ill health are given by me. The exact number of stu- | 

dents in our collegiate and dependent coursesis 357. Of this 

+ number, 93 are young women, a trifle more than one-quarter. | Du- | 

. | xing the past eight weeks, the most trying weeks in the year for | 

students, there have been 155 days of absence from ill health on 

the part of young men, and 18 on the part of young women. The 

| young women should have lost, according to their nnmbers, d4 

days, or three times as many as they have actually lost. The stu- | 

dents were not aware that any such registration was being made. | 

Lo It may be felt that the young men are less conscientious in plead- , 

po ing ill health than the young women, and this is doubtless true; but So 

| I sharply question & young man, and rarely ask any questions of a | 

7 young woman. I explain the facts in this way. The young men | 

are not accustomed to confinement, and though sun-browned and . 

apparently robust, they do not endure the violent transition as well 

as women. Study ismore congenial to the habits of young women, | 

- and the visiting committee are certainly mistaken in supposing that | 

| they have to work harder in accomplishing their tasks. The reverse a 

a is true. In addition to the above bill of ill health against the | 

ss. young men, a corresponding large number of them has been com- oe 

pelled, from the same causc, to leave the University altogether. oe 

_ A second showing of the registration, which I had not contem- 

plated, but one very interesting, is this; the absences of the young: . 

women are almost exclusively in the lower classes. Of the eighteen, 

_ two are in the Sub-Freshmen, fourteen in the Freshmen, one in the — 

Sophomore, one in the Junior and none in the Senior. The ab- _ 

__ sences of the young men are evenly distributed, on the other hand, , 

| through the entire course. The young women do not then seem 

to deterioate with us in health, but quite the opposite. I do not | 

: belong to the number of those who set lightly by health. I would 

a not sacrifice any measure of it for scholarship; but it has long | 

seemed to me plain, that a young women who withdraws herself 

from society and gives herself judiciously to a college course, is 

| far better circumstanced in reference to health than the great ma- . | 

jority of hersex, . , : 

—. - T repeat my thanks to the visiting committee fortheir labors,and 

\ have no doubt that even the mistakes which such Boards may in- 

a
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| advertently make, will ultimately be productive of more knowledg e. | 
. _ and more sefety. | | | 

ES _ EXPERIMENTAL FARM. oe 
an By W. W. DANIELLS, M.S. ae 

| - Professor of Agriculture and Chemistry in the University of Wisconsin. / Se 

Report of experiments conducted upon the University Expert- cs 
‘ mental Farm for the year ending September 30, 1877, together 

with asummary of meteorological observations taken under my : 
ss charge at the University, for the year ending October 31,1877, 

7 | WINTER WHEAT. ~~. 7 : | 

The following varieties were sown September 21, 1876, one-half _ oe 
a measured bushel of seed per acre being used. Soil, a clay loam | 

upon which wheat had been raised the previous year. Twelve 
_ loads of well rotted stable manure were put upon each acre before | | 

plowing. | | | - 
| _fultz — Weight of seed per bushel, 60 ibs; harvested J uly 11, 

1877. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 6,616 tbs. Weight of os 
ss grain, 2,846 Ibs. | Weight per measured bushel, 633 ibs. - Yield per | 

acre, 47.4 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and 
| grain, 43. | | | : 

_. This variety was first sown in 1872, when it yielded 33 bushels 
_ per acre; in 1873, the yield was 20 bushels per acre; in 1874, 35 

-\ bushels; in 1875, 17.5 bushels; in 1876, it winter-killed. The mean 
_ yield for the six years we have raised it, is 25.4 bushels. © es - 

| Prussian —Weight of seed per bushel, 563 tbs. Harvested July 
17th, Weight of straw and grain per acre, 0,798 tbs. Weight of ) 

| grain, 2,001 tbs. Weight per measured bushel, 59 tbs. Yield per | . 
acre, 33.3 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and 
grain, 33. This variety was slightly injured by the winter. | 

_—*-« Diehl —Was entirely killed by the winter. _ de | 
| Clawson —Weight of seed per ‘measured bushel, 563 tbs. Har- 

vested July 14th. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 5,850 ibs. .
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a Weight of grain, 2,567 Ibs. Yield peracre, 42.6 bushels, Percent- 
age of grain to weight of straw and grain, 43.8, _ ae 

es - a “WHITE WINTER RYE. : 

i | Sown September 28, 1876. Weight of seed per bushel, 56 tbs. 
Harvested July 12th. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 6,097 
ibs. Weight of grain, 2,280 tbs. Yield per acre, 40.7 bushels. _ 

: Weight of grain per measured bushel, 584 tbs. Percentage of grain 
to weight of straw and grain, 37.3. | 

This appears to be a superior variety of rye. It has a large, — 
_ plump, white kernel, and yields well. | | - 

: | | SPRING WHEAT. ee was - | 7 

The following varieties were sown with 13 measured bushels of 
_ seed per acre. Soil, a light clay loam. Cereals had for several | 

' -years previous been raised upon the field. Twelve loads of well 
—- rotted stable manure were spread upon each acre before plowing. 

_ The land was fall plowed, and cultivated in the spring before sow- 
| ing. The seed was sown broad cast by hand. > oo 

: Red Mammoth Spring —Sown April 17th. _ Weight of seed per | 
| measured bushel, 52 fbs. Harvested J uly 28th and 31st. Weight 

__ of straw and grain per acre, 5,796 ibs. Weight of grain, 1,684 Ibs. a 
Yield per acre, 28 bushels. Weight of one bushel, 59 tbs. Per- . 
centage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 29. | 

| White Mi ichigan — Sown April 17th. Weight of seed per meas- 
ured bushel, 564 ibs. Harvested July 26th. Weight of straw and 

| grain per acre, 5,776 tbs. Weight of grain, 1,720 tbs. Weight of  ~ 
_. one measured bushel, 58 ibs. Yield per acre, 28.6 bushels. Per- 

centage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 29.8. eye So 
: Oran—Sown April 17th. Weight of seed per measured bushel, | 

| 563 tbs. Harvested July 26th. Weight of straw and grain per acre, © 
5,236 Ibs. Weight of grain, 1,262 tbs. Weight of one measured 
bushel, 564 fbs. Yield per acre, 21 bushels. Percentage of grain | 
to weight of straw and grain, 24. : oe a . 

ot Odessa—Sown April 2ist.. Weight of seed per measured bushel, | — 
| d4 tbs. Harvested July 31st. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 

6,116 tbs. Weight of grain, 1,912 tbs. Yield per acre, 31.8 bushels. 
--: 17—St. Aa. Soc. |
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--- -Weight of one measured bushel, 61} tbs. Percentage of grain to 

. weight of straw and grain, 31. | . - 

- German Fife —Sown April 21st. Weight of seed per measured. “ 

7  bushel,'54 Ibs. Harvested August 2d. Weight of straw and grain | 7 

per acre, 4,696 tbs. Weight of grain, 1,250 tbs. Weight of one 

ee measured bushel, 544 ibs. Yield per acre, 20.8 bushels. Percent-. | 

| age of grain to weight of straw and grain, 26.6. aoa 7 2 

| - April —Sown April 21st. Weight of seed per measured bushel, a 

ae 55 tbs. Harvested August Ist. Weight of straw and’ grain per me 

| acre, 5,724 tbs. Weight of grain, 1,448 tbs. Weight of one meas- 

| ured bushel, 53%bs. Yield per acre, 24 bushels. Percentage of 2 

. - grain to weight of straw and grain, 25.3. - | = 

a Arnautka —Sown April 21st. Weight of seed per measured 

a bushel, 57 tbs. Harvested August 1st. Weight of straw andgrain 

| per acre, 5,776 lbs. Weight of grain, 1,812 lbs. Weight of one 

: measured bushel, 584 lbs. Yield per acre, 30.2 bushels. Percent- . 

| age of grain to weight of straw and grain, 31.4. Sek OS 

- Bismark —Sown April 21st. Weight of seed per measured - 

? bushel, 55 Ibs. Harvested August 2d and 6th. Weight of straw 

: and grain per acre, 5,636 lbs. Weight of grain, 1,548 lbs. Weight AP 

oe of one measured bushel, 56 Ibs, Vield per acre, 25.8 bushels, 

Percentage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 27.4. eee 

ae Oseca —Sown April 21st. Weight of seed per measured bushel, ) 

oes 59 lbs. Harvested August 27th. Weight of straw and grain per a 

| acre, 4,976 lbs. Weight of grain, 1,592 lbs. Weight of one meas- a 

a ured bushel, 574 Ibs. Yield per acre, 26.5 bushels. Percentage of — 

7 grain to weight of straw and grain, 32. | a 

| Touzelle — A new variety from France obtained of the commis- | 

sioner of agriculture. Right quarts of seed, weighing 154 Ibs., were 

sown April 21st, upon one-fourth acre of ground. Harvested August = 

| 2th. “Weight of straw and grain per acre, 4,096 lbs. Weight of = 

grain, 1,072 lbs. Weight of one measured bushel, 59 Ibs. Yield 

per acre, 17.9 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and — | 

8 grain, 26.1. a | a | - : 

| All these varieties of wheat were injured by the chinch-bug to 

- some extent. The last two varieties being very late were most se- | 

| riously injured. | | oO | CE NE
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wee Oa ee # one _ BARLEY, 7 7 

- The following varieties of barley were sown April 21st, with two 7 
“- measured bushels of seed per acre. The soil is light, clay loam, | : 

which for several years has been in cultivation to cereals. The land 

, was fall plowed, and dressed with twelve loads of well rotted stable | | 

manure per acre. All varieties were more or less injured by chinch- | 

: bugs. 

a Manshury —Weight of seed per measured bushel, 50 lbs. Har- 

| vessed July 20th. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 5,980 Ibs. 
| Weight of grain, 3,120 Ibs. Weight of one measured bushel, 482 

Ibs. Yield per acre, 65 bushels. | Percentage of grainto weight of 

i straw and grain, 52.2. Se oe | 

| Chevalier — Weight of seed per measured bushel, 44 Ibs. Har- . 

vested July 27th. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 5,540 Ibs. 

_ Weight of grain, 2,126 lbs. Yield per acre, 44.3 bushels. Weight _ 
, of one measured bushel, 47 lbs. Per centage of grain to weight of _ 

_ straw and grain, 38.4. | . | 

Common Scotch — Weight of seed per measured bushel, 49 lbs, 

--- Harvested July 21st. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 5,760 Ibs. 

| Weight of grain, 2,488 lbs. Weight of one measured bushel, 463 

Ibs. Yield per acre, 51.7 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight a 
sof: straw and grain, 43.2. | an | : 

- _ Saxonian — Weight of seed per measured bushel, 494 lbs. Har- | 

vested July 23d. Weight of straw and grain per acre. 5,900 ibs. | 
Weight of grain, 2,522 tbs. Weight of one measured bushel, 
 47$1bs. Yield per acre, 52.5 bushels. Percentage of grain to 

weight of straw and grain, 42.7. oo 

_ .  Probstier— Weight of seed per measured bushel, 44 tbs. Har- | 

vested July 24th. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 6,380 ibs. | 
| Weight of grain,2,684 tbs. Weight of one measured bushel, 49 Ibs, . | 

_ Yield per acre, 57.6 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of _ 
straw and grain, 43.3. | 

- fa, oe | OATS. | | | 

: | “The following varieties were sown May oth, upon land that was 
_ fatl-plowed, and thoroughly cultivated before sowing. The soil was . 

o clay loam, and was dressed with 12 loads of well rotted stable man-
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ure per acre. They were all badly lodged by severe wind and rain 

storms, which caused them to shell badly while being harvested. __ 

24 measured bushels of seed were sown to the acre. a Be 

| | White Schonen — Weight of seed per measured bushel, 29 Tbs. 

Harvested August 4th. Weight of straw and grain per acre, 6,885 bs. 

va Weight of grain, 3,024 tbs. Weight of one measured bushel, 38} ibs. : 

_-Yield per acre, 89.5 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of > 

| straw and grain, 42.8. ope | | —— 

oe | White Waterloo — Weight of seed per measured bushel, 24 lbs. 

Harvested August 3d. Weight of straw and grain peracre, 7,357 lbs. 

Weight of grain, 2,753 lbs. Weight of one measured bushel, 382 lbs. Sa 

‘Yield per acre, 86 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw 

+ and grain, 37.4. | Oa | eras 

| : Canada — Weight of seed per measured bushel 25 lbs. Har 

| vested August 4th. Weight of straw and grain per acre 8,728 Ibs. 

| Weight of grain 2,866 lbs. Weight of one measured bushel 375 

. Ibs. Yield per acre 89.2 bushels. 2S ae 

| Somerset — Weight of seed per measured bushel 32 lbs. Har- 

vested August 5th. Weight of straw and grain per acre’ 7,216 lbs. 

Weight of grain 2,700 Ibs. Weight of one measured bushel 374 — — 

| lbs. Yield per acre 84.3 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight 

of straw and grain 37.4. — | oe | wee, 

| Houghton — Weight of seed per measured bushel 25 lbs. Har- | 

vested August 17%. Weight of straw and grain per acre 7,176 lbs. | 

‘Weight of grain 1,906 lbs. Weight of one measured bushel 31} 

. Ibs. Yield per acre 59.5. bushels. Percentage of grain to weight _ 

on of straw and grain 26.5. | OO a 

Early Fellow— Weight of seed: per measured bushel 30 lbs. | 

Harvested August 20th. Weight of straw and grain per acre 7,140 

Ibs. Weight of grain 2,280 lbs. Yield per acre 71.2 bushels. | 

. Weight cf one measured bushel 35 Ibs. Percentage of grain to | 

weight of straw and grain 32. A large tree near the center of the Po 

oe plat upon which these oats grew diminished the yield somewhat. oe 

Black Norway — Weight of seed per bushel 25 Ibs. Harvested oo 

August 6th and 13th. Weight of straw and grain per acre 7,456 lbs. 

Weight of grain 2,772 Ibs, Weight of one measured bushel 32 Ibs. 

--'Yield per acre 86.6 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of — 

straw and grain 87.2.0 | |
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ee corns, 

| | The following varieties were planted May 14th, upon clay loam 
OO that was dressed with twelve loads of well-rotted stable manure: | 

_peracre. The first three varieties were planted in hills 4x4 feet; | 
the White Australian, being a much smaller variety, was planted 

‘ 3x4. feet. In other respects, the cultivation was the same. The 
: _ seed of White Australian and Cherokee varieties was poor, requir. _ 

ing twice replanting. 

Yellow Dent — Ripe September 14th. Yield in pounds of ears 
oe per acre, 5,434, in bushels of ears of 75 lbs. each, 72.4. This vari- 

_ ety stood next to wheat, and was quite severely injured by the 
chinch-bug, after the wheat was harvested. : | 

oe Cherokee —Ripe September 16th. Pounds of ears per acre, _ 
--—«:§116. Yield, in bushels of 75 Ibs. each, 68.2. | 

Lysaght’s — A large yellow variety obtained of William Lysaght, 
| Hsq., of Belleville. Ripe September 8th. Pounds of ears per 

acre, 5,044, Yield in bushels of 75 lbs. each, 67.2. 

| White Australian— Ripe September 10th. Pounds of ears - 
per acre, 6,041. Yield in bushels of 75 Ibs. each, 80.5. ree 

IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS BY MECHANICAL MEANS. _ oe 

This experiment was begun in 1871, to be continued five years, _ | 
upon four adjacent plats of an acre each, which have been cultiva- 

. ted as follows: : 
Plat 1, to be plowed to the depth of five inches only. , | 
Plat 2, to be plowed twelve inches deep. \ | 

| Plat 3, to be plowed twenty inches deep by trench-plowing. | 
Plat 4, to be plowed twenty inches deep by subsoiling: ne — 

| Plats 1 and 2 have been cultivated in the prescribed manner from 
- the beginning, > | | ge 

_ Plat 3, in 1871, was plowed twelve inches deep only; in 1872 and ee 
_ 793, seventeen inches; in 1874 and 1875, eighteen inches, which is | 

| as deep as it was found practicable to plow. | 
Plat 4 was subsoiled sixteen inches deep in 1871; seventeen | _ 

_ ; inches in 1872 and °73, and eighteen inches in 1874 and 1875. | | 
_ The cultivation of these plats has been the same in all other re- 
_ spects than those mentioned. : a |
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The soil is clay with héavy clay subsoil; the land is level and 

rather low. In the fall of 1873, an underground drain was laid 

through each of the plats to carry away water that fomnierly flowed 

. “over them all, after heavy rains. | EE 

Sy During the first four years these plats were in cultivarion to corn _ 

oe - exclusively. In 1875 a portion was in cultivation to corn, and a 

portion to oats. — . a 

ae The five years through which the experiment was to be contin- | 

wed expired in 1875. During the past two seasons these plats have — 

— been in cultivation to corn, all of them having been plowed alike, 

| | about eight inches deep, except that: plat 1 was plowed no_ deeper | | 

than before, in order that no unstirred soil should be brought to 

| the surface. The following table gives the yield per acre for the — : 

ne respective years, the corn being in bushels of ears, weighing 75 lbs. 

. each. | oo ee 

‘ss Depth of Cultivation. | 1871.| 1872.| 1878.) 1874. —_——|_—_| 1876.] 1877. | 
| | ee 7 Corn. | Oats.) - we ae 

- Plowed 5 inches......| 55.4 ; 53.4] 53 67.7 : : "5.9 
Plowed 12 inches.....| 50.6 | 50.3 | 52.8 | 58.1 | 67 65.5 | 46.8 | 75.5 | 

oo Trench-plowed 18 inch| 44.9 | 54.7 | 51.3 | 65.3 | 60.5 | 65.1 43.6 | 67.8 

vos Subsoiled 18 inches...} 41.2 | 56.8 | 51.1 | 65.8 | 57.2 | 64 (44.1 | 67.5 | 

---_In 1875 the last two plats were severely injured by chinch-bugs. 

- _ The average yield for the entire seven years, in bushels of ears 

of corn, weighing 75 lbs. each, is: __ Se ee 

| - For 5-inch plowing, 56.3: ES 

oe For 12-inch plowing, 57.3. - 

CO For 18-inch trench plowing, 56.8. a me | 

For 18-inch subsoiling, 54.2. | ee 

| | . |
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A a  - poraTORS. ie 

The following varieties were planted May 5th, in rows 34 feet os | 

apart, hills 18 inches apart in the row. The time of ripening and | 

_ yield per acre is given in the subjoined table: J | 

| 7 So ‘| Time of | Bushels | 
VARIETY. - ripening. |per.acre. 

Alpha ...scece cesecesecccecscecersecseecessssseesees| July 23] 242 
Early Rose... ..ccsceecee co cececcsccesccsceceresceces| July 30 279.6 

Early Favorite .........c.0. sere c ccc ceeececcceescsees| July 30 213.6 

Extra Early Vermont.......ccceccccccceeeeese eeesveee] Aug. 1 208.9 | 

Snow-Flake.........eeee0. weccccccccccccescess ooo Auge T] 282.5 

Brownell’s Beauty........ cscccsscecceececscesecseecen| Auge 9 | 189.5 : 

Compton’s Surprise........20e1s  seseececeseeccseeeeee| Auge 10) 157.7 | 

: Bureka . oc. ccc ccc ccc cece et eeceeecececesccesenes| Aug. 12.) 222.1. 
—  NOMSUCH. wee ee eee cece eee cee cen eeetene eee eeceees Aug. 3/ 246.3 7 

The following are varieties that have never before been in culti- 

vation in this vicinity. One pound of seed of each variety was cut 
into single eyes, and received the cultivation usually given to field 

potatoes: © | | | 

Ruby, ripe August 2d, yield 1082 Ibs, 
Improved Peachblow, not ripe Oct. 6th, yield 883 lbs. : 

Superior, ripe Oct. Ist, yield 752 Ibs. | de 

Centennial, ripe Sept. 12th, yield 44 lbs. | 

I would express my obligation to Mr. E. G. Hayden, farm super- - 

. intendent, for his care andattention in carrying out the details of | | 

these experiments. | 

a METEOROLOGY. | ae 

| The meteorological observations formerly taken under the direc- 

tions of the Smithsonian Institution, are now taken under the di- | 

- rection of the chief officer of the United States signal service. __ CES 

oe The morning observation is taken at 6:45 local time, to corres- oe 

| _ pond with 7:35, Washington time, at which hour an observation is — 

* taken at all stations through the country. The hours of afternoon = 

and evening observations are still 2 and 9, local time, respectively. _ : 

_. The temperature is given in degrees and tenths, F. -
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_ The amount of cloudiness is expressed by a number indicating — 
_ the tenths of the sky overcast. The following abbreviations cre | 

used: Oo | Monee 7 
_ The direction of the wind is taken for eight points of the com- _ a 

pass, the figures accompanying represent the force on ascale from 
-\ 1, a very light breeze, to 10, a most violent hurricane. Inthe sum- 

- | mary of observations, the percentage of wind from each direction _ 
dg given for each month and for the entire year.. = | - 

| : The heighth of the barometer is indicated by inches and decimals 
oo and corrected for the expansion above 82°. | oe 

| _ “Relative humidity” is the percentage of complete saturation 
existing at the time when the observation is made.  —s_ - : 

Latitude 43° 4, 33.1." | ge 
Longitude 12° .20', 58.5.” - / oo 

Sa Height above the sea, 1,088 feet. 7 | | os 

| Maximum observed temperature for the year, 88°. - 

__-- Minimum observed temperature for the year, 22°. | an | 
i Range observed temperature during the year, 108°. ee 

| Mean temperature for the year, 45.4%. | OF



coe | _---« SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS oo re ee 
oes a _ Faken at the University of Wisconsin, for the Year ending October 81, 1877. ne | 

7 oe | | . . PER a 7 . | | a| 2 | PRE&SURE OF | . | THERMOMETER | Baromrter, Heteut s cB | 3 VAPOR IN . On Sane PERCENTAGE OF | IN OPEN Arr. REpDucreD To 82°, |'% | £2! | Incuzs. | WINDs. — - a. 8 o URATION. or | . . B ad) o | Ss . : “Sal = a) OS . , kg Monrus. | | gd | Baloo) ~ | | fo gg 
: |g 2 tS] Se gy] O po . oO }| , 3 99} Os ~ . of oO 

oe —6hhBLE STE] EP BB | eB Sel Se] a) Bla) 3) 8 iis) ELF) ew OF 
- aisalial>| & | & eI Fy a ao <q ae |e J Sea sea ae ele 2 | 

November........++++..(08 |14 (85.6/42 |29.293/28.463/28. 929] 8.300 2.31)..... 7.0) .894).052).113 roclaslealta 11/20/382/23] 1) 2) 0 Ke | 
December ,... .......+ (88 |—22/11.1/60 |29.635/28.415/29 064] 1.230 2.59)..... 5.3} .160!.017).069| 1000/58/90) 8)16/16/46) 7/ 4, 0,3 onl - 
JANUATY we seeeeceeeeee (43 |—16)12.9/559 (29.500/28.700129.0671 .800 1.00)..... 4.3) .278).022).085) 100)32|87/24/29\21| 4:17) 2) 0 3 td 
February.......+.......(52 (15 (82.6187 |29.560/28.472129.108] 1.088 -80).-+-: d.7| .282).076).160} 1000/81/86] 6) 7/82) 9/387). 0) 6) 3 - oe | 
March ..........+56.4- (54 | —2/23.2156 (29.331/28.049/28.988] 1.282] 8.40.....| 4.21 .320).025).1121 100/36/84111111119 sloal15 27 
April ..... cece eveee.e oe (04 [18 145.8156 |29.354/28.360/28.977 994|..00.|.c00. 4.5} .500}.082).227/ 100,29)74/19) 5/10 2/36/15) 8} 5S | 
May .........ceeeeeeese (88 (84 160.7149 29 .898/28 .542/28.991; .856/ 1.02...../ 3.9) .'7581.065!.390! 95141173149 QO} 3) 2) 9) 9:23) 5 &B | 
JUDE... cceeeeeeeeeeee (Bl [47 (65.984 [29.592/28.589198 866] .503] 4.77].....| 4.2] .785).2211.514 100/53/79138}16)15) 6)11) 3) 9! 2 a | 
JULY «2.2 eee eee eeeeeee (88 [57 [73.0181 /29.275)28.687/28.921] .588) 8.84)... .| 3.111.010).2701.588 100)37)73/19/16/19|21| 8) 4) 5) 8 iA 
AUgUSt.........--26..../86.559 |67.8/27.5/29. 156/28 .50828 842] .648! 8.'76].....| 2.91 .'7171.3521.575 91/47/69} 15) 12)13/25:23) 3) 5) 4 | we 
September.... ........./86 |47 165.8/89 28. 934/28 .456/28.705| .478| .64).....). 8.0] .732/.185).458] 92/34/'71123/23114111! 2/116; 2] 9 : 
October ........2++2.+-6/78 (83.5151. 2/44. 5/28. 974/28 .396'28.702| 578 4.12)..... 6.4) ..604;.181/.801) 100,43/75 3/25/10/2412/18) 2) 6 | 

Sums sad eee ee ee ceelecseleceeliveileee closeness veeccchecece. woeee (Q7.T5l.cecclecccclesecclececlececlece tee velo wolee e]* ele ele alee | 

Means.....0...ccsccleee fees MB Ace eee. 28.980... cccleceeleeeee] 4:dleecelcedeeedseecle cl [dgltalielielaa! al sl 5 woe



an RAILROAD LINES AND PARTS OF LINES IN WISCONSIN. ; Re me 

7 . | “With their locality, length of track, width of track, etc., for A, D. 1877. | , o | : 

| | oF wi LG ork of [ado |oe as 

| | ret 1s De re nS jog 3 2 

7 NAME OF Roaps, Location OF LINES. | a = ey Ee te go g* | me = | 

_ : ee o8an) O; | E85 leseg | oz Bo 
| 

85 ees as a 2s ODD ~ 2 ° Q 

| And divisions of roads in Wisconsin. |= 7 aaa \e=aoZ) sa | Bi Sa"sd|s EB °¢ a 

| ) r r 225 8338) #2 |Ss8|Essiss8 4 
| | | | | SFOM LO. si ist 3 & Ee = 5 | 7 

| — Cricaco, MinwavKEE & St. Pau — oe | | ee 

| La Crosse Division ........++.eee+++-| Milwaukee...... La Crogse .......| 196 00 |........) 196 00 |........].-- eseleeeeeees 4 : 

| ‘Prairie du Chien Division..........-- Milwaukee......| Prairie du Chien.| 193 00 |........| 198 00 secccecsleccenccclecssseee FF 

| Madison Division............++++-s-.| Watertown veeees| Madison eeoeeose 3 00 eee coer 37 00 wetcececlacereee [essoreee | b> | | 

: - Northern Division.........+-..+--.--| Milwaukee ......| Portage ......... 96 00 [oe ...00.| 96 00 |... ceseleeeecceclereerees 

of Northern Division............+++4++-| Horicon,.....--. Berlin. ...ccecee.| 48 00 |.....02.] 43 00 [occ.ce eel ee ee eeleeeceees 

_ ‘Northern Division.............------| Hush Lake ......| Winneconne..... 14 00 |........] 14.00 |... cece eeefeseesees fe 

po Northern Division.........s+-+++.e+.| Milwaukee...... Schwartzburg ...| 6 00).... ...| . 6 00 veccecccteccceccefesseeeee  G OO 

| - ‘Northern Division.......... .cccs2.| Ripon....+..+.-.| Oshkosh ........] 20 00 |......../ 20 00 sescggisfevstgees{eceseses Rg oo) 

p | Southern Wisconsin Division.........| Milton ..........] Monroe .........| 42 00] .......| 42 OO |. cc cece cleca cece fees cece Re 

| Chicago Division...........-.eeesee: Milwaukee......| Chicago.........| 38 00 |........| 85 00 |. cece cele cece ce elecseeoee Ro 

Po lowa and Minnesota Division ........ McGregor.....+-| St. Paul ........ jeeeetess| eoevece 212-00 |... cecleeseccecfeee cece e oe 

- Towa and Minnesota Division ........| Conover .....-.- Decorah......seejeecerereleccesees) 10 OO | oc cee lee cence fuceseees eee 

on Iowa and Minnesota Division ........| Mendota ........ Minneapolis ....)...eeee-lsecsvee.| 9 OOF... 5.6. se wecccclececcees f Pe 

a River Division .......-.e.eeeeeee+ee+| North McGregor. McGregor ....cecleeserecclecerecce| 100 | scree celereeececdreereces Q 

River Division .........cceseseeeee es, La Crescent ...6. St. Patll..ccccccclee cecelececcece| 128 OO |o.ccsee feccesceslecseeees Bey 

| . Iowa and Dakota Division ........... Calmar..........| Algona.......... weceeesfewe cece] 126 00 |. .ccsccclecceccocleceerees ao 

P - Towa and Dakota Division ...........| Austin .....++.+- Mason City......[eeseeeeelee sere eel 40 00 [occ eee cfeee econ ce] ee eeeee a ae 

| Hastings and Dakota.Division........| Hastings........ GlenCOe .. cece el ce erste lace cecce! TE OO |. cccencleccssecalreerevee ee Tee, 

' Illinois and Iowa Division...........| Sabula......-++-| Marion, ...+sseecjerrereteleesseee: ST OO [..c ccc clecwcevecfees cere | a 

— oo | an coe os ef 685 00 | 685 00 |1420 00 [1420 00 | 4 84¢ | 86 to 60 | |



Ping RIVER VALLEY & StEvENS Pornt. Richland. Center., Lone Rock....... 16 00, 1600; 1600; 1600; 3. |eteeeees | 

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN & McGRrEaor....... Prairie du Chien.| State line ecceeel 25] 15 ~~ 2 00° "200 48%) 56 Oo 

: SHEBOYGAN & Fonp DU Lac..........| Sheboygan....... Princeton .......] 79 00 79 00 | 79 00 79:00 | 4 814) 45 to 56 | 

WESTERN UNION— | | | ae - | — Tee RL a 

Main line.............sseeeeeeeeee.| Racine..........| Rock Island Jun.| 68 70 |........| 192 00 |... ce efeeeeseeelene eoee | 
Eagle branch............e.seteee0+| Hagle............| ElRhorn..... 2...) 16 50. feceesee.| 16 50 [cece ee efieee cele e eee e ee 

Hagle branch............2.++++ee-| Watertown....... Hampton Cl Mnsj......00) ceceeee] 4 2D Jere cece cfeceoncee| ceeeeee kd ; 

ao a 7 | eeeeseaersseees] 219-75 | 212°75| 4814 56. 

West Wisconsin — —— a Sf 5 
Main line ........sseeeceeeseeeveee| HElroy .......+.+-| St. Pawl.......0./ 177 50 fo... eee] 197 40 [oc ceceesleeeeeeceieeereees 5 | 
Branch. ......esseseceeseoeeecveee| Stillwater June’n. Stillwater (leaged)|...,..e-feeeeveee, BBO force confers cccecfece coos - 

. oe | , - Lesaeeesleeesseee| 201 20 ]..0.00-.] 4814) 50t060 

WISCONSIN CENTRAL — | | {- | : a 
. Main line... .ccccscerccccescvvesess Menasha.......e Ashland......... 249 30.-|... eoeceae 249 80 ee vereerleccoeverivecveses im 

Main line............eeeeeeceeeeeee| Stevens Point....| Portage.. .....| 71 20 |..-eceee) TL 20 |. 0 cee ef cece eeclece coon 

Milwaukee & Northern Railway....| Schwartzburg ...| Menasha &G. Bay| 120 00. j........; 120 00 [..ce.seefeceseeecleeeeeeee | = 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R’y.| Milwaukee......| Schwartzburg ...| 9 00 [...-.---| 9 OO [eceeseeefeccereeciereeeree bal | 

=. : op caveescafereee+s-| 449 80 | 449 50 4 814) 54 to 57 S 

WISCONSIN VALLEY.....eeesse0ses00ee+| Tomah.........-| 134 miles -north oe | fp | : Es 
fe oo | a of Wausau.....| 8990 | 8990; 8990| 8990) 4 874 — -«B0 7+ :



| | Oo Kailroad lines and parts of lines in Wisconsin — continued. | Ress 

| | | Location or Lines. _ gm j25n | so m8 |'oe aE — , “ se (she |. [88 [8% | Es 
: Name oF Roaps. o -lo Baal Og | ge ‘was, om = | And divisions of roads in Wisconsin. | ad. jeg .S) wa GS.) 403) aa : | | 7 | From To. | Sea (food) we (gag |S 4) Ba Go : , | : SrSeses) sb /SsslEss|) ef Gf 

; ee | eemaneneene, ecereees eae | ttmeennecenanen mavnannenenennennenenemees | eee rere a | ne | ee | er | ee | ce kK on 

Currnwa Fauts & Wustern.........| Hau Claire...... Chippewa Falls..| 10.88] 10.88| 10.83] 10.88] 48% 56 ; . SS | ee [eee ee | ey 
i GaLena & SOUTHERN WIsconsIN.....-.| Galena........--| Platteville. ......| 20.00] 20.00] 31.00! 31.00 3 35 Pe Oo 

GREEN Bay & Minnesota — ; a ; a | Main line.........................] Green Bay.....2.] Winona ........./ 218.90 |......2.] 218.90 |...cccecleccscccclececccee D> | Branches........e2.02 ssesceeeses-| Marshland June..| La Crosse......../ 29.70 |......-.1 29.70 see ceeceli cc senssleecceces g . 
. saeneeenemeremnenmne’ lemmeeniensememmnnen mr ne re | ee it | te ee te et S | a os 243.60 |........| 243.60 |........1 484/ 52t056 GS to - | = SS eee oe 

| MILWAUKEE, LAKE SHorE & WESTERN— = oo | a _ ; Main line.........................| Milwaukee ......| New London ....| 140.70 |........1 140.70 see ce ee clicesece lu csecaee moo 
: . _ Two Rivers division.........0¢0.00+ Manitowoc ...... Two Rivers...... 6.00 [......0.] 6.00 |... coach ccc uc clec weve ee) e . “ 
' oe ee ee | 146.70 |...+-++-] 146.70 |........] 4 814) 50t056 

| MINERAL Pont — 7 eo | | , Pe ess ne Oo - 7 Main line.......................+.| Mineral Point...) Warren .........| 81.00 |........] 88.00 |.cccccccleccccccclececcewe Be | 
|  Branch......... cesseessceceeeeess| Calamine......../ Platteville.:.....| 18.00 |........| 18.00 |........|................007 be | 

ate a | J LBD Ieretsse] 5E00 freeeeee] #8) BB - Mapison & Portage— Madison ........| Portage City...../ 89.00 | 89.00| 39.00| 39.00/....... |........ |



| Cxuicaco & NORTHWESTERN — ee eee, oe | are : | 
Galena Division...................-.| Chicago.,.......] E. end Miss. R.B.|......0.[,eceeee+| 187.00 | .c.ccccleeccececlesceces oo 
Galena Division, Freeport Lin.e......| Chicago .... ....) Freeport ......0. [ec ccc ce clece cee oe| 121.00 |occccccc(hiccceccleces coe” | 
Galena Division, Fox River Line.....| Elgin ...........| Geneva Lake.....| 8.70 |........| 44.50 |...cceesleac veseleccreeee | 
Galena Division.....................| Batavia..........] St. Charles... 0. cleccccescleescccee|  5-OO l.ccecccclecccecc-leseecece 
Towa Division.....................-.| E. end Miss, brdg] Olinton..........)000.. c.[occec eee! 1.10 |ecccsccclecccccccl cocceee | 
Towa Division................++++e-| Clinton’..........| Cedar Rapids....J........)eccceeee! 81.380 |.ccccecclesce coslecesscee 
Towa Division.......................| Cedar Rapids....] Missouri River...|......../...s0000/ Q71.60 |....ccec]ecccvccel coccece . | | 
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| MENTAL FACULTIES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS, 

a sd By HEBRON VINCENT, of Massacnuserts, | 

A treatise on the Mental Faculties of Domestic Animals may 

properly be denominated comparative mental philosophy, analogous 

~~ to comparative anatomy and physiology. There is a similarity be- | 

tween such animals and human beings, in the cerebral organism. 

_ But a more striking proof of corresponding elements in animals is. 

geen in the outward manifestations of those qualities, going to | | 

. show, as I think, mental faculties to some extent, and in some de- | 7 

: gree similar to such powers in the human species. In any examin- me 

ation of this subject, it would be proper first to state what the = 
' acknowledged mental faculties of man are, and then to. show, by. | 

es known facts, as exhibited by the animals themselves, the evidence ey 

- of the existence of such corresponding faculties in them, and, as | 

| far as might be, their extent. The human mind is our conscious ” | 

a existence, and its powers we denominate its faculties. . The senses | 

- of touch, vision, hearing, smell and taste are commonly regarded _ 

| as the main channels through which impressions are made upon our 

consciousness. But ideas are not received through these alone. 

_ The mind, by its innate powers, profiting by what it already knows, ° | 

—. evolves new thoughts, new ideas. Nor is this all. Our minds are. 

. the receptacle of impressions stamped directly upon them by the 
| - spirit of the Great Supreme, independently of the senses, and also | 

of their own cognitions. One has said that “mental philosophy = 
has for its object to ascertain the facts and laws of mental opera- | 

| tion.” ‘The mind is not in parts, it is one. ‘ For this,” says Leib-. 

| nitz, “there is no necessity that there should be different partsin 

| the soul, as it is not necessary that there should: be different parts | 

| in the point on which various angles rest.” Aristotle is represent- ne 

|  edas remarking: “ But it is necessary that that which judges | 

—_- . should be one and the same, and that should even apprehend by 

the same the objects which are judged.” And Addison is thus 

quoted by Stewart: “ Although we divide the whole soul into several 

| powers and faculties, there.is no such division in the soul itself, since | 

. itis the whole soul that remembers, understands, wills, or imagines. 

| Our manner of considering the memory, understanding, will, imag- 

Boos ination, and the life faculties, is for the better enabling us to ex- |
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| press ourselves on such abstracted subjects of speculation, notthat — 

there is any such division in the soul ‘itself.’ Again he says: | 

ss &"What-we call the faculties of the soul are only the different ways 

| or modes in which the soul can exertitself.” 

| - The late Joseph Haven, D. D., formerly 4 professor ‘in. Amherst 

College, defines a faculty of ‘the mind to be “simply ‘the mind’s 

| power of acting, of doing something, of putting forth some-energy __ 

und performing some operation.” He claims that the “ mind has 

| as many distinct faculties as it has distinct powers of action, dis- 

- tinct functions, distinct modes and spheres of activity. As its ca- 

: pabilities of action and operation differ, so its faculties differ.” 
He holds, as before expressed, that the mind is not complex, nor — | 

divided, but one in all its acts, which varied acts indicate its varied | 

a powers, called faculties. And Sir William Hamilton says: “A : 

faculty is nothing more than a:general term for the causality the a 

| mind has of originating a-certain class of energies; a capacity, only | 

" _ a@ general term for the susceptibility the mind has of being affected 
| bya particular kind of emotions. All mental powers are thus, in 

short, nothing more than names determined bythe various orders 

_ of mental phenomena.” Again he says: “The end of philosophy | | 

7 is the detection of unity.” And again, “The faculties are-special = 
modifications under which consciousness is manifested.” __ so 

Such, in brief, are some of the views held by several writers on 

mental science, relative to the oneness or-unity of the mind itself, | 

and the nature of what-are-called the faculties of the.mind. Not | 

altogether unlike these in the human being, is the mind with its 

_ manifestations in-domestic animals, as ‘shown by the animals them- | | 

selves. But here I am met by contrary views. Mr. Hubbard Wins- 
| low, whose text-book on mental philosophy is well known, adyances | 

i the idea:that animals have no reason, but only instinct; that reason 
| and instinct: are -set: off against each other in animal .and- human 

races; that man has rational powers to guide him, while animals 

have those:of instinct. He traces some cf the differences between Oo 

- reason and instinct, thus: “1. Instinct is mature at once; reason a . 

matures gradually. 2. Instinct is a blind impulse; reason is-a Te 

- flective power. 3. Instinct is démited; reason is-universal. Indeed, _ | 

| _ that the entire range of instinct embraces only four. objects — nu- | 

trition, protection, motion, propagation ;”? while ‘reason, on the 

_ contrary, is applied in all directions, and-embraces-all subjects.”
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‘Now I contend, that however correct the foregoing definitions of |» 
the two words may be, and however true it is that all thatis accord- | 

| ed to man is properly done, full justice is not meted ouf to the _ 

mere animal tribes. This author does indeed hold, that man has — 

: something in him in the nature of “ instinct,” and I shall endeavor | 

to show, as intimated, that on the other hand, the animal creation — 

oo possess elements of nature which, in character, if not in number | 

or degree, answer to some, at least, of what are styled faculties of - 

the human mind. Professor Haven, before referred to, in his work 

| on Mental Science, advances. views quite similar to those of the 

last named writer; while on the subject of “instinct,” he at first 

-. admits the idea of intelligence of some kind in brutes, as well as 

in the human species. He says: “‘ How far the two resemble each 

| other, and how far they differ, it is not easy to determine, not easy 

_- to draw the dividing line, and say where the brute intelligence | | 

_ stops and human intelligence begins.” And yet he afterwards de- os 

= nies to animals intelligence in the true acceptation of the term. He 
-_-_ glaims that many of the acts of animals and insects develop even. | 

- greater skill than can be seen in man, and yet he contends that - 

> they do not perform them by the light of intelligence. He main- - 
teins that instinct is a law of action put into the animal at its crea- a 

a tion, which works in him, not by reason or reflectien, but by a 

blind impulse; that bird or bee does nothing by the force of educa- | 

tion or progress in knowledge; that the cne builds her hive alone, 

| and at first as-well as she ever will afterwards, and the other her 

a nest the same. The intelligence is not that of the creature, he | 

gays, but of the Creator, and that itis given asa law of theani- 

- mal’s being, by which he blindly acts. 

_ This author raises the question as to whether the difference be- , 

tween man and the brute are those of kind or degree. After some — | 

discussion of the question, he arrives at the conclusion that the in- 

| telligence of ‘the brute differs in Aind, and not in degree merely, 

from that of man. ‘The use of the word “merely > seems to be. | 

quite an admission; and yet he labors to show that the beast does 

- not possess any of the highes faculties, but only those of sense. _ | 

-. _He begins his detail of denials by saying that the brute is not | 

a moral and religious being.” With this I presume we allagree. 

“For to bea moral and religious being, one must be a moral agent, — 
which neither domestic animals nor any others of the lower species
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are supposed to be. Says the late Rev. Richard Watson, of Eng- a 

* land, one of the most profound writers: ‘“‘He is a moral agent who S 

| is capable of moral actions; and an action is rendered moral by two 
circumstances —that it is voluntary, and that it has respect to | 

some rule which determines it to be good or evil.” And Sir Wil- . 
- liam Hamilton tells us, “wherein the moral agency of man con- 

sists. Man is a moral agent only ag he is accountable for his _ 

actions; in other words, as he is the object of praise or blame; and | | 

this he is only inasmuch as he has prescribed to him a rule of duty, 

and as he is able to act, or not to act, in conformity with its pre- 

cepts.” And thus we say, that while on the one hand a law, or 

- rule, has been made known to man, and power and liberty to act 

: under it given; the mere animals in question, on the other hand, | 

| having no such revelation that we know of, cannot be supposed to | 

- have moral faculties, which would imply moral accountability, and 

a _ the awards of approval for obedience, and condemnation for sin or 
| disobedience. There is another thing these animals do not possess, 

| and the lack of which does not seem to be computed by these 

a writers, and that is the power of speech. Did they have this, it | 

would be much easier for those who now merely theorize upon the oe 

_. subject to tell how much real intelligence these creatures possess. ES 

' Some of them do almost talk, and so far as we can understand their 

language, indicate much more of real intelligence than the two | | 

writers, from whose opinions we dissent, concede to them. Oo 

Without pretending to follow the most. approved order in the 

- arrangement (and I find others differ as to this), I will here name | 

some of the more prominent manifestations or activities of the 

human mind denominated faculties. Take the following: percep- 

tion, conception, imagination, reason or the reasoning power, reflec- | 

tion, memory, judgment, will (which includes desire), attention — 

(accompanied by meditation), intuition. I will begin with the last : 

a named. One has said that “reason is instinct in man.” At this I 

demur. But it is admitted, I think, on all hands, that man has 7 

something in his mechanism properly called instinct, although it is" 

said to be in some respects weak. And yet in the craving for food 

_. «by the child, and in that which tells him how to obtain it, it is 
-- eertainly quite apparent. But I would say that that faculty of our | 

es mind which bears the greatest resemblance to instinct in the animal 

is intuition. Intuition, or the intuitive power, is that which calls | 
- 18—Sr. Aa. Soc. | } |
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| into use first presentations and primary ideas. It is the first ; 

thought or principle which the mind . grasps without reflection or 

a _ reasoning of any kind. And, as an intellectual element, does it 

| not answer to “instinct” in the mere animal, taking Professor 

_ Haven’s definition for our guide? He maintains that instinct is a 
Jaw of action in the brute, which comes to him without reflection, . 

| _- without h's own agency, and yet that it is that. upon which he acts. | 

So we, after receiving them, act upon our own intuitions. But I | 

must just here take exception to another of his positions, which I 
| can but regard as an unwarranted assumption, namely, that the — 

ne brute does not “think” in the proper acceptation of that term. 

"Taking the expression, as he evidently meant it, to comprehend all 

dumb animals — domestic ones included —I would ask how the ox _ 
| . would ever come to his fodder, the bee construct her hive, or the 

_ ‘bird build her nest, without thinking of the object aimed at. 

- ‘The five senses are all possessed by the mere animal, as we de- — 
- nominate him. These, by means of nerves, as in man, communi- 2 

| -- ‘eate with the brain, the seat of mental activities, and thus the 
animal makes up judgment as to his own course of action to be 

a pursued, and often, also, as to what will be that of others. If he  __ 

-_-gees danger, he will avoid it. If he tastes food which he does _ 
not like, he will reject it. He manitests his pleasure or displeasure | 

| at the different sounds he hears, accordingly as they are agreeable | 

| | or disagreeable to him. So of the other senses. His brain, although 

relatively small, compared with that of man, is subject to all this 

vee variety of impressions, as the seat of consciousness. Does he not, 

then, think, in the proper acceptation of the term? 

eee Let us take some actually known facts as demonstrating the ex- 
 gtence of faculties in animals, corresponding in nature to some of | 

7 _ those enjoyed by men. They are indeed abundant, but. we can : 

7 ‘here present only a few. Some years since lived a friend of mine 

a in the town of Nantucket, who kept a cow. The animal was much 

OO of the time in a small lot inclosed by a high board fence, the outlet 

ss: being a gate with a large wooden latch. Just under the latch was 
a hole through the board in the door, so that a person on the oppo- 

te site side could put a finger through and raise the latch. Outside: 

of the lot was good grazing. That cow, having had access there, 

Le learned the art of puting one of her horns through that finger hole __ 

Co cand raising the latch, and of thus making her egress to the place
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of feeding. Finally, after trying other means to break up this 5 
| habit of the animal, the owner closed up the aperture. The cow, - 

| not to be outwitted, then accomplished her object by putting her 
horns under the gate and raising it from its hinges. Now, are - 

| there not manifest in the conduct of that cow, first, perception? 
- she perceived the way in which her owner passed; secondly, con- | 

ception? she conceived her plan of operation; thirdly, w727? she 
willed to put her plan into execution; fourthly, when she had done 
it once, her memory was brought into requisition, and she remem- , 

bered how to do, it again; and fifthly, when foiled in her first 

method of accomplishing her object, her tmagination, or perhaps 
we should better say, her inventive genius, was put to test, and she | 

| attained it in another way. Professor Haven insists that the brute 
| never learns anything; he is mature at birth. A chicken is a hen oe 

_ when first hatched; the spider spins her lines, the bird builds her 
nest, the bee constructs her cells, the beaver his dam, and the ant | 

: _ its subterranean arch just as well the first time as ever afterwards. 
_ But did not that cow progress somewhat in knowledge after she Se 

| “was a calf? And does not the ox learn to follow the cartway and a 
) the furrow, and to obey his owner or driver? - | | 

Take the everywhere-known examples of the horse. He shies — 

: the place where he has been affrighted or injured; he plays the _ : 

_ “old soldier” with a timid or inexperienced driver (as I have oc- . _ 
casion to recollect), knowing he is not his master. In these he | 

shows both memory and reason. He remembers the scene of dan- _ 
ger, and his reason teaches him to avoid it. And also in the latter : 

_ case he knows he need not go fast unless he is pleased to do so, and | 
he wills that he will not. Then, too, the too-heavily loaded ani- oo 
mal, either ox or horse. He tries to take the load along, at the 

| bidding and whip of his “ task-master,” and failing tries again and - 
a again, by turns turning his head and trying to make his driver un- 

- derstand that the load is too large, using every peisuastve in his 
| . power, and would speak if he could, while his Zess rational master ae 

_ persists. we | . ee : 

. _ Take an illustration from the lamb. If may be a sheep when | 
_ _ born, and would ordinarily keep with the wild sheep; but let the = 

| - parent.sheep die, and some matron or maiden of the household take 
_. the little bleater to the door-yard, and nurse and feed it: doesit © 

not learn something which-it did not know at first about the manner |
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sof life and the voice and ways of its friend and protector ? And” 

why did a certain cat I once knew take her kittens away up behind 

-achimney and beyond the ceiling, where no mortal could reach 

| them, and keep them there till they were quite large, if it were 

~~ not to prevent their being dealt by as other kittens had been? __ 

. Call that. instinct, if you please. That was present; but were there. 

not manifest, also, both reason and will? Another, the property of | | 

- my nearest neighbor, found a comfortable home with us from winter . 

to winter, while her house being closed, the good lady was making __ 

oe ) her annual visit with her friends in Boston. After a year or two, 

oa « blacknose,” who was in the interim neighborly, became, insome __ 

| way, so cognizant of the near approach of the time at which her ae 

ss mistress was to leave, that she would come of her own accord and | 

take up her abode with us a little in advance of ‘the event. Were. 

there not in the act, evidences of a retentive memory, and of keen 

: powers of observation? | | | : 

. _ The late Hon. Thomas Bradley, of Vineyard Haven, was aroused. te 

oo from his slumbers in the night, by the intense scratching and other | 

boisterous noises of his cat at his lodging-room door. At first he 

- did not heed it, but the persistent noise of the cat induced himto  — 

arise and open the door, when he was. met by a volume of smoke, 

He rushed down stairs and found the wood-work in his sitting-room - 

- ablaze. He was just in time to save his house from entire confla- 

gration. What intelligence less than human prompted that actin - 

|  thecat? _ , Co | es . | - 

. But of all animals, perhaps there is none which illustrates our 

-. position so well as the dog. The other domestic animalsnamed = 

evidently understand many of our words, having learned to under- 

stand them. This animal would seem to be more intelligent and we 

more tractable than they. A highly respectable gentleman, who 

| lived near me, now deceased, had some years since a dog which he - , 

“had petted and set by, but which had become old and undesirable 

--. in the house, and he said to his family one day in the hearing of 

| the animal, “I shall have to get some one to shoot this dog.” 

“ Bose” immediately went out of the house, and never returned. | 

i Did not that dog understand the full import of the words of his 

| master, and did he not reason, and base his conduct upon that 

understanding and that process of reasoning, with a view to the 

saving of his own life? Another man, my neighbor, from whom I
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have the story direct, living in town, and owning a wood lot near, oe 

| was accustomed to cut the wood in the forest,and to employ another __ a 

man living about a third of a mile off, to cart it. The dog, as other _ 

| dogs do, usually accompanied his owner in those walks. Having — 

occasion one morning to have some’ wood carted, but being called 

another way, and thus unable to go and inform the other man of 

‘his wants, he spoke of the matter and of his regrets in the case, 

i the dog being within hearing. He went to his day’s work, but 3 

what was his surprise when he came home to his dinner, at noon, = 

‘ to find his load of wood tipped down in his yard. The wife knew 

that Mr. R—— brought it. On inquiry, his friend reported that | 

a the dog came up to his barn, to the stable where his horse was, then — | 

+ went out around his truck-wagon, repeating these movements, and ss” 

apparently intent on making him understand what was wanted, in- | 

-somuch that he harnessed in his horse, and went to the woods and | 

| brought the load. | How could human being have done the errand 

_more intelligently, except to utter the words of his master, which oe 

| the dog understood, but could not express. 

2 Another gentleman in the town where I reside now, has a dog a 

that at the bidding of his master will place either one or both of 

his fore-paws, as told to do, upon his master’s knee, or stand erect oes 

| upon his hind feet, and perform various other feats. Whenoneof ° 

- his family sits at the piano-forte and plays, he often comes in and | 

| takes a position in front of it, and ‘makes a noise evidently the o 

| nearest he can to that of singing. Is there no exercise of mental — 

faculties such as we possess in all that? Ts there no understand- 

| ing of language? ee ES . 

One of the mental faculties is called by writers “attention,” — - 

which is the power to concentrate and continue thought upon a | 

single subj ect or object fora long time. This is sometimes evinced 

by long-continued action for the accomplishing of a specific pur- - | 

pose. We have in history some very remarkable instances uf this 

kind, such as that of Socrates while accompanying Alcibiades in 

a military expedition ; that of Archimedes at the storming of Syra- | 

-.- euse; that of Joseph Scaliger while a Protestant student in Paris — 

| | at the time of the St. Bartholomew massacre; and that of Napoleon oe 

_.. Bonaparte, who, when at the military school in Paris, having avery . 

pS difficult problem given him for solution, shut himself up seventy- | 

f / | two consecutive hours, and mastered it. We have something of |
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| this kind in the dog that will dig the earth for hours together to 
secure a muskrat which he knows to be there, far up in his recess, | 
or watch for a long time an article left in his charge, and even long. | 
days and nights, the living cripple or the dead remains of his cher- 
ished master or mistress. A reliable gentleman of my acquaint- 

_. ance, when at the age of eight years, lived in the town of Chil- 
o mark. One day, during a blinding snow-storm, having occasion to 
m _ go some rods from the house, on attempting to return, he could not 

see it, and knew not which way to go; but starting in the direction © 
-- which he thought was right, the little Spanish house-dog soon ap- a 

peared and caught him by his clothes, and urged. him in the oppo- S a 
site direction, which proved to be the right one, the dog ever and — 

— anon pressing down the snow, then quite deep, to make him a - 
path. | The other course was a dangerous one, and, but for the 

_ dog, he would in all probability have perished. "What, perhaps, 
_ is the snost remarkable feature of the story, ‘vas, that the animals 

' being in the house when the little boy went out, seemed presently 
| to become alarmed, went to the door, jumped up to the’ latch, and | 
a made eyery possible demonstration of his anxiety to get out,and 

| _ on being let out by one of the inmates, sprung away to the rescue | 
of his young friend. — | ne | a | oP 

I refer, not to uncertain stories, but to authentic accounts: And — | 
J presume every one present knows facts similar to those T have © | 

| given. But I must relate one more. A near relative of mine re- 
cently lost a lovely daughter, who had wasted away by consump- 
tion. He has a large dog. When, at the funeral, the casket con- 

Fe taining the remains was carried out to the hearse, the dog followed 
| out and went under the hearse, méaning; and, accompanying the — 
ce procession, when the box was let down into the grave the animal 

_ went up to the open grave, pawing the sand near it and making a . 
~ mournful noise. | Call that “instinct” if you will, but how could | oe. | 

an act be more expressive of intelligence such as is in man, or how | 
gould human grief be more réasonably shown? Instances might ; 

_ be multiplied; but my limits will not allow of this. It must be— a 
apparent, that, with thé exception of the moral and religious fac- a 

__ulties in man, such as hold him to a high accountability, and any —t”™” 
marked resemblance to which we do not claim foreven domesticani- 
mals, these do possess many of the attributes of mind correspond- 
ing with those enjoyed and exercised by members of the human -
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race, in what degree, we will not pretend to say. But had such a 

animals the power of speech, I doubt not they would quite astonish oo 

us by the exhihition of those faculties in a degree of which we do © | 

| not now even dream; and thus showing that their likeness to the | 

-. human, in addition to other considerations, entitles them to humane 

- treatment and the protection of the law. Oo | . 

; WISCONSIN PINE, 9 — | 

- Among the many treasures contained within the borders of Wis- me 

consin, the vast forests of pine found in the northern part of the - a 

state constitute a most important element. It has been estimated 

that there are twenty-six thousand qquare miles of pine-bearing | 

land in the state, and deducting from this amount for swamps, 

| lakes, rivers, etc., there are left twenty thousand square miles of | 

/ pine land —a larger portion of territory than is contained within — | 

- the borders of any other state in the Union. Ifthe annualcut Q 

were six hundred million feet, which is larger than the present av- 

erage, it would take at least seventy years to exhaust the supply. ee 

: . The highest amount cut from a section of land, six hundred and. | 

forty acres, is fifteen million feet, and the lowest, one million. | | 

Taking one-third of the largest estimate, five million feet for 

'. - . every square mile of land, there were one hundred thousand million 

| feet when the forests were in their primeval state. Allowing fifty 
per cent. of this for the amount already cut and for windfalls, fires, _ 

ete, there is still fifty thousand million feet, and at the rate of ‘six | 

_ hundred million feet a year there is pine enough left for seventy __ 

years. 6 BEE ls 

‘The length of time this supply will last, depends of course upon 

ae the cut, but young pine is continually growing and good sized trees 
ss -would be found from present sprigs in seventy years. At$2per : 

b thousand feet stumpage, the aggregate value of the pine _of Oo 

; _ Wisconsin would be worth one hundred million dollars, or one bil- 

| — lion dollars when worked ‘into lumber at the average price often 

Poth ait dollars per thousand feet. The bulk of this timber has to be floated ; 

i down streams to mills, then cut and again either floated down the
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_ Mississippi river, shipped on vessels on Lake Michigan, or carrigd =, 
on railroad cars to the interior of the state. — : Ss ene ore 

A great deal depends on transportation, and to market the.lum- a a 

ss ber, it is necessary that freights be low, and rafts have a stream of. | 

os ‘sufficient depth to float them without damage. > : eens | 

_ . “What of the men who own these vast treasures, that live in these : 
primeval forests — and that every winter bank their millions upon ve 

| the shores of the swift frozen rivers of the north? They arethe __ 
great hearted, open-handed princely fellows, you see every wine 

ter in our legislature. They are the men who always stand by, up- - 
-..- hold and defend the public institutions of the state! In the halls oo 

| of congress, gracing the gubernatorial chair, or presiding at the o 

_. speaker’s desk. They are the peers of the best. Touch with a o 

~. ruthless hand one of their dumbermen’s bills in either house of the | 

- legislature and you will find that their ability to battle for their 

) rights is great as their forests are vast. Take them to your broad 
prairie farms and show them your Normans, Clydesdales and Short 

Ons Horns, and you will soon have more money than stock. All honor 

to these men of the woods; may their days be long in the land. => | 

CLOVER AS A FERTILIZER, AND SOURCE OF WEALTH 

ne _TO WISCONSIN FARMERS. > ren 

, ee By B.S. HOXIE, or CooxsvintE. - oo 

| ‘As this is the season of the year when the seed is sown into the- a 

fallow ground, and the subject assigned to me at this time is 
a “Clover,” I will not shrink from the task, nor would not ifIcould, oe 

because I believe it to be the duty of every member of the grange 

_ to do his or her part as the work is assigned to them for the bene-- - 
; . fit of the whole — and if I fail to enlighten any one, or to add any es 

new fact or thought to the fund of knowledge you already possess, » 

[shall at least have gained two points ; first, to attempt to do the- 

«work assigned to me; second, to improve my own mind asI have | 
| been gleaning from the experience of others, and if the third point / 

_ is gained by entertaining or instructing you, then I am doubly paid - 
for my effort. a | | | : : SB
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| It is not intended that this papershall be a treatise onthe clover 
_ » plant in all of its species, or the different plants of Trifolium by 

_ , their various names, but the kind we as “cultivators” and “hus- | 

|  bandmen” are more interested in, as possessing more of wealth and 

- value than any plant we can raise, is the commonred clover. We 
‘can not say to what particular country we are indebted for this 

plant, but it is certain to be of European origin, as it was used in | 

France as a fertilizer and fodder more than three hundred years " 
| ago, or even before the first white settlement was made in this 

| country; but however hardy and wide spread, it is found, it never - 

goes in advance of the white man, but clings to him like atrue - 

The chemist tells us that the clover plant and roots, whether it be a 

: the mammothyred or smaller varieties, is composed of lime, magne- | 
sia, carbonic acid and potash, also considerable quantities of phos- | 

| phoric and sulphuric acid, chlorine and nitrogen. These combined, | 
are the principal, reasons why it is so valuable as a fertilizer or for | 

' a forage crop. While it is necessary for most every kind of | 
a plant that it should have its existence or its roots in the soil, itis a nod 
. well established fact that only a small portion of the elements of 

the tree, in its bulk or proportion, is derived from the soil. The | 
2 principal plant food is carbon, which all plants absorb fromthe = 

| atmosphere through their leaves, decomposing it and giving back a 
again the oxygen. The oxygen of the soil is the oxygen of the 

_ mineral matter, and the reason that the soil organic matter assists | 

the growth of the plant, is because this organic matter holds it in 

"solution. We often hear farmers talk about the soil being worn a 
- . out, when the fact is simply that the plant has taken allit could 

get, or all that was ready for its use; but generally enough remains . 

_- for untold generations, and all we ‘want is something to stimulate _ 

_ itso the plant can take it as food.. To make this more plain, = = 
. Prof. J. J. Mapes gives an analysis of the elements contained in | 

wheat, grain and straw, which are as follows: Silica, potash, phos» = 
-_ phoric acid, soda, peroxide of iron and chloride of sodium. It will — one 

| not be necessary:at this time for my subject to give the proportion __ | 
ne of each, but simply to say that of all the elements, it requires about | ns 

two hundred and forty-five pounds of grain and straw onan acre > 
| yielding say twenty-five bushels, and of this two hundred andten 
} -’ pounds are required for the straw. 7 a
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Now a chemical analysis of this same loamy soil, taking a depth — os 

| tes _ of ten inches, shows it to contain silica enough for 221,400 crops) = 

of wheat, potash enough for 2,484 crops, phosphoric acid enough | | 

for 775, lime for 85,880, magnesia for 855, sulphuric acid for 26,222, 

soda for 37,775, peroxide of iron for 296,656 crops, and chloride of so- _ z 

a / ; dium for an indefinite time. These are facts whick any chemist can | : 

demonstrate, and yetin the face of thiswe hear farmers sometimes 

| pont sayofacertain farm, “it is all run out, exhausted,” etc., and twenty 

_-s- years ago we remember that the theory of summer fallowing was 

hog he somewhat advocated, and by some practiced as a means to retrieve | 

the soil, give it rest as they told us, as though it’ were tired like oe 

‘its owner by hard work. | : Spd eh 

ao The intelligent farmer now considers this a practice only fit for ee 

: - the dark ages, and I will venture the assertion that two crops in ee 

| one year, one for fodder the other for seed ofclover, with the clover. ae: 

straw and roots plowed under for manure, is worth more than : 

| the summer fallows the best farmer ever gave to his land, and | cee 

'_ before I get through I hope to demonstrate the fact more fully, and | 

- to show why I make this assertion. ST oe 

| [have stated on the science of chemistry that the constituent 

elements of plant life are found in abundance in most all alluvial 7 

| soil, but they are not all alike productive. So Pe 

* A certain proportion of plant food is lime or the carbonate of 

- lime. But because a man has a lime stone quarry on his farm, it is 

no sign that his soil contains lime fit for plants to thriveon. Grind 
= a marble to a fine dust, then take old plastering that has long been 

a exposed to air in our buildings, which by such long, exposure has 

: become carbonized, give asample of this to the chemist and he | 

oe analyzes and calls them both carbonate of lime. One is food for 

plants while the other is worthless. Again a bone calcined and — | 

ground fine, shows 95 per cent. of the phosphate; rocks show the > 

game percentage, but place them both before a cow whose food 

lacks bone material and she will soon tell the difference. : 

8 One has passed through fifty stages or, degrees of organic life _ 

and progressed to plant food, and is a substance to build up. the 

gs physical system, while the other is an inorganic substance. © - 

Ses One other fact of that kind will be sufficient on this point to 

" - make myself understood as to the properties of plant food. Feld- | 

| spar contains seventeen per cent. of potash; perhaps in whatever _
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form it exists it is identical with it but not one particle of this feldspar, os 

however finely pulverized, can be taken as plant foood. Lichens, | 

~ and mosses and other low types of plant life may absorb some of it, 

and they by decay may fit it for a still higher life, until the wheat | 
plant can take it up as food for man. All plant food must be taken 

} up by the rootlets in the form of solution or from the atmosphere 

| by inhalation and absorption through its leaves, and that this is 

mainly (I mean the element of plant life) taken from the atmos- 

phere, has repeatedly been demonstrated by taking a portion of 

| earth, weighing it, in which a tree or shrub is planted, and the | 
| earth carefully protected so that nothing can be added except by 

| - pure water, and after a term of years when the tree has attained 

many pounds weight, the earth in which it grew has scarcely lost — 
anything either in bulk or analysis, while the ash of the tree shows | 

all the elements necessaay to the growth of similar trees. I con- 

sider it to be true that the progressed elements must exist in the 

, soil for the proper growth of trees. But this shows clearly the 
fact as stated’ by Prof, Mapes, that there is abundance of food in | 

. the soil for almost endless generations, and it is only poor when the 7 

_. plant can not take it up as I have said in the form of solution. 

7 And that certain crops or kinds of plants are necessary to fit the - a 

| soil for other is also a fact. | ES BS 

| In many parts of New Jersey, on their new sandy land(and Ie 

doubt not it is just as true of any similar soil) they cannotraisea © 

| crop of corn until a crop of rye is first sown and plowed under, 

then it will produce a good crop. I have stated, and facts are. 

_ ‘abundant in proof, that growing crops derive a great source of 

| nousishment from the atmosphere, and that one kind of plant is neces- 

sary to acquire this and store it up for a succeeding crop of a dif- 

_ ferent kind, perhaps, or to more perfect its own kind. And now — 

let us look at this particular plant, which more fully relates to this 
oe paper. Ithas been ascertained by actual test that a crop of clover = 

: in one season will yield in tops and roots from five to ten tons per | 
acre. This plowed under or fed to stock is more than four times - | 

: _ the value of wheat straw, with the same treatment becomes richerin | 
“nitrogen or ammonia, and why it is better to form flesh and blood | 

is because of the nitrogen. A column of air floating over a corn or 

_ wheat field is the same as that over the clover field containing the - 

ee same amount of carbonic acid and ammonia. They only receive a
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: a small portion of nitrogen, while clover stores it up in abundance, =—s_— 
/ leaving much of it in solution for the future plant or acrop of wheat, = 

a for, as I have stated, all mineral matter in the soil capable ‘of plant 

_ food is the same as in the atmosphere, but it must be changedinto 
ee an acid before it can enter into the structure ofa plant by its roots _ 

or in other words this organ matter of the soil must be changed : 

swith the matter in solution. You are all aware of the fact, and 
doubtless have witnessed the rapid decomposition of bones by _ 

| placing them in contact with diluted sulphuric acid; strong wool 
: | ashes moistened, will have the ‘same effect but not so rapidly, and | 

— this same decomposition is constantly going on in the organic par- | 
“ticles of the soil by the various acids coming in contact with it. It 

is a fact known to every cultivator of the soil that to ensure large 

-— grops) of most all kinds of grains or vegetables, the soil 

> must be made mellow, toa considerable depth, and the finer it is. 

| pulverized, the greater the yield, other considerations being equal. 

oo And no plant grown on the farm is so well adapted to do this work 

| | as the clover plant; for the roots are of large size, and have been 

. | found to extend downward to the depth of four feet; and a few days 

since I dug one from my one field which measured twenty-six in- 

ches in length and half an inch in diameter near the crown of the 

plant; and as clover 1s a biennial plant, these roots decay whether 

- the soil be turned over or not, thus leaving the soil porous, and ae 

easily permeated by the grasses and moisture. The leaves are | 

—  Targe and numerous, so completely shading the ground, that am- | 

7 | ‘monia does not escape as freely as it does from. a dry surface. | 
So , : “Some have mistaken the nature of clover and complain that it soon 

oo dies out, either not knowing, or forgetting, that to insure a per- | 

manent growth, the seed must in some way be renewed every two 
years; neither will it do to feed the young | plant very close the 

| first season. I remember a number of years since,I hadarank 

| growth on a small peice seeded with clover and wheat, and told one 
oe of my neighbors if he would mow it he was welcome to do'so, but 

7 | the next spring showed an entire lack of clover on the portion thus — a 

7 ee mowed; and I concluded the dying out.of clover is largely our own — 

fault, Mr. Allen, of Fox Lake, says he makes a practice of sowing | 

| | clover with every crop of sowed grain he raises. It helps to shade 

_ the ground, and is better every way than weeds, and certainly = 
this year with the low price of clover seed, none need have an ex- |
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cuse for not seeding more or less clover, and then no farmer should | 

| be without seed. W.W. Field, late secretary of the Wisconsin 

Agricultural Society says: “That he knew a field that had been = 

under cultivation for eighteen years, without any fertilizer being 

used, which began to show signs of sickness and exhaustion. The 

| : owner at this time concluded to sow clover seed and it produced 

a an abundant crop, showing that it sought its food where the corn 

could not find it. And also showing very clearly that it required 

different constituent elements upon which to feed. After restoring 

in fertility and renovating the soil with two or three crops of clo- — 

| ver, he again planted it to corn and it produced a better crop than 

he saw growing upon it twenty years ago.” From actual facts of oo 

| science and experience of our best farmers, it has been proved that | 

- clover is the only crop we can raise that will not exhaust the soil. 

| Buringault, the French chemist, experimented with some cloyer 

| plants by putting them in a soil which had been deprived of all 

organic matter and giving them only distilled water. Oo 

They were,found to grow and thrive in this condition, showing | 

very conclusively that the clover plant is the only one which canin 

: any degree for the farmers’ use receive and store up this vast sup- a 

ply from the atmosphere, needed for farm crops. Now if every 

farmer firmly believed that by sowing clover he would enrich his 

—— farm, he would sow clover. But some will say, “I have sown clo- 7 

ver and it died out, or did not do well, and makes poor hay.” 

Perhaps it does, and possibly his hay was poorly cured and taken 

care of, and he lays it all to the clover, and not to himself. Do 

not suppose that because clover is so good a fertilizer and all I 

have claimed for it, you can raise it year after year for an indefin- —_ 

ite time, and have it continue to enrich the soil in the same proportion, | 

for it demands a change and rotation with other crops, for this is - | 

- alaw of nature, with everything that has life; indeed, change is a 

‘marked on everything. Perhaps I have trespassed too faronyour 

time with this paper, and yet many points have been. omitted or 

7 lightly passed over, but I hope what.has been said will bring out’ 

further discussion. If any assertion has been made contrary to your 

experience or practice, see which is wrong. I do not claim the prac- _ 

-. tical experience of many here. Though from a boy to nearly my a 

majority I always worked on a farm and only a few years of my _ . 

. life have peen passed without owning something in the way ofa =
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farm, though it be a small one, and though circumstances seem to 
make a mechanic of me, and I hope not the poorest in my line, yet | 
for nearly twelve years I have taken an agricultural paper, and 
sometimes two, during this time, so that in an agricultural or hor- | 

2. tieultural convention I do not quite claim to be a novice, for with — 
| - gsgme experience, I have tried, by the aid of science, the writings 

of others, and my own observation, to possess facts which do not 

a always come under the head of agriculture. = | : . 

WATER, AND THE WATER-SUPPLY OF WISCONSIN. | 
op ey : a | (With the replies of Correspondents. ) oe re | 

nos By G. F. WITTER, M.D, or Granp Raps, 
| Member of the State Board of Health, = a | | 

_ ‘When we consider how general is the presence of waterinall  __ 
| created matter, “that it forms the larger portion of theglobe,more —_— 

_ than three-fourths of all animal and vegetable matter, 795 parts in 
1,000 of the blood, 789 parts of the brain, 750 of the muscles, 1146 

: ‘pounds of the whole weight of an average men of 150 pounds aver- | 
_ dupois,” we cannot wonder at the important part it plays for good | 

and evil, for life and death, in the history of the world, nor can we | : 
fail to recognize it as the most potent and prevailing of all the ele- _ 

me ments. | eee | : , ees 
“Tf the character of the supply be good, there is life and health __ 

| — in every draught; if it be poisoned or polluted in its hidden sources, ' 
it spreads pestilence and death along its course.” ck 8 

aS _ When we study it more closely as-it exists in the dew-drop, the... 
os _rain, the rivulet and the river, when we trace it through its hidden 

_. , channels in the fissures of the primitive rock, and above allinthe 
--_- super-saturated soils that surround us on every side, we are forcibly 

impressed with its amazing powers of dissolving solid matters and 

ne absorbing gases, and with its equally wonderful power as anerosive 

agent of carrying mountains down to the plains, and washing the 
plains into the rivers, lakes and seas. oo eg -
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THE COMPOSITION OF PURE WATER, ay 

| as given by the chemist, is one part of oxygen and two parts-of hy- — 2 

drogen by measure, or eight parts of oxygen to one of hydrogen | 

| by weight, but as such water does not exist in nature, it seems 

hardly possible to take it as a standard of purity for our water sup- 

; ply. Water which has been carefully distilled approaches the above | 

| composition, but it contains at least 1.8 per cent. by volume of at- . | 
7 mospheric air, and not unfrequently traces of ammonia; and even 

if these were not present, the same objection to its use as a stand- 

ard ‘exists, i. e., that such water is not found in nature. 7 | 

ae All known natural waters possess other constituents, such as salts | 

of lime and other bases, which are left as a solid residue after the Ls 
a water has been evaporated, more or less organic matter, and traces oe 

7 of ammonia. How, then, can we avoid the conclusion that such | 
elements are natural to water, are a part of water — ARE water as | 

far as they go? If so, water containing them cannot be reckoned 
‘impure. | a 

_. Moreover, it may readily be shown that many of these substances, : 

, particularly salts of lime, magnesia, soda, etc., are required by the os 

body, and must be obtained from either solid or liquid food. From 

the valuable and detailed experiments made on various animals by wo! 

M. Papillon with the view of testing the action of certain phos-° 

phates given in distilled water on the bony structure,it isnot only => 

shown that the character of the food eaten affects the composition 

_ of the bones, but that mineral matter in dilute solution is capable = 7 
of. being assimilated. a oO . | - 

oe ‘These experiments were, in fact, experiments on different kinds | 

| of artificial drinking waters, and they illustrate how profoundly the _ | 
bodies of animals are influenced by the mineral constituents of = __ 

| -the water which they drink. | a | we 

_-. . They seem to show that the alteration of the composition of the 

7 water-supply of a community may involve consequences of vast 

importance to the organic structure of the body; that the very. oN 

composition of the bones is affected favorably or otherwise. bythe = 

quality of the water drank. If water contains lime, lime will be | 

taken up, and will appear as phosphate of lime in the bones; if 
Bees strontia or magnesia be held in solution, phosphates of those earths. a 

+. Tf by any combination of circumstances these salts are wanting oe 

| ‘
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altogether or be in deficient quantity, the bones will be imperfectly _ 

supplied with mineral matter. It is said that cases of such deficient | 

| supply have occurred in Holland, in districts where the inhabitants ee 

-.» gan obtain only rain-water for drinking purposes; and, as bearing oe 
~ upon the same point, it may be mentioned that the examining 

surgeons of the French army report that conscripts coming from | 
districts where hard waters are used almost exclusively are men of 

a larger and firmer bony structure than those taken from sections in 

which soft waters prevail. Absence of all mineral matter in drink- _ 

ing waters combined with absence of lime in the food cen hardly Bo 

- fail to occasion softening of the bones, together with all the | | 

formidable disturbances of the general system consequent upon 

| that state. It may even be possible by varying the character of > 

a the water-supply, to alter or profoundly to modify the whole physi- - 

a cal: organization of a community, or to determine, by an examina- | 

- tion of the bones of by-gone generations the character of their» 

--water-supply. | td 

_ So much attention is now being directed to organic impurity in. 2 ) 

3 drinking-waters, that the character of the inorganic constituents 

- has been almost lost sight of, although the instances are numerous _ 

in which serious consequences have followed the incautious use of 

_. deep spring waters; and just here a word of advice or warning, to _ 

avery large class in our community, seems in place. If, as seems a 

almost certain, the whole organic structure of the human body is — 

liable to alteration by the introduction of moré orless mineral mat- 

| ter, is it not the part of prudence in the crowds of health-seekers | 

who throng the mineral springs of the country to know, more pre- | 

cisely than it is feared they do know, the character and effects of 

. the waters they drink so freely ? Will it not be wiser for themto 

‘place themselves under intelligent medical supervision and advice 2 

’ in regard to the amount and quality of the water they shall use, > 

than to wander, as too many do, from one mineral spring to another, | 

| to-day drinking at Waukesha, and to-morrow at Prairie du Chien, mo 

and with no better reason for using the water at either than that _ 

7 “Mr, A. was at death’s door, and went to” one place or the other, __ 

“and became well !” OS a : ees : 

.* -‘ Dr. Letheby, after devoting many years to an investigation of | 

_ the properties of the waters introduced into English cities, and a — 

study of the sanitary aspects of the subject, comes to the con- _
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~ elusion that a moderately hard water is less likely toabsorborganic 

. substances, sustain the life of zymotic organisms, exert solvent a 

properties upon salts of iron or affect leaden conducting pipes, than a 
soft water. OOS an ate | 
Dr. Wilson, of Edinburg, who has also collected much valuable | 

material, takes the ground that the human organism requires for 
| _ its proper nourishment and support a supply of certain mineral salts, | 

_ among which carbonate and phosphate of lime play an important — 

part in adding to the compactness of the skeleton, as well as in the —_ 

_ proper performance of other functions. | | . 

Interesting and important as is this subject of the mineral con-- 

stituents of our ordindary drinking water, the limits assigned this =» 
article will not admit of its further discussion at this time. We 

_ turn, therefore, to the no less important question of the various 
os organic ‘matters found in water, which, existing only too unsus- 

pected, form’ the sources of disease, and affect whole communi- ; 
ties in a way which is frequently ascribed to the visiting of chas- 

_  tisement of “an inscrutable Providence,” when it is really the in- 
| ‘evitable consequence of the grossest violation of the lawsof nature 

on the part of men. ae eS E ine 

‘It is far from being our desire to awaken any unnecessary anxiety 7 - : 

in regard to the character of the water-supply, but there aresome ss 

_. sources of contamination which must be avoided at: whatever cost, a , 

if we wish to avert the danger of suffering and death from ourselves, | 

_ our families and the community in which we live. _ : 

_.. A minute quantity of putrescible organic matter may oftendo 

incalculable harm, because the fact is now. generally recognized : 

_ that in such matter the specific germs which produce specific dis- - 
. eases find the vehicle for their conveyance into the human organ- ~ . 

ism, and investigation has repeatedly shown that typhoid fevers => —~™ 
and other zymotic diseases have again and again been spread 

through a neighborhood by germs contained in the water used. A. | 

7 very striking proof of this fact is found ‘in the Swiss case men- 

tioned by Dr. Marks, in the report of the State Board of Health - 
_. for 1876, but other proofs of the'same character are unfortunately a 

ae only too common, nor do we need to go to Europe to obtain them, a 

‘An experiment, designed to ascertain approximately the rate at 
which filtration through soil takes?place, will be described here- | 

19-87, Ae, Soe. : oe | |
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- sage | The people of Wisconsin have a most abundant supply of water - 
whose quality is unsurpassed by that of any other state in the 

| oe — Union. The many rivers that flow through our territory with their — | 

ee tributaries will compare favorably in the purity of their waters -s 

with the Croton of New York, the Cochituate of Boston, or the 

+» Schuylkill of Philadelphia. We have absolutely no excuse for using on 

oo ae : impure or unwholesome waters for any domestic purpose. oe | | 

Ben oe oe The waters of our rivers attain toa standard of purity as high oo 

as that of any other territory of equal extent in America if not | | 

os in the world. We have only to take what is so freely provided for — ce 

yg (and only prejudice on the part of some of our citizens in favor 

of wells prevents our doing so in very many localities), to raise of 

| the standard of health and decrease our death rate, which already oh oS 

- eompares favorably with that of our sister states, until we attain 
ee e the proud position of being indisputably the most healthy state in 

a the Union. In the month of July, 1877, a circular was prepared, 

mee : - modeled vpon that prepared by the Board of Health of the state of oe 

po NG . Michigan, a copy of which is appended hereto, and sent to leading Pe 

physicians in every part of the state, requesting information upon 

a the subject of the water-supply of Wisconsin. Sg 

cy Replies were received from a large number of those addressed, - 

_' and. copies of the more important of these replies are published 

herewith, | The committee on Water and the Water Supply of the _ i 

State take this method of acknowledging the kindness of the many woos 2. 

gentlemen who responded so fully, and from whose answers to the 
.._ gircular in question so much valuable information was gathered; 

and to assure them that it is only owing to the insufficiency of the 
means at the disposal of the Board that their communications are 

: - not published in full. — Itis hoped that means will ‘be provided in, Oo 

oe the coming year which will render it practicable for the Boardto 

we lay before the people of the state all the answers now in the hands. oe 

: sof the committee, and also the large additional number which it. 8 

expects to receive during the coming year, 
In yiew of its inability to accomplish this object at the present. Be 

time, and as the next best: thing, the following digest of the omitted 

ss yeportsis herewith presented. 

es _. By far the larger part of the supply-water for drinking and : 

general culinary and domestic purposes throughout the state is =” 
drawn from wells, which vary in depth, in the character of the soil vee
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eo in which they are dug or bored, and in that of the underlaying : mes : 

strata. _ The least depth mentioned is in the report of Dr. Wilber, oe 

of Mineral Point, Iowa county, and is six feet, while the greatest = 

depth of common wells is. that of 150 feet, as mentioned in Dr. 

_. Edwin Ellis’ communication from Ashland. i 
In a very large majority. of cases, wells are curbed with pine 

plank of greater or less thickness, in most instances not exceeding 
: 13 or 2 inches; and. little or no care is exercised in preventing the 

| decay of this curbing, or in removing any portion of ‘it which may | 

become rotten, and it often becomes a fruitful, though wholly un- oe 

suspected source of sickness. Decaying organic. matter of any oo 

kind is. not an agreeable or healthful addition to ‘our drinkIng a 

water, and rotting wooden curbing not only contributes of its own late 

. substance to the water of wells surrounded by it, but,as every: 
ae entomologist well knows, it affords shelter and food for many dif- = 

- ferent kinds of beetles and often insects, which, living, contribute 

- their excreta, and dying, their own bodies as further flavoring ma- 

| terials to the inf usion, which often is boasted of as being far superior 

to any in the neighborhood ! | - 
- _ Many will say in answer to this, that pine lumber is often the | 

a only accessible material for curbing their wells, and ask what they - ae 

are todo. We think that in many cases this. plea will be found 

untenable, as stone of sufficiently good quality for such uses is to oe 

be had in many localities where wood is exclusively used. — Never- | 

theless, it is possible to use wood. for curbing, and to preserve it so | , 

that its decay will be postponed for many years; let the planks | 
used be at least three inches in thickness, and let joists to which | 

they should be fastened, and preferably with galvanized nails, beat + 
least six inches square; then by charring both sides and edgesof 

the plank to a depth of about % or 4 inches, and treating the joists 

in the same way, a lining will be provided for a well which will not 
only remain sound for many years, but will for a time have th apom: eS 

_. er of absorbing and oxidizing many noxious gases from the soil, and _ | 

| thus preventing their solution by the water. We may add that if 

| galvanized nails are not to be had, any nails may be prevented Oe | 

Bo - from rusting by heating them, to a temperature a little below red- - 

heat and plunging them while thus heated into almost any oily or 
os greasy matter. Common observation. shows that iron-rust exercises | a 

"a specific action upon wood, which promotes decay. Dr.Selden, =>
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: of Tomah, also gives a method of digging wells which ‘may prove. | 

valuable for many localities, 8 Sg 

a - In many places bored and driven wells are taking the place of 

the old-fashioned dug and curbed wells, and we can but think that 

a the change is a most desirable one, so far as the health of the com- 7 

mo munity is concerned, provided that hard-glazed tubes, well ce- 

mented. and fitted into each other are employed in the case of bored __ 
——s- wells; if this be not done, they are no better than the common oe 

om — dug well. Sent OO a es ee 

ho Another very serious source of contamination of our drinking a 

water is found in filtration from cess-pools, privies and other re- 

oe ceptacles of filth. In one report ‘a@ case is mentioned of a privy, ; 

recently constructed, which is only ten feet from a well, and itis 

le AS inferred that this well furnishes water for many individuals besides. 
_.. those who occupy the premises upon which it is located. _ Itisa 

-__-privy dug for the use of a store in Waupaca county, and both it 

es and the well are probably used more or less by the customers of __ 

the establishment. It is impossible to prevent the passage of fecal 

- _ matter from a vault to a well in such close proximity, let the char- 
oye acter of the soil be what it may. Every man who has ever drained 

| : -.a piece of land knows that water will make its way through any 

i soil, however impervious it may seem to be ; a very high authority | a 

___- says upon this point: “As to the entrance of the water, the drainer - 
wo need give himself no trouble; experience will prove that youcaw’t 

: keep it out, and it is astonishing how soon the water will‘learn = 
how’ to get in even if strong clay is rammed tight over the pipes.” 

This: being the case, it is needless to use argument to show that _ 

eS water will filter from a privy to a well, especially through a soil de- - 

a scribed as a sandy loam, and of which it is: said that it “absorbs 

everything,” and where no precautions are taken to prevont its 

7 passage, nor is it necessary, to say much to prove that a well solo- 

-. cated may be, and too probably is, a focus from which originates | 

many a case of disease, which the most skillful physicians may try 

| in vain to trace to its source. - (ES 

From the various reports which have been received, it would ap- | 

a pear that the average distance of privies from wells throughout the So 

| a state is not much over forty feet. This distance is decidedly too 

- small, especially when the fact is taken into consideration that Lae 
_-privy-vaults generally are mere holes in the ground, without curb-
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ing of any kind, whatever may be the character of the soil; our - 

own observation goes to show, moreover, that these receptacles are 

rarely if ever emptied except it may be in the larger cities ; a 

| vault. is used until it almost overflows, and is then covered over 
with a shallow layer of earth, or as in one case within our knowl- | 

edge, with boards, a new hole is dug, over which the old building 

is placed, and this proceeding is renewed again and again until a 
_ large body of the soil is contaminated, and, through the soil, the — ) 

water used for all domestic purposes. Let it not be supposed, 
either, that contamination, and contamination of the most fatally oe 

dangerous character, does not exist where a chemical analysis fails 
- to show any source of peril. In the case of certain organic poisons 

| which affect the system through the blood, the experiments ‘of : 
Mons. Chauveau and Dr. B. Sanderson, on vaccine ‘matter, render — 

~ it well nigh certain that no amount of dilution can destroy the 
: power of infection which these poisons possess, From these ex- - 

periments it appears that if inoculation be performed with vaccine 
: lymph after it has been very much diluted, the chance of the pro- _ 

ot duction of postules is rendered somewhat less, but when the vacci- | 

nation is successful, the postule presents all of its normal features so 

and passes through all the usual stages of development. me a 
| It is plain that there is a limit to the delicacy of our tests for oo 

organic poisons, marvelous as is the sensibility of the reagents  —. 

which are at our command in the organic kingdom. There is a | 
- point beyond which the chemist is unable to pass, a region where 

heis powerless; in the present state of knowledge, a chemical analy- | 
| sis is not enough to determine the character of a given water sup- . 
ply as to its desirability. The rice water evacuations ofa cholera _ . 

: patient diluted with no very large amount of water form a liquid in — 

| which chemical tests would probably fail to indicate the presence. a 

_ of anything which could be pronounced injurious, while yet the a 
ae poison would be there, undestroyed and ready to do its deadly = = 

_ work the instant it might find its appropriate field for development. 

It would be still in the liquid, although unrecognized and unrecog- _ | 
— nizable, and physicians are now generally agreed in considering: | 
a that such water is the most direct and certain, perhaps, indeed the oo 
7 ‘most usual vehicle for the transmission of Asiatic cholera. = : : 

_ There are, moreover, many instances which might be quoted 
wherein cases of sickness have been traced directly tu the fact that Se
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the water-used for drinking purposes has been rendered foul by de- 

- gomposing excremental matter which had found its way into the 

source of supply, and a most-striking case of this case isreferred 
to by Prof. Daniells, of the city of Madison, where itis said that 
 & the sky is the bluest, the air the purest, and the water the sweetest 

ver found within city limits.” Prof. D. says: “A family using the 

| a fee water of a certain well in this city were all but one sick with ty- | 

ss phoid fever during the past spring. Three persons died. Of 
_- qnother family living in the same house, using no water from this 
ee well,* none were sick. There were five privies within a radius of 

—. gt rods from this well, and it was upon lower ground than any 

| -Tn order to settle the question of filtration through a body of soil = 

beyond all doubt, the following experiment was devised and car- 
4 - ried out: A spring in this place was chosen, and its water first tested 4 

an for soluble chlorides, which were found present in exceedingly © | 

ss gmall quantity. Ata point 42 feet distant from the spring-head,a 

EN crowbar was thrust down into the soil to a depth of two and a half oO 

or three feet, and into the opening thus made a pailful of a strong 

: solution of common salt was poured; when this had -all been ab- 

-'- gorbed, a gallon of kerosene was poured into the same aperture. _ 

Three hours afterwards a sample of the water showed some increase cee 

in the amount of sodic chloride, and upon careful distillation avery 

--.-gmall amount of kerosene also was obtained; a sample taken from 

“the spring eighteen hours afterward showed a greater increase of = 

-- godie chloride, and distillation gave about two fluid drachms of 
| ) i kerosene. oo oe : ah e x 7 - Oo Lo ee 

; -_ Thus, in three hours, an appreciable quantity of two substances 

had made its way through soil and water a distance of 42 feet. a 

“From this, as well as from kindred experiments tried in Switzer- 

 -Jand, it would seem that no possible doubt can remain in regardtothe 

es filtration of various fluids through the soil, nor can there be any ques- _ 

tion of the fearful risk of disease and death involved in using war 

ter from wells located as are those mentioned in the reports from _ 

_-— -‘Waupaca county and from Madison. RE Te 
-.* ‘Did our space permit, it would be easy to draw further facts of 

great interest and importance in a sanitary point of view, from the _ 

| oe - material so abundantly furnished in the replies to our circulars. on 

- a , |  *The italics are the writer's. . oo ; eee
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: Here, however, albeit with great reluctance, we must bring our op 

- work to a close for the present, hoping to resume it at an early day, ee 

and to lay before the people of Wisconsin other facts in relation to . 

“their water supply, | 
| oe We cannot, however, stop without acknowleding the assistance 

- which we have received in the course of our work from Prof. Thos. 

- W. Chittenden, principal of the high school in the city of Grand 

| Rapids, who kindly undertook the labor of analyzing the many 

samples of. water received from various parts of the state. ee | 

Oo Circular No. 5, Relative to Water Supply*® = | os 

| oo | Wisconsin: State BoaRD oF Heaure, Te 

'-- Drar Str: The Board of Health of the state of Wisconsin, de- 
_ giring' to obtain as full and accurate information as possible upon . 
the water used for drinking and similar purposes, have appointed a | 

_committee to obtain such information and report thereon. Will | 
-  -you, therefore, at your earliest convenience, give answers to the | 

' “questions which follow, or to as many of them as possible? . In an- 

--gwering, it will only be necessary to give the nwmber of the ques< & 

tion without repeating it. Please forward answers by the first of 2 

September, 1877, and oblige, Yours very respectfully, 

| GF. WITTER, M.D, 

| Chairman of Committee on Water Supply. = 
- G@panp Rapips, Wood county; Wis. es 

| 1. What is the name of the village, town, or city in which you 7 
live? oR ‘ 7 

. 2. What is the name of the county? | 
-. 8, What is the geological character of the district in which you " 
live? . oe | . . 

4, What is the character of the soil? 7 | | 
_ 5, How is your district supplied with water for drinking and cul- __ 7 

- dinary purposes? | | | EBB | 

_. 6. Ifyou live in a city, or other place, which has a system of wa- 
ter. supply, please furnish as full particulars as may be practicable _ - 
in relation thereto.  —’ | | oe Se 

ss %, If there be any system of sewerage, drainage, etce., in yourlo- = 

- -eality which has any. connection with the system of water supply, = = 

give all particulars as far as known to you. COWS SE ae 
8, If the water supply be derived from wells, what.is their aver- 

; age depth; general character, i. e., common, bored, driven or arte- 
_- gian3; mention strata passed through in digging, boring, ete. Angle ee 

and direction of inclination of strata as far as known; character es 

ON " - #The circular is substantially the same as that issued by the State Board of Health of oe + 

J) Mionigen. | | |
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of strata underlying wells generally, together with any other infor- 
mation which you may think pertinent. © gS” 

ae 9. Is the water used for drinking hard or soft? If hard, give as 
nearly as possible the degree of hardness; i.e., the number of 

: grains of lime salts per gallon, ©. a ey oe 
«10. Is rain water used in your locality to any extent for drinking , 

> - purposes? If so, give particulars in regard to receiving and stor- — 
«ing thereof and details known to you concerning filtration or _ 

' other purification prior to use. ~ poe vee 

| Il. Is any system of filtration or purification in use in your _ 
_. neighborhood, and how do those using water so purified or filtered | 

| compare with their neighbors as to general health? == 
2. How far, upon the average, are privies, cesspools, open or — | 

_.,- ‘other drains, etc., placed from wells in your district? 
es 13. What is the least distance between wells, privies, etc., that — 
Meo has come under your own notice? | | ee as 

oo 14. Do you know of any case or cases of disease in yourneigh- 
/ _ borhood, due to filtration from drains, cesspools, privies, or the 

dike, into wells? If so, give full particulars. oo Cs as a 
. _. .. 15. How are graveyards, cemeteries, etc., situated with relation - 

to any sources of water supply in your locality? = 
| 16. Are metallic pipes used to any extentin your neighborhood? | 

ne If so, of what character? | | a | 
. 17. Have the waters used for drinking and culinary purposes in | 

| your neighborhood ever been analyzed? If so, furnish, if possible, — 
| a report of the result of such analysis? | | 

: . 18. If no analysis has been made within your knowledge, as 
: above, give your own opinion as to the fitness of the water used in 
_-. your locality and within the range of your own observation for 
_. drinking and culinary purposes, with special reference to the quan-— 

oe tity of organic matter contained therein. ee _ 
| - 19.. Please use your influence in your district to have the test a 

detailed below (Heisch’s test for organic matter) applied toasmany. 
--.- samples of drinking water as possible, and PARTICULARLY TO THE. 

| .. WATER OF WELLS WHICH ENJOY A HIGH REPUTATION IN THE VICIN- 
| _* Iry, collating and reporting results as far as convenient. s,s 

| Filter, through filter paper, flannel, or some similar material, into | | 
-. aclean, clear glass, jar or bottle from 4 pint to 1 pint of the water 

. to. be examined; add pure cane sugar in the proportion of 25-40 
gs. (say 3 teaspoonful to 1 pt.) cork or cover to prevent the en- — 

_ trance of any extraneous material, and set aside in a warm place, . 
-.. from 70° Fah. upwards, for 24 or 48 hours.. At the end of that 

_. time observe whethér any milkiness, opacity or bad odor has be- 
- come perceptible. Water sufficiently pure for drinking should be | 

| - clear and transparent, and free from all odor at the end of 48 hours. - | 
+ 20. Do open springs supply water to any extent? ss 

- 21. Has any or all of the water supply of your district been, at — 
any time within your knowledge, contaminated to an extent'which 

ote _ has rendered it offensive in any way? If so, give full particulars, | 7 
. including cause, etc., as far as known to you. ore 

. | a2. Have any cases of contamination from decay of wooden
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= pipes, curbing, etc., oxidation of metallic pipes of any kind, or any 
| _ similar cause come under your observation? If so, give particu- 
~~ Jars. ce ee ee a 

*. _ 23. Do you know of any case of arsenical poisoning arising from | a 
the use of Paris green for the destruction of the Colorado Beetle, : 

~ and its solution and filtration into wells, etc? If so, give details, 
_ . 24, What influence have such meteorological phenomena as pro- 

_ longed rains, heavy snow-falls, droughts, etc., upon the water sup- : 

| OF 35. If there be any system of water supply, what is the amount — 
. per diem by each inhabitant? What is probably the consumption 

- per diem by each individual in any case in your district? 
26. Give any information which may be pertinent to the subject 

of the water supply in your district, upon any point which may. 
have been omitted in the above interrogatories. | oe 

) 2%. Please put this circular on file for future reference, and com- —_- 
| - municate any information of interest or importance bearing upon | 

_ «the subject of water supply which may hereafter come into your 
| - possession, to the committee as above. i , | 

Re eR og By order of State Board of Health. a 

— +. Answers to Circular No. 5,0n Water Supply. . | 

7 Toman, August 4,1877. — a 
Dr. G. F. Wirrer: ofa See a | | 
My Dear Dr: With a copy of your catalogue of queries re- 7 

specting water supply before me, I still prefer to answer in my own a 
owav. * *. ee ES 
a The water used in this town for drinking and culinary purposes 

_ 1s, so far as I know, derived entirely from wells. They are on an 
_ average from 15 to 20 feet deep, extending through the super-stra- 

_  tum.of-sand, which is about 10 feet, on an average, and about 6 to | 
10 feet into a conglomerate sand rock. Largely the common: well | 

prevails, although many are bored — more now than formerly. | 
: These common wells are almost universally curbed down to the a 

. rock, and many of them become unfit for use from contamination —_ 
_. of the water by decay of the wooden curbing. | ars 

_. There is no system of sewerage or drainage in this place and, 
notwithstanding my position as health officer, I have so far been ee 
unable to influence the town officers to enforce'a thorough clean- 
Ing up, although cases of disease are constantly occurring that are . 

_. clearly traceable to impurity of the water and bad odors from dung - 
| _ heaps, pig sties, and other sources of filth. One peculiar feature of _ 

our wells is, that when first dug or bored the water is very soft and _ 
pleasant, but it gradually becomes hard and unfit for washing. | 

_. ‘The cause is as follows: our sandy soil is largely mixed with lime-
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_. salts, and these are carried by percolation and washing from the - 
surface into the wells; hence the change in the water from soft to _ . 
hard. So far as I can learn, no analysis of the water used inthis | 

-, town and vicinity has ever been made, but it is not too much to _ 
ss. gay that it is very hard. — pe a alee | 

| have seen but. two or three instances in which privies were | 7 

placed nearer than 20 feet toa well, but, with our sandy formation, =—© 
this is of course much too rear. One was only ten feet from the 
family well, and you can imagine the result, After much effort, I — 
had the well condemned by the town authoritiesand filledup. Our 

-..  eemetery is one mile from town, > ee “ 
From what I have written, you can infer that our water supply * 

is about as bad as it.can be, and it must continue to grow worse sy 
-. aintil a new order of things is instituted. It does not need Heisch’s | 

test or any other to detect the filth in a majority of our wells. A | 

eee pitcher of the water placed in a temperature of 70° Fah. willinsix = 
. - hours give off the peculiar odor of organic matter. Instances of © 

_. @isease brought on by the use of bad water can be given if required, 
-- Now the best water in the world is within reach of usallif we _ 

only choose to get it. It is the water in the sand-rock under the © 
-- superstratum of sand. I have proposed a plan of putting down 

wells that is working well, and, so far as carried out, furnishes as | 
good ~water as can be obtained anywhere. It is asfollows: Dig = 

- down to the rock, then bore into it till sufficient water is obtained, = 
, then enlarge the bore at the top for about two feet, and inserta six = 
inch galvanized iron tube long enough to reach to the top of the - 

on ground. Around this tube, within rock, put water-lime cement, = 
_ which entirely excludes surface water, and.allows only the pure 

element which percolates through the sandstone rock to reach the | 
well. * * | “ ee ee oe | 

-- | think that the plan of putting down wells detailed above isthe 
_. . only practicable way of obtaining zood water for the use of towns | _ 

built upon the light porous soils of this part of the state. Ithink = 
that this plan; or some modification of it should have the sanction _ 

| of the board of health, aud be strongly urged upon communities so 
situated. — cone eee ee ee 

As to the reputed purifying power of our soils when used as fil- 
| ters, let me give you an experiment Of my own. From one gallon 

of water taken from a public well which enjoyed the reputation of = 
furnishing pure water, one pint was passed through filtering paper 

| - and 25 jgrains of pure cane sugar were added. After standing in ~ 

‘an atmosphere of 70 ° Fah. in a glass stoppered bottle for 12 hours, 

the water was very turbid and emitted strongly the characteristic _ 
odor of decomposing organic matter. A filter was then prepared 
of the subsoil surrounding the well, and packed even more closely a 

than it was before disturbed. Through this filter water fromthe = 
game well was passed until a pint was obtained which was filtered pete 

through paper, and subjected to the same test asthe other. In the | 
game time the same turbidity was noted and the same odor was giv- 

én off, showing that no change in the water took. place during its 
filtration through the soil. SO . : | oe 

le | - oO . Be oe .
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_ Even if the soil did naturally possess some merit as a filter, yet | oo 
| in towns where imperfect policing is the rule it must soon become oe 

| saturated with the leachings of filth, =. Oe 
(ERS _.. Very sincerely yours, 

ae EM es 0. QL G. SELDEN. © 

Racing, Wis., September 16,1877. . 
Dr. G. F.. WrrtTsr: Oo | os a 

| Dear Sir —In answer to circular No. 5, State Board of Health, os 
a Ican simply say that a careful examination of the water of this 

: city hasnever been made. 0 
eo ‘ It comes, however, from common wells of a depth from 15 to 30 
boot feet. Beneath the first two feet of surface soil, the area of the city 

is about equally divided between clay andsand;thereforeaboutone- 
| _ half of the wells are dug directly in the clay, receiving water at . 

| such a depth as astratum of gravel may be reached, which ordinarily A 
- is not greater than that given above. The remaining half aredug 

| in the sand to the depth of 8 to10 feet, when the clay bed is = > 
_ . feached and sufficient water found; three or four feet of clay are — | 

| then removed, simply making a receptacle for the water already © oe 

. flowing in. Only a few of these are carried deep enough to find a 
stratum of gravel in the clay itself; they are merely basins holding _ ; 

: water which flows into them from the surface of the clay-bed— =~ 
water that is filtered through the eight or ten feet of sand above. 5 

| Parts of the Ist, 2d, 3d and 4th wards receive water from such = 
wells. | BR | ae 

There has been thus far no known contamination from the soak- — 
age from privies, cess pools, or other receptacles of filth, through © 

_the sand, but that this will occur, in my opinion, is certain: it is 
: only a question of time. | Oo 7 

A few wells bored to the depth of 75 to 100 feet, furnish an 
abundant supply of pure water to the breweries. The water in | 

- these wells does not rise to the surface. Oe 
| .. An Artesian well, 1,400 feet deep, supplies water for fire pur- — a 

poses. . The stream is 5 inches in diameter; preasure, 50 lbs, per 
square inch. The water is used to some extent for drinking, but | 
not for general household purposes. I cannot give youthe analysis, 
but it contained some iron, * * * ees 7 

| - ‘Respectfully yours, | 

a | | 0 See’y Board of Health, =
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Jf | a | MapiIson is. . BU, 
ws 1. Madison. ne Wis. Sept. 25, iy ep ios 

| - 2, Dane. . BY _ Ca eh oe | 
. 3, Drift, overlying lower magnesian limestone and Potsdam — 7 

: sandstone. | a 7 my _ 
a 4. Clay, clay: loam artd sandy gravel. ok : 

oe 5. By wells and cisterns, mostly wells. | ne 
_ 8. Depth varies from 20 to 75 feet in the drift; clay, sand and’ 
gravel, arr re Cet aps SNES 

. 9. Well waterishard. = | ug Me atgas 
Oo A 10. Yes; stored in cisterns, filtered in cisternor house filter, or 

oth. | . PS, . 

1, Through a brick partition in cistern; sand and charcoal; 
7 _ Kedzie’s patent house filter. Nothing noticeable as to health. ; 
~~ 12, Seldom more than four rods; often within 20 feet. — | 

13, Highteen feet. ) eee err COE, a 
os 14. A family using the water of a certain well in this city were 

all but one sick, during the past spring, with typhoid fever. Three © | 
persons died. Of another family living in the same house, using : 
no water from this well, none were sick. There were five privies 

| within a radius of six rods of this well, and it was upon lower 
ground than any of the privies. The water has not been analyzed. - 

| 15. Not so as to affect wells. | : a 
16. Only lead pipes from cisterns. _ _ — a 

OO 1%. Many of the families in this city use water fromthe artesian | 
a well in the capitol park, which has been analyzed. Noothers have, —_ 

tomy knowledge. | oe , oo 

18. They are generally good. | ia ere | 
fe Q0, 21. Now : an _ | Oe 

22. none. oe Oe lee | Ct 
28. No. - ee ee 

| 24. They increase it. — W. W. DANIELLS. . 

aes | | _ Wavusav, Wis., September 24,1877. 

Dr GF. Wirrrr: = ee ee er 

Dear Sir: — Thave received your circular and have endeavored to 
comply with your request. We have not beenable to getaHealth 

' Board in this city, by reason of the mayor refusing to appoint. : 
| _ Our water supply is furnished mainly from wells from 16 to 45. 

feet deep: «A few get water directly from the river. Wells are © 
_-_ eurbed as fast as sunk, by reason of going through sand and gravel. ee 

Water soft but variable as to degree. : i 
‘Wells recently sunk give the best water, while the supply in old sy 

wells becomes deteriorated on account of decayingcurbing. Iwas’
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_ surprised to find so many wells in which the water is no longer fit . | for use. > | Oe 7 : _ There is only one well in the city which has been brickedupand sw | yet all should be. We have never subjected the water to chemical 7 
analysis, | Bs | a ne 

_ The supply varies with the rain fall from 4 to 6 feet in the course ofa year. Typhoid fever has but slender hold in this city, nor __ have any cases of sickness come to my knowledge directly traceable . ‘tothe water, although I think it must enter as a factor more and more. In a few instances I know of privies within 50 feet of wells, | but the general distance is 100 to 200 feet. Our cemetery is out- 
side the city limits, nearly 1} miles from the center, and on the | same level or planteau; the inclination being toward the river, the — | cemetery can hardly have any effect whatever upon our water. - | - - Yours very truly,  W. HH. SEARLES. | | 

ES ey eS, : Sparta, Wis., Oct. 2, 1877. ) G. F. Witter, M. D.: - 
Dear Sir:— You request me to furnish the Board of Health — _ with “as full and accurate information as possible upon the water used for drinking and similar purposes” in this village, and have - . given alist of questions, to which I make answer as follows: | . 1. Sparta. — Ce ee Oo : _ 4, A rich sandy loam. ee Oe oo 
5. We have a number of driven wells, 16 Artesian. wells, but the . — greater part of our water supply is. obtained from common wells Ss. | _ curbed with pine boards. eT | ae a a 
6. We have no system of water supply. a | | 
7. We have no system of sewerage or drainage other than the 

almost perfect one given us by nature in the streams which pass, through our limits. | : | ] | _ 8. Average depth of dug and driven wells, 20 feet. an — 9 Waterissoft. = ©. | _ 10. Rain water not used for drinking to any extent. oe / 11. No system of filtering or purification in use here. _ - Oe 12, Average distance about 60 feet. wee : __13, Least distance observed by me between well and privy is. . | 40 feet. - SO | us : | a __ 15. We have two cemeteries; the one most used at presentison | the high ground on the northern limit of the corporation, and is in 2 
_.. @lose proximity to a populous part of the village; the other is on | high sandy ground a long distance from any dwellings. _ Oo | : It is to be observed that the rock crops out above the surface _ ‘hear our cemetery while just below it, at “J udge Stub’s well,” the | | rock is only 15 feet below the surface, and at the “North Park a - _ well” itis only twelve feet below the surface. Dug wells are usually . Sunk, in this part of the town, a few feet in the rock, to geta con- oo 

stant supply of water. Does the surface water ever penetrate |
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through Potsdam sandstone? | Is it possible for the surface water oe 
in the cemetery to find its way down to the rock (which is only a — 

few feet below the surface), and then be shed in the direction of 
the dip of the reck, southward, into dug well? [It is decidedly = 

- possible.| 8 se ES eg Ee 
. 16. Tron tubing in driven and artesian wells. _ ORO 

1%. The water of the North Park and court house artesian wells 
mee “has been analyzed as follows: _ oe es 

a me - Oe Grains. a 

— Garbonate iron... ...s ee cece ec eee meee eee eeeeeseseerenees 1483501 aoe | 

Carbonate magnesia. .......ccccceeeeececeetesessseeceees £03101 

. oe Garbonate lime. .....cccccceccceeeceesecessesescccesseres 40202 2 

— Garbonate strontia...... cece wees cee eee e cence see eeeeene 01402. ces 

—  Garbonate baryta...... cc. c cece eee eee sere ceesecescsece 00600 — we 

Carbonate MANganese..esscecerecccccscererececrerseseese | 00072 

ene ~ Carbonate s0da....... ccc ccc ce ce eee eee eee ecco mene e nny .21030 : a 

JUSS a Carbonate lithia......... cece cece eee cece reece eeecesecee 02400 | | 

Carbonate ammMona.......e..seeeee ceccccccsccsctvceses 00210 | : 

oe Sulphate soda... ..cecee cece eee e eee tere eceeenscecsences BedEBO | | 

| —- Gulphate potassa...... ccc cee cece et eee ee ceee eee reecceeces  G4130 | 

=. Sulphate lime... ce. ccc ee cece eect erence ee eeeeseeecs 18020) : 

—  @hloride calcium. .....s.ccceccccececeeeeccceectesssccces 60502 2 
— Ahloride sodiuM...... sce eee e eet e cadet ec eereceseseeeves AABOL = 

Phosphate s0da......cecee ceeee cece ceceaeecseceeeeree ce 06400 — oe 

| Phosphate alumina. .........ccccetceecccecenee coerecees 08080 2 | 

x Todide sodium.........ccescccccccee sane cee rerneneseene. .00014 2 

— © Bilica......sescccceccceccceseccceccecsceeeessccescescens 28000 2 
Hydric sulphide. ..........-..00 ec ececesccsccccrceee--e 003840. - 

QO, There are no open springs supplying water fordomestic pur- 

-. peses. | ny | _ | 

ge P 21, The water supply of this district has not been contaminated = 
to my knowledge so as to become offensive in any way, except in ' 
the case of rotten wooden curbing which I think is often a cause 

of contamination especially after heavy rains: the fungi that aceu- 
 mulate on the curbing are then washed down into the well,andI 
have often seen water in such cases thick with decaying organi¢ 

"matter. After a few days the water becomes clear again. hist 
believe tobe aseriousevil, 

: 28, I know of no case. Eg ag Teg ogg 
_ 24, Severe drouths decrease the supply in our dug and driven 

swells but do not affect the artesianw ; - 

-. All of which is respectfully submitted. —__ gs , oy ted 

| OEE ee «RB. S. WELLS, D.D.S., - noe, 

oak oy a OE  Waupaca, Aug. 8,1877. > 

A, City of Waupaca. - ce oe oe 

2, Waupacae ss ee en or os 

8, Sandy. yeh RS ag ne 

--—--«§, From wells dug about 28 feet deep, and curbed from the top
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downward with pine boards. The water is fouud in abundance — es 
| and very pure in a coarse gravel at the above depth. ee 

_t. No sewerage ;. the sandy soil absorbs everything. a Ee 
. . + 9, Hard in some of the wells and soft in others. Those that are eS 

| hard contain but little lime together with some vegetable matter 8 
blown in from the top and deposited from the sides. - The wells ee 
are about four feet square, and catch flying leaves and other vege- - | 

| table substances blown by the wind. = = |= | | : 
- 10 and 11. No. SR 

12. Two to three rods. oo ae 
13. Len feet! This is one just made and used by one of the 

stores. | | | rr nee ad 
| 14. No. a 

15. The grave yard is separated from the city by a stripof marsh 
_ that empties into a small lake, and is nearly a mile from the city. 

16and17%7. No = OEE ec NE : 
SO 18. I think the water in this city and neighborhood is pureas 

| -any in the state. The quantity of organic matter from causes = = 
above stated must be very small. The quantity of water in most ee 

_ wells is very small, and is reproduced as often as drawn out. The .— . 
depth rarely exceeds two feet, and the quantity rarely exceeds 60 

gallons, 8 
20, 21, 22, 23. No. | 

| _ 24, But very little ; any excess of water is soon absorbed by the 
soll, Yours, ete,, at 
HOES | GEO. R. TAYLOR, M. D. SOE 

_ ‘ SECOND COMMUNICATION FROM DR. TAYLOR; = | 

| a _ Waurpaca, September 22,1877. 
Dr. G. F. Wirrer, Dear Sir:—I have procured several samples a 

of water from different parts of the city:and submitted themto - - 
. Heisch’s test, referred to in your circular. | 

--I find that they ad/ exhibit. large quantities of what I should re- 
_ gard as organic matter... The water has become very turbid, of a , 

_ milky appearance, with a heavy deposit very much resembling that => 
of an excess of acet. plumbi in water. The odor in several of the » | 

— specimens is that of rain water that has been standing forsome  _ 
time in the open air. En 

- _Qne of the specimens (and that now.used at the public school) = 
plainly indicates, in my opinion, animal matter in decomposition—- 
perhaps from mice or other small animals falling into the well. oo) 

Yours, ete., GEO. R. TAYLOR,M.Dy 

MESES __.- Prarrig pu Curen, Wis., Sept. 6, 1877. : 
-  ° G, F. Wrrrer, M. D.: | oe on Bo ee 
ee _ Dear Sir: Ihave answered your questions as wellasI can, not 
_.. having time to make analyses or other minute investigation. Our
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artesian well is probably one of the finest in the world. I append - | 

analysis of its water, made by G. Bode, of Milwaukee. = | Be 

oe The ground upon which our town stands is a pure sand-bank on 

the Mississippi river—a gravelly sand to the depth of about 150 - 

feet. +The wells are mostly drive-wells, which are easily put down - 

Pe through this sand, and we obtain very excellent water. The drain- 
age is simply the absorption into the sand. | 2 

an 4. Prairie du Chien. | ee SO 

ae -. 2, Crawford. | . : nn | 

8, Limestone underlaid by sand-rock. rs oe | 

4, Clay loam. | ce Bo a 

5, City, by wells ; country, mainly by open springs. RO Te Fee ee 
| a 8. From 30 to 50 feet, common and driven 3 gravelly sand. 

OEE 9, Hard. _ EE es OS 

| 11. From 30 to 50 feet. ss rs ee a 

| 13. Perhaps 20 feet. = [a 

oO 14. No. | i cet OE mee | 

‘45. None that I know of. | a : ee 7 

» © 46. Tron, Be pn ER 

4%. None that I- know. — ore oe ESS 

18. Very good. | OA ge ES 

| 20. In the country, yes. sr ee | 

QQ, 22, 238. No. | oo ee 

7 _ ss ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM ARTESIAN WELL. oS 

ne | | : so | Grains. : 

-Qarbonate of lime........sececccseceesceececesenessseeses 0.62220 0000 | 

a ‘Carbonate of magnesia........e cece eee sce eee eeee cece 10.9789 ee 

| —. Chloride sodium... ..cccc cece eceee eee cece cess cess ereces OO.2007 - 

Chloride potassium... cece cecce seer cere eens eceweseneaes 8.8064 - : 

vl “Bromide sodium. .escescescceccccesscessccccccecsegecsess O.1281 | 7 

SO Sulphate soda... ...6. cee! eee eee eens pecccccccccevese 1200978 

Sulphate me... .. cc cece ee eee eee ener eee ee cee eneeeeeee 20.8699. 

oo Carbonate Tron... cee cece cece eee e ccc esetsneceseseeesees, 0.2808 a 

: 8 AJam ina. sc cece cece wesc cece tees eereesesereetecseees coeee 0061 9 | 

 Biica eee eli ipacceeeececereeeretrseeeeeeeeeces 88480 00 | 
- Phosphate Soda... ...ecccee cect ee cece eerceeneeeeeeecesees Wace, 

OO Organic matter. .scceeecccceerececescecseceeree ceeeeeces Hace,  — mass 

| oe  Verytruly, D—D. MASON. | - 

es | | Manrrowoc, August 16, 1877. | 
Manitowoc. - a ‘ - oo RS | 

| 2, Manitowoc. : a Oo ee - 

| | 3, The whole country is underlaid by a bed of limestone, vary- | 

ing in depth from 50 to 100 feet on the lake shore, to 0 or 50 feet 

| above, in the form of ledges 12 to 20 miles from the lake shore.
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This ledge is continuous with the limestone ledge which passes | 

oo east of Lake Winnebago, N. and 8. The upper stratum is pure | | 
sand on the shore of Lake Michigan, depth 20 to 50 feet, underlaid ~~ 

- with stratum of red clay. At a distance varying from 3 to1} miles, 
| the upper stratum is a sandy loam with similar substratum. | 

oe A. Soil very fertile. | Fs woe BS | 
- §, Entirely from wells, with an occasional spring. — oe | | 

7. Drainage mostly surface drains and has no connection with — | 
| _ water supply except by porosity of soil. SAO OSE | 

8. Average depth of wells in city about 20 feet. Common. : 
Mostly through sand ; occasionally, gravel. At above depth we oe 

7 meet with rock; but mostly sand, with oscasional layers of clayand — _ 
ravel. | | | | eo 

e 9. Hard. Cannot give exact amount of lime salts per gallon, - 
but itis not more than is usually found in good drinking water. —__ | 

10 and 11. No. , ae pe a 
| _ 12.10 to 50 feet. oO — | Ee 

14. Yes; have known some eases of fever that were directly | 
| - traceable to drinking water. In one instance we had an epidemic ae 

ef 12 or 15 cases of typhoid in space of two blocks, which was | 
| spread by filtration through the soil, and use of water from two or 

three wells in the neighborhood. 
| 15. A long distance from our water supply and what drainage : 

| there is from the cemeteries is toward the river and lake. | 
16. No. | | 
14%. None except what I have caused to be made or made myself. _ : 

po 18. With exceptions following, I find the water unusually good. 
- 19. Have tested fifty samples from wells in different localities, = = 

_ and intended to be fair specimens of drinking water. Of these, Oo 
twenty-eight do not respond to the test. and are therefore supposed = 
to be pure drinking waters. The remaining twenty-two show or- | 
ganic matter in varying proportion. Only five have so much as to —— 
render them, in my opinion, dangerous. and these five are but little | 
better than ditch water. We have probably one-thousand wells in 
the city, which, in the above proportion, would make one hundred : 

, _. probable foci of disease. These two artesian wells, both yielding | 
valuable mineral waters; one that has been analyzed shows sulphate | 
of magnesia, with other salts and a small proportion of iron in its 
composition. .Our water supply, with a little care, would be pure — - 
and wholesome, but criminal carelessness, over which we have no | | 
control, and the lack of proper sewerage will, in time, contaminate 
a great part.of it. re 

20, 21, 22, 23, No. oS a | es, 
. 24, Prolonged rains cause a perceptible difference in the taste of i: 

our water, making it brackish, but only for a short time. male a 
- 26. The only danger to our water supply arises from the present — - 

| - system of drainage, which’ is unsufficient, and the close proximity : . 
of stables; privies, etc., with no provision for preventing saturation => 
of the soil. We have not a single sewer in the city, but we have 
‘but little stagnant water. In the older part of the city, some wells a 
have been abandoned by reason of contamination. Our city lies — 7 

¢ . 20—Sr, Ag. Soe. oa : - |
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partly in a basin through which the river flows. / This basin is sur- a 
«rounded by a ridge of sand twenty or thirty feethigh. Inthebasin — .— 

is the great danger; on the ridge, the water supply can be contam- 
_ Inated only in the course of years and by gross carelessness. = =” 

oe Milwaukee, Sep. 1879. J. F. PRITCHARD. _ 

—, .. I send herewith the result of an analysis of the lake water made > 
a lately by me. ) | - a a 

‘The water was taken from the hydrant in my store, August 18, 
1877, the pipes being then supplied from the reservoir afterit had 
been thoroughly cleaned. Pe 

_ Total quantity of solid matter per U. S. gallon, 8.4971 grains, 
a - - 7 a | | -. ne / es - Grains. oye 

 GOMA ce ceeeeleec ee cece cence ee ee coeeecececseserecteeerene O1474 
TAME oe eee cece cece eee eeeteesveeeseecsectssencererrnreenene 24832 00 
Magnesia... ccc cece cece tect e eect et ceesreceeceteeeccee 11248) 

EES Oxide OF UPON 6. eee ce eee ence eee ec erences cceeceres 0.0480 9 
ATUM INA ce eee e cece cere e tee teeceeweceee ceeeees oe 0.0184 — 

@ Sulph. acid oo. cee eee cece eee cee ec eee e nese etseeecees 04055 
: Carbon. acid .. 0... ccc ccc ccc ccc cence cece eccccccee cevseseses B.Q071- | 
Se ‘Chlorine Deemer reer were cern ec crc cece cereceree see e seen ee wee 0.1720 

are Organic Matter... ..ccccecc ee sccc cess erence ceeceeesees veveeses 00552 | 

- Gombined as follows; 0 ES 
ae oe | eA | Grains. oop 

ou ‘Chloride of sodium........... cee cece ee cecceececee coceseceeeces O83195 
—  Bulphate of lime... .. ce. ee ccc eee cence cee ee ee eeeeeeene 0.6881. 

| — Bicarb. of Lime... ee ce cece ecco cence ber eeteescsesessces 4.4606 
- . Bicarb. of Magnesia ..... cece cece cece cee ccs ecscceseeresesees 28598 | 

—  Bicarb. Of ON... cece cee ccc cece cece reece eeeseceesoeeess 00481 
oe ALUMING 0... cee ccc eee cece e cece eee reese eeceeeecessceress 0.0184  — . 

ASTOR eee cece eee ce cet et eee e eer nc rece neceeesreeseceseee 00029 
Ws pe OTganic MALL. 6... eee e cece cece teen eee ene eet er eweeseesssene 0.0552 - a us 

Ree nS ---s-Yours respectfully, eS 
fr ae GUSTAVUS BODE, 
ee Analytical Chemist. — 

(SEN | re Bern, Sept.1877. 
| 1. Berlin. | ee ee as: 

Green Lake. - Paige Ce greed oe 
3, Potsdam sandstone. 7 oe oo 

A Sandy eyes BOT ae 
8. By wells and cisterns. | - REE 0p oe go ey 

(oes _8. Wells, common average depth, 25 feet. Within one mile east, 
_ Magnesian limestone crops out; this has a slight dip eastwardly. 

9. 9, Hard; containing fully 30 grains of lime-saltsper gallon. = 

| 10, Yes, to some extent; is.received in cemented cisterns; Boo 

brick partition or diaphragm divides the cistern into two parts,and
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acts as a filter, the water being admitted upon one side, and drawn from the other. — | ae a USS: . , 11. Can only give the general information that such water is not 
wholesome. | Bs fe | 13. Thirty feet. an Ds Sogo 14. No. - | ES a pu ee” _ 15. Out of the way. | REN Se Op ee 16,17.No. | BR 18. I believe that the lime-salts exist in too great quantity, and | that the filtered rain water affords the more wholesome supply. | | 19.. Have had Heisch’s test applied to all the principal wells in the city, and all remain clear and transparent. ae ee _ Respectfully, | _ N. M.DODSON, | oe 

_ WATER, AND THE WATER SUPPLY OF THE STATE 
i - 7 By Pror. Tuomas W. Currrenpen, of Grand Rapids. | 
os An eminent English sanitary engineer (Mr. Eassie) gives it as 

his deliberate opinion, founded upon many years of observationand __ 
experiment, “That the presumption in respect. to a.well-water is 
invariably that it is bad; that it isin fact unsafe to use a well-water a without having it first examined; that the results of investigation 

' by our first chemists warn us.emphaticallv against well-water "gen- 

At the request of Dr. Witter, the writer has devoted some time 
_ to an extended series of analyses of the waters used for drinking | and culinary purposes in the ‘state of Wisconsin, and the results 

have been such as to show most conclusively that the above state- 
ment, holds good for Wisconsin as well as for England, with but. “. | 
little modification. In conducting this work, it is scarcely necessary ts _ to say that for obtaining samples of water for examination, it was ee 

_ needful to rely on very many persons of all degrees of intelligence, = 
but such careful directions were given to all who undertook the cee _ task, that it is believed that with one exception only,the waterarrived = 
in the examiner’s laboratory free from any impurities other than - ae _ those present in it at the source from which it was drawn. The _ _ directions were as follows; “Take, if possible, a new glass or earth- — a enware bottle or jug, clean it as thoroughly as. possibly, and rinse 1t 

- repeatedly with the water which it is to contain, filling and empty- 
ing it at least five or six times before finally closing it up: then fill —
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nt: full, cork and seal aud send it to the chemist as soon as practic- 

able.” Samples bottled according to these directions were received 

. from all, or nearly all of the principal valleys of the state, including | 

those of the Fox, Wolf, Wisconsin, Yellow, Black, ‘Trempealeau, ~— 

and. Chippewa rivers, as also from many private sources of supply; _ | 

samples of the water used for drinking on the cranberry marshes of - 

ne Wood county were also received, and the writer avails himself.of 

this. opportunity to return thanks to the many gentlemen whoin- 

terested themselves in the work and forwarded specimens of water 

- - from their respective localities. ats 

The idea prevails toavery great extent that well-water must neces- 

oe sarily be pure and wholesome for two reasons; first, because itis — N 

rn generally cool, clear and colorless, and secondly, becauseeventhough 

| it be wholly derived from surface drainage, it must have parted with 

| all impurities during its passage through the soil, which is generally | 

en held to bea perfect filter, both chemical and mechanical, upon'an 

, enormous scale. To show the fallacy of this idea we. cannot do ~ 

better than quote the following experiment from the admirable re- 

| port of Dr. Selden, of Tomah, which forms appendix “A.” of Dr. 

Witter’s paper. Cen . | SS 

6 From one gallon of water, taken from a public well which en- - 

_ joyed the reputation of furnishing pure water, one pint was passed — 

ss through filtering paper and twenty-five grains of pure cane sugar 

| -s-were added. After standing in an atmosphere of 70°Fah. in a 

a glass-stoppered bottle for twelve hours, the water was very turbid 

and emitted strongly the characteristic odor of decomposing or- 

ganic matter. A filter was then prepared of the subsoil surround- 

+ Ing the well, and packed more closely than it was before disturbed. 

| | Through this filter, water from the same well was passed untila 

pint was obtained, which was filtered through paper and subjected 

to the same test as the other. In the same time the same turbidity 

coe ~ was noted and the same. odor given off showing that no change 

took place in the water during its filtration through the soil. Even 

if the soil did naturally possess some merit as a filter, yet, In towns — 

os where imperfect policing is the rule, the soil must become satu- 

rated with the leachings of filth? © SS | 

| a | Further, let the following facts be remembered: That the well is 

dug, in the majority of cases, at such a distance from the house as 

_-will reduce the labor of obtaining water to the minimum; that the - 

: door yard, in which the well is placed is usually the receptacle for — 

a all the sweepings from the house; that the barn yerd is frequently
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in close proximity to the door yard, and the character of the sol 

and the probable amount of its power as a filter may easily be Se 

| guessed, ees oe rr ne a 

Moreover, a well, constructed as only too many wells in this state 

are constructed, ¢. ¢., by digging to what is considered a sufficient | 

_ depth, and lining the hole thus dug, with pine plank, is a recepta- 

gle for all the water which falls upon the surface of a circular area 

which has the well for its centre and a radius varying with the » 

| character of the soil, from 25 to 100 feet and even more, as well | 

authenticated instances prove. As mentioned above, the position of 

| the well is chosen with reference to the greatest convenience, being ~ 

in many cases inside of the kitchen, scullery or wood shed. Slops 

of all kinds are thrown, very generally, upon the ground just outside 

Sf the kitchen or scullery door; the cleanly housewife mops her | 

| kitchen floor almost daily, and, as the writer can testify from per- 

sonal observation in more than one instance, the well is so placed | 

: that a large portion of the water used in this purification finds its 

_. way directly back into the source from which it was drawn. And, _ 

finally, privy vaults and cesspools are generally mere holes in the 

.. earth, without curbing or lining of any kind whatever, are much | 

| shallower than the well, and ata distance from it,in very many 

cases, wholly insufficient to prevent the passage of their contents 

into it. If all these circumstances be considered, there will be no | © 

hesitation in affirming that the conclusions of the English sanitarian - 

apply with even greater force in Wisconsin than in England. - 

' Believing that an examination of water, like charity, might best | 

_ begin at. home, the writer: began his work by making an examina- 

tion of the water from the well of the house which he himself occu- | 

we pied, and which he had always considered rather better than that | 

used by the most of his neighbors. A sample of the water treated | | 

- by Heisch’s test (detailed in the extract given above from Dr. — Oo 

_-Selden’s commanication) gave in the course of 24 hours unmistaka- | 

ble evidence of the presence of putrescible organic matter in solu: : 

tion, and an examination of the well, which immediately followed as _ | 

| a matter of course, revealed an abominable state of affairs, which, 

os up to that time, had remained unsuspected. The depth of the well 

was about 12 feet; it had been curbed with pine boards, and, atthe = 

nee ce time the inspection was made, the curbing had decayed to suchan - 

ee extent that any of the boards composing it could be crumbled to -
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pieces between the fingers. The well, which. was under an out- 
building used as a summer kitchen, had been covered with boards to 

os prevent the sweepings, etc., from the floor above it falling into it, 
and upon this covering lay a mass of filth evidently the accumula- 

ee tion of several years. Itis scarcely needful to say that water drawn 
from a source with such surroundings could by no possible chance 
be fit either for drinking or for culinary purposes. = ee - 
The next examination made was of the water used by a family eee 

oo some member of which was generally more or less unwell. The 
ne ‘owner of the well from which this specimen was taken had dug = | 
gS ‘somewhat deeper than common, and claimed that he had struck an_ ee 

we S “unusually large vein of very pure water; that no surface drainage 
ss contaminated his supply. On being pumped from the well, a‘large 
quantity of floculent matter was to be seen suspended in the water, vor, 

ee and upon the application of Heisch’s test, after filtration, putre- EES 
BE - factive fermentation commenced in less than twelve hours. In” 

oe this instance, it is probable that the putrescible matter was derived - ue 
from the washings of the kitchen, laundry slops, etc., the well 
being placed close to the back door, and its covering being built. “eS oe up level with the kitchen floor, forming in fact a part of the back | | 

a ‘stoop over which all the water used in the mopping of the kitchen | 
| floor passed, and upon which, in summer at least, the weekly wash- — | / : ing was done. - - | - : : Sy _ ad . | 

The first of the wells above-mentioned contained 14 grains of or- 
ganic matter in solution per gallon, and the second 16 grains per 

gs gallon. The first was invariably filtered previous to use ; nothing 
is known of the second in this respect, but the presumption isthat 
it was. used for all domestic purposes in the condition in which it 
Was pumped from the well. The first contained a variable amount oe 
of suspended impurities > the sample of the second which Was CX- 
amined showed 23 grains per gallon of the suspended flocculent 
material mentioned, of which no examination was made ; it was, 
however, evidently organic in origin, . - - ee gE 

lee Another sample-from a driven. well in the neighborhood of these _ | 
BO two showed very little organic impurity of any sort; it hada slight- 

Ly offensive taste, which was found to be due to a minute quantity A 
we of decayed vegetal matter; it contained traces of lime andmagne- 
a sia, together with sulphates of soda and potassa. : a 3 ee 

yes A curious illustration of the manner in which a water originally Au
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| remarkably good and pure. may become so contaminated as to be _ ae 
| unfit. for use, was given in the examination of a sample of water Oe 

from a spring which supplied several families. Heisch’s test 
showed the presence of putrescible matter, and further examina- | 

-. tion showed that nitrites and phosphates were also present in con- | 
_. siderable quantity. From these facts, very grave suspicions arose 

as to the source of contamination, there being a disused cemetery — 
| in the immediate vicinity. Examination proved, however, that the 

| slop of the strata of clay from between which the spring flowed was | 
in such a direction as to render it very probable that any drainage | 

- from the cemetery could find its way into the spring, and further 
a inquiry brought to light the fact that some, if not all, of the junior. Bes 
7 members of the families concerned were in the habit of using the = 
__- spring-head as a convenient place for the storage of minnows, frogs, | 

etc., intended for live fish-bait. A further cause of contamination | 
existed in the fact that water found its way into the spring from a 
portion of a road which had been filled in with slabs, etc.,inthe —_ 

: crevices of which great numbers of beetles and other similar insects 

| found a congenial home. Upon the spring being thoroughly cleaned 
cut, a cemented liaing substitued for a wooden one, and proper 

arrangements made to divert the drainage from the road into more __ aoe 
suitable channels, a second examination of the water was made, — ; - 

| and it proved to be, as had been the boast of those using it,one of . 
the best waters in the city, all, in short, that could. reasonably be 
expected or desired. oS | : a 

a Far different was the condition of the water fromanumberof  —_ 
springs flowing from a low bluff, lying to the north and east of the 
same locality, upon the edge of which the old cemetery referred to 
above is located. The slope of the clay, underlying the drift which 
forms the bluff in question, is such that a large part of the water __ ne 
forming these springs must, of necessity, pass through the ceme- a oe 

| tery; it is heavily charged with nitrites, phosphates and chlorides, 
all of which point too plainly to an animal origin-toadmit of much ts 

: doubt that the water is simply a “strong infusion of death.” ‘It is ae 
-- not known to the writer whether the water from these springs is o 

used to any great. extent for domestic purposes ; the time at his ae 
Pee disposal, moreover, was not long enough to admit of any thorough aoe 

or extended investigation of the character of the water used inthe 
_.. district which they probably supply ; a question of considerable -
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ns sanitary interest, however, is, whether diseases pointing to an iyn- : 

‘pure water-supply prevail to any considerable extent in the district 

— A-very common error, in this section of the state at least is, that | 

SEE AE of considering water, colored by decaying vegetal matter. and pos- « 

sessing almost any disagreeable taste, as a chalybeate, having all = 

| -—- the tonic and other medicinal properties of waters of that charac- : 

ter. A tolerably large section of this city is supplied with water 

which, flowing through a marshy tract, has become impregnated | 

a - with vegetal matter, which imparts to it a brownish tint that, taken 

An connection with a somewhat nauseous flavor, qs generally thought oe 

7 to give indisputable proof of the presence of ‘iron. Analysis mo, 

a shows, however, that while a trace of iron is. really present, the a 

. quantity is wholly insufficient to affect appreciably either the color’ — 

or taste of the water, far less to impart the very decided tint-and 

_ flavor which characterizes it. As a matter of fact, very few of the 

ee samples of water examined contained iron in sufficient quantity to 

et . give, even after considerable concentration, the characteristic re- / 

| action of that metal with potassic ferrocyanide. CE 7 

| Among the specimens examined were two from two hotels, one 

the Rablin House, in this city, the other labeled simply “hotel 

-—-water,’”? having nothing to indicate the name of the house or its | 

| locality. A greater contrast could hardly be imagined than that 

existing between these two sources of supply. The first wasof 

exceptional purity, showing traces only of soda and potassa, and 

ee almost entire freedom from any organic matter. The second con- 

Ce | tained lime, magnesia, soda, potassa, chlorine, phosphoric, nitrous 

oO ‘and sulphuric acids, giving strong reason to suspect contamination —_ 

| by decaying organic matter of animal origin. Another sampie from - 

oa private well showed the presence of a large amount of nitrites and _ 

phosphates, and from a rough diagram which. was drawn by the  ~ 

SS ~ gentleman who obtained the sample in question, it is inferred that | 

the same state of things exists throughout the locality from which | - 

4 was obtained. According to this diagram the well “lies near the 

ce foot of a hill, one side of whichis rock, the other and that nearer 

—- t9 the well being composed of sand ; upon the sandy side is situated | 

OY a cemetery,” its distance from the well not being mentioned. “A 

oe memorandum descriptive of the well and its surroundings from — 

which we quote, says: “The well is fifty feet deep, all the way —
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through sand, and the soil for a large distance aroundis sand.” | 

_Now, there is at least one case on record, narrated by Dr. A. Hag- no 

ler, of Basle, Switzerland, we think in vol. XI of the German Ar- 

_ chives of Clinical Medicine, which proves beyond all question that a 

| water may pass through more than a mile in thickness of porous 

: _ soil without being freed from organic matter in solution. This case | . 

| was briefly as follows: Three cases of typhoid fever occurred in an | 

isolated farm house situated on one side of a mountain ridge, upon | 

the opposite side of which stands the village of Lausen. A brook 

‘runs past the farm house, which stream received the excreta of ‘the 

three patients, and in it their bed and body linen was washed. _ . 

. ‘The brook served to irrigate certain. meadows near the farm 

house, and the water from these meadows filtered through the soil, | | 

: as was shown by a crucial experiment, devised and executed by | 

_ Dr. Higler, and mingled with the water of a spring which supplied = 

_ nearly all the inhabitants of Lausen with water, the only excep- ve 
tions being those of six families who used water drawn from wells 

on their own premises. No fever occurred in any one of these six = 

-. . families, while scarcely one of all the rest escaped. One hundred | 

— . and forty-four cases in all were treated, including those of children — 

| who contracted the disorder at Lausen, where they were spending a 

their vacation, and who sickened after their return toschooh = 

_ Cases like this are full of warning and instruction for all who are | 

. willing to profit by the lessons they convey. From the facts diss | 

_ eovered by the analysis of the water from the well described above, 

and from the account given of the relative situations of the ceme- 

tery, and of the character of the soil lying between it and the well 

_ there is serious reason for apprehending danger toall who use water 

Og _derived from wells in that locality. | an : 

| _.. And just here it may be said that while water tested by Heisch’s - - 

test, which shows any marked milkiness or turbidity, -or which a 

ss «gives off any disagreeable odor within forty-eight hours, may be | 

safely pronounced unfit for domestic use, it by no means follows : 

| that all waters which remain clear and transparent when subjected os 

to treatment for that length of time are free from. all impurities 

_ “which are dangerous to life and health. That test, valuable asitis, = 

oe oy for the detection of sewage and similar matter in water, gives no 

_.. information whatever in regard to nitrogenous compounds which | 

have undergone oxidation more or less complete. The presence of
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_. > nitrates in water gives ground for suspicion in regard to its fitness 
_ for drinking, for it indicates the presence, in some portion of the 
- soil through which such water has passed, of a very large . amount 

of animal, or at least nitrogenous matter. — as an 
Still: more objectionable is the presence of nitrates, and these. ma 
were present, in the case referred to above in large quantity. These ae 

oo: salts indicate an originally’ incomplete oxidation of nitrogenous 

EN “ matter, a reduction of oxides from a higher degree. to a lower, or, ue os 

a8 as has been recently discovered, the. presence of bacteria and their pe 
a oes action on alkaline nitrates, If the. presence of nitrates. be due to ae . 

the first of these causes, the soil is insufhciently aerated, and con- 
: ES ; sequently its oxidizing powers are overtaxed. In the second case 

the inference is that some reducing agent is present, and while this 
oR ae agent may be in itself perfectly inert or harmless as regards. the 
mee SS animal economy, on the other hand it may be some putrefying or- : : 

ee ganic matter, and in all such cases it is the part of wisdom to Os 
ne assume the worst, and to avoid the use of such water for domestic — ey 
Es purposes. Lastly, the appearance of bacteria is so closely. con- 

: nected with the processes of putrefaction and decay that there can 
be no doubt whatever of the propriety of rejecting water in which | : 

‘ there is reason to suspect their presence. Further, the presence in ne 
both nitrites and nitrates in water indicates not only the presence 

a - ~ originally of nitrogenous matter in the soil through which such 
oe water has passed, but if their quantity be large it indicatesan over- 

. taxing of the chemical powers of the soil, or, to say the least, that 
| _ these powers are already tasked. to their utmost extent, and that / 

ass | - consequently any addition to the amount of nitrogenous matter © 
we Le _ already present will remain to be partly dissolved by the water (use 

which filters through it, and carried into wells or other sourcesof 
ae supply, to be drawn thence and to do the work of producing disease be 

and death. It ought, moreover, to be generally known that nitrates 
are all soluble in water, the alkaline nitrates especially so, andthat = 

eee they impart to water a saline taste and a degree of coolness which 

are considered by many peculiarly pleasant and refreshing, so that 
_ the very qualities which ought to give warning of danger areheld 

tobe powerful recommendation. =. a ee 
Tn addition to the many samples of water obtained from wells 

/ and similar sources of private supply, a few samples were procured. os 
As from the cranberry marshes of Wood county. These were gener-
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Co ally good in character, none of them containing more than 3 grains 
per gallon of organic matter or anything harmful. One was chaly- 

| - beate in character, holding 8.7 grains per gallon of carbonate of iron oes 
insolution 9 ee ee 

oe The question will doubtless be asked, ‘ What are we to do— 
whence are we to obtain supplies of water for drinking and domes- | 
tic purposes, if the water of our wells is as bad as you have repre- 
sented it?” In answer, we reply that the state of Wisconsin is 

1 blessed with an abundant supply of as pure and good water as ispos- 
sessed by any territory of equal extent in the United States, and a 
probably in the world. The waters of the Wisconsin, Black, Yel- : 

| low, Wolf, Fox, Chippewa, and probably of all the rivers of the 
ot state are equal to the boasted Croton of New York,andinsomein- ~ 

stances far superior to it. In cases where no stredm is availableas 
fo a source of supply, greater care in digging wells, with an avoidance 7 
a of the use of wood for curbing, and the exercise of common sense | 

; in locating privies and cesspools, will probably prove effective in 
| improving the quality of the water. The excellent suggestion of __ 

= ‘Dr. Selden may also be of use in a large section of the state. a Tf it came within the scope of this article so to do, much might . 
be said in relation to the construction of privy-vaults, the merits of 

| earth-closets in respect to the water supply, the best methods of 
| well-construction, etc., etc., as bearing upon the questien of public 

health. Neither time nor space, however, admit of the full discus- _ 
sion of these subjects, even if they fell into the writer’s province. 
It must suffice if we have succeeded in calling attention to some of. | 
the dangers which threaten us, and in arousing abler minds to a. a 

oe contemplation of them in all their magnitude. 7 

ON THE BREEDING AND MANAGEMENT OF HORSES. 

7 —— By Rev. WM. H. H. MURRAY, or MassacHusETts. = ye 

_ Of the management of the horse, I have not the time, neither ne 
have I the inclination to-day to speak; every man has his own idea, - 

__ and-every man who owns a horse thinks his own idea is better than a his neighbor’s, touching the question of his management. I have ——
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_ found no greater divergence of opinion in reference to horse mat- 

ss ters, than just this question. How should a colt be managed? In | 

| , ~ ¥eference to his education, in reference to the discipline of his pow- a 

~ erg, in reference to his diet, in reference. even to the surroundings - 

o£ his stables, and how he should be managed when driven in those _ 
great contests of speed which decide the quality in him, I findfew 

. men to agree. So we will lay that aside. I haye thought that, in a | 

---veference to the matter of breeding, there might be some young 

men here, and if not here, there would be young men in the country 

before whom this report, when published, —as I understand it will 

be —will be laid, who would be interested in knowing what ayoung _ 

| saan who has been actively engaged ir breeding, and who has made oe 

his studies touching the literature of the horse tend in that direc- 

tion, had settled: upon in respect to two or three of the dozen points a 

-".. Involved: in the general problem. oo | RR 

- I would say, then, in the first place, that there is but one way to - 

' . * approach this problem of breeding the horse. It is the way inwhich a 

= | - -we should approach the discussion of propagating any form of life 

that has’ been made of God, and is intimately connected with hu- 

man happiness and the welfare of society. The greatest coarseness | 

that can be manifested by a human being is the ‘coarseness mani- > 

Les fested in the presence of a woman, and especially in the presence of 

- a woman: who is a mother. A man who can derive any element of 

7 joke, any material for squibs, or the least substance for irreverential - 

oe remark, as he looks into the face of the mother as she holds her — | 

_— .ghild in her lap, or on her bosom, has stamped himself so base, so | 

- ignoble, and so utterly rude, that he has ruled himself out of the => 

presence of respectable and cleanly thinking men. 

| _.. Whoever can approach the problem of propagating life so that it , 

may fulfill the high, and I may say, the serene uses that the Creator - 

intended it to fulfill; whoever can look even upon the young lamb 

| PE in the farm-yard, and not see in ‘its existence one of the divinest : : 

mysteries in the universe; whoever can look into a nest of little 

-- robins, and see the care of the old birds for their young, and not 

med _.. feel that he is touching the margin of the greatest mystery we have _ 

: to explore, is a marvel of course insensibility, — and going up to o 

the higher forms of life, until we come next to the highest perhaps, / | 

the propagation of the horse, — for I place higher than the propa- | 

gation of the horse, the propagation of the dog,— when he sees)
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what God intended in his creation, sees what he was designed to be Bou rae 

when God created him — for you know that all animal formsex- «© 

sted first in some mood of God; before even they had structure, 

| | they existed in his benevolent designs; they had an eternity of con- 

‘ception as it were, in him, and they truly have come out of him, | 

ag out of his own substance, — whoever then, comes up to a problem | 

--'Jike this: How can we reproduce the horse, in its original type, - 

and does not feel grave and sober; feel that he has touched one of 

the gravest matters of studentship, he is, —I will not say whathe > - 

-._ is, I will say what he is not — he is not a sensitive and reverential © 

| student of divine causes and effects. — pe A ia 

ee Now, young man, if I have arrived at any truth, if Ihave arrived _ 

at any correct understanding of this matter of breeding the horse, — | 

| Tam quite sure that I owe it, more largely than to any other one. | 

. | thing, to the fact that I took it up reverentially. « A brutish man 

ee knoweth not God,” said the old Psalmist. He neither knows him a 

in his essential nature, as he is unexpressed as spirit, nor does he. 

| _ know him as he is, expressed in organism and structure. Thereis 

oe a, certain fineness of fibre required in the mind to understand these 

| things, which lie so closely to the edge and verge of Deity. Ifl 

| have arrived at any truth in this matter, I say, 1-believe Toweit = 

more to the fact that I took the first knowledge that I discovered 

out of the Bible, and with it was associated in my mind all the tra- 

| ditional reverence, if you please, in which I had been trained touch- : 

ing the Word of God. T remember well how long I floundered 

about in the mire of discussion and antagonism, and difference of 

opinion on the part of wise men as they would be called, in reference | 

- to this matter, and I remember well, how one evening, in looking Oo 

are upon the pages of the open Bible, I struck the bottom fact which = 

_ underlies, as I conceive, the whole subject; and it was in that plain, | a 

__ ordinary sentence, which all of you know, but which few of you, 

- perhaps, have ever felt in its full significance, that, * every seed ee 

| should bring forth after its kind.” I said, “find the highest type oo 

7 to perform the parental act, and youcan repeat the typical creation. — 

| _ Find two parents that represent the original idea in any organism : 

_ * or structure, and I can repeat the original idea.” . Find the typi- _ . 

gal rose of all the world, and you can repeat the first rose that. ever oo 

was made. Find the representative daisy, and you can repeat the - 

; _ original daisy form. Find the original perfection of horse structure, |
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Oo horse temperment, horse form, and you have got back face to face. _ ie 
_ with the original idea that was in God’s mind before ever he stamped ~ it into the physical structure of the noble animal. — ° oS tee es 

Twill pass over the history of the beeding and management of : 
the horse, one of the most unique and wonderful which the litera- 

| ture of the world recurds, pausing simply to say we are only discover- ee ing and learning over again the lost wisdom of the world. The | a 
eee Egyptians, for. instance, three thousand years ago, bred five or six yh es 

foes _ different styles of horses, in order to meet the demands of their fes- - oe 
. tivals and royal entertainments. The highest form of beauty, — the BR 

i ee royal form of beauty in horses, as many of you know, was the horse 
oe which had such high action in front, that his knees, when brought __ a 
ees up in: stepping, nearly touched his lower lip as he marched with his veg : 

Pe - nose curbed in. The royal chariot horses of Egypt had this super- oe 
oe _ abounding high knee action in front, as we admire it in the parade. 
ne horse of to-day. They not only admired it, but reduced itintoone = 

aes of the facts of. their breeding. In other words, the royal horse of — ES | _ the old Egyptians — the horse which drew the ‘king in his chariot, ge r 
when his captives followed in chains at the rear— that horse was” 

as it were, spring-halted in front : and they bred him so for over a a 
thousand years, a distinct breed, a stock that never intermitted its = a peculiar royal and kingly characteristics. The gradations of rank, 

| | | from the Egyptian king down to the soldier in the common cavalry  * 
‘might have been measured, by one gazing upon their triumphant | 4 - processions, by looking at the height of the knees of the horse when. 

_ brought up, as he was passed in the long review. NS 
eS I will pass over all these suggestive reminiscences of literature aS 

ee - which would make a pleasant evening’s entertainment, if wewere > : 
oe 7 ; seated together around a genial fire, and I could dwell upon them; - _ a 

oak - but I must come directly to the heart of this: question, and the heart a . 
- of it, from the commercial point of view, is, that breeding is a fail- ee 

ee ure, J maintain that breeding, in America is a failure, commercially oe 
ae considered. I take it that any business whose workings as to re- / oe 

--—- gults are so little ascertained, that you cannot figure out your result a 
ae until you come to it, and then, in five cases out of ten, find the re-. 

-- sult just what you did not wish, and what you were not striving to 9° 
ee have. I say, a business that is no better known than that, not only oe 

is, but must be, a failure. A business that is known in its methods, pg 
_—- and-in its results, is the only business that has in it the chance of
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- success. Weighed in this scale, breeding in this country is afail- 
7 ure. There is nota breeder that I know of to-day who can tell me. __ - Ae 

_ ‘what he is going to have in the colt that will be foaled on his farm: _ 
| next May. Tell me surely, tell me as you can tell me what interest | 

you will receive on the United States bonds you may have—so 
"much, ordered by law. But natural results are as strictly under: 

| natural laws, 2s commercial or financial results are under thecom- 
mand of statute. Andif we could only ascertain the law out of | | 
which comes the force that makes the result, we should know just’ | 
how to repeat the result every time. The trouble with all of us Be 

_ is, we are superficial students. We are objective students, welook 
at the colt as an object. We do not look at the colt as a, creation, - ; 
and analyze the causes which underlie that creation. How did he = 

: get his color? How did he come by his temperament? Whence pe 
: did he receive. that peculiar conformation of structure? Was it a 

- from his immediate parents, or from his remote parents, or is there 
| _ the original type in that colt, —a new creation, as it were, inde- oe 
- pendent of his parentage. For God, in order to preserve the finest — 

Oo specimens of every race or tribe, occasionally repeats the original OS 
type of it. | Cr ane oS 

--- You have all, no doubt, known children that were so much more. fo & oe 
_.__ brilliant than either father or mother that you could not say they — a o 

came out of either father or mother. You have known sonsso. ———™ 
much more talented and able than father or mother, that they could - 
not be called the children of either father or mother. God inter- 7 
vened for his own wise purposes, and made _@ new creation in that ‘ 
boy. And, the result was a poet, or musician, or orator; a being 

7 made of so much finer ‘stuff than ever could be reassured out of the - 
parentage that preceded, that thoughtful men say, God went | 

_.. back to the beginning of the world for that man. Well, men are 
_ puzzled in meeting a great horse bred from a dam and sire of no oe - 

me peculiar note; they undertake to account for that wonderful crea- 
ture, as if he was the result of his sire and his dam. I look at it — . 

| differently. I give that sire no credit at all, because it ig such an __ ns 
exceptional case that it is ruled outside of the law of descent. We Oo 

| “ _ cannot afford to trust toit by way of reasoning from it. A result — oO | 
that is so exceptioral as to be unsupported by any law. You cannot a - 

: oe make the basis of any business > or rule of any | studentship. You | 
_.. bring me a fine horse, of so much greater value than sire or dam, |
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that you cannot account for that horse on the ground of parentage. 

| - And I do not try to account for him in that way. Ido not givethe 

sire or dam any credit for him whatever. I take it as one of those | 

7 mysteries I cannot fathom. I can mention the names of half a | 

dozen Americans, known in literature and state craft, whose names | 

: ‘are familiar to you, whose fathers and mothers, grandfathers and 

-... + grandmothers, could not, if I may so speak, produce them. They | | 

oe were, as I hold, new creations, magnificent original types of men : | 

and women. oe De gy 

Well, from such causes, breeding of horse stock is a failure, be- 7 

--* gause it cannot predict what the result of breeding will be. Let | | 

ys look for a moment to discover, if we can, the cause of this result.. we 

a My idea is that it is, briefly put, ¢gnorance.. I think at the coreof 

almost all failures, you will find ignorance as the cause. Ithinkat 

the core of this failure that we are making in breeding, you will 

= find lack of knowledge as the real cause. Forinstance, how rarely 

-. you find any practical studentship brought’ to this matter of breed- | 

a _ ing! How can you expectan ordinary farmer, whon ever thought a ee 

mo moment, on this matter, who never read a book upon this subject, oy 

who never looked upon it ever: asa matter which he had need to 
study, nay, how can you take a man who has never studied any- 

| _- thing, who never thought about anything, as students think upon | 

matters, and by such men the majority of our colts are being He 

"pred, — how, I say, can you take such aman, and expect that he | 

en will make a success in breeeding, when breeding means the finest - 

» and most painstaking studentship that we have to engage in today? 

Oe That interrogation answers itself. — ee a a8 

pote ep So we pass on to the next point, that, in addition to. ignorance, . ao 

lack of means has acted asa cause of failure. Breeding requires - 

ne money. W hat right have you to rule this great industry out of | 

the companionship of kindred industries? What right have you to | . 

‘make, as the essential of all success in every other branch of indus- me 

try, capital, and not make capital essential to all success in breed- - 

oe ing? Ifa man goes into the dry goods business, to make asuccess 

es ~ of it, he must have capital, must he not? If he goes into the onion- | | | 

ee raising business, he must have capital, must he-not? If he goes : | 

_. into the grocery business, he must have capital, must he not? But 

oo here are men, taking up this business of breeding, with no capital | 

ao _ whatever. A dam that is worth fifty dollars, perhaps, and ifyou oe
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are a moral man, you would not dare to sell her at that price, bred | | 
: toa horse that is not worth fifty cents, with the hope of getting a 

“Dexter ora Goldsmith Maid!” Just such wild dreams as that, I | | 
| know from correspondence I am receiving, are being entertained _ 

by young men. . ae oe co 
' ‘Now the question is often asked me. ‘Which makes the colt, 

- the dam or the sire?” The Arabs have a maxim, that the “foal fol- | 
lows the sire.” It is fashionable, I see, to laughat Arabs. We caught | 

| the fashion through theegotism of the English thoroughbred breed- | 
ers, who dislike to own that their favorites originally sprung from, ~ - 

_ or could be potentially bettered by, an infusion of Arabian blood, - | 
| to any extent. It is easy to laugh at the Arabs, to say that their ~ a 

| horses are not equal to the modern English thoroughbred, and all oo | 
. - that sort of nonsense, which you see now floating through horse ~ 

7 literature; but friends, I find on the old Kgyptian tablets, that are : 
7 three thousand years of age, the image of the horse that is now | 

called the Kocklani in Arabia, the princeliest of breeds there; the | 
_ same horse, I say, that you see in Arabia, to-day, you fin dengraved | 
on Egyptian sculptures more than three thousand years ago; which 
means, that for thirty-two hundred years, the laws of breeding have 
not only been known, but kept; not only were discovered, but = 

ee have been actually taught and obeyed to the letter. Now, then,” 
a people, whether literate or illiterate, must be wise in horse lore | 
that can trace back along a line of three thousand years of breed-- | 
ing, so exact that astrangely colored hair has never come into the oo 
hide of one of their horses; so that a different shaped nostril, a dif- __ 

- ferent curvature of the eyebrow, has never yet been known in that 
| princely breed. When you go among a tribe of men who can look | 

‘back thirty centuries and not find a distinction in the color ofa —_ 
- hair, or in the arch shape of the eyebrows, I tell you, you may sit : 

| down at the feet of those men, as the wisest teachers in the breed- | 
ing of the horse the world knows. Therefore, when I find that 

; . Arab proverb, “ The foal follows the sire’? and find that my foals 
: do not always follow the sire, I say I must look deeper into this | 

matter. Those men knew a thousand times more than I do; the 
_.. knowledge out of which that maxim came is not for me to question; 
_ it is for me to account for it, and, I go to work to account for it. - 

, _ My opinion is, I may change it to-morrow; I would not give a cent , 
for a man who would not change his ‘opinion on horse matters as 

| 21—Sr. Ae. Soc.
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-_ éasily as he turns over in bed at night, but, to-day, I am inclined oo 

- to swing back to the Arabian principle of breeding, that the foal | - 

always follows the sire. Os tee Mh BA 

eae To account for it, in the first place, the Arabs always select their — . 

dams with great care. Now it may be, that the word “best,” as 

applied to their dams, you do not apply to yours. That is, the dam os 

that you would consider the best, may not be the bestintheeye > 

of the Arab breeder. What is the best dam'in the eyeofthe Arab 

ss preeder? May it not be the one that will allow its foal to bear 

Mrs the stamp of the horse? I think so. I have two dams on my farm 

ae that.could not be sold by a religious man for over three hundred a 

Eos me dollars, in a matter of trade, and yet three thousand dollars could | | 

not buy either of them. Why? Three colts have come out of 

- each, and every colt has looked precisely like its sire ; has put its Ms 

feet, when eating its oats, precisely like its sire; has smelt of the. > 

water, and muzzled round it before drinking, precisely like its sire; 

has done everything like its sire. The dam simply carried it, as a oe 

mother holds. her baby in her lap, and never marked it at all. Now, - 

eS may not the old Arabs have such facts in mind ? May they not, 

| when they laid down the maxim, “The foal always follows the sire,” : 

: have had this in mind, that there should be no dam bred to a sire : 

that would interrupt the sire in propagating himself. , 

-- J know a man that has a mare that has foaled two colts. He 

. — bougkt her for $87. And yet she is invaluable. Why? Because | 

gach of the colts that came from her are not only hike thé sire ina | 

. ne general sense, but they are the sire in miniature. In interior habits — 

| of the stable, in the way they move about in the stall, the way they a 

toss thelr heads, and the way they feed and drink, they are the sire 

over again. pa EERE ane cet 

You may take all my fashionable, high-bred mares out of my 

stable, if you will leave in their places such mares as that, for you oo 

have eliminated for me in doing it, half the difficulty out of the 

problem of breeding ; namely, the difficulty which the ‘¢empera- 

ment, structure and habits of dams bring to the breeder. Forin- _ 

._- stance, I could select an animal that is perfect, — one I know is. 

Be - perfect, — one that can transmit himself, if he is not bothered and | 

. interrupted in doing it, by the dam. I know I can, I say, select 

ee such a stallion in New York, in New England, and in six or eight 

__ stables-in the middle states; and if I can find a dam that will not a
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trouble that sire in the offspring, Ican repeat the sire in every colt. == 
7 The Arabs may have selected their dams in that way. : 7 

| _ Now, then, will you see the possibility of this old Arab inaxim - 
being true in our practice ? First, select a dam that will simply | 
carry the foal, feeding it with its blood and milk, but not affecting | 

| it at all, and then select a horse that has, first, the general excel- 
lence you want, then the special excellence, and then the power to 

| transmit both general and special excellence, and would rot the: 
maxim be true, that “the foal follows the sire 2” 

Vicious ones should never be bred to. Men raise sinners enough; 
we do not need to imitate them in raising equine imps. Itisa | 

, crime to breed an ugly dam either to an ugly horse, ora good- 
. natured horse. No mare that bites, leers or kicks can be bred in| : 

oO my stables. It-is not dwsiness to doit. I am not actuated by any — 
oe higher motive than the old Yankee wooden-nutmeg sense that is 

i born in us down in Connecticut. - It is not business to do it ; for I 
_ know that the colt would kill somebody in the attempt to break 

| him, and the sire would get a reputation for being ugly, when the | 
_ real cause is in the dam, and the result would -be, that“ vicious- 

ness” would be written in popular characters over my stable. Fo 
Observe, also, that the foal partakes of the physical and nervous soles 

condition of the sire and the dam, not as they are by nature, but 
as they are at the time when the foal is conceived. - These are 

| rudimental principles; but, gentlemen, they lie at the base of 
success in breeding. I doubt. whether our arbitrary fashion of 
managing the sire and dam at the time of conception is not one 
of the’ prime causes of our failure in breeding, when you are talk- 
ing about success in the really high and fine sense. I notice that 

: the principles of selection, of favortism and affinity, God, has not 
left out of the horse structure ; I notice that there are some dams | 
that do not take kindly to some sires ; and it is a rule, a rule rev- 

- erentially obeyed in my head groom’s management, that. unless «ss 
| nature plainly, by sympathy, affinity and expression, points to the 

| result, the result shall never be obtained by us. I must allude to . 
this in passing, because it is one of those things that, in our minds, _ 

7 - account for so much that is mysterious and inexplicable in: any 
other way: it accounts for so much in the propagation of the hn- - 
‘man species, in the ‘perpetuation of disordered minds, tendencies | 

: and appetites, wants and craving, that can be accounted for in no
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other manner. He whose name is Love never intended that there _ 

~ ghould be any propagation outside of it. Wherever you find an 

an organization fine enough to follow affinity, there you find organiza- | 

ee tion that must be jealously and sacredly guarded down at the very 

root and germ of its propagating connection. The man who thinks oo : 

| of this thing rudely, coarsely, who looks at a horse as merely a ne 

| brute, merely an animal, devoid of sense, devoid of a fine nerve | 

—_ - structure, devoid of fine habits, can never be, in my judgment, a ee 

:  eandid student of this subject. An excited nervous condition > 

~. ghould be avoided at this delicate period. a | 

| A horse should never be treated as a hog is. I can go into stable 

“8 ~ after stable, and find every horse as fat as if God had not made him 

. for activity but sluggishness. He made him strung with strong, 

ge lively, fibrous muscles, not to be covered with layer upon layer of | | 

adipose tissue. One of the great sins of breeding has been the = 

- overfeeding of the stock horse, from which cause many have died. 

-. My judgment is that “ Fearnaught” died because he had been kept | 

like a swine, not like a horse. | My judgment is that “ Taggart’s a 

.. Abdallah” has been in danger of death for three or four years, be- 

. cause, in‘ order to make a horse that did not weigh a thousand — 

- pounds tip ten hundred and fifty, Mr. Taggart has kept him hog | 

fat. I instance ‘these, not invidious comparisons, because, where | | 

the rule is the same with all, there can be no invidious comparison. 

o I impeach the rule and fashion from bottom to top. eS a | 

| There are two extremes of condition in which you should never - - 

breed, where the horse has little exercise, and is kept fat, and | 

where the horse is drawn fine for some great nervous feat. Hither - 

condition igs fatal to breeding. The reason “ Ethan Allen” got so —— 

7 many weak-kneed, nervous colts, was because he was kept in a | 

-_ nervous condition by constant trials of speed. Oo | 

‘The two horses that, by a combination of their qualities, would 

| have given us the perfect horse, in my opinion, were old “George | | 

 M. Patchen ” and “ Ethan Allen.” In those two horses, you had 

- about all an American could desire in a horse. In one you had size, | 

in the other you had beauty. In both you had speed ; in both, a 

splendid temperament. In one, plenty of bone structure ; in the 

other, the finest bone structure. The intercrossing of their re- 

a spective descendants would have given us, as I think, pretty nearly | 

the perfect horse. Both were wasted, both were absolutely spilled,
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as you spill a barrét of liquid when you pull out the tap and letit 

run out on the cellar floor. No conservatism was exercised, no hcl 

guard was put around them.. “Justin Morgan” was killed, was os 

| wasted, just as “George M. Patchen” and “ Ethan Allen” were | 

7 -wasted,—the three horses that stand as stock horses ahead of all | 

the horses America has ever known. Lo a 

Here are the essentials in a stock horse: First, size. A stock 

| horse should be sizable, about 15.2 in height, and 1,050 in weight. 

. I would, as a rule, never breed from a horse that did not weigh | 

| 1,000 pounds, or that did not stand 15.2. There are exceptions, of 

- gourse. There are many horses that are excellent stock horses that 
do not stand 15.2. One of the best stock horses I have in my stable - 

stands about an inch anda half under that; yet, by proper cross- 
ing, I can make a great success at the first cross, but it requires es 

___ proper crossing to remedy his defect. Let another man manage 

| him ; let a man, for instance, buy him, pay a high figure for him, | 

_and try to get that money back as quick as he can; take dams of 

all sizes and all temperaments, and the result would inevitably be 
failure, as it has been under like conditions with more than half 

the stock horses of Néew England. “Tom Jefferson” is under 

size; “* Ethan Allen” is under size: that is the one great defect of | a 

his life as a stock horse ; “ Lambert” is under size. These horses, | 

if properly managed, would have been extraordinary stock horses; 

but under no management, and held by their owners only to make 
the most money out of them, instead of bettering, they have rather 

injured, the average stock of the country. ‘‘ Lambert,” one of the | 

great New England _ horses, in many respects, — a horse that will | - 

_ almost invariably transmit his outward form and gait, and both are 
e¢ _ perfect,—is absolutely being wasted, so far as the perfection of _ | 

breeding goes, by the excessive use made of him, and by the lack ~ 

of discrim:nation in the dams chosen for him. The same, to some OE 

| | extent, was true of “ Fearnaught ;” the same is true of “ Tageart’s te 

| Abdallah ;” the same is true of “Tom Jefferson.” As stock horses — Bo 

they stand nowhere, compared with where they might have stood, > 

if there had been some other genius besides the money-making = = 

genius presiding over their stables. oe | 
2 I briefly enumerate the points to consider. The first great point | 

- to be considered, is, pedigree ; second, size ; third, color ; fourth, a 

health ; fifth, temperament ; sixth, speed. The order in which I |
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: a a ee — 
| breed in my stable, is, first, beauty. The American temperament 

isa beauty loving temperament. The American eye, more and ; 

more, is getting to be an eye that delights in size, in clearness of — | 
outlines, in the fullness of those points that make symmetry and | 

beauty. There is, probably, outside of Italy, no country on the - 

a globe where, considering the roughness of our surroundings, at- 

the start, the artistic element has been more profoundly developed, | 

: than it is among us. A beautiful horse will always find a buyer. ae 

Therefore, breed for beauty. a es oo 

«Tsay to. you, that, in my judgment, talking as a breeder with 

money in view, no horse that is bred should be bred purely for = 
--s-gpeed. ~Taken as a whole, breeding for speed does’ not pay. | 

Twenty years ago a horse might have had a head like a tub, a gait 
__ jike a camel, and yet could be sold at a large price, because he had go | 

to him, He might be vicious,a camel-leopard in style, anda mule 
in gait; yet, if he would go, that was all the American asked. 

We have left that period behind us. It is the period through > 

which all youth pass—the period of push and go, hurry and hur- | | 

-.- rah,—and all nations, like boys, pass through it. But, by andby, 
there comes to the boy a time when he begins to look at the fine- - 

ness of things, and delights in them because they are fine, until, at | 

— Jast, he comes to rejoice in beauty for its own sake; and we in | 

ae America have come to that time when the fineness of things ap- | 

pears charming to us, when the beanty of loveliness is being ap: 
oe prehended and carved. The first thing, therefore, for which I | 

breed, is beauty. I can always get five hundred dollars for a colt | 

| _, that has a beautiful color, a beautiful neck, beautiful limbs, and a oS 

. beautiful carriage. The second thing I breed for is dociléty. The a 
| third thing is speed. Beauty, first; doctlity, next; speed, last. If 8 

I can get the first two in a large degree, and the third in a fair | 

degree, I know I can make a sale; andI know I can get my money _ . 

- back, and get it back early, too, which is a great. point with a 

breeder. If [ have a speedy colt, on the other hand, I have to 

keep him until he is developed, and then I have to put him into a 

- gambler’s hands, perhaps, to get my money back. J must wait 

two, three, or five years; and one of the secrets of making money _ | 

in breeding, as in other business, is in getting rid of things. Some | 
of you have found that out, I guess! ne ee : 

In regard to this matier of crossing, many ask: “Is thorough- __
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bred running stock necessary for a cross, in order to get beauty o i 

and docility?” Well, friends, there is a popular error touching =| 
7 . this matter of beauty in thoroughbred running stock. Thorough- obs 

 breds are not all beautiful. Take “Messenger.” He was a great, | 
| - 164-hand, round-shouldered, big-necked, coarse-headed, thick- | 

legged horse. That was your imported “ Messenger!” His son, 

‘“Mambrino” was a thick-necked, strong-legged horse. His son - 

“Abdallah” had a head as big as a small'flour barrel; was a dirty | 
roan as to color, with a rat’s tail, which he stuck straight out! | 

That was “Abdallah.” The tremendous ugliness of some of our 

“Abdallah” and ** Hambletonian” stock is. accounted for by the oe 

: fact that they have come through “Abdallah,” “ Mambrino,” and i 

imported “ Messenger.” The idea that the ‘English thoroughbred. oe 

: and the American thoroughbred have always small limbs, small a 

feet, a fine head, and small, arched neck, clean-cut jowls,and a — 

| ~ coat like satin, isa fallacy. ‘While these things are the law, there are 
noted exceptions. I have stood and looked at thirty brood mares, 

in the veins of many of which not a taint of low blood ran, ard I 

give you my opinion, as an eye-witness of their merits, and rejoic- | 

goons ing in their merits, that I could have gone into Vermont, twenty oo 

| _ years ago, and selected, easily, twenty daughters of the old Green ; 

Mountain Morgan horse, that, at any agricultural. fair in the noe Bee 

country, where horsemen were the judges, would have taken the 7 wa 

.: . palm for beauty from any twenty out of that collection of thirty © 

mares. Many of them were quite coarse-looking; some of them 

: had hair on the fetlocks, much to my astonishment—so much so, | 

that I questioned the breeding, until it was clearly proved; many 

_ had rather heavy jowls. There were many things about form and 
t - motion that did not affect one pleasantly, as Istood.and ranged my 

| eye over them, for the ideal horse as to beauty. Idonot think we , _ 
need go to the thoroughbred running stock for beauty, if we will ~ 

: be careful of our selections among our own breeders. “ Tom Jef- | 

.. ferson,” “ Lambert.” “Taggart’s. Abdallah,” are as handsome — : 

ne horses as I have ever seen in the thoroughbred family. J am not | 

saying anything about the imagined beauty that the artist loves— 

that beauty that you have hung in pictures upon your walls, but == _ 
never see anywhere else,—but the beauty of shapeliness, of limb | 

| | : and fairness of look in the stable and in public,—the beauty of a 

| the actual, not the ideal, horse. The sheen of the coat, for Ot
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_ instance, is supposed to be peculiar to thoroughbreds. It is not. 

| so. The horses I have just mentioned have a gloss as fine, a tint- | | 
ing as brilliant, and a glow as deep, when led into the sunshine — 

as from their stables, as. any thoroughbred I have ever seen; andI do. 

ea not hesitate to say, that, for beauty, we have as handsome horses.” 

Oe ‘in all respects, save one, as are to be found on the face of the | 

earth. I said, with one exception. There is one thing our horses 7 

lack. It is that style and kingliness of curvature, that sort of 

a curled look and appearance which a horse can put on in public, 

which is associated only with a horse that stands 15.3 in height: _ 

a Most of our handsome horses are too small to be imposing in their 

a beauty. You must have a horse stand 15.3 if you are to get the | 

| finest expression of horse beauty, in my judgment; you must have — 

os - him measure about such a length from his ears tothe sweep of his 

| tail; you must have him stand in the pasture with a certain look 
ae of height, breadth, and length, in order to have him perfectly fill 

your eye. To obtain some of these minor points, if you please to | 

~ call them so, we should do well to cross with the racing thorough- © | 

bred. ‘And for docility and gentleness of behavior until the : 

| moment of action comes, we have nothing that equals a first-class 

thoroughbred of the running family. Take “Joe Daniels,” for | 
ss instance. A child can lead him up and down before the judges’ | 

stand. He seems jto be conscious of ‘a latent power that he can | 

exert at any moment, and does not choose to exercise until the 
_- proper time comes. [have seen a thoroughbred led out, with no _ 

defiance in his eye, no glory in his- appearance, none of that fire — ( 

| ani thunder which we associate with fine breeding and a first-class 
a ‘horse; but when the saddle was put upon him, the rider mounted, aan 

and the exercise had warmed him so that the moisture began to. 

| start, then see how the veins begin to swell ; how the jockey be- | 

gins to feel the play of the muscles under the saddle as the latent 

power begins to reveal itself; see how the nostrils begin to show a 

their lining of fiery red, and then—how that horse begins to go! | 

And the farther he goes, the faster he goes,and the harder he pulls. 

-_ [have ridden the magnificent creature to which I have referred 

-- under the saddle. She would take the first four miles as every re- —— 

- spestable man ought to take a horse the first four miles, easily, : 

merely jogging; but when she had reached that point, fixed by good o 

ne judgment and her own good sense, I could feel her muscles begin - |
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7 to work under me, and she would begin to move up on the bit and 

settle herself to her gait, and the. faster she -went, the better she | 

felt.. I could feel the swell of the great muscles under the saddle oO 

as she gathered nervously for her leaps; her neck would stretch out 
- and become lowered more to the line of her body; her nostrils open 

and: expand at every jump; her ears would come back closer and 

closer to her neck, like those of a cat when vexed, andthen how 

she would spin! But when she had spun her spin out, she would 

amble back to her stall so gently, that were it not. for the. unquiet | | 

mouth and the lingering fire in the eye, you would not suspect that = 

she had such lightning in her. mS es ae 
I will only speak upon one other point. The question has been | | 

asked me, and I will answer it.. ‘‘What makes a horse trot?” 

Well, it is not the whip, that is one thing settled;—and it is not: — - 

| your driving, friend, either,—that makes your horse trot, that is. | 

settled. I wish there could a fashion come up among us men who 

- drive trotters, of driving without reins, until we know more than we | 

do, or until we will admit that we do not know much. A horse can- — - 

not talk, and it is very difficult to understand the nature of any be- __ 

- . ing that can not express its meaning in speech to you. Should you | | 

come across a species of human beings that had never uttered a 

word, and you wanted to master the secrets of their being, how am 

would you begin to master them? What is just the right pull to 

make on a horse’s mouth to save him when he breaks? When is’ | 

the proper instart to move that bit in his mouth? What is the | 

| ‘right way to handle a horse to get him through the air a second 

faster to the mile? You cannot, all of you, find out these secrets, 

friends; a few gifted ones who have the prophetic instinct that can — | 

see into the horse nature, like Charley Green, Dan Mace, Budd 

_ Doble and the Elder Woodruff—in many respects better than eith: 

er, in my judgment,—a few men like those instinctively sense it; | 

but we ignorant and bungling chaps better let it alone. That is | 

- my judgment. My maxim in driving, young man, is, let the horse — 

alone. I presume I do not take the reins in both hands once. in ~ 7 

three months, so far as need of strength goes, when I am driving on 

"the road. Of course there are some horses that we must make trot, | 

_ if they ever trot at all; I, for one, do not desire to have anything to | 

do with that sort of horses. But give mea horse thacis a natural | 

_ trotter, and I am sure he will never go except in a trot, unless by
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_. reason of some pain in his foot or somewhere else, that may cause 
oe him to break. In that case, the best way is to let him alone. I . 

: : am driving a five-year-old colt that is fast. If he breaks, I let him. | 
eS run. After he has been running six or eight rods, I hint to kim 

_ that it is just as fashionable for him to strike his trot, and if hedoes 
not take that hint in a little while, I give him another. But dont | 

pe. yank him or jerk him, “pull ‘him back,” “settle hin down,” “square 
no him,” as they say, and all those other excellent phrases that do. 

not mean anything. The colt means to trot, and I know it; and if 
oo for some unaccountable cause he brakes, I know the habit natural- 

- ly implanted in him will get him back to his trot just as quick .as 
rhe can. A horse cannot run awhile and catch himself. suddenly . 

without hurting himself, so he will take another jump or two. | - 
Pe When he has jumped two or three times, I give a little touch to the 

veins, suggesting to him that he may as well trot. He generally — 

| knows what I mean; but if he don’t, I tell him again, and pretty __ 

soon I find him going along with his tail as straight as a spirit 
oe level. I never on such a horse use a check-rein, never put on mar- | 

|. tingales; but let him go, head up and tail streaming. These are- 
the rudders intended to keep the horse true in his gait, and you. 

: _ have no right to deprive him of his steering apparatus. So, gen- 

| tlemen, the rule is, that the horse, if he is a sensible, level-headed 

horse, knows a great deal more than you do about trotting, and you — 

oe should let him have ‘his own way. That is my best advice, briefly. 

| oe put, in regard to driving. | ee os LR ER, 

_-« EMPROVEMENT OF THE MOUTH OF THE MISSISSIPPI _ 

ae we RIVER. SR Ses 
ee By JOHN NADER, C. E. EASES 

ae The improvement of the mouth of the Mississippi, the free and _ 

oS unobstructed outlet of a great national highway equal in extent to | 

-. . that which forms the subject of this paper, can certainly not be _ 
-.. over-estimated. A number of important producing States depend 

. mainly upon this highway to dispose of their productions, and also — 
nie to obtain through the same those imports which are necessary for | 

os manufactures, arts, and comforts of life. The river, very properly
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| denominated: the father of rivers, flows in a north and southline 

through a fertile tract of country, partaking of varieties of climate | 
: and embracing the extremes. of latitude of the United States. Its 

tributaries are | numerous, and some are of considerable magnitude; . 

its productions embrace the extremes, its commerce concerns the | 

world at large, and the national character of this great highway 

| demands free and unobstructed passage for the largest ships sailing — 

the ocean. : - oe | oe 

Before entering upon any plan of improvement, we will first 

examine the physical and hydrological conditions of the river in oo 

question. | oe | oo 

The Mississippi River is one. of the great working-1ivers of the 

world, and compares with the “ Nile,” the ‘ Po,” the “ Rhone,” cea 

the “Danube,” and others. | By working-rivers, we understand , | 

those rivers which deposit large quantities of alluvium in deltas at = 

"their ‘outlets to the ocean or seas. 

_ The working of rivers is due only to natural forces, and in order | 

- to remedy any resulting difficulties, it is necessary to amend these 

_ forces, but in order to master the forces of nature and to use them 

to our advantage, the first condition is, that we should well under- ° 

stand them. re PE eS ee 

In examining a map of portions of the Mississippi valley, we can. _ = 

conclude, by observing the form of sloughs, bayous and annular — - 

lakes, that the river which occupies a very inconsiderable portion 

‘of the valley, has at some time occupied in turn ‘nearly every por- 
tion of the same. The matter is very plain when we observe the oe 

‘present working of the river; an abrasion takes place on one side, | - 

_ while a corresponding accretion takes place on the other, and in — | 
_ this manner a constant lateral motiun takes place which may con- — 

tinue in one direction for an indefinite period, until from some : | 
-eause or other the motion is changed... | a oa | 

It is not difficult to comprehend the movement of an island | 

. down stream, or the shifting of the point of bifurcation. The — Oo 

| upper end of the island is worn away by the current, while at the _ 

|, Same time the lower end grows by deposits which take place in the 

still water. The movement of bends, on the other hand, partakes — | 

of an entirely different nature ; these must be destroyed before they : oe 

ean reform. The peninsula like portion of land projecting: into oo 

the bend is abraded on both the upper and lower side, until it is 2
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finally cut off, the old river bed is abandoned and a new oneis | 
| formed; the regimen of the river thus disturbed, at once seeks to 

readjust itself, and hence the fearful inroads consequent upon a : 

_ natural or artificial cut-off. The causes are plain, the absolute | 

slope, and consequently the velocity is increased, while at the same _ 
time the reciprocity of curves is broken, and a new bend must re- 

sult. ‘The remedy in this case is plainly the preservation of the 
7 | natural bends. _ | | Se - 

| My object in dwelling upon the foregoing, although foreign to | 
an the subject, was simply to illustrate the source of the material re- - 

_. quisite to form the delta. The material which is carried along by 

- the action of the current, will be found to differ very materially — 

along the course of the stream, on the upper portions it is com- _ 

oe posed of sand and gravel, this will be found reduced by attrition as a 

| . we descend the river, until it is finally reduced to impalpable mud; . 

decomposed vegetation is added by the draining of the forests, and __. 

= of this composition the delta is formed. I can give no hetter illus: 

tration of the delta than the following from a translation of. a | 

_ work by “Reclus.” He says: | Waa Bay | 

- These narrow embankments of mud, brought down into the open. 

| sea by the fresh water, present a striking spectacle. In several | 

_. places these banks are only a few yards thick, and during storms __ 

| the waves of the sea curl over the narrow belt of shore, and min- | 

2 gle with the river. The soil of the bank becomes perfectly spongy; 

it is not firm enough to allow even willows to take root, and the oar 

| only vegetation is a species of tall reed, the fibrous roots of which 

give a little cohesion to the ooze, and prevent its being dissolved | 

and washed away by the succession of tides. Farther down the reeds _ 

a disappear, and the banks of mud form, are washed away and form 

again, wandering, so to speak, between the river and the sea,at the 

: will of the winds and tide. On the left bark of the southwest pas- _ 

sage, which is used for the largest ships, the plank built huts of a 

| small pilots village have been fixed as delicately as possible. These — 

- constructions are so light, and the ground that carries them is so _ 
| unstable, that they have been compelled to anchor them like ships, _ 

— tearing that a hurricane might blow them away; still, the force of 

| | the wind often makes them drag on their anchors. Below, the 

oe banks of the Mississippi are reduced to a mere belt of reddish mud, 
cut through at intervals by wide cross streams; still farther down _
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| even this narrow belt comes to an end, and the banks of the river | 

are indicated by nothing but islets, which rise at increasing dis- a 

| tances from one another, like the crests of ‘submarine dunes. Soon 

| the summits of these islets assume the appearance of a thin, yellow 

palm floating on the surface of the water. Then all is mud; the 

land: is so inundated with water that it resembles the sea, and the 

sea is so saturated with mud that it resembles the land. Finally, all 

trace of the banks disappears, and the thick water spreads freely = 

over the ocean. After getting clear of the bar, the sheet of water 

which was the Mississippi preserves, during floods, the yellowish | 

color by which it can be distinguished for about twenty miles, but . 

it loses in depth all that it gains in extent, and, gradually deposit- 

ing the earthy matter which it holds in suspension, becomes ulti- 

_ " mately mingled with the sea.” oe aoe 

This beautiful illustration gives one at once an idea of the diff- | 

culties of navigating the Delta, which in storms and dark weather | | 

- becomes uncertain and dangerous even with the assistance of expert 

| pilots. Now, in connection with the above, if we consider the in- 

sufficient depth of the channel, our problem at once becomes manifest. | 

‘Before however entering upon the solution of the problem, we will | 

examine the working of rivers, and the means applied to remove | 

| the resulting obstruction in the deltas and mouths of rivers. — po 

The amount of alluvion brought down and deposited in the gulf | 

annually is estimated equal to a mass one mile square and 268 feet _ | 

~ high. The “ Hoangho,” which probably carries more alluvium than 

any river in the old world, has formed a delta which extends over a 

space of over 90,000 square miles, and constitutes one of the most 

_ important provinces of China. It is estimated that the alluvion of a 

_ this river would in the course of sixty days, form an islanda mile. / 

| square and over 100 feet in depth. According to Rennell, the 

Ganges conveys from five to six cubic yards per second, or from oe 

| forty to fifty thousand cubic yards per day. The Nile, scarcely 

comparing with rivers of an inferior class, advances but slowly, yet a 

its delta measures nearly 200 miles on its front and increases over tis 

seventy acresina years a oe, | 

; The “Po” is considered one of the. most remarkable working- ' 

rivers in the world, although a constant subsidence is taking place; | 

the river is nevertheless continually encroaching upon the Adriatic, 

its deposits being estimated at over 15 million cubic yards every year. |
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__'The Rhone deposits an estimated mass of 22 million cubic yards. > 
. every year. | ee pid as APS a a 

igi) _ Thave here given a fair idea of the enormous amount of work 
— done by rivers, in order to show what we have to deal with. ~~ | 

| os Considering the enormous masses which form the obstructions: | 

~ which we wish to remedy, it may be well to examine the mannerin | 

Sy which they are disposed of by nature, and how these obstructions. 

are formed, I will here return directly to the river in question— 

| the Mississippi, 
Twill be observed that two parallel banks, confining the river, 

ee stretch out into the gulf over 60 miles; these finally become irreg- 

oe ular, and the stream is divided into numerous branches and oyt- | 

Jets. It is asserted that the Delta. proper commences only ‘at the 
oe head of the passes. I would, however, consider the entire projec- ne 
0 tion as- belonging to the same. The first formation was on the 

shallow coast of the gulf, removed from the destructive force of the 

| ocean waves; the river here asserted its rights and pushed boldly 

| on, every freshet increasing and fortifying the narrow causeways 
forming its banks, which the waves would, in my estimation, only 

= tend to solidfy by impact and by incorporating denser substances | 

| eroded from the gulf-shores. ae | 

a | The west side of these advancing banks is by some considered 

os part of the gulf shore, whereas it appears to me to be an accretion, __ 

| formed by the littoral current, such as would occur in the case ofa 

| -. jette.. In fact it appears that at one time the. Delta was being - 
forced to the east, as may be observed at Bird Island, where the - 

, motion must at. some time have been decidedly east. As soon, — 

however, as the delta had advanced far enough to stop the erasion  —- 

of the shores, the accretion ceased, and the shoals produced by the 
| previous easterly motion gave’a-tendency to a contrary motion. 

— , During freshets. the alluvion is precipitated on the banks: which - 

: thereby continue to rise and to assume a more substantial consistence. _ 

‘Tn building a dyke, or causeway of earth, the same jis self-sustain- _ 

+ ing toa considerable height; even in shallow water the same canbo 

oe formed, but when the saturated portion becomes: considerable, it 
a | finally loses the cohesion necessary to support: the superincumbent : 

+ weight and partakes of a lateral motion, or in other words, spreads | 

Be out, until the submerged. portion attains sufficient resistance to . 
os produce an-equilibriumi,
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The alluvion of the delta after reaching deep water, andnot being =~ 
fortified by any material denser, than its own impalpable mud, 

must necessarily spread out until the lateral resistance would pre- 

--vent motion. The river also would become wider, and lose in 

depth what gains in extent. Now, considering the foregoing facts, 

itis not at all suprising that the delta of the Mississippi encroaches 

on the gulf and presents the difficulties with which we are already 7 

- familliar. - | oe 
The estimated discharge of alluvion of the South Pass is about 

22,000,000 cubic yards per annum, and the advance of the delta is 

| put at 100 feet. Ls - 

As the delta advances, ist progress will decrease In proportion as | 

| the depth of the gulf increases; the difficulties of navigation 
would increase in the same ratio in this wide-spread bed ofalluvion. = 

__In order to estimate the result of this progressive motion, we must | 

consider that the discharge of a stream is the product of two : 
quantities, viz,, the cross-section and main velocity, (Q=F. Vo) and oe 

that the latter depends principally upon the absolute slope; 

| 9 | 

a (=s) 
hence the lengthing of the river would diminish the slope, and a 

7 sincé the natural supply must of necessity be discharged, the slope 

must of necessity adjust itself for the performance of the work. | 
It is for this reason that we find that the Mississippi, which at first 

most naturally flowed in the lowest portion of the valley, is now at | 
places over fifteen feet above.the adjacent flood plains. Omthe im- 

provement. of the line, the entire river has been lowered as much | 
as. six feet in places by increasing the slope by. means of cut-offs, 

and large tracts of land have been reclaimed which had become en- ~ | 

tirely worthless. : / . a : Me 

On the majority of “working-rivers” we find very little differ-. | 
ence in the ultimate result, unless they are interfered with. by arti- 

ficial contrivances, or that the natural forces finda new field of = 
operations. After what has been observed, I will endeavor to re- 

| view what has been done up to the present time to remedy the — 
difficulties arising from the detritus deposited at the mouths. of. - 

| rivers.. ae He 4 Pee ee ce ue : 

_ ‘The first and most natural conception, was to endeavor to im-- _ .
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prove the natural outlets of the rivers, but. this plan hag been at-_ 

tended with varied results, and in.some cases the very action of 

nature suggested the contrary. os 

ee In the case of the Vistula, every attempt to improve the mouth 
OL failed; a new outlet was formed and the old channel was converted | | 

eer into a canal which gives the necessary water to Dantzic. At the 
mouth of the Danube the Jetties gave success, bul they were ap- - 

a _ plied to the “Soulina Pass,” a comparatively new branch of the _ 

river, far removed from the actual delta. The J etties were carried 

out into the sea to a point where a current passes from north to | 
mo. south in the Black Sea; this current receives and carries all the co 

alluvium brought down by the river, and prevents the formation 

-, of a bar. The channel has been deepened from nine feet, to six- 

-——s teen’and one-half feet by this means, since the works were con- | 

- structed. It is very properly presumed that the encroachment of | 

Ss the whole delta will have the effect of crowding the current farther us 

into the sea, and finally a bar will form as heretofore. , | 

| The improvement of the mouth of the “Adour” was accomplished | 

, by means of Jetties, but this river differs very materially from - 

"what we consider “working-rivers.” The difficulty in this case 

a was, that the obstructions cast up by the Atlantic forced the river | 

. ina direction parallel to the shore until its banks were no longer 

able to contain it; at such times the river would break out and — 
form a new mouth. The mouth below “Bayonne” was improved 

os precisely upon the plan of our lake shore harbors. Paralled - 

| dykes are carried out to a depth where the action of the waves 

cease to disturb the bottom, which is in about eighteen feet, the | 

_ ghannel is cleared by dredging and the natural current of the river. Z 

maintains the same, the detritus moved down by the riveris car- 

| ried off by the littoral current into deep water. _ The question as 

to how long these artificial structures will serve their purpose, is a | 

. matter not yet determined. Operations were carried on for many ae 

See years at the mouth of the Rhone by dykes and jetties, which plan 

had finally to be abandoned. It was hoped that by closing the | 

- lateral outlets, and by confining the channel between contracted | 

a banks that a sufficient depth might be obtained, but the works = 

were not carried out to a sufficient depth, and the mass of allu- 

 vium carried down, left the outlet in about the same condition as it | 

was before the improvement. Finally, a canal was constructed to
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the “Gulf de Fos,” so called from a former canal constructed by 
2 Marius. This canal (St. Louis) is entirely sufficient for the require- 

ments of commerce. In connection with this canal there is a very Ot - 

| extensive basin to serve the purpose of trans-shipment tothe steam- = 
- | ers navigting the shallow portions of the river. - | 7 

Tt appears that a system of jetties is the plan that has most gen- | 

erally been resorted to by engineers for the improvement of the | 
| mouths of rivers. In some cases they have been attended with 

- partial success, and in others the enormous expense involved did 

not warrant the completion of the experiment. sss 
7 An attempt was made about 1857 to improve the Southwest =| 

| Pass of the Mississippi, but a tempest swept away ajetty ofover 
ce a mile in length. | ee oA | 

_ In reviewing the subject, we may safely conclude that the jetty 

oe system would give but temporary relief in working rivers, although | : 

the plan. has succeeded admirably in the majority of our inland oo 

harbors where the same was applied. _ 
| -—,-Returning directly to our own subject, we find the Mississippi 

one of the most active working-rivers in the world. The South _ 
oo Pass increases at the rate of one hundred feet annually, and the 

other principal passes even more. a | mips ee | 

| _ From the manner in which it is brought before the public we 
know that it is obstructed to a great degree and requires a remedy. | 

_ For years the government has been engaged, and with considerable oe 

success, in improving the Delta. The method applied has been a 
peculiar kind of dredging. Boats of considerable power were pro- - 
vided with a movable propeller, which could be lowered to the . | 
required depth. | The boat ‘was run down. stream into the bar, the 
excavator was agitated, and the alluvion was given to the current. = = | 

This process most naturally required constant repetition, but on 
oo the whole was not of sufficient capacity to satisfy commerce. I | 

am reliably informed that the depth of water maintained in the == , 
Southwest Pass at present-varies from fourteen to eighteen feet, =» 

| rarely, however, less than sixteen feet. But that, on account ) 

_ this lack of sufficient water, many of the larger sailing vessels and oe 
steamboats have been withdrawn from the trade, and my informant 

_-\says: “I believe that one German line has been discontinued on 

account of the difficulties, dangers, and delays at the mouth of the =~ 

| 22— St. Ae. Soc. ae | | a
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ae _ Now, when we consider the foregoing, together with the fact 

that for the past twelve months the port of New Orleans reports a 
" : | total export in cotton, tobacco, grain in bulk, sugar, and sundries. | 

oe "ef +$100,000,000, and total imports, foreign and coastwise, of — 

$60,000,000, notwithstanding the many drawbacks, we no longer _ 
| | a _ wonder that the nation calls for improvements. — - — Ss 

Now the question arises; aS to the kind and extent of improve-_ wo 

ment to satisfy the requirements of commerce. Although the 

Government, with an annual expenditure of about $100,000, has 
failed to maintain a reliable 18-feet channel, while commerce de- 

a - oe mands at least 24 feet, still the problem is one that must and can be 

es . solved. There are however other difficulties of a local nature — 

_ which I would wish to exhibit. Captain C. H. Howell, ‘of the: ne 

corps of engineers, makes the following statement in his report 
for the fiscal year ending June 30,1878: 

Even the popular prejudice against dredging has been over- 
- -gome, and the people of New Orleans most interested to-day ac- 

_ knowledge the good done. So far, so well; but there is a powerful eee 

-. smonopoly, known as the Tow-boat Association, domiciled in New 
Orleans, controlling its commerce, opposed to the improvement of 

. the channels across the bars at. the mouth of the Mississippi, and 

having in its power at any time to render valuless any improve- — ge 

ment attempted. This association has, time and again, willfullyand 
maliciously retarded my work, and damaged and destroyed its fruits.” . 

This monopoly really forced the dredges from the Southwest — 
| Pass to Pass a Outre, in April of 1873, according to the engineer’s. 

- a "report. Science may overcome the natural difficulties, but those 

es oe just mentioned can only be overcome by prompt and positive legis- | 

no From what we know of this matter, it appears that the nation 

is prepared to do the work ; the only question has been astothe 

es oe plan which would, with the greatest certainty of success, and at a 

__ warrantable cost, satisfy the wants of commerce, and which could — 

he maintained with a, reasonable expense, a ae a - “aye POS 

A board of engineers Was appointed in compliance with anact 

, of Congress of J une, 1874, to examine and report a plan with esti- 

mates for obtaining and maintaining sufficient depth of water to 

Oe ‘the Mississippi for purposes of commerce ; the plan to be eithera 

anal, or the improvement of one or more natural outlets. | |
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: _ The board has completed its labors and has reported in favor of = 
the Jetty-system, according to the idea of Captain Eads (of St. 

| Louis bridge fame), with this difference, that they recommend the  _— 
South instead of the Southwest Pass. In this connection I agree - 
with the committee, as the South Pass is several miles the shortest, _ 

_ and debouches into deeper water than the others, although some - . 
| work will be required at the head of the passes to make a sufficient 

depth to the entry of the pass. The committee discussed several = 
canal plans, the Fort St. Philip plan receiving the preference, but | 
on account of the greater cost was rejected, and the improvement 

| of the south pass by means of Jetties and dredging was finally si 
/ —- reeommended. “fag BRE IEEE PO Bove abs 
eo The estimated cost of construction and maintenance of thisplan 
- is $7,942,110, and the estimate for the Southwest Pass is $16,053,124, 
= and that.of the Ft. St. Philip Canal $11,514,200. Now as to the | 

, relative merits of the different plans without regard to cost of con- my 
| - “struction or maintenance, the improvement of the South Pass would | 

as open the Delta in the middle and vessels going either way would | 
not be obliged to make a detour, while at the same time it is the 
shortest and most direct route to the river ; on the other hand, - 

| Capt. Eads may have counted on the more stable bottom of the _ i oe 
- - Southwest Pass to support the Jetties. Ineither case it wouldre-. 

quire a large annual expenditure to lengthen the Jettiesasthe delta _ - 
_ advanced, and to dredge out bars. : of 

7 If we should now consider the Jetty-system to succeed, the dan- a 
| ger of entering is still not removed. It will be necessary, in a storm, a 

to find an entrance to a gap of only.300 yards among mud-lumps 
and mud-banks, none of which are more than three feet above still = 

7 water, and although the channel. may be -buoyed and marked and - 
| lighted, still more than ordinary skill would be required, while at oe 

the same time, the entry would be subjected to the severest storms 7 
and -waves of the ocean. ™” eee 

_ As reported, one member of the board concurred only in so far.as ce 
7 the selection of the south pass for the trial of the J etty-system if 

that be adopted, as the chances of success of the improvement of 
| the natural outlets do not in his judgment justify recommendation; ss” 

| os -and since the canal plan offers reasonable chances of | success, he oe 
a gives this his preference. ee oa OES, eo ; 

_ »»~=:New Orleans being the second city for value of her exports and 3 :
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sixth in the value of her imports in the United States and promises . 

fair to improve with sufficient navigation, it is important that the 
plan offering the greatest chances of success should by all means 

---be the one to be adopted. Og OS Pg gt | 

From the quotation which I have used to give a general idea of 

the appearance and consistence of the delta, and .by examininga ~——’ 

map of the same, the difficulties to be encountered are very appar- 

6S ent. Placed, I might say, in an open sea, a hundred. feet deepof 

mud, of insufficient consistence to sustain itself, ever seeking an | 

equilibrium, some sinking, some rising, moving, oozing, never at 

athe rest; volumes at times lashed into foam by the fury of the ocean © 

waves. ee Peer hes - 

ee, Considering the unstable foundation upon which we would have 

to. construct, and the fact, that the Jetty-plan has been attended. 

with success in only a few and special cases, it is but proper that 

we should adopt some other and more certain method to obtain the - 

oe end in view. . Re no MS 

ee ~The plan known as the Fort St. Philip Canal, has always ap-- 

peared to me to be most reliable method of opening the Missis- | . 

a - sippi. | The river at this point is deep and safe; the banks, although 

+ not more than a few feet above the level of the river, have assumed 

-_ gufficient stability to admit of constructions ; the whole length be- 

Es tween extremes of excavation will be about six miles; theriver at this _ - 

point never rises more than seven feet above the level of the gulf, 

-- and is seldom lower than the same. The gulf-end is sheltered by : 

the arms of the delta, and by a number of islands, and will givea 

— gafe outlet of 26 feet, which is sufficient to admit the largest class 

of gea-going vessels. Several locations of canals have been ad- | 

, vanced, but all seem to be incumbered with the same objections 

excepting the Ft. St. Philip Canal. Bhs ae : 

One plan has been to leave the Pass a l’Outre six miles inside of | 

its bar and reach deep water to the north ; another, of leaving the - 

Southeast Pass about six miles above its bar and make deep water 

oe towards the east. Both these plans have this disadvantage ; al- _ 

_ though the slope is inconsiderable, yet without locks, there isa 

- Pe possibility of the canals becoming a branch of the Delta; on the 

_. other hand, it may be that the stability of the banks is insufficient . 

to support the construction of locks, or resist the pressure during : 

_ freshets. _ ON ES BS a
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Another plan thas been considered, which is:the closing of the — ce 
head of the South Pass by means of a dam, and entering the Pass Eee 

| through a channel from the Southwest Pass. In this case the dif- 

oo ficulty would be the keeping open of the mouth of the pass by | | 

-, dredging away the bar which would be thrown up by the ocean a 
| waves. It appears to me, that the plan of the Fort St. Philip 

| Canal is the most reliable plan of producing uninterrupted naviga- _ 

tion to the Mississippi, and the only plan which promises positive 

| success. This canal would be in the extreme six and one-half miles 

Jong and should be 300 feet wide at the bottom, with sloping banks _ 
of not less than two horizontal to one perpendicular. The lift ae 

- to be overcome would never exceed seven feet; the locks should be OE 

of the greatest capacity, say 500 feet long and 80 feet wide, so as to ._ os 

enable the largest class of vessels to enter without difficulty, or to as 

pass a fleet of small vessels at the same time. Iwould recommend 
at least two locks, in order not to impede navigation in the least | 

degree ; at the same time if one Jock should in any manner be im- | 

paired, commerce would not be impeded. | | 

Ihave not the slightest doubt that such a canal could be con- | 

an structed at a cost not to exceed that estimated for the improve- 3 

ment of the South Pass, say $8,000,000 in round numbers, witha = 

certainty of success which no other plan promises. Anannualex- 

| penditure of $25,000 or $30,000 may be required to maintain the ss 

-__-work, still this is no comparison to the $100,000 or $300,000 ree 
- quired to extend the jetties per annum, provided that science and | 

determination should exist in sufficient abundance to produce the 
same on the ground which would have to be occupied, and of suffi- 

- cient stability to escape the fate of the jetties of 1857. Se 

-.. ON THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT AMONG 
a - | WOMEN. © ee 

BO By JOHN W. HOYT, A.M,M.D,LL.D 2 
nos - Governor of Wyoming Territory. oR a . OS 

J. The work of civilization is the work of individualization. The - 
_ problem of the ages in the interest of mankind is the problem of Ne 

the soul at work in its own consciousness. Man’s service to man |
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in attempt to harmonize universal need is not greater, nor is ‘it oe 

other than this—the attempt of the individual to find himself his. - 
proper place. The accomplishment of this by the few is that which® 
makes any advancement possible, and it is the accomplishment of a 

it by all that must merge the mission in the fulfillment of civilization. . : 
ss But the unit man is able to open the eyes of his fellow men to 

, ey this: greatening of power and privilege only as he is able tohelp 

oe them to a like experience of it. Soon it is found that thought- i. 

- Jevel and class-level coincide—that one cannot at onge get beyond. 
oe the charter or the decree, and that progress is chronicled by caste Gee 

. A ae and special end. ae ee Be ges a / : - 
This parcelling out. the rights of the individual has had the effect. S =o 

Bae - to make advances slow and partial; for in the same breath that = 

makes the declaration, “thus far will we come!” there is heardthe 
limitation, “we and no others!” ee 

a a ‘There are two thoughts that run along ‘so parallel to any retro- 

--s gpect made of the progress of the race, that they seem a partofall 
other thought upon the subject. They are distinctly these: that. ee 

whatever has been gained has been wrung from those withholding a 
oe - me as long as it was possible to do so, and that these gains have been. ed 

: _. so generally in the interest of man, that woman has remained out- 

side of any considerable advantage. And yet; after all these gen- 
ees erations of steady advancement for man, the burden-bearer of the: | 

world, how little is he advanced, at the best: of his aspirations and = 

Soest means! The marvel that he has not been goaded toa fuller con- 

quest of all barring the way to his rights of manhood.and possible. 
-_ aghievement stands face _to face with that of woman, now moving 

in her own interest to the most complete and. far-reaching revolu- 

- That man, with his constitutional aggressiveness, his aptness for 
‘organization, the clear field with nothing but himself to oppose, 

7 should up to this hour have missed so much, is not more surprising 

than that woman, unagegressive by nature, unsuited to organization | 

and ‘with universal history, precedent, and prevailing philosophy = 
- against her, should have undertaken at one move, the sum of all => 

revolutions. And yet, there it stands, the most conspicuous fact La 

of the times touching either a moral or a political future for so- 

ciety ee ee 
_ A-demand for rights of one kind and another—in.the home,in
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o the schools, in the occupations and professions, with a more equal — NES 

control of property, and, lastly, use of the ballot, as covering all = ae 

these — has characterized this movement from the beginning. The so 
wholeness of this demand makes the requisite reconstruction easy. OE 

- Could anything be more simple? The half of society claiming to | 

speak for the whole population, and hitherto exercising that pre- 

7 rogative, have but to draw a pen across a few proscribing words in . | 

statute and constitution, and there is freedom for the whole people - 

to be and do, each according to capacity and power. To the 

thoughtful and just man, itis strange that in the countries most me 

- enlightenéd, especially in our own, the very essence of whose insti- | 7 

| tutions is freedom without. partiality, this sublimest act of emanci- . Ode 

| pation that history can ever record should be so long delayed. For 

what can be more profoundly moving to the justice and sympathy = 
-. . of the universal mind than the spectacle of one-half of the great — 3 
- people, through sheer force of muscle and ruder force of brain, 7 

: withholding from the other its dearly-purchased and most sacred SO 

: immunities? | 7 oe 
All things considered, the success of the movement, at last begun, | a 

4g next to the fact of it noticeable. It has acquired a respectable, = =» / 

‘not to say remarkable, frontage in literature, on the rostrum, and _ ee 
in the halls of legislation. For thirty years, from pulpit, press,and 

_ platform, in club and in social circle, it has had the benefit and 
i hindrance of approval, protest, and discussion; enlisting the dig- ; 

_ | nity of conversation, the brilliancy of wit, the contempt of sar-— | 

casm, the repartee of humor, and all the vicissitudes of a question | 
so much at home among the people as to be equally everybody’s 

and nobody’s business. And yet, should the history of this move- | 

ment be attempted, the details, would be found unsatisfactory, its “ 

- methods unattractive, and its results vaguely defined. 
| IL. Of the causes moving to this unrest and protest among 

-. vomen, the difficulty of finding suitable and remunerative employ- eee 

ment is conspicuous. Here, as in the beginning of hunian effort, ee 

| the question for woman is first one of shelter and sustenance, and —«*S 

: without the world before her, as it has ever been before man; for ee 

| - the great highways of occupation are either positively or prac- OES 

tically closed to feminine industry; and in those open to women, it. oe 

-. is the almost universal rule that they are met with less wages for
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_. -The best argument for this inequality of compensation is based =| 
- wpon the usual responsibility of man for the family maintenance. 

. This leads to the question, How, then, when a woman receives from 

= one-fourth to one-half of that paid a man for. the same service, is 

she to maintain a family left to her care? It seems very unsatis-_ | 

oe factory to be told that “such persons are exceptions to the rule of _ a 
generally provided-for married women, and the case must be met 

. in some other way than that of labor and compensation for it;” or 

that, “women left without natural protectors, must take upon” 

Le eee themselves the pursuits of men in order to live at all,” and that, 

a ‘for these aberrations from general law special arrangements must 

be made.” So far from staying this revolt, women are not even 
et pausing to press the old question, “ Gentlemen, what is this other 

7 way, and when are those special arrangements to take. effect?” 

7 but are moving upon results with the apparent purpose of making = 
So their own arrangements. | | — - | — 

| here is not a more pitiful proposition in the list of social im- 

__*-practicabilities than that of a mother turning to the occupations 

sof men, and asking bread and education for her children. So far. 
eS as I am aware, the consideration of this struggle for existence ~ 

- among dependent women has not advanced much beyond the ad- | 

| mission that it is a case to be considered. : And I would here sug- 

“ gest, as a step toward something known, if not done, in this ree 

gard, that through this organization for the advancement of knowl- - 
. edge and social amelioration the Government be asked at the taking one 

of the next census, to inquire how many women there are in the ~ : 

“United States dependent upon themselves for support; and how _ 
a many, in addition to their own support, are charged with the = 

| - maintenance of children, aged parents or family relations dependent 

a upon their labor, with the occupations followed and the means ac- 

BS eruing therefrom. This, with the number, sex, and age of children 

- and other.statistics relating to the family, and a statement of such _ 
ae partial means as have been left by deceased or are furnished by 

_ incompetent natural providers, would throw much light upon re- 

; lated questions, while bringing this one of conpensation for labor - — 
| with a new significance before the social philospher who answers 

| the inquiry, “ Ought not the compensation: of one person to be” 

or equal to that of another for the same work?” by asking, “ Ought aS 

not families to be supported? ” oe Or
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‘ . The question before us is not a divided. one, but inseparable by a, 

virtue of a higher law no political.economy can permanently re- a 

gist. ‘That “the laborer is worthy of his hire,” stands denied by = 
Christian, as by Pagan communities, to the multiplication of poor- ; 
houses and jails under sound of the Sabbath bells of all Christen-. 

| ‘dom. This is no mere figure of speech; the logic of statistics | 

_ proving that in the so-called most Christian nation upon which 

| the sun shines, the pauper list, because of | unremunerated employ-. | 

ment, is greater than that of any other country in the world. a | 

- And what is pauperism? Pauperism is the result of uncompensated a, 

_ Jabor; and labor uncompensated is that the wages of which donot = 

: furnish the means of keeping in repair the instruments of it. o 

___- Science and experience show that man, as a laborer, must receive a 

| wages in advance of keeping himself in repair, or the instrument a 

he leaves to take his place must be a deteriorated one. This,be- = 

- gause, while he labors he also becomes the father of children. This 

_deferioration, going on with each generatiou, at last reaches the | 

point where pauperism becomes a settled condition rather than an oe 

| -occasional and temporary result. | | | | / 

This monstrous evil, this unconvicted crime, of labor without a 

| adequate wages, it is plain to be seen, falls most heavily upon the oe 

| laboring woman who, least of all, is responsible for it. Theinter- = 

ests of industry and the instincts of virtue unite in the sondemna- 

tion of such barbarism. OS OnE SES: ot | | 

This question of family maintenance rests upon an arrangement . | 

far below the righteous or unrighteous usages of society. In the | 
| ‘nature of things, the duty of maintenance belongs to that parent, 

oe be. it father or mother, best ‘fitted for the fulfillment of it. Shall : 

cs the little one of any household in the Kingdom of Christ go. less | 

suitably fed, clothed and educated because the burden of this pro- oe 

-widing falls upon the mother, whose more brooding care and 

greater tenderness more fully symbolize those of the All-Father 8 

| for the child Humanity? Not always. Nor need the majority- 
| man, upon whose shoulders this burden usually falls, fail of cour-— Se 

age because of this concession. He will find the problem most OS 

| easily solved by the rule of equal compensation. Women do ‘not. 7 

"go into the occupations or men, competing for wages, save from” 

| necessity; remaining there the shortest possible time, and finding = 

a themselves, when there, at disadvantage: of natural and acquired RES
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unfitness. Nevertheless, it is true that women, thus thrust out of = 
their own into new and distasteful occupations, often accomplishas 
much and as good work as men trained to ‘its pursuit. This put- 

ting of themselves so completely into their work, to secure this 
result, must be exhausting beyond that of masculine services of 

the same sort. For this reason, and for other very good reasons, 

when women do go into the occupations of men for wages, they =| 
ought to have at least as much, since in respect of need they have 

the same—that of having others to support—and, in addition, this: 

| 7 the care of the household, in cooking, sewing, nursing, and the = 

general responsibility of administering the affairs of the home. 
This is so much extra burden laid upon the average laboring Wor” 

man beyond that performed by the average laboring man. oe 
But the great reason, covering all classes and all conditions of = 

each class is this—that women are not able to labor so continuously. 

oe as men. The disabilities that cut a man off from compensation for BOLE 

a labor he is not able to perform are possible and. occasional ; while | 
oe those thus hindering a woman are inevitable and periodical. And 

this, most certainly, at that period of life when family mainte- 

-—— nanee, if left to her, would, from the youth of her children, be the 
heaviest. That physiology which stands with its protest at the =| 

--pallot-box may well take the initiative of protection for woman | 

ee against this iniquity of more work for the same wages. For a. oe 
woman to do as much, and as good work as a man, at any contin- aoe 

gous employment, involves the using of her life-forces at the rate 
| of. self-destruction. And for society to compel, or even permit, » os 

, this is to legalize by stronger than statutory provision the abroga- ee 

tion of that law of self-preservation, and that duty of equal pro- oe EE 

— teetion, for the enforcement of which society was formed. — Te 

-. Another and most prolific source of discontent isthe want of Pe 

appreciation which everywhere meets women in the performance. 
of the ordinary and ever-recurring duties of domestic life. NER - 

"This want of appreciation is apparently grounded, not somuch | 

fs “upon a depreciation of woman, herself, as of her occupation. Itis 

as wide-spread as domestic life, and a source of bitterness among = 

— all classes not exemted from personal care in affairs of the house 

: by exceptional exaltation of rank. It is found equally among the . 

se intelligent and the. illiterate — a prevailing low estimate of home’ re 

| duties. ‘Strange as it may seem, this ‘estimate steadily lowersas
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the intelligence and pursuits of class advance; finding its ultimate ee 

| in the disdain of gentlemen of the best circles. : oy 
‘The fact that women do not complain of this very much, or a 

that, to many, it is not distinctly formulated in thought, is all the | 
| ‘more to the argument of its being a great wrong and working seri- — 

ous injury. Indeed, next to the fact itself, that it finds so little” 
: expression is the worst of it. It is a skeleton with a shadow for’ _ 

every homely joy, dragging the body of its death, through the. 

weary round of woman’s life. ee pe | 

| The depreciation of whatever industry, art, or gift belongs to the , 

= furtherance of purely domestic ends, such as thrift, organization, | - 

| and device in the household, has gone so steadily on since the days _ | 

of King Lemuel, that, taking it up.as. a cause of revolution among ely, 

| women is, as if in obedience to the command, “ Open thy mouth, > 

| for the dumb, in the cause of all such as are appointed to destruc- 
- tion.” Q Boe : oe | | | 

I-am not unaware of the speculative nature of the theory that 

| measures the decay of woman’s interest in home by that of man’s 

| estimate of business, but I appeal to both to say whether as the —_| 

_.-world enlarges to the one, the home is not belittled to the other... 4 

 . ° The house increases in dimensions, for there must be room for the. ee 

conveniences of art and a retinue for the service. of means. But 

_ the home atmosphere is dying out. Inthe language of one whose” 
celestial philosophy often touches practical life, “it isnot known 

- any more what it is, or even that it is.” - What is there in the well- 

furnished modern home? Everything to make it comfortable but 

comfort. Man, with his energy and skill, brings everything there - 
but an appreciation of what woman does to convert material into 

beauty and use. Ignoring that the home contains in microcosm ee 

_ every element of power with which he wrested from the world the 
| ‘right to call it his own, with additional force of finesse and spirit- = 

| uality of which he has little conception, he seats himself so in. the 

midst as to leave her pretty much out. How to organize the forces, : oe 
that there may be order without restraint; to harmonize the rest. Meo . 

lessness of the child with the rest of the adult; to adjust the duties = 
a and privileges of servants, the entertainment of friends, the corte-_ a 2 

"gies of. society, the calls of religion and charity, maintaining — Je 

7 through all her own individuality, and things, if possible, ‘more gee 

precious, — the saving from themselves of dearer ones by the con- ae:
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servation of all. the powers through which the thoughtful woman | 

knows how to build with stones that need no smiting,—she knows 
through what an incarnation of soul and sense these. have come, 

ey He does not. So far from this, he really thinks they have cost’ him ce 

- go much money. Are not these the receipts? a Ee 
There is nothing more common than for the wife to discover that 

oe her husband wonders what has become of her time. The mascu- a 

moe line judgment. that money and hiréd service are sufficient to the — 

results a woman knows have commanded, not her time and fresh- ae 

“8 ness only, but as high an order of talent as was ever employed in — | 
2S wee money-making or in State administration, is driving the wife of | : 

Fn price beyond rubies out of the home and out of the world. oa 

He There is no mistaking either the fact or the effect of this. In. 

oe regard to the highest of these home duties, the care and trainingof = 

ARO : children, notwithstanding the theoretical value placed thereon, they | 

ee fall into the rut of a uniformly low estimate of what is properly - 

considered a woman’s work. Evidence of this is found in the fact’ 
of no provision made for the development of any practical efficiency _ 

“for their performance in the home, and in the placing of children 

/ - under charge of the most incompetent and poorly paid teachers in 

the schools. . A a 

ORS. Not until the best institutions that can be established make > 

--yeady the devoutly impressed and richly furnished young women =~ 

to become mothers, will women believe there is any honest convic- 

ee ~ tion behind the complimentary speech with which this branch of 

home service is taken out of the category of contempt. From the 
_. gridiron and clothes line to the best possible administration of the — 

a | home, it is against this grincing sense of undervaluation of herem- | | 

-. ployments that woman makes her way through life. ae ee 

-  . Of education, as a cause of the present revolutionary movement, _ 

_ it is more difficult to speak. I refer now to that wrong and inade- 

quate education, of which girls get so much that women find them- 

| selves practically without any. It commences early and continues _ 

long, in that indirect tutelage found in the home, in institutions, : 

Jaws, literature and society, and which, between repression and 

stimulation, becomes an almost systematic procedure for baffling 

.. nature and substituting the standards of art. And what do we see? / 

eee Hearty, happy little girls? ‘We see very little, any more, of that. 
& oe phase of female loveliness. Preferences and tendencies are no |
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: longer tolérated unless of clear becomingness, according to esti — ee 
mates as changing as the unreliable qualities they foster. To atone ae 

: for this ever present repression in regard to food, frolic and devices - 
of taste, an enervation of indulgence sets in, with corresponding es 

| results to body and mind. | Sete oe : 
_ The law of nature, which is development and not hindrance, is = 

thus stimulated to over-activity among boys by the constant as- | 

sault upon its application to the girls of the household. Thus the 
| hard -and aggressive nature of boys becomes harder and more ag- 

gressive than nature intended, resulting in injury tothe female cr- - 

- ganism. Reference is had to that sort of injury upon which the ae 
' discovered relations of physiology and psychology begin to throw | | 

- gome light, and which is due to the more. complete wholeness of. 2S 

- woman’s structural development at any given time, and at the ear- we 

- liest time, making the endurance of repression or the excess of 

stimulation more hurtful to the childhood of girls than of boys. 8 
| _ The pernicious doctrine that women are made for sacrifice, with | 

| the. stimulus of making this sacrifice wholly acceptable, | 
has been the root and front of all falsity in relations between the . 

sexes. It begins in the family, teaching to the least of them that | a 

brothers are to become whatever they can make themselves through | ee 

their gifts and opportunities, and that. sisters are to become what is | 
neither in the way of nor unacceptable to their brothers. This sub- ce 

ordination of one sex to the other ‘teaches inferiority and breeds : 

the pride of some sort of rivalry. The field of this is soon found, : 

there being much help to it; and the aim is fixed to be a pleasure | | 

_ to the brother, as he is a power to her. If this were all, little harm 

+ would come of it; since, at its height of art and purpose, itis the = 
- gift of God — this art of a woman wholly pleasing aman. But 
the end being presented, with no incentive beyond it, the aim soon” 

~ touches its depth of demoralization, through the notion that meth-— ae 

| ~ ods are of less consequence than results, and forgetting the pur- 
pose of appearing to be what she is not. — | ee ee 

a There is little room to doubt that this isa legitimate result of = = 

- early indirect training; and a fountain of that insincerity which is 

so dark a shadow on female character. The affectation, instead of = 
_ » ‘the cultivation of gracious quality in the plastic years of childhood, a - 

| - often remains but an affectation, to the wormwood and gall ofother  —| 

lives and latest years. Itis because of exceptional nurturing: of ee
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truth and womanly quality, that society is saved from the full-pen- 

-._ alty of the teaching that women are bound to please; and, pleas- | 

ee : ing, it matters but little how. | Grave. as this charge seems, itis as. 

true as when made a quarter of a century ago by that illustrious | 
friend of man, Horace Mann, that, “Through all time, women have | 

_--.- been assiduously taught that the garniture of the body was more 

a ae precious than the vesture of the spirit ; and in no age nor portion — | 

of an age, in no country nor segmentofacountry, has woman ever 
ee _- been elevated for her reflex power of elevating others.” PSUR 2a - as 

Under the conditions, it is notsurprising that woman should _ 
“ once seize upon material ornamentation as accessory to the purpose of na 

: oo _. making the most of herself;. or that, as the sense. of her moral re- oe, 

sponsibility is lowered, she would rely more and more upon these ms 

De hee eS allies of personal attractiveness. _ The surprise is, that with any a 

moral sense left, she should not repudiate the putting of things 

beautiful and appropriate, as aiding the “expression of intrinsic 

beauty and worth, in the place of these. _ Nevertheless, this is 

| a done, and to such an extent that, just as the connection: between oo 

Lee ae “taste: and morals disappears in modern feminine apparel, it reap- ech ; 

pears in the spectacle of a very low standard of personal apprecia- 
To tion, expressing itself in the deformities of fashion. It is not / 

merely the empty head of the votary of conventional extremes 
that measures the folly and wickedness of training up childhood 

- ¢9 such maidenhood; itis in the exhibition of moral unfitness su-- — 

-sperinduced upon womanhood itself, and finding its moral expres- 
7 sion in her attire, where the womanly art of decoration becomes 

oe As life advances, the position and language of institutions re- 
affirm to women the humiliating proposition of her youth. AG : 

ee the threshold of all higher power’ and privilege, she is met with 
_ + the denial of right, or the denial of capacity. ‘There is not an in- 

ss .-gtitution, of the highest grade of its kind, in the world where a 

| | ‘woman can go for instruction, upon an equality with man ;andin 

he those approximating this rank, where she finds admission, itis also | 

= to find the atmosphere and hindrance of his supercilious toleration, 

a In the language of the law, she finds herself ranking first in the > 

list of natural and convicted incapables — “women, children, crimi- > 

nals, idiots and slaves.” Moses placed her in the category ofsub- 

stance — property — and there she remains. Not long since I saw
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: in an American newspaper an advertisement of the escape ofawife & 
| _ who had been left as security for the payment of money, with no- 

. tice of penalties for harboring her. The property and the husband 
_-are one,and not the husband and wife; for does not their relation © 
terminate upon the death of either, while the husband and his 

_ horse go on together beyond the solemn event? co ee 
_. In‘ regard to the ownership of children, not the slave-mother | 

alone, but Cresar’s wife may miss the. infant from her side and . 

Cesar make no answer. Moses inaugurated this also, and time has | 

meddled but little with the policy. = fe ae a ey 
In literature it is the same, and yet worse of the kind. The 

: voice ofinstitutious and of law can be somewhat escaped, invading we 
| the home but occasionally, But literature, which isa woman’sre- 

_--—- fuge, with its treasures of new and old, its enchanting fabrications 
| in story and verse, and its record of all that has been done, and . : 
| hoped and failed, — it is here that woman finds herself in the full | 

| - habiliment of her subordination. It is not the bold avowal of her | 
. inferiority and the scorn of her sphere, of which there is no lack; 

a itis not the meaningless paraded recognition of her charms and 
gifts, as the decorator and subserver of his leisure, nor yet thevows 

and homage accorded her as ministering angel of the house and ae. ; 
purifier of society; it is that inexpressible tone and spirit pervading — ae 
the whole, as she turns its pages, announcing everywhere towomen 
the measure of her esteem among men. Out of literature proper a 

-. she is eased down into society se where the virus of all takes most _ 
fatal effect — by the newspaper press. _ There is nothing more offen- | 

| sive, and nothing more damaging to the moral sense of the average _— 
ss reader, of either sex, than the manner in which woman is distorted | 

- and bemeaned by the newspaper craft. Women, the scandal of  _— 
- _ the double-leaded column, the gist of every well-told tale, the butt. — oy 

| of the best Joke, the glint of sarcasm, the ridicule of domestic diss 
| content and diabolism, and the unknown quantity of allinnuendo = 
so and suspicion. And woman not at her best, or half best of -admit- los 

_. ted worth, but at her worst of disadvantage. 8 —™ Ue 
/ _.. _ In society, the attitude and the speech of man to womenismost —/ 

/ ~ decorous ; for it is here, in the preseuce of her physical charms, that. ; a 
_. the fascinations of her intellectual and spiritual beauty unite in ap- OE 

_ peal from the decrees of his calculating intellect: And yet itis e 
| | here that woman brings the largest of an unreserved sacrifice —~ oo 
| her time, labor, means, capability, her health, herself. |
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-. -. Asa last cause distinctively considered, we have the direct edu-. | 

gation furnished in ‘schools for girls. And it may be that here 

will be found the chief cause of the attempt of women to revolu- 

—  tionize public sentiment in their interest, since the language of 

positive education is the plainest possible statement. to women of - 

the inferiority of her duties and of herself. ae Oe cs 

The rule of less compensation for labor may come in part from a 

a: mistaken judgment as to the number of dependent women; the 

8 depreciation of home duties: from an imperfect knowledge of do- cnn 

- - mestie economy; and much of indirect teaching may be the half 

| unconscious growth of a belief. that, things being as they are, it is ae | 

best to make the most of conditions found. | Even the injustice of Oh 

her legal status may be glossed over by the assumption that the | 

responsibilities of. equality would overbalance its additional secu-. oe 

L rity. Such conclusions. are compatible with a rather fair estimate — a 

of women taken out of the intricacies of relations which it is diffi- 

meee cult to estimate. But that direct education, which is neither for a 

- _ public nor professional service, comes to woman with a denial of 

the right to it or capacity for it. If one could lay upon the page, | ies - 

or place before the eye, a picture representing the hemispheres of 

time occupied by men and women respectively, and touch them 

swith light and shade, according to the measure of education that. ; 

, : has been furnished each, the eye might help the mind in gaining a ; 

- gonceptionof the extent to which woman has been denied a know!l- | 

I a edge of herself and of the world in which she lives. But art has 

| not the gift, as eloquence has been in vain, to arouse man to the 

----s-wrong of denying to woman an equal share in whatever education 

| ee can give as a preparation for life. Because there is a difference be- 

-. tween the present and the practice of earliest times, it is not tobe — 

a — lost sight of that the difference in the opportunities afforded young 

| men and women respectively, has not been ‘diminished in propor- oe 

tion to general educational advancement; so that it remains, to the | 

_ dishonor of all time and countries. Using again the language of 

--—-FTorace Mann, “In estimating the number of heroic souls -who | 

have languished out their lives in dungeon cells, or fallen beneath = 

the axe of the oppressor, we. count by hundreds and by thousands; — 

oe in summing up the multitudes whom conquerers have subjugated , 

and enslaved, we count by nations and races of men; but, in enu- | 

ss merating the women whom man has visited with injustice and per- a 

sistent wrong in the rights of education, we express ourselves by a
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7 unit, but that unit is the world. And this, notwithstanding that == 
7 human reason seeks in vain for.a reason why there should bethis. A 

. difference of -education and no education between the sexes.” a8 

It is incredible that women have not been taking note of these : 
things through much time of both experience and retrospect; and | 

__. that they are not more moved to protest and revolution to-day, in 

the flush of modern enlightment, than when abiding in the thicker | 
darkness of the past. Nor is it wonderful that this revolution, — 

| having its root and furtherance in the English-speaking countries, - 
- where progress has done the most for men, should find just bere, 
where their education is most advanced, most bitter cause of NEE ae 

| complaint. oo bag hts Lae We : 2 . oe oa oe ce ; wh 

| III. Of the aims and methods, there is but time for the most Se see 
_ . general mention, 28 
Sa The aim is to take woman out of the condition of subordination ’ | 

to one of equality with man. As an aim itisallthatitcouldbe— 
a whole, a wise, and a just one. 

Of the methods, it must be said, they have often been mistaken : 
ae ones, hindering the cause. But they are explained as being the __ : 

_. only ones furnished as models — the means used by man in further- 
ance of similar objects. ee ee 2 

IV. The supposed results being the hydra-headed confusion and 
desolation of the social scheme, it is well to look a little carefully eS 

at what they would probably be. And, first, they must appearin 

woman herself more than in man. The mere fact of equality be- 

fore the law would vitalize her intellectual being, through an added 

- sense of ‘power, not likely to awaken at once a corresponding sense 

. of responsibility. ‘This has been the history of all class advance- | 

-- ment, and especially when advancing upon. privileges long with- 

7 | held, and it cannot be doubted that the entire body of women, | 

a mean all classes of them, would be thus affected — first by the priv- oot 
a ‘ileges, rather than by the duties, of the new position. © Nor could oe ws 

- this fail to bring about great social injury, involving the neglect = 
of children and homes, domestic industries and charities, differences = 

between husbands and wives, and disaster to private and. public 

— business. As the direct result of the independence of woman, this oan 

- would be bad enough; but it would undoubtedly be followed bythe 
So . | | darker shades of increased licentiousness among both women and ar 

_ men. Political power, and political power alone, as furnishing the oo 
-  24—S8r. Ae. Soc. BS -
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means of protecting himself against the inflictions which may oe 

oe come of it, has been the bulwark of man’s. prerogative and prac- ae 

—- tiee of vice. It has done more and ‘worse than this; it hascom- . — 

_-:pelled, whenever his interests were subserved thereby, a participa- _ | 
tion by woman in his vice, while meting out direst penalties for = 

the same, when it did not so subserve his purposes. - a 
The revulsion from all this, with co-ordinate power and privi- 

ee lege, will most assuredly work to the debasement of female char- : : oe 

acter, checked only by her natural superiority of instinctive virtue, 
Pek ve and by the increased security against temptation found in her - - 

ne a enlarged material independence. The tendency to this growth of | | 

vice among men would also find restraint in their increased respect 
eS oe for women, because of ‘their independence, and in the elevation of ee 

-- sentiment inspired by them through better culture and the conse- 
“ ‘quent ability to turn the excess of masculine passion into virtuous. © 

es and useful channels. a Eee : ee oR Ee 

oe Bales Another powerful, and, it may be, more immediate check to 
_- gither the ordinary or increased licentiousness of men would bethe 
co aes os alarm seizing upon all but the most depraved circles of society, at we 

the spectacle of woman becoming the instrument of so appallinga 
measure of retributive justice. N or can it be doubted that this 

spectacle would become a measure of extraordinary enlightenment __ 
-. to him concerning the whole nature of the sexual passion and of 
> the mon-sexual character of morality in extenso. - | 

An inerease of divorce legitimate to this state of things would 

a 2 ere long be corrected by enabling women to enter ‘upon marriage. oo 

- more considerately than now; while marriage itself would be stead- 
fly gaining in dignity and security, as the elevation and responsi- 

woe es "bility of enfranchised women began’ to take effect upon the general —_ 

| OES | quality of men, as well. - Bees ee _ a “RES 

This movement, would, however, beyond-all question, show itself => 
to have been a great and just movement in the result of better 

+. educated women. Through the independence of equality in edu- 
ke oe cation, better women; and after that a better race of men, better fe | 

ae : | - rearing, better society, better government, and a nobler civiliza- oe 

oe 4 ‘That women. desire an equality with men to the end of entrance = 
-—.-wpon public life, or of competing with them in the affairs of busi- 

ness, is as far as possible from the truth. There is much apprehen- —_
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sion as to the subversion of social order, while insisting upon obe- “ cae 

| dience to the law of nature in the parcelling out of duties and 
a relations between ‘men and women; and yet the entire proceeding — 

Bs of the civil structure of man in this regard is as if nature had fur- 7 

| | nished no law not in need of the sanction of his enforcement. But 2 

| if there is one law of. the intellectual constitution of sex more clearly 

defined than another, it is this: ‘That man is intended for massing = 
himself with his fellows in organization, and woman forabiding ins 

| the unity of self-hood. Man for openly aggressive, and woman for _ | 
- silent, power is the law of power ; each -after its fitness and its 

- destiny. Since the world was, man has appeared best in activity, = 

+ woman in repose. Instance: the testimony of all. marble and can- oe 
vas, as well as of literatute, and observe it in the daily round where 
the self-blinded eyes of men begin to’ see this open secret of the = 

7 ‘social disorder. OES ne. — | 7 oO a 

oe - Women do not. crave a public career, nor would they remain long 
in -public life if its paths were fully open tothem. They donot 

_ seek the ballot to this end. Even the majority of the leaders of 

this movement desire nothing so much as the protection a domestic == 

sphere and home-life theory promise them. As before the Magi ~ ge 

of the old, a woman stands to-day before the law maker of thisnew 
time, questioned as to what most pleases woman, And thus has 
she always stood, answering in the language of the myth, “Tobe ~ ” 

loved, to be studied by her husband, and to be mistress ofthehouse.” 

-  ' he difference between the women of that and this time is in 

the manner of the response. The Persian representative of her =| 

sex stood in the twilight of the world, asking for a veil behind = 
OO ~ which to hide from even the gods, who held in their keeping such a 

8 precious gifts, her sacred joy in anticipation of their bestowal ; oe 

a while the representative-movement | woman of to-day . stands on 

| ~ platform and in press in the emphasis of. her determination to have. es 

- | ~ something better than the promise of these good things. ee ee | | oo ee 

ae _To be loved, to be studied, and to be mistress of the home where 

strength and honor are her clothing, this has always been and 
- always will be the joy and crown of woman. By the laws of her 

. physical and spiritual being, as well as by intellectual preferences, = 

she is wedded to her motherhood. But she never has been, and &, 

_.. Never can be, true to it under the imposition of conditions depen- © 
_° dent upon the will of man. | BO .
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halle “Ideal freedom, which is the birthright of every human soul, is | iy 

7 - _ more necessary and more possible to. woman than to man, if any” nes 

comparison can be made. Alone with herself, in the unity of that 
/. mysterious bond which binds a finite to an infinite being, woman] ; 
_, becomes a power for bafiling evil and furthering good. But under 

the ban and surveillance of her master, she is not able to realize, Fee 
oe -.. much less to find, her place. a 7 eek 
ee - ot - V. The final cause of this movement is that of all real progress, oes 

and in the nature of things, it cannot fail. That women will ac 
ae a oS cept less than the obliteration of the last jot and tittle of man’s un- eee e 
Coe graciousness to her is not possible, as it is not possible for alawto 
-.. be and not to be at the same moment. Ways and meansare noth- 

_ ing, as condition and precedent are nothing. Through follyand = 
through wisdom, through strength and through weakness, moves on oe 

See cee the perfect plan to perfect ends. os ey = me Rig! ee ye Boe 

BACCALAUREATE SERMOM. ES 

Seghe By JOHN BASCOM, | CO ee 
os _ President of the Wisconsin State University in the Assembly Chamber, June 16th, 1878. (SG 

a err COMMON SCHOOL. a 6 ESE 

Marr. 11:5. “The blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers. aaa 
are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have 

coe the gospel preached unto them.” = a mn oe 5 a 

ree - These words compose the message which our Savior sent toJohn > 

the Baptist in answer to his inquiry, Art thou he that should come, 
_ or do we look for another? They are most interesting asaclear 

Oo ne expression by Christ of his idea of the ‘proper and . sufficient proof SS 

of a divine messenger. It is both by works and words, beneficent _ 
works and blessed words, coming forth together and sustaining = 
each other, that the argument is to be maintained. In this case 

_ the works are of the most supreme order, for the messenger is the 
oe Divine One; but they are none the less works which lie directly in . oe me 
_ the Tine of nature. Nature is simply helped in her weakness and 
-_- yestored to her strength. The blind see, the lame walk, the lepers 
-. are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead live. The work is all ree 
_. demptive, the putting on their feet again of men damaged, disabled _ oo



7 or dead in the strife of life. They walk once more,they'seeand i 
hear, they come again into the glad possession of the sunlight, they . 
live before God and with their fellow men. The supernatural, great os 

- as it is, here bends perfectly to the natural, and these beneficiaries 7 
of Christ are put back into life such as it had once been to them, — | 

| yet not altogether such, for they now have a gospel preached to 
them. ‘The burdens have not been thrown away, but they are 7 
greatly strengthened to bear them. ere - 

| Every man who does this, who gives new life and new conditions a 
of life, one by whom figurative or literally the blind see, the deaf - as 
hear, and the lame walk, isGod’s messenger. The method of doing = 

- | it, whether by means alone or by miracles also, belongs not to the —_ 
| _ substance of the message, but to its form, and changes with the : 
Oo changing conditions of human experience. a EE 8 

| But the crowning proof Christ offers is, the poorhave the gospel == 
preached to them. These external gifts and helps only make way 
for internal light, and pass the penitent on to a regenerative gos- - 
pel, a pure and peaceful vision of the soul. And this vision is 

_ brought pre-eminently to the poor, to the poor who are jostled in oe 
___ the thoroughfares of commerce, and carried to the wall inevery) 

social conflict ; to the poor who, in a philosophy of evolution, are 

the unleavened lump of dullness to be cast out, and who in the a 
_ paths of religion even, are ever and anon slipping under the feetof > 

the priestly procession, = —™” / ee OO 7 a 
_ There is a disposition among good men and indifferent men to Lo 

accept the facts of the world on their present basis under one set Oo 
of principles, and let them pass, and to construct the facts of heaven 

_ on another basis, under higher principles, and press on to them. In _ an 
accordance with this teaching, the poor are left very much toshift -— 

' for themselves, to endure hard conditions and sweat under heavy es 
burdens, encouraged, if encouraged at all by the promise of a bet- Mo 

ss ter state of things hereafter. The world is surrendered to selfish- 
ness, and its inmates to the schooling of self-interest 5 Heaven - fe - 

| alone is reserved for the reign of good-will. The philosopher sat- Ce 
___ isfies himself with this conclusion, because we blunder so often in 

our charities ; and the Christian, because he has not enough of the 
life of love wherewith to work the law of love. Thereis inthis 
contentment a subtle and -pervasive lie in ‘whatever way we regard se 

: it. The good man who satisfies himself with the poverty of the :
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-.. poor, thereby impoverishes his own spirit in the very graces of © - 

sympathy and good-will which are the wealth of heaven; and the =~ 
Ce ass poor man who, with his mouth full of the cant of the time, is : 

waiting for death to enrich him; is missing the very entrance of 

The poor are interesting to the wise mind and warm heart notas = 

i remaining poor.— nothing belongs to mere poverty but. hard disci- 
o : __ pline fitted to drive us one and all out of it, but as: calling forthat > 

__. aid which shall make them rich, shall give them the conditions of = 

Fife. The poor can only be permanently raised from their poverty, me | 

a poverty of internal even more than of external resources, by 

effort and aid. The effort is eternally theirs, and the aid eternally 
OEE ours. ‘To stretch out the hand of aid to the hand of effort isthe - 

| oe - divine commission in the world. This it is which makes one a’ 

ss messenger of God, the preacher of a gospel to the poo. ca! 
a - | Is it not then a consaming lie in reference to all our own virtues, ce 

oon es _ in reference to Heaven and Earth alike, to relegate the poor, pitied ee 

or unpitied, totheir poverty? Isit nota most deceptive lie for the oe | 

po poor to sink back into ignorance and indolence and wait for death pon : 

whe my to readjust relations, as if infelicities here were a claim for felici- ve 

ties hereafter? It is life not death that saves the human soul. It = © 

is time to break down the border-wall between the present and the ae 

future life, the conditions here and the conditions yonder, the laws 
we eS - present and the laws to come; it is time to remember that the King- ae! 

dom of Heaven sweeps through and over all periods and places, and nos 

_ “sue . that we are to make ourselves, in impulse and act, of it this very oe 

instant. His garment of grace was the imperial purple, the spirit- 
ee . ual power in which Christ was clothed. He brought a gospel to the | / 

poor, that is to all men, The paths of Heaven with their sweet 
flowers were under his own feet, and he was busy in leading men 

at onceintothem. To awaken and enlarge the lives of men hence- 

forth and forever, this was the work of Christ; herein he was dis- 
— glosedas the SonofGodk 
eee - This alsois our work. If we open not every door, the doors near- ve 

est us, of wealth, knowledge, truth, virtue, for every man, and first; 

ee for the poorest as for those who most need’ our aid, how shall we ae 

| ee ourselves enter Heaven, rich in beneficence, rich in the wisdom that eo 

eS ministers to beneficence, heirs of the grace of God! Itis,then,the 

crowning: distinction of every messenger sent of God, every com-
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: munity constructed of God, that they have an instant and urgent =~ 

gospel for the poor; that. they are fall of desire and fullof power ss 

. to sweeten and enlarge human life. The disposition and the skill = == 

. There is one door, a homely one; one often battered’ and many 
| times broken; one that, in the majority of cases, discloses beyond | 

- it no very desirable vista, nor a vista seen to lead anywhere in par- 

| ‘ticular, which we should do something to-day, and every day, to : 

, place firmly on its hinges, to beautify and set wide open as an en- | 

trance to knowledge for the rich and the poor of our land; itisthe = | 

door of the district school or common schoole * 

Good: people always contract cant, and suffer insensibly from hy- os 

pocrisy. he best of bread will mold. The educational cant of our : eae 

republic is the common school... This is our peculiar hypocrisy; our ; 

popular idol, in whose praises we shout ourselves hoarse, whilein 

ee our heart of hearts begrudging the dimes and dollars that go to its mo 

-.. support. This is the fetich that is to preserve our liberties, when oo 

no rational man, looking at its construction and the range of its | 

powers, can tell how it is to do it. This is the institution which is - 

to make us unlike all who have gone before us, or are onthe earth = 

: with us; a nation who understands the laws of society and cheer- 

fully ‘observes them. We express this our social creed in a variety 

| of pleasant phrases, but they are one and all pervaded by that easy oe 

conventional faith that belongs tocant. We are unwilling to open oo 

anew the topic and test the adequacy of our means — the existing - 

district school —to the end proposed, the public sefety and the | 

a prosperity of free institutions. | A thoughtful man must feel a sense 7 

of the ludicrous mingled with his sorrow when invited to look at — | 

Oo the country school as it exists among us and told that this is our 

7 " penacea, this the entrance to our social millennium. Surely there 

a : ‘is some mistake here as in those churches which are thought of as. OS 

| weather-doors to the gates of Heaven. oo on eg 

_ Yet the common school may be, if properly constructed and prop-. BS 

erly supported by other institutions, in a large measure what it is - 

thought to be, the nurse of national life; the point at which the life. a 

OC that it imparts itself to the life that is to be, It is then most harm- ee 

ee ful to our national strength to put in these, its very sources, words ar 

a for things and appearances for facts; to allow the fountain tofill 

sup and defile itself till the living waters are quite lost. \ BR
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Our inquires will be, how shall primary public instruction be 
a HE: shaped in order to be a gospel to the poor, a full folio?. And what 
: a 2 | are the reasons why it is partially failing, or is liable to fail, of its 

oe - true function in the state? The common school should be inviting eS 
. : oe in position; neat and orderly without; within, wholesome to body oo 

- i. and mind, and furnished with a discipline and instruction corrective - 
and stimulative to the thoughts and feelings of every child. Ineed 

ae “not say how often neglect and indifference are the most legible less , 
ee son. without and within the public school; nor how quickly the BS 
_ child catches the spirit of contempt and abuse. Some school-houses 
—. ee in themselves and their ‘surroundings educate a school in violence : 

oe) and vulgarity more than any medium teacher can educate them in. = Ba 
ee vir tue. The respect of parents for the public school should be writ- 

ten on every portion of the grounds and buildings. Nor can pov-  __ 
eee : Le erty be pleaded at this point, for care is far cheaper than carless- ee ss re po ONS oe “ 

ee | While the appurtenances of the school should be quickening to oo 
oe all orderly and enlightened impulses, its kindly and energetic dis- | ae 

es - eipline should be a moral tonic. Every. good school is a moral train- ae 
/ ing, every bad school an immoral one. ‘It isnot the children who 
-. _- gettle the moral tone of a school, but the purposes pursued in it,the = 
ee 2 ” spirit and the method of the work. _ No: discipline is more moral = 

ae He than that of faithful, enthusiastic work; and no work is more whole- 
oe “some. than a beneficent, social training of our powers. ‘Thisisa | 

oe os child’s normal spiritual life. A school need not ‘go out of ‘its way en 
oo ‘to be morally invigorating; it can not help being so, if itis a school’. oe 
en with a thorough purpose, a conjoint life, and a lively regimen. The oe - 

head and the heart are there, and they throb with affectionate and 
constructive force. Says Huxuey of the growing public schools of = 
England: “The intelligence, patience and good temper of the on 

- teachers which are now at the disposal of the veriest waifs and was- 
— trels of society are things which a few years since did not belong a : 

even to costly middle-class schools.” ee See Ae 
‘The essential thing in the common school is that it shall give 

pertinent knowledge with due rapidity. But what constitutes per- 
oe : : - tinent knowledge and due rapidity? Tt has been laid down rather ee 
SS decisively that “the true theory of a common school programme is that. per 

ee every step should be the bast possible preparation for stepping out oe 
oe rather than for stepping up.” But is-there any such contrast as is -



here implied between stepping out and stepping up? The path == 
which carries one up in knowledge is the path from which it is profit- ee 
able to diverge into the world at any point, the farther on the bet- a 

. ter. ‘This statement calls for a few simple qualifications, and that. | 

ig all. There are a very few studies, like book-keeping, that are 
| half mechanical, a mere preparation for work; the vast majority of | 

studies are quickening to the intellectual nature, and owe their 
chief value to that fact. In these studies, stepping out and stepping | 
up are identical in the method called for, Thetreeis simply grow- 

7 ing on all sides and also upward toward the light. pe he on 

There is one other qualification. - Some studies, like languages, oe 

___impose’a great deal of comparative drudgery on the child in ace 
quiring their rudiments, and reward him later for his labor. The = 
time, therefore, at one’s disposal, must be considered before these 

‘branches areenteredon. Oo | 
__—- 'With these exceptions, the ability to go up advantageously is the ao 

ability to go out advantageously. The ability to do either is the oe 
ability to acquire knowledge, to make all things aid in furthering 
our activity in this direction. In each case the primary condition 

of success is to awaken the mind, and give it bent and power. The ~ 

first purpose of instruction, whether it be the instruction of schools _ woe 

or of the world, is to evoke an appetite for truth; and nourish it in 

| one or more ways. Whether, therefore, the pupil tarries in train; 
‘ing a half dozen or a dozen years, the object is the same, tohelp 

him over the comparitively mechanical conditions of knowledge into 
the realm of knowledge itself. The instruction which makes the oo 

_ mind a living thing, that only is education: For both purposes and — - 

-° all purposes, we tarry too long and in too dead a way in thedis- => 
se trict school on the formal conditions, the shucks and shells of knowl- ae 

Se edge, when we should hasten forward to knowledge itself. Thus | a 

| _. we spell through a spelling book of words, when we know and can ae 

__ know little nor nothing of their meaning and use, little or nothing Ps 

7 of the literature of which they are the dead and dismembered OO 
terms. We multiply the rules of language and construe speech in 
a thousand ingenious ways, ‘instead of making it at once ahighway 

into the keart of a new territory. This is to put drillin the place = 
of war, to march up and down the hills of difficulty, backwards and | vos 

forwards through the dusty routine of knowledge, with much wear- 
iness and little inspiring progress. In all our schools, and in none
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more than in the. district schools, we need to ask afresh for the 

- | es 7 shortest roads to real knowledge, and to acquire the forms of knowl- 

edge in getting at its substance. A great deal of socalledthorough-- 

ness is blowing a feeble spark till we have blown it out. That = 
-.- ghild is best fitted to leave the common school, whether forthose 

| __ paths of knowledge which run out into the world, or those. which ~ 
a wander on farther in the quiet places of study, who has begun to. 

-__ get holdin its own thoughts of things, persons and events, and to 
- a oe ‘move an interested party among them. Be : Boe MES oh 

ee: is evident then, that public school instructions should be made | eo 
ae / as quickly nutritious as possible, and put the child in possession of 

ee geographical, historical, scientific, personal facts, more particular- 

ly those which touch our daily life, and make it thoughtful and 
eo os o i, significant. There ought to be laid on the country schools none of | oa 

so hees | those restrictions which are applicable only to carefully graded city . oo 
i oe . schools. Many branches may be pursued, and the higher help the Sens 

lower. Since the district school is assisted by no outside relations, Ties es 
it should be hindered by none. It should be open to allthe possi- 
bilities of the present hour, the present pupils, the present teacher. ee . 

That district school is the best which chokes the child least with the 
gle dry dust of knowledge, germinates and plants the most seedsof 

thought, and by the aid of the town library, swings the door wide 
ee for further growth, =~ ee a Me So 

But the district school, to subserve its purpose, must not merely. 

. be a quickening school, it must be a common school where the rich an 

Cs and the poor meet. together. It must be good enough for the rich | 
and. isonly thereby good enough for the poor. Who can tell = _ 

ee whether this or that child shall prosper, or both be alike good! wo! 

‘The youth of all nationaities, all faiths, all classes, must be fused to- 
ne a gether by the warm sympathies of childhood, drawn out in a com- oy 

mon intellectual life. Only so can we escape a populace, a prole- 
-. tariat. A district school that is the barley loaf baked inthe public = 

me oven for the poor, God avert the folly that thinks that this will oe 

make citizens and not paupers! Such institutions are not more — we 

-. than enough to answer the purposes of hypocrisy and keep the diss 

: ~~... gase well smothered in about the. heart. Convulsion follows con- - ce 

cos - -vulsion at the South. Why? Because its States are not. common- ee } 
-—s-wealths, its children are not plants rooted in the same soil and = 

ss. -growing upintothe samelight. =



Our district schools at the North advance hesitatingly, with much _ oy 

. labor. ~ Why?: First, because we: are ‘not willing to put’: money sit 

into them, not money enough even to save what we do put into cee 

them. Our schools are too cheap. A little more cost might, in many | 

instances, double and triple returns. It is this purblind penurious- 7 

- ness with which we often deal with the public school that makes it 

just to characterize our laudations of the system as the cant of lib- 

erty. Atno point does the cry of taxes, hard-earned taxes, more. 

surely tell than at this point. Hard-earned taxes! Is the money 

any harder earned than that spent atthe saloon on the nextcorner? 

| Is it not hard-earned because earned in ignorance? And, as” 

hard-earned, is it not to be spent. wisely? We forget that other ©) 

taxes leave our labors unlightened, but that this tax enters into our. ee oe 

very households, and turns for us one dollar. into ten, into ahun- 

dred, in meeting that first duty and chief delight of home, the ed-- 

, ucation of our children. Analyze our taxes, as the taxes of this 

city, and how often will we find that we are paying on some debt 
J a whose parents were ignorance and fraud, as muchas for our schools. i: 

_ In our city schools, where there is extravagance in buildings, it | 

does not follow that there is wise and uniform liberality inadmin- 

istration. That an economy which impoverishes our. schools is as 

unnecessary as it is irrational, is seen in the habits of our people, ce ae : 

their personal indulgences; in the money we put into houses of cor- be 

rection, prisons, asylums, all more or less directly the entail of ig- 

norance; and. in the cost of strikes, vicious legislation and domes- 

a tic war, farther results of popular debasement.. | - 
Weare abundantly able to give our schools a thorough support, | 

_ and so supported, they will steadily reduce in many directions our 
| burdens of taxation. It is cheaper, as all experience shows, toed- 

ne --ucate a man than to maintain him as a lunatic, feed him as a pau- mee 

. — per, imprison him as a criminal, or shoot him in insurrection. If 
+ there is any connection fixed. in human society, itis this general =» «_—- 

- relation between intelligence and good citizenship. A. | 

‘The ignorance of. the. people is played upon every day. Some = 
_ ‘politician ieads them into needless and fraudulent expenditures, 

and then regains his poopularity by crying out againstthe cost of = 
| the schools in which the people are educated. Nomatter whatred 

‘flag is waved before the populace, they rush like a mad bull after 

sO it, because of ignorance. Oe ; Cn ee ge
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AB what price are we seeking, in this State and in ‘other States : 
to educate our children. For three, six, possibly nine dollars per 
annum. What price is any wise parent willing to pay forthe ed- 

-. weation of his children? Twenty, fifty, one hundred times that = 
sum. = The estimate which good men put on the training of their a 
own children as contrasted with those of the commonwealth, is forty 

ae - toone. We need, then, more liberality; we need more life-blood 
Se os poured into the right arm of our strength, if we are to get. a secure - ee 

ees hold on the possibilities of the hour. | ce eS ee ee ee, 
‘The teacher is the head and the heart of the school, and he can 
be neither completely, without’ being both’measurably. ‘Weshould | 
put none but the best men and women in charge of the children, 

ae and so in charge of the State, and of the future. — We should say ee 
_ with pride of a man, “He is bright enough and good enough to be 

a teacher.” In the gallery of my childhood, most of whose por- . 
traits have quite faded out and their very names been lost, one win- 

es ning face remains, that of an instructor. That face was among the ee. 
ee oe a earliest and most intelligible signals that the spiritual world hung Bes 

CO out to me, as life was opening on its mysteries, and light was stream- ees 
ing in at the casements of youth, I 

ae _. The second reason why the district. school is not the controlling a & | 
power it ought to be, is, that as a people, we have little realinter- 
est in it. We maintain ir as’ a tradition, and shuffle along with it 

+ as accustom. Wee suffer with patience an occasional enthusiast on 
the subject, but we, the people, have very little fresh ‘thought or 

a - earnest feeling about it. Interest is ‘of more moment than money; _ a 
para ~ nothing can be made wealthy by the hand which is not also made = me 
a is wealthy by the heart. There is no direction in which a wise phil- | oe 

a | oy anthropy can better and more safely expend itself than on public ae 

a pees The communism of our time is not all an error. It means some- 
/ : thing. It means that wealth and poverty must stand on more equal _ 

nc \ terms than hitherto, that the resources of the nation are for the na-_ ee 
tion, and that no stable community can be built upon merely com- 
mercial law. The true communism is that of intelligence, ofoppor- 
tunities. If we reject this, we shall be worried and wasted by its 

ae m8 devilish counterpart, ‘the restless, night-stalking ghost of murdered aa 
a sympathy. It is strange, very strange, that our churches take more 

interest in public instruction. Some of them attack the common Ld
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: schools, some of them are indifferent to. them, aud none seem to Co 
| regard them as asupreme point at which life is to be poured into 
: the community. Our churches seem to think it their chief office to a 
"care for themselves —as if self-seeking were any better in them 

) than in the individual — and not. to construct a kingdom of heaven, | 

"a true commonwealth of Christ. The real umbilical artery by. | 
__ which the parent power of righteousness is to pour its life-blood 

| into the state, always embryonic thrcugh its children, is this very 7 
| avenue of public instruction. Not to know this is to have no mes- _ | 

sage, no gospel for the poor. The commonweal, the commonwealth _ a 

are mere words to us as yet; the injunction, “Love thy neighboraa oe 

. thyself,” as far off from our thoughts asthe polar star—yetitisthe = 
a polar star, and lies in the very axis of revolution in the spiritual Lo ao SS 

world. es Be Sa ep Ns ESSEC go 

We hardly distinguish, as y et, the politician from the statesman, 
7 yet the one is a creature and the other a creation. The statesman - 

: 7 infuses his strength into the state; the politigjan, leach-like sucks | 
woes his strength from the state. The statesman watches the state with 
oe loving, constructive eye; the politician, fox-like, watches it with 

- acunning, pilfering eye. The statesman works in the light,and 
| by the light, and for the light; the politiclan, in the darkness, | and set 

__ by the darkness, and for the darkness; and ‘itis the obscure night, : 

brooding over the popular mind, that makes his career possible. ee ee 

A third difficulty in our common. school system is, the want of ©. 
sufficient. organization. Our city schools are-often quite superior, ° 

owing chiefly to organization. It is a cardinal truth, in all intellec- _ 7 
- tual and spiritual growths, that life works downward, not upward,, . 
comes from above and not from below. To leave feeble districts | oe 

-, to themselves is to condemn them to imbecility and decay. The =. 
_ regenerative power is not in them. They must be helped and — a - 

pressed upward with unflagging zeal. The townisthe smallestad- =. 
ae missible unit in a school system; the first step in organization, and oe 

its. first strength. Towns themselves require to be taken firmly ee 

. under the guidance of the state, and the state, by laws and taxes, > Be 
_. should provide for education in all parts of it. We might. ‘ag well | ee 

separate the head from the body, as to divide the larger cities from 
_ the remote townships. It isa denial of the fundamental dependens 

cies of the common life; it is arresting organization at the. very 
point at which it is most helpful. Instruction in the country dis- oe
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ss tricts is often ten times more costly, measured in the per'centage 

es : of taxation, and ten times less efficient than in the city schools. | 

The city cannot say to the country, “T have no need of thee,” and a 

cen the life of the state be saved. There is a composite profiting and | | 

a composite responsibility that we cannot forget. The wealth of 

os _ the country is the wealth of the city, and the prosperity ofoneis 

"the prosperity of both. We can indeed rob the field in seed time, a 
a but what will be the harvest? = - Se ae ee 

os Wee ce Equally ‘must there be an organization of higher with primary _ Be | 

4 ¢nstruction. The district school must open a door, but to what? = 

_ To-all that lies beyond. The paths of progress must be made so. 

a continuous, that many shall pursue them, and turn from them at all 

stages. ‘Tt is this diffusion, this continuity of knowledge in the = 

community that prepare the way for all forms of educational influ- ao 

ee ence, the pulpit, the press, the platform. Many of our people now | 7 

know just enough to be conveniently cheated. The good andthe 

bad rush into the street together, and cry Stop thief! Stop thief! = 

_s« Half-taught citizens join the shout, and the chances are, that after'a — a 

chard run, the upright man finds himself hustled, while the rascal ae 

| 2 - eads.the mob. oo 7 ee fas 

Phe district schools that are not the fibrous roots of a system, 

Sa oh laes that are not under the fostering care of the entire community, have — oo 

gmail corrective power. ‘We can be a body politic only asthe warm 

aus oe currents of life go streaming into every member. | ee a | 

Phe Jast deficiency in public school instruction is the want of 
i Ba wise administration. — Towns | may lack the wisdom and good will Lets 

to do this administrative work well, and cities, when ignorance or 

selfishness are in power, may pull down ina few weeks what has 
geen years in building. The State should be searched through all 

its limits for its very best and broadest men to be placed on its 

educational boards. If we insist, as we ought, on intelligence and __ . 

oe integrity and strength, these desirable men are not easily found, > 

and certainly are not always found. : aa ee so 7 

‘The public interests in no portion of their administration call for | 

-..- more wise, liberal and disinterested men than do our educational = 

Ee. nstitutions — men who were born ‘men, and who have been grow- 

wee 7 ing into manhood ever since. When we look atthe willful migchief 

_ + hourly wrought, and hourly liable to be wrought on our schools, it 
is a truth as plain as it is painful, that we suffer irreparable loss 

from the want of a just and generous administratiun. =
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Says the Vation —a paper characterized bya highdegree ofthat 
- intelligence which is possible with only partial candor—comment- oS 

| ing on the fitness of a National University : “Our State Univer- oe 
| sities, so called, are not successful in the highest and best sense of oo 

_ the word. Some of them are the mere playthings of politicians, a 
ard, as a general rule, the more ignorant a politician is the more | 

_ he has to say about the University.” \,e shall hardly be willing 
to accept this as a full statement, certainly not asa final statement _ 3 
of the truth, yet it is the admonitory flag hung out where the 

— small-pox is. The demand in our higher. institutions and, in their fe 
- measure, in the lower ones as well, is fora free interior adminis: = 

tration with a full exterior responsibility ; that skilled labor shall. a 
have the rights of skilled labor ; that those shall be overthis labor = 

-.-who are ‘wise enough to use it under its own law. If wedesire = 
men of talent as teachers, we must give scope to their talents ; if 

; we desire those whose heads can be tied up in a sack, then we a 
should seek for the foolish ostrich. Strong men will gv where _ 

_ strong men are respected. No high-minded man will allow the oe 
“very heart of his labor to be taken out of it. ee 

‘The integrity of one’s work is ina large degree the integrity of — oe 
one’s life, and must be defended at all risks. Enslave the labor x ae 

and you enslave the man that performs it. An open field isthe “ 

first demand of independent manhood. The teacher must win this, 
if he is to have his own respect and the respect of others. Instruc- | 

_ tion is.a great trust, a grand activity, but only on condition thatit = 
is treated ina large way. Tt is preeminently a calling in which a 

| the freedom of the spirit redeems everything or loses everything, | 
__ in which we sink ‘by hard conditions to servile drudgery, or, bythe 

- buoyancy of our own spirit, rise to moral mastery. Yet itisthis 
ne “mastery of our own thought within itself, and the affliated master 
which belongs to its free, enthusiastic development in its own 

___- province, that can alone give vs power to instruct, to buildupan 
inner manhood and life. Freedom, then, is the native force of our — a 

_ tutorial function, and must be had as its first condition of health, 
_. A school system that. gathers up the wealth and the good-will, ee 

ae the constructive thought and executive wisdom of a people, will | ae 
: - be great in itself, great in the conditions it carries with it, and mag- | : eS 

a ‘nificently great in its command of the future. . Te oe | ee 
Tf we have the heroic elements and the faith elements that prop- oo
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erly belong to our time, we shall achieve such a result inthisNorth- 

ern Mississippi Valley. In the incipiency of our work, we have eo 

| ae _ shown two gréat features the world has not before so seen, — com. 

ne plete public instruction and co-education. - It behooves us, then, | 

not to waste one thought or lose one energy in discussion, but with — : 

a new birth of power in the world’s progress, to consecrate allto 

ee righteousness. an as : . Se a oe 

Members of the Graduating Class : — This. discourse has been 

primarily directed to you. You have shared to the full the benefits = 

of public instruction, and are some of you in turn to carry thisin- 

struction to others. I have met you with peculiar ‘pleasure inthe 

- _. recitation-room, and this I believe to have been the experience of ee 

your other instructors. You have also had the advantage of ex. 

tended lectures in didactics, and are correspondingly ready for your : Soe 

a work. - Wherever you are found, and in whatever calling, I trust. ite eo 

oe will practically be in the public service, paying without discount, Cee 

ae - in these days of repudiation, your indebtedness to the state. We 

shall hope to meet you in many relations, and find-you in themall 

faithful to the trust that has been committed to you 

Hes es ‘Let us carry with us no narrowness and no bitterness. Letus 

—- pecognize the fact that private schools and colleges are wholly with- ee 

ee - in the liberty of the citizen, and that they may be at times among 

the: best expressions of his power. ‘While, however, we hold the | - 

. wee. faith, that our divided population, in these western states, canbe 

most immediately and efficiently united and led forward by public 

-- instruction, let us give the principle no divided allegiance. There 

.. is too much to be done to set about it in different ways. a cae oo | 

Our work, because of its, very breadth and variety, isaspersed. 

"We disregard the aspersion. There are two tests of good instruc- 

tion: the number it reaches, and the ground it-leads them over. We. | 

| ee - regard the first as by far the most essential in connection with the 

oes public welfare ; but fairly judged we fail in neither, and we shall = 

grow in both. We have a gospel which we are carrying tothe poor, =| 

‘put it is none the less a gospel. First breadth, and so heighth,is 

oe es : ~ our line of progress, and. we are not to be diverted from it by criti- Res 

ee -_- cism which is interested only in a more narrow work. ee a oe 

"Weare called with a grand calling. No more fertile furrows ever S 

waited for sowing, no heavier laden’ fields ever waved before the == 
sickle.» Better and greater men than we will come-after us; yet
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- they will be born of our strength and fed of our wisdom. We ~~ 

_ shall. heve their love and reverence according as we have wrought == —«™ 
: in these directions of growth. Ifany of you have the purplecloak, =» 

I trust, with a courtier’s instinct, you will spread it at ence in the 7 
paths of Truth. Her reward will be great and.generous, like that a 
of England’s queen. oo EE | oy —_ | 

The world is in the freshness of youth, and moves forward to 
manhood. Let us catch the sense of divine power in all things — 

| about us, take to ourselves the fortunes of our time, and along the 
path of generous activity, enter into our inheritance — heirs of God oo 

and joint-heirs with Jesus Christ, proclaimed the Son of God by 

virtue of a Gospel preached to the poor, — a OE Dene oo 

‘THE USES OF REFUSE—LET THE TRAMPS BE — oe 
MARCHING ON, oe 

ar _ By Pror J. D. BUTLER. / : / 

a Twenty years ago, the homestead bill was advocated as a panacea OO 
o for pauperism. It was said, “ Uncle Sam is rich enough to give us ae aoa 

| all a farm, and the free-holder will not be a yagabond.” Theland => 
thus longed for was freely given, and it was. still less frequently oo 

kept. Give all tramps homesteads to-day. Not half of them will ek 
till their acres at all. A great majority will at once sell them for. _ : 

a song — and spend the petty avails so as to intensify their own 
vice and misery. There is no doing a favor to those who will not. ; 
take it. x Perhaps Shakspeare had some fellow feeling for tramps. = 

At all. events, he would have looken on them kindly, for he said: a . 

“There is some soul of goodness in things evil, would men obsery-. Co 

ingly distill it out.”? Such distillation would never be. accused of. a 

-crookedness. St. Pierre, a century ago, published a project for 

rendering French dukes and other nobles useful. Had his ironical. a 
hints been heeded, many revolutionary. horrors that followed hard 
after would have been nipped in the bud. The French sage would 
have turned to account the froth and foam of society. Thedregs => 

and lees of it are what we now need to utilize. Any expedient, 
which may by possibility result in so desirable a consummation, == — 

- deserves attention. — ee / — _ ees 

| 4-81. AG. Son ane | es
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How, then, would I stay the tramp plague? My answer ‘is, put oO 
every able-bodied tramp. into the regular army. Send the tramp i 
legion west to the tune of “Tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys are 

marching.” This nostrum is novel, and, so far asI know, hasnot 
oe been before proposed in America. How would it work? eo ee oe 

‘First, it would save the army. The expense of recruiting, now | 
$0 great, would dwindle to almost nothing. The cost of the army —_ 

being reduced, that institution would be less assailed by retrench- 

_ ing demagogues. It is often said that the army has long owed its 
salvation to the Indian, who has kept. it from outliving its useful-, 
ness. As the grand receptacle of congregated tramps, thearmy 

_' would show itself useful in a new sphcre, and would secure anew 
—- Jease of popularity, 
See & Secondly, tramps utilized in the way I have proposed would COS 

destroy the Indian. Satan would cast out Satan. The stronger 
. battalions carry the day. At every point we can put into the field) 
_— tramps outnumbering the savages. A match for Indians in lazi- 

ness, gluttony, lying, stealing, aad cruelty, and five times as num- es 
_ -,erous, how can the tramps fail to be victorious? The whole life of — SS 

the tramp —his night prowlings and cunning surprises—have = 
Dee trained him, as by a liberal education, for Indian warfare. His  —_- 
-_- foible in civilized society will become his forte beyond its pale.. 

| ee - However this ‘may be, his conflict with the noble red man will be oe 
viewed with far more of equanimity and interest by outsiders than _ 

even the fights of Turks and Russians. We should enjoy itasin 
ce 7 Gough’s story the woman did the fighting between her husband > 

Thirdly, tramps, thrust into the regular army, would work out. 
oy their own salvation. Not all of them would, but those would who es 

are worth saving or who can by possibility be saved. It is under 
SOAS water that people learn to swim, and when thrown into it, if ever, 

’ tramps willlearn. Under the yoke of necessity, they will develop _ 
| faculties now unknown to themselves. Their experience will be 

-analagous to that of certain Arabs, who, forced to work onacold 
a day by British officers, discovered, with glad surprise, what they 

-. had never dreamed of before, that they could get warm by work- __ 
oe Cee ing. Alexander the Great made the most of his cowards by equip- _ ae 

ping them with half suits of armor, which covered them only in 
| - _ front. .As long as they faced the foe they were protected; but aS
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“ soon as they turned it was all over with them. Military discipline = 
will be such a sort of half armor to tramps; a palladium while oe 
they go right, but a punisher the moment they go wrong. Indeed, | 

it will, to a great extent, insure their going right, in a military : 
_ sense or for military purposes. Nestor found:a use for refuse, put- 

| ting the worst fighters in the centre ‘of ‘his phalanx, where they 

were both led on by the van and driven on by the rear guard. = 
Martial rigor has more than once transformed a bummer ina brave, « - 

, even as the sculptor’s hammer beats the stone intoastatue. Place, 

then, the tramp host where there is. not only scope. for their ae 

| energies, but: where they will be forced to do their utmost, year oe 
in and year out, and that-every day, regular asthe sun. S ee . 

What panacea so promising as this for desperate vagabonds? 
a Will you give them alms? Pay them to do nothing and they will => 

ee ck do it. ‘Shall we feed them! Their’s is an appetite which grows by _ - 

what it feeds on. Shall we imprison them? Their legions are too oo 
vast to be crowded into jails, any more than Satan’s host could 

. find room in pandemonium before they shrunk and dwindled so a 
. that they, who had seemed in bigness to surpass earth’s giant sons, 

were less than the smallest dwarfs. Besides, in jails thereisno : 
hope. ee 

Moreover, in historic research,. I find that the plan 1 propose, ees 

with a change of names and dates, has been tried, and has worked - se 

well. All, then, I ask, is to let history repeat itself. In 1541, = 
| when Cartier needed men to colonize ‘Canada, he was authorized 

by King Francis I. to ship off thither, as his soldiers, all maleface 
tors under sentence of death (petty offenses were then capital) in - 
Paris, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Rouen, and Dijon. The original edicts - a 
have just been published by Harry Harries, who was searching for 

| them all through the late siege, and who adds that the “most — eo ag 

Christian” French king was inspired with them by the Catholic u oo 

kings of Spain, who, on June 22, 1497, gave Columbus permission = 
_ & to lead out into the islands he had late discovered (under martial = 

law, of course,) such criminals as, on condition of having half their PS ae 

punishment remitted, would consent to follow him.” Besides, = 
whatever pride of ancestry there may be among puritans, cavaliers, 

_ and patroons, it is. certain that a considerable element among the = 
settlers all along our own Atlantic slope was akin to modern oo 

tramps. Our antiqurians are in-danger of tracing their genealogi- | | Oe
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- cal-line up to one of quite another sort. John Bull will never 
cease to remind us that as. soon as he gave us independence, he ae 

founded Botany bay. But both Australia and the United States 
have risen to respectability. We need snot then despair even of 
tramps. . Let the regular army regenerate them, and let them = 

regenerate the regular army, and the Indians, too, — if they can. — 

Utilize waste. | | RE OE ye 

RAPID DISAPPEARANCE OF WISCONSIN WILD FLOW- 
ERS; A CONrRAST OF THE PRESENT TIME WITH | © 
THIRTY YEARS AGO, 

By PHURE -KUMLEIN, 

_ For the last thirty-two years, I have resided in the vicinity of 
Lake Koshkonong, in Jefferson county, Wisconsin, and have dur- 

ing that time paid some attention to the Fauna and Flora of that oe 

locality, and have collected somewhat extensively in nearly allthe 
branches of Natural History, particularly Ornithology and Botany. = 

Ske When first I came here in 1843, a young and enthusiastic na- a 
_.- turalist, fresh from the university at Upsala, Sweden, the great 

abundance of wild plants, most of them new tome, made a deep_ 

-.. number of our plants have gradually become rare and some. even. ees 
~-_ gompletely eradicated. 7 ae oo a aS | | oo OES 

aS _ When first I visited the place where I now live, the grass in the => 
adjoining low-lands was five and six feet high, and nowin thesame = 

-—_ Tocallity, the ground is nearly bare,having only a thin sprinkling = 
- _ of June grass, J uncus tenuis and J. bufonius, Cyperus ‘Castaneus, | 

Oo here and there a thistle or a patch of mullein and in the. lowest with os 

parts some Carices. As the land gradually became settled, each 

settler fencing in his field and his stock increased, some plants be- 
"game less common, and some few rare ones disappeared; Lupinus 

ss perennis, among the first. But when all the lands was taken up 

nana by actual settlers, and each one fenced in all his. land and used it as. | : 

fields or pastures for as many cattle, horses, sheep, and hogs as 

could live on it without actual starvation, botanizing in this vicin- 
me Pe ity became comparatively poor. eee / - | - Pe ono - | :
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& ~ In the oak openings, besides grasses of ‘several species, there were co 

- an abundance of other plants of which T will mention only some © 

| Orchids from a small piece of opening-land near myresidence: Pogo- _ - } 

nia pendula, Goodyeara pubescens, Corallorhiza odontorhiza, Aplect- 

rum hyemale, Liparis lilifolia, Orchis spectabilis and Plalanthera 
bracteata, of these only one or two can be found in the same local- 

- itynow. : a | ee ee ae . 

In the thick timber along the Koshkonong Creek, there isnow 
but one, lot of about 40 acres where the plants can yet be-found | 

nearly as abundant as formerly. There can yet be had Phlox di- ae 
| varicata, Laphami, Allium tricoccum, Erythronium albidum, Den- 

taria laciniata, Asarum canadense and many other interesting plants. ae 

A Tamarack marsh held out the longest; it was not visited by cat- 

tle till, for want of pasture elsewhere they were obliged to cross its 
_ miry borders. In this marsh, or on its borders, were formerly — _ 

growing, Microstylis ophioglossoides, Liparis leselii, Gymnadenia | 
 tridenta, Platanthera leucophoea, lacera and orbicalata, Are- 9 © 
 thusa bulbosa, Pogonia ophioglossoides, Calopogon pulchellus, Cyp- 

_ ripedium pubescens, Parvifloram candidum and spectabile, Tofiel- , 
dia glutinosa, Drosera linearis, Lobelia kalimi, Ophioglossum vul- | 
 gatum, Schcenus albus, Schenchzeria palustris, Triglochin palustre, = 

+ and many Carices among which Carex oligosporma. Now of all = 
| these and many other interesting plants formerly growing in this 

~ | marsh or near it, some have become very rare and some are totally a 
eradicated. IE | Oo 

- Onasmall prairie, too stony and gravelly for cultivation, there | 
os can yet be found Geum triflorum,. Aster obtusifolius and ptarmi- 

_ coides, Lithosperum hirtum and longiflorum, Castileja sessiiflora, = 
_ Linum boothi, Gentiana puberula, Ranunculus rhomboideus, Hier- . 7 

-acium | longipipilum, Draba_ caroliniana, Arubis lyrata, Arenaria: ao 

stricta, Mich. and Diplopappus which on gravel hills grows only = 

two to three: inches high, with leaves very stiff and narrow, but the 
flower large, having somewhat the aspect of an Alpine plant. A 
list of the plants of this vicinity, giving the plants of to-day, would 

bea comparatively meager one and nearly useless, as their number 

is lessening every year, and a lists of the plants of thirty yearsago 
_ would perhaps have no other than a small historical value”? 

_ These observations, though made in only this locality, do prob- 
apply to all the settled portions of the State. Be ney
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See ANCIENT CIVILIZATION OF AMERICA. 
By Prov. W. J. L. NICODEMUS, A. M,C. B00 

ee _ The ancient works divide themselves into three. great geographi- 
© gal divisions, viz., South America on the west coast between Chili, . 

and the second degree of north latitude; Central America and Mex- 2 | 

igo, and the valleys of the Mississippiand Ohio. = ss” 
OE ‘The ruins of ancient Peru, which form the first division, are 

found chiefly on the elevated table-lands of the Andes, between eee 

Quito and Lake Titacaca, but they can be traced five hundred miles | hes 
oS seo further south to Chili and throughout the region connecting these Pe 

high plateaus ‘with the Pacific coast. The entire district extends ae 
north and south about two thousand miles, oe: Oe 

Ns : ae Before the Spanish conquest, the whole country was the seat of a Se 

oe ee populous and prosperous empire, rich in its industries and far ad- ooo 

ae vanced in civilization. It is now accepted that the Peruvian an- 
Soe s _ tiquities represent two distinct periods in their ancient history, one pee 

ee being much older than the other, one before and the other after the 
aos first Inca. Among the ruins which belong to the older civiliza- coy 

es tion are those of Lake Titicaca, old Huanaco, Tiahuanaco, and = 

- Gran-Chimu, and probably the roads and aqueducts were originated a 
es by it. _ On Titicaca Island are the ruins of an edifice supposed to 

be a palace or temple. It was built of. hewn stone, and had doors ho 
: | i and windows, with posts, sills, and thresholds of stone. At Tiah- oo 

-- wanaco, a few miles from Lake Titicaca are what are supposed to 
be the oldest ruinsin Peru. They are described by Cieca de Leon, 

- who accompanied Pizarro. He mentioned great edifices “that were _ a 

oO in ruins, two stone idols resembling the human figure, and appar- se 

- ently made by skillful artificers.”. These idols were great statues, | 

ten or twelve feet high. He describes large gateways with hinges, =. 
| _ platforms, and porches, each made of a single stone, some of which. _ 
Se were thirty feet long, fifteen high, and six thick. Along the whole — | 

-. Jength of some above the stone ran a cornice covered with sculp- 

tured figures. “The whole neighborhood,” says Mr. Squier, “is 
Ce eS strewn with immense blocks of ‘stone, elaborately wrought, equal- 2 

Sa ing, if pot surpassing in size, any known to exist in Egypt or " 

ee ee ee 
co At Cusco, about two degrees north of Lake Titicaca, are the
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2 ruins of buildings that, were occupied until the tule of the Incas oe 2 

great wall built of cut-stone. Near by this is the extensive ruins 
of the palace of the Incas. | The objective points to notice about we 

both. these periods of ancient civilization are, the absence of in- a 

___ geription; little or no decoration; method of building peculiar; their 
‘constructions including cities, temples, palaces, other edifices of oe 

‘ various kinds; fortresses, aqueducts (one, four hundred and fifty — 

miles long), great ‘roads (extending the whole length of the em- | 7 

pire), and terraces on the sides of mountains, built of ; cut on 

a stone laid in mortar or cement, sometimes ornamented, but gener- SE ea 

ally plain in style and always massive. Bg Sea 

| - The Peruvians were highly skilled in agriculture and in’ some 

es kinds of manufactures. — They excelled in the arts of spinning, — - ay 

weaving and dyeing. . They had great. skill in working metals, == 

one especially gold and silver. They excelled in the manufacture of ar- oes 
-.°. ticles of pottery. They had some knowledge of engineeringasevi- == 

- . denced by their roads and aqueducts. They had some idea of astron- oe 

omy. They divided’ the year into twelve months;-and are sup- 
aa posed to have had something in the form of a telescope for study- ore 

ing the heavens, as a silver figure of a man holding a tube to his a we 

eye, has been discovered in one of the old tombs. i iC Le 2 os a es ee 2 

| MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA, ee 

| _ We now come to our second geological division, Mexico and + 

| Central America. Here we trace four distinct eras of civilization, == 

a which we will mark by describing a | ruin belonging toeach era. 

In the order of antiquity comes Quirigua. Itis situated on the = 
right bank of the river Motagna, in the state of Guatemala. It = 

- covers alarge area of ground. We have desoribed a pyramidal = 
| structure with flights of steps, and monoliths larger and higher — oe 

than those at Copan. Though the sculptures are in the same gen- 
eral style, they are in lower relief and hardly so rich in design. eS 

_ One of the obelisks is twenty feet high, five feet six inches wide, Bs - 

and two feet eight inches thick. The chief figures carved on it are ee oe 

Fania, and woman on the froat and/haok, while the’ sides ate oor. | 
"ered with inscriptions similar to those at Copan. Other obelisks 
are higher than this, The ruins of Copan that mark the secondera 
are situated in the extreme western end of Honduras. Owing to
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the hostility of natives, these-ruins have not been very carefully ex- | : 
ee plored. A stone wall from sixty to ninety feet high is described | ae 

ag running along the river Copan six hundred and twenty-four — mo 

feet, in some places fallen and in others entire which supported 
(ge . the rear side of the elevated foundation of a great edifice. ‘It was 7 

| made of blocks of cut stone six feet long, well laid in mortar or ce- ae 
° a “ment. The chief peculiarity of Copan was the number of sculptured 

So - inscribed pillars. In speaking of these, Mr. Squier says the ruins ee | ‘ 
of Copan are distinguished by singular and elaborately carved mon- i 

____ oliths, which seem to have been replaced at Pelenque by equally elab- 
uae orate basso relievos, belonging, it would seem, to a laterand more 

_._ advaneed period of art. Palacios, who described thése ruins three 
- oy hundred years ago, speaks of an enormous eagle carved in stone, es 

aS | which bore a square shield on its breast carved with undecipherable ee 
ee characters; of a stone giant; a stone cross; a plaza circular in form ee 

__ sorrounded by ranges of steps or seats,as many as eighty ranges 
remaining in some places. This plaza was paved with beautiful = 
stones, all square and well worked. EER Uae 

EN _ The next era is represented by the ruins of Palenque situated in the cg 

northern pari of the Mexican state of Chiapa. The largést known me 

--_._ building is called the “ Palace.” 1£ stands near the riverChacamas, 
on a-terraced pyrmidal foundation, forty feet high and threehundred 

4 / and ten feet long, by two hundred and sixty broad at thebase. The — 
' edifice itself is two hundred and twenty-eight feet long, one hundred wee 

| ~ and eighty wide, and twenty-five feet high. It faces the east, andhas 
Oo fourteen doorways on each side, with eleven at the ends. Itis | 
os built.of hewn stone laid in mortar of the best quality. It has four — - 

- interior courts, the largest being seventy by eighty feet in extent. 
_-- ‘They are surrounded by corridors, and the architectural work fa- 

ging them -is richly decorated. Within the building were many 

rooms. The piers around the courts are covered with figures in 
| stucco, or plaster. ‘There is evidence of painting being used for 

decoration, but the architectural effect of the stone-work and the 
— beautifully executed sculptures, particularly strike attention. The | 

walls and piers are covered with. ornamentation. Mr. Stephens — 
thinks that the sculptured human figures, fragments of | which are 
found, must’ have approached in justness of proportion and sym- fee 

-.. metry, the Greek models, Re 
The ruins’ of Uxmal represent the fourth and last era of the
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i ancient civilization of Mexico and Central America. This brings 
_ us down to the time of thé Spanish conquest. At that timeithad) = 

begun to be a ruin which was complete in 1673. Os 
| _ * The most important edifice was named by the Spaniards “ Casa a8 

del Gobernador.” ‘It-is 320 feet long, and was built of hewn stone, | 

| laid in mortar or cement. The faces of the walls are smooth up to. 
" the cornice. There follows on all four sides, one solid mass of rich, | 

- complicated, and elaborately sculptured ornaments, forming a sort oo 

DO of arabesque. oe OE Te ESB ed es es a 
- - Before leaving this geological division, mention should be made. 

of the astronomical monument, described by Captain Dupaix. 

In the Mexican State of Oaxaca, near the village of Mecamecan, Ss 

co is an isolated granite rock, which. : artificially formed into Be ‘ 

kind of pyramid, with six hewn steps facing the east. The summit - 
: of this structure is a platform, well adapted to observation of the 

stars on ‘every side. It is supposed that this very ancient monu- 
---—- *ment was devoted to astronomical observations. On the southside © 

A of the rock are sculputred several hieroglyphical figures, having = 
— relation to astronomy. The most striking figure in the groupisa = 

_- man in profile, standing erect, and directing his view to the rising | 
_. stars in the sky. He holds to his eye a tube or optical instrument. = 

__ Below his feet is a frieze divided into six compartments, with as” Pe 

—_ many celestial signs carved on its surface. = sti (iti‘—sS 
| Our third geographical division, the valleys of the Mississippi oe 

a and Ohio Rivers, includes the remains of the ancient people called | 

the Mound-Builders. Their ruins are the most numerous inthe 
south, extending from the Gulf of Mexico, to West Virginia, Ohio, 

| _ Michigan, Wisconsin, Nebraska, and probably further west. They , 
| consist -of mounds and inclosures. In these mounds have been 

found ornaments and implements made of copper, silver, obsidean, =~ 
ae porphyry, and greenstone, finely wrought. - Also, axes, single and ae. 

- double; adzes, chisels, drills, or gravers, lance-heads, knives, brace- aa 
- lets, pendants, beads, and the like, made of copper; articles of = 

pottery, elegantly designed and finished; ornaments of bone, mica oe eS 

from the Alleghanies, and shells from the Gulf of Mexico. — Por 
oo phyry is a very hard stone and could only have been worked with cs 

_ tools made of the hardest material. Obsidean is of volcanic origin 
__.. and much used by the Peruvians and Mexicans forarms and cutting 

_. instruments. It is found in its natural state no nearer the Missis-
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| ue sippi Valley than ‘the Mexican mountains of Cerro Gordo. The 4 

__art of spinning and weaving was known to them as evidenced by __ 
the cloth foundin the mounds; ase 

Before any evidence of ancient mining was discovered in the = 
___ Lake Saperior copper region, pieces of copper with blotches of sil- 

ver appearing to be.welded to it but not alloyed with it,had been = 
oe dug from mounds. As this condition is peculiar to the Lake Su- > cea 

me a8 - perior: copper, it was supposed that the Mound-builders were ace. oe 

_ quainted with the art of mining. This was proven tobe soin 
1848. The modern mining works are mostly confined to that part 

, opie ‘of the copper region known as Keeweenaw Point, This is apro- oe : 

2 Ee oe jection of land extending into Lake Superior. | It is about eighty — oe aos 

miles in length, and at the point where it joins the main-land, ee 

ee cae about forty-five miles in width... All through this ‘district, where- cop ee 

ever modern miners have worked, remains of ancient mining works eS 

ave abundant; and they are extensive on the adjacent island,known 

as Isle Royale. : Tae a 7 Cones : 
ope & fo The area covered by the ancient works is greater than that which oes 

ae includes the modern mines, as they are known to exist in the dense _ yon 

-.. forests of other district where modern mining has not asyetextend- 

as aS ed. Their mining was chiefly surface work; that is, they worked the ke 

surface of the veins in open pits and trenches. The mounds differ = 
9 quently tu siea. At Gravo Oreck, Wook: Vilginia, there ia one 70 

: oes S feet high ‘and 1,000 feet in circumference. One at Miamisburg, She 

Ohio, 68 feet high and 852 feet in circumference. Another at-Ca- 
-hokia, Illinois, is 700 feet long, 500 wide, and 90 feet high. They = 

--yange generally from 5 to 30 feet in height. It is supposed that = 
_ the lower mounds were used for the same purposes as the mounds 

"se buildings, But these buildings, having been built.gf wood, soon 
perished, leaving no trace behind them save this earthen base. The = 

_ high mounds are pyramidal in shape and have level summits of = 
- oe : considerable extent, which were reached by stairways on the out- oe 

side as those at Miamisburg, Ohio, and Grave Creek, West Virginia, = 
which resemble the great mounds at Chichen, Itza, and Mayapan, 
in Yueatan, the first 7 5 feet high and the last two each 60 feet high. a 

‘These Yucatan mounds were evidently constructed for religious 
| uses as upon the summits of the first two are the ruins of stone tem- 
-__- ples. -On the third the edifice has disappeared, as in all probability
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| : In one of the mounds of the Ohio Valley there were found the = 

| timber-walls of two chambers and arched ceilings, with overlapping oe 
stones, precisely like those in Central America. — ae 
The N atchez Indians, on the lower Mississippi, had temples and. 

| sacred buildings, in which the “perpetual fire” was maintained. = 

They were sun-worshipers, their chief claiming descent from the = 
sun. Their traditions connected them with Mexico. By some | : a 

‘they are classed as the Nahuatl, or Toltee race. coe a : eee oan 
According to the Central American books, the Toltees came from oe 

“ Huehue Tlapalan,” a distant country in the. northeast, long pre- | : ue 
__. vious to the Christian era. Here they dwelt in ahigh state of civ- 

All indications seem to warrant the conclusion that the mound- Be 
builders and the palace-builders, if we may be permitted to usethis = 
term of Mexico and Central America, belonged to the same race. = 

They must have left the United States on or before the advent of a 
.. the wild Indians. This emigration south may have been voluntary oe 
a toseek a more congenial clime, or may have been forced by thé sav- 

t ages from the north. Fragments would seem to have been incorpo- ge le 

rated with the Indians, as for instance the Mandan Indians, a sup- ee 

| posed branch of the Dacotahs. They differed in many respects ee 

from the other Indians, being of lighter color and peculiar in man- oe 

ners and customs. We suppose the mould-builders came to the == 
United States from the south, entering the country near the Gulf 

of Mexica, where they were the most populous, and then gradually - 
| _ throwing out colonies, extended their sway, with sparser population ne 

tothe northward. ERI oe 
‘They were eminently an agricultural people. Maize issupposed = 

to have been their chief grain. Having fulfilled their mission - 9 
here, they returned to Mexico and Central America. — os oe ay as oy : 

_» The time of their disappearance is estimated to be about two who 
oo thousand yearsago. The appearance of the wild Indians is located oe 

at or after this time. In him we find an. original barbarian with po 

“no signs of ever being connected with civilization, Besides, his 
traditions connect him with the northwest, from which direction ay 

he is supposed to have entered North America, Tee
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"A strong fact in support of this view is that there are several - 
tribes, the nomadic Koraks and Chookchees, found in eastern Si- 

— beria, throughout the region that extends to Behring’s Strait, who 

| have a strong rese.nblance to the wild Indian, and may wellrepre- 

_. sent the common parent stock. ee 
oe few words.in regard to the points relied upon to establish the = 

antiquity of the mound-builders.§ = sseses—s. 
1, As no mounds are built upon the lowest formed of the river. 

_. . terraces, it is presumed the mounds were built prior to their forma- 
‘tion. These-rivers show four “successive terraces, in their ‘subsi- oe " 

dence to their present channels. It is not possible to say what an- 
---_ tiquity this would indicate, but at least a greatone. st 
Ce 2. Sound and well preserved skeletons known to be two thous- ea 
ee ogg oe and years old, have been taken from burial places in England and ae 

other European countries, less favorable to their preservation than 
the burial places of the mound-builders. Hence, it is supposed - 
that the decayed skeletons taken from the mounds are more than 
two thousand years old. OEE 
I, The great age of the mounds are shown by their relation to. 

the forests which must have sprung up after the disappearance of —__ 
this eminently agricultural people. In conclusion, I will merely 

add that my theories, some plausible and others very absurd, have 

-_. been invented as to the origin of the ancient civilization of Central 
America, and Peru. Authorities differ as to whether these two 
are distinct and if not which is the oldest. The weight of author- 
ity inelines to the opinion that they were originated by the same _ 
people and that of Central America is the most ancient. 

Mr. Baldwin, an eminent writer on Archeology, after reviewing 
_.. the principal theories as to the origin of this ancient civilization, 
Oo arrives at the conclusion that it was an original civilization. This | 

is certainly a very safe theory and till more light is thrown upon 
this subject, seems to have as much to be said in its favoras any 
other hypothesis,
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BY DR. PLR. HOY. = 

| There are thirty-six locations on Lake Michigan, and two orthree 
on Lake Superior, which are merely headquarters for the fishermen. 

| for a large extent of shore, in the vicinity of the Apostle Islands, _ 

-- and the shore immediately east of Duluth, ne ce 

In these regions there are employed about 148 pound-nets, 48 a 

. bearing gill-net stocks, and 212 lighting gill-net stocks, valued at a ee 

low estimate; at $200,000. 
‘To carry on fishing, there are proprietors and men, but asmall > 

| proportion of the number of men on wages— about 800 men. 
_- The production of the Wisconsin nets, it would be difficult for 

_ me to separate from the total Michigan, Wisconsin and Illincis = 
fisheries; Chicago. sales of lake fish amount to over a half million 7 
of dollars, of which, of course, a large quantity come from Wiscon- 

sin, as they recover into Milwaukee dealers, the whole of the Lake 

Bose Superior catch, on the Wisconsin shores. Milwaukee inspection | 

reports have reached about 17,500 half-barrels of lake-fish, ‘worth a 

«$87,500. Other points in Wisconsin, placing salt-fish onthe east- 

ern market, would swell the amount to about $40,000 more. The = 
interest of the fisheries, probably brings into the State every year 

| about $350,000, These estimates are made with the figures in my a 

possession of statistics of the lake receipts of fish, for 1872, includ- es 

ing the handling of fish in the markets, which has never been com- 

— piled before, ns 
The evidences are very apparent, and universally acknowledged we 
by fishermen, that the food fishes of the lakes are decreasing to an - | oe 

~~ alarming extent. oy 2 oa - ue ee oo 
The purpose of the United States Commission was first to inves- oe 

| tigate the decrease, its causes, and the remedies to be applied to a 5 

arrest the decrease, and restore the fishes to their former numbers; 

in other words, to increase the product of the fisheries ofthe United = 

From careful investigation, it is evident that the first and prin; 

_ cipal means is artificial propagation, with judicious protective =» 

‘The State commissions have given special attention to propaga-



tion, with the most encouraging results.. The shad, in‘the Con- 
a necticut River, where they had been nearly exterminated, are now 

ee ae more plentiful than in the period of 70 previous years. Last sea- : 
es ‘son there was a large increase in the Hudson River, the result of | , 

the successful work of Seth Green, three years ago. In Canada, — 

OS ee Samuel Wilmot, the government breeder, has restored the salmon. Bn os 

ne ae nent fish culturists in the propagation. of the white-fish, and their eS 

efforts are now crowned with complete success. Mr.N.W. Clark, 
coe of Clarkston, has carried three-quarters of a million of eggs beyond es, 

: a the stage of danger, and Seth Green has a large quantity hatched — ee : 

oo and is distributing them to inland lakes in large numbers. Seth oes ; : 

_ Green has been equally successful with lake trout, 
The advantage of artificial culture is in the fact, that almost the = 

entire number of eggs are hatched, while in astate of nature, but a ages 
| | : -_-very small proportion are hatched. This is especially true in the SS 
ae ee lakes, where there are so many species of fish who make the ova” of SS 

- - fishes their food, and where the continual stormy weather, at c er 

oy a ‘tain seasons, carries the sediment from the clay banks, outward, 2 

and deposits it on the spawning beds. | EE Bees 

ue es —— A bill has passed in the State of M ichigan, providing for a fish | 

OES ‘commission and making an appropriation for the expenses of their 

The State of Michigan has enacted thats 
alt shall be the duty of the governor, to appoint three commnis 

signers of fisheries, whose terms of office shall be, respectively, two, 
Se os four, and six years, and their successors appointed, two years there- a - 

(As T cannot follow the detail of the bill, from memory, Iwill 
| _ give-the character of the different sections.) SS - Boe tg SIE 

- The duties of the commissions were provided for in the ‘second 

> geetion, ¢.e, to propagate white fish, and such other food-fishes ag 
the saw fit, providing for two breeding establishments, one in the 

- eastern and one in the western portion of the State. ee 

| Se ss The third section provides that they should have the privilege of Ee, 

POS taking in any manner any fish they choose, for the purposes of 
| a oo “propagation or scientific purposes. 7 ns ve o a 

__ Another section provides that the pay should be three dollars 
per day and necessary traveling expenses, for expenses actually in-
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- on a properly sworn voucher, from the auditor of the State. A 
_ elause gives the governor authority for directing concurrent action = 

_ . with other States. It has been drawn as concisely as possible, and _ 
| embraces nothing but che provision for commissioners work, as it 7 “ 
was deemed best to let the bill stand ‘on its own merits, and not = 
involve protective. legislation or anything else. So vee mS 

By Prov. E,W, STEWART, Lax View, N.Y 
: Te The néw method of exporting dressed beef to Europe, and the ee 
-" suecess that seems likelyito attend this enterprise, give new inter- | 
E est to the subject of cattle-feeding wherever the circumstances are | 

_ Should one visit the interior cities and large towns of New York 
___-with a view of inspecting the character of the cattle raised in the ae 

state, expecting there to find a full representation, he wouldbe = 
greatly surprised to find that most of these cattle were raised from Y eo : 

800 to 1,000 miles outside its borders. He might thence infer that == 
New York is not adapted to cattle-raising, or that it cannot com- —=_— oe 

_ pete with the cheaper and fresher soils of. the West inthe produc- 

tion of beef. It is true that the fresher and cheaper soils of the - 

| nishing the grain for fattening at one-half the nominal price, but tit 

this advantage is merely temporary, and more specious thanreal. 
The fact that land and food are cheap comparatively inthe West = 
 Jeads to wastefulness and loss in feeding, and these western advan- = 

- ‘tages ought to be fully counterbalanced by a better system in the : me Te NE oe 

"The true cause of the deficiency of beef-production, ascompared 
. with consumption, in the interior towns of “New York, may be cs ree 

a months will enable the New York farmer to compete most success- 
_ fully in his home market with beef of western growth; but if it fee



takes four years to grow an animal of that weight, the cost will — - 
exceed the market-price of the product. It thus happens that’ 

those farmers who have not improved upon the old system of slow 

growth regerd beefproduction aa unprofvahle, endhave shbsHiiuted = 
___ for it grain-raising or other marketable crop. The average farmer, _ 
+ ig so conservative of the ways in which he has been educated, that ~~ 

he seldom attempts to improve his processes, but when they become 

ee unprofitable, abandons the business as hopeless. Tf, in his opinion, vere 

some erop will bring more ready money on sale than can be made 

28s _ by stock-raising, he raises and sells the crop, without a serious. ae 

cee thought as to the effect of this pohcy upon the future condition of © : 

‘the land. Early maturity —a system securing marketable matur- 
ene ity at 24 to. 830 months, with a live weight of 1,200. to 1,600. es 

pounds — will bring success to beef-production in New York. 

_ England has greatly increased her meat-production during this 
- gentury, and at the same time has doubled her wheat-yield per 

— aere. Grain and stock raising must go together when it is pro- | 
posed to keep up the fertility of the soil. Germany has increased | 

oe . : her meat-production while devoting so large a ‘proportion | of cher A - - 

— Jand to beet-sugar culture. _ Even the refuse of the beet, after - co) 

sugar extraction, will feed more cattle than the same land devoted . a 

to grain-crops; so, likewise, the lands of New York, now devoted ee 

: Ls to. indifferent grain-raising, with little stock, would produce more a 

grain by doubling the stock, 

Ee D ‘PRESENT CONDITION OF CATTLE-FEEDING IN NEW YORK.. Bee 

oe J cannot report much general advancement among cattle-feeders. oe 

of New York beyond the system of twenty-five years ago; for, as 
- already stated, most of those who found cattle-raising unprofitable 

_. abandoned it for other agricultural products, instead of attempt- 
_. ing to improve the system. The general system maybe summed 

__- up in this manner: The calves are allowed to suckle the dam six to __ 
ten days, and are then fed upon a mixture of new and skim milk Say 

for a short time, when they are reduced to skim-milk or whey alone, 
in cheese districts. The skim-milk, if given in sufficient quantity, 

oe will grow a fine calf in connection with. grass ; but it is usually: 

-_. given in such scanty measure, that the calf makes avery slow _ 
growth, and at ten or twelve weeks is often turned into an indiffer-
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250 or 300 pounds at six months, and 350 or 450 pounds at one : 
| year old. If fed upon whey alone, they will scarcely reach the 

former figure, even with grass, because whey is only one element 
of food (sugar), and the calves are so poorly nourished while young 

' . that they do not thrive when they come to rely upon grass. The : 
: second year the animals reach a live-weight of from 550 to 800 | 

_ pounds, and at the end of the third year 850 to 1,100 pounds; | 
| averaging rather under than over 1,000 pounds at three years old. 

During the fourth year they are prepared for market by a little 
extra pasture together with ten to twenty bushels of corn, and 

reach a weight of 1,100 to 1,400 pounds at the end of the fourth 
year; the average is not over 1,250 pounds. This is.an average oo 
daily gain of only eight-tenths of a pound per day. They are kept 
ina sort of a store condition until the last year, and it may well be 
supposed they do not then readily take on the fattening habit after - 
being so long kept in an unthrifty state. This-system is called by 
those who practice it “a healthy, natural growth.” But the mar- 

_ ket is always dull for this “natural growth,” and, consequently, 
these animals are sold for 20 per cent. less per pound than those ; 

_ that make a rapid growth and reach 1,400 to 1,600 pounds attwo 
and a half years old. The ordinary market price of these four- - 

year-old animals is about 5 cents per pound, live weight, or $62.50. 

This pays the feeder an average of only 4.42 cents per day for four 7 
years — certainly very little encouragement —and we can easily | 

_ see why farmers abandon so hopeless a business. But, however , 
_ discouraging this statement may be, it is as favorable an exhibit as 

can be truthfully given of the general systerh of cattle-feeding in | 
New York. oS 8 | a _ oO 

|. [FEEDING CATTLE RAISED BY OTHERS. | Oo 

Another branch of our system consists in purchasing steers from 
two and one-half to three and one-half years old, and feeding these © | 

- asingle season. This class of feeders have studied the question of 
__ the cost of adding to the live weight of cattle more thoroughly | 

- than the farmer who raises them. _ , 
Here the first difficulty that confronts the feeder is the general | 

_ unthrifty condition of these steers. They have, in a majority of 
cases, been kept in such a state of suspended growth as to lessen 
the normal capacity of the digestive system and the powers of a 

25—Srt. Ag. Soo. 7 | SO a :
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assimilation in the secretory vessels. It thus requires from one to | 

‘two months before these animals enter upon a stage of thrifty’ 

growth, and this time and the food eaten are practically sacrificed, — 

as compared with animals in a thrifty state. coe | oe 

a Feeders of experience, therefore, seek animals whose organs-are 

| all in an active state, and capable of assimilating large quantities 

. of food. Such animals may be made to gain rapidly in weight and 

quality. They prefer to buy even very thrifty two-year-olds in oon 

| preference to older and heavier animals that have been grown by 

‘the slow method. Some years since, when almost every farmer | 

, _ grew a few steers for sale, those who had skill in feeding made a 

| practice of buying a lot for fattening each year. eB 

‘The now vererable John Johnston, near Geneva, N. Y.,,wasa 

conspicuous ‘instance of this mode of feeding. Being a Scotch- | 

-. man and conversant with good farming in his native land, he placed — 

7 a much higher value upon the manure made from fattening cattle » 

to enable him to raise larger crops than his neighbors. He was 

- . willing, therefore, to take the chances of success in this mode of 

feeding. Mr. Johnston began this system of feeding more than 

forty years ago, and he has stated lately that he often fed out 45 

. tons of oil-cake in a year. He had ‘seen the good effects of this — 

_ food in starting thrift in lean animals, and to his free use of oil- 

3 cake is to be attributed the greater success that attended his feed- _ 

ing of both cattle and sheep. Wheat was his principal crop, al- 

though he was successful in the yield of Indian corn on his rather — 

: heavy soil, sometimes reaching 75 to 80 bushels per acre. He re- : 

a garded his land too valuable for grass, except in the rotation ; con- 

| sequently his fodder was principally straw and corn-stalks. Inthe | 

| - hands of most feeders this refuse fodder would have led to failure 

- in cattle-feeding, but the intelligent farmer will now see that a — 

small quantity of oil-cake would supply all the missing constit- 

*  yents (muscle-forming and fat-producing elements) in straw and _ 

‘corn-fodder, and render this as well-balanced food as good meadow 

Gorn has too much starch and too little nitrogenous matter to 

“feed alone with straw. When Mr. Johnston put up a lot of three- 

| year-old steers to feed he began with two pounds of oil-cake and — 

three to five pounds of corn-meal, and this was increased gradually — 

tg four pounds of cake and eight to ten ponnds of corn-meal. He
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| also avoided the too common practice of feeding a single food, oe 
-however good it may be in itself. He gave hay once a day, and ee 

| ‘sometimes bran and pea-meal as a change. He found, practically, | 
that his steers did better to have a few hours each day in the yard 
and sunshine than when kept constantly in stable. oo 
From numerous experiments, however, it is found to depend  —| 

_ ‘more upon the habits of the animals than upon the simple fact of , 
confinement... Those steers that have been reared in a wild state, | 
‘or never stabled, feel the confinement irksome, and must be broken _ 
to the stable gradualiy. This is why feeding western steers in 
New York is often unsuccessful when they are kept in stable sev- 
eral months. A sudden change of habit is nearly always hurtful. os 

| But steers that have been stabled from calfhood during cold weath- | | 
nO er will do better if kept wholly in stable for a period of several 

months while finishing them for the butcher. _ | 
- Mr. Johnston found that he could put on from 1% to 3 pounds 

per head per day, depending upon breed and thrift when put up to 
| feed. Good grade short-horns would, occasionally, make some- 

thing more than 3 pourds per day for 150,days; but this rate of | 
| gain was exceptional. His average might be considered as _reach- 
a ing 24 pounds per day. He usually made a gain in price of about 

7 2 cents per pound between the purchase-price in the fall and sale- 
price in spring. From this. came his profit. He purchased some | 
time in October and sold in March, if the price was favorable. If oe 

‘the steers weighed 1,000 pounds at the time of purchase, and the | 
price was $4 per hundred, they cost $40 per head ; and at the end : 

- of one hundred and fifty days would weigh 1,318 pounds, and- 
- would bring, at 6 cents. per pound, $79.08, having gained in value 

'. $39.08, or nearly doubled. He fed of oil-cake an average of about | 
__. 84 pounds per day, or 525 pounds per head; of corn-meal,8 pounds, __ 

or-1,200 pounds ; of hay, 8 pounds, or 1,200 pounds. Counting | : 
these at rates of recent years would give: oil-cake, $9.18 ; corn- | 
meal, $12 ; hay, $6; in all, $27.18. This would leave $11.90 to © 
pay for his straw and labor. This is not intended as an accurate eT 

_ ‘statement of his gains for any one year, but only as an approximate oe 
| statement of his results. His cattle were often. purchased much 7 -- lower, and the oil-cake for $12 to $18 ‘per ton, and other feed in | 

proportion, Oo ae | Oa ie ee 
Mr. Johnston-was an excellent judge of ‘stock ; knew what ani-
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mals would feed well, how to feed ‘them, and last, but not least, 

~* how to’sell them. Besides, he proceeded upon the wise plan of. - . 

7 making all the manure he could, no matter how small the margin | 

of direct profit in feeding. He got his pay abundantly in the crops | 

--—- produced from the manure. He has paid less attention to warm 

ue stables in feeding than is generally considered requisite to the " 

os greatest economy ; but this may be explained in the fact of his 

feeding cattle raised often without stables, and too great a change | 

in the habit of animals is not conducive to rapid fattening. Mr. | 

‘Johnston has been the best example of success in feeding cattle. . 

-.--paiged by others with only common care, and fed by him with only = 

oo ~ common appliances, but with much skill in the selection of food and 

- its proper proportion in the ration, Another example of a different | 

style of feeding may be useful. - | os cee eee 

«Tn 1870 we visited Mr. Otis S. Lewis, of Orleans county, New 

ae York, who had for several years adopted the plan of buying about 

the Ist of December, in the Buffalo cattle-yards, thrifty bullocks : 

| from the West, averaging 1,200 to 1,300 pounds, He selected, as | 

| far as he could, cattle that had been handled, so that they might __ | 

. take kindly to a warm stable. These were put up and fed about | 

| one hundred days. The daily ration was made up of 5 pounds of 

-_-_ glover-hay, 15 pounds of straw, 9 pounds of corn-meal, and one-half Oe 

‘bushel of Swede turnips, pulped and mixed with the short-cut hay 

and straw, and then all thoroughly steamed together. — Sometimes — 

| 4 pounds of wheat-middlings were substituted for so much of the 

--} gorn-meal. This ration came out of the steam-box with a most 

- : *gavory and appetizing smell, and the cattle ate it. with a great. rel- 

hs ish. He bought cattle in good condition, requiring only a short 

_ time to finish them for first-class beef. His lot of 25 head at this 

oo time cost 6 cents per pound and averaged 1,250 pounds per head. 

-sAt-the end of one hundred days they averaged 1,550 pounds per 

7 head, having gained 3 pounds per day. They sold at 72 cents, and . 

| brought an average price of $120.12 ; and, costing $75 per head, » 

| gave an increase of $45.12. He estimated the cost of food, besides 

siraw, at $20 per head, and the actual cost of labor at $4, leaving 

«$20.12 to pay for straw and profit. He was able to raise turnips at 

oo 7. cents per bushel, but estimated them worth for feeding 12 cents — 

per bushel. In other years the cost and sale price were different, — 

but the resuls nearly‘similar. These cattle were. fed in a warm
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stable, and not let out until sold. This ration seemed to have the => 

| same effect upon the cattle as the most succulent grass, and pro- | 

duced ‘a gain almost equal to the most favorable pasturage at the ro 

| best season. Mixing pulped turnips with the other food, and steam- 

ss ding diffused the odor through the whole mass. It is a great point 
— in fattening to render the food so very palatable that the animal is 

tempted to eat to the limit of its digestion. _ ) (oe 

| | AN EXPERIMENT. = | 

I will give an experiment of my own, many years ago in feeding a 

lot of forty head of small two-and-a-half and three-and-a-half year 

old steers. They had been raised by various parties in an adjoin-. | 

ing county, and few of them had made a respectable growth for — 

their age, but were all in a healthy state, and, as we thought, good 

selections to. experiment upon and determine how leng it takes to | 
change the habit of unthrifty animals and put all the secretory ves- 

sels into active work, sothat full rations may be digested and assim- | 
ilated. An animal that has had scanty nutrition usually possesses 

@ small capacity for digestion, and it is a slow process tochangethis __ 

stunted habit to one of thrift. The average weight of this let was 

only 850 pounds, although some two-thirds of them were three and: 

a half years old. They cost only $2 per hundred, or $17 per head. | 

We put them in comfortable quarters on the 3d of December. After = 5 

making all reasonable allowance for their condition, we thought the. 
price would permit the trial of an experiment without loss, but we 
discovered in the end that the estimate was a very close one. We 

began by feeding a daily ration of 2 pounds .oil-meal, 2 pounds bran, 
and 2 pounds corn-meal per head, mixed with 2 bushels of short-cut _ 

straw, and all well cooked together. This was given in two feeds, | 

morning and evening, with about three pounds of hay at noon. a 

_ This was.found to be a full ration at first, and after cooking, came 

to them in a most savory condition. They soon took it with greedi- | 

ness. These steers that had previously enjoyed shelter began to 

show a marked improvement-over the others in three weeks, but at 
the end of thirty days the lot, on weighing, were found to have 

_ gained only an average of 10 pounds in weight. The gain in weight _ . 

does not, however, represent the whole of the real gain. Alean 
_ animal gradually loses a proportion of the water in the fluids of its 

system before it begins to increase in weight when fed upon grain;
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_- This loss of sap is replaced with fatty matter. Lean flesh holds 50 
per cent. more water than fat meat. So lean animals,when put up 
to feed upon grain, may be making good progress fora time with- 

: out any increase in weight. But when animals are fed properly — 

they are always in a condition to lay on fat in due proportion. Ten | 

- of these steers had gained in thirty days 25 pounds each, and ten © 
had gained nothing in weight. The next thirty days the ration was 

- increased 2 pounds of bran and 2 pounds of corn-meal per day. . 

The increase in the ration was made to correspond with the increas- - 

ing wants of the steers. This additional 4 pounds of grain could | 

now be digested and assimilated. The next thirty days showed a — - 

| -. marked improvement in most of the lot, but especially in those that 

had gained most in the first period. Ten had gained 14 pounds per 

day, 20 had gained 3 pounds per day, and 10 only 4 pound per day; . 

an average of only 25 pounds per head. The ration for the next — 
thirty days was increased by 2 pounds of corn-meal and2 pounds to 

the noon ration of hay, and, besides, one gallon of cheap molasses. ; 

te was used in the water for wetting the straw, &e., for the steamed 7 

| ration. This was but a small amount of sweet to be diffused through ; 
: 90 bushels, but it added so decidedly to its flavor as to become at — 

- - once apparent. The steers were now nearly all of them got into a 

thriving condition, and during this period of thirty days the gain — 
was much more rapid. The best ten gained 24 pounds each per day; 

twenty gained 14 pounds, and ten only 2? pound ; an average of 41} _ 

| - pounds each for the lot. The first ninety days had only produced 

an average gain per head of 764 pounds. = a | - 
| . To show the risk of loss in feeding such animals, we will see how’ 

the account stands at the end of ninety days: oe Oo 

7 i Oo DR. — ee | 

> 40 head ‘of steers, 34,000 pounds, at 2 cents....... 2.2.08 a $680 00. 
| ~ Oil-meal, 7,200 pounds, at 134 cents............c. cee ceeeeeeeeeees 126 00 

‘Bran, 12,000 pounds, at 8{ cents.......-.6 5 cecceccerecereeececers 90.00 — 
Corn-meal, 14,400 pounds, at 1 cent ...........- cece cece er eee eeeee 144 00 

| - -Hay, 18,200 pounds, at 38, cents... 0... 2. ce cece ee cece ree eee eeeee WY 20 

30 gallons molasses, at 30 CENIS ....-..scecececeeeere teens ceeee ee | 9 00 

a - $1,111 50 
. | } | Cr. . oe os | 

_ By 40 steers, 87,050 pounds, at 8 cents .........ceeeeecreeereeereee 1,128 20 

Apparent loss, besides JADOY cc ceseeseesecceneeeceececesseuaseee | $16 00
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_ Cattle and beef at this. time were very low, and it will be per- 

ceived that the first ninety days had lost us all our apparent good : 

bargain 3 but these animals were now better worth 3 cents per 

pound than 2 cents ninety days before. They were now, most of — | 
_ them, ready to make a thrifty gain with che same good food and | 

care. The ration of the last thirty days was continued for the next 

sixty days. Everything now seemed favorable, and at the end of | 

this period the leading ten head had gained 3 pounds live weight 

per day, twenty head had gained 24 pounds each per day, and ten = 

head two pounds per day. Here was an average gain of 24 pounds 

per head, or 150 pounds in sixty days; a remarkable gain, consider- _ 

ing their condition at the beginning. At this period twenty head, 
averaging 1,150 pounds, were sold at 4 cents per pound, or $920. - 

_ The account now stands: oe We | 

: | 40 head, 3,705 pounds, cost.......seseccececececcecee ee ceeeeeee $1,128 20 | 
Expense of keep last 60 days. .........ccccccscccccsccccccccesece 390 00 

7 By 20 steers sold, 23,000 pounds, at 4 cents.........ssseeeceeeeees $920 00 - 
- By 20 steers on hand, 20,050 pounds, 314 cents................... 651 62 | 

Showing an apparent gain of .. seecveccecesseeee eoee sees $58 42 a - 

} The reader will have observed that this expense account does not 

reckon the 32 tons of straw feed, which at any price would absorb — 
_ more than the apparent profit. But straw is seldom taken into the 

account, the manure made from it being considered an equivalent. 

~The reader will also pardon the effort to show a little profit in this 

~~ €ase, as it is evidently a desperate one, and requires strategy. ee 

_ Another point that tells in its favor is the high price of grain,  . 
compared with the then low price of beef. But under these dis- Yo 

| - couraging circumstances, suppose the class of cattle had been better, | 

| | had been as good as these were after ninety days’ feeding, and the 

price paid had been 50 per cent. higher, or 3 cents per pound, the __ 

_ reader will see that by feeding them ninety days, with a gain of 24 | 
pounds each per day, there would have been a substantial profit upon oe 

everything fed, leaving the manure for the labor. And I should be | 
quite willing to take a contract to feed cattle in the most comforta- oe 

ble stable, furnish all the material, and take all the labor requsite |
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sto. the most approved method of feeding, asking-in return payment. | 
only for the food furnished, finding the profit wholly in the manure. . | | 

ss CA. few years later I fed ten head. of three-year-old steers for one... 

hundred days, keeping an accurate account of the daily ration, | 

their increase every thirty days, and for the whole period. They. 

were largely of short-horn blood (sired by a seven-eighths blood. 

bull), had been well raised, as that term is generally understood, — 

and accustomed from calfhood to be handled and stabled. They 
+ averaged 1,210 pounds, and cost AL cents, or $54.45 per head. © 

oe Being in a thrifty condition, and accustomed to good shelter, they 

a - took most kindly to their new quarters when put up November 20. 

Regarding this as a favorable lot of steers for rapid fattening, we = 
gave the following combined ration, made by grinding together 10 — —— 

bushels of corn, 560 pounds; 8 bushels of oats and pease grown to- oe 

-_. gether, 384 pounds; and 1 bushel of flax seed, 56 pounds; making = 
: 1,000 pounds. This is the proportion, and, when evenly mixed and 

| ground fine, furnishes a fattening ration so complete that little im- © 

_ provement can be made upon it. At the time mentioned, this ration | 
cost $1.10 per 100 pounds. The first two weeks 10 pounds of this) 

was mixed with 24 bushels of cut straw, and all well steamed to- | 

| gether, as the daily ration of each steer, given in two feeds, morn-. : 

oy ing and evening, with six pounds of long hay at noon. This pro- oe 

: portion of flaxseed makes the ration just laxative enough for health, | 

| and its oil is also worth all it costsin laying on fat; the corn is very : 

_. rich in. starch, and the pease and oats in albuminoids; and the 

| -_- straw is so softened by the steaming, and so permeated with the 

flavor of the grain, as to give it a fine relish for the steers. In fact, no 
| this cooked ration with -straw is eaten as eagerly as if mixed with — 

hay. About 2 ounces of salt is added for each steer before steam- | 
ing. ~At the commencement of the third week the grain ration 

_ was increased to 11 pounds. These steers seemed as contented in 7 

| _ their new quarters as if they had been raised in them. This de- 

- monstrated the advantage of buying those animals for feeding that. 

| have been accustomed to the comforts of.a good stable, -Attheend 
of the first thirty days these ten steers had gained an average of . 

oo 75 pounds each, or 24 pounds per day. T'wo steers that appeared 

| more perfectly formed than any’ of the rest. were weighed when a | 
| first put up, dnd turned the scale on 2,500 pounds, and on being» 

: weighed now were found to have gained together 180 pounds, or 3 -
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| pounds each per day. The ration was increased 2 pounds for the | 

next-thirty days. Care was taken to feed only so much as was 

eaten with a relish, and 13 pounds of grain of this combination was 

"found to be all that would be eaten clean by these steers of over- 

1,300. pounds’ weight. At the end of the second thirty days the 

average gain was found to be 100 pounds, or 3} pounds per day. 

The ration for the next and last period of thirty days was increased 

to 15 pounds of grain, and the gain for this period was also an aver-" 

age of 100 pounds per head. These steers were then sold at 64 

cents per pound, and the account stood thus: 7 - 

10 steers, 12,100 pounds, at 414 cents...........4. a wc ceneee ee $544 50 | 
11,560. pounds of grain, at $1.10........ 06: c eect ee eeeeeeceeccesenes LT 16 
5,400 pounds of hay, at 60 cents ......0 cee. cece eect eceeeeseeseee 82 40 

- 13,500 pounds of straw, at 40 Cents......-. cc eee cece ence cece vecs es 8400 © 

| | | 81S 06 
: . Cr. SO 

By 10 steers, 14,850 pounds, at 61¢ cents deseececseccecccssccsssesss $929 12 

| Balance to pay labor and profit.............ccescecccees ++ $169 06 

- This is an unusually favorable case of feeding steers raised by oth- 

. ers, but such a rate of gain can often be reached with steers of 

your own raising. In this ration, double the amount of oil meal’. 
may be substituted for the flaxseed and wheat-middlings, or bran 

for the oats and pease, with the quantity slightly increased; but 

oats, pease, and corn, with flaxseed or oil-meal, is a combination of | 

food easily obtained in many parts of our country, and is a great oo 

improvement over that of corn alone. So good a result could not | 

be expected with that amount.of food without cooking the ration 
- and feeding in a warm stable. mee | 

en TRUE SYSTEM OF MEAT-PRODUCTION. | oO 

| We have thus far discussed. cattle-feeding in New York as it has 

been heretofore and is now principally conducted. The early system - 

was based upon the fact that many: parts of the state were adapted | 7 

to grazing and.not to grain-raising; and. these early farmers were | 
in the habit of raising a few animals each year and feeding them 

| very sparely through the winter, but giving them a good range of a 

pasture in summer, and at three anda half years old they soldthem 

to other farmers to be finished upon grain feeding. But,-as we — | 

have seen, these very slow growing animals did not feed profitably : |
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upon grain, it requiring so long a time to get them into a fattening - | 
- eondition. This system is so extremely unprofitable to both sides 

that it has been largely abandoned; and now the question arises 

__ whether New York must abandon meat-production, or whether she . 

| may not adopt a better system and produce meat with a profit, be-. 

sides bringing the more important result of keeping her soil in per- - 

| petual fertility. The solution of this problem is found in the sys - 

- tem of | + | | | Bee Oo . 
| ee, _ FULL FEEDING AND EARLY MATURITY, 2 2 2 2 2 2 

| _ In feeding animals, as in other things, time is a most essential: = 

element of success. Nature has more clearly pointed out to us 

| the road te success in cattle-feeding. It is found in this law that 
| the young animal takes the least amount of food to. produce a 

pound of growth, and that, all other things being equal, each suc- 

ceeding pound of growth or live weight up to maturity of the ani- | 
7 | ~ mal costs more than the preceding pound. This has been establish- 

- ed by so many facts that it may be laid down as a law. 

7 Two interesting experiments were conducted by Professor Miles _ 
ee at the Michigan agricultural college farm in 1866 and 1868. In. 

_ the former year three, and in the latter six, pigs were fed upon milk. 

: These pigs were from four to six weeks old at the beginning of the | 

experiment. an 

-. It took an average amount of milk to produce a pound live weight - 

as follows: first week, 6.76 pounds; second week, 7.75 pounds; _ 

third week, 12.28 pounds; fourth week, 10.42 pounds.. The pro- _ 

| _ fessor attributes the cause of its taking a greater amount of food: 
the third week than\the fourth, to a “ derangement of the digestive _ 

| | organs, during this week, as.:shown in a tendency to constipation,’ — 

| and he remarks that “the milk to produce a pound live weight — 

constantly increases.” | He ae 

an The experiment of 1868 was continued afterward for twenty 

weeks upon corn-meal. The time was divided into five periods of — 

four weeks each. It required of corn-meal to make a pound live | 

- weight, first period, 3.81 pounds; second period, 4.05 pounds; third 
a period, 4.22 pounds; fourth period, 5.24 pounds : fifth period, 5.98 | 

pounds. | oe Be 
| _ Another experiment with a large number of pigs had a similar 

| result.’ It will be perceived that in the fifth period, when the pigs | 
were twenty-eight weeks old, it took about 75 per cent. more food
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to-make a pound live weight than in the first period when they: 1 

were eight to twelve weeks old. st | | 

The writer tried a similar experiment in 1874 with a miscella- | 

neous lot of ten calves fed wholly upon skim-milk. The milk was all | 

weighed daily and the calves each week. It required of milk for. | 

' one pound gain: first week, 11.02 pounds; second week, 12.18 

pounds; third week, 13.17 pounds; fourth week, 13.40 pounds;. | 

| fifth week, 14.60 pounds; sixth week, 15.05 pounds; seventh week, | 

. 16.71 pounds; eighth week, 16.80 pounds; ninth week, 17 OL 

| pounds; tenth week, 16.08 pounds? eleventh week, 16 pounds; . 

twelfth week, 15.90 pounds. The decrease of milk to make one | 

7 pound live weight, beginning the tenth week, was caused by the- | 

~ calves learning to eat grass. The calves were each weighed sep- | 

| arately, as was the milk feed to each, and the gain was very un- pS 

_ equal in different calves, as they were not a uniform lot; but the | 

result stated is the average of the ten. We regarded this experi- a 

ment with great interest, not only as showing the gradual increase 

of cost to put on live weight as the animal grows larger and older, 

but as showing the value of skim-milk in growing calves. It has.a 

value, when properly fed, much above that usually attached to it. | 

‘We would also mention the experiments of Mr. J. B. Lawes, of — 

Rothamstead, England, which proved the precise point under con- | 

sideration, that the cost of putting on live weight is in proportion Si 

to the age and sizeof the animal. / | 

Mr. C. S. Marvin, of Oxford Depot, Orange county, New York, | 

raised the steer called “ Uncle Abe,” and Hon. George Geddes 

states the following facts concerning his growth: At birth, Octo- 

ber 19, 1864, weighed. 134 pounds; at ninety days, 385 pounds, hav- | 

ing gained 251 pounds, or 2.79 pounds per day. During this time 

| he had the milk of his mother, and after ten days old a quart of | : 

meal and oats per day, the motner having all the meal she would — 

eat. At six months old he weighed 670 pounds, having gained 285 

pounds during the second period, or 3.16 pounds per day, its food 

. having been gradually increased to two ‘quarts of meal per day.. —_ 

_ At one year old weighed 1,036 pounds, having gained the second | 

six months 360 pounds, or 2.03 pounds per day. At eighteen _ 

months weighed 1,354 pounds, gaining the third six months 318 , 

pounds, or 1.76 pounds per day.. At two years old weighed 1,616 = | 

_ pounds, having gained the fourth six months 262 pounds, or 145 °° |
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pounds per day. At two and a half years old weighed 1,830 __ 
“pounds, gaining 214 pounds, or 1.18 pounds per day. At three | | 

_ years old weighed 2,070 pounds, gaining 240 pounds, or 1.33 pounds 
per day. At three anda half years old weighed 2,270 pounds, 

| _ gaining 200 pounds, or 1.11 pounds per day. At four years old 
ss weighed 2,360 pounds, andat the end of four years and fourmonths — 

| -. weighed 2,530 pounds, having gained in the last ten months 260 : 
pounds, a trifle more than in the first ninety days, the rate of in-_ : 
crease falling to 86-100 of a pound per day. As the age increased a 

- the food was increased to meet the wants of the animal, and attwo | 
oe and a half years eight quarts of meal, with good roots, hay orgrass, _ 

was given. It is easy for the reader to see that this steer — 
might have been sold at a profit at any time up to two years old. __ 

: _ At this latter period he would have brought in market as good beef 
or $100, which would have given a profit, but would have brought a 

| _ better profit at one year old, as he would have then sold for about - 
, $70. It will be noted also that it took two years, or till he was 

| _ three years old, to double his weight at the end of the first year; | 
: | or, in other words, it cost less than one-half as much to produce a | 

given weight the first year as during the second and third years. © 
This is the earliest complete case of actual weights given at periods 

| _ of six months that we have seen; but since that several cases of 
oe actual weighings at short periods have been reported, among which | 

the following is the most complete and instructive. | It was first | 
_ published in the Live-Stock Journal for May, 1873. It is the his- 

| tory of a pair of grade short-horn twins raised by Mr. William Wal- _ 
lace, of Grant Park, Kankakee county, Illinois; 

| BS “ELLSWORTH TWINS.” | ; 

ee They were dropped April 2, 1870, and called the “Ellsworth 
|  "Pwins:? Their food the first summer was sour milk, oil-meal and | 

ss grass. This produced as fine a growth as whole milk. They _ 
| _ weighed on the 2d of October, at six months, 1,340 pounds. Their — : 

_ growth is shown in the following weighings:s en 
Oo | Fs | | : a Pounds. | 

. January 3, 1871, they weighed, together... ....s...ccceescceeceesece I 50 
| _ February 30, 1871, each weighed 865 pounds; together.............. 1,730 

a April 2, 1871, one year old, together............cccescccsceececesss 1, 960 . 
_ July 2, 1871, weighed, together........... cece eee e sence seseeesees 2,330 | 

August 24, 1871, each weighed 1,250 pounds; together............... 2,500 
October 14, 1871, weighed, together...........cceceseceececees eens 2,692 
November 25, 1871, weighed, together.............ceesseeeeescee see 2, 880
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| | "Sy oe, - ee : Pounds. 
January 2, 1872, weighed, together......c esse cseee re ces ec ceeeesens 2,900 | 

- January 31, 1872, weighed, together......-...-..-eeeceeeeccnsensee 3,062 
- February 15, 1872, weighed, together.....ccccececseerscceensseseee Dy 120 | 

- February 28, 1872, each weighed 1,599 pounds; together............ 3,198 
March 16, 1872, weighed, together...... cece cece sees tee eesseees 3,200 
April 2, 1872, two year's old, together........ccceceesees seecteeeese By 30D 
April 28, 1872, weighed, together ......... cece ee cece cess eseeeseee 3,400 
July 1, 1872, weighed, together..........ccsececeeecsceee ners er ees 8,005 

| August 31, 1872, weighed, together.............00- ceeseeeeeeeeees 3,690 
October 26, 1872, each weigh-d 1,950 pounds; together............. 3,900 

; December 6, 1872, weighed, together..........0-sceece eect ecseeeeee 4,145 > 
February 5, 1873, each weighed 2,150 pounds; together............. 4,300 
April 1, 1878, three years old, together..........-.-seeeeeerecereees & 500 

These steers were fed upon grass, hay and corn, in the open air, | 

and never,stabled. It will be observed that these twins reached 
a greater weight at two years and three years, with only sour milk 

and oil-meal the first six months, than the steer Uncle Abe, that. 

had full rations of whole milk. This is a valuable example, show- | 

_ ing that butter-dairy men may raise excellent calves and getallthe = = 

profit from the cream. In this case we also see a very steady and 

- comparatively uniform growth, yet a gracual decline in the ratio of . 
grain per day from the beginning. | 

The error of exposure to the weather the first winter is very ob- 8 
- vious. They gained the first six months (if we suppose them to | 

have weighed 180 pounds when dropped) 1,160 pounds, while the © oo 

second six months (winter) they gained only 620 pounds. Hadthey 

been kept warm, they would, undoubtedly, have gained 200 pounds | | 

more. Their gain the first year was 1,780 pounds; second year, i 

1,345 pounds; third year, 1,195 pounds, a constant decrease the older 

_ they grew. But the reader will note the omission of one of the 

most important facts in this case, and that is, the amount of feed — 
given in all the different periods; this would have added greatly to | 

its interest. | a 

—— oe | _ ANOTHER EXAMPLE. | oo 

| As teaching by example is more effectual than by precept, an- | 

other case of rapid growth, occurring the past year, is given. It re- : 

lates to a grade short-horn calf and its mate, fed wholly upon skim- ne 

milk. The calf was dropped March 1, 1876. At four weeks old | 

this calf weighed 160 pounds, and was purchased by O. H. Farnum, 

of Concord, N. H., for a mate to another one that weighed, at the: | 

- game age, 205 pounds. His purpose was to raise these for oxen if 

they should grow alikein form and size. Their feed was exclusively a
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-skim-milk, but it soon became apparent that the 160-pound calfwas 

outweighing the other, and he abandoned the project of rearing 

_ them for oxen. At 8} months old the one originally the largest, 

| but now the smallest, was slaughtered. His girth was 5 feet 2 — 
inches, and his dressed weight 522 pounds. This was a remarka- 

_ ble dressed weighi, as its live weight must have been 800 pounds . 

__._- but the other calf was so much better that it was determined to | | 

ss feed it, on experiment, till one year old. The last three months 

oe its feed was principally skim-milk and shorts, and his girth, at the 

vend of the year, was 6 feet and 5. inches, and he so fat that his 

hips were hardly discernible: He was purchased by a butcher at 

_ - 10 cents per pound for his dressed weight, and slaughtéred on the 

— Ist day of March, 1877, at just one year old. His live weight was _ 
| 1,200 pounds and dressed weight 902 pounds. Meat, 748 pounds; 

hide and tallow, 154 pounds. Price paid, $90.20. oo | 
| - These cases clearly show that new milk is not indispensable in 

| _ growing the best calves, and, further, that the system of giving up 

7 the whole milk of the dam to suckle the calf is wasteful and un-— 

mecessary, | PEs ce 
. THE PROFIT OF EARLY MATURITY. Sey 

| _ Many more cases might be cited to show the practical effect of 

high feeding at an early age. It may be stated as an established _ 

fact that calves, according to breed, may, as an average, be grown. © 

to the weight of 800 to 1,000 pounds at one year, and from 1,200 to 
1,500 pounds.the second year. And it may be further added that | 

"the animal shall also have arrived at the same stage of maturity 

as is ‘usual at three and a half to four years of age under the old — 

| | system. | oo ns | a oe | 

oo _M. Renault, at a cattle fair in France, in 1846, found a bull, only — 

two years old, that had all his permanent teeth, and all the points | 

of development and maturity in perfection, and, on investigation, 

- came to the conclusion that high breeding and feeding had pro- | 

| duced this result as a natural consequence ; that, the growth being 

no accelerated by the improved alimentation, the ripening and ma- 

turing of all parts of the system had made equal progress. Itis — 
- therefore an error to suppose that the animal is as immature as its _ 

age would indicate, judged by the old system. : 
- It may bea mystery to some that an increased amount of food 

_ ghould be required the second year to produce a given gain weight.
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‘But the reason may be regarded as twofold: first, that while the _ | 
young animal is in its most active stage of growth, the waste of its . 

| system is much less, in proportion to weight, than when mature ; 
and, second, its accumulated weight the second year, on which | 
‘waste accrues, is more than double that of the first year. Take 

| the case of the steer Uncle Abe. Its weight at birth was 134 . 
‘pounds, and at the end of the first year 1,036 pounds; it gained, 
therefore, 902 pounds; half of this gain is 451 pounds, which, 
added to its birth-weight, gives 585 pounds as his average weight © 

| the first year. He gained 580 pounds the second year; half of this, _ 
_ 290 pounds, added to 1,036 pounds, his weight at the beginning of 

the second year, makes his average weight for that year 1,326 | 
“pounds ; and in the same way his average weight for the third year . : 
is 1,843 pounds. st | OE ae 

~ Now, it is evident that it must take more than double the food 
the second year to supply the waste of the system that was required 
the first year, and the third year 50 per cent. more than the second 
vyear. This, then, explains the reason of the increased cost of put- 

. ting on live weight as the animal grows older and heavier. And / 
if this be a law of nature, it certainly behooves the cattle-feeder 

_. to take note of it, and regulate his system in harmony withit. If, 
| then, the cost of growing beef constantly increases with the age © 

and weight of the animal, it must follow that economy requires 
that the animal should be sold at the earliest period of maturity 
‘suited to the requirements of the market. This period 1s indicated | 
at two years ; and well-grown animals intended for beef should not | 

_ be kept beyond this period, except when an unfavorable market re- 
 -quiresit. 9 * : | — . 

hones COST OF A TWO-YEAR-OLD STEER. a : 

- Having been driven by carefully-tried experiments to the con- | 
clusion that profit can only be expected from full feeding uncer the | 
‘system of early maturity, and that to carry out this system to the : 

__ best advantage the animals should be raised and finished for the 
_ butcher upon the same farm, I propose, in conclusion, to examine 
' the real margin for profit under this best system. __ Be | 
+ Let us take the average gain of good thrifty calves fed upon 20 | 
‘pounds per day of skim-milk for the first ninety days, with an ay- | 

mo erage of one-half pound of flaxseed and one pound of wheat-mid- 
_. -dlings or oat-meal after the first ten days, giving much less at first,
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_ but increasing it to that amount ; and.the second three months, 10 - 

- pounds of milk, 1 pound of oil-meal, and 2 pounds of middlings - 

; per day, with pasture. The cost, then, of the first six months will 

be, for milk, 2,700 pounds, at 4 cent, $6.75 5 30 pounds flaxseed, _ 

90 cents ; 91 pounds oil-meal, $1.82 ; 272 pounds middlings, $2.04;5 

. 100 pounds hay during first ninety days, 50 cents ; pasture three 

months, at 15 cents per week, $1.87 ; ‘in all, $13.88. ‘With this 

- feed the calves should average 500 pounds’ weight at six months. 

The second six months it will require 10 pounds of hay per day, 

or. 1,820 pounds, $9.10; 182 pounds of oil-meal, $3,64 ; three | 

_ pounds per day of middlings, 546 pounds, at $15 per ton, $4.10, 

/ amounting to $16.84; and the gain should be. 24 pounds per 

day, or 410 pounds, averaging at one-year old 910 pounds, ‘cost- 

| ing $30.72. | | Sa NE a eR 

ae The second summer, pasture at 30 cents per week will cost $7 803° | 

three pounds per day of middlings, or oats, $4.10; total, $11.90. | 

"Phe second winter ‘he will require 15 pounds of hay perday,or , 

_--- 2,780 pounds, $13.65 ; 6 pounds of corn-meal, $10.42; 4 pounds — 

| bran per day, $5.46 — $16.38 ; total cost of second year $41.93. 

| The steer will gain an average of 1} pounds per day, or 547 pounds, 

, weighing at two years old 1,457 pounds. This steer will cost at our 

| fizures, at two years old, $72.65, and such rapidly-matured steers 

will always bring, in this state at least, 6} cents, or $94.70. This 

| would leave a profit of $22.05. But it must be remembered that 

| we have estimated for the most expensive food and for feeding 

| wholly on hay as fodder. It must also be remembered that al- 

ss though $72.65 may be considered a great price fora two-year-old 

steer to cost, yet it is made up of the products of the farm all esti- : 

mated, and that the steer will pay a handsome profit upon that, | 

| - while the ordinary steer will cost two-thirds as much and not bring , 

in market more than one-third the price. I have raised calves 

upon the food here estimated, and at a cost of only $25 for the 

oe first year, weighing 900: pounds, substituting straw for half of the 

| Another formula for raising good calves and steers is as follows.: | 

‘The same amount of milk as before, giving, after first twenty days, , 

| one-half pound of oat-meal and one-pound of bran per day till three : 

months old, then during next three months one pound oats unground. 

, and two pounds of bran per day, with pasture. This would make
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gost. of first. six months: milk, $6.75 ; oats, $1.27; bran, $2.28 ; oe 

| pasture, $1.80: total, $12.10. The second six months’ feed, 8 = — 

~ pounds ofhiy, with straw ad libitwm, $7.28 ; one pound of oats - 

and two pounds of bran per day, $6.37 ; total, $13.65 ; cost for the | 

a year, $25.75. The second year the cost would be: pasture, $7.80 ; | 

4 pounds bran per day, with pasture, $5.40 ; cost of six months: | 

- gummer, $13.20. Winter feeding: 8 pounds hay, $7.28 ; 6 pounds 

-corn-meal, $10.92; 4 pounds bran, $5.40; six Winter months, 

_ $22.60; cost second year, $35.80. Total cost, two years, $61.55. . 

_ This formula has produced an average live weight, with us, of 

$25 pounds the first year and 1,350 the second year. This steer 

will bring 6 cents, or $81, and leave a profit of $19.45. J donot | 

feed corn or corn-meal the first year, bécause the object should be | 

to produce a large growth of frame and muscle, and not to lay on. 

fat excessively. Besides, corn-meal is very apt to derange the di- 

gestive functions, producing a feverish state of system. It is, 

however, allowable to grind one bushel of corn with two bushels of 

oats, or one bushel of corn with one of peas; but if pea-meal is 

_ used for calves, it should be cooked, when it will be found anex- 

 gellent food to grow a rangy calf. A variety of food will be found | 

preferable to any single kind, and we have found. oats, bran, and | | 

corn a combination promotive of both health and growth. Ishould =~ 

advise, when obtainable, the use of a small quantity of oil-meal or» 

flax-seed ; even a half-pound daily will have an excellent influence _ | 

in winter-feeding to keep the bowels in the proper condition where ~ 

roots are not fed... ce ye 

These estimates, it. will be understood, are made to suit prices in 

New York and most of the eastern states, and of course are much 

+00 high for the west, and higher than the prices of cattle-food 

. often are in New York; but they are intended to show that with | 

all these points against the eastern states cattle may be raised at 2 

a profit. .We have not estimated the money-value of the manure, | 

which would increase the profit side of the account into fine pros 

- portions. The best English feeders think themselves well paid if 

they can be reimbursed for the cost of the food in the value of the oo, 

animal, charging all the labor and profit to the manure. | - oo | 

_. Let those farmers who think these estimates produce steers of — - 

greater, cost.than they can afford, take the trouble to estimate in | | 

the same way, and as fairly as _we have done, the cost of those nes 

26-—Sr. Ae. Soc. . 7 , - |
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common, thin, scrimped animals which they do raise, and com- 
pare the cost with their value in market, and they. will then see | 

_. forcibly the point we have tried to illustrate. If they will figure 
the cost of these common steers at two years old, charging fair | 

prices for what they actually eat, it cannot be brought under $35, so 

and they will seldom bring in market-over $25. This system of | 

full feeding and early maturity offers the only feasible plan by 

which the lands of the middle and eastern states may be brought 
into a high state of fertility. With this system, like the lands of _ 
England, they may be caused to double their production in a quar- 

| terofacentury, | oe | ee 
oo It offers a plan by which all the crops of the farm may be fedto 

animals, and so go back to enrich the soil, receiving a full com- 

pensation for the value of the crops in the sale of beef. And as 

| a good augury for the future, it is only the best animals that can - 

be sold to supply this great opening market for our meats in 

| England; and we trust this may be an effectual stimulus to — 
farmers to strive and grow two animals where one has grown 

before, and that each animal may outweigh two of its predecessors, — 

Oe _. FRESH-MEAT SHIPMENT TO EUROPE. — 

For many years there has been a search for new outlets to Amer- __ 

ican meat products. Numbers in proportion to population have 

| ‘not been maintained, but size and quality have both been improved, 
_ especially in beeves, since the advent of the short-horn. Ship- 

: ments of cured and pickled beef, as well as of hams, pork, and lard, — | 

| have largely augmented in bulk and value; but growers and ship- | 

| pers have not been satisfied, craving the higher prices of primefresh 
- _ beef, or the saving of heavy transportation bills by the processes of 

| ‘ concentration. Numerous patents have been granted for extract of 

beef or other cooked and canned products convenient for safe and _ 

| cheap shipment. The results have not been altogether satisfactory, _ 
| as the profits only warranted the use of cheap beeves in Texas. 

- Enterprising shippers believed it possible to send abroad our best 

| --eorn-fed beef, by the use of refrigerating processes, in our fastest 

| steamships, and present it in the principal markets of Great Britain
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| in perfect soundness of condition, in competition on its own merits - | with English beef of famous repute. | | 
_ Little more than a year ago a pioneer experiment was made in 
New York with such success as to command a constant extension 

_ of the business, until the weekly shipments have reached an aver- 
age of fifteen hundred beeves, and. Philadelphia and other cities | 

| have inaugurated similar enterprises. | oe 
. The success of the experiment has caused a sensation in England - 

| among producers and consumers. The Liverpool Datly News says 
: that the quality of American beef is in no way inferior to that of oe | British production, and can be sold at 2d. to 3d. per pound lower 

' . retail rates. About 600 tons weekly are now shipped, mostly going = 
to London, and taken by west-end clubs and other institutions. A - 
portion is sent to Birmingham, where it has reduced the price of | Po English beef 2d. pér pound, and to other towns. In Manchester 

: and Liverpool a combination of butchers has prevented its exten- | _ sive consumption. The queen, the prince of Wales, the lord mayor, 
| the governor of the Bank of England, and other persons of influ- 

: ence, have indorsed the quality of this meat, and the butchers _ | 
themselves acknowledge it to be “ good, sound meat.” Its priceis os 
a further commendation, being 6d. per pound, | | : Oe 

| The Agricultural Gazette, of London, of J anuary 29, 1877, has - 
the following items of wholesale and retail prices: | a 

_ On Wednesday last, the City of Richmond arrived at Liverpool with 808 quarters of American beef, consigned to Messrs. Archer & “Malthouse, of the Central Meat Market, London; 650 quarters were ‘gold in the large towns in the north of England, and 158 quarters . | _ in the London market. The prices realized for the whole, by the | _ Carcass, was 63d. per pound. 
__. The sale of American beef in Dublin on Saturday was very con- __ siderable. The butchers’ shops in which it was sold in different parts of the city were regularly besieged by purchasers. The beef : was sold at 8d. @ 10d. per pound. Next week several shops for | | | _ the sale of beef will open .in the city. A panic has almost. been _ caused by the sale of the beef, which is pronounced better than — | home produce. ER | a an 

~ An English member of parliament, Mr. Barclay, has been discuss- 
ing before his constituents the probability of disastrous results of 

_ competition of American with British meat production. Headmits _ _ that it is of good quality, tells where it is produced, and recites the oy advantages possessed in the great plains and mountains, from'Can-
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| ada to the Gulf of Mexico, for growing young cattle in preparation 

- for feeding in more eastern localities. He deems the situation 

| somewhat grave, but concludes that the ability, perseverance and 

frugality of British farmers may overcome an advantageofa penny _ 

- apuund in price. He says: | ee | ce 

I adhere to the opinion I expressed at Forfar, that if they were 

| allowed full scope and liberty in dealing with the land and crops 

| --on it in such a manner as they should find most profitable, and if - 

| . they, in addition, were fully secured for that capital which it is ab- 

 golutely necessary must be invested in land to produce the best re- | | 

---s guylts, I have no doubt they would meet the competition from any = 

| quarter of the world. | | ee 

/ Relative to the difference in price of British and American beef, 

| | he is thus reported: | —— oe | Ee 

_ Before proceeding further, he wished to correct what seemed to 

_ be a misapprehension in regard to the price which farmers in this | ' 

- gountry were getting for beef. As they were all aware, the farmer a 

| gold his animal alive at a price per cwt. of the carcass dead, andal- ©. - 

though he appeared to get a bigh price per pound for the beef, there | 

had to be deducted from it, in comparing it with the priceof Amer- 

| ican, the value of the hide, tallow, offal, etc. On looking to the ” 

| price of meat in the London dead-meat market, he found that for | 

the best beef it varied from 4s. 6d. to 5s. 2d. per stone of 8 pounds, 

the average being about 4s. 10d. per stone, or 73d. per pound; but 

from that a half penny fell to be deducted for carriage to London, 

. so that the price which a farmer actually got for his beef was little, 

, if anything, over 64d. per pound, or 1d. more per pound than the | 

wholesale price of American. Of course, a difference of 1d. per 

‘pound is a very serious one. He would, therefore, recur to the _ 

ne point from which he started. Was the importer able to bring the 

_. ‘beef to this country and sell it at that price with profit. And, if | 

«go, did it pay the producer, and would the supply be likely to con- | 

| _. tinue or increase. | | ee oe 

oe -  _He found from figures that the cost of bringing across beef, in- | 

eluding freight and other charges, was from £7 10s. to £3 per ton, oe 

so that, added to the price at New York, would bring the cost of 

, the beef to 52s. 6d. or 53s. per cwt., which would leave the whole 

| of the tallow, offal, etc., as a profit to the shipper; and he believed) > 

that would be considered a very handsome profit indeed, and suffi- 

. ‘cient to meet certain contingencies which, of course, had to be en- 

oe -countered in every trade. Apart from the figures he had given, 

| the continuous increase of the trade, and the fact that one line of _ 

steamers after another was making accommodation for carrying on . 

the trade, showed that they had confidence that it could be con- 

. ducted at a profit, and was likely to continue. = a 

The next important question was, Could the farmers in America | 

_- produce beef so as to be able to sell it at the price he had indicated
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in Chicago? Before directly going into that matter, he would point. _ out the new state of things which, within the past few years, had | begun to obtain in America. For many years, in Texas and other states in America, there had been an unlimited number of cattle, __ but the quality of them, witha few exceptions, was poor, and would | not suit the English market, although it suited, to a very large ex- tent the American public. In fact, there was not in that country a very large demand for the first quality of beef so long as the sec- | ondary kind could be obtained at almost nominal prices. But now this new state of matters obtained, that the farmer in the United States and in Canada could get what he considered avery good price for the higher quality of beef; and the difficulty which had arisen — | now was, where was he to find his supply of young cattle for fat- _ tening? ,He could get any quantity of Texan cattle, but they.were not very fat. After remarking.that the original settlers of America , were generally men of limited capital, and that they naturally, © therefore, turned to the cultivation of the cereals as the easiest way _ to get money out of the land, and that.it would take time to develop the breeding of cattle, Mr. Barclay went on to say that in many . of the older states the raising of stock had been developed to acer- tain extent, and that in Kentucky and Pennsylvania there were _ / farms as well farmed and fenéed as any in this country, and that in the former states there were some of the finest herds of short- | 

The London Live Stock Journal admits that importation of meat - 
from America is “the chief topic of conversation at the farmstead, . | 
at the markets ordinary, and in all places where agriculturists do 

| congregate, and is the new element introduced into the stock breed- | 
ers’ calculations; ” also that the new year opens with “ an appreci- | 
able disturbance of the meat market, and already the gloomy proph- 
ets of evil are predicting a time of increased - pressure, when the 

| English farmer’s last resource shall be taken from him.” _ : 
_ This trade is a very promising feature in the meat-distribution of. 

_ this country. It may grow into a business of vast importance to 
our farmers. Its extension must depend upon the continuance of — 

_ a difference between American and English prices sufficient to con? 
___-Stitute a satisfactory margin for expenses and profits. Onecondi-— 

tion needing amendment is evidently the weight of our beeves. . | 
Were there a larger proportion of heavy, fully-fattened animals, = 
the price realized would be increased above the advance in cost. 

| Feeders have their share in this work, and must co-operate with =. © 
_ shippers if they would develop a permanent and profitable indus- 

_. try. The competition will tend to advance home prices in propor- - | 
tion to the comparative magnitude of the shipments. - Such a
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advance would tend to limit the growth of the trade, even to the 

- - destruction of the business, if the marg.n should be reduced below — : 

-. expense of shipment. A more scientific course of feeding, the | | 

| exercise of skill and the practice of economy in all the methods of = 

management and feeding, become, therefore, essential elements of - 

| growth and success in transatlantic shipment of American beef. 

The history of the beginning of. this new enterprise which is 

here presented, is the result of the investigation of Col. F. D. ~ : 

. Curtis, of New York, an intelligent breeder of several varieties of | 

‘farm stock and an enthusiastic promoter of true-progress in Amer- 

gan agriculture: © , | Og | 

| In October, 1875, Mr. Timothy C. Eastman began his first ship-. 

ments of fresh beef from America to Engiand. Mr. Eastman is 

the pioneer in this enterprise, which has now assumed such exten- 

-° sive proportions. His first shipment consisted of forty-five cattle | 

es and fifty sheep. In December following he continued the export, | | | 

. increasing the number of cattle to a hundred, and from that time A 

to the present he has made weekly consignments of from one hun-— 

- @red to several hundreds, gradually increasing the trade until, 

during the close of 1876 and the beginning of 1877, his shipments 

were from six hundred to one thousand per week. The first week | 

in February, 1877, he shipped ten hundred and twenty-two cattle 

- and seven hundred sheep. Mr. Hastman ships by the Williams and 

Guion, the White Star, and Anchor lines of steamships. He has 

shipped about thirty thousand in all, and has opened a marketin 

| London, Liverpool, Manchester, Sheffield, Birmingham, Leeds, ; 

Newcastle, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, and other towns in En- — 

-gland/and Scotland. The meat is kept fresh by a process on which _ 

| | a patent was obtained by Mr. Bate, of which Mr. Eastman is the | 

a sole owner. The patent is for preserving meat fresh by inclosing 

it in an air-tight chamber and forcing among it a current of cold, 

dry air. Refrigerators, or air-tight chambers are constructed be- | 

tween decks, according to the capacity of the steamers or the 

| demands of trade, the largest one being on the Wisconsin (Will-— 

jams and Guion line), which is 40 feet wide, 100 feet long, and 7 - 

a feet high. These immense air-tight chambers are surrounded on’ 

a all sides by three air-tight walls made of matched lumber, covered 

swith air-tight paper, which is made so by being saturated with © 

rosin. Between these surrounding walls there is an open space of
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-.. an inch and a half, making the walls as perfect non-conductors as — me 

An ice-house is constructed on one side or end.of the refriger- | 

ator, as is most convenient, and is filled with ice. The ice-com- | 

partment is in proportion to the size of the refrigerator, and is - 

lined with galvanized sheet-iron. Fifty tons of ice are required 
by the Bate process for saving 60 tons of meat. A cast-iron fan 

or blower is placed inside of the meat-chamber, connected by a | 
belt to a small steam engine on the deck above. The fans vary in 

size, according to work required. The belt is inclosed inanair- .  _ 

tight box. Flues, or air-passages, 10 inches high and 16 inches © 
wide, made of matched boards, extend from the fan along the bot- 
tom of the floor to the sides of the refrigerator, where they connect. | 

with upright tubes or pipes, of half the size, which stand against = | 

the outer wall, into which the air of the refrigerator is drawn by | 
the suction of the fan, and driven into the middle of the ice-cham- 7 

ber through a large flue made of matched boards, where it circue | 
lates through the ice and is drawn down and passed back into the | 

| refrigerator through an open space about three inches wide left at 

the bottom of the ice. The fan makes about eight hundred revo- e 

lutions per minute, and is kept going constantly. These fansare 

large or small, according to the capacity of the meat-chambers. ce 

In this way a constant circulation of cold air is kept up during the , 
entire voyage. A thermometer, suspended in a tin pipe which 

reaches from the upper deck down into the refrigerator, indicates : 

the temperature, which is kept as near 38° as possible. A cap is | 
kept over the top of the pipe to prevent the escape of the cold air | 

from the meat-chamber. A more rapid circulation of air, which | 
can be made by increasing the speed of the fan, will lower the | 

| temperature. The steam to run the fan-engine is supplied from 
the steamer’s boiler. ; o | | : - | & ee 

_ As soon as the meat is received and put into the refrigerator it. a 

is closed, not to be opened until the steamer is ready to discharge oe 
her cargo on the other side of the Atlantic. The quarters of beef : 
‘are suspended on hooks and also laid on the floor. When hogs are ee, 

shipped they also lie on the floor, and the meat, being packed 

- closely, does not move about when the steamer rolls at sea. Ifthe - : 

supply of ice should run too low, it can be added to from the stock 
_ kept on all steamers. Usually, however, more orless ice remains
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| in the ice-chamber, and is sold at the port of destination. The 

_ meat is generally loaded at night, on account of the cooler tem- | 

perature and the less liability of delays in getting the trucks on to 

the docks alongside of the steamers. _ . EE 

Only the best and heaviest beeves are selected to be sent to 
| _ Europe. To be the most. profitable, they should weigh when : 

+ dressed not less than 800 pounds, although lighter ones aresent on. 

-.- aecount of the scarcity of first-class animals. a | 

ss Mr. Eastman prepares his meat for shipment at the slaughter- 

houses at West Fifty-ninth street, New York, and at the stock- | 

yards of the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, where _ 
- large refrigerators have been constructed by him on the same prin- | 

-_ giple as those on the steamers. The refrigerators, called at the 

slaughter-houses “ chilling-rooms,” are situated just in the rear of 
: the platforms where the cattle are killed and dressed, and are so 

- constructed that the sides of beef can be run into them on cars 

| _ attached to the timbers overhead. The sides of beef are sus- - 

mo _ pended to the cars, hanging by the gambrel-joint, and as soon as __ 

oo dressed are conveyed into the chilling-rooms and transferred to the 

hooks overhead. These rooms are kept shut except when opened _ 

to let in the meat, and then they are closed as soon as possible. In 

| this way handling the meat is avoided, and the animal heat is ex- 
spelled as soon as possible, which is considered very important in 
preparing meat for long shipments. The meat soon becomes hard 

| 7 and firm. Each quarter is inclosed in coarse canvas, before being 

removed from the chilling-rooms, to keep it clean and prevent. 

| - wearing or mubbing in‘ handling and while being transported. In 

; no case is the meat allowed to freeze, but the aim is to keep it as. 

near the same degree of temperature as possible. as 

| ‘The meat remains in the chilling-rooms until the steamer is ready 

| ‘to receive it, and then it is carefully conveyed on trucks with — 

: springs, so as to avoid mussing. Mr. Eastman has never lost.a sin- 

gle quarter by spoiling, and says that his beef is in better order to. 

ship to the interior markets after it lands and keeps better than 

beef fresh-killed on the spot. He says that he shipped several hun- 

| dred quarters last summer when the thermometer stood at 100° 

and not a pound was tainted or spoiled. It was taken from the 

_ ghilling-room at night and rapidly transferred into the refrigerators. 
| on the steamers, and on the other side of the Atlantic was sent for-
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: _. ward under a very trying temperature. He thinks that the cold 
: atmosphere effectually closes the pores or sears the surface of the 

meat, so that it is not as susceptible to the effects of heat and taint = 
as freshly-killed meat, while at the same time it looks as fresh and | 

bright as the newly killed, and does not lose anything in flavor. | 
This beef sells in the foreign markets at 7 to 8 pence per pound, 

: and is.pronounced just as good as the home fed, which sells at 10 : 

| to 12 pence per pound. The American beef is lighter, and this is 
_ really the greatest and possibly the only difference. If the Amer-- 

- ican farmer will feed his cattle more, thereby bringing them to & 

| higher condition, and making the beef better and more weighty, he 

may reasonably expect nearly, if not quite, the same price for his 

| beef in the English market which the home-produced brings. But = 

| -the light and thin beeves, which make up a large proportion of the _ ; 

| supply sent to the sea-board, will not compete with the stall-fed | 

Lo _short-horns and other improved breeds of the English and Scotch : 

/ graziers. | . 
The cost to Mr. Eastman is about $26 per head, in gold, for pre- | 

sparing, freight, and cost in transit, including commissions on the | 

other side. The averaged price realized is about $90, gold. Mr. oe 

Eastman is now engaged in constructing three additional large re- 

frigerators or chilling-rooms at West Fifth-ninth street, and will 

enlarge his operation accordingly. At the present time, on an aver- | 

age, fifteen hundred cattle per week are shipped from New York. 
While Mr. Eastman may be properly considered the pioneer in © 

this enterprise, being the first to establish a paying trade in fresh- _ 

‘meat exportations, the fact should be recorded that Mr. John J. 

_. Bate, of New York, made several experiments in this direction. — 

He tells the story of this experimental operation as follows: = = = | 

Qn the 11th of February, 1875, I shipped by thé steamer Baltic, 
in refrigerator, twelve quarters of beef, twelve sheep, and six hogs. | 

| _ The managers of the White Star line thought so little of the enter-. | 
| _ prise that they refused me the use of steam to run the fan-blower. 

_ The meat reached Liverpool in good condition by the use of hand- | 
_. power to operate the fan. On the 6th of June following I shipped > | 

on the steamer Wisconsin ten carcasses of beef, thirty sheep, and | 
- twelve hogs, the meat reaching Liverpool in good condition.. On ~~ 

the 10th of August following I shipped on. the steamer Britannic | 
~ twenty carcasses of beef and one hundred and forty sheep in refrig- 

_-.- erator. The meat arrived in Liverpool in good condition. Used 
steam. In October following Mr. T. C. Eastman made the next and eS, 

_ all succeeding shipments. 2 | ooh
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«Gillett & Sherman, another large shipping firm in New York, | 

slaughter and prepare their beef at the New Jersey stock-yards, . 

located at Harsimus Cove, in connection with the Pennsylvania : | 

_ Central and Erie Railroads. They are sending from one hundred _ 

to three hundred cattle per week, and ship on three steamers of | 

_. the Inman line, two of the Cunard line, with one steamer on the 
“National. This firm began in August, 1875, with a shipment of Oo 

_. geventy-one cattle. They have sent about. three thousand five hun- 

| dred altogether, and estimate the cost of shipment and. sale tobe. | 

' °- $28, gold, and the average sale per head to be $90, gold. Their a 
largest refrigerator is in the City of Chester (Inman line), and will | ! 

hold three hundred cattle. They send the best cattle they can buy, , 
none less than seven hundred and fifty pounds’ weight, if possible _ | 

S togetthem. Their last shipment, February 1, averaged 850 pounds | 

dressed weight. Their principal market is London. - ye | 

- Messrs. Gillett & Sherman ship under the patent of Dr. J. J. . 

a Cravens, which is a process for radiating cold air and preserving 4 

. fresh meat. A refrigerator-chamber is constructed between decks woe 

by making double walls of planks and lining the inside of bothof = 
| - the plank walls with patent roofing-paper, and so placing the plank. | 

_ that where they join the cracks will not be opposite each other. . 

The doors are made in the same way, and the whole room, fitted in — Lo 

this manner, is made as air-tight as possible. Galvanized-iron oo 

pipes, 24 inches in diameter, connected together, are placed one oa 

- above the other, reaching from the ceiling to the floor, 13 in all, — | 

| and extend around the walls and through the middle of the room, ; 

through which brine is forced by a Knowles bilge-pump located out; : 

| side of the apartment. The pump runs on an average of eighty oe 

strokes a minute. The brine is pumped into the top pipe and runs — 

fo. by its own gravity and the pressure of the pump down through all 
of the pipes, and is returned to the reservoir from whence it came. | 

The reservoir is a water-tight compartment situated alongside of 

' the refrigerator, and is filled with ice and salt, at the rate of twenty | 

| - gacks, four bushels to a sack, sufficient for preserving the carcasses 

| of one hundred cattle for 13 days, which is longer than the time 

usually required for transportation from America to England. lt. 

| is calculated that the pipes will radiate a cold temperature for 18 _ 

feet, sufficient to keep the meat, and for any space beyond 18 feet 

another set or tier of pipes must be had. A waste-pipe at the top. aoa
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— of the reservoir allows any excess of brine to escape. The brine is . Woe 

pumped from the bottom of the reservoir and returned to it from . 

the refrigerator at the top, so that a constant circulation is going 

| on and the extremes of cold are brought into constant use. The | 

ice and salt. are put ‘into the reservoir a couple of days before the 

steamer sails, and before the meat is placed into the refrigerator | 

the pump is set going to cool the room and have it ready for the 

meat. Water is put into-the reservoir to create a brine, if it is 

necessary to do so before the ice may melt sufficiently to cool the 

pipes. When the meat is put in and hung up on the hooks over-__ 

head — as, under this system, it is never laid on the floor —the re- a 

frigerator is closed tight, and the pump kept going constantly dur- 

ing the voyage. The shipper is obliged to have a man in attend- i 

ance to regulate the pump and watch the temperature, which is ey 

kept between 35°and 40°—as near 36° as possible. Greater | 

cold is produced by a more rapid pumping of the brine through the 

pipes. The steam is supplied by the steamer. A screen is placed | 

over the mouth of the feed-pipe to prevent the pump getting choked. — 

A theremometer is placed near the pipes, and one at some distance 

off, to note the degree of temperature. These are seen through a 

glass plate placed in the wall. After the refrigerators have been __ 

shut a few hours a rapid condensation takes place, and the pipes 

are covered over by a coating of ice, and the atmosphere is thereby. : 

rendered dry. If the temperature runs up to 40°, it must be | 

reduced rapidly, or the meat will spoil. It costs $2,000 to fit up a | 

refrigerator under the Cravens patent large enough to hold one | 

hundred and fifty cattle. Under the other patents the expense is. 

--notiso great. _ | Os - | ee 

Messrs. Gillett & Sherman have an extensive cooling-room at a 

the slaughter-house connected with the New Jersey stock-yards, = 

- which is fitted up with an ice-reservoir and pipes the same as on 

| board of the steamer. This room is used for storing the meat before 

shipment, but these gentlemen do not think that any artificial cool- - 

- ing is necessary in winter, neither do the other shippers who pre- 

pare their meat at these yards. All of the quarters are bagged; 

that is, sewed up in canvas. Messrs. Gillett & Sherman send from — 

forty to sixty sheep with each shipment of beef, but no hogs, as is 

_ they are so unsalable in the English market, Englishmen not having - 

learned to eat fresh pork sufficiently to createa demand beyondthe —=—
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- home-production. Forty cubic feet of space are estimated to hold | 
| _ @ ton, according to ship-measurement, and the shippers of fresh 

| | meat are charged, according to this rating, 30 shillings, English = 
| ‘money, per ton... Shippers in all cases have to be at the expense of | 

, _ fitting up the refrigerators, and have to furnish the engine, pumps, a 
- and fans, as well as the ice required, “ | oo 

= Under the Bate system no extra man is: required to go with the 
: shipments. Shippers are required to pay for the space occupied by | 

_ the refrigerators and ice-chambers on the outward passage, whether | 
used by them or not. On the return voyage they are usually | 
filled with fine goods, being a secure place for such freight. me 

_ Though Gillett & Sherman are intending to increase the number 
_ of refrigerators, and are now negotiating with the National line for | 

__. this purpose, Mr. Gillett is of the opinion that the future does not — 
look as promising for success as he wishes it might. The English — 

a market is exceedingly sensitive and changeable, and in London the 
prices of beef have been known to vary a penny in one hour, and 

_ two pence in twenty-four hours. They have been obliged to sell 
ag low as four pence per pound, but their average sales have been __ 

at about six pence, at which price it would pay to ship. ps 
| _ In mutton we can successfully compete with the English and 
_ Seotch graziers, as the quality is equal to,theirs, although not so 

fat usually or so thick on the rib; and if our beef was carefully fat- 
a ened we could challenge competition, and there would be no doubt 

of the future success of the trade. : | a : . - 
. : Samuels and Company ship from N ew York on two steamers, on 

the National line, directly to London, whenever their steamers go- 

, out. Each one is fitted up with a meat-chamber large enough to _ 
_ hold one hundred cattle. They use the Smith process, which is 

similar to that of Bate. | os os - 
Daniel Toffey and Company also ship on three other steamers of _ 

an the National line, whenever these vessels sail from America. The. 

_, ‘refrigerators on these three ships are each calculated for one hun- — 
dred cattle, and this is the number they. send forward. They use ~ 
the Banta process, which is also similar to that of Bate. They 

send lighter beef than the others, the carcasses not averaging more — 
than 600 pounds. They do not contemplate, with the present out-- 
look, any increase in their trade. | | “Tee oo 

__- Martin, Fuller and Company and Messrs. Morris and Allerton ship
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| | from Philadelphia, using the Cravens patent. These two firms to- | 

gether ship five hundred cattle per week. They have all the neces- 
sary outfit of chilling-rooms and other appliances under these pat- 
ents which are required to make their business a success. Live 

cattle are sent from Philadelphia, but not in any considerable num- 
bers. They have also been shipped from New York in small quan- 

tities, but the space required is too great for an extensive trade. 

From Portland, Maine, about six hundred cattle are shipped weekly 

: by Wells and Company. | SF 

| When greenbacks get to be at par with gold the margin of profit = 
| will be so reduced that, in the opinion of shippers, it can only be 

maintained by a reduction in home cost and a better quality of 

‘meat, so as to compete more successfully with the foreign beef. 
_ It ig not probable that the cost of transportation of cattle from the | 

oo west to the seaboard, and also across the Atlantic, can be much 

I reduced. A more systematic and thorough manner of feeding must _ 

: _ be inaugurated to cheapen the production. An increase of pro- 

_ duction will not meet the requirements of the case unless such in- 
_ ¢rease is improved in quality much beyond the avetage rate, now | 
| sent to market. Stall-feeding must take the place of the wasteful _ 7 

and careless fattening in the pastures and corn-fields, asisnowgen- 
erally practiced. Let the vast areas of pasturein the border states 
and territories be employed for breeding and feeding the cattle un- . 

til they are two years old, and then let them be sent forward to the 
older sections to be fed a year on corn and rounded up to the pro- - 
portions of the foreign demand. __ | 

_ The following extract from the London Mark Lane Express of | 
January 15 will be of interest here: Oo 

‘The excitement upon the subject of the importation of meat from 
America increases as the news of large freights received circulates | 
through the country, losing nothing, we may depend, in its course. 
There is no doubt that the large supplies recently. sent to London a | 

_, and Liverpool have had a considerable effect upon the trade of | 
__ those important meat-markets, although up to the present, prices in : 

_ the country have not been appreciably effected. The present sup- 
plies of American meat, if spread anything evenly over the coun- ee 

_ try, would be absorbed without producing any noticeable effect 
upon the demand of home-produced meat. But the supplies are not, 

nor are they ever likely to be, evenly spread over the country. In- : 
_ deed, in hot weather, unless the cold-air process is kept up after oo 

_ disembarkation and during transit by rail, the foreign meat can- 
not be sent far into the inland districts. What, however, will
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‘amount to the same thing will be this, that the price. of meatbeing  —> 
lower in London and other large ports than in the country mar- 
kets, less home-grown meat will be sent to the former, and the sup- - 

_ ply, and therefore the prices, will be again equalized. Then, as we | 
_ have remarked, if the American supply is not larger than it is now, 

its effects upon the price of meat will be infinitesimal. But there 
Be are those who tell us that the trade is only in its infancy, and as 

oR we know but little of the resources of America for meat-producing, 
‘we cannot disprove the prediction. Only last week one large im- 
porter stated that he had a thousand carcasses of beef, and. as many 

a of both mutton and pork as well, on the sea between New York 
| and Liverpool. Such little recitals as that are calculated to cause | 

- ‘alarm; but until we know more about American resources it will be 
| foolish to gladden the hearts of consumers and cause producers _ 

c - totremble with visions of cheap meat. It has not been proved 
_. that America can keep up her present shipments of meat of fine 

-. ‘quality, and it would not pay to send any other; still less that she 
gan increase the supply. Nor has it yet been shown that American 
farmers can rear and fatten bullocks to send to England and sell 

ss with a profit at six pence a pound. We could not do it here with — 
~. ‘land rent free. a , | | - 

| we _A new impulse has been given to the business by the increased 

- facilities for handling meat on its arrival in England. Animmense | 

| refrigerator, covering an area or nearly an acre, with numerous 

apartments, each of which contains a cooling apparatus like that in 

ase on the steamers, has been built and is used for storing the meat _ 

and obviating the necessity of immediate distribution and compul- 

| | sory sale at any price that: could be obtained at the moment. _ 

— WISCONSIN AND HER GOVERNORS. 

‘The territory embraced in the present state of Wisconsin was 

| formerly claimed by France, on the ground of discovery by its 

- missionaries in 1671, and was held and ruled by the French for 

nearly a century. In 1763 the territory was ceded to the English, 

- and held by them until after the War of the Revolution. By the 

treaty made with Great Britain, in 1787, all the territory northeast 

of Ohio was ceded to the United States, but actual possession was — 

| | ~ not given until 1795. It was then known as a part of the .North- 

| west Territory, and comprised within its boundaries five of the
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_ present great states of the union — Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michi- — 
gan ‘and Wisconsin. | | ee L: 
In 1800, the Indian Territory was organized, Ohio having become | 

a state. In 1809 Indiana was admitted, and. the name of Illinois 

Territory was given. In 1818 Illinois was admitted, and the name 
of the Territory of Michigan was applied. In 1836 Michigan was 
admitted to statehood, and Wisconsin. Territory continued ‘until 

1848, when she became the thirtieth state of the union. Wiscon- 

sin has, therefore, been governed by the King of France ninety- 

three years, by the King of Great Britain thirty-two years; was | 
: also a part of the State of Virginia one year; a part of the Terri- 

tory of Ohio sixteen years; a part of the Territory of Illinois nine 
years, and a part of the Territory of Michigan eighteen years. | 

: The ‘Territory of Wisconsin continued for twelve years, until ad- 
|. mitted on March 13, 1848, into the sisterhood of states. oS 

The following persons have held the office of Civil and Military a 
: Governor, from the year. 1671, when the French Government as- 
. sumed jurisdiction, until the present time: | 

me . Sieur Daniel de Rime du Courcelles..............ee000+.. 1671-72 a 
_ Count Louis de Buade de Frontenac............ceecce20.. 1672-82 oo 

oo . Mile Febre de la Barre.............cececc cece cece es ern e ee, 1682-85 oo 
Marquis de Deuonville........... 0. cc ccc cece cece es eceees 1685-89 
Count Louis de Buade de Frontenac............eeeeeeee2 1689-99 a : 
Chevalier de Calliers..........00-ccceuaceccescecvecesss, 1699-1703 : 
Marquis de Vandrentil............. sc ceeecceeeseeeceeeese 1703-26 
Marquis de Beauharnois...........cccceeeweccccccccseees 1726-47 . : 
Count de la Galissoniere.......... cece ee cece cc cscccsccee 147-48 
Marquis de la Jonquire........cccceee eee covscccccceceess 1749-52 
Baron de Sonquell......... cc cc eeee ccccccccccscccccceces 1752-00 
Marquis du Querne de Menneville............... .cecee0e 1753-55 
‘Marquis de Vandreville de Cavagnal..............02..02.. 1755-63 

| _ Bir Jeffrey Amherst (under the English)..............26... 1763-65 | 
Gen. James Miller....... cc. cece cece cess cee eesscsececees 1765-00 - 7 | 

_ Paulus Emelins Irving. ........ ccc c cece esc e eee eeceecees 1766-00 | oo 
~~ Bir Guy Carlton. ... coc cece cece ee wee ec ecccceeccccees 1766-10 

- Hector T. Cramahe......... cece cece eee c eens cece ceeseees 1770-740 
+ Bir Guy Carlton... ccc ec cee eet cree cccce secseeee LVTANW | 

Gen. Frederick Huldsmand.............c0c.ce008 cecccces. 1778-84 7 | 
Henry Hamilton ..... 0.0.0 ccc cece cee c eevee eecceceees 1784-00 | 
Col. Henry Hope...... ee ccc ccc cece er cccnce cece ~+ee. 1785-00 

_ Lord Dorchester... 2... ccc cece ccc cece ccccccccccssees 1786-91 | 
Gen, Alured Clark. 2.2... cc cece ccceee cccccccuececcecceee 1791-93 | 

: | Lord Dorchester...........ccc ees ce cece creesececccetesees 1793-96 
| >» Gen. Arthur St. Clair, constructively (N. W. Territory)..... 1787-95 
— Bame, by actual ocoupation............ccceecccececeees 1795-1800 tt 7 

~~ Gen. William Henry Harrison (Indiana).................. 1808-09 i 
+... Ninian Edwards (Illinois). ....6........esecdecccccccecees 1809-18 _ =. 
_ Lewis Cass (Michigan)......... 0. cece ce cececccceecccceens 1818-28 . 

George B. Porter... co... cece ee ccc cen ec sucecesecceceeces 1831-34 ns 
 §tevens T. MASON... .cccceccsccccecceeccscsevcccsccesess 1834-36 : 

Henry Dodge (Wis. Ter.)......cccesssccccccapes sveceseses 1836-39 nan
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Jas. Duane Doty..ccccccceeecscercsasecceecccssceseseees 1941-44 0 
| Nathaniel P. Talmadge... .....ccccececcccsreececereeers 1844-45 ws 

_ Henry Dodge. ....cccceccccccrcccccccneneccscseeeeeseeses 1845-48 : 

| Nelson Dewey (State).........sececccccccenes ceccceesees 1848-51 | | 

: — Geonard J. Farwell... cc. .cc ec ee eee e eee e cree er eer eeeees 1852-58 

| Wm. A. Barstow. .cceccccccccecc ceevces cecesseccesseces 1854-55 

—- Goles BaShford......ccsceecceeccee ceceeeeeee cr eccaseceee L556-9T | | 

Alex. W. Randall........ scececcctccteccceeccccoscesceee 1858-61 7 

Fouts A. Harvey... 5. ccc ccc c cence cee en eter ener seeeees 1862-00 | 

cis Edward Salomon. .....-eseeesereeecceer erences ecaceeeeres 1862-63 

James T. Lewis 0... cece cee cee cece eee eee seer eeesesecccees 1864-65 | 

| . Lucius Fairchild ......cccccccecceccceceterececssresseeee 1866-71 0 

: GO. CO. Washburn... cece cece cece cece cena cers earns veeees 1872-73 - 

a W.R. Taylor... ceeccecvccnccvecccccereceecseserceseces 1074-75 | a 

Harrison Ludington......ccceee coerce vc ecee cere ee sceees 1876-77 | , 

| William E. Smith: ......s0++ seereeeereceee ree eeerecer es 1878-79 

es | MODEL FARMING. 

| | ~ At our request Mr. John Landreth has given us the following | | 

summary of his farm crops for the year 1877: - So 

Oo | A. R. P. | Bush. 
Peag.....-seeeeee 19 1 98 Produced ....seeeeeeeeeeeeees L520 

| Wheat .....20+0-+ 22 3 Qi dO cece cece cece c cece cerers 130 | 

Rye veseceeevesee 6 0 0.1.1 dOlsccccceseee ceeeeeeseee TBR 
Oats .cccceceeeees 2 2 0. cnc dO vecccecccsccescteeveeees 220 

7 Potatoes......... 5 = 9 1B.000dO ceccccccscecerecrewerees O45 

- - Clover ...e.2..--. LD 1 QA cccccvecceccseees estimated, 40 tons — 

~ Meadow ........- 8 1 dO cece cect ence ence ese ene DF veee 

Pasture .......-.. 15 0 On ccccccecccccccccccecsees feed forl00 

| sheep and seven head of cows and colts. — | a 

, Wheat, part of the peas and potatoes received a dressing of fer- 

 tilizer, mixed in proportion, 16 bushels dry ashes, 4 bushelsslacked 

lime, 1 bushel land plaster and 1 bushel of salt, The effect of this 

dressing was manifest. The varieties of wheat grown were fife 

| and white Russian, the latter a new and approved variety. Five | 

--- geres of potatoes were planted in fifteen hours, by two men anda 

team, using a‘ True’s potato planter,” which opens a furrow, cuts and. | 

- drops the potato, drops with ever sett a gauged quantity of fertili- * 

-zer, and covers all at one operation. They were planted in drills 

three feet apart, setts eighteen inches apart in the row, and four 

inches deep; in ten to fourteen days the field was harrowed broad- ~ 

east with a smoothing harrow, breaking the crust, destroying the | 

first crop of weeds, and in no ‘way injuring the young potato
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sprout’s. In field culture hoes are never used. Theafter cultivation, = 
 hilling and digging are done by horse power. The growing plants ao 

- received one sifting of Paris green, one pound mixed with 100 ‘ 
pounds of plaster has proved effectual. Medium sized potatoes for 
seed gave the best result. The crop was grown at a cost of thirteen 
cents per bushel. This includes interest and taxes on land, pre- | 

_ paration, planting, seed, fertilizer, Paris green, cultivation, and 
digging. Root, vegetable, and fruit gardens occupied two acres | 

_ of ground; 1,200 bushels of turnips, carrots, and beets were stored 
in the root cellar; 66 square rods of beets yielded 450 bushels, at 
the rate of 1,000 bushels or 82 7-10 tons per acre. From 36. square 

_ rods of ground 120 bushels of black seed onions were sold, a lighter | 
| yield than the year before, when the same ground produced at the : 
| rate of nearly 800 bushels per acre. From 23 square rods of Wil- - 
_ son’s Albany strawberry, there were gathered 695 quarts of fruit. ; 
- From 160 Cotswold sheep, 1,235 ibs. of unwashed wool was sold at 

 anet price of 37 cents per ib. Highty dollars were realized from 
two Chester White pigs, dressed weight 1,210 tbs.; 5,838 bushels 

“of peas were grown by contract by farmers. These were shipped Le 
east. | : — | . 

PROGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. : 

_ In thirty-six states there are now thirty-nine colleges which. have - 
received the congressional land-grant of J uly 2, 1862. There are - 

"also branch institutions in Georgia and Missouri. The Agricul- 
| tural and Mechanical College of Texas has been opened during the | 

year. All the colleges are now in operation, except that of Flor- . 7 
_ ida, which is expected to be opened early in 1877. The professors | 

and assistants in these colleges during the year numbered 473, and — 
_ the students, 4,211. There are eleven states which have not sold 

| all the scrip or land granted by Congress; Illinois, Towa, Kansas, / 
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, N ew York, 7 
Oregon and Wisconsin. They have sold during the year 51,405: . 
acres, at an average price of $4.41 per acre, and 1,463,505 remain 
unsold. The largest average price obtained per acre by any state 
was $8.38, by Michigan, and the smallest, $2.20, by Iowa. Thean- 

27— St. Aa Soe.
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- nual interest received by the agricultural and mechanical colleges 

_ of the several states from the proceeds of allthe lands thus far SS 

ae - sold, amounts this year to. $525,745. Thirty-four of the colleges : 

- have farms, which contain, in the aggregate, 15,418 acres, and their | 

| estimated value is $1,321,092. Statistics more in detail may be » 

SR ee found in the tables at the close of this article.» | we | 

‘TE -will be seen that in some of the colleges of which a report is 

made in the following pages, the number of students pursuing agri- 

oe - cultural or mechanical studies is much smaller in proportion to the 

number in attendance than in others. This may be owing to sev- | 

Le eral causes. In sume cases the colleges have been recently estab- _ a 

lished, and have not yet been brought in practical working order; 

in others the students were poorly prepared when they entered, in | 

ue consequence of the low standard of education in the surrounding es 

--— gountry, and in others inducements were greater to enter upon oo 

- other courses of study which seemed to promise more immediate = 

a profit; but these embarrassments are gradually becoming less, and 

when agricultural and the mechanic arts require higher qualifica- 

: tions for their practice and become more remunerative, they will, - 

no doubt, entirely disappear. Some of the colleges have already — 

| attained a high standard of excellence, considering the time they — 

have been in operation and the fact that they have largely to 

educate their own educators. A large number of students gradu- 

| ate at these colleges every year, and enter upon practical farming | 

and the mechanic arts, or become professors in industrial institu- . 

tions of our own or other countries. oo: ae : 

Sete | - | ALABAMA, | 

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Alabama, at Auburn; | 

Rev LT. T Tichenor, D. D., president. +“ Our college,” says the 

president, “is steadily increasing in popularity. The people ofthe _ 

. state are beginning to understand our aims and to_ appreciate our 

efforts.” During the year French and German books, plates, and 

a models, and various kind of apparatus have been imported for ref- | 

erence and illustration for the different branches taught. ee 

| “The college-farm contains 100 acres, and is valued at $2,000. 

The soil is naturally poor, but by skillful cultivation and manuring . 

| et has. been greatly improved. Crops of corn, wheat, oats, cotton, 

7 grasses, and a great variety of vegetables have been cultivated dur-
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oe ing the year. Notwithstanding the season was very unfavorable, ° 
in consequence of severe drougat, corn yielded 50. bushels, wheat 
184 bushels, and cotton 400 pounds per acre, The great success 
attending the efforts to improve the fertility of the college-farm 
has excited much interest among the neighboring farmers, and led | 

» toa general improvement of the agriculture of the surrounding | 

country. Similar success has attended the labors of the superin- 

- tendent of the experimental farm, called the Experimental Station, 
_ near Courtland, in the valley of the Tennessee river, referred tc in 

our report for 1875. The superintendent says: “The grasses are . 

splendid, far exceeding my most sanguine hopes, and came out of 
the draught unscathed, except timothy, which is not so promising. | 

| They are the admiration of all who see them, and demonstrate that a 
ours is a grass-growing country. ee a 

-_. The college building represented in the accompanying engraving, : 
is a fine brick edifice, 70 feet long, 60 wide, and three stories high oo 

_ above the basement, and is said to be the best-constructed building _ 

in the state. In the basement there are seven rooms, and twenty- 
- six in the stories above. They consist of lecture, recitation, pro- _ | 

fessors’ laboratory, cabinet, library, drawing, reading, assembly and a 

o ordnance rooms, and a gymnasium. They are well finished and | 

airy, those of the basement being 10 feet. high, of the first and = 

_° second stories 17, and of the third 13, and each of the towers is 85. 7 
The sum of $1,400 has been expended during the year forimprove- = 

ments of various kinds and repairs on the buildings. The annnal : 

interest derived from the proceeds of the congressional land-scrip | 
is nominally $20,280, but in consequence of the depreciated state | 

 eertificates in which it is paid, the college actually receives, on an “ 
average, only about $16,224. | : | | 

nee Professors during the collegiate year, 5; assistants, 2; students, | 
. 104; pursuing agricultural or mechanical studies, 80. he 

ae oe ARKANSAS. | . 

Arkansas Industrial University, at Fayetteville; N. P. Gates, 
A. M., president. — The annual interest derived from the proceeds oe 
of the congressional land-grant now amounts. to $10,400. The experi- 

~ mental farm contains 160 acres, andis valued at $12,000. Experi- wee 
ments have béen made in testing the qualities and adaptability of =» 
‘Tappahannock wheat, Surprise oats, and clover. Ten acres seeded aS
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to clover, which has been considered a very doubtful crop in Arkan- | 

sas, have yielded very largely, and indications are that it will suc- | 

-* . geed well in that climate on soil properly prepared. All the labor | 

on the farm has been performed by the’ students, at prices varying | 

from 5 to 10 cents per hour, according to their efficiency or skill. ~ 

_. Professors in the university, 9; assistants, 3; students, 270; stu- | 

os dents in the agricultural course, 25; in the mechanical,. 20. The 

__- professors give instruction in common in the university and the | | 

oo) agricultural and mechanical department. y a | 

ae a CALIFORNIA. ee 

| University of California — Colleges of Agriculture and | 

— - Mechanies, at Berkeley; John Le Conte, M.D., president.—The = 

-——— gourse of study in the college of agriculture has been so changed = 

os during the year as to include three instead of two years in the un- — | 

-. dergraduate course, general and economic botany being taught in — 

the sophomore instead of the junior year. ‘Students are not only 

ee 7 enrolled in separate colleges, but in each college they may enter ae 

on regular or special courses. The special courses are adapted to. | 

_ those who desire to acquire proficiency in a single branch, or who 

| are unable to remain long enough to pursue a full course. Special- 

| ists are also received into post-grad uate courses in chemistry and “ 

engineering, and such other specialties as may be provided by the : 

heads of the different departments. An opportunity isthus offered 

oo to any student who may feel himself deficient in abranch of study 

- which he has pursued in the regular course, to acquire such addi- 

eo - tional information as he may desire. : | | | 

, _ The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres- 

\ sional land-grant is now $45,000.. The college-farm contains 200 | 

acres, and valued at $200,000. This includes the whole domain at 

- Berkeley, 40 acres of which have been under cultivation with ex- 

perimental crops. It is the design of the university to develop _ 

a this domain for the purpose of illustrating the capabilities of the : 

_. state for special cultures, as forests, fruits, field-crops, ete. It will, | _ 

therefore, be the station where new plants and processes will be | oo 

| tested and the results made known to the public. Experiments | 

-. have been made on the effects of different depths of plowing and 

"on five kinds of fertilizers in the production of wheat and oats. In 

_ the laboratory, investigations have been conducted in the an-
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—_ alyses of soils, sudsoils, fertilizers, waters and their purification, aca 
ss gape syrups, seeds of the Rhamnus Californicus, proposed as a - 

a ‘substitute for, coffee, and of commercial products for economic Se 
| use. The garden of economic botany has’also been improved by en 

grading and underdraining. 7 - a | 

Professors in the colleges, 10; assistants, 9; students, 50; pro- | 

fessors in all the. departments, 12; assistants, 23; students, 307. 

. 20 OT CONNECTICUT. | | Oo 

YX ale College — Sheffield Scientific School at New Haven; Bev 
_ Noah Porter, D. D., LL. D., president—The Peabody Museum eS 

of Natural History, referred to in our last report, is now completed, - 

a ata cost of $140,000; including cases, $175,000., The money was. 7 

given. for this purpose by George Peabody, of London. The plan 7 

of the building is so arranged that it can be enlarged at any time - 

| when more room is needed without injuring its symmetry or beauty. 
- The basement is devoted to the sandstone collections of fossil 
-. foot-prints from the Connecticut Valley and to work and store- | 

fe - rooms 3. the first story, to the mineral-cabinet and revitation and oe 

lecture rooms ; the second, to geology ; the third, to zodlogy; the = 
| fourth, to archeology and ethnology. A part of the collections 

have already been deposited in their appropriate rooms and syste- - 

matically arranged. The museum is now open to students daily. | | 

Instruction in mineralogy, zodlogy, and comparative anatomy will. | 

be given in this building, and the laboratory of determinative min- 

eralogy has already been moved into it. During the past two years | . 

two professors have been added to the faculty of the school, Wil-_ . 
| liam G. Mixter, Ph. B., professor of chemistry, and Sidney I. 7 

- Smith, Ph. B., professor of comparative anatomy. These pro- 

. fessorships are both new, and the gentlemen selected to fill them 

| have prepared themselves by study in this country and in Germany = 
_ with special reference to the particular branches they are required > 

| to teach. © | a oe 

_' Large additions have been made to the zodlogical collections, | 
mo consisting of fishes, insects, and a vast number of the lower orders. _ 

| _ of invertebrates. The geological cabinet has also been increased Pag 

by several thousand species of interesting vertebrate fossils, col- 
lected in different parts of the country. Among the especially in- 2 
teresting additions may be mentioned the skeleton of the celebra- oe
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| ted mare Esnea, rope from Arabia, and aiseries of fifty casts oo 

_ of human and other mammalian brains, obtained from the Royal. 
. College of Surgeons, London. In geology, excursions are made. 

for the purpose of examining geological phenomena and making | 

7 special collections of: rocks and minerals. <The governing board in a 

| their report say that the school has always. had students pursuing a 

agricultural studies, although the number. taking the regular agri- —_ 

oe cultural course has been small; that its teachers in agriculture 

"from the foundation of the ‘school have wielded a powerful in- 

— fluence, not only in this state, but also throughout the whole coun-_ ; 

Wels try, in matters appertaining to both practical and scientific agricul- . 

on ture, and that the trustees have constantly endeavored to carry out. 

“ice the intent of the congressional act of 1862 in every particular. i 

aes ‘ The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congressional. | 

land-grant is $8,100.. A donation of $1,000 has been made for | | 
| painting Sheffield Hall, and the work was completed during the = 

“Summer vacation. PON a ee oe 

te Professors in the scientific school, 16; assistants, 15; students,  —- « 

280; professors in all departments, 48; assistants, 41 students, 1,021. a8 

Cee | _,: DELAWARE. | eg 

a Delaware Uollege, at Newark ; William H. Purnell, LL. D., . 

president.— No changes have been made in the general manage- — 

| ment of the college. The annual interest derived from the proceeds | 

of the congressional landscrip grant is now $4,980. The professor = 

of agriculture has a farm of 80 acres. The students cultivate por- 

tions of it for instruction in practical agriculture, while those who 
OO perform labor not educational receive a liberal compensation, by 

_ which they are enabled to pay a part of their college expenses: It - 

"Gg the design of the college to give the students such a course of | 

thorough instruction in agriculture as will enable them to conduct. 

the operations of the farm intelligently and profitably, and, at the | mes 

same time, secure thorough mental discipline by the introduction: 

| of such other studies as constitute a substantial education. The | 

usual crops have been cultivated on the farm, among which the __ 

/ sugar-beet has received special attention by the professor of agri- 

>. gulture, who promises a full account of his experiments and their 

~~ -*- results in a report soon to be published. _ oe | OO 

- Professors, D3 assistants, 33 students, 43, 16 of whom were pur-_ 

| suing agricultural or mechanical ‘studies. a a
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- Florida State Agricultural Collége, at Hau Gallie; Mr. Wile 

liam Watkin Hicks president of the trustees. — The college build- 

ing, referred to in our report of last year, has been completed. It 

- is fire-proof, having stone partitions between the rooms and a tin: 7 

roof, and is designed principally for lecture-rooms. ‘ A dormitory, | 

_ tool-house, and other outbuildings have also been built during the 

year. The trustees intend to erect the main college edifice and - 

several cottages as soon as the means can be furnished. Thecol- . 2 | 

lege has not yet been opened, but it is expected that the work of — oe 

instruction will commence early in the spring of 1877. . Professor oo 

_ A. G. Hill has been employed by the trustees to take charge.of | 
the buildings, the improvement of the college grounds, and-the | 

- experimental farm. A fine pair of mules and the necessary tools 

for farm-work have been provided, and a beginning has been made - 
in clearing up the farm for planting an orange-grove and other | 

tropical fruits. | 
The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres-— 

sional land-grant now amounts to $6,068, and is paid regularly in — - 

gold. +The college owns 4,000 acres of good land, mostly. wild, which 7 

is valued at $3,000, and the improvements : already made at $2,500. 

Of this land, 2,320 acres, besides several village lots, were given by | 

W. H. Gleason, and 1,000 by W. R. Arno. | , | 

| An avenue nearly two miles long and various cross streets about 

the buildings have been opened and arein good condition for travel. | 

An avenue has also been opened from Indian River to Lake Wash- 

ington, a distance of six miles. It passes through the college lands | 

and greatly increases their value. About one hundred lots in the 

village- plat have been surveyed and will soon be put into the mar- | 

ket for sale. All the land,.except what is reserved for the college _ 
‘grounds, park, and experimental farm, will ultimately be sold for 

the. benefit of the college. College Place is opposite to College a | 

Park, and is designed for the site of the main college edifice. The | | 
| location is high, salubrious, and picturesque. . | a oy 

eae GEORGIA. | Be 

| University of Georgia — Georgia State College of Agriculture » 
and the Mechanic Arts, at Athens; Rev. Henry H. Tucker, D.
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9 D., LL. D., chancellor of the university, L. H. Charbonnier, A. a 
ee M., president of the college.—No important changes have been | 

| made during the year. A considerable amount of apparatus kas. | 
_ been purchased for illustration in natural history and chemistry. | 

_. :The interest derived from the proceeds of the congressional land- 
grant is now $17,010, of which $3,000 are paid tothe North Georgia | 

| Agricultural College, at Dahlonéga. The college farm contains 60 
coe acres, and is valued at $1,500, not including the stone house -on it, 

which originally cost $24,000. Experiments have been: made on © 
+> the farm in the culture of cotton, corn, wheat, oats and potatoes. — 

oy The prominent agricultural studies with which the students are re- 
-, ‘quired to become familiar are agricultural chemistry, physics, me- 

| chanics, botany, zodlogy, economics, geology, and jurisprudence. _ 
----Tt_ is proposed by the trustees to put in operation, as soon as 

| means will permit, a physical laboratory, in which students will 
_* have an opportunity of experimentally verifying the laws of mechan- 

oe ics and physics illustrated in the lecture-room 3. such as the laws of | 
| the mechanical powers, friction, specific gravity, hydronomics, heat, 

electricity, and magnetism, A large hall, 34 by 50 feet, is used by 
a the students in drawing. They are employed in this exercise dur- 

ing a part of the course from one to two hours each day. | The full - 
_ course includes orthographic and. isometrical projections, develop- 

_, ment of surfaces, practical prospective, linear, free-hand and object . 
| | drawing, building and architectural drawing, masonry drawing,  - 

drafting for carpenters, mechanical drawing, drawing and shading 
from solid objects, drawing copies, as teeth of wheels, details of 

| the steam-engine, lathes, drilling-machines, pumping-machines, and — 
_ hydraulic-presses. The students are exercised in military tactics — 

| three times a. week during the year. The state legislature, at its 

last session, granted to the university two hundred stands of arms, 
| to be used by the students of the ‘state college and the academic 

Ss departments. One hundred stands have already been received. 

All the students of these departments are required to take part in 
 theregular military drills “unless excused for satisfactory reasons. | 

| Professors in the college, 8 ; students, 935; professors in all the _ 

+ departments, 28; assistants, 5; students, 512. | 
_ North Georgia Agricultural College (a department of the uni 

| . versity), at Dahlonega; David W. Lewis, A. M., president— _ 

_ The part ofthe annual interest received by this college on the pro-
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ceeds of the congressional land-grant ‘is $3,000. The college-farm : 

contains 25 acres, and is valued at $1,000. In consequence of its Ss 

limited means, and for other reasons, the college has not been able 

to enter upon experiments in practical agriculture on the farm. 
| Most of the young men in the college are the sons of farmers, who 

| have more knowledge of farming than of books. As soon as they 

| are sufficiently advanced in the rudimentary branches, they will. | 
enter upon a regular course of instruction in agriculture. .Educa- _ 

tion in that part of the state is in a backward condition, and the | 

board of trustees have been making strenuous efforts to raise the - 

_ standard by establishing common schools in all parts of the sur- 

_ rounding country, and educating competent teachers to instruct | 
| them. For this ‘purpose a normal department has, for some time, | 

been established in connection with the college, and no fewer than 

| fifty young men and women who received their education in this’ a 

school were engaged as teachers during a portion of this year. | : 
| The trustees are now fitting up rooms, which will be free of rent, = 

| expressly for young men who obligate themselves to teachin the  —- 

fall months. By these facilities, and free tuition, the expenses of  =—=s—__ 
| living have been much diminished,and students by clubbing together, 

_-° ‘have, in some instances, reduced them to about $6 per month. As _ a 

goon as the students and people are prepared for it, and means. oS 

.  ¢@an be provided, it is proposed by the trustees to establish aschool — 
- of mines as a department of the college. Dahlnoega is located in 

the midst of the gold-belt of Georgia. Gold-mines exist in the im- 

mediate vicinity of the college, and nearly all the precious metals 

‘-. may be found within a short distance from it. In the Opinion of 

-__-Professor Raymond and other geologists, no better location for such Lo: 

Z a school can be found in the United States. Many of the young 
_ men now in the college have some practical. knowledge of mines 

and mining. The college has been in operation four years, and has 

_ already had under its instruction nearly one thousand students. — | 

_ The average attendance has been very high, not being surpassed by — | 
any other-institution in the state. = Sn | 

- Professors, 5 ; students, 245, 30 of whom pursued agricultural or s— 

mechanical studies. | | | Ea 
| Oo | ILLINOIS. | ea | 

: . Iinois Industrial University, at Urbana ; John M. Gregory, 

LL. D., regent.—The annual interest derived from the proceeds of
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- the congressional land-grant is now $28,200. None of the land has - 

a been sold during the year. Experiments were made on the exper- os 

- {mental farm with chemical and other fertilizers to ascertain their — | 

relative value as. compared with stable-manures in the different | oe 

modes of applying the latter, and in feeding cattle to test the effect / 

. : of the quantity of food consumed. Investigations have also been | 

made upon the temperature of the svil in different situations and 
_» under different treatment, upon the depth of roots of ordinary field- 

--_ grops, and upon microscopic and injurious fungi. The experimen- | 
tal farm contains 160 acres, and is valued at $16,000. Itis used . 

_. for experiments in testing the different varieties and modes of cul-_ 

oy. ture in field-crops and in the treatment of soils, about 60 acres being 

devoted to this purpose. It is also used for experiments in horti- | Oe 

culture and feeding animals of different ages and development on : 

__- various kinds of food. There is another farm called the stock-farm. 

7 It contains 410 acres, and is valued at $40,000. A large stock-barn ts; 
- has been provided for it, with fronts north and west, each 80 feet . 

a long, and each limb or L is 40 feet wide, being fitted up with sta- | 

bles, pens, yards, cooking-rooms, steam-boiler for steaming food, | ‘ 

and engine for grinding, thrashing, and cutting. This farm is de- _ | 

signed more especially for breeding and rearing all kinds of valu- 
| able stock, but is also used to illustrate practical agriculture and to ; 

| . exhibit to farmers a model farm. The barn on the experimental — 

farm is of less size, but is fitted up with great convenience,and =~ 
| _ supplied witha mill. for grinding feed, which is run by a large wind- 

7 mill. These farms have been very successfully conducted during - 
Oo the. year under the direction of the head farmer, Mr. Edwin L. 

| Lawrence, both in exneriments and profit, showing a balance of 

about $3,500 in their favor. ee Oye 
. The university claims to have made a larger exhibit at the Cen-— 

oe tennial than any other institution of learning, for which it received. 

| us a medal. Medals were also awarded to it for a cabinet of the _ 

| os woods and minerals of Illinois, which: it collected. It also exhib- 

ited a collection. of climatic varieties of maize, obtained from the ae | 

whole extent. of the corn-growing region of the North American | 

continent. The practical departments are gaining in popularity — 

| and efficiency, and the number of students is increasing. Inthe _ 

| -machine-shop, the odontograph, referred to last year, is now made. | 

: ‘in quantities for sale to the trade. Three other inventions have |
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been patented. A number of. compound microscopes, excellent = 

. working instruments of new'patterns, are now being finished. ae 

: Professors in the university, 13. assistants, 14; students, 386; of oe 

whom 303 were gentlemen and 83 ladies; professors and assistants = — 

engaged in giving instruction in agricultural and mechanical | 

studies, 15; students in agriculture and horticulture, 49; in me- 

chanical studies, 138. la Se - os 

a  ENDIANAL , 

| Purdue University—Indiana Agricultural College, at La 
Fayette; Emerson E. White, LL. D., president. — Judge John a 

Purdue, who donated $150,000 to the university, died on the 12th | a 

of September, 1876, in the seventy-fourth: year of his age. The 

money was to be paid in ten equal installments of $15,000 each. 7 

At the time of his death six installments, $90,000, had been paid, , 

and the remainder, $60,000, was voluntarily secured by him on a | 

valuable tract of real estate situated in Warren county. The | 

university has been reorganized during the year, and now embraces 
three departments: 1, the university academy; 2, the college of | 

general science; 3, special schools of science and technology. The _ 

agricultural and mechanical college is included in the last depart- , 

ment, which embraces the schools of agriculture and horticulture, a 

- civil engineering, industrial design, physics and mechanics, chem- - 

istry and metallurgy, and natural.history.  =—s_ | Oo 7 

The buildings of the university now completed and in use are a 
the boarding-house, dormitory, laboratory, boiler and gas house, 

- military~ hall, gymnasium, farm-house, and barn. The barn has_ | 

| been. built during the year, at a cost of $4,000. It is 42 by 60 feet, 

- with. stone basement, and all the improvements of modern con- 

_ struction. The rooms of the dormitory are now used for recitation 

rooms, cabinet, and library. A large college building, with suita-_ 

ble rooms for recitation, chapel, library, cabinet, and societies is | 

now in course of construction. The foundation walls and base- - 

- ment story are finished, and it is expected that the building will be . 
completed during 1877. Other improvements have been made on = 

_ grounds, farm, etc., to the amount of $4,239. Also, $3,442 were | 

paid for apparatus and machinery, and $1,051 for books and peri- 

odicals. The college is well supplied with apparatus for imparting - 
instruction in agriculture and the mechanic arts. The farm is og
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| - Jarge, in good condition, and well stocked; and students in the 

| mechanic arts have an opportunity of working a part of each day 

a at the bench, vise, lathe, drill, or planer. In the laboratory analy- | 

ses have been made in various soils, indigenous woods, and milk 
- from the farm cows, A large number of forest and ornamental 

7 trees have been set out, two acres planted with grapes, and four 

acres with orchard trees of various kinds. es - oe 

Phe annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres- | 

sional land-grant is now $20,314. The college farm contains 159 ° 

acres, and is valued at $47,700. Experiments have been madein 

7 the culture of various crops. One hundred and sixty bushels of 

oe Fulz wheat were raised on five and one-third acres, 120 bushels of 7 

| - Alabama wheat on five and two-thirds acres, 360 bushels of oats 

a on ten acres, 1,950 bushels of corn on thirty acres, 75 tons of ‘hay 

on forty-five acres, and a large supply of garden vegetables for the _ 
| - boarding-house during the season and for winter use. Five thor- 

_-- oughbred Jersey cattle and several Berkshire, Essex, and Poland- 
= China swine have been added to the live stock kept. on the farm. 

|  -‘The herd of cattle now consists of five Short-horns and five Jer- — 

.seys. The five Short-horns cost $3,000. oe a eo 

| _ Professors in the university, 6; assistants, 2; students, 120; 16 

a of whom are jp the regular university classes, and the remainder, 

--—--104, are in the preparatory department. Only one student has — 

- been pursuing a course of agricultural studies, but it is probable 

that several now in the preparatory department will enter upon’ 

| this course when they are properly prepared to do so. 7 | 

| Se - TOWAL | oe a 

: Iowa State Agricultural College, at Ames ; AS. Welch, LL. 

D., president. —It has been a prominent object of the trustees to 
| make this college really an agricultural and mechanical institution. _ 

ee Seven-eighths of the branches taught have an immediate relation 

oe to agriculture and the mechanic arts. During the year special — 

a courses have been prepared in chemistry, botany, veterinary sci- 

ence, geology, physics, and general agriculture; so that any student 

| who desires to do so may become a proficient in any one of them, © 

_. A boiler-house has been erected and a new heating apparatus put 

- into the main college building, by which it is heated throughout 
by steam. The building has also been thoroughly repaired, at an
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expense of $15,000. The heating apparatus cost $11,000. Seven | 

pure-blood Short-horns have been. purchased for the farm. | 

~ The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres- | 

sional land-grant now amounts to $34,822. The number of acres | 

of the grant sold during the fiscal year is 5,956, at $2.20 per acre, 

and the number remaining unsold is 175,244.. The experimental 

farm contains 850 acres, and is valued at $51,000. - Experiments 

have been made with different varieties of grain and corn, and | 

with grasses; also, chemical analyses of several of the cereals, as 

corn, oats, rye, and barley, have been made by the chemist. Nearly a 

all the heavy work on the farm has been performed by students, | 

largely from the freshman class, who have been paid for their labor - 

from 8 to 9 cents per hour. A few seniors, who have special ‘capa- a | 

city for the business, are employed as foremen under the several : 

superintendents. At the spring of the year the young men are | 

detailed for manual labor, in convenient numbers, to the farm, gar- 

den, and workshop; and the young women are appointed to the 

different departments of the dining-room and kitchen. No differ- 

ence is made in the pay of the young men and young women for a 

their labor. | | | a : | | 

| Sixty-nine of the ninety-nine counties of the state sent students 

| to the college. The largest number was from Story county, in | 

which the college is located, being fifty-six. Several hundred vol- 

umes have been added to the library, which now contains 5,000 - 

volumes, among which may be mentioned the Encyclopedia Brit- - 
annica, Chambers’ Encyelopsedia, and the American Cyclopzedia, 

~ Audubon’s Birds of America, and the prominent works on agricul-  . 

ture, horticulture, and applied science. | | So : 

| Professors, 7; assistants, 8; students, 300, 62 of whom were in _ 

the agricultural course, and 13 in the mechanical. Se | 

| - an oe | KANSAS. | | | So a 

Kansas State Agricultural College, at Manhattan; Rev. John 

_ A. Anderson, president.— During the year a laboratory building, a 

having the form of a cross, has been built of stone, at a cost of ar 

$8,000. It is one story, containing a large office, lecture-room, oS 

balance-room, and four spacious rooms for laboratory work. The _ oe 
professor of chemistry, William K. Kedzie, says that the building == 

has more than realized the expectations which has been entertained .
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_ . of it.. The water-system proves perfect. The sky-light ventila- 7 
. tors maintain the air of the working-laboratory as fresh asa home — ; 

ee parlor. The.system of sky-light ventilators in the large physical | 
Loe laboratory gives not only admirable perpendicular light for hand- 

ling apparatus, but, when partitioned off by white screens, furnishes | 
| an apartment for photograph purposes which is equaled by few 

galleries in the state. Also a stone horticultural building has been __ 
: _... erected, one story high, with basement, ana containing two large — 
---Jeeture-rooms, recitation-rooms, workshop and cellars. Besides 

these, a small blacksmith-shop, with two forges, has: been built. 
‘The college buildings now completed are as follows: The oldcol- 

os _ lege building, three stories, 40 by 60; college building, two stories, 
_ 42 by 100; laboratory building, one story, 109 by 109; horticultural | 

building, one story, 31 by 80; mechanical building, two stories : 38 ee 
| by 102; and blacksmith-shop, 20 by 40; all of stone except the lat- 

ter, which is of wood. Bo ae as 
| The college-farm contains 225 acres, and is valued at $25,000. 

/ | Experiments. have been made with corn, wheat, rye, oats, potatoes, 
ee and grasses. In the experiment of potatoes, 250 varieties were em- 

, , ployed, including nearly all those cultivated in the eastern states. 
Those which succeeded best were the Kansas, Chenery, Red Jacket, 

| _ Carpenter’s Seedling, Extra Early White, Great Britain, and Ohio _ 
Beauty. Among the forage-plants and grasses, alfalfa, timothy, 

_ and orchard-grass proved the most satisfactory. The result of the 
a experiment with corn, by planting in hills and drills, was 624 bush- 

‘ els per acre by the former mode and 71 by the latter. An experi-— 
| ment in labor on the farm is being tried by giving to each student — 

oo who desires it the use of a plat of land, teams, etc., and al- 
a lowing him to cultivate it as he pleases, under the direction of the 

ss superintendent, and to have the profit ofthe crop. This is extra — 
_ labor, as all the students are required by the regulations of the | 

os _ college to devote daily one hour each to educational labor without 

-» ‘The annual interest from the proceeds of the congressional land- 

| | grant is $20,491. During the fiscal year 5.604 acres have been 
a sold, at $5.83 per acre, and 31,461 acres'remain unsold. A -paper, 

called the Industrial, is published weekly by the printing depart- 
-. nent of the college, on a neat quarto sheet. at 5 cents per year, 

postage prepaid. It is devoted principally to science and college 

matters. Oo |
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| Professors, 6; assistants, 8; lecturers, 2; students, 303, 186 males 7 
and 117 females, all pursuing agricultural or mechanical studies. 
In addition to the regular six years’ course of. study, females re- - | 

_ ceive practical instruction in dréss-making, printing, telegraphy, | 
-scroll-sawing, carving, engraving, photography, and instrumental 

|  RENTUCKY, 20 7 

oo Kentucky University — Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
at Lexington; John B. Bowman, LL. D., regent. — No changes 
have been made in the course of study, except that the military 
school has been placed on the same basis as the other schools, and , 
made optional. The patronage of the college has been considera- 4 

| bly reduced for the last two or three years by the necessity of dis- 
couraging the attendance of poor young men, not state students, 

- who wished to secure their education by their labor, for the com-- 
' pensation of whick no means were available. | 
o The farm contains 433 acres, and is valued at $130,000. Experi- . 

- _ ments have been made with new varieties of wheat, rye, oats, and 
hemp. The Clawson wheat, furnished by the Department of Agri- 
culture, proved to be a successful variety. Valuable collections of 
plants have been received from the commissioner of agriculture and_ 
the superintendent of the congressional greenhouses at Washing- ee 
ton. The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the con- | 
gressional land-grant is $9,900. ‘a “ wee . / 

Professors in the college, 7; assistants, 1; students, 94, all pursu- 
ing agricultural or mechanical studies; professors in the university, 

- 24; assistants, 3; students 278,00 So 

— Louisana State Agricultural and Mechanical College, at New . : 
| Orleans; Mr. J. L. Cross, president. — The “Board of Control” = 
_ say that the college has made very satisfactory progress during the : 

past year, and that, considering the short time it has been inop- 
eration and the limited means at its command, they may justly — Oo 

_. feel a pride in its present flourishing condition. At the close of 
_ the summer session six gold medals were bestowed on the most’ : 

_ deserving students, according to general merit, as indicated by the. a 
result of daily. markings for scholarship and deportment. The ns
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night-school has been continued for the convenience. of mechanics - 

a and other students, who, in consequence-of daily labor at their 

oe trades, cannot attend during the day; and such has been its popu- - 

. larity and success, that there are now fifty students in constant at- 

_ tendance on its exercises. The chemical and philosophical appara- - 

tus is quite deficient at present, bat additions will be made as soon 

_ ag an approprfation from the state can be obtained. | 

PN The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the land-scrip — 

| grant now amounts to $13,7 34. The part of the’ fund, amounting - 

| to $130,800, pledged by the state to make good the loss occasioned 

wee when the proceeds of the national endowment was consolidated 

into new state bonds, has not yet been paid, and no interest is at 

present derived from this source. A bill has been prepared and > 

presented to the legislature of the state, which provides for its pay- 

oe ment by a special state tax of three-fourths of a millonadollar. 

It is expected that the fund will be restored to its original value... | | 

‘The land owned by the college comprises 600 acres, apart of 

~ which will’ be used as an experimental farm, when the college’ moe 

eae buildings are erected upon it. The land is valued at $40,000. 

Professors, 6 ; students, 209, of whom 115 were pursuing agri- 

- . gultural or mechanical studies. a , oe 

: a MAINE. re | | | 

| Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, at 

_ Orono; Charles F. Allen, D. D., president.— The terms of the 

a - college-year have been changed from three to two and the courses © 

of study revised. The course for students not intending to pursue. 

| agriculture is called “the course of science and literature.” A. 

| building, called Society Hall, has been erected by the students for | 

- society meetings. A vertical circle, made by Messrs. Repsold and : 

| _ Sons, of Hamburg, Germany, has been added to the astronomical _ 

apparatus, and 271 volumes and 167 pamphlets given to the li- 

- brary. | . | | | | 

- -—-s«sJn. the laboratory, determinations of the percentage of sugar in | 

| various kinds of sugar-beets raised on the farm have been made, 

~ and also numerous analyses of common grasses, clover, and ce- . 

| reals at different stages of their growth, including both roots and | 

| foliage. | Dols, / | 

Experiments have been conducted on the farm in testlng the .
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efficacy of Professor Stockbridge’s fertilizers, the value of different =. 
manures in top-dressing grass-land, the effect of subsoiling on the . 
wheat crop, the different methods of sowing wheat and planting — 
potatoes, the comparative merits of different breeds of cows for | 
the production of milk and butter, and the value of cooked ‘and 

_ raw meal and skimmed milk in feeding swine. The farm contains _ 
370 acres, and is valued at $10,000. The annual interest from the 
proceeds of the congressional land-scrip is $7,864. oe | 

Professors, 6; assistants, 2 ; Students, 115. All the students oo 
pursue agricultural or mechanical studies. Bn 

ao | ‘MARYLAND. ee 

Maryland Agricultural College, at College Station; William - | 
HI. Parker, President. — The financial condition of the college has. . 
been greatly improved during the last two years. The total amount 
received from the state since September, 1875, is $15,709.50. Dur- 
ing the same period there have been paid on the old college debt | 
$10,561.46 ; for necessary repairs, $3,916.89 ; and on the farm, 7 
$1,138.25. The amount remaining unpaid on the debt is $2,215.42; 

_ due for tuition, $1,436.86 ; leaving the present indebtedness of the . 
 collegé only $778.56. | ESS RSLS RL gh CT ess 

Experiments have been made on the farm with wheat, rye, barley, ae 
_ garden seeds, fertilizers, Cotswold sheep, and Berkshire and Ches- 

ter hogs. Twenty-one acres have been sown with wheat and grass, | . 
and fertilized with Missouri bone, British. mixture, and Taylor su- 
perphosphate, at the rate of 200 pounds per acre. The boundaries 
of each kind of fertilizer used were marked, so that its effects could 

_. be easily ascertained. There have been raised on the farm 800 | 
: bushels of shelled corn, 200-of oats, 600 of turnips, large quantities © 

of both summer and winter vegetables, and 80 tons of hay. Five —~ 
Cotswold sheep sheared 55 pounds of wool, 8 calves were sold, and 
2,000 pounds of pork will be packed. The farm contains 285 acres, _ 
and is valued at $14,250. The annual interest on the proceeds of 
the’ congressional land-script is $6,900... oe _ 

Professors, 6; students, 77, 40 of whom pursued agricultural or — | 
mechanical studies. ae — tg oe ee =: 

nee | "MASSACHUSETTS. | mS, ve 

Massachusetts Agricultural College, at Amherst; William. - 
Clark, Ph. D., LL. D., President, —In consequence of an invita- oo 

28 —Srt. Ag. Soc. | | . oo
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—* ¢ion from the government of Japan, President Clark obtained: : 

---Yeave of absence and sailed for that country on the 1st of June, 

-. 4876, for the purpose of establishing there an agricultural college ce 

Hike that of Massachusetts. . Three. graduates of the college went _ 

with him, expecting to remain as professors., The professor of 

oo veterinary science and practice has been dismissed, in consequence ; 

of inadequacy of means to pay his salary, and the superintendent 

| of the farm has been superseded by a graduate of the college... ne 

‘The farm contains 383 acres, and is valued at $37,000. Great im- 

= provements have been made on it during the year by underdrain- _ 

ee ing, grading, and filling depressions 3; and a change has also been 

. made in its general objects and management. — Experiments have 

been conducted in growing crops with chemical fertilizers, and in _ 

7 feeding fruit-bearing plants with different substances to ascertain - 

- * their effect on the quality and quantity of the fruit produced. ‘Pro- | 

a fessor Stockbridge says that “this is the eighth year that crops 

ne have been grown on the same land with chemicals, and, as a result, — 

it may be said that it is conclusively proved that chemicals may be © 

substituted for barn-yard manure, if they are properly compounded 

- and used.. In fact, in some circumstances these are altogether - 

preferable. -In answer to the inquiry whether these fertilizersdo — 

not. leave. the land in an exhausted condition, he says that his ex-— 

ae periments thus far show that it is left in a better condition than 

so before the crops were taken from it ; and as ,to the cost ‘of fertil- | 

izers, it is not so great that the crop does not pay a large profit over 

the cost of production. By this method of culture he has raised 

o 104 bushels of shelled corn per acre. Both the prepared fertilizers 

| and the materials for compounding them can be obtained in Bos- 

| ton. In the laboratory, analyses of plants, milk, and fertilizers 

os ‘have been made on a large scale, and also of animal excretions, to 

oo ; ascertain how they are affected, as to their quality for fertilizers, by 

the food the animal consumes. a S a See oo 

— - The annual interest derived from the part (two-thirds) of the 

; — congressional land-grant received by this college amounts to $8,022. 

The national endowment fund has, at different times, received large | 

oo additions by the state, so that the permanent interest-bearing fund | 

oe _ of the college is $360,067. A post-graduate course has been pro-,. 

: _vided, by which graduates of colleges and scientific schools may . 

_ - pursue their studies under the direction of President Clark in
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~ botany, Professor Goessmann in chemistry, or other membersof  —_— the faculty. in their respective departments. A model dairy-house | 
has been built, with all the modern appliances ; also a steam boiler | and engine have been placed in the barn to cut and steam fodder | . and-roots, and for all purposes for which power is needed. The barns, sheds, and farm:house have been painted and otherwise im- ‘proved. - a a a 

Professors, 5 ; assistants, 3; students, 11i. a oe 
, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, dt Boston > Sohn D. 

| Fiunkle, Ph. D., LL. D., President.— A new department, called 
“ Practical mechanism,” has been opened, designed espétially for | a the benefit of those who wish to become master-mechanics, rather 

than engineers, and for affording a course of thorough preparation _ 
7 for all the higher courses in the institute. There is no other school | 

for’ mental working, so far as is known, conducted on the same a _ plan, except in Russia. For admission the applicant must be fif- | - teen years of age, and pass a satisfactory examination in arithme- | tie, geography, spelling, punctuation, English composition, English | 
ae and American history, and algebra through simple equations, The | 

course, occupying two years, includes shop instruction, algebra, a | 
plane and solid geometry, rhetoric and composition, mechanical oo 

and free-hand drawing, English literature, and the French lane 
guage. So een _—_ - 7 | _ Tuition in this.course of two years is a $125 a year. For amore 
detailed account, of this system, the reader is referred to the report : | of Dr, John D. Runkle, president of the institute, on the “Russian | ~ system of shop-work instruction for engineers and machinists,” - _ By the co-operation of the Woman’s Education Association of Boston, new laboratories have been provided for the special in- — struction of women. The design is to furnish every facility forthe 

. study of chemical analysis, industrial chemistry, mineralogy, and 7 a chemistry, as related to ‘vegetable and animal physiology. These 7 - , - gourses are intended for such persons as may be able to devote their whole time to the work, as well as for those who can spend only a _ few hours a week in the exercises. The laboratories are open from | as half-past eight in the morning till half-past five in the afternoon. as 
- ‘Students in these laboratories pay the same tuition as other stu- a 
dents in the institute. The institute, however, provides ‘seyeral - 
courses unconnected with this without.charge for tuition, the ex- _ -
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one ‘pense being paid by the trustee of the Lowell Institute. The an-_ | 

nual ‘nterest derived from the part (one-third) of the proceeds of 

the congressional land-grant received by this ‘institute, is now. / 

$4,011. | Os 
ae : 

Professors, 21; assistants, 15, students, 293. Of this number, 54 a 

were ladies, 38 of whom were special students in design; 14 special : 

| students in chemistry, and 2 students in the first year not candi- 

- og hs dates for a degree. oe Ee ae ES 

ae EE ge aes "MICHIGAN. . ns ce | 

|. Michigan State Agricultural College at Lansing; Theophilus a 

ee CO. Abbott, LL. D., President. —The college year has been divided 

into three terms instead of two, but its length has not been altered. 

ee appears to be a primary object of the directors to make itinthé = 

a highest degree agricultural, and a considerable portion of the time 

is devoted yearly to original investigation. Special attention is 

given to the study of botany. The freshman class devote one-third _ 

FO one-half of their time to it daily for eighteen weeks, and are re- 

quired to make rigid analyses and microscopic dissections of a great an 

number of plants, both phenogamic and cryptogamic, with the most 

aaa approved instruments. | ee OE 

nes Experiments have been made in the garden by the botanist with 1 

49 hundred and forty-four varieties of potatoes, and the yield of _ 

each is given. He has also conducted some interesting experi- 

‘ments in the production of new varieties. The seeds of fifty varie- - 

| . Sas ties were sown in boxes, hot-beds and in the greenhouse, at the — 

time of sowing seeds for early tomatoes. When of sufficient size, 

ne a. selection was made of the plants, and they. were set two inches 

oo apart each way, and, after danger from frost was passed, were reset, 

\ ~~ two feet apart, in rows in the garden. About six hundred of them 

‘produced potatoes. The yield was surprising. Instead of a few 

little tubers the size of bullets, many of them were four to five — 

- ~ inches long and of good size. In one instance, a single plant pro- 

duced. eight pounds of potatoes, many of them being of good size. 

~The yield in many cases was better than from old potatoes planted — 

— in the usual way. A test of their qualities will be made next year. 

"From the many experiments which he has made with potatoes, he 

has come to the conclusion that new varities must be originated — 

. every few years, as old ones degenerate in size and quality in most 

a eases, and that farmers ‘will soon make ita common practice to
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raise them themselves. In his experiments with apple-trees, hehas 
found that applying manure close about the foot ofthe trees,orre- 

- moving the grass and cultivating small circles about them, has very | 
little beneficial effect. ‘It is only by cultivating very large circles, - 

a equal to the extent of the branches, or the whole ground, that bene- 
_. ficial results can be obtained. _ Coo BC | 

The college-farm contains 676 acres, and is. valued at $47,320. 

About 300 cares are cultivated with crops in a eee system of | 

rotation. Experiments have been made with White Schonen and 

and Excelsior oats; Clawson, Asiatic, Gold-medal, and Diehl wheat; | 
_ -Yellow-blaze corn; roots and grasses. The Gold-medal wheat | 

po yielded best. The students have been paid for their labor on the 
| farm and elsewhere during the year $4,464, the price paid them | 
RO being about 10 cents per hour. The farm-crops were valued: at OO 

| $3,154, and the labor required for their production $2,819. The © 

farm live stock is worth $10,888, and the implements $1,685. The 
annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congressional : 

| _ land:grant, is now $16,880. Of this grant there have been sold 

: during the fiscal year 2,474 acres, at an average price of $8.38 per 

acre, and 164,799 remain unsold. Three hundred and twenty-eighth -° . 
volumes have been added to the library, and twenty-seven agricul- 

| tural, scientific and literary periodicals are received regularly by A 
_ the college. 7 ee - | 

Professors, 6; assistants, 5 students, 166, 4 of whom are ladies. | 

| | — MENNESOTA, oo 

| oes University of Minnesota — Colleges of Agriculttre and Me- - 
|. chante Arts, at Minneapolis, William Folwell, M.A., President. — 
Se The plant-house has been completed, and the collection and 

_ propagation of plants commenced.: A belt of trees, designedas a 
— : wind-break, has been planted around the barn and another around oe 

a a portion ofthe barn. | : | , Se wen - - - 

‘The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres- 
wee sional land-grant isnow $13,901. The number of acres of the grant . eee 

, sold during the fiscal year is 3,706, at an average price of $5.44 per os 
| acre; the number remaining unsold is 52,187. The college-farm Soe 

| contains 120 acres, and is valued at $12,000. Experiments. have a - 

been made with 12 varieties of wheat, 20 kinds of fertilizers being eee 

used; with 8 varieties of oats, thick and thin seeded; with five varies
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- ties of corn and 19 varieties of potatoes, both on sandy soil and od 

oo, vegetable loam, 18 kinds of fertilizers being used; and with 225 _ 

varieties of garden-vegetables. It has been found by experiment — ! 

on the farm that corn immersed in tar-water and rolled ingypsum, 
ig twenty-four hours longer in germinating, but that there is no dif- . 

_._. ference in yield, and that birds, squirrels and insects, except the © 

/ wire-worm, do not touch it; that banking up the earth around the 

trunks of trees,about the Ist of September, to a heighth of 15 to | | 

| 30 inches, according to their size, will cause an early ripening of 

| - the wood; and enable the trees to withstand better the sudden — | 

“ _ changes of temperature to which they are subject; that stripping 7 

off the leaves and cutting back the branchés appear to produce ina : 

oe measure the same result; and that want of ‘cuitivation is the great- | 

OO est retarding influence to a successful tree-culture. © 

The professor of agriculture, in giving his views of what an agri- — 

_ é¢ultural college should be, says that intelligent agriculture is based 

7 - upon a knowledge of the natural and physical sciences; therefore 4 

the students should be acquainted with these sciences beforé re- ‘| 

giving systematic and connected instructions in the art and practice : 

of agriculture. All practical instruction is not, however, to be de- 

| ferred until the last year. Verbal instruction and manual practice 

should be provided in each operation as it occurs in the natural = 
oS course of events; but the main part, the body, of practical instruc- 

. tion ean be fully appreciated only when some knowledge of the 

a sciences has been acquired; therefore let language, mathematics, and 

| natural and physical sciences come in the first years of the course, ss 

anil practical agriculture later. The library, museum, stock, farm 7 

: ~ and gardens are to serve as auxiliaries to this course of instruction. oo 

Professors in the Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, 

. 63 assistants, 2 + students, 63 professors in all the departments, 

.. 415 assistants, 8; students, 267, 196 of whom were gentlemen and 

| 1 ladies. oe | | oes - 

| | poe Be MISSISSIPPI. Pg A 

University of Mississippi — College of Agriculture and the — 

Mechanical Arts, at Oxford; General Alexander P. Stewart, . 

ae chancellor.—Few changes have been made in this college since our 

last report. The annual interest derived from one-half of the pro- 

7 ceeds of the congressional land-grant is now received by-this col- ° 

| lege, according ‘to the law of 1875, which amounts to $5,678.75.
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The college-farm contains 100 acres, and is valued at $2,000. The oO 

trustees have suspended | operations on it for the present, but they a : 

‘will probably -be resumed when there are students in the college - 

who need instruetion in practical agriculture. © . : 

The laboratory for practical work in chemistry is large and well © 

. furnished with apparatus. Special attention is given to the chem- | 

istry of geology and its economical products bearing on agriculture. | 

| A collection of several thousand geological specimens from all the 

formations of the state has been made, consisting of various kinds 

of economic rocks, fossils, soils, marls, ete. The collection of soils ee 

is of great interest, having been obtained from every county of the ~ - 

state. The analyses which have been made of most of them show 

all their charazteristics, and enable the student to comprehend at te 

once the agricultural resources of every part of the state. The oe 

_ Markoe collection of minerais is claimed to beinferiorto nonein the = 

| world. . It. includes a large number of rocks, simple minerals, and ee 

oe fossils, sufficient for the fullest illustration of mineralogy and its | 

related subjects. The herbarium contains specimens of all the . 

| - plants indigenous to Mississippi, and some from the adjoining states. 

| Professors in the college, 5 ; assistants, 1}; professors in all the , 

_ departments, 8 ; assistants, 4 ; students, 131. There are no stu- | | 

dents in the college pursuing a regular course in agriculture, but = 

there are 15 in the course of science, which embraces some studies a 

: relating to agriculture and the mechanic arts. oo, 

Alcorn University—Agricultural and Mechanical College, at | 

| Rodney; Kev. Hyram R. Revels, D. D.,'president.—The univer- 

sity is slowly recovering from the embarrassment occasioned by the 
abolition of free scholarships by the state legislature and the re- | 

| moval of the board of trustees and the faculty last year. Qn the = 

- © 20th of July, 1876, Dr. Revels was reappointed president and a pro- ee 

| fessor was added to the faculty, The prospects of the university _ 

gre more encouraging than in 1875 ; but it is believed that at least 7 
two years will be required before it can regain its former standing. Joo 

_ The annual interest. derived from one-half of the proceedsof the 

- €ongressional land-grant, the part now received by this university, oo 

_ amounts to $5,678.75. The experimental farm contains 250 acres, oF 

and is valued at $5,000. ‘Experiments have been made in the cul- 

| ture of yellow Maryland corn, Boyd’s prolific cotton, and with clo- ao 

ver. The results were very satisfactory. Seventy-five acres have t™*”
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been ‘under cultivation. There have been raised 450 bushels of | 

| - corn, 150 bushels of sweet-potatoes, half a bale of cotton, 2,500 
eS bundles of corn-fodder, and 14 tons of hay. a oe 

Professors, 2; assistants, 2 3. students, 5%. None of the students 

OS pursued the agricultural or mechanical course, but 14 were prepar- 

ing to enter upon it as soon as they were able to do so. > oe | 

ES | “MISSOURI, oo eee 

‘University of the State of Missouri—Agricultural and Me- 
eee chanical College, at Columbia; Samuel 8S. Laws, LL. D., presi- . 

deut; George C. Swallow, LL. D., dean of college.—No import-. 

ant changes have taken place in the college during the year. Some — 

_. improvements have been made on the university grounds, which are 
_. Spacious and very tastefully laid out. An engraving of the univer. 

_ sity buildings and a portion of the grounds is here presented. The. 
_._ seientific building or agricultural and mechanical college is alarge | 

edifice built of brick, 106 feet long, 60 ieet wide, and three stories 
high, not including the stone basement. It contains twenty-five 
rooms. Every room is supplied with water and gas, and the chem- __ 
eal laboratory is equipped with the most recent and approved ap- 

| _paratus. | - | | : 

_ ‘The experimental farm contains 640 acres, and is valued at 

| ; $60,000. Experiments have been made in fruits, hedges, forest- 

trees, pear-blight, and several wild plants, with the hope of develop- __ 
_- ing some new principles which may be of benefit to agriculture. It: 

is the determination of the college to enter more extensively upon. _ 
| experimentation with farm-crops than it has previously done. The — 

lectures on agricultural chemistry, delivered to the junior class 
: comprise a scientific exposition of the production of organic matter — 

, _ within the plant, beginning with the structure of the vegetable-cell, 
and proving the office of chlorophyl to be an apparatus for doing | 

_ the chemical work in building up the plant. The nitrogenous con-- 
co! stituentes of the plant are treated in reference to its organs,.to the 

— nitrogenous fertilizers, and to the nitrogen of the air, leading to’ 

_, the considerating of the mineral matter or ash, to the growth of — 

oO plants, and to the soil. The che:nical and physical properties of | 

| the soil, and the relative values of the different fertilizers now in 

- use, and their employment in cultivation as a paying. investment, 

are fully discussed, |
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OO ~The annual. interest derived from the proceeds of the congres- | ie . 
| sional land-grant was $3,040, of which $2,018 were received by the O08 

agricultural and mechanical college, and the remainder, $1,022, by _ | 
. the school of mines ‘and metallurgy, at Rolla. None of the land 
! has been sold during the year. Several thousand dollars have been 
| appropriated for apparatus and large purchases made of books for 
| the library. : | oO BO ee 8 : 

Professors in-the agricultural.and mechanical college, 7; assist- 

. ants, 1 ; students, 21-; professors in all the departments, 17 ; assist- | 

_- ants, 11; students, 391, 70 of whom are in the school of mines and 

metallurgy. SE eS 
_ . Missourt School of Mines and Metallurgy, at Rolla(a depart- 

| ment of the University of the State of Missouri); Charles P. Will-" 
+ dams, Ph. D., director —This school combines theory with prac-. 

| tice. In addition to the duties of ‘schvol-instruction, the director . 
_ and professors, with the assistance of the students, have done a 

| large amount of work for the state in the chemical analyses of lead, — 
copper, zinc, and iron ores from different mines of the state, The | 

_percentage of the several metals and the associated minerals of the a 

ores has been accurately ascertained. Seventeen distinct analyses oe 
_. of lead ores, from different mines, have been made and formulated, 

_ The ores employed in these analyses were of great purity, having 
_ in no case yielded less than 99 per cent. of lead. The associated - 

minerals were arsenic, antimony, silver, copper, iron, cadimum, — 

zinc, and nickel.. It is thought by the director of the school that , 
the results arrived at by these analyses will very much increase the ; 
value of the industrial resources of the state. 

~ Maps of surveys of mines and drawings of furnaces and reduc- . i 
_tion-works have been made by the more advanced students,and 

_ display much art and skill in their preparation. The school re- 
ceived, as its share of the annual interest derived from the proceeds 
of the congressional land-grant, $1,022. None of the land has - 

7 been sold during the year. - | Tee ee es 

Professors, 5; assistants, 1; students, 70. ae es 

DEES / . “eee NEBRASKA. ee - 

 - University of Nebraska — Agricultural College at Lincoln; 
Rev. Edmnud, B. Fairchild, D. D., LL. D., Chancellor. — The : 

_ present chancellor was inaugurated on the 22d of June, 1876, and
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his inaugural address is given in the register of the university for = 

1876. _He shows what, in his opinion, a university in this country 

ought to be. Of the agricultural college, he says: “You have ws 

_ + done well in attaching the agricultural department to the State 

ss University. Seientific agriculture belongs of right to every univer- : a 

OC sity arrangement, especially in a country of which agriculture isso. . 

- important and general an interest as it is with us.” | oe | 

ee - None of the congressional land-grant of July 2,.1862, has been | 

gold, and the expectation is that it will not be disposed of for some . 

time to come. The land is rapidly increasing in value, and by a 

provision of the new constitution of the state, none can be sold. | 

cs for less than $7 per acre. -In consequence of this foresight in with- | 

a “holding the land from sale, a large endowment fund will accumu-. 

: late. The state received another. grant of 44,800 acres from 

| ‘¢ongress for the establishment of the university, and it is: estimated. : 

| by the president of the board of regents, Mr. S. J. Tuttle, that the: | 

aggregate endowment fund of the college and university will 

amount to at least $1,000,000, and very probably to $1,500,000, 

when the land is all sold. The university building and grounds 

-*-were paid for by the proceeds of the sale of lots in Lincoln,and: 

the experimental farm, consisting of 320 acres, by the sale of two- 

-... -geetions of land granted by the state for that purpose. The farm _ | 

a is valued at $18,422. Experiments have been made on it during _ | 

the year to determine the effect of fall and spring plowing on 

_ @reps; with. grasses, to aseertain what kinds are best adapted to the: 

- @limate of Nebraska; with oats, wheat, and barley, received from | 

ss the department of agriculture; and with mangel-wurzels and sugar- | 

i beets, to learn which would be the most profitable for stock-feeéd- 

ing. =A slight change has been made in the manual-labor system, 

by which. students, instead of doing any labor that may come to 

a hand, are to have special charge of certain kinds of work, under 
ae - thé oversight of the superintendent, to be responsible for the man= 

oo ner in which it is performed and for the results obtained, and to = 

SO a keep an exact account of the expenses and labor bestowed uponit. | 

on Students are paid for their labor ten to fifteen cents per hour, ac- | 

co cording to the work done. - Be | a : 

_ Professors in the college, 5; students, 13; professors in all the . 

. departments, 9; students, 282; 122 of whom are ladies. pe ES a
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7 a . nyse: . - ae NEVADA. oe | ee 

. Nothing has been done during the year in relation to the estab- a 

lishment of an agricultural and mechanical college in this state. = 
_ Applications have been made at the state land-office for portions | 

| _ of the congr€ssional land-grant of J uly. 2, 1862, at $1.25 per acre, 

“but no land has been sold. a a ee : 

| | oe _ NEW HAMPSHIRE, : - | . —— 

| Dartmouth College — New Hampshire College of Agriculture | 

and the Mechanic Aris, at Hanover; Rev. Asa D. Smith, D. D., oe 

LL. D., President.— The exercises of the graduating class are - 

_'  xépresented by the examining committee to have been of a high | 

order. The subjects were as: follows: “Cotton and its manufac- — 

tures;” “ Water and its domestic uses;” “ Building materials of oo 

New Hampshire;” “Irrigation;’ “The manufacture of paper;” | 

Oe Copper and its refining;” “ Education of farmers.” Of the stud-. | 

_. @nts who have graduated since the opening of the college, twelve. oe 
5 have engaged in agriculture, nine in mechanical occupations, and | 

five in other employments. Thirty students have labored the past. ae 

season on the farm, and have earned. from $20.to $90 each, accord-_ ts 

ing to the number of hours occupied. a Cra 

The farm contains 365 acres, and is valued at $21,000. There — | 

have been raised on it 150 bushels of corn, 610 of. oats, 168 of 
, barley, 100 tons of hay, and a large quantity of garden vegetables. 

| - Oaly a small part of it is under cultivation; 16 acres being devoted => 

| to tilled crops, and the remainder to hay. The uncultivated partis 

timber and pasture land. “The yield of hay was from 2 to 4 tons 
per acre. The stock kept on the farm consists of 8 cows, worth 

| $440; 1 yoke of oxen, $200; 4 heifers, $200; 11 heifers, $407; 2 : 

 . horses, $300; 12 shoats, $300; 4 pigs, $16; and 1 full-blood Dur) - 
! oe har bull-calf, $200; total value, $2,063. The barn has been com~ an 

: pleted. It is a fine building, 100 by 50 feet, clapboarded and — 

painted. Tt has a capacity for storing nearly 200 tons of hay; a a 
— tool-room 20 by 20 feet; 24 stalls for cattle; 4 calf-pens; andthe = = = 

_ usual arrangements in the basement. It has a good supply of pure : 

water, brought in pipes from a-neighboririg spring. oh oe 

The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres- ~ _ 
- sional land-grant is now $4,800. The examining committee thus |
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-. * speaks: of the success of the college: “In closing this report, we : 
S deem it a duty, as well as a pleasure, to bear our testimony tothe 

eminent ability evinced by the president in discharging the diffi- a 

— oult duties of his position, and by his able corps of professors, who | 

ee have labored so long and earnestly to raise this institution to the 

__ highly-respectable position it now occupies among the agricultural : 

+» eolleges of our country.” - (eB oar - . 

PO Professors in the College of Agriculture and the Mechanics Arts, 

oe 7; assistants, 4; students, 24; professors in all the departments, = 

7 . 22; assistants, ¢; students, 439, a eee eee | 

ne a | NEW JERSEY. ; | a 

ss Rutgers College— Scientific School, at New Brunswick; Rev. — . 

SY — William H. Campbell, D. D.. LL. D., President. — During the | | 

| year the facilities afforded the students for. studying analytical Oe 

-—- ¢hemistry have been much improved, and a large amount of work ) 

; * has been done in the laboratory in analyzing commercial fertilizers 

| and other substances. The trustees, in their report, say that the 

progress of the school has been highly gratifying and satisfactory. 4 

- The laboratory work of the students in analytical chemistry has 
| received the marked approval and commendation of proficients | 

who have visited the rooms, and will compare favorably with the | 

pest results of other institutions. ee! | eee 
A barn has been built, and the outbuildings re-arranged and im- © 

| _ proved. The barn is 60 feet long and 40 wide, with posts 22 feet. 

| The main floor has stables for seven horses, feed-room, large 

_ threshing- floor, and spacious bays for hay. There is a cellar under. 

the whole barn on a level with the cattle yard, which is onthe — 

a south side. It has in it stanchions for 17 cows, a room for roots, oe 

and places for storage of cut straw, hay, or stalks. Water is sup- 

plied for the stables and yards from the city water works. | Lapping 

on the large barn about 6 feet, is another, 48 feet long and 26 wide, © 

with posts 18 feet. In the lower part are rooms for a horse, milk-_ 

Oo wagon, and for loading cans of milk; pens for bull and calves, and 

ss @pen space unappropriated. The upper part is designed for hay — 

: | and straw. _ Ce eS | a 

ne | The experimental farm contains 100 acres, and is valued at. 

$45,000. When purchased it was almost worthless for farming 

oe purposes, but by removing stones, thorough drainage, and skillful
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| cultivation, it has been brought into a high state of fertility. Ex- = 

periments have been made on it with fertilizers on wheat, oats, Je 

. corn, potatoes, turnips, ‘and in feeding thilch-cows. The long = 

| | drought in 1876 caused a failure in these experiments, and also in 8 

| the crops. It was the most severe ever known in New Jersey. ° | 

' _ The crops began to suffer in the latter part of June; and there was 

no rain to afford them any material benefit till the 17th of Septem- . 

‘ber. Potatoes were entirely destroyed; corn did not grow to half 

its common height, and the crop was only about one-fifth of its os 

| usual amount; pastures dried up; cabbage-plants could not be set’. 

out; turnip-seed would not sprout when planted, and carrots and 2 Age 

mangolds could make no growth. For want of pasture and green lt : 

‘fodder it was found necessary to feed farm-stock on other substan- 

ces through July and August. The average rain-fall inthe months = 

of June, July, and August was only 3.17 ‘inches; for twenty-two Le 

_ “years previous to this ‘it averaged for the same months 14.03, and : 

the lowest amount recorded for these months in any previous year 

. ds 6.09 inches. The only good crops raised onthe farm were wheat 

Be and rye, which had made most of their growth before the drought - ne 

became severe. The yield of wheat on 14 acres.of not very god 

ground was 25 bushels per acre, but on some experimental plots it mes | 

was 40 to 48 bushels. The variety cultivated was the Fultz. The ae 

| ‘loss of crops on this farm, occasioned by. the drought, is estimated _ | 

“to be at least $1,000. The annual interest derived from the pros 

| ceeds of the congressional land-grant is now $6,960. | a 

' Professors in the scientific school, 9; assistants, 1; students, 42; et 

professors in ‘the college, 11 ; assistants, 1; students in allthe dew x 

a EW yoRK. so - | 

| - Oornell University — Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic 

oe Arts, at Ithaca; Andrew. D. White, LL. D.,, President.— No ay 

__ -ehanges have been made during the year in the literary operations © 

“ sof the colleges. The teaching-force of the university has been in- ms 

| oe ~-ereased by the addition of six instructors. The college farmcon- 

-. tains 150 acres, and is valued at $22,000. Experiments have been SS 

~ made on twenty-two plats with oats as a soiling crop, cut earlyand 

nS ‘late; to assertain the effects of sowing in drill and broadcast; of 

_-golling the ground; of gypsum, lime, and salt; of thick and thin =
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-. » gowing; the comparative values of different varieties; to test the  —s. 
effects of Professor Stockbridge’s fertilizers: on twelve plots of | 

oe wheat, to try the Lois Weedon system modified; to show the effect > 

| of gypsum and superphosphate; the results of continuous crops “ 
© - with perfect cultivation, but without fertilizers; to ascertain the 

= amount of seed required: on fifty plats of corn, to ascertain the | , 

effects of various commercial fertilizers, gypsum, and ashes; to com- 
Sk pare results of planting soaked. and unsoaked seed; to determine 
ee | the proper number. of stalks in a hill; to ‘compare the productive- a, 

ness of suckered and unsuckered plants ; the values. of seeds from : 

the butts, middle, and tops of ears; to ascertain the comparative oe 

fan Ba ee value of seven varieties of fertilizers; and of pure fertilizers com- 

oe pounded by Professor Caldwell: on twenty-eight plats of grass, to | 
_.test the effects of various fertilizers as top-dressing: in feeding cat- a 

_ a tle, to ascertain the effects of various kinds and quantities of food a 

re on the quantity and quality of milk: and in breeding cattle, to as- 
| _.gertain the value in the milk-dairy of the progeny of certain pure _ 

— -breeds crossed with the common cow. a oO , 

+ The following are some of the conclusions arrived at, viz.: that — 
| ‘gypsum is of little value to corn and grass in wet seasons, but of 

great valne in dry; that superphosphates are of very unequal val- 
a -ues, those of the best reputation proving of little value on the soil - 

| of this farm when applied to moderately-fertile and. well-cultivated __ 
— Jand ; that. strict. laws are needed in the state of New. York to eon- 

trol the sale and manufacture of commercial fertilizers; that failures . 

in farming result not so much from poor soil as from poor culture, 
: imperfect preparation of the soil, and stagnant water in thesubsoil; — 

_ that clover and cattle are the cheapest renovators of worn-out ~ 
| fields; that early-sown crops require the least quantity of seed, and 

a promise the best results; that heavy land should not be deeply — 
| - ‘plowed in the spring; the best results are obtained from land | 

plowed moderately deep in‘ the fall, covered with manure in the 
winter, and replowed to half.the depth in the spring. a 

.~° The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congress- 

- fonal land-scrip is $35,000. There have been sold during the fiscal _ 
ss year 17,447 acres of the land, at an average price of $4. 65per acre, 

: and 375,000 acres remain unsold.. re a | 

Professors in the College of Agriculture, 20; assistants, 12; 

students, 26; in the College of Mechanic Arts, professors, 11; assis- |
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| -tants, 10; students, 58; in all the departments professors, Bl;assise 

tants, 23; students, 526. TREE ee , — 

rr en - NORTH CAROLINA, © | a 7 

University of Ne orth Carolina. — College of Agriculture and | 

the. Mechanic Arts, at Chapel Hill; Mr. Kemp P. Battle, Presi- fc 

-. dent.— During the year a chemical laboratory has been. thoroughly - 

fitted up for qualitative and quantitative analyses with apparatus | 

and gas, the apparatus costing $2.000; also, a large and commodious - 

hall for lectures on physics, with apparatus worth $2,000.f As soon 

as means will permit, the trustees of the college will make arrange- a 

ments to give students efficient and practical instruction in mat- | - 

ters pertaining to the farm. In addition to the regular course. of 

--study in agriculture, instrnction will be given largely by lectures, — 

-. not only by resident professors, but by practical farmers who have 

| -devoted time, study and attention to certain specialties. . The col- : 

_ lege owns some land, which it intends to use for an experimental 

farm, but it has not yet been surveyed, nor brought into a proper — - 

/ .  .gondition for the cultivation of farm crops.¢ A gold medal, worth 

$10, is offered to the scholar who, after one year’s study, shall pass 

-the most meritorious written examination in chemistry, 

The university has an extensive collection of minerals, both na- _ _ 

tive and foreign, to illustrate the courses of study in mineralogy = = = 

and geology. .The Vienna cabinet comprises 2,000 fine. specimens : 

| of minerals, collected. from every quarter of the globe. The large © 

_.  .eollections of ores, minerals, and fossils,’ made by Dr. Emmons, and 

| given’ to the university. by the state, has: been classified and neatly oo 

_--arranged in a room fitted up especially for the purpose. An in- | - 

--gtructor in natural history has been employed, and some collections = 

! - fora museum in this department of study have been made; also, | 

- ~—~hall has been provided for an agricultural museum, and a few agr= a 

a (cultural implements have been deposited init. Thelibrary con- - 

~~ _\ins 5,000 volumes of well selected books, especially adapted to 

illustrate the branches taught in the different courses of study, 

- » The students of agricultural and the mechanic arts have free access. ae 

to these works in the same manner as. those of the other depart- Cy 

| ments. The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the con- - 

+ gressional land-grant is now $7,500, being the interest, at 6 per cent., — i 

on the new state bonds, which amount to $125,000. - Theinteress —-
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On these bonds is now collected and paid over regularly to the = 
__ trustees for the support of the college. . The college-year is divi- 

ded into two terms. The expenses of a student for room-rent, __ 
-, washing, board, wood, light, and books are from $93.50 to $123.50 

sper term; tuition free. me OE ay oa | So | 
“Professors 7; assistants, 2; students in the college,61; in all 

the departments, 106. : | | : BS a | 

_ | ‘OHIO. Ve 

Ohio. Agricultural and Mechanical College, at Columbus; 
; Edward Orion, Ph. D., President.—This college has been in oper- ve 

ation three years, and is now in complete working order. The 
report of the president shows that a large amount of work has been , | 

_ accomplished in all the departments. Military science and tactics | 

have been introduced as a regular branch of study and. drill, and. _ 
; _ Tieut. Luigi Lomia has been detailed by the Secretary of War to 
ee take charge of the instruction in this new department. All male — 

Students, not incapacitated by bodily infirmity or exempted on the __ 
ee ground of conscientious scruples, are required to take part in the © 

| military drill, but are at liberty to choose for themselves whether _ 
they will pursue the course in the military science or not. Four 

oe drill exercises, of thirty-five minutes each are required weekly. | 
The War Department has furnished the college with a full supply 
of arms and ordnance of the most approved patterns, 

_° The college-farm contains 320 acres, and is valued at $200,000. 
Its value has been recently much increased by its being brought — 

| within the city limits. Extensive improvements have been made 

_. upon it during the year. A swamp of 60 acres has been reclaimed - 

: by under-draining, and the most of it is now dry and in good con- | 

| - * dition for cultivation. . Fences have been built, one small building © 
removed and another erected, and a supply of excellent water fur-_ 

_ nished for the stock at the barn. The total cost of these improve- _ 
ments was $1,690. Experiments have been made with wheat to 
‘determine the comparative value of thick and thin sowing ; with | 

- oats, to ascertain which varieties were most productive ; and with - 
| corn, to test the effects of different fertilizers. There were raisedon 

ee the farm 1,975 bushels of corn, on 46 acres; 363 bushels of wheat, _ 

an on 32 acres ; and 75 tons of hay, on 57 acres ; total value of all the 

--sgrops, $2,122 5 net profit, $1,342. A part of the work was done by
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students and a part by hired labor. Nine head of fat cattle were ~ 
a sold from the pasture for $835 ; 32 hogs, for $733; 14 pigs, for $42... 

Ii of these cattle, having been bought the year before, were kept | 
| through the winter, and sold for $90 each. The stock now kept on 

: the farm is valued at $1,812, and the farm-implements at $994. : 
The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres- | 

sional land-grant is $30,000.. The receipts of the college from all 
sources during the fiscal year were $40,539; the disbursements _ 
$38,517, of which $26,970 were paid for salaries. John H. Wright, 

| A. B., assistant professor in the Latin and Greek languages, has. | 
resigned his professorship to enter upon an extended course of — : 

_ study in Europe. His place has been filled by Josiah R. Smith, A, 
B., graduate of Amherst College. _ vee | 4 | | | 

Professors, 10; assistant, 1; students, 140; pursuing agricul- | 
tural or mechanical studies, 126. Ee | . 

oO. 

Corvallis College—State Agricultural College, at Corvallis; B. 
_ BR. Arnold, Ph. D. President. — The president, says that the college 
_ is in a healthy condition and well attended. During the past two wos 

years about one hundred young men have pursued agricultural stud- 
ies, They have received instruction in practical agriculture, the = 
physiology and chemistry of plants, analysis and improvement of 
soils, animal physiology, the economic use and preservation of farm- 
crops, and other branches of the agricultural course important for | 

farmers to understand. A wing has been added to the college 
building, and other improvements have been made, the whole cost- | 
ing about $3,000. The building as now improved is of such sizeas 
to afford ample room for several years. A green-house will be built. __ 

- inafew months. The apparatus has been so much increased by oe 
yearly additions that it is now sufficient for illustration of allthe == 

, fundamental principles of chemistry and physics. A fine collection — 
of ‘minerals has been added to the cabinet, for the special useof — 
the class‘room, through the kindness of A. H. Brown, secretary of _ 
state. - ae : | es 

: The experimental farm contains 35 acres, and is valued at $5,000. 
Experiments have been made with wheat in connection with soda, 
potash, lime in three forms, ashes, sulphurie acid, marl, chlorine, — 
superphosphate of lime, urine, and ammoniated phosphate. The _ 

29—Sr.Ac. Soc, .. | |
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-_ gonclusion was that the fertilizer last named is by far the best; it 

hastens the crop, and causes a much larger yield than any of the , | 

others. Analyses and tests of the “ white soil,” mentioned in a pre- | 

| _ yious report, have been continued, and ‘the conclusion arrived at is 

| that if it is thoroughly drained, well plowed, and cultivated with = 

, green crops for several years, it will produce grain as well as any. 

- other. All students are required to perform a small amount: of | 

labor on the farm and to practice the military drill daily. are oe 

| ~ The anual interest from the proceeds of the congressional land- 

grant has not been reported. The state makes an annual appro- 

-- priation of $5,000 for current expenses of conducting the college. — 

-. ‘During the fiscal year 10,000 acres of ‘the land-grant have’ been 

| sold at an average of $2.50 per acre, and 79,300 remain unsold. — | 

- Professors, 4 ; students in agricultural college, 51; in all depart- 

~ ments, 147. So ne 

Be oo PENNSYLVANIA. 

Pennsylvania State College, Centre County; Rev. James Cal- 

ae der, D. D., President.—The college has undergone some changes | 

- ~ in its name, but its purposes as an agricultural and. mechanical col- | 

| lege remains the same. According to the latest documentary au- * 

| - thority it was first incorporated as “The Farmers’ High School of 

| Pennsylvania,” February 22: 1899 ; next as “The Agricultural 

College of Pennsylvania,” May 1, 1862 ; lastly as “The Pennsylva- 

- nia State College,” July 26,1874. 

| _ The four farms belonging to the college contain 600 acres, and - 

are valued at ‘$75,000, as follows: The college-farm, 300 acres, at. 

: $100 per acre, $30,000; the central experimental, 100 acres, at $100 

sper acre, $10,000; the eastern experimental, 100 acres, at $200 per | 

| ~.  aere, $20,000 ; the western experimental, 100 acres, at $150 per - 

a acre, $15,000. The work which has been done on these farms for | 

vo many successive years in experimentation and with the aim of pre- 

a ‘senting model farms has been extensive, and results have been | 

arrived at which are of high practical value to the farmers of the 

oe state. Experiments have been made during the year in acclimating 

. -_-geeds, testing varieties of seeds and grains, methods of cultivation, | 

the use of manures, various rotations of crops, the culture of wheat. — 

and patatoes, soiling cattle, and culture of fruit trees. | Oo 

“From various experiments continued for several years the pro- 

oe fessor of agriculture has come to the conclusion that it is profitable
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to feed cattle during the winter for furnishing manure; that stock,  _—- 
when confined to small lots or yards and soiled, do equally as well, 

OS if carefully attended, as when allowed the liberty of the fields, and | 
| can. be fed on the product of one-third less land; that purple lu- 

| gerne (Medicago sativa) is a good soiling plant on strong land, 
yields heavily, grows rapidly, bears cutting, and is perennial; that 
the old method of cutting indiscriminately the large and small) 

- potatoes for seed, not going to extremes, and of planting the seed 
a and root ends, is practically as good as any other; that in planting 

| apple orchards it is the most ‘profitable to plant only two or three a 
varieties, and these of the most marketable kinds ; that surface- . 
culture, good manuring, scraping, and washing the trees with an 
alkaline mixture, and a dressing of five or six pounds ofsmuriate 
of potash per tree, has proved to bea very profitable of treatment. 

bo The college farm has been very much improved by clearing off old 
‘stone fences, removing worthless hedges, and planting fruit trees: 

wet and the campus, by constructing roads and filling up inequalities. | 
oO The annual interest derived: from the proceeds of the congres- - 
“-- ‘gional land-grant.is now $24,420. Some small buildings have been 

| erected and others repaired, and arrangements have been made for 
supplying the college with an abundance of pure spring water. 

_ About $500 have been expended for apparatus for the physical de- 
partment, and $100 for increasing the library. er . 

_ Professors, 12; assistant, 1; students, 161. | : | 
, RODE ISLAND. . Oe 7 

Brown University — Agricultural and Mechanical Depart- 
ment, at Providence; Rev. E. @. Robinson, D. DLL. Dy’ 

a President. —The course of study ‘in the department of practical | | 
| science for the degree of bachelor of philosophy has been extended Oe 
from three | years to four, as contemplated by the university last a 

ao year. - There is no prescribed course laid down in the catalogue for | 

students in agriculture, but provision has been made in the depart- 
oes _ment of practical science for selected courses of instruction in 

_ such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the is 
mechanic arts, Students who enter with the intention of pursuing es 
selected studies are subject to the same conditions of admission as 

__. for the regular scientific courses; and when they have completed 
the studies which they have selected, they are entitled to a certifi:
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gate stating the time of their connection with the university and ae 

the amount of their acquisitions. Direct instruction in agriculture . 

_. appears to have been given by the professor of agricultural zoology _ 

| and curator of the museum. He says that during the last half of the 

--year a weekly course of lectures on agricultural zoology has been a 

oe given to the senior class. About one-fourth of the class have also at- | 

tended to taxidermy as a voluntary exercise throughout the year. / 

ke annual interest from the original fund derived from the 

es proceeds of the congressional land-grant is $3,000; but this fund oe 

a | has been allowed to accumulate by judicious management, sothat , 

_ the annual interest now amounts ‘to $6,624, Very valuable addi- — 

- - tions have been made to the museum, consisting of about 100 | ue 

— specimdhs of fishes; 50 of woods native to Massachusetts; a large — a 

aa | collection of plants, insects, and native weapons; war implements, wen 

domestic utensils, and fabrics from the interior of Africa; several — 

species of mammals, and numerous miscellaneous specimens. op 

Professors in the agricultural and méchanical department, 10; 

assistants, 3; students, 35; professors in all the departments, 13; 4 

assistants, 3; students, 251. | OOO oe | _ 

- ss SOUTH CAROLINA. Oo 

Claflin University — South Carolina Agricultural College — | 

and. Mechanics’ Institute, at Orangeburg; Rev. Edward Cooke, — , 

DD. Day President. — The annual interest derived from the proceeds — oes 

of the congressional land-grant is $11,508, but the whole amount | 

| ‘is not always paid to the college by the State. This year it re- 

——  Ceived $10,000, leaving a balance of $1,508 unpaid. Of the sum = 

: received, $4,000 were used for expenses in conducting the college, me 

and. the remainder in payment of the experimental farm. The | Oe 

_ farm contains 116 acres, and is valued at $10,000. © It has been — 

|  ‘gonsiderably improved during the year, and the facilities for stu-— 

| dents to engage in manual labor have been much increased. Exper- | 

_ iments have. been made with different kinds ‘of manures and in 

| plowing, to ascertain the kind best adapted to the soil and climate - 

of that part of the State. Crops have been cultivated success~ — 

| fully, and 43 bushels of shelled corn were produced per acre, a 

which is much above the usual yield in the State. Aneatand — 

| . | commodious brick building is in course of construction on the site 

| of the one burned a year ago, and will be completed next. spring.
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f It will be occupied jointly by the university and college. Itis80 - 
| feet long and 40 wide, three stories high, with mansard roof, mak- 
ing a fourth story, and has a piazza on the front aud back sides. 

nn It contains two school-rooms, three recitation-rooms, library-room, _ | 
and thirteen dormitories in the mansard story; also, a chapel which 7 
will seat two hundred persons, and a family residence, With par- 

| lors, kitchen, and dining-room. Besides this building, there are 
several others which are used for school purposes. The collegiate 
year is divided into three terms of eleven weeks each.. | Tuition is | 

free; care of room per term, $1; board in hall per week, $2.50; 
room-rent and fuel for self-boarders per term, $3. Students have — ee 

| an opportunity of paying their bills in part by manual labor, i 
| oe Professors in the college, 3; assistants, 3; students, 40; profess- ns 

ors in all the departments, 4; assistants, 3; students, 195. Oo 

| NESSES | | | 

ae East Tennessee University — Tennessee Agricultural College, 7 
2 e at Knoxville; Rev. Thomas W. Humes, S. T. D., President. — | 

yo Some changes have been made during the year in the agricultural = 
course of study, by which additional instruction is given in chem- _ 
istry and botany in the freshman year, and in market-gardening 
and dairy-farming in the junior. A few additional branches have | | ae 

‘also been introduced into this course. a 2 A 
The annual interest derived from the proceeds of the congres-_ : 

sional land-grant is $23,760, but the college has not always received a 
the full amount, the payment having sometimes been made in | 

| __. State treasury warrants, on which there is a discount in the mar- . 
me ket. The college farm contains 260 acres, and is valued at $24,000. 
_ Important improvements have been made on it during the year, 

_ + and experiments conducted in the cultivation of wheat with differ- / 
ent fertilizers, with white rye received from the Department of = 

7 Agriculture, and with barley. — From experiments made with Cowles 
a timothy grass it has been discovered that it cannot be relied on as —t*™” 

permanent crop in the locality of the college, being incapable of = - : 
__-resisting the drought, and after two cuttings dies out. Orchard _ o 

_ grass, on the contrary, flourishes well, and is not permanently in- 
-jured by dry weather. A new barn has been erected on the farm, = 
and apparatus for instruction in chemistry has been purchased to 

: the amount of $300; $72 worth has also been purchased for the, 
se of the professor of agriculture. ee ee
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Professors in the agricultural college, 9; assistants, 3; students, 

- - 58; professors in all the departments, 9; assistants, 8; students, 300.» * 

Ege ye | TEXAS. A 

ae Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, at Bryan 3 

— Thomas 8. Gathright, A. M., President. — The college was inau- 

_ .gutated and opened for the reception of students October 4, 1876. 

At is. beautifully located, in a healthy section, four miles from 

ere Bryan, on the Houston and Texas Central Railroad, and is easily 

 s aecessible : from all parts of the state. The college building, of | 

which an engraving is here presented, is claimed to be equal tothe = 

best in the country. It is 153 fect long, 60 wide, four stories high, == 

. and is built of brick, except the foundation, which is stone. The 

window and door sills and caps are made of Texas granite. On | 

| each floor, except the fourth, it contains three halls, running the noe 

- entire length of the building. The two set apart for literary so- | 

o ~ cieties will each accommodate 400 persons. On the fourth floor | 

es are a chapel, 60 feet square, six lecture-rooms, library, president’s : 

: Office, cadets’ room, armory; and guard-room. The remaining rooms 

| are for students’ dormitories. The inside of the building is finished. : 

_ with native cypress in the highest style of architecture, varnished 

to show the texture of the wood to the best advantage. Besides | | 

- the college building, there ig another called the “ students’ hall,” | 

four stories high, and built of the same materials as the main 

building, but not so elaborately, finished. Also four brick cottages: | 

| for professors’ residences, and a nice barn. The cosi of thecollege 

3 building was $100,000; of the students’ hall, $32,000 ; and of the 

: - gmalier buildings, $20,000. The state appropriated the liberal sum 

| of $187,000 for the erection of these buildings and the purchase 

Co of the farm. None of the fund granted by congress has been 

used. : a Baga 

| / There are five courses of study in the college: (1) Preparatory 

and general ; (2) in agriculture ; (3) in mechanics and engineering; == 

(4) in languages and literature ; (5) in military tactics. The first- | 

| - named course occupies three years. It is designed to afford the — . 

a student a good education for the practical duties of life, or to pre- | | 

+ pare him for entering upon any special course he may choose. Each 

of the special courses occupies two years. The general course in- ~ 

a cludes rhetorical reading, declamation, English grammar, compos - 

tion, higher arithmetic, geography, history, drawing, algebra, geom- —
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; etry, trigonometry, physics, chemistry, geology, plain and topo- 

| ‘graphical. surveying, zodlogy, animal and vegetable physiology, — oo 

elements of agriculture, French, Spanish, German, Latin,Greek, 

/ and military tactics. Modern languages may be substituted for os 

“Latin and Greek, if desired. The course in agriculture includes | 

| analytical geometry, conics, calculus, physics, astrunomy, chemis- . 

| try, structure and physiology of plants, water, the atmosphere, . 

--_--_- goils‘in their relation to vegetable products, improvement of the _ 

soil by chemical and mechanical means ; history, care, breeding, = 

diseases, food digestion, respiration, assimilation, and excretions of ao 

- domestic animals; milk, butter, cheese, flesh, and wool as agricul- , 

tural products ; development and present condition of agriculture | 

as an art, its principles, economic requirements of vegetable growth, ° 

soils and theory: of manures, plowing, physical manipulations of 

| land, implements and machinery ; drainage, construction, and ar-— Oo 

rangement of farm buildings ; care of grass and pasture lands» a 

- rotation of crops, use of artificial fertilizers, desigas for farm ma- 

| chinery, meteorology, farm and road surveying, water-courses for | 

_' Grrigation and draining, book-keeping, free-hand drawing and | 

sketching, strength of materials,. practical hydraulics and pneu- — . 

- matics, mineralogy, geology, zodlogy, insects injurious and bene- 

ficial to agriculture ; care and marketing of crops ; orchard and oS 

vine culture; Latin, French-or German, and military tactics. eee - 

- It-is prescribed, “as a permanent rule of this college, that no - 

applicant for admission as a student shall be received unless of the 

- white race.” Provision is made for educating, free of tuition, a 

“ state students,” as follows : Two to be appointed fromthe stateby = 

the United States. senators, one from each congressional district by 

- the member representing it, and three from each state senatorial dis- 

trict. . In the’ latter case, the choice is to be determined by a com- | | 

petitive examination under the direction of the district senator. | 

os ‘Tuition for other than state students is $50 per annum. The esti- 

"mated expenses of a state student for a year of nine months, in- 

 @luding matriculation-fee, board, washing, fuel, lights, two suits 

- of clothing, and medical attendance, are $200; of other students, 

$250.0 a oe CO 
ee Special care is taken to give thorough instruction in military” 

tactics, including, besides the general drill, guard duty and outpost =e 

picket service. To aid in teaching this branch in the best manner, Lay
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| 7 the state has provided the students with complete sets of breech- a4 

- loading cadet rifles, swords, and accouterments. | an 

> In August of the present year.an act was passed by the legisla- 
| ture to establish another agricultural and mechanical college for 

the education of colored youth of the state, and the college willbe = 

ee organized and put in operation at the earliest day practicable. Ne a 

_. ‘The annual income from the proceeds of the congressional land- 

_ scrip is $10,962 in gold, which, in the present currency, is equal to 

gs — about $12,000. . The land appropriated by the state to the college, 
_. and on which the college buildings are located, embraces 2,200 

. aeres, a part of which is used for an experimental farm; and the © : 

- remainder is unimproved. The entire tract is valued at $20,000. - 

Liberal appropriations have been made for chemical and philosophi- | a 

_ eal apparatus, and it is intended to purchase such as will be equal a 

in quality to the best used in the agricultural colleges of the other | 

; states. a | | BU le a | 
Rte Professors, 6; students, 50. Sufficient time has not been given if 

for the organization of classes in the agricultural course of study. | 

| | | VERMONT. OESRESM WS aER AT 

ss Untversity of Vermont and State Agricultural College, at ~~ 
- Burlington; Matthew H. Buckham, A. M., President. -—The | 

- ? college has not yet entered into the work of conducting an ex- | 
| - perimental farm, although it has land-in ample quantity for experi- 

mental purposes, and would gladly use it for a farm if the funds | : 

could be procured to provide the necessary equipments anda pro-° | 

fessor of agriculture to ‘superintend it., The annual interest de- | 

“rived from the proceeds of the congressional land-grant is $8,130. 
| Professors in the agricultural college, Ys assistant, 1; students, 23; Oo 

professors in all the departments, 225 assistants, 3 ; students, 168; os 

Th of whom were ladies ; lady graduates, 5. The following state- 

i . ment has been received from the president co we . a nr 

- An attempt to establish a separate institution out of the proceeds 
_of the congressional land-grant having failed for want of sufficient 
additional endowment, the legislature, in 1865, offered the fund to. 

_ the State University on the condition that it should accept a new 
: charter gonforming it to the requirements of the -act of Congress. 

- establishing colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts. The in-. 
- _. stitution thus chartered is the “ University of Vermont and State 

7 ‘ Agricultural College,” having one board of trustees, one treasury,
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Po ‘one faculty, but several departments. .The state has as yet done  ——~™ 
: nothingt o increase the #esources of the institntion. On accepting ES 

its new trust, the. university raised a subscription of $80,000, mainly ae 
among its alumni and old friends, to enable it to meet its newre- | 

| -sponsibilities. Three new departments were created, that of gen- _ 
eral and agricultural chemistry, that of civil engineering, and that 

- .ofmodern languages. ee fa En a ae 

_ Besides these, the department of natural history was modified and 
_ enlarged so'as to give greater scope to the studiés bearing directly 

on agriculture, such as mineralogy, botany, physiology, aud zoology. 
_ This institution does not manage a farm, but it has land ample for | 

| experimental purposes if funds should be supplied therefor. About _ 
100 students are in attendance, the humbers in the scientific depart- 

-. ments being from one-quarter to one-third the total number. : 
By the statistics furnished for the report of the congressional a 

- committee in 1874, it appears that of those who have been members | oe 
of the institution for a longer or shorter time since 1865, a large © 
number have entered into the various industrial pursuits by which = 

_ the resources of the country are developed, and that thus the col- _ | 
lege is fulfilling the designs of its founders by sending well-trained 

- men into the great industries of the nation. In addition to the — 
. work of the institution in its new ground, it has done consid- | 

erable missionary. work through the state by sending its pro- 
: fessors to farmers’ meetings, teachers’ associations, and other 
‘general gatherings. During the past winter, Professor Cressy, late  —_ 

ofthe Massachusetts Agricultural College, was employed by the “ 
university to lecture in every county in the state on the diseases of 

| animals, and to give a consecutive course on veterinary medicine == 
os and surgery in Burlington. These lectures were provided inthe. " 

hope that in this way the attention of young farmers might be - 
drawn to the college, and that they might be induced to pursue ~ 
other branches of study bearing on agriculture. Finding thatthese _ 
lectures through the state awakened a great interest on the subject, 
the college had the lecture in Burlington reported, and alarge edi-- 
tion of the reports in pamphlet form distributed gratuitously 

| among the farmers and stock-raisers of the State. See | 
. _, From the beginning the institution has had to encounter opposi- : 

_ tion from those whose ideas of an agricultural college is amere = 
‘manual-labor school for 4pprentices to farm-work. The aim of the 
institution has been to provide, first, for instruction in those ——|© 
sciences — those “ branches of learning’ which relate to agricul-_ | 

_.. ture and the mechanic arts; to equip laboratories, to furnish muse- 
ums, to secure apparatus, to gather all the appliances for impart- === 

ing scientific and practical instruction, and to add, as fastas funds © 
could be got, the means of exemplifying such ‘instruction in farm, _ - 

| stock, machinery, &. =. 2 : Oo Og oes 

fo eee | VIRGINIA. | ow kes Be 

_ Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, at Blacks-— BS 

— burg; Charles L. C. Minor, LL. D., President. —Oneofthe two -
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| - gollege buildings, referred to in our report of last year as being in — 

-_ gourse of construction, is now completed and occupied. It is used | 

for lecture and recitation rooms, laboratories, etc. The other, which a 

| is of the same size and finish and designed for similar purposes, will 

_. be completed and ready for occupacy early in the spring of 1877. | 

The two dwelling-houses, begun last year and intended for pro- | 

fessors’ residences, are also completed and occupied. They are 

neatly finished and of excellent quality. So great has been the — Oe 

increase of students since the opening of the college in 1872, that 

the number is now doubled, and no more can be received in future 

a until the resources of the college are augumented. The machine- 

shop which was completed two yeras ago, has been enlarged and 7 

furnished with additional machinery and tools. A grist-mill has | 

/ been erected adjoining it, and is driven by the same engine as the 

- machinery of the shop. The addition to the shop, the mill, and a 

. brick kitchen were all built by the students, except the mason- 

---work. They have alto set up a line of telegraph, connecting the 

—._ gollege with the Western Union Telegraph iine, and thus furnished | 

| for themselves a practical school for learning the art of telegraphy. 

| They have removed two houses, and remodeled three messing and : 

| lodging houses. By employing the messing system, they have : 

sometimes reduced the price of board to $6.50 per month. Board _ 

| with lodging can be had for $10 per month, and never exceeds $15. / | 

ss Many students pay a large part of their expenses by their work, __ 

~ and some who have skill in trades, have beer able to cancel the whole. m 

8 The college-farm contains 250 acres, and is valued at $28,000. 

----s [mportant additions have been made to the stock kept on the farm. __ 

“Daily instruction is given in practical agriculture to details of stu- 

| ‘dents during the crop-season, and in mechanics throughout the ecole . 

legiate year. The school of drawing, including free-hand drawing, _ 

7 has been attended with great efficiency and success. The course 

‘of instruction in the college is confined strictly towhatis believed 

—t0 be best for fitting young men for success as farmersand me- 

| chanics. The annual interest derived from the two-thirds ($190,000) | 

. of the proceeds of the congressional land. scrip received by this col; 

lege is $20,638.72, which is nearly 11 per cent. on the $190,000 in- eae 

vested in Virginia State bonds. The bonds were purchased ata lit- oy 

7 tle more than 50 cents on the dollar, and interest is paid on their | 

full amount.” ee, i ee | 

]
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oe Professors, 7; assistants, 3; students, 255, all of whom pursued 

- agricultural or mechanical studies; graduates, 27, 22. being gradu- a 

| ates in, agriculture, and 5 in both agriculture and méchanic arts. | 

Hampton N ormal and Agricultural Institute, at Hampton; | 

General Samuel C. Armstrong, ‘Président.—The receipts of the 

| institute for the fiscal year of 1876, were $67 444.94. OF this sum; 

| $39,235.74 were derived principally from private donations made by: 

benevolent persons in the several states. The disbursements were | 

- $67,332.41, leaving a balance of $112.53 in the hands of the treas~ 

| urer. . The indebtedness of the institute is only about $4,000, = : 

_ During the year a new Hoadley agricultural steam-engine, of cage oe 

| nine horse-power, has been purchased for $1,200, and the small 

three horse-power Baxter engine used last year, has been tranis- a 

ferred to the printing office, where it is used with profit. The | 

earnings of the agricultural engine, for work done in threshing for. _ - 

farmers unconneeted with the institute, have amounted to $200. + 

_-In addition to this, a steam digester for steaming bone has been 

pees bought for $154, and a buhr-stone mill for grinding corn’ for stock | 

‘and steamed bones into flour of bone for manure. Also a Hunne- 

man hand fire-engine, with 700 feet of hose, for $1,200, tobe used _ 
in protecting the institute buildings. A fire company has been : 

oa formed by the students, who have been drilled and are capable of Ce 

performing efficient duty in case of fire. The grounds have been — ba 

graded and improved by filling up a malarious marsh in the vicin- oe | 

ity. of the institute buildings, an ornamental pond being left inthe — | “ 

centre, which adds much to the beauty of the landscape arid serves : 

for a reservoir from which water can be taken in case of fire and Se. 

’ thrown upon five adjacent buildings. Hundreds of shade trees oe Ba 

| have been set out, taken from the farm nursury, which was planted 

five yearsago. More than 2,000 small orndmental trees have been 

added to the nursury stock, for sale and for use in increasing the | ae 

cae beauty ‘and value of the premises. A substantial brick engine : 

House has been built and a corridor finished off in the upper story oe 

of Virginia Hall; making ten dormitories for girls. “A coopershop 

has also been put into operation for the manufacture of market bar- os 

| rels. The work has been done by two students, and proved profit- we 

able. Two hundred and twenty-four thousand bricks have been ns 

manufactured and sold at a profit of $1,246. Three-fourths of the od 

students pay their own board bills, $10 per month, halfin cash and 

a : : ole
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half in labor. : About $7,000 are paid annually for students’ labor cafe 

in all the industries pursued. Mr. F. Marquand, of New York 

City, gave, in June last, $5,000 for the erection of a building for a. s 

7 home for male students. It is now completed, and called Mar- 
quand College. It affords comfortable and excellent rooms for - 

oe thirty-eight young men. The furniture will be made by the stu- 

| dents in the normal-school workshop. = BT oa | a 

Shes Sixty-nine girls have worked in the industrial room during the 

year, and about 1,200 pieces of work have been finished, and 200 
mended by them each week, besides making dresses and other gar- 
ments for themselves in time not devoted to required labor. Sew- | 

ee ing machines are used by the more advanced pupils. Those in the | 

/ middle and senior classes receive weekly instructions in house- 

keeping, bread-making, and plain cooking, eight being detailed _ 
every Saturday to the different housekeepers on the premises, who _ 
teach them in these useful arts. Last winter about $4,000 colored _ 

_. ghildren were under the instruction of teachers who have gradu- 

ated at this institution. A teachers’ institute has been held for _ 
| the benefit of the graduating class and such. post-graduates as ON 

might desire to attend. Twenty post-graduates and more than | | 

| forty of the graduating class availed themselves of the advantages 

of its,exercises. — Oe oe | . | | 

The farm contains 190 acres, and is valued at, $33,000. During 

the year 40 acres of corn have been cultivated, 25 of oats, 1 of rye, 

12 of clover, 7 of early potatoes, 8 of sweet potatoes, 9 of corn- — | 
fodder, 3 of sorghum, 3 of pease, 24 of cabbages, 2 of onions, 4 of 

asparagus, 2 of roots, 1 of snap-beans, 44 of vegetables and straw- | 

berries, and 4 of broom-corn. The stock on the farm consists of 9 © - 

horses and mules, 5 colts, 18 cows, 4 oxen, 16 yearlings and calves, 
1 thoroughbred Ayreshire bull, 50 hogs, and 20 sheep. Seventy | 

--head.of cattle and horses were wintered. on the farm the past sea- 

-. gon. The care of this stock furnished labor for students,and a - 

| large amount of manure is made for the farm. Cash received from 

gales of beef amounted to $3,840. The income of the farm ex- a 

_-eeeded the expenditures by $833.43, while the knowledge acquired = 
by. the students in its cultivation is incalculable. _ no 

~The annual interest on the one-third ($95,000), of the proceeds — | 
| of the congressional land-grant received by this institution is | 

- $10,319.36, being nearly 11 per cent. on the sum invested. About | |
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~  -$200 more are received from a small private endowment-fund. In 

| _ addition to the income derived from these sources, $17,000 are re- - 

| ‘quired annually to pay the ‘expenses of conducting the institute. | 

The money thus far has been derived from private contributions; = 

| principally in the Northern States. > 
 "Peachers17; assistants, 3; students, 256; pursuing agricultural. 

/ ‘or mechanical studies; 99° a 

— a ae (WEST VIRGINIA. ake a | 

_ West Virginia University — Agricultural Department, at 

"Morgantown; Rev. J. W- Scott, D. D., LL. D., Acting Presi- 

| | dent. oA permanent president of the university has not yet been | 

| elected, but it is expected that one will be soon. The central por= 

tion of University-Hall, or the Agriculural College, has been com- ) 

- pleted ‘during the year.. It is claimed there is no better finished 

public building in the State. The wings will be erected as soon as 

means will permit. The following is the plan of the entire building 
when completed: Length, including the wings, 150 feet; breadth 

of the main central section, 104 feet; of each of the wings, 65 - 

feet; heighth of basement, 11 feet; of first floor, 17} feet; of 

- gecond floor, 154 feet; of mansard story, 20 feet; of the main > 

tower from basement, 101 feet. There are four rooms each on the ae 

basement and second and third floors, measuring 231 by 35 feet - 

each. They are for laboratory and lecture rooms. In the the man- 7 

sard story is the commencement hall, 55 by 78 feet. The base- | 

ment walls are made of light sandstone, of uniform color and | oo 

| texture; the other walls, of pressed brick, laid in white mortar; i 

window-sills, corbels, and keystones, of light sandstone; finials and. CEOS 

belts on pilasters of entrances, etc., cut stone; belt-course on both : 

towers, composed. of fascia, and water-table, of cut stone. The 

inside is elegantly finished with chestnut. Estimated cost of the — 

| entire building when completed, $75,000. A new building, called — 

. University Boarding-hall, has been erected by private enterprise _ . 

in close proximity to the. university, designed to supply a want co 

| which the regents had. been unable to meet. It is heated by fur- os 

naces, has a plentiful supply of soft water, and is furnished with ee 

modern appliances for thorough ventilation and conveniences for 

- outdoor exercise. Board, including everything except washing = 

and lights, is furnished to students for $3.75 per week, 
ae g | en
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ss Phe annual interest on the proceeds derived from the congres- : 
| - sional land-grant is $5,400. The State has made at different times | 

two appropriations of $10,000 each to the university for a perma- | 

nent. fund, the interest of which is shared in common by the differ- a 

ent departments. It amounts to $1,200 annually. These incomes 

| and the tuition received from the students are not, however sufii- . 

~ cient to pay the annual expenses of conducting the inStitution, but « 

- ‘the deficiency has been generously supplied by the State, so that 

| there is no incumbrance of debt. An effort has been made toin- __ 

| ‘duce students to pursue the agricultural course of study, but not a 

_- -with the. success desired. Quite a number, however, pursue | | 

o ‘studies relating to agriculture and the: mechanic arts. . It is ex- 

pected that this embarrassment will be corrected when the college foes 
| “becomes older and the importance of an agricultural education is 

oe -more highly appreciated. The university has no farm. The campus | 

| ‘contains 25 acres, but is not.used for agricultural purposes. _ | 

| _.« Professors in the university, 8; assistants, 5;. students, 96; -pro-_ 

_- fessors: in the agricultural department, devoting a part of their : 

time, 5; students, QR | oe a oe 

;PROF. SYMMES ON THE OPEN POLAR SEA—HE CON- | 
- TRASTS HIS FATHER’S WITH THE NEWTONIAN 

| HEORY, 
As Tam making an effort to have the “ Symmes Theory ” 

thoroughly tested by the Howgate Exploring Expedition, and so few 
| persons understand what that theory is, I will undertake to state 

| what it is, and show the difference between it-and the Newtonian 

a theory. According to the Newtonian, it is one vast solitude of eternal 

‘ice, clear up to the 9)th° of north latitude. According tothe Symmes 

| “theory (that is, my father’s, Capt. John Cleve Symmes), the explorer _ 
“will: find that, after he passes the 80th © , the weather grows milder; 
when he reaches the 81st ° he will find some open water; when the 

— 82d 9 is reached he will find much open water and great quanti- 

| ‘ties of wild animals, and some water fowls; when the 83rd 9 

: “ig reached, he will find the open Polar Sea, that is 2000 miles in / 

) “sdiameter, and, if he will go out into that sea when the weather is 

- warm and genial, he will find the country that the Symmes theory
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says can be found, of large forests of timber, large rivers; and rich 
; “Tand, and the home of more wild animals than can be found any- — ae 

_ where else in creation, and water fowls in abundance. oe 

| ~ Now sir, I propose to give the experience of many explorers in : 

the north, and if they don’t prove that ‘there is more truth in:the 

Symmes theory than in the Newtonian, then the world may say,as , 

"they said of my father during his life, that his theory is “reared — , 
- upon the baseless fabric of a vision.” pag EEE 

" [ will briefly state the experience of Capt. Parry, who made five, 

voyages up there, and after the experience he hadIdo notthink | 

any man can doubt for a moment which theory has the most truth 

| init. Parry knew nothing of the Symmes theory, nor did any of — - 

| “the explorers I will mention, 
7 ‘You will bear in mind that all the explores start to go to the os 

- North Pole, and expect. to get there on ice. When Capt. Parry a 

made his third ‘voyage he was provided with reindeer and sleds so ae 

that he could ‘travel speedily over the ice to the Pole. He could - 

not get his deer beyond the eighty-first degree for the much open | 

| water he encountered ; but he went on, making his men propel his vg 

sleds (which were small boats on. sled-runners,) and. when he came 

to open water he used the little boats to ferry from one cake of ice oe 

to the next, and the further north he got the more waterhe found, 

' and the milder grew the weather. ‘When he got up tothe 82do° 

he found the ice only four feet thick, and his only safety in a storm _ Oo 

_ Was in pulling his boats or sleds upon a cake of ice, and thus out- — 7 

ide the storm, and he began to feel some alarm but he wenton, => 

and when he got up to 824° he found the ice only three feet thick, : 

but he encouraged his men to go:on north, as hethought the ice ) 

would certainly get stronger; but when he got up to 822°hecould 

not find a cake of ice that. would bear his own weight, and the sun. | 

go hot as to melt the tar out of the seams of his boats,and small = 

‘flies came on board, and -all open water north of him, so:he had to 

: a turn back, and came safely home. - How does that agree with the ce 

Symmes theory? © ee ee as : 

ae Capt. Ross, who made two voyages up there, says: T stood on - | 

_ the bank of the open sea when it was calm and clear of ice, and ee 

~ experienced ‘waim winds : coming directly from the north,. that oe 

melted, the snow and ice about him and far south of him.” How is a 

that forthe Symmes‘theory? == Oo , er
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---Dr. Kane’s men found open water when up to the eighty-second — | 
a degree, and “ climbed a mountain 500 feet high, and gazed outona > 

-. great waste of waters and not a speck of ice to be seen, and a wind — / 

- goming directly from the north blew a gale part of the time for | 

three days, and came so warm as to melt snow and ice far south of | 

oe them. = | a ee. eRe, oe 7 

co. “They found water-fowls in abuudance, and their nests so plenty © 

on the mountain-side that they could have gathered a wagon-load 

| of eggs.” They saw extensive grass plains, and gathered many © 

kinds of flowers, - po es 

Capt. Hill went. into winter’ quarters with his vessel at 80° 38’ ae 

and from thence took a sled-ride directly north, and did not go ote 

| but fifty miles before he came to an open sea, and encamped on | a 

| the bank of it and epent two days, and while there, wrote his last eens 

dispatch to the secretary of the navy, in which he says: “TI find 

this a much warmer country than I expected, and it abounds with | 

life —seal, game, geese, ducks, musk cattle, wolves, foxes, deer, — 

bear, rabbits, partridges, teeming with snipe and plover, and all - 

a kinds of wading birds.” Does not all this go to prove that there is 

more truth in the Symmes theory than the Newtonian? Yet who — | 

knows anything about the Symmes theory, that has been lying dor- | 

- -mant asit were since the death of its author in 1829? He peti- 

tioned Congress in 1822 and 1823 to fit out an expforing expedition = 

— for him, and in his petition said :. “Twill goasfarnorthasI can 

get with the vessel and then go.on shore and go north by land, and | 

| will follow in the wake of the wild animals that go north in the fall 

| - from Greenland and return back there in the spring fat and leading = 

their young, and where they go I can follow and they will show me | 

the. way to the new world that I say can be found, that intend to 

= call Symmzonia.” oe : Se 

- Congress thought this theory “wild and visionary,” and laidhis = 

| | petition on the table; but now they will fit out Capt. Howgate,at 

an expense of $50,000 to do the very same thing that Capt. Symmes — 

| proposed fifty years ago, Howgate is to land hismen asnear the 

: eighty-first degree as he can, and then go by land in search of the = 

North Pole ; but instead of reaching the pole he will find his way © 

| | into Symmes’ Hole, or all of the experience of explorers will amount _ 

to nothing. There are 1,131,000 square miles of this world laying 

in the north yet undiscovered, and I want to accompany the How-
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- gate expedition so that there will be no turning back whenit is 
found that the N ewtonian theory will not carry the exploring party 7 
on ice to the North Pole, but into “Symmes’ Hole,” where the cli- 
mate is warm and genial, and where the big trees and the vegetables 
and. flowers grow that. come floating down from the north and lodge | 

| on the northern coast of Spitzbergen and Norway. All explorers. 
, in the extreme north will tell you that such is the fact. Where do. | 

they come from? Certainly. there is no country laid down inthe  —- 
/ Newtonian theory from whence they could come. | 

Esai Sos _.. FISH CULTURE. |= | coors | 

Bp R. HOY, M.D. Racine. : 

 Itis of the first importance to assertain the nature of the water 
_ which we desire to stock with fish, its depth, temperature and 

_ chemical character; also the nature of the bottom, and of the shore, © 
~ how supplied, and what becomes of the surplus water; what species 

_ of fish, crustacea, mollusks, annelida, and insect larve are found | 
in the water and in the mud of the bottom; what aquatic plants — 
are found growing in the water, and on the margin of the lake, a 
pond or stream. An intelligent answer to these several interroga- _ 
tives would furnish data, that will enable us to escape the danger 
of certain failure. For it is evident to the most careless, that these — 
conditions should agree with the instincts, habits, and way of life’ 

of the animals to be developed there. The neglect to observe, or 
| properly appreciate these natural conditions has, in many instances, __ 
been the cause of total failure of fish culture, even when in other — | 
respects, the men have been skillful pisciculturists. All our lakes 
‘should be surveyed in the most ‘careful manner, under the supervis- 
ion of men fitted for such investigations. The paper prepared by __ 
the lamented Dr. Lapham, on Lake Oconomowoc, is a model inal- | 
most all points. It only remains for us to dredge the bottom in - 
order to secure the lower forms of life, to ascertain their speciesand _ | 

| abundance, so that in all future time it can be known toa scientific 
certainty what valuable species of fish will thrive in its ‘waters. - a | 

What species of fish are best to cultivate in order to stock our 7 
30— Sr. Aa. Soe. Oo — : -
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hundreds of small inland lakes? . This is a question of great. mo-. 

; ment, and one that should be.answered with caution in any. given. 

ease, I will however ina general way state a few.of the species: | 

that will be suitable for many of these charming sheets of water... 

. White-fish: — The genus Coregonus includes the true white-fish of : - 

the. great-lakes. They may be known. by their blunt nose and: — 

short underjaw.. These fish are,.undoubtedly, superior as an arti-. a, 

gle of diet-to.any other fresh-water fish. They feed:on small.crus: 

7 - tacea and occasionally on the larvee of insects. — ‘Whether: this fish: — | 

will thrive in any of these smaller lakes is still doubtful. How- 

| ever, it is worth the trialsurely. The genus Argyrosomus includes 

"those smaller species of whitefish, having a sharp nose and project- 

| ing underjaw. There are at least four species known, three of them | 

| are found only in the largest lakes. The fourth, the Sisco, inhab- 

its several of the smaller lakes. There is at least one species, the Lake- 

herring, a cluperiformis, that can be transferred to all those lakes __ 

_-where.the Sisco isnow found. All of these small whitefish take the => 

baited hook at certain seasons of the year. The other two species. / 
inhabit the profound depths.of Lake Michigan and Superior, and will. 

not flourish if taken from these waters.. The Salmon trout—Sal-- 

mo. namaycush.is one of the. largest and best. of the fresh. 
water salmon; a-species that is.one of the easiest to. propagate arr 

——_ tificially, the egg being large and hardy. We have. many lakes,.. 
undoubtedly, where. this great. gamefish would multiply and beat. _ 

-. home,. Why. should we. be running after strange gods, when. we, 

| have such a.treagure at home? At Racine and Milwaukee the egg. 

/ can be.procured inany numbers desired. ‘ a | 

= The so-called brook-trout (Salmo fontinalis) are just. the thing. 
for ponds supplied by free flowing springs of pure cold water. For 

this purpose they, have no equal, but it.is probable that it would be 

hardly .expedient to. use.this species for stocking. public waters. . 
There. is..a. species, of..salmon.. that has. lost.the. instincts of its. : 

distant. relation, the Salmo salor, so. that it has.no longer a de-_ 

sire to visit,the ocean.. The “land-locked salmon » (Salmo sebago) , 

: is not. quite oné half as large as. the salmon trout, but is an excellent. 

a game fish; one that will thrive in a number of the lakes. We have'quite. — 

- a.number.now.in the state of Wisconsin, and hope soon to be.able to. 
stock some of the lakes. with this fish... The black bass (Micropterus.
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propagate in consequence of their egos having a mucous coat that = —__ 
| causes them to adhere in packets. _ There is an interesting paper | 

published in the U. S. Fish Commissioners Report, for 1872 and o 
-1873, on page 567, by Rudolph Hessel, of Germany, “On methods | 

of treating adhesive eggs of certain fishes on artificial propagation.” : 
Hessel, it is hoped, had struck’ the right method, and’ we hope ‘that: — 
in'a short time we shall be able to propagate bass; and especially: | 

_ the European Carp (Cyprinus carpio and other species), which de- : 
| posits her eggs on the underside of submerged aquatic plants, only 

| an inch or two under the surface of the water, The:Carp is extreme- 

_ ly tenacious of life, but flourishes in shallow lakes: with muddy* a : 

-. bottom and partly filled with vegetation. We havenumerouslakes, 
of this description where the-bass will not-thrive;but where all) > 

the conditions are favorable for the healthy development of ‘the: we 

: Carp. I look’ with great hope in'that' direction. Prof. Baird will’ . 

secure abundance of Carp spawn’ as ‘soon as it is proven that we can’ 

ee manage them<artificially. When: you can go with hook and line | 

and bag’ ten pound specimens of that most’ desirable fish, the: carp, oo 
/ then you will feel like thanking the men’ who have‘so persistently: 

persevered in investigating every condition that: can‘secure: benefits | 

| - sogreat- These waters that now produce so‘slendar'a'supply of 

, ordinary fish, then will teem: with the best; such as but: few’ men! oo 

) can now afford'to eat. es eee | Dos . ; | a | 

UNITED STATES SOVEREIGNTY — WHENCE DERLVED,,. 
pe  AND WHERE. VESTED. | oe 

cee By W. F. ALLEN, A. M. ee 
! | gee eS Professor of History and Latin in the University of Wisconsin. = 7 | 

| __. The'late war brought to an end the long and fierce controversy) 

| aig to the'nature of the Federal’ Union. What argument had not — a 
been able to:decide, was decided by arms; and the United States = 
are’ recognized asa nation, possessed of sovereignty. With the | 

-- détermination of. this controversy; however, another. question has: | oy 

| -come into prominence, as to the origin of this sovereignty. Before  __ 

the -war: it was commonly held that: the act which severed the col- wae Ea 

onies fromthe mother country had as its effect the creation of LS
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_ thirteen independent and ‘sovereign atates; and that it was not un- 

oo ‘til the formation of the federal constitution that sovereignty was ee 

| conferred upon the central government. This doctrine, however, - 
of the original sovereignty of the states, has been thought to afford 

7 ~ gome foundation for the doctrine of secession. Some of the most — 

, ardent advocates, therefore, of the national and sovereign charac- 

- ter of our union, have, since the war, brought into great promi- 

-. nence the theory that the nation was not created by the states, but. 

the states by the nation; that the states were never, in any true ON 

sense of the term, sovereign, but that the act of independence cre- 

| ated at once a sovereign nation. This view has been most fully | 

elaborated in a series of articles in the first volume (1865) of the | 

-. Natton, by Hon. Geo. P. Marsh, United States minister -to Italy; it 7 

is presented also by Professor Pomeroy in his Introduction to. 

: Constitutional Law.”g In this work the authority of Hamilton, | 

Jay, Marshall, Story and Webster is claimed for this theory. Ido a 

not think, however, that Marshall and Webster can fairlybe citedas 
its adherents. Mr. Pomeroy has given no citations in support ofhis _ | 

. view, and on the other hand both these jurists have expressed them- — 4 

-. gelves unequivocally in favor of the original sovereignty of the 

| states. Webster says of the Confederation: “It wasaleague,and = 

nothing but a league.’ Chief Justice Marshall’s language is: “It | 
has been said, that they (the states under the Confederation) were’ | 

‘ -—s- govereign, were completely independent, and were connected with. _ | 

gach other only by aleaguie. Thisis true.” BE 
Admitting, therefore, that the one theory has in its, behalf the O 

authority of Jay, Hamilton, Story and Kent, the other has the | 

"equally high authority of Marshall, Madison and Webster. We _ 

. may, therefore, where authorities disagree, proceed to examine the 

a arguments with perfect freedom from bias. ‘The question is emi- a 

- nently an historical one — that is, a question of facts, not of theory. | 

Sovereignty being the supreme power to command it is simply a - 

os . question’ of fact what organization was found in possession of this’ = 

--- power, when it ceased to be exercised by Great Britains - ne 

_ -Teé requires no argument to show that. before the revolution the __ 

| colonies were absolutely dependent upon Great Britain; whatever 

| powers of government they severally possessed wasin virtue purely _ 

of sufferance or explicit grant, on the part of the mother country. 

It is equally clear that the colonies were connected with one an- |
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other by no organic bond. There was no government of the united | 
_ colonies; each colony had its own government; and if sometimes; = 

for the convenience of administration, two or more colonies were - 
_ united under the same royal governor, this was simply an adminis- | 

trative union—one official managing two independent governments 
| at a time, not a single government resulting from the fusion or un- 

_ don of two individual ones. There were thirteen organized com-. 
munities, standing in a condition of coequal dependence upon the 

| government of Great Britain, This tié of dependence was severed — 
by the Declaration of Independence, July 4th, 1776, sustained, as 
this act was, by armed force. | ne - oe 

. oe Two points fall here under consideration: first, the power which | 
| severed the tie; second, the logical effects of the act of ‘severance, 

‘First, the power that performed the act of severance was the 
a Continental ‘Congress. But by what authority, and in virtue of 

what delegation of power did the Continental Congress act? Was 
the Congress the organ of the several states, or of the “ people at 
large”? (to use Mr. Marsh’s expression). To answer this question, 

: which rests at the bottom of the argument, we must trace briefly 
the history of this congress. cee ee See | 
sn the year 1764, upon motion of James Otis, the general court 

_ of Massachusetts passed a resolution proposing to ‘the other colo- | 
3 nies to form a union for the purpose of resisting the acts of the 
| British government. This proposition was accepted, first by Vir- | 

| | ginia, then by the other colonies. The congress met the next year no. 
(1765), and shortly afterward, as a result of the spirit thus mani- 

_—— fested, the stamp act was repealed. The Second Continental Con- _ 
. gress met in 1774, called ina precisely similar manner. In both | 
' cases the members of the congress were elected by the several col- 
:  onies, and in both cases it was only a portion of the colonies—nine _ 
: | the first time, twelve the second — that were represented. N ow so | 
» long as Georgia staid away, it is clear that not “the people at) 
| large of the United States,” but only the people of twelve colonies, 7 | 

were engaged in formal acts of resistance. In the assembly thus 
_ composed of delegates from the several colonies, the colonies voted 

as such; no measure was adopted by a majority of votes, as would | 
__... have been the case if they had -been considered: to represent the | 

| people at large ; amajority of the colonies must always decide. Tt - 
was by colonies that the Declaration of Independence was passed, =—=_—>
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. and in this document the several colonies are declared to be “ free 

- and independent states.” | ee _ ae . 7 

me . Let us. pause a moment upon this word “state,” which. thus | 

a makes its.appearance in our political vocabulary. The great ‘cone 

--yenience of having a different term to denote the units which, com- | 

pose our federal government from that which designates the federal 

-- goyernment. itself, has established.in American constitutional law 
ew. fundamental difference in the meaning of the respective terms. - 

| _ By state we understand a political, organization inferior to the nation. | 

| _ Bat.this distinction is: peculiar to American publiclaw. Thetwo 

terms are originally identical in meaning, or rather in application; Se 

being applied indifferently to the same object, but from different = 

points of view. A state is, in, public law, a nation, regarded. from 

the point of. view of itsorganization ; a nation is a state, regarded | - 

| from the point. of view of its individuality. We must not, there- 

- fore, suppose that when the colonies, in 1776, declared themselves 

to be free.and independent. states, they attributed to the word state 

the same inferiority which we now associate withthe word. They — 

“understood by it, a sovereign political organization. ‘That they = 
selected this term, rather than nation, is no doubt. partly due to its oe 

_ ,expressing..more- distinctly.the idea of organization ; partly, lam 

oe ready. to. admit, to the feeling that nation was.a larger term,:and 

- that.a higher organization, which should embrace all these individ- = 

| uals in one whole, was destined to result. Nay, we meet the term - : 

mation very. early, as applied to the united body. pe 

oe ‘That. the.congress. considered itself as acting as the organ of the 

- colonies or states,.and not of. the, people at large, appears manifest — co 

from the language habitually used. On the tenth of May, 1776, 

> gongress resolved to “recommend” to the “respective assemblies ) 

and conventions of the united colonies,” to form permanent.gov- 

ernments. August 21, of the same year, it-made. use of the ex- | 

pression: “All persons not members of, nor owing allegiance to : 

any of. the United States of America,” — showing that allegiance | 

was regarded as due to the several states. Its constant. title for 

itself was “the United States in congress assembled” —a term 

which plainly recognizes that the United States, as an, organized 

body, has. no existence except in -the congress, which congress, as 
ow ©: have seen, .acted.purely as.the organ.of the several.states. 

pass now to the nature and effect of the act of severance. This 

ee eee 
|
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| -act-was in the ‘first -place: purely negative in its intrinsic charac- 
ter, It simply:put an end to:a certain. préeviously:existing rela- ny 

tion — that by which the colonies. individually: depended:upon the — 

British sovereignty. The relations of thé several’ colonies to. one : 

another could not be affected by it. If before the act they-formed 

-& united, organized body, this united body, in- virtue of the act of 

independence, succeeded to the ‘sovereignty surrendered “by the 

-mother country; if they were individual and disconnected ‘before, 

they remained so after the act, and each individual passed into:the — 

| full enjoyment of sovereignty. — eee Lage — 

oo Now I-have shown first, that before the revolution the-colonies = 

“had'no organic connection ‘with one another, but only with the = 
: -mother. country : second, that the -union which they ‘formed: for | 

/ , -_spurposes of ‘ resistence: professed to be nothing. but a voluntary, | 4 

“incomplete and temporary association, with only limited and tem- - 

Ce - <porary aims, possessing none of -the éssentials-of a permanent gov- 

ernment, capable, it -is true, of developing into:a éomplete sover- a 

me : -eignty, but in all its-acts- and ‘words appearing as ‘not itself:an or- 

-__. ganic body, but the representative of certain organic bodies. “The . 

_ .- United States in congress assembled,” made no claim to individual S 

| -or independent existence, 'but:acted avowedly as a mere interme- = 

| diary or instrument of joint-action for organisms which did possess 

‘individual existence. And this-practital independence accrued to 
the several-colonies simply from the fact that,upon the:severance = 

<of the tie which-connected ‘them severally to the mother country, 

| | ‘each was left standing legally-alone; and, standing alone having no 

| : legal superior, but possessing a complete and‘adequate organization 

of its own, each colony: passed into the:undisputed enjoyment of : 
; - sovereignty. ee oe ee - a 

| - - Neither ‘before nor-after ‘the commencement of the revolution, oy 

ee therefore, did there -exist any united - organic “body - which could | 7 

ee supersede the several colonies; and assert:a claim to the lapsed a 

: _ -eréignty of Great Britain. And if this is true for the speriod of — 
- _ inchoate nationality which intervened between the first acts of re- a 

___-gistanee:and:the practical’ establishment of independence, 'still more s 
TES as it true for the ensuing:period of the confederation. It neéds:no 
argument to show that the states were at this time récognized'as : 
fully and exclusively sovereign; its Articles explicitly provide = 

“that each state retains its sovereignty and:power which isnot ==
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_ by this confederation expressly delegated to“ the United States in  __ 
a -_-gongress assembled.” All that can be said in opposition to this. 

| view is that this was a “ palpable usurpation,” set on foot during 
a __ this “ embryonic or inchoate period ; and their arguments plainly | 

| imply that they understand the Articles of Confederation to repre- 

sent a different phase of national life from the Declaration of In- 

| dependence, and as requiriug therefore to be construed froma 

different point of view; they were adopted by congress sixteen 
- ‘months later than the other act (Nov. 15, 1777), and in this period | 

of time, it is hinted, the “flow of enthusiasm,” under which the = 
_ ‘united act of independence had been accomplished, “ receded,”and 

_».  gelfish and local prejudices took its place. Now, if the Articlesof 
Confederation were really drawn up a year and a half after the | 

Declaration of Independence, this reasoning would have much  ~ | 

weight. But the date here given is only that of the adoption of 
_ the articles by congress. They were reported to congress July — | 

- 12, 1776, just a week after the Declaration—the preliminary steps, 

indeed, were taken in June, before the passage of the act of inde- 
pendence. It is therefore perfectly legitimate to interpret the act | 
of independence in the light of the government which was estab- 

_ lished after it. The two acts were to all intents and purposes parts 
Of one and the same act. In the very act of declaring their inde- . 

Oe pendence, the states formed themselves into a federal union; and 

in this union the several states were explicitly declared to be in- 
| _ dependent and sovereign ; from which it necessarily follows that 

the union thus formed, was, in Webster’s words, “a league and | 
nothing but a league.” SO | ae oo, 

It will be seen that the whole controversy turns upon the period 

| between the suspension of the royal authority and the esteblish- - 

: ment of the confederation. While the royal authority continued | 

, to be recognized, sovereignty of course belonged to Great Britain ; | 

after the establishment of the confederation, it as manifestly be- : 

| longed to the several states. Was there an interval during | | 

which it was possessed: by the United Colonies? Mr. Marsh 

says: “it was not for a moment imagined that the sovereignty | 

was in the interim lodged anywhere except in the whole people | 

of the United Colonies.” But he brings no facts to prove this | 

assertion. ae : | CR 

At the beginning of this discussion it was remarked that the 

: | | | | | | |
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| squestion was essentially an historical one, and must find its decis- _ oo 

ion in historical facts — that is, in the series of events by which 7 

| the sovereignty was transferred from Great Britain to the United | 

‘States; and I think I have shown that, as a matter of fact, this 

_ .transfer was not made at one stroke, but that the sovereignty was | 

-actually possessed for a while by the several. states, before it was 

transferred by a deliberate act to the nation. There remain, how- | 
ever, some theoretical objections to this view, which it will be neces- | 

sary to consider. . : : | 8 | | 

| Mr. Pom eroy states these theoretical objections in the following _ 

strong terms: “Grant that in the beginning the several states: | 
.. were, in any true sense, independent sovereignties, and I see. no - 

escape from the extreme positions reached by Mr. Calhoun.” No : 
os arguments are presented in support of this startling assertion, ex- 

-—--: @épt the doctrine that among the attributes of sovereignty, “the 

one which ‘underlies all others, and is, in fact, necessarily implied 

in the very conception of separate nationality, is that of supreme —-— 

| ‘continued self-existence. This inherent right can only be destroyed. | 
_. “by overwhelming opposing force; it cannot be permanently parted . 

with by any constitution, treaty, league, or bargain, which shall 
forever completely resign or essentially limit their sovereignty,and 

| restrain the people from asserting it.” There is no attempt made 
to prove this doctrine; it rests simply upon Mr. Pomeroy’s assertion, 

| backed by references to the works of half a dozen European pub- : 
licists. According to this'doctrine, Texas was never annexed; if the 

| United States had conquered her, and forced her into the Union, OF 

her status would have been a legal one; but as she came in volun- 

_ -tarily, surrendered her sovereignity and individual existence, the act - 

: was null and. void. According to this doctrine, theact ofunion by ~ / 
which, in 1706, England and Scotland surrendered their individual / 
sovereignty, and united into the new sovereignty of Great Britain, 

was an impossible act; and Scotland might now, if she chose, re-es- oe 

_ tablish her Parliament at Edinburgh, and crown a Presbyterian — 
King at Scone. Again; on this theory, what are we to do with oe 

Rhode Island and North Carolina in the interval between the es- _ | 

- tablishment of the Federal Government, and their accession to it? - 
They were certainly not members of the new Union; which made . 

no claim to extend its power over them. The Confederation of < 
which they had been members, no longer existed. There is but
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‘one “answer to this question. They wereindependent;sovereign 
| _ States,-as independent andas sovereign as Costa Rica, or San Ma- 

«gine, or the Free City of Hamburg. | | fie ae 

| . Imarguing for the original sovereignty of the states, I would not 

_ be understood to-advocate the modern doctrine of State Rights. I | 

| hold with Marshall, Webster and Story, with Mr. Marsh:and 
‘Mr. Pomeroy, that the United States form: a nation, and possess full — | 

_ powersofsoveregnty. -But I hold that this sovereignty was formally _ 
_.. and voluntarily conferred upon them by the states in the actof = 

ve forming the ‘Federal Constitution. The doctrine advanced by Mr. fo 

a ‘Pomeroy as tothe relation of the States to. the United States, ee 

_ «whichis essentially that of. Mr. Austin, I fully accept. “The peo- . | 

| _ «ple of the United States, as a-nation, is the ultimate source of call 
power, both that conferred upon the General Government, that — 

_ - -¢onferred-upon each state: as a separate political society, and that - 

 “vetained by themselves.’ Only; by i“ ultimate source ’I do not | 

| «understand historical filiation, but legal authority, under the:con- — 
‘stitution; the states —meaning by that the people of the several = 

| states — formed-themselves, by this act, “into the People of the | 

| ‘United States;”-and this sovereign people, -as organized in states, — | 

oe ‘exercises its sovereign powers by the two-fold instrumentality. of | 

the National.Government and the States’ Governments, distribut-. | 

| ing these powers between these two instrumentalities as seems most _ | 
/  .expedient. Thus the states are as- much’ sovereign as the Nation; 

| ‘but in truth, neither is soyereign, but-each is an organization for 

the exercise of a:certain definite. portion of the powers of govern- 

ment. -The sovereignty is not divided between states. and ‘nation, 

| ‘because sovereignty is indivisible: and absolute; but the functions | 

+ -of government,:in which consists the exercise of. the powers of sov= 

_-—— Sereignty, can be divided, and-are divided between these two or- _ - 
ganizations. | ea oy RE ey 

: — INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

| By BEMSHOLLAND, Barapoon 

oe This is .a topicpeculiarly appropriate here, in an. association | 

_ ewhich isthe pinnacle of the State temple of. public instruction.
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| Our public. school system is enlarging its field of force so rapidly, Ce 

that it is well to.enquire if-the improvement in quality keeps pace — - 
with that in quanity, te : 

o We ‘shall _probably.soon imitate the example of the states that 

have established compulsory, orasit might better be called, guar- oe 

- antied education, a measure for which there need be.given-no other / 

argument. than Professor Huxley’s, “If my neighbor brings.up ‘his | 

children. untaught -and. untrained, to earn their living, -he is doing 

his best to. destroy my freedom by increasing the burden of taxa- 

| tion for the support of jails:and work-houses for which I -have to | 

, EE The force of this argument, however, depetids-on the extentto 

| | which. the children are ‘really: trained to earn their liying in- the 

— public. schools. —And-so does much of the force ofall arguments for - ae 

a? public schools:at which attendance ‘is voluntary. The-fact that we  — 

are taxed to keep: up these schools gives us:a right to require that | 

| the instruction be made as practically useful-and generally valuable 

-—— agpossible, 6 OS : . ) 
- Of eourse'the whole -aim of. the. public. school should-not-be to = | 

- a teach children to earn their living, but this is.certainly.a part.of — | 

the legitimate-aim and might: be largely developedin-harmony with 

, . other parts, as is actually the practicein Europe. = 

| - No. knowledge of.any-kind ean be -acquired. without increasing _ | 

all the powers of usefulness, but some kind of knowledge do im- 

> mensely-more than others, to develop :particular. powers. A law | 

| ‘student would learn more:in .a theological: seminary:than in a fac- 7 

_ tory, but: not so- much in a-year.as-he would in a-law school in a 

-single:month. Neither law-school nor theological seminary would 

particularly increase the skill of the-mechanic. ‘These: seem tru- 

gms, but just consider how much better fitted our public 3 schools : - 

_ are to _prepare:men to: be law-and theological students: than: to’ be a 

| farmers or-mechanies It is.these branches of -manual labor that | 

—- most-of the: boys are to: go. into, but: their schooling. does not teach : Oe 

| them: how to-use-their hands:and muscles, ‘but rather their brains. | | 

--:Qur:publie:school system would-be. practically perfect, provided : 

| all the pupils were going to be clergymen, lawyers, doctors, or . 

teachers. Indeed,:the village schools under'‘my own observation Cons 

| geem to aim mainly at turning out school teachers. Every girlat 

Teast, who graduates, -tries immediately to get a school, for-her |
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_ training has exactly fitted her to earn her living in just that and 
no other way. No wonder teachers’ wages are low, when the num- | 

a ber of teachers is thus continually increased. i | 
-. In view of this lowness of wages, as well as the pressing demand | 

oo _ for skilled workers in many other fields, it seems to me that some- 
_ thing might be done in our public schools to fit pupils to earn > 

| _ their living in other ways. If our schools are merely going toed- > — 
__acate teachers, and these to educate still other teachers, the whole ~ 

ERE a system might be compared toa grtst mill, of which the wheel is so 
large and the stones so heavy that the force of the stream is spent — 

- _ in turning them around, without grinding any grist. | CO 
Even if the aims of the public school are legitimate enough, there 

seems to me much room for improvement in the choice of means. - 
_ Let me quote from Dr. Bartol, who says ; “He that can sketch an > | 

_ object. witha pencil understands it better than he who recites all 
its titles in the epoch of every tribe under the sun. _ OS 

- _ Possibly we have yet to learn what education is beyond'a series ss 
- of tasks in sentences and mathematical figures. Was Horatio 

- Greenough educated, when glued to the bench for a Latin recita- 
| tion, or. loath to demonstrate the sum of degrees in a triangle, and 

_ not when he picked up a piece of plaster in the streets to carve the | 
head of a Roman Emperor? ~ ne | oo 
Michelet says a man always clears his mind by doing some- — 

_ thing with his hands, The poor girl goes to school with the rich, 
- and learns to scorn her mother who cannot read, to envy her 

| mates’ costlier dress, and t6 steer for means of like -adornment | 
| into temptation in the course of study. The education is acurse 

that puts notions into her head but no skill into her hand. Taught — 
"to create value, she would disown the tempter.” (Rising Faith, p.- a 

| 177.) oe . | a - Bee - 

: The possibility of making Wisconsin a great manufacturing state. 
_ gives peculiar importance to the immense results achieved in Eu- 

: rope by Industrial or as it is sometime. called, “ Technical Educa- | 
tion.” For instance the great iron works of Creuzat, France, which | / 

| in 1867 employed 10,000. workmen and turned out $3,000,000 worth - 
of products annually, rose from small beginings through the sys- | 
tematic training of laborers in schools opened for this purpose more | 

_. than thirty years ago. re : 8 | 
When the first International Exposition was held in London, in.
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| 7 1851, English workmen excelled in ninety departments out of one a 

hundred; but in the Paris Exposition of 1867, England car- 
vied off 10 per cent. instead of 90 per cent. of the honors. | 

| The introduction of drawing into the public schools, with the | 

| opening of special schools in all the great centres of industry in - 
| France, Germany, Switzerlannd and Austria, had made these coun- 

tries equal to Great Britain where she had hitherto reigned su- | 

. preme.. The British Government took the alarm, and made gen- __ 

eral inguries, to which the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce 

replied that every trade in Brimingham suffered from lack of tech-. 

nical education. Similar answers came from Sheffield, Kendall. , 
| and. Staffordshire, except that the potteries in the last district were: — 

found to. be kept up by the importation of properly educated. for-- 

: Active exertions have since been made in Great Britain tore-. 

cover the lost scepter by imitating the course adopted on the conti- 
nent, but. the Swiss, French and German workman are still supe- 

- rior in training, not only to the British but to the American ones, 
Sans according to the report of the Massachusetts Commissioners of 

__- -_ Education for 1873. These Commissioners report that in Pennsyl- 

a vania the great body of skilled artisans are foreigners. Mr. Stetson, — 

_in a work on Technical Education, published during the year 1874, 

declares “it is not the pauper labor but the educated labor of Eu- 

rope which America has good reason to fear.” A country, ninteen | 

twentieths of whose artisans are unable to work from drawings, 

has good reason to dread the rivalry of.countries where a mechanic = 

| - who cannot draw is a rare exception. Oe | , oe 

- When we consider, further, that as good a judge as Mr. Russell, oe 

the builder of the Great Eastern, declares that.if in Great Britain, 
7 one-half the laborers were as highly skilled as one-quarter of them 

are at present, the change would be worth 50,000,000 pounds ster- 7 

oe ling, or one quarter of a billion dollars a year, as it would enable 
ae the mechanical power of the kingdom to be used to three or four 

_- times as great advantage as at present, we can imagine what a mine . = 

. of wealth lies almost unbroken at our feet. And again from the _ 
fact that in this eountry the highly skilled worker earns $3 where = 

| the utterly unskilled laborer earns $1, we can see how. immensely ed 

| | the condition of our laboring classes is capible of being improved 
sat little cost. 7 BO a | 7 |
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_ : “ One of the principal means has been ‘already mentioned; this is | 

_ drawing, knowledge of which helps-a mechanic to’work from plans;; 

.. and-trains eye and hand ‘to act in union. Four or five’ years ago 

this branch was introduced into the’ public’schools of Massachus- | 

—- etts; New York and ‘Connecticut, and ‘the example is being gener-' _ 
ally followed all over the country. The lack, however, not only of | 

_ properly qualified teachers, but of sufficient public interest, often: | 

prevents the instruction from being much better than nominal. —_ 
| _ We are very far behind the French practice of teaching every) 

| scholar seven years old, to draw and write simultaneously, so that) 

each of the two acquirements may help the other. The Swiss ~ 

i and German primary schools also give to drawing a prominent. 
| _ place. So small a part of ‘the primary school session in thiscoun- 

: try is spent in actual study, that not only drawing but object les-- , 
‘sons-and Kindergarten exercises, as well as needle work for the | 

girls, might be introduced for two or three hours'a day without’ = 

_ hindrance. to the present: instruction, and with:immense gain-not: 

only to the ‘discipline ‘but to the intellectual spirit of the school. — nS 
, _. Enough free hand drawing should be taught in the-primary’ 

- schools to enable the pupils in the grammar schools to use drawing 
: _ instruments, draft plans, and copy geometrical solids, and it is very 

important that they should be restricted to these and similar’ - 
branches of purely industrial drawing ; otherwise the desire to make Ps 

a show at exhibitions, to get something pretty» to hang up in the* | 

| parlor, and to amuse oneselfs with little efforts, will tempt both = 

pupils and ‘teachersinto giving their attention almost exclusively aor 

to fancy drawing of too little industrial value to be paid for justly’ 

pe out of the ‘school fund. And in the grammar schools might also _ 

be given some knowledge of the practical teachings of chemistry, 

‘such as would be of assistance not only to the bleacher, dyer, foun- . 

| der, miner, and machinist, but to every farmer and housekeeper:: 

The high school should continue the instruction in chemistry and» 

_ drawing, and-add the study of perspective, descriptive geometry — | 

. and mechanical proportion. Of course, these high school studies: _ | 

-. ghould_be electives, alternatives with Latin and Greek perhaps. = 

+. -Tt-would also be possible for instruction in one %r- two trades to 

| be given to a few of the most: skillful pupils in every high school.. 

| ~ One teacher in the girls’ high school of Boston has introduced the 

study of photography, mainly at her own expense. Other trades. oP
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| which : might be. taught. with advantage, are telegraphing, wood- es, 

earving,- engraving, stenography,. dress-making,. watch-making, = 

pharmacy, designing, and painting.. I mean, of course, not artistic. | 

| | but.industrial. painting; not painting pictures, but furniture.and- 

signs, and I speak particularly. of this branch because it might be | - 

taught with advantage to the community in most of the village 

high schools. oR oy Ue A ae, 

The industrial course in our public. high schools. would then be: | | 

| Primary School, drawing, sewing. and -kinde rgarten lessons; Gram- 

: mar School, mechanical. drawing: and... chemistry ; High- School, . 

| chemistry, drawing, persective, geometry, and some special trade. = __ 

__-The pupils: who need this teaching: most would not, however, be: 

| able to go through the high school course, and special trade schools: | | 

should be opened to allow them. to pass: through the whole ‘course’ | 

in two-or three years after leaving the primary school.. ae 

-. 'The.same teachers could carry on the instruction in drawing and | 

- other. industrial studies in the common schools and also in the trade. | 

--—__ sekools, where the training. could be made extremely practical. — 
| One of the highest class of trade schools, which might well be: 

a imitated in America, is that for. the French watchmakers. at Be=. > 

sancon.. The course is three years; first year mechanical drawing: _ 

a and general principles of the trade; the second year adds. geometry,- | 

a designing various parts of. the watch, and modelling the tools used; 

| the third year-adds the study of mechanics and practice in model- 
ling various parts: of the watch, mechanical drawing:and designing. 

— being continued... Among the: industrial schools especially worthy | 

wo of note, are those for carpenters and builders held.in the: large 

- citiesof Germany for. four or five'months, beginning with the 1st 

of -November,..and giving instructions.in ‘elements. of physics: 

and. knowledge of materils, details of the art.of building, plotting, : 

Foe geometrical. and. ornamental. drawing. and modelling,” and. other 

- -—-practical studies, described-at length on. page 124 of the report.on’ 

a : education made in 1870. by. Dr. Hoyt, who: wisely recommends the: | 

opening .of -such ‘schools in all the cities: of the United States. 
Similar schools might .be opened: at. the same.season for the im: 

a provement of. farmers... There: are. also. . many laborers whocannot. | 

attend any day school, even an. industrial. ore, but who would go. _ 
__ to an. evening school. gladly... The workman who is too tired to 

study anything else. has: been found . able:to learn. drawing in such. 

a school-with great advantage.:. CS oon
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A state which. has go many German and Scandinavian inhabit-. a 
i ants as Wisconsin really seems to me also bound to give themen' 

and women some such ‘facilities for perfecting their knowledge of 
_ the English language. Allow me to suggest further, that ina 

great railroad. center, like Madison, evening schools should be 
| opened to teach railroad hands, and workers in machine shops, me->  ~ 

chanical drawing, modelling, the use of every part of the steam 
| _ engine and all the scientific principles involved in the running of 

railway trains: and the manufacturing of cars and. locomotives. | 
a The gain merely to the morals of the pupils, by removing them 

| from temptation, would fully justify all the outlay necessary. I 
am glad to hear that twenty-nine evening schools for adults arein © 

| successful operation in Philadelphia, and hope the time will come ; 
__-when similar statistics can be furnished by Chicago, Milwaukee 

and Madison. - ee BS ae 
In one point we are already wiser in America than they are in 

Great Britain, or on the continent of Kurope. Scarcely any in- a 
dustrial schools for women have been opened there, or seem likely ! 
to be. Of what little has been done in the United States, woman | 

) has had her full share. A prominent place in the Boston public) 
- school system is occupied by what are called the “ designing : 

_ young ladies;” and the philanthropic women’ in that city are at- | 
- tempting to follow the example of their sisters in New York, who 

_ have for the last two years been giving instruction in running sew- 
_, ing machines, housework, sewing of all kinds, laundry work, cook- 

Ing, book-keeping, proof-reading and other useful employments | 
with great success. | SLES | os 

_ Of the many female colleges springing up all over the land, none | 
deserve more praise than that already founded by John Simmons, : 

of Boston, who ‘bequeathed $1,400,000 “ to provide for the teach- — 

oo ing of medicine, music, drawing, designing, telegraphing and other — 
-_- branches of art, science and industry best calculated to enable the ° | 

scholars to acquire an indepeadent livelihood.” OP 
- Among the branches in which women might engage with advan-— 

tage are those pursued by decorators of glass, porcelain and china, 

artificial flower makers, feather colorers, retouchers of photographs, _ __ 

wood carvers, fan and toy makers, watchmakers, jewelers, lapidaries 
and cameo cutters, workers in wax, plaster and ivory, glass cutters 

| and grinders, piano tuners, designers, engravers, telegraph opera-- _ 

tors, compositors, druggists, photographers, florists, dentists. and
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| journalists. Indeed, all the arts in which a good eye for color is oa 
| needed, seem to be especially suited for women. 

_ And let me here suggest that our State Univesity, having shown o 

its enterprise in establishing departments of law, military science, 
— agriculture, civil engineering and mining and metallurgy, should ) 

give similar attention to the industrial education of the “better | 

half” of its pupils by opening one or more departments especially = 

adapted for training women in some of the occupations just men- ~ 

tioned. In closing I would say that no industrial training is com- | 

plete without artistic culture, which, though never its equivalent, 

| should always be its inspiration. | - | ee 

oo CURRENCY. | 

By JOHN JOHNSTON, Mrwavxes, Ws. | 

_. [believe we are all more anxious to find out what is best for the © 
_. interests of our country, than we are to achieve a victory over our 
a opponents. There are different kinds of greenback men, and with 

| some of them I have no particular controversy. I do not know a | 

- that I should oppose the United States issuing our circulating me- toe 

dium, provided that they could so regulate its quantity that it would — 

. be governed by the laws of trade, and rise and fall according to the 

| demands of business, and that it be not subject to the whims of __ 

-evéry succeeding congress, or the caprice of changing secretaries © 

_ of the treasury. If not so regulated, it would become the foot-ball _ 
| of political parties, and be subject to such conditions as could not 

fail to be very detrimental to all classes of our people. Above all, 

__I should insist that even the United States government, if it issues. 
' our currency, shall redeem it in coin whenever a demand for its  _ 

-- redemption is made. ee, OS? 

. The question whether the government or the banks shall issue 
- our currency is not a question of so much importance as the ques- 

— tion whether our circulating notes shall be convertible into specie 

on demand, or whether they shall not. - | ee . 

The greenback men with whom I have the controversy are those . 

| who maintain that the government should not redeem its notes “ 
31— Sr. Aa. Soc. | te | a
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They regard the greenback as an ultimatum, a finality. They look 

~  s wpon it as not only a meduim of exchange, but in itself a desira- 

ble standard of value. My object is to show the folly of such @ 

| position. renee Se Be ee 

Judging from the ease with which everybody can, at the present. | 
- time, take hold of a discussion of question pertaining to moneyand © | 

a currency, an observer would naturally suppose these questions to: | 

be of the simplest kind, and such as can: be fully understood with 

| but little consideration or study. — Oo a a 

a If a discussion arose on questions of medicine, chemistry, music, — 

| astronomy, or the manufacture of iron, it would be considered 

| somewhat out of place in bankers, grocers, commodores and gen- | 

-—-_ grals to come forward, without any previous study, and,volunteer 

| their modes of settling such questions to men who had made medi- 

| cine, chemistry, music, astronomy, or the manufacture of iron, their 

study for years. : es 

7 - Now, however, you will find at every: street corner and country | 

- gross-road, men who have never given an hour’s study to questions | 

> of finance, and who never read a page on political economy in their _ 

lives, ready on the shortest notice to furnish prescriptions to cure. 

/ all our financial ills, and to solve problems off-hand which have 

taxed the mental energies of the ablest political economists. 

| There seems to be an opinion in some quarters that the more 

thought a man may have given tothe question of our finances the 

Jess are hig views to be trusted, and if aman be a banker he is sup- 

posed to bea kind of public enemy, an Ishmael, ‘ whose hand, is 7 

against every man, and against whom is every man’s hand.” Some | 

- - demagogues do not fail to intimate that the interests of bankers. 

and the interests of the rest of the community are necessarily an- 

-tagonistic, and that when hard times are pressing on the com- 

| mercial interests of the nation at large, banks are then especially = 

7 prosperous and vice. versa. There never was a greater mistake. 7 

- | It is forgotten that probably no business is. so seriously affected. : 

| by hard times as that of the banker. The parties to whom he has. _ 

 Joaned his deposits fail, and offer him from 20 to 50: cents on the 

"dollar, while those who have confided their money to his care ex- 

pect prompt payment, dollar for dollar. When a financial earth- 

| | quake is rumbling all around him, he is at his wit’s end to know 

whom to trust, or to whom it will be safe to lend the money which |
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the widow and the orphan have placed in his charge, and on which 
he is paying interest. If he do not lend it, he is denounced for 

| hoarding up the money which should move the wheels of commerce; a. 
| and if he do lend it, and lend it foolishly to those who cannot re- 

pay him, he will be denounced as a rogue and a villain if the | 
‘money be not forthcoming when the depositors call -for it. He is 

. denounced by your professional demagogue as a monopolist, or | 
_ worse yet, as a capitalist. A tramp is respectable as compared to 

him. cae | ee et > | 
a -. ... NO MONOPOLY. © | oO 

_ There is no monopoly about banking. John Smith and Tom > 
| Jones can put up their sign to-morrow, “Smith & J ones, Bankers.” 

Even the business of banking under our national system is per- 7 
fectly free, and all may participate in its profits, whatever these | 
may be. Bankers aré not necessarily capitalists. A capitalist 

“lends his own money, while the bulk of the money loaned out by 
_ the banker is the money of other people. A thousand laborer’s de- 

| posit $100 each witha banker and he lends the money out again, 
“but the parties depositing are the capitalists, and the banker is 

| “merely their agent. These thousand laborers have no time to search oe 
_ for some one who wants to borrow their money, and they would be oe 

a in doubt whom to trust. The bank is the grand reservoir for the __ 
petty savings of thousands, each trifling in itself, but taken'as a 
whole, of mighty power to drive the wheels of commerce. Small : 
sums in many hands are of littlé use, but when accumulated in the 
banks, they become a mighty power for the development of indus- _ | 

~ try and trade. There are five millions of dollars used through the os 
banks of Milwaukee in moving the crops of the west, and in ‘assist-. | 

_ ing our merchants and manufacturers, which, without banks, 7 
would be comparatively useless. I have never been able to see | 
wherein the interest of the capitalist and the workingman arehos- 

- tile to each other. Capital is accumulated erystalized labor. If 
« : any one, by active labor, earns $500 and saves $100 of that sum, . 

then, to that extent, he becomes a capitalist; you have accumulated _ 
or embalmed, as it were, so much active labor. This accumulated — 
labor or capital is in a position to employ active labor, and why they a 
should be hostile I cannot see. Whatever cripples capital or ac- oo 
“cumulated labor renders it less able to employ active labor, and so 
injures it as well. There may be some capitalists who do not
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do the fair thing by those whom they employ, and there may be 

workingmen who do not act fairly towards their employers; but | 

_ there should be no more hostility between capital and labor than 

between a man’s legs and his arms. Both are essential, and each . | 

is necessary. for the well-being of the other. _ | 

: + Those men who attempt to stir up hostility between capital and | 

| labor, will generally be found to be the friends of neither capital ._ 

~ -nor labor. | : So ae 

| Y The currency of a nation has a double duty to perform. It - 

” should not only be an instrument of exchange —a counter — but ) 

it should also be a measure of value—a standard of value. Sup- a 

_ pose I have several books and youa knife, and we wish to exchange. a 

It might be difficult for us to know the relative value of the books” 

| and knife; but there are two commodies, gold and silver, which | - 

oe have been for many ages adopted by all civilized nations as stand- 

ards of value. Twenty-five 8-10 grains of gold is called a dollar. | 

You compare the value of your knife with gold, and say that your — 

| - knife is worth two dollars; that is, 51 3-5 grains of gold. I think _ - 

Y each of my bocks is worth one dollar, or, 25 8-10 grains of gold, so 

that I will have to give you two books for your knife. 

—- The reason, why gold and silver have been taken as the standard — 

or measure of value are many. Ineed not repeat them, Gold and 

silver are durable and do not vary suddenly in quantity or value. 

_ They are portable; they are admirably adapted for coinage; they 

are of uniform quality; they are unaffected by atmospheric influ- 

ences; they donot decay withage. | oo 

- The stamp of the government does not give the value to gold or | - 

silver. It merely certifies that the coin contains a certain weight — 

and fineness of metal. If you have a bar of gold and wish to use 

7 - it to pay your debts, it would be desirable to send it ‘to the mint, 

where the government will stamp it into such coins as you may de- 

sire. , But any intelligent man will not refuse gold, even unstamped, | 

if you can satisfy him as to its fineness and weight. Labor is the ne 

| - ereator of all exchangeable value. The labor it requires to procure 

| them is what gives to gold and silver their value, and not the stamp 

| of the government. The standard of value is coin, but the medium 

of exchange may be a paper credis currency. Gold and silver are | 

the best measures of money, but paper is the best instrument of | 

| exchange. Paper notes cost little to print, and are easily carried |
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_ about; but they must represent value — they must conform tothe = 

| standard and measure of value, “ coin.” | 

_ Every piece of paper currency issued by this government is born 

of some transaction in which the government got value for its note, 

and the same is true of the notes of individuals. | | 
_ I buy a book from you. This book has value, and I should give 

you something of value in return —a knife, a pen, a piece of gold, . | 

or something else of value. You, however, may not desire any art- 

icle of value immediately, or I may have no article which suits you, 

and you prefer a credit for the book rather than to be paid off at 
once by an article of value. I give you, then, for the book a credit * 

which I have been carrying in the shape of a piece of paper, for 

| - which some one promises to pay one dollar, or 25 8-10 grains of = 

| .  .gold. | . | es - eee Ee 

Having faith that this is good for this gold, and thet you can get 
almost any article for it of equal gold value, instead of insisting on 

my giving you a knife, or a pen, or 25 8-10 grains of gold in ex- 
| change for your book, you are satisfied to take the paper note. | 

_ Now the question at issue between the redeemable and the irre- 

_ deemable currency men is this: Shall the parties issuing our cir-— ; 

| - culating notes be expected to keep.them equal to the standard of ; 

value, and be expected to pay them when they are presented for | 

payment? The redeemable currency men hold that not only do | 

the first principles of honesty call for this, but also that the interests 

«Of all classes of citizens, rich and poor, employed and unemployed, 

will be best promoted by a circulation of notes whichare keptequal 
to that standard of value which they are supposed to represent, and | 

that the government of this great republic should stand ready to 
fulfill its promises to pay whenever any of its notes are presented : 

for that purpose. 7 | im 
The government received a valuable consideration for every 

) _ greenback in existence. oo | A gn 

: After the war had run its course for a few months the govern- | . 

ment had not the means to pay the soldiers and furnish. horses, - 

clothes, amunition and food for the men it had called into the field oo 

_ The government acknowledged that it should pay in something of 

value, for the valuable clothing, cannon, flour and potatoes which 

it had received. As it had not then, in the hour of its extremity, | 

the means to pay in gold, it issued its notes or promises to pay. |
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_.. For each greenback in circulation, the government received some. . 

| valuable consideration ; the soldier gave his services, the manufac-. _ | 

7 turer his clothing and cannon, and the farmer his produce. For a 

| all these valuable commodities given by its citizens to the govern-. 
| ment, the United States, in harmony with the practice of all civilized | 

- nations for ages past, promised to pay one dollar, that is, a piece of — : 

_- gold or silver of certain fineness and weight. And the questionis . | 

simply this: Shall the United States, pay asit promised, these notes 
when presented for payment, or shall it leave them, abandoned. - 

_ orphans, with no one to father them when a call is made for their . 

+ honest payment, according to the promise written on their face? - 

: | ‘ETERNAL PRINCIPLES DO NOT CHANGE, — 7 we 

| To hear some men talk you would imagine that under the wings. 

of the American spread-eagle all the laws of political enonomy are — 

ae suspended, and that in this age and country of the steam-engine, 

the sewing-machine and the telephone, the old-fogy principles and | 
laws of trade which hold good in Europe, are of no account. The 
American eagle is no doubt a great bird, but I“ guess ” that events 

a under his wonderful rule the laws of gravitation and political econ-.. : 

, omy are still in force, and “ even from the Atlantic on the east to " 

the Pacific on the west, and from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of — : 

‘Mexico, wherever the bird of freedom soars,” twice two continues: 

| to be four, and twice five is still ten, “just as among the moulder- 

| - cerements of the antiquated despotisms of Europe”! _ eS 

| It is not much to the credit of this great nation, with its vast re- 

sources, and which put a million of men in the field and expended: 

- four thousand millions of dollars for its unity and honor —I say it . | 

: is a disgrace in it not to live up to its pledges and stand ready to - 

| redeem so many of its three hundred millions of greenbacks as may 7 

be presented for payment, or as may be necessary to bring its notes | 
| toa par with gold. | Oe Be gE, 

oe Redeemability in coin is mainly important, not because of any © — 

hidden virtue in coin or any taint of sin in paper, but because it 

| offers the only means of keeping the quantity of the circulating 
| medium in its proper relation to the business of the community ; | 

. _ because this is the only way in which the people can retain control — | 
over the “instrument of exchange.” Whenever it becomes redun- | 

dant the people send it home to the issuers for redemption. When:
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too many carriagés are hired for the number of people to be carried, 
| some of them are sent,back to the stable. So when paperisredeem- _ a 

able, and too much is. out for the work it has to do, it goes back = 

| from whence it came, and the people retain control of the quantity; 
when it is irredeemable, the secretary of the treasury or a com-— 

| mittee of ignorant and needy congressmen may decide how much | 
of it shall circulate. When paper is redeemable in coin, if the gov- 

ernment or banks issue too much of it, prices at once begin to rise, 
4. e., the paper representing coin becomes less valuable than other _ 

: articles, and the country discovers that coin is the cheapest thing | 

it can send abroad, so the notes are taken back to the treasury or 
the banks, and gold is drawn out. In this way the volume of cur- 

- rency is diminished and equilibrium restored: When irredeemable | 

—_ paper is issued, and made a legal tender, the coin in the country be- . 

7 ~ comes of no further use, and any that may be mined orimported will = 

| speedily leave, as there is no office for it to perform; andthe paper 

, | currency being irredeemable, gets beyond the control of the people 

| as to quantity and away from the standard of value as to quality. — | 

a History has depicted in no doubtful terms the disastrous effects ofa 

Oo depreciated and irredeemable currency. The fact that it is depreci- oo 

ated shows that it is in excess, and this excess breeds extravagance __ 

| and speculation. The spirit of the gambler enters into the heart of — 

the nation, and it becomes the hotbed of extravagance, speculation 
and crime. - | Oo : 

: The worst evils of an unsound currency fall upon the poor. As - . 

a direct Gonsequence of depreciated money, prices fluctuate, so the 

man who bays cannot tell for what he will sell, or what his money _ 
will be worth when he gets his pay. Against this uncertainty the = 

_ rich man can hedge. The poor man who buys, buys to consume, 
not to.sell again, and pays the increased percentage out of wages | 
which have not increased. The rich man adds to the price of his 

Oo commodoties the premium on gold at each rise, and by continual — i 

| exchange adjusts or shifts the loss. = | OO oe - 

The poor man has but one thing to exchange, his labor; and he 
does not know the hourly, daily, or weekly rise of gold, and if he 

Oo do, he cannot daily, hourly, weekly, or even monthly, add it to his 
- wages. He cannot readily make new contraets for his labor; and _ 

his wages, last of all have the premium of gold added ontothem. . | 
: "Clothes, fuel, and groceries, all feel the inflation of prices before =
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salaries or day’s wages do. Hence, Duniel Webster truly said, that 

, of all contrivances for cheating mankind, none has been more effec- 

tual than that which deludes them with irredeemable paper money. - 

This is the most effectual of inventions to fertilize the rich man’s 

a field with the sweat of the poor man’s brow. The workingman, for | 

whose interest the increase of currency is now demanded, is the re-. | 

_ siduary legatee of all the losses arising from inflation and its conse- 
| “quences. The irredeemable currency men have failed signally to 

-. ghow how the mere multiplication of counters is to add to the 

| wealth, capital or general prosperity of the nation. As has been | 

— well said by some one, “ What we want is an inflation of collater- 

| "als. With the collaterals we can always command the currency.” 
a There is a great deal said about the debtor class and the creditor _ 

- glass, and the idea is meant to be conveyed that the workingmen | 
| are generally to be ranked as debtors. This is a great mistake, 

~ Our workingmen do not generally belong to the debtor class. They 
a are not in a position to borrow money, and all attempts to curry 

| favor with the workingmen by getting up commiseration for the - | 
| | debtor class, are based upon false premises. © | 

| It has been argued by those who oppose a coin basis for our paper 

| currency, that such is impossible because there.is not coin enough | 

- if all the paper currency was returned for redemption at one time. | 

Well, it may be answered that there are not greenbacks enough to 

to pay one-tenth of the debts of the country, if everybody went to | 

everybody else the same day and insisted on getting what was due | 

to him. Instead of four hundred millions of greenbacks, four 
thousand millions would not suffice. ce | 

a The fact is, all business and all legislation are conducted on the» , 

--—- jdea that men are not crazy lunatics, but are sane, rational beings. 

It may be asked where would all the life insurance companies be if 
everybody insured in them should die about the sametime. _ 

_ Nothing can prevent panics, and nothing can prevent a periodic 
expansion of credits and a subsequent collapse. * A coin basis, how- | 

| | ever, instead of fostering such expansions, has an opposite effect. — 

It used tobe considered bad enough when banks could not pay coin, 
but under the greenback legal tender regime, in 1873, the banks in | 

many of our great cities could not even pay paper, much less coin. i 
a I care not what the currency is, the proper amount for ordinary = 

| times will never be enough when half the people get crazy andrush
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| for currency and lock it up. But such periodic storms areless 

_. likely to gather when the currency is only a specie basis. Some = 

assert that contraction caused the crash of 1873. Far otherwise;, | 

inflation caused it. The immense increase of bank loans show that. | 

The circulation, in 1874, was twenty-nine millions greater than in : 

in 1869. It was expansion, and not contraction, which brought on | 

all the disasters of 1873. The resumption act was not passed until 

1875. We have been living for years on stimulants, and as we are _ | 

getting to a sound and healthy diet, our heads ache and the tempta- es 

| tion is strong to take more stimulant; but we will be better here- | 

after if we bear the headache a little longer, and come out, by 

| and by, just as well, or nearly as well, as if we had not been “one * 

It would, no doubt, have been worth millions to this countryhad. 

congress, immediately after the war, taken steps to bring about re- 

| sumption by easy stages. Theinflated, irredeemable currency which —- 

was then poisoning the blood of the nation, led, from 1865 to 1873, | 

to so much wild speculation and mistaken enterprise that it is esti-. oe 

- - mated the amount of municipal corporate and private indebtedness | 

: increased during those eight years nearly threefold. ‘Therewasre- 

cently published a list of American cities whose debts hadincreased 
from $221,000,000, in 1866, to $644,378,663, in 1876. ee 

-It is customary for the inflationist to talk inthe most denuncia- a 

| tory terms of the gold gamblers and the gold room in New York;. 

yet, strange to say, the period from 1865 to 1873, which was the ~ ' 

millenium of the irredeemable-currency men, was also the hey-day_ 
“of the New York gold room, and when gold touched a premium of 
5 per cent. on its downward march, and the/funeral notes of Carey : 

and his compeers were heard through the land, the New York gold : 

- zoom also read the signs of the times and closed its doors. Ifgold = 

. and currency were equal and interconvertible there would be noneed © . 

_ of gold brokers, and it is the very state of affairs advocated by Gen. — | 

| _ Carey. which brings into existence the gold room and gold brokers, | 

which he tries to win popular applause by denouncing.. It is cus- _ 

- _tomary in order to bring discredit on the position that our currency 

should be redeemable in coin, to point to the old wildcat bankingin = 

this and other states. But these banks were splendid examples of = 

an irredeemable currency in the strongest sense of the term. | 

| - Your wildcat or red-dog banks built a shanty in some impassable _ |
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| swamp or out-of-the-way corner of the forest, and having deposited 

their bonds at Madison, got their friends to start their notes in cir- 

a culation; but any one desiring to get coin for their bills could never 
ind the bank, so that the notes were just as irredeemable as our 

: greenbacks have been, and the multiplication of these wildcat and | 

-s ged-dog banks produced similar results to the irredeemble currency 
| which helped to bring on the crisis of 878 

, It would be very interesting to trace the rise and fall of an irre- | 

: deemable currency in England, and show by the discounts of the 

| Bank of England and otherwise, the gradual inflation of the bullion 

a and its consequence, collapse, but I can do no more than allude 

_ For twenty-four years were specie payments suspended in En- os 

gland, viz.: from 1797 to 1821. The circulation of the Bank of oe 

po England increased from eleven million pounds in 1797 to twenty- — 

_geven millions in 1815, and the bills discounted increased from five a 
a millions to fifteen millions. ‘They were enjoying just such times. 

as we had before 1873, when in 1815 they had just such acollapseas 
we had in 1873. It came on the full height of inflation. Over 
three hundred banks closed their doors in 1815, and there were. | 

a great riots and much distress. After just such discussions as we i 

ss @re now going through, a resumption bill was passed in 1819, provid- 

ing for specie payments in four years, viz.: in 1823. Four years were _ / 

allowed to get ready and to quiet the fears of those who predicted | 

— great financial disasters. | OO — pe 

| oo Two years before the time fixed, the bank began to pay incoin, 

| and there was no unusual demand for it. ee 

a , Everybody felt so well at the return to a specie basis that they - 

_ began again to expand their credits, and in 1820 they had another oe 

| financial crisis. Allison says that the years of feverish and un- | 

| natural excitement which they had during the period of inflation oo, 

and suspension had to be followed by a long period of languor and 

depression, Co IN eS yen, 
7 _ The experience of France is even, if possible, still more inter- | 

esting, for she twice went through the terrible ordeal of an inflated, 
ss depreciated currency. Any one who reads ‘the speeches of 

the French. assembly, about the year 1790, would imagine he was _ 

| listening to some of the greenback orators of the present time. 

‘The assignats are lauded to the skies as just what is necessary |
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to bring prosperity to the country ; as being a great stepinad-. 

vance. of the antiquated hallucination which believed in acon’ | ce 

- basis. It was necessary to have a currency which would not go | 

out of the country ; and being founded not only on the plighted | 
faith of the whole people, but also on, one-third the real estate of. 

the nation, and bearing interest, it could never fail to be eagerly ee 

sought after. ty 

. - Talleyrand and a few other leaders opposed those issues as cer- | 

: tain to cause depreciation ; but Mirabeau and others ridiculed the | 

idea-of their becoming depreciated. a a 

| ~ -Such an abundance did they have of this currency founded on A a | 

| the pliyhted faith of the people and the total resources of the whole... 

. republic, that sugar was 500 frances per pound, everything wasin- 

flated but wages, but as the manufactories were closed there were. Oe 

_ thousands unemployed. The paper run its course, the deliium = 
abated, but everything was confusion. Bonaparte, in his first cabi- | 

net council, said, ‘“‘T will pay cash, or pay nothing,” and he con-. 

_ ducted his campaign against united Europe on this basis When. 

| hard pressed financially, it was prop osed that he issue paper money, oe 

but he wrote his answer, “ While I live I will never resort to ir- 

- redeemable paper.” When Waterloo came, the allies in Paris,» a 

| Napoleon in exile and war indemnities to be paid, France on a | | 

specie basis was in a better financial condition than any nation in. | 

Europe. 7 oo - ony | 

_ The anti-resumptionists in this country assert that the reason , 

why the irredeemable paper money of France was at par for a year , - 

| or more. past, was because she received it for her customs dues;- sit 

and they argue that if we would do the same our paper would be 

at par. I think our paper would be at parif we had one dollar of 7 
. gold in the treasury for every paper dollar in circulation, and were 

| to resume at once, whether we took our greenbacks for customs: mo 

- dues or not. The amount daily collected by the governmentas. 
oe custom dues is not so much as the average daily deposits of one of. Sa 

| the Milwaukee banks, and it is absurd to suppose such an insignifi- | oe 

cant amount could have any appreciable effect in bringing our. 
ue greenbacks to par, a a - oe fa 

_. There are a good many clap-trap phrases used by those who op-- 
_ pose a specie basis for our currency, to one or two of which I will. at 

allude. — ae | a eR ae od
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One is, that the currency which brought us through the war is 
good enough for us in peace. I seriously doubt this. We were in 

oe desperate straits during the war, and were in no condition to re- 

oe deem our paper in specie; but I cannot think that because wecould 

| not do our duty during a fierce civil war we should therefore never | 

attempt to do it. We were ina tight place during the war, and 
the issuing of paper promises was thought to be the best thing we 

could do, and they brought us through successfully, though at great 

cost. | OC a 

— To say that we are not to redeem those promises is unpatriotic 

and dishonest. - a | | 

: It is nothing but cheap buncombe to say, as paper promises a 

| brought us through the war they are good enough for us now, and 

- ghall forever remain unfulfilled. oe 
Weare told by the irredeemable-currency advocates that while we 

| propose only a little coin for the basis of the currency, they believe o 

. in having the whole resources and plighted faith of the nation as 

| the foundation of their system. _ oo | : : 

The truth is, we, the redeemable currency men, advocate as our 

/ security, the whole resources and faith of the nation, plus the coin. — 

We believe that the sufficiency of these resources and honesty of 

| that faith shall be manifested by the providing of the coin neces- 

ss gary to redeem any notes that may be presented. We believe that 

faith without works is dead, and that it becomes us to use some of. 

sour vast resources to redeem our pledges and not violate our faith. a 

| While we-are indebted for untold blessings to the era of com- 

| merce in which we live, with its attendant telegraphs, banks, bills 

| of exchange, and all our immense system of credits, yet, to these _ | 

: must we also attribute the great financial disasters which periodi- = 

cally overtake us. re es a - 

Daniel Webster said that “the system of credit, as it now pre- 

' _-vails, is the vital air of commerce, and has done ‘more, a thousand 

| times, to enrich the nation than all the mines in the world.” | 

_ Like many other mighty machines, capable of untold good to | 

| men when properly used, they are capable of great mischief when 

- abused. When the railroad train runs off the track and is de- | 

_ molished, the havoc and ruin that follow outweigh the disaster 

| arising from the over-turning of a stage by just so much as the 

locomotive and railroad cars outstrip the stage coach in usefulness,
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when they are properly handled. So with the credit system and = 

with banks. They are powerful instrumentalities for the diffusion _ can 

of blessings, but when abused they are liable to bring on no little | 

suffering. lt is hard to keep men fromabusing the most beneficent = 

_ instrumentalities; so we find, every ten or twenty years, the credit 

system getting more and more expanded — rising prices, every- 

body trusting everybody, everybody scrambling to get rich,and 

| everybody thinking he is getting rich. New schemes and specula- | 

tions born with every rising sun. New banks, new railroads, new _ : 

ity plats, trust funds invested in bubbles, fortunes made without — 

trouble, splendid equipages and entertainments; then the bubble => 

| ‘bursts when no one expects it to break. -The results are: Mer- | 

| chants bankrupt, stagnation in the streets, real estate unsalable, — 7 

mortgages foreclosed, debtors absconding, widows and orphans 

- ruined. Such are the storms which periodically gather and burst 

in the commercial world, and I know not if the time will ever 

come when men will be able to so control themselves as not to be 

_» earried away by this speculative mania which from time to time | 

: creeps stealthily upon them. | ee ee 
‘These financial troubles which periodically come upon ‘us are ~ 

| produced by an undue expansion of the credit system. Mendo ~ - 

not pay as they go, but run in debt. Prices are rising; they think ee 

they can see where, by running in debt, they can make a good © oe 

thing. Thousands do this, and the volume of. bills and checks : 

: afloat becomes very great. Bye and bye some prominent house 

‘cannot pay its notes; then confidence bezomes shaken, and every- a 

body wants those who owe him to pay up at once. Many go to the | 

_-. wall, anda panic with all its evils ensues. The surest waytobring 

on one of these financial hurricanes is to inflate the currency. _ 

Such was the case in 1837 and 1857, and during our recent war. : 

| It is considered rather a dishonest thing to water railroad stocks, | | 

> but that is mere child’s play to the iniquity of watering the cur-_ | 

 rency. It is about par with clipping the coins of the realm, which 
used to be a fashionable amusement with the robber kings of. - 

7 _ Europe. oe ee Ld 

This inflation of the currency, it is said, is in the interest of the — 
_ workingman and the farmer. Heaven save the mark! The work- | 

OS ingman feels the disastrous effect of these periodic financial storms rae 

~ more than any other class. The workingman is, as I have already | ae
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_ said, the residuary legatee of all the losses; and yet we are told. | 
| that it is in his interests that the credit system should be expanded sy. 

| o and another period of inflation and consequent disaster should be | oo 

invited. By the inflation of the currency prices will rise. But — 

_. the workingmen and all salaried men will find that their grocery | 
pills will rise a good deal faster than their wages,and when the ex- 

— »plosion comes which the inflation of credits will certainly bring | | 

- on—it may be in one, or five, or ten years — then the working- | 

a men by the thousands will be thrown out of employment. ae 

a Equally absurd is the idea that the issue of an additional lot of | 

a paper promises will benefit the farmer. So far from that, next to | 

the workingman, he will be the sufferer. His expenses will be _ 

| gauged by the inflated prices of a redundant currency, while the | 
prices of his crops will be governed by the prices of the European 
markets. It will be asked why it comes that so many who are | 

/ opposed to an inflated currency are capitalists? Towhich I answer 

that they of all others desire the business of the country conducted __ 

on safe, sure, conservative business principles. They oppose 
| - everything dangerous or revolutionary. Capital is exceedingly — | 

sensitive. | pe : eo oo 

_._ Inflation will add to the income of the capitalist for the time; but 
as in the long run: it. may endanger the principal, he opposes it. oe 

‘Probably the men of all others who will be the worst fooled by in- 

| flation are those who expect that an inflation of the currency will _ 
‘lower the rate of interest. The opposite has invariably been the | 
case. An increase of currency increases speculation, increases the | 

| demand for money‘ and increases the rate of interest, on account of 

the continuous rise in prices, dazzling borrowers with visions of fu- 
--ture profits. - | ee | oe 

. The rate of interest for the use of money depends, subject to. | 

-some other contingencies, mainly on the profits to be made by the ; 

| use of money. That is, if a man can make fifteen per cent. by 

| hiring money, he can afford to pay ten per cent. for it; and though 

| - you double the quantity of currency, you would not touch the rate 

of interest. In not one of .a hundred loans does currency ever ap- | 
- pear. A man gives a note, and the money goes to his credit, and - 

when he pays it out he gives his check, transferring it to some | 

other person’s credit; so that the quantity of currency has nothing _ ; 

to do with the rate of interest, and those who expect lower interest’ |
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- from inflation are the victims of misplaced confidence. Interesty — ne 

since 1873, has been lower at the east than usual, because money is 

seeking safe investments rather than highly remunerative invest- | 
- ment which are full of risks. In England, where there is but little | 

currency, interest is low because the profits of business are small. a 
7 In the foregoing remarks I have confined myself to a discussiom 

- of the question, whether an increase of currency is desirable, and,. | 

above all, whether our currency should be convertible into coin, or . 
: whether it should not. / “ . mee Sr re - 

-. [have no time to take hold of some of the other important ques- 
~ tions, such as whether silver shall be remonetized without limit, and : 

- whether shall the banks or the government issue the circulating = 
notes. My position has been, that whoever issues our notes must oe 

- stand ready to pay them when payment is demanded; but as to who a 

shall issue them is another question which I have not time to discuss. 
| _ There is no safety in a paper currency unless it be on a coin basis. 

‘When overtrading, speculating and inflation of credits began to. 

Be prevail, warning is given by the gradual diminution of the hard basis: 

on which the system stands. Those who issue the circulation take 

the hint and begin gradually to.contract, and many a financial stormy ce 

has thereby been prevented. Convertibility of the paper currency 
into coin does not always prevent financial convulsions. - The safety : | 

| valve on a boiler does not always prevent explosions; but they very ~~ 

often do, and they ought to be on every boiler. | a 

‘When we speak of convertibility into coin, it is not that every~ 

| - body in America who holds a paper promise may all in one day be | 

able to get its equivalentin coin. That is impossible and unneces- 
sary. As I have already said, the importance of redemption arises | 

from the fact that it is the only means of keeping the currency ip - 

its proper relation to the business of the community, and also of 
régulating our trade with foreign nations. It is the only way by | 

_. which the instruments of trade can be regulated by the wants of — 

| trade. We do not doubt. but many an incipient crisis has beem 

—. averted under the reign of redeemable currency, that would have 

| grown to fearful proportions under the stimulus of irredeemable > 
notes. A currency with no specie basis to it has no certainty as to | 

its validity or stability, or as to its value. ee a 

| Resumption means that this great republic will speak the truth - 

and be honest. “It means that there shall be thirty-sixinchesinthe
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_._-yard, and sixteen ounces to the pound;” and the astonishment is 

_. that there can be found intelligent men to oppose such a resump- 

- tion as. soon as it can be brought around to stay. AsGov.S.L. | 

Woodbord said: “In the memory of these years of panic and dis- | 

a order, of shrinkage of values and palsied energies, by the fading 

light of dying forges, and in the silence of idle looms, I read one 

| lesson. It is written alike on the laborer’s cabin and the banker’s - 

vault. That lesson in simple words is this: ‘No more legalized = 
_- quackery, no more financial falsehood, no more unkept promises, _ 

compelled by force of political laws to attempt the work of coinand 
at the last compelled by the higher laws of nature and morality to | 

begin with inflation and end in bankruptcy. But honest money — _ 

the same money for the bondholder, billholder, and plowholder— 

the money of the corstitution, clear, ringing, full-weighted, honest 

- coin — money that costs labor, and is therefore the just reward and __ 

_ payment of labor.’ ” Ce | a | 

WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT. — , | 

oo [It has seemed to me that there was no more appropriate method of closing 

this 16th volume than by publishing the following address, delivered by Col. 

‘Elias A. Calkins to the Wisconsin press, at Ashland, Wisconsin, situated up- 

on the shore of the largest lake in the world, with a harbor capable of safely = 

| floating every ship that sails. William Cullen Bryant, aside from beinga = 

poet and an editor, was a great farmer, and his beautiful estate, situated upon - 

| an island washed by the Atlantic waves, was tilled as becometh a good hus- - 

bandman to ever till his land. Bryant’s inspirations, in a great degree, were 7 

caught from associations with nature, and that nature every farmer sees and | 

| feels. 7 | Oo G.E. BJ 

| There can be no question as to the propriety of rendering, at this a 

-. meeting of our association, a tribute of respect to the memory of 

"William Cullen Bryant, upon whom the grave has recently closed, 
| the most illustrious member of our profession which either hemi- | | 

sphere has produced, with the sole exception of Benjamin Franklin. a 
a it is peculiarly appropriate that this tribute should be paid now, 

- Gn this month of June, month of | Oo 

| “ Soft airs, and song, and light, and bloom,” - |
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should be paid here on this spot of superlative loveliness which the | nature that he adored planted in its bounty, aid which tho art thet 
_ Mr. Bryant was born in 1794, in Massachusetts. He had a lib- : eral education, and was trained for the bar; in fact, he opened a 

editor of a magazine printed in New York city, and in 1826, he be- 

_ haracter, and he died June 12th of the present year, at the age of © eighty-four. That is the history of his life. The details of his 
_ journalistic career, and of his literary undertakings and triumphs, _ are to be found in his biographies, = HG eee 

a In professional, political and private life, Mr. Bryant’s character ces we a was as nearly stainless as any example in our history. _ Tn his news- oy oe paper, he was almost always moderate, conservative, and elevated ee 
in tone, and was absolutely unsensational. If there ‘was anocca- 

| : sional exception to the uniform moderation of his opinions, and of ea _ his manner in giving them expression, it ‘was only in times ofgreat 
a excitement, or in’ emergencies which unbalanced most men; and 
_ when compared with the stormy violence of all around him, the = _ violence which he assumed appeared like a haleyon calm. In all a his. writings, there is not a phrase or sentiment. which would ten d cee 
to pervert the heart, not. ene unelean or immoral thought. Ina 
life vastly beyond the average of mankind, his example, his pree 

te cepts, and all his influence tended constantly to good, and to make ; oe ee his fellow mem better.and wiser, and to make society purer, and to. ee 
make politics honest and patriotic. Uae dep pels ale Be Oe 

"Of. genius, 9s it is called, the power which creates and.quickens, 
the essence which enlivens, illumines and inspires, which vivifies, poe _ electrifies, glorifies — which is mature without growth and perfect without culture — which is a gleam of supernatural origin, a divine 

a particle enkindled by living fire —‘which is afine frenzy and a con- _ 
- 82 — Sr. Aa. Soc. ee ee Ese Dae |
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__ geeration, and is the vision, the joy and the sorrow with which no — | 

ss stranger intermeddleth, Mr. Bryant wa s comparatively destitute. i 

| - But with that mentality which is. better than , genius, which 

strengthens and ripens with years, which study develops and com- — a 

+ pletes, which thinks, reasons and refines, which derives polish from 

attrition and symmetry from symmetrical moulds of thoughtand = 

“growth, he was abundantly endowed. ‘His poetry was not a sun- os 

- burst of inspiration; it did not come without volition or labor like > 

summer winds and the light of summer noons; it was not the wild 

| outbreak of pent up power. It was planned with deliberate fore- = 

| thought; the structure was prearranged to its slightest detail; it | 

, was built and finished with painful care; its exquisite polish was . 

> the result of ‘slow, elaborate and conscientious toil. His poetry — 

‘as simply the choicest rhetoric in verse, never touching sublime = 

and radiant heights, but always even, exact, musical and complete 

/ in all its parts. _ Tt was not genius, but a lofty didactic eloquence 

ee and a charming humanity, which told us: a 

a a - 4&0 live, that when thy summons comes to join a | | | a a 

| The innumerable caravan, which moves = Be oR as 

| 7 To that mysterious realm, where each shalltake Po, | 

His chamber in the silent hall of death, . | ee | i 

>. Phou go not like the quarry-slave at night, , ee 

- 4 _. Scourged to his duogeon, but, sustained and soothed | | 

By untaltering trust, approach thy grave, 

. + _ Dike one who wraps the drapery of his couch - . | 

_ . About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.” a a | 

It was not genius, but an exalted and sublimated . common sense, a 

_ ‘the richest fruit of experience and philosophy, which declared: | 

| = ruth crushed to earth shall rise again, OO 

: : __ The eternal years of God are hers; | 

| a But Error, wounded, writhes in pain, | | | 

: SO - = And dies amid its worshippers.” — | : 7 

oe Jt was not genius, but glowing patriotism and an. enthusiastic faith a 

- a) American manifest destiny, which proclaimed: geo 2 aoe 

| - Here the free spirit of mankind at length, is” 

7 a - Throws its last fetters off, and who shall place «5 

— So A limit to the giants’ untamed strength == vow 

: , Bo > Or curb his swiftness in the forward race.” oe : 

po Tt was not genius, but piety, pathetic in its tone and heavenlyin 

_ its aspirations, which, in describing the flight of the waterfowl, 

- breathes: : oe eee es 
- a _. ©#fe who from zoneto zone ee - 

| — *.-s @niides through the sky thy certain flight : | 

| | In the long way thatI must tread alone, 

a, , Will guide my steps aright” | .
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_... The story of love he never told. “The fierce theme of love,” = 
as Byron calls it, never thrilled his pen nor warmed the chill pro- 

' |. propriety of his verse. His poetry was of the brain,not of the = 
ee heart. | He deliberately and coldly reasoned out his melodies; they  —s_— 

are as chaste as the icicles on Diana’s temple; they are as desti- 
tute of the glowing inspiration and of the ministering flame of - 

“passion as were his free-trade leading editorials in the Evening . 
Post. Oe EE a 

o _ Mr. Bryant was a lover of nature, and of all its multitudinous ee 

oo _ forms and sounds, and lights and shadows. ‘It had for him a myriad soe 

_ giry shapes and voices which the common eye did not see, and the 7 
_ vulgar ear did not hear. The groves, the streams, the prairies, the 

evening clouds, the changes of the months and seasons, the rolling = 

| —-years, the rolling earth, the rolling skies, were to him as they were 
-_t9. Wordsworth, a passion and an appetite. No poetinourlan- = 

guage has paid to nature a sweeter and choicer worship, ora more 
oe profound reverence, or a greater wealth of thought and language. | | 

‘Nature had for him endless charmsand ravishments,and awitchery 

_ ‘which he never saw in human beauty; nor in the achievements of = 

and * er ro 
- | *‘ He heard the voice of that Almighty One = 

| - _In every breeze that blew and wave that murmured.” 6 

: Like Benjamin Franklin; also, Mr. Bryantlived with unimpaired 
--- faculties. to octogenarian age; and they were years‘of honor and = 

usefulness; his daily life was an ‘example; his writings area gospel! == 

~ + , BROTHER. JONATHAN ABROAD, 
Give Brother Jonathan a chance, and he will always keép hisend 

_ level, in international commere. Just now,'England ‘is considerably | 

-“Majoit}s' réclid are e0'dépraved eid disloyal that they will'persigt in 
_ “buying American beef. ~ Last year, this fraternity and those associ- =~
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__ Atlantic brethren, to the amount of four. million pounds. Thisyear 

the trade will be yet larger. The rush of American bacon to Eng- 
land is said to be unprecedented. The increase in this article for 
the month of May, was no less than 78.6 per cent. over thesame 

But it is not alone American beef that makes John Bull feel = 
gloomy. He finds that American iron is rapidly getting into use - 
on English railways, andjthat American calicoes are on sale in all | : 

the dry goods shops in London. As for American grain, he long = 
ago got accustomed to paying out heavily for that staple, and this 

| year, owing to the fact that his own crops are looking poorly, while a 
| our own never were more more promising, he realizes that he will = 

_» have to put his hand deep into his pocket to pay the bills which 

Oo Yankee grangers will have against him for wheat and corn. ‘Then oe 

there are the Yankee butter men and the Yankee cheese men, send- 
ing over more and more of their commodities every month, finding 

_ a ready market for them and taking so much gold out of the coun- 
| try. There is considerable in this status of the times, that isen- 

7  couraging. We may not be making much money on this side the ne 
sea, but. we are vastly better off than “the mother country.” A an 

7 "glance of late British trade returns, induces the New York Journal = 
of Commerce to declare, that “what with European uncertainties, 

the famine in China, which cuts England out ofa market, the Lan- 
__ cashire strikes, and competition from America, there isnogleamof. 

- promise in the British commercial sky.” ee Be, oe 
An eastern journal very truly remarks, that this is a dreary pic- 2 

: ture, and the contemplation of it ought to make the United States >’ 

_ put an end to croaking about hard times. We are not handi- S 
gapped. as England. is, the expression . on our farmers’ faces was OR 

“never more beaming, there is no prospect of a strike this summer, _ 

- and Congress is out of the way. One of the New York World’s 
_ foreign correspondents, notes the fact that the English political = 

economists and finaacial writers are beginning to realize that Amer- 
ican competition is not temporary, but a steady, permanent move- 
ment, and he predicts that foreign capital must necessarily pour 
into the United States, “infusing new life and energy into all de- 

a partments of trade, and restoring American prosperity.” Unless 
all signs fail, the live Yankee will soon be himself again, andgoon > 
prospering and to prosper. ss —™” I
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